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PREFACE 

On  20  June  2012  the  British  Academy  played  host  to  an  event  designed  to  celebrate  the  Lon¬ 

don  Olympic  Games:  ‘Training,  Cheating,  Winning,  Praising:  Athletes  and  Shows  in  Papyri  from 

Roman  Egypt’.  At  the  attendant  workshop,  a  group  of  scholars  presented  relevant  unpublished 
papyri  from  Oxyrhynchus.  This  volume  publishes  these  papyri,  and  others  on  related  topics. 

Oxyrhynchites  had  a  wide  range  of  spectacles  to  watch :  plays  and  mimes  in  the  theatre, 

athletic  and  musical  competitions  at  gymnasial  and  higher  levels,  chariot  racing  and  other  circus 
entertainments. 

In  the  background  we  sense  the  classical  tradition  of  the  Great  Games,  whose  origins  and 

history  continued  to  be  discussed  (5192-3).  Oxyrhynchites  read  Pindar’s  Epinikia  (5201),  and 

epic  accounts  of  mythical  Games  (5190).  They  read  also  classical  Tragedy  and  Comedy  (5183— 

6,  5195—7),  especially  the  New  Comedy  of  Menander  (5198—5200).  From  other  papyri,  which 
specify  the  actors  for  each  part,  we  know  that  some  plays  were  actually  performed  in  the  theatre; 

the  same  was  true  of  mimes  (5188-90),  which  range  from  solo  scena  to  paratragic  drama  to 
knockabout  farce.  More  economically,  a  soloist  offers  a  selection  of  songs  from  the  shows  (5203). 

The  agonistic  tradition  continued  in  the  Hellenistic  monarchies,  expanded  in  the  Roman 

period,  and  in  Egypt  reached  its  height  in  the  third  century,  when  Oxyrhynchus  founded  its  own 

Capitoline  Games  (ad  273):  we  are  indebted  to  Dr  S.  Remijsen  for  so  expertly  setting  the  scene 

(pp.  190-206).  At  local  level,  there  were  ephebic  games  (5206);  students  competed  in  rhetorical 
exercises  (5194),  amateur  poets  revived  the  epinician  ode  (5191),  budding  pancratiasts  read  their 

training  manual  (5204).  In  the  wider  world,  there  were  stars  like  the  poet,  scholar  and  brassy 

publicist  Apion  (5202),  or  the  Olympic  boxer  and' wrestler  Plutarchus  (5207).  Such  ‘sacred  vic¬ 
tors’  (5211)  could  claim  many  privileges  in  their  home  town,  including  exemption  from  liturgies 

(5210);  powerful  trade  unions,  the  World-wide  Associations  of  Athletes  and  of  Dionysiac  Artists 
(5208),  lobbied  for  the  rights  of  sportsmen  and  performers.  Winning  was  important.  If  you  bribe 

your  opponent  to  lose,  you  are  careful  to  document  the  transaction  (5209). 

Sport  and  entertainment  maintain  their  place  in  the  fifth  and  sixth  centuries.  The  authori¬ 

ties  provide  meat  both  for  athletes  and  for  mime  artists  (5212-13),  and  women  mimes  give  then- 

name  to  a  street  (5214).  The  town  had  long  had  a  hippodrome,  now  called  ‘circus’.  This  no  doubt 
offered  the  revived  chariot  races  so  central  to  Byzantine  politics  and  fandom;  and  the  variety 

shows  which,  as  we  know  from  programme  leaflets  (5215-18),  included  singers,  gymnasts  and 
of  course  mimes.  Winning  remains  important.  Christians  they  may  be,  but  desperate  punters  or 

partisans  do  not  shrink  from  invoking  the  old  magic  to  nobble  the  horses  of  the  Blues  (5205). 

We  record  our  gratitude  to  the  contributors  who  have  handled  so  many  difficult  texts;  to  Dr 

R.-L.  Chang  and  Dr  D.  Colomo  for  their  skill  in  conserving  the  papyri  and  precision  in  checking 

transcripts;  and  to  Dr  W.  B.  Henry,  who  contributed  corrections  and  improvements  throughout, 

compiled  the  indexes,  produced  the  final  copy,  and  oversaw  the  correction  of  proofs.  As  before, 

Dr  Jeffrey  Dean  typeset  the  volume  with  wonderful  sureness,  and  the  Charlesworth  Group  pro¬ 
duced  it  efficiently  and  on  schedule;  a  generous  offer  made  by  Mr  Paul  Lynn  helped  with  the 
costs.  The  research  that  informs  it  would  have  been  impossible  without  the  liberal  support  of  the 

Arts  and  Humanities  Research  Council  and  the  British  Academy. 

P.J.  PARSONS  /  N.  GONIS 
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It  may  be  summarized  as  follows : 

a$y  The  letters  are  doubtful,  either  because  of  damage  or  because  they  are 
otherwise  difficult  to  read 

Approximately  three  letters  remain  unread  by  the  editor 
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The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  J.  F.  Oates  et  al.,  Checklist 

of  Editions  of  Greek  Papyri  and  Ostraca  (BASP  Suppl,  9, 5200i);  for  a  more  up-to-date  version  of 
the  Checklist,  see  http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/scriptorium/papyrus/texts/clist.html. 



I.  NEW  LITERARY  TEXTS 

5183.  Tragedy  (Euripides,  Alexandros ?) 

125/25(0)  fr.  I  4.7  X  1 1.4  cm  First  century Plate  I 

On  the  back  of  two  fragments  of  a  roll  or  sheet,  running  across  the  fibres,  re¬ 

mains  of  a  text  copied  in  a  medium-sized  upright  semi-cursive  hand  not  unlike  the 

first  hand  of  XLIX  3487  (65).  Fr.  1  gives  parts  of  fourteen  lines  with  upper  margin, 

2.1  cm  deep,  and  left-hand  margin  preserved  to  a  width  of  0.3  cm  at  the  top,  while 

fr.  2  gives  eleven  line-beginnings  with  a  marginal  speaker  indication  (4)  and  left- 

hand  margin  preserved  to  a  width  of  1.7  cm.  Fr.  2  appears  to  belong  to  the  same 

column  as  fr.  1 :  when  its  line-beginnings  are  placed  on  the  same  alignment  as  those 

of  fr.  1,  a  vertical  crack  running  down  its  top  half  falls  on  the  same  alignment  as  the 

left-hand  edge  of  fr.  1,  1.1  cm  to  the  right  of  the  left-hand  edge  of  fr.  2.  There  are 

further  texts  on  the  front.  Fr.  1  gives  the  beginning  of  line  834  of  Euripides’  Phoenis- 

sae,  rj]yov  7 rapoi0e[,  copied  in  a  gendy  sloping  informal  hand  at  about  the  level  of 

line  1  of  the  text  on  the  back.  About  0.9  cm  lower  down,  on  the  right-hand  edge, 

there  is  the  end  of  a  greyish  horizontal  stroke,  and  slightly  further  down,  on  the 

left,  a  long  double  ascending  oblique.  About  level  with  the  lower  end  of  the  double 

oblique,  there  is  a  further  trace  on  the  right-hand  edge,  perhaps  a  triangular  letter, 

and  level  with  the  upper  end  of  the  double  oblique,  apparently  faint  and  indistinct 

traces  of  two  letters.  On  the  front  of  fr.  2,  upside  down  in  relation  to  the  text  on  the 

back,  remains  of  a  document,  possibly  a  land  register.  Line  1  gives  ]"o-  y  d  rj\  lower 
down,  there  is  a  series  of  line-ends  in  grey  ink,  of  which  the  second  gives  <f>opL  (i.e. 

<f>opi-\[p).  The  long  double  oblique  on  the  front  of  fr.  1  will  function  as  a  divider 
within  the  register. 

The  text  consists  of  tragic  iambic  trimeters,  written  as  prose.  Verse-beginnings 

in  mid-line  are  indicated  by  hiatus  (fr.  1.9)  and  anapaestic  first  foot  (fr.  1.10).  A  short 

blank  space  at  fr.  1.9  may  be  intended  to  mark  the  verse-boundary.  A  diaeresis  on 

initial  iota  (fr.  1.1),  due  to  the  hand  of  the  main  text,  is  the  only  lection  sign.  The 

main  hand  is  also  responsible  for  corrections  at  fr.  1.1  and  2,  and  for  the  marginal 

speaker  indication  at  fr.  2.4.  The  latter  was  copied  as  part  of  the  text,  its  supralinear 

final  letter  extending  just  beyond  the  left-hand  margin  of  the  column.  The  gener¬ 

ous  spacing  at  the  top  of  the  column,  with  enlarged  initial  set  off  from  what  follows, 

may  suggest  that  this  was  the  beginning  of  an  extract. 

The  copy  is  not  the  work  of  a  professional  scribe,  but  probably  due  to  a  stu¬ 

dent:  the  hand  is  irregular,  and  the  base-line  in  the  first  two  lines  of  the  column 

slopes  noticeably  upwards  from  left  to  right,  suggesting  that  the  writer  struggled  at 
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first  to  keep  to  a  straight  base-line  without  the  guidance  of  cross-fibres.  There  is 

ample  evidence  for  the  educational  use  of  Euripides’  Phoenissae ,  of  which  the  open¬ 

ing  of  line  834  can  be  recognized  on  the  other  side :  see  R.  Cribiore  in  Y.  L.  Too 

(ed.),  Education  in  Greek  and  Roman  Antiquity  (2001)  241-59.  Perhaps  part  of  the  scene 

beginning  at  Phoenissae  834  was  to  be  copied  as  an  exercise,  and  the  incipit  was  to 

serve  as  a  reminder  of  the  passage  to  be  used.  In  any  case,  this  line  is  no  doubt  later 

than  the  document  that  occupies  most  of  the  front,  and  to  be  associated  rather  with 

the  tragic  text  on  the  back  that  runs  in  the  same  direction.  Verse  texts  thought  to 

have  been  copied  by  students  are  sometimes  written  as  prose,  like  5183;  here,  as  in 

other  cases,  the  writing  surface  may  not  have  been  quite  wide  enough  to  accom¬ 

modate  a  long  trimeter  as  a  single  fine.  For  other  examples  from  the  Roman  period 

of  verses  copied  as  prose,  see  e.g.  Trag.  adesp.  *70ia  (TrGFV  1148);  GMAW2  p.  12 

with  n.  57;  R.  Cribiore,  GARS' 33  (1992)  259-61. 
5183  does  not  appear  to  overlap  with  any  known  texts,  but  the  use  at  fr.  1.2 

of  the  verb  i/javepcbin  may  suggest  that  it  is  to  be  ascribed  to  Euripides.  The  ap¬ 

pearance  of  Priam  as  a  speaking  character  (named  at  fr.  24  mg.)  would  then  ap¬ 

pear  to  indicate  that  the  text  belongs  to  the  Alexandras.  Following  the  publication 

of  the  hypothesis  (LII  3650  >  Alex.  test,  iii  in  TrGF),  this  play  can  be  reconstructed 

with  a  greater  degree  of  confidence  than  previously,  but  many  difficulties  remain: 

see  for  example  the  edition  with  commentary  by  M.  J.  Cropp  in  C.  Collard  et  al. 

(edd.),  Euripides:  Selected  Fragmentary  Plays  ii  (2004)  35-87;  Collard  &  Cropp  (edd.), 

Euripides:  Fragments,  Aegeus— Meleager  (2008)  33“ 75*  ̂   the  attribution  is  correct,  the 

use  of  <j>ev you  or  fovyuspcev  by  an  unidentified  speaker  at  fr.  1.3  may  provide  a  clue 

to  the  position  of  the  fragments  within  the  play.  There  is  no  obvious  way  to  accom¬ 

modate  pevycopev,  but  tpevyw  could  be  spoken  by  Paris  taking  refuge  at  the  altar 

of  Zeus  Herkeios:  cf.  Hygin.  Fab.  91.6  (Alex.  test,  iv  b  (2))  idle  in  aram  Iovis  insiluit ; 

UMC I  (1981)  s.v.  Alexandras  nos.  20-42  (Alex.  test,  iv  d),  depictions  in  Etruscan 

art  of  Paris  taking  refuge  at  an  altar.  rpo(j>e[]  _  [  (fr.  1.8)  could  then  be  a  reference  to 

the  stepfather  whose  evidence  will  save  him.  If  this  identification  is  correct,  then 

one  may  deduce  from  fr.  2  that  Priam  had  a  speaking  part  in  this  scene.  A  further 

speaker  (Hecuba  or  Deiphobus?)  may  also  be  detected  in  fr.  1:  see  commentary. 

Professor  Parsons  suggests  that  Deiphobus  enters  in  pursuit  of  Paris,  without  notic¬ 

ing  him  (for  a  time) ;  then  Priam  enters  to  restore  order,  and  Paris  and  Deiphobus 

conduct  the  agon  about  slavery  (cf.  Alex.  frr.  48-61)  in  his  presence,  but  this  is  proved 
irrelevant  when  Cassandra  arrives  and  identifies  her  brother. 

Fr.  1 

i’  Sou,  T€joajr[ 

e^ve/xtuceKa  _  [ 

c f>€vya)^evr)Br][ 

^PIXovockI 

ISoi),  7TTepCOT[ 

££r)vep, cuce  kci  _  [ 

<f)€vyco  p,ev  rj Br)  [ 

]p  pLOVOC  k[ 

5  _  ]aviov<f>pv[  5  ve]aviov  &pv[ 

. . .].  ,&€7rP€.  [  ...I.',  ̂ rrpe  [ 
aS°uAo[  a  SouAo[ 

. . iw'Wfd.t 

Je-rAij  aTTay[  .  .  .  .]  erAi?  a7rap[ 

10  SieSuce[  io  ...J.  SteSt»ce[ 

]  eirarpac  [  e7rarpac  4  [ 

]crer  efcvf  Jcrerewf 

-,w 

. ].[  . ].[ 
Fr.  1 

t  .  ,  a  letter  resembling  n  made  as  in  2,  except  that  the  final  stroke  is  a  steeply  ascending 

oblique,  considerably  raised,  perhaps  a  cancel  stroke  r[,  a  thin  upright,  and  to  its  left,  the  left- 

hand  end  of  a  cross-bar  at  letter-top  level  2  e£,  generously  spaced,  with  $  placed  on  the  same 

alignment  as  8  in  the  line  above  and  ligatured  to  e  by  an  extended  cross-stroke  to  made  out  of  o  .  [, 

the  beginning  of  a  stroke  ascending  from  left  to  right,  perhaps  a  or  w  6  ] . , ,  above  letter-top 

level,  a  short  cross-stroke ;  a  speck  at  mid-line  level  .  [,  a  tall  stroke  on  the  edge  7  ] . ,  the  upper 

part  of  a  steeply  ascending  oblique:  i  probable  8  ]ai,  not  ]t?,  whose  second  upright  does  not 

ascend  above  the  level  of  the  cross-bar  .[].[,  a  steeply  descending  oblique  closely  followed  by 

a  cross-stroke  at  mid-line  level,  perhaps  e;  after  a  short  gap,  an  upright  trace,  apparently  joined  from 
the  left  at  the  top,  with  ink  to  the  right  at  the  foot  9  y[,  the  foot  and  faint  traces  suggesting  the 

upper  part  of  the  first  stroke  io  ] , ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  an 

upright  joined  from  the  left  by  a  gently  ascending  stroke,  perhaps  n  ii  ]_,  a  connecting  stroke 

ascending  from  low  in  the  line  to  join  e  at  the  top  of  the  first  stroke,  e.g.  A,  u,  n  t  ligatured  to  the 

preceding  a,  with  cross-bar  extending  only  a  little  to  the  left  of  the  upright:  r  not  excluded  _  [, 

a  trace  at  letter-top  level  on  the  edge  14  ] ,  [,  a  flat  stroke  high  in  the  line Fr.  2 

r[ 

*?[ 

TTpill  [ 

5  *4 

KaK,[ 

vr‘4 
44 CO  KO.C  [ 

]-...[ 
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Fr'  2  ,  I  spccljs  5  Additional  ink  above  and  to  the  left  of  *  and  below  a,  perhaps  casual 

V  l  ie'edge  of  the  left-hand  am  of  a  circle  I.  . . .  L  the  top  of  an  upright;  confused  traces on  the  edge 

Mitre.  Line-beginning  and  verse-beginning  coincide 
 in  lines  1-3,  while  in  lines  9  and  10  a  verse 

begins  in  mid-line.  There  is  no  clear  indication  elsew
here  that  a  verse  began  in  mid-line,  but  the  pos¬ 

sibility  is  to  be  remembered.  Since  trimeters  vary  
in  length,  there  is  no  particular  reason  to  assume 

that  the  verse-beginning  moved  progressively  furt
her  to  the  right;  indeed  the  verse-beginning  m  lin

e 
10  is  further  to  the  left  than  that  in  line  9.  . 

Speakers.  The  number  of  speakers  is  unknown.  If  S
«8v  or  SulSuc  (10)  has  the  same  subjec 

ieiyai  (3)  the  change  of  person  indicates  a  chan
ge  of  speaker,  but  the  point  at  which  it  occurre

d 

cannot  be  determined,  and  the  identity  of  the  new  s
peaker  is  unclear.  If  the  speaker  of  lmes  .  3  is 

Paris,  then  besides  Priam,  named  as  a  speaker  at  f
r.  2.4  tug.,  Hecuba  and  Deiphobus  may  be  consid¬ 

ered  as  possible  speakers  at  line  10.  Professor  Parson
s  suggests  that  the  new  speaker  is  already  to  be 

recognized  at  line  5:  Deiphobus  (?)  does  not  know  who
  Paris  is,  except  that  he  is  ayoung  man  (5)  and 

looks  like  (6  n.)  a  slave  (7),  which  makes  it  all  the  worse
  that  he  has  dared  (9)  to  (shame  us?)  all. 

1  Bov  is  likely  to  be  the  independent  exclamation  (So
il  rather  than  the  verbal  .Sov:  see  e.g.  Bond 

on  Hyps.  fr.  752c.  i  (p.  57)  and  on  Here.  867. 

ttt€Pojt[.  Neither  ‘winged’  nor  ‘feathered’  seems  promi
sing  m  this  context,  unless  used  figura- 

lively:  for  mP»r[  with  (3).  Pr°fes°r  Parsons  comPares  Eur'  W  *7“™!,  T* 

fafeia,  f  Aouc.  Otherwise,  perhaps  the  word  is  used 
 in  the  metaphorical  sense^  idle,  fleeting  like 

rrryvoc  elsewhere  in  Euripides  [IT 571  rrrqv&v  Svdpaiv
,  fr,  271. 1  err ijrac  Siwaeic,  at  riKma,  rac  t  m- 

8»c)and7TTep<i6lcinBacchylides(3.75irTSlp]i«ca8’«wicfc[  v
^pa):  cf.  2  n.  _ 

2  fcWc  Eur.  Anir.  938  l(Vept i«t)v  porpizi  and  Htl.  32  HrpApax
i  rap  Aki(attSpan  Aex>) 

are  the  only  poetic  examples  of  this  verb.  Either  ‘puf
fed  (me)  up’  or  ‘turned  (my  victories)  to  thin  an 

may  be  suitable  if  the  speaker  is  Paris. 
O  £evya>  aev  rather  than  pevyaiixcv:  see  introd.  . 

4  Professor  Parsons  suggests  p.ovoc,  ‘a  man  alone  and  outnumbere  ,  o  ans 
 a  g 

refuge  at  the  altar.  Otherwise,  perhaps  pbv oc  prece
ded  by  S*i]p  or  another  case  of  that  pronoun, 

drelpnoroc  does  not  seem  to  lead  anywhere.
  

, 

-  Presumably  v«]av(ou  (referring  to  Paris  himself?
)  followed  by  a  case  of  <Pf>v{.  "’]»"• 

favWic  is  one  possibility,  and  Professor  Parsons  not
es  that  the  specification  of  the  young  man  s  na¬ 

tionality  could  be  justified  if  there  were  also  foreigners
  among  the  contestants,  as  reported  by  Hygin. 

Fab.  273.12  {Alex.  test,  iv  b  (end)),  The  two  example
s  of  this  word  preserved  in  the  fragments  of  the

 

play  are  in  the  plural  (frr.  62a.i4,  62d.22). 

If  this  is  the  beginning  of  a  trimeter,  then  medial  cae
sura  may  have  followed:  but  this  would  be 

incompatible  with  the  ascription  of  the  fragment  to  Euripides 
 (Diggle,  CR  34  (1984)  67  =  Emipideayi). 

Otherwise  a  disyllable  beginning  <Pp^y  will  have  b
een  followed  by  a  monosyllable  with  or  without 

elision  In  that  case,  either  <Ppb\yic  (or  another  dis
yllabic  form)  is  the  first  word  of  a  sentence,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  a  connecting  particle;  or  vejuviov  tpi\ya
  (or  another  disyllabic  form)  begins  the  sentence 

and  is  followed  by  a  connecting  pardcle  in  third  place  (f
or  yip  and  Si  so  placed  cf.  Venkov,  Greek 

Particles  96,  187-8;  Barrett  on  Eur.  Hipp.  271;  Diggle,  PC
PS  15  (1969)  54  -  Eimpuka  26).  But  [£ 

and  “  not  excluded.  Alternatively,  if  aeadov  ends  a  trimet
er.  Professor  Parsons  suggests  e.g 

&pv[yd>v  apicrovc  oc  veviK-gKev  Kparct. 

6

 

 

The  first  trace  may  belong  to  a  supralinear  letter:  cf.  1. 

Sorpe  [.  Perhaps  Si  , p&[(iv(-).  The  word  is  used  
at  Ala.  fr.  62A54,  probably  with  reference 
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to  Priam:  see  Cropp’s  note.  Since  Priam  is  named  as  a  speaker  at  fr.  2.4  mg.,  it  may  well  refer  to  him 

here.  Otherwise,  the  reference  may  be  to  Paris’  foster-father  (cf.  8),  but  hardly  to  the  chorus-leader. 

Professor  Parsons  suggests  (e)7 Tpcir[  or  -irpe ijj[  (‘look  like’);  cf.  above  on  ‘Speakers’. 
7  SouAo[,  unless  it  belongs  to  a  generalization,  may  be  said  with  reference  to  Paris.  Alterna¬ 

tively,  it  may  refer  to  his  foster-father,  who  appears  to  be  mentioned  in  the  next  line. 

8  Tpotj>e[ ]  [.  Apparendy  a  reference  to  Paris’  foster-father  in  some  case.  rpoij>e[ t]  _  [  and  rpo(f>€t[ 
both  seem  possible,  but  neither  the  space  after  c  nor  the  traces  at  the  end  of  the  line  seem  to  suit 

upsilon.  The  foster-father  arrives  near  the  end  of  the  play  and  reveals  the  truth  concerning  Paris’ 

parentage  (test,  iii.30-32). 
9  ]  erAij  airav[.  The  hiatus,  if  sound,  indicates  that  stAtj  is  the  end  of  a  verse.  The  next  line  also 

appears  to  give  the  end  of  one  verse  and  the  beginning  of  the  next,  with  the  boundary  coming  a  little 
further  to  the  left,  confirming  that  the  text  is  set  out  as  prose.  See  introd. 

€tXt).  As  neither  speaker  nor  subject  is  known,  it  is  not  possible  to  choose  between  ‘dared’  and ‘endured’. 

atmy[:  d-7my[(-),  or  possibly  an’  ay[-  with  unmarked  elision. 
10  8ie8uce[  appears  to  be  the  beginning  of  a  trimeter.  The  preceding  traces  seem  likely  to  be 

the  remains  of  a  nu;  and  so  if  a  trimeter  began  at  the  start  of  the  line,  SieSv,  being  preceded  by  a  long 

syllable,  would  constitute  the  second  foot.  But  Euripides  only  allows  anapaestic  second  feet  in  the 

case  of  proper  names  that  would  otherwise  be  intractable  (Diggle,  Studies  on  the  Text  of  Euripides  47-8). 
The  division  is  uncertain.  The  sigmatic  aorist  does  not  seem  to  be  attested  before  Photius,  and 

a  causative  does  not  seem  likely  in  any  case,  but  8te8u  ce[  and  SieSvc  e[  are  both  possible.  Perhaps  the 

subject  is  Paris,  who  has  slipped  away  and  taken  refuge  at  the  altar.  Austin-Olson  on  Ar.  Th.  711-12 
note  that  the  verb  is  found  in  comedy  and  prose  but  not  in  serious  poetry,  but  there  is  no  reason  to 

doubt  it  here:  the  simplex  and  other  compounds  are  attested  in  tragedy. 

n  eV  aypac,  suggested  by  Professor  Parsons,  could  give  a  reference  to  the  hunt  for  Paris  (cf. 
Alex.  fr.  62d.2g,  31),  who  has  now  eluded  (10)  his  pursuer  or  pursuers.  Otherwise,  ira.Tpa{c). 

12  t€kv[-  rather  than  er Number  and  reference  are  unknown. 
Fr.  2 

Line-beginnings  apparently  belonging  to  the  same  column  as  fr.  1 :  see  introd.  In  a  rough 

transcription  of  the  two  fragments  by  A.  S.  Hunt,  line  1  is  placed  at  the  level  of  fr.  1.4,  with  fr.  2.2 

contributing  the  first  letter  of  fr.  1.5  vc]avlov;  but  as  Dr  Coles  notes,  this  does  not  appear  to  be  the 
correct  arrangement. 

4  mg.  npiaplpc).  See  introd. 
6  8n)v[.  If  the  word  begins  a  trimeter,  e.g.  or  perhaps  8i-qv\ep.~  or  8t r)v[cK~,  though  nei¬ 

ther  of  these  is  found  in  Euripides;  or  St’  yjv  [.  Otherwise  8iijv[ey«:-  may  be  added  to  the  possibilities. 

g  c(f>a[ A,  c<fia[y  (the  slaughter  planned  for  Paris?),  etc. 
10  Probably  kcu  [  in  view  of  the  blank  space. 

11  The  line  projects  into  the  left-hand  margin  by  the  width  of  one  letter.  It  is  not  clear  what 

significance  if  any  is  to  be  attached  to  this. 

W.  B.  HENRY 
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5184.  Tragedy 

46  5B.5i/E(6-7)b  9  x  8.9  cm  Third  century Hate  I 

On  the  back  of  a  fragment  of  a  roll,  running  across  the  fibres,  line-ends 

from  one  column  and  line-beginnings  from  the  next,  with  lower  margin  preserved 

to  a  depth  of  24  cm  (probably  the  full  original  depth,  to  judge  by  the  preserved 

straight  edge).  On  the  front,  a  document  of  uncertain  character  in  a  second- 

century  hand  (6-8  /cat  8ta  Aoyov  AdrjvapLov  K(p  t  [  |  yivertu  Kwa  <  vac.  |  /cat  etc 

raiviav  imrayrjc  ifAQ,  with  a  lower  margin  (corresponding  to  the  lower  margin 

on  the  back)  preserved  only  to  a  depth  of  0.5  cm:  perhaps  the  roll  was,  as  often,  cut 

down  before  the  back  was  reused.  Five  lines  of  the  literary  text  and  the  interlinear 

space  under  the  fifth  occupy  an  area  3  cm  high.  The  intercolumnium  is  about  1.5 

cm  wide  at  its  narrowest,  but  at  the  level  of  ii  9  nearly  its  full  width  is  occupied  by 

a  speaker  indication.  The  small  sloping  cursive  hand  suggests  a  private  copy.  It  may 

be  compared  to  the  hands  of  P  Lips.  II  152  (PI.  xxix),  dated  to  250,  and  P.  Ups. 

Frid  6  (PL  6),  dated  to  273;  the  hexameters  of  LXXVII  5106  (PI.  I)  show  a  similar 

hand  used  for  literature.  The  cap  of  sigma  (i  3,  6,  8)  and  the  tail  of  alpha  (i  9)  are 

extended  into  the  intercolumnium  at  line-end.  There  are  no  lection  signs  except  di¬ 

aeresis  on  initial  iota  (ii  6),  due  to  the  hand  of  the  main  text,  as  is  the  single  speaker 

indication  (ii  9).  On  the  front,  approximately  1.7  cm  to  the  right  of  the  left-hand 

side,  the  ragged  edge  of  a  koUesis  can  be  seen. 

The  text  of  col.  ii  begins  with  a  sequence  of  marching  anapaests  (3-8),  no 

doubt  to  be  assigned  to  the  chorus-leader.  They  appear  to  have  been  arranged 

not  in  the  expected  dimeters  but  in  longer  lines  (3-8  n.).  There  follows  an  iambic 

trimeter  (g),  standing  on  the  same  alignment,  the  speaker  of  which  is  identified  by 

a  marginal  indication  as  Eteocles.  The  chorus-leader  refers  to  hated  exiles  (4),  per¬ 

haps  with  reference  to  Polynices,  and  names  Eteocles  (5),  before  turning  to  address 

him  as  ‘child5  (6)  and  asking  him  to  come  and  tell  them  the  contents  of  Apollo’s 

oracle  (7-8).  Eteocles  states  that  a  tablet  will  reveal  the  information  requested  (9): 

presumably  the  oracle  was  recorded  on  it.  We  can  only  guess  what  the  oracle  may 

have  been:  perhaps  it  is  to  be  identified  with  that  mentioned  at  Soph.  OC  385-417, 

according  to  which  the  welfare  of  the  Thebans  depends  on  their  recalling  Oedipus 

and  ensuring  that  he  is  buried  near  the  city. 

The  author  of  the  fragment  cannot  be  determined,  but  it  seems  likely  that  he 

is  to  be  placed  later  than  the  fifth  century:  see  ii  7  n.  The  wording  of  ii  9  appears 

to  be  drawn  from  Euripides:  see  n.  Plosive  and  liquid  lengthen  a  short  final  syllable 

at  ii  5  fiapv  8p[,  as  expected  in  post-classical  tragedy  (M.  L.  West,  Greek  Metre  (1982) 

160  with  n.  74).  For  other  anonymous  treatments  of  the  myth  in  tragedy,  see  Trag. 

adesp.  458,  665  (PSI  XIII 1303). 

Col.  i 
Col.  ii 

]. 

].c ].C 

. ]p°p. .  ,™x.[ 
. ]p°p-.  .  .™x.L 

].. 

CTVyVOl[  Ae4>VyOVT€CCL7T  [ CTvyvoi  [  ]e  (f>vyovr€C  a7r[ 

5  ] 

€T€OKAea7TCu8a.l3apvSp[ 5  ’.EVeo/cAea  7 ratSa  fiapi)  Sp[ 

]..? T€KVOv\~\e7T€  [  j  7)COVLk\ tgkvov,  LJe^re,  [.  J  .rjcov  t/c[ 

] 7TOTa7TOvXoyLOvd€OCa7roAA[ TTOTO.TTOV  Xoyiov  0GOC  ArroXX\c 

bf wxprjcpieSoKto^apvcv  [ <L  xpr)Cfj.€,  8oko),  fiapv  cvyy\t 

].« 

er«roK  auT^^pacetcotSeArocavrf  Ere. 0KX(rjc)  avrrj  cfjpacei  cot  SeAroc  avr[t 

Col.  i 
1  ]  .,  abraded,  perhaps  a  tall  upright  2  ].,  abraded  3  ]_,  a  high  trace  4  ]..> 

abraded  traces,  the  first  suggesting  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  the  second  a  short  upright  joined  at 

the  top  from  the  left  by  an  ascending  oblique  6  ] . . ,  a  short  horizontal  trace  at  letter-top  level, 
abraded  below;  an  upright  9  ] , ,  abraded 

Col.  ii 
3  ,  a  low  trace;  abraded  traces  including  an  upright;  parts  of  a  circle  or  loop  .  [,  abraded 

4  [,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  corner  of  A  or  o  6  ,  [,  abraded  low  traces  with  further  specks 
at  mid-line  level,  perhaps  1  ] . ,  the  foot  of  a  descender ;  above,  a  steeply  descending  oblique  joined 

from  the  left  near  the  top  by  an  ascending  oblique  8  _  [,  perhaps  r  joined  to  an  upright  with 

damaged  surface  to  the  right,  rather  than  tt[  9  1?,  part  of  an  upright  in  a  space  suiting  H  1, 

a  low  speck  in  a  narrow  space 

'. . .  quick  (?)...  hated  .  .  .  having  fled  . .  .  Eteocles,  child  . . .  grievous  . . .  do  (?) . . . 
‘Child, . . .  come  .  .  .  What  kind  of  oracle  ...  god  Apollo  .  .  .  O  oracle,  I  expect,  grievous  . . . 

kin  (?) . .  . 
‘Eteocles  The  tablet  will  tell  you  by  itself  in  place  of . .  .’ 

Coi.ii 

4  crvyvoi.  [  Je  tfrvyovrec  may  refer  to  the  exiled  Polynices:  cf.  Soph.  OC  1x73  7ratc  ov/xoc,  J>va£, 

crvyvoc  (Oedipus  of  Polynices).  [§]e  or  [y]  e  would  be  acceptable,  but  probably  not  [r]e,  as  we  should 

have  expected  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  to  be  visible  where  blank  surface  is  preserved  to  the 

right  of  1.  Professor  Parsons  proposes  instead  [c]e,  suggesting  that  one  of  Eteocles’  parents  was  pre¬ 
sent  (cf.  5  -rraiSa),  for  example  Oedipus,  deserted  by  his  hostile  sons,  or  by  the  Thebans. 

At  the  end,  e.g.  airo  [-moXecac  (not  a  known  tragic  form  in  this  case,  but  cf.  on  7),  or  perhaps 

aira[vTi]cat  or,  with  catalexis,  airavrav  (cf.  Eur.  Ph.  1392  rioXwelmjc'S’  drrjvr-qccv  Sopl;  for  the  con¬ 
struction,  e.g.  Xen.  Anab.  2.6.9  opav  crvyvoc  fjv,  Pind.  Mem,  10.20  ecn  Se  xai  xopoc  avOpcbirajv  fiapvc 

avriacai );  or  e.g.  a7ra[vTec,  again  with  catalexis.  Professor  Parsons  suggests  arfj[Xdov,  but  it  is  not 
clear  that  the  final  trace  can  represent  h.  If  there  was  catalexis,  it  will  be  necessary  to  suppose  that  the 

dimeter  following  the  paroemiac  was  written  on  the  same  line  (cf.  3-8  n.  below),  since  'EreoKXka  wa  18a 
(5)  is  not  likely  to  be  the  beginning  of  a  sentence.  But  catalexis  is  more  likely  at  the  end  of  5:  see  n. 

5  'EtcqkXco.  has  a  short  alpha  for  the  sake  of  the  metre,  like  cvxXka  (agreeing  with  Qpovov)  at 
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Soph.  OT 161  (lyr.).  The  accusative  singular  is  not  otherwise  attested  in  tragedy  except  in  iambic 

trimeters,  where  the  long  alpha  is  unproblematic.  EreoicXia.  is  found  in  an  epigram,  Isid.  AP  7.532.1 

(Gow-Page,  Gad.  3897). 
iraiSa:  cf.  perhaps  Eur.  Pk.  1587  Et  eoKXerjc  naic  coc.  See  also  4  n. 

8/?[:  perhaps  part  of  8pav.  No  suitable  compound  beginning  fiapvSp-  is  available.  (At  Hsch.  0 

245  fia.pv8p61j.0v  peyaXopwvov,  fiapvfipopov  is  restored.) 

Gatalexis  seems  probable  at  the  end  of  this  line,  with  the  vocative  at  the  start  of  line  6  introduc¬ 
ing  a  new  sentence.  If  the  line  was  a  dimeter,  only  the  end  of  the  final  syllable  is  lost,  but  to  judge  by 

7-8,  more  may  be  missing  on  the  right:  see  3-8  n.  below. 
6  t€kvov.  Eteocles,  spoken  of  in  the  previous  line,  comes  into  view  and  is  addressed.  Aesch. 

Sept.  686  (to  Eteocles)  shows  that  this  form  of  address  need  not  imply  an  older  speaker  (cf.  Hutchin¬ 

son’s  note),  but  that  is  the  natural  assumption  here,  where  the  speaker  is  not  attempting  to  restrain 
Eteocles  from  youthful  folly  (cf.  perhaps  Eur.  Ale.  674;  M.  Lloyd,  JHS  128  (2008)  190)  but  merely 

requesting  information.  On  the  other  hand,  a  later  writer  may  have  taken  this  vocative  over  without 

giving  much  thought  to  its  implications. 

[] 677-6 .  [.  ] .  Vcov  »*[•  At  the  end,  perhaps  c ov  «e[otJ  piXadpov:  one  might  have  expected  the 
second  syllable  of  piXadpov  to  scan  long  (cf.  5),  but  the  author  need  not  have  been  consistent  in  this 

respect.  Before  it,  ewei  tx]f>V  would  suit  the  space,  but  ]p  is  far  from  easy.  The  space  before  ene  seems 

probably  too  narrow  to  accommodate  a  letter. 

7  TToranov.  Here  apparently  ‘Of  what  kind?5  rather  than  ‘From  what  country?’.  The  latter 
is  the  only  sense  reliably  attested  for  tragedy,  while  the  former  seems  to  be  a  later  development:  see 

Arnott  on  Alex.  fr.  94.1;  Olson  on  Ar.  Ack.  767-8.  If  this  were  a  fifth-century  tragedy,  we  would  be 

justified  in  substituting  vo8aTr6i>,  but  this  poet  may  well  have  used  the  later  spelling:  see  Arnott  for 
discussion. 

Xoyiov.  The  only  tragic  instance  is  at  Eur.  Held.  405,  a  line  rightly  deleted  by  Wilamowitz:  see 

Wilkins’  note,  and  Diggle,  POPS  28  (1982)  59  =  Euripidea  223,  who  observes  that  it  is  a  word  ‘not  else¬ 

where  found  in  tragedy  or  high  poetry  but  common  in  Aristophanes  and  prose’.  Here  it  seems  to  have 
the  same  reference  as  xp-qcp6c  (8).  Neil  on  Ar.  Eq.  120,  attempting  to  distinguish  the  uses  of  the  two 

words,  states  that  he  knows  ‘of  no  case  where  Xoyiov  means  an  oracle  just  delivered,  except  perhaps 

Lucian  Jup.  tag.  315,  but  it  seems  likely  that  the  present  line  is  such  a  case. 
deoc  A-tt6XX[u>v.  The  long  alpha,  familiar  in  the  oblique  cases  in  epic,  is  not  otherwise  attested 

in  the  nominative,  and  not  found  at  all  elsewhere  in  tragedy.  The  phrase  deoc  AiroXXwv  does  not  seem 

to  occur  elsewhere  in  poetry  in  any  case. 

8  cS  xpycl*I  Cf.  Soph.  OT  151  <5  Aioc  aSverrec  pan ;  Ar.  Eq.  120  <3  (c3)  Xoyia. 

At  the  end,  Professor  Parsons  suggests  e.g.  fiapv  cvyy[eveciv  deemepa  pepeic  peX eoiciv.  If  the 

final  trace  represents  ir[,  jS apvc  vir[voc  may  be  considered,  as  in  Theoc.  22.204  (of  the  dying  Lynceus) 

KaS  8’  apa  ol  fiXepapojv  fiapvc  eSpapev  virvoc,  24.47  S pdtac  .  .  .  vttvov  fiapvv  expvca jvtcxc.  But  this 
phrase  does  not  seem  to  suit  the  context. 

3-8  We  expect  anapaestic  runs  to  be  set  out  as  dimeters  (cf.  e.g.  West,  BIOS  24  (1977)  89;  Greek 

Metre  95),  but  here  it  seems  necessary  to  assume  longer  lines.  If  each  line  contained  not  one  but  two 

dimeters,  there  will  be  room  in  line  7  for  a  finite  verb  with  deoc  A-n6X\[u>v  as  its  subject  and  -noTa-nov 
Xoyiov  as  its  object,  and  in  line  8  for  the  remainder  of  the  sentence  (cf.  the  suggestion  in  the  previous 

note).  The  layout  assumed,  with  two  anapaestic  dimeters  to  a  line,  is  paralleled  in  Byzantine  manu¬ 
scripts,  but  not  in  the  Roman  period;  but  a  writer  wishing  to  avoid  wasting  space  in  an  informal  copy 

may  have  used  it.  Cf.  the  anapaests  set  out  as  prose  following  iambic  trimeters  set  out  as  verse  in  the 

first-century  papyrus  of  Trag.  adesp.  644.20-49  (MP3 1710). 

Nothing  can  be  reliably  concluded  from  the  absence  of  indentation.  It  is  true  that  runs  of  ana¬ 
paests  set  out  as  dimeters  are  usually  indented  in  relation  to  iambic  trimeters  in  copies  assigned  to  the 

Roman  period:  cf.  XLV  3216  (Trag.  adesp.  654),  and  for  Euripides,  P.  Ryl.  Ill  482,  perhaps  Tehphus 

(ft.  **7276);  VI  852  fr.  1  iv,  Hypsipyle  (fr.  752h);  XXXTV  2685  fr.  1  ii,  Pkrixus  (fr.  822);  so  too  in  the  late 

(vi/vii?)  P.  De  Langhe,  p.  7  (MP3  382),  Andromache ,  though  in  BKT  V2  88-96  fol.  ir  (vi),  Hippolytus, 
both  stand  on  the  same  alignment.  But  LXXVIII  5131  (Eur.  Ino?),  assigned  to  the  third  century,  ap¬ 
pears  to  have  anapaestic  dimeters  and  iambic  trimeters  beginning  on  the  same  alignment,  though  it  is 

not  quite  certain  that  the  anapaestic  lines  are  all  dimeters,  and  on  metrical  grounds  alone  one  might 

have  preferred  to  suppose  that  the  last  (7)  was  a  dimeter  followed  by  a  paroemiac  (cf  5131  ii  3-7  n.). 
In  any  case,  it  may  seem  unsafe  to  draw  any  conclusion  concerning  an  informal  copy  such  as  this  on 
the  basis  of  the  practice  observed  in  formal  manuscripts.  See  in  general  L.  Savignago,  Eistkesis  (2008). 

g  avTTj  ppacei  coi  SeAroc.  Cf.  Eur.  IT  760—63  ravovra  Kayyeypappev'  iv  SeXrov  -n-rvyaic  | 
Aoyau  ppacco  coi  ...  \  ...  rjv  pev  iKCiocrpc  ypaprjv,  \  au-n)  ppo.cei  ciydka  ra yyeypappeva.  Eteocles 
or  one  of  his  retainers  perhaps  brought  the  tablet  with  him.  If  so,  to  judge  by  this  line,  it  may  have 

been  passed  to  the  chorus-leader  at  this  point,  but  other  possibilities  can  be  imagined.  The  oracle 

will  presumably  have  been  read  out  in  due  course,  but  perhaps  not  immediately:  the  poet  may  have 

preferred  to  hold  the  tension  by  presenting  first  the  reaction  of  the  (silent)  reader.  Cf  Eur.  Hipp.  856  ff 

(Phaedra’s  tablet);  Ar.  Eq.  115 ff.  (oracles).  For  the  written  oracle,  cf.  e.g.  Soph.  Track.  46-7,  157-8, 

1166-7;  Ar.  Av.  982  (xpyepoc)  ov  iyu>  mpa  to.’ttoXXiovoc  i^eypapapr/v;  Hdt.  1.47—8,  7.142.1,  8.135; 

J.  Dillery  in  S.  I.  Johnston,  P  T.  Struck  (edd.),  Mantilce  (2005)  215-18,  225-6;  P.  E.  Easterling,  JHS  105 

(1985)  4  (on  anachronistic  references  to  writing  in  tragedy). 

avr-fi,  as  in  the  line  of  Euripides,  seems  the  likeliest  interpretation  of  the  opening:  the  tablet  by 
itself  will  convey  the  oracle,  saving  Eteocles  the  trouble.  But  aim/,  though  less  pointed,  is  not  ruled 

avr[i(-),  if  it  is  the  preposition,  may  have  been  followed  by  a  word  for  ‘speech’  (pdeyypaToc?), 
indicating  that  Eteocles  will  not  himself  give  a  report,  or  e.g.  tov  deov.  Otherwise,  it  may  be  the  begin¬ 
ning  of  a  compound  adjective,  but  I  have  not  found  anything  suitable.  Professor  Parsons  suggests  e.g. 

av  t[l  TTpocpevrjc  (if  this  is  a  late  composition). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5185.  Old  Comedy 

887424(a)  4.1  x  6.7  cm  Second/ third  century 

Plate  I 

A  fragment  broken  off  on  all  sides.  The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres  and  the 

back  is  blank. 

The  hand,  a  small  upright  specimen  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  may  be  assigned  to 
the  late  second  or  early  third  century.  Though  somewhat  smaller  in  size,  it  is  very 

similar  to  that  of  XXXVII  2806  (PI.  II),  a  papyrus  of  Old  Comedy  assigned  to  the 

same  period  (Com.  adesp.  1109  KA),  for  which  W.  B.  Henry,  %PE 187  (2013)  52,  has 

argued  that  it  comes  from  the  same  roll  as  VI  863  (Eup.  fr.  *101  KA).  Individual 

letter  shapes  are  generally  the  same  as  those  of  2806;  note  in  particular  a,  ©,  k, 

m,  2,  the  characteristic  leftward  curve  of  the  foot  of  y  in  5185  5  and  2806  i  4, 

and  the  flat-based  go.  Only  n  is  generally  different  in  2806  (the  diagonal  meets  the 

right-hand  hasta  above  the  foot,  though  not  at  fr.  1  i  5  a%tov).  Another  slight  differ¬ 

ence  from  2806  is  the  upright  stance  of  the  script  in  5185,  whereas  2806  displays 
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a  slight  rightward  inclination.  The  interlinear  space  is  the  same  in  both  papyri.  If 

not  fragments  of  the  same  roll  (the  colour  is  different,  but  this  may  as  often  be  due 

to  different  find-spots),  it  is  likely  that  the  same  scribe  was  responsible  for  both  texts. 

Lobel  was  inclined  to  propose  a  third-century  date  for  2806,  but  a  cursive  marginal 

addition  led  him  to  consider  the  second.  Turner,  The  Terms  Recto  and  Verso  61,  speaks 

of  a  second-century  hand. 

A  dicolon  at  7,  probably  due  to  the  hand  of  the  main  text,  indicates  a  change 

of  speaker.  There  are  two  cases  of  elision,  both  made  tacidy  (5).  Iota  adscript  is 

employed  once  (12). 

The  fragment  apparendy  preserves  the  ends  of  iambic  trimeters.  Line  3  rules 

out  catalectic  tetrameters  (but  allows  the  very  rare  acatalectic  form;  see  West,  Greek 

Metre  93).  Trochaic  tetrameters  cannot  be  excluded,  but  are  less  likely,  since  we 

should  have  to  admit  several  metrical  rarities  within  four  verses:  note  the  substitu¬ 

tion  for  two  shorts  of  what  would  be  the  anceps  of  the  third  metron  in  4  and  6  (see 

West,  Greek  Metre  92). 

The  diction  (see  10  n.)  points  to  Old  Comedy,  which  tallies  with  the  likely  as¬ 
sociation  of  5185  with  2806  (and  863).  The  fragmentary  nature  of  the  piece  does 

not  allow  any  glimpse  of  the  action  other  than  that  there  is  a  dialogue,  probably 

involving  only  two  persons,  carried  on  in  animated  language. 

].[ 

]  iCTr)vrr)co8ov[ 

]  (juapcorare  [ 

5  ]  T€VTav0r)c6[ 

]\coc8i€Trpat;[ 

]a  vop,oi:  [ 

]cace  ci  [ 

]oT€ceA  [ 

10  ]StajU,€^[ 

]? . ««.[ 
]  cotAot  (  [ 

i  ]  [,  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  2  ] .  >  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  as  of 

right-hand  side  of  A  or  tail  of  A  or  A  *r[,  short  upright  joining  descending  oblique  at  mid-line 
level  3  ]  ,  a  trace  on  the  line  and  another  below:  if  there  was  abrasion,  this  could  belong 

to  a  descender  such  as  that  of  p,  but  in  that  case  the  circlet  of  p  would  have  touched  the  next  let¬ 

ter  4  ]  ,  right-hand  curve,  probably  of  co  5  ] . ,  trace  at  one-third  height,  probably  of 

descending  oblique  8  e . ,  upright  descending  below  the  line  _  [,  left-hand  part  of  co  rather 

5185.  OLD  COMEDY 

than  c  9  [,  one  or  two  letters :  foot  of  slanting  upright  followed  by  letter  foot,  perhaps  of  up¬ 
right  11  ,  first  four  indeterminate,  then  high  curved  trace  at  upper  right,  probably  o  _[, 

high  trace,  start  of  short  riser  12].,  thickish  trace  _  [,  low'trace,  perhaps  foot  of  rising  oblique, followed  by  top  of  descending  oblique  (a,  a,  or  a) 

3  ]  icTTjv  T-rjc  oSoy .  If  we  read  rho  at  the  start,  the  first  word  may  be  e.g.  a] plcr-qv,  pa^ptcr-qv, 

etc.,  and  there  would  be  a  breach  of  Porson’s  law.  But  the  reading  is  doubtful:  see  the  palaeographi- 
cal  note. 

4  w  seems  certain.  Then  ptapd) rare:  this  superlative  is  a  common  term  of  abuse  in  Aris¬ 
tophanes,  always  at  verse-end  {Ach.  182,  557,  Pax  183,  Av.  1209,  Lys.  989,  Ran.  466,  etc.).  In  Pax  183,^. 

1209,  and  Ran.  466,  it  is  addressed  to  a  person  who  has  just  approached  a  place  where  his  presence  is 
unwelcome.  The  circumstances  here  may  be  similar  to  those  in  Pax  and  Ranae.  The  element  of  place, 

not  incompatible  with  the  idea  of  the  unwelcome  newcomer,  figures  prominently  in  this  fragment:  cf. 

T-rjc  o8oy  (3),  evrci vd’  (5),  €tcui[v  (8).  Cf.  Pax  184  ttwc  Seup’  avrjXdec,  w  ptapwv  ptapdiraTe; 
The  superlative  is  also  found  in  Antiph.  fr.  157.9  and  Men.  Asp.  313.  The  latter  comes  close  to 

the  same  usage:  d>  (o  pap.)  piapuiTaroc,  of  the  absent  Smikrines.  But  so  far  as  our  evidence  goes,  the 
vocative  occurs  in  comedy  only  in  Aristophanes. 

5  ]ar’  ivTavB’  -7jcd[a,  ■f)cd[6p.r)v,  -rjc6[iov,  etc. 

6  Perhaps  an  adverb  in  ]Acoc  or  -]A'  coc,  followed  by  an  aorist  form  of  Stair  parr  oj  or  Stair  parr  0- 
pat  (the  latter  is  more  common),  such  as  Su-irpa^ap-qv,  etc.  E.g.,  ov  *a]Acoc  SteirpaQaTC.  Dr  Henry 
suggests  ac<f>a]Xu>ci  cf.  Antipho  5.81,  Xen.  Symp.  2.H. 

7  irap]avop.ot  would  satisfy  the  metre  and  suit  the  context  as  conveying  abuse  [dvopot,  otherwise 

unattested  in  Comedy,  would  produce  a  split  resolution,  while  vopot  would  be  more  difficult  to  place 

in  the  context).  Metre  allows  a  vocative  preceded  by  the  interjection  cS,  but  this  form  of  address  does 

not  occur  anywhere  else  in  comedy.  An  alternative  would  be  ayopavopot  (or  ayopavopo i);  cf.  Ar.  Ach. 

824  (WBH). 
8  clctdi[v,  with  the  word-ending  before  that  likely  to  belong  to  a  second  person  singular  aorist, 

e.g.  c<f>6a]cac  <ziciw[v,  or  elcuo,  with  an  aorist  participle  before. 

9  Apparently  not  iX^[Xvdare/ -orcc  vel sim.,  since  this  would  introduce  a  problematic  sixth-foot 
anapaest  (see  Dover  on  Ran.  1203). 

10  ]8 tape prj[  can  be  articulated  in  various  ways,  but  there  is  an  item  of  comic  vocabulary  that 

would  fit  the  line-end  exactly:  8iapep-q[ptK-  (see  also  next  note).  The  verb,  found  in  comedy  only  at 

Ar.  Av.  669,  706,  and  1254,  is  a  vulgar  term  for  sexual  congress;  see  J.  Henderson,  The  Maculate  Muse 

(“1991)  153,  and  Dunbar  on  An.  668.  What  part  this  activity  played  in  the  context  is  unclear.  The 
perfect  StapeprjptKa  (or  the  like)  would  denote  a  completed  sexual  act;  it  is  a  matter  of  speculation 
whether  this  had  anything  to  do  with  the  angry  exchange. 

11  Not  pvKer\i:  the  trace  on  the  edge  is  too  high  to  be  the  tip  of  the  horizontal  of  tau.  This 

may  be  an  accent  or  the  foot  of  the  descender  of  rho  from  the  previous  line;  in  which  case  read 

8tapeprip[cK-  in  10. 12  Probably  ]  coi  AoiS[,  with  a  form  of  XotSopw.  The  verb,  common  in  Aristophanes,  suits  the 
context;  cf.  4  and  perhaps  7. 

N.  GONIS 
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5186.  New  Comedy 

112/a j(b)  3.9  x6.4  cm  Second/third  century Plate  I 

A  fragment  broken  on  all  sides.  The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres.  The  back 

is  blank.  j 

Dicola  mark  changes  of  speaker  at  3, 7, 9.  A  rough  breathing  (Turner’s  form  1 : 

GMAW1  p.  n)  signals  the  aspiration  produced  by  the  crasis  at  2.  There  is  an  apos¬ 
trophe  (8),  probably  marking  elision,  and  high  (1  and  5)  and  low  points  (6),  serving 

as  punctuation.  All  lectional  signs  except  perhaps  for  the  high  point  at  5  are  due  to 
the  original  hand. 

The  fragment  contains  what  seems  to  be  a  dialogue.  Assuming  that  these  are 

iambic  trimeters,  we  seem  to  have  the  middle  parts  of  lines.  What  we  have  at  2  can 

only  be  the  beginning  of  the  second  metron. 

5186  is  in  the  same  hand  and  probably  from  the  same  roll  as  XXII  2329 

(Com.  adesp.  1091  KA),  though  their  relative  position  cannot  be  determined.  I  owe 

the  identification  to  Dr  Henry,  who  points  out  that  it  shares  an  uncommon  charac¬ 

ter  name,  Mixias  (3),  with  XV  1824  (Com.  adesp.  1045  KA))  but  there  are  no  other 

grounds  for  associating  it  with  that  text.  T.  B.  L.  Webster,  An  Inlroductim  to  Menander 

(1974)  201,  tentatively  assigned  2329  to  Menander’s  Phasma,  but  the  suggestion  has 

not  been  generally  accepted;  see  e.g.  W.  G.  Arnott  (ed.),  Menander  iii  (2000)  371. 

]'.[.]«P«ve.  ,*[ 

].[. ]epcev 
]avdpa)7TOCOfx[ ]  dvdpa)7TOC  op,[ 

r 4[ 

h‘  Migia:  T i  <£[ 

]  t  wvTtcriy€v[ ]  _  (DVTicr)y€v[ 
jTrtra/xa'T^  [ 5  i]7TL  ra/xa-  rrj  [ 

]ov.ovKava^[ ]?v.  0 iK  Jbofl, 

]j>oic.~n)ve/4 ]poic:  rr/v  e/i[ 

>W^.[ 
]k’  avapov.  [ 

]  .  qvecri:  [ ]...ovicre:,[ 

]  _  covTpair[ 10  ]  _  covTpcnr[ 

]SejU.ou[ ]Se/xou[ 

1  ] .  [>  minimal  low  speck  e  ,  base  horizontal  joining  foot  of  ascending  oblique  at  left  and 

sloping  down  at  right  (a  rather  than  i);  lower  part  of  6,  c  4  ],  top  of  upright  5  [,  upper 
part  of  curved  letter,  c  rather  than  e  8.1,  trace  at  one-third  height,  probably  foot  of  ascending 

oblique  9  ]  ,  high  speck,  then  probably  an  apex;  high  trace,  possibly  top  of  oblique;  upper 

I 

.1 

right-hand  corner  of  X  or  K  [,  on  damaged  surface,  traces  resembling  left-hand  part  of  small  circle 
and  dot  above  10  J  ,  right-hand  tip  of  high  horizontal  (a  descending  oblique  is  visible  in  the 

interlinear  space  below,  but  its  purpose  is  unclear) 

I  |  epcey.  Of  the  various  possible  verbs,  only  ijpcpceti  seems  likely  to  occur  outside  high  po¬ 
etry  (Thpbr.  HP  9.8.2  ortw  bpepcwa  (v.l.  dftepdwn)  rov  eapvov).  If  this  is  paratragedy,  h]epm  and 

€k\  epcev  may  also  be  considered. 
3  ]xi  Mitjla  or  Mi£ ta.  Mii(iac)  is  found  as  a  speaker  name  in  New  Comedy  in  XV 1824  =  Com. 

adesp.  1045.3,  where  ICassel-Austin  refer  to  Et.  gen.  A  B  s.  v.  Miglac  { Et .  magn.  p.  588.33).  The  name 

Mediae  is  attested  three  or  four  times  in  fifth-  and  fourth-century  Athens;  see  LGPN II  s.v.  The  spell¬ 
ing  with  iota  might  be  phonetic  or  part  of  the  old  and  general  confusion  over  the  spelling  of  ix(e)tyvvp.i 
and  related  words.  Before  that,  vai]xi  or  ou]jd- 

r i  (f)[r)c  is  tempting.  This  type  of  question,  employed  mostly  on  its  own  and  usually  coinciding 

with  change  of  speaker,  is  frequent  in  both  Tragedy  and  Comedy,  ri  <£[ijci  is  another,  although  less 

well-paralleled,  option;  ri  <f>[aiverai  would  also  scan. 
4  ]  anmci?yey[.  There  are  several  possibilities:  ]  mtov  rtc  and  then  17  ye  y[,  rj  yey[,  17  yev[,  fjye( v), 

etc.  The  absence  of  punctuation  would  not  favour  articulating  ] ,  cov  rtc  17  yey[-,  etc.  (/z[  is  unlikely in  this  hand). 

5  cjm  7 apA  (or  with  crasis  or  prodelision:  rj  *d]m,  etc.).  Cf.  Ar.  Eccl.  1001  errl  Tapes, 

cr  pus  par  a. 6  ]oi\ou>cava£[.  For  the  low  stop,  cf.  2329  23  ]TT)v.ov8eiTo[  (stop  omitted  by  Kassel-Austin, Com.  adesp.  1091). 

ovk  ava£[iov  or  ovk  av  dva£[t-  is  suggested  by  8.  For  the  litotes  cf.  Men.  Asp.  290  ovdev 

ttotjcclc  7 rporrerec  ovS’  avatjiov,  Eur.  Hyps.  fr.  757.885  ovk  ava&oc  yap  el 

7  erejpoic  e.g.  Then  T-qv  ep[-qv  is  likely  but  not  certain. 

8  ]k’.  The  apostrophe  probably  signals  elision.  In  view  of  ovk  in  6,  ov]k’  might  be  considered 
(see  GMAW 2  p.  11),  but  the  scribe  does  not  use  the  apostrophe  in  such  cases  elsewhere  (here  in  6; 
2329  2,  6). 

9  E.g.  ap.]axpv  ecri  (WBH). 
10  ]twv  or  ]ycov.  Then  rpa-n[  suggests  Tparr[e£-,  or  a  middle  or  passive  form  of  rpemo. 

II  E.g.  ]  Se  pov,  ]  S’  epov  or  the  like. 
N.  GONIS 

5187-5189.  Mimes5 

‘Mimoi5  as  performers  figure  regularly  in  festival  programmes;  see  XXXTV 

2707  and  5215-18  below.  ‘Mimes’  as  texts  have  also  turned  up  among  the  pa¬ 

pyri;  the  classification  is  editorial,  and  covers  a  fair  variety  of  mini-dramas,  some 

monologues,  some  plays.  Such  performances,  however  ill-defined  the  genre,  were 
wide-spread  in  the  Greek  and  Roman  world,  but  few  actual  texts  survive,  partly  no 

doubt  because  they  had  no  place  in  the  literary  canon,  partly  because  such  pieces 

tended  to  be  fugitive  and  sketches  for  improvisation. 

Relevant  papyri  are  collected  in  I.  C.  Cunningham,  Herodae  Mimiambi  (Teu- 

bner,  1987)  36-61;  add  now  LIII  3700  (MP3  1745.01),  P.  Col.  inv.  546A  (£PE 

145  (2003)  60-66;  MP3  2436.02),  P.  Yale  II  in  (MP3  2436.01),  BKT  X  13  (MP3 
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2436.001).  Doubtfully  assigned  to  the  genre:  P.  Mich.  inv.  3793  (MP3  2629.1),  O. 

Florida  inv.  21  (MP3  2118.01),  E  Koln  VI  245  (MP3 1965.41),  and  LXX  4762  (MP3 

2630.01)  as  interpreted  by  M.  L.  West,  fPE  175  (2010)  33-40. 

Of  the  new  pieces  published  here,  5187  offers  a  metrical  monologue,  the  la¬ 
ment  of  a  woman  in  distress,  similar  to  the  famous  Fmgmentum  Grenfelliamm.  5188 

contains  drama,  part  at  least  in  trochaic  tetrameters,  the  characters  identified 

by  numerals  and  abbreviations  similar  to  those  in  the  Charition  Mime  (III  413). 

Both  these  are  copied  on  the  back  of  used  papyrus.  5189,  a  codex-leaf,  bears  an 

even  stronger  likeness  to  Charition ,  in  layout  and  vacuous  vulgarity,  but  seems  to  j 

be  not  a  script,  but  a  kind  of  narrative  story-board,  which  specifies  at  length  the 

movements  of  the  characters  and  sometimes  quotes  their  words.  5187  and  5188 

date  from  the  first/second  century;  5189  shows  the  genre  continuing  in  the  sixth 

century,  roughly  contemporary  with  the  acting  career  of  the  Empress  Theo
dora 

(Procop.  Seer.  Hist.  9.13-14).  If  we  adopt  Plutarch’s  classification  ( Qu .  Corn.  7.8  =  Mor. 

712D-F),  5188  would  count  as  vmSecic  (drama),  5189  among  the  rraiyvia  iroM-ijc 
yefiovra  /jOjy.oAoyvzc  /cat  or epfj.oXoyt.ac. 

For  the  Mime  in  general,  see  H.  Reich,  Der  Mimus  (1903);  H.  Wiemken,  Der 

griechische  Mimus  (1972);  E.  Fertl,  Von  Musen,  Miminnen  und.  leichten  Madchen  (2005); 

R.  Webb,  Demons  and  Dancers  (2008);  G.  Tedeschi,  Intrattenimenti  e  spettacoli  nell’Egitto 

ellenistico-romano  (aon).  The  Fragnumtum  Grenfelliamm,  now  P.  Dryton  50,  has  been  re- 

edited  with  commentary  by  E.  Esposito  (2005),  Charition  (413)  by  S.  Santelia  (1991),  | 
Charition  and  Moicheutria  by  M.  Andreassi  (2001).  For.  the  fragments  of  Roman 

mime,  see  M.  Bonaria,  Romani  mimi  (1965);  C.  Panayotakis,  Decimus  Laherius:  The 

Fragments  (2010).  Various  aspects  are  discussed  in  P.  Easterling,  E.  Hall  (edd.),  Greek 

and  Roman  Actors  (2002) ;  E.  Hall,  R.  Wyles  (edd.),  New  Directions  in  Ancient  Pantomime 

(2008).  P.  Berol.  13927  =  Cunningham  no.  15  (MP3  2437),  an  exceptionally  interest¬ 

ing  list  of  acts  and  props  assigned  to  the  fifth  or  sixth  century,  has  been  further  dis¬ 

cussed  by  Tedeschi,  Pap.  Lup.  n  (2002)  136-7, 182-4  (whence  the  text  in  SB  XXVI  
, 

16648),  and  in  his  Intrattenimenti  as  document  no.  75.  j; 

50  4B.34/ A(i— 3)b 

5187.  Monody 

fr.  2  6.2  x  21.8  cm  First/second  century Plate  II 

Fr.  2  preserves  the  lower  part  of  a  narrow  column,  with  nineteen  lines  of  text 

and  a  lower  margin  so  deep  (8.3  cm)  as  to  suggest  that  this  was  the  end.  Fr.  1,  to 

judge  from  the  pattern  of  vertical  fibres,  gives  line-ends  from  the  upper  part  of  the 

same  column;  and,  as  Dr  Henry  observes,  this  is  confirmed  by  a  second  layer  of 

vertical  fibres  overlapping  the  first,  whose  edge  can  be  seen  c.  2  cm  in  from  the  right- 

hand  edge  in  both  fragments  (perhaps  a  kollesis ,  but  one  with  four  layers).  Fr.  3,  to 
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judge  from  the  line-spacing,  could  have  stood  to  the  left  of  fr.  1  and  provided  the 

first  letters  of  four  of  its  lines,  but  nothing  in  the  fibres  or  the  text  confirms  this. 

The  text  was  written  across  the  fibres  on  the  back  of  an  account  or  register  of  grain 

(amounts  in  choinikes);  fr.  1  recto  begins  with  a  blank  line  which  might  represent 

an  upper  margin,  but  fr.  2  has  no  clear  lower  margin,  so  that  the  original  roll  will 
have  been  taller. 

A  line  contains  9-13  letters,  3. 5-4. 8  cm;  left-hand  margin,  c.0.5  cm,  right- 

hand  c.i  cm.  If  fr.  1  does  fit  above  fr.  2,  the  roll  had  a  minimum  height  of  28  cm;  on 

a  normative  range  of  25-33  cm  (W.  A.  Johnson,  Bookrolls  and  Scribes  in  Oxyrhynchus 

(2004)  141-3),  not  much  is  missing.  The  lateral  margins  look  quite  trim,  which  sug¬ 
gests  that  we  are  dealing  with  an  independent  strip,  not  a  fragment  of  something 

larger.  In  that  case  the  text  must  have  been  complete  in  a  single  column.  Allowing 

for  an  upper  margin  of  1.5  cm,  we  could  assume  14  lines  at  maximum  lost  above  fr. 

2.1,  of  which  10  survive  on  fr.  1. 

The  script  is  a  graceless  semi-cursive  (b  in  the  open-topped  form),  assignable 

to  the  later  first/early  second  century.  The  amateurish  hand,  and  recycled  papyrus, 

suggest  a  private  copy  or  composition.  No  lectional  signs  are  visible;  unmarked 

elision  in  fr.  2.15;  iota  adscript  missing  in  fr.  2.3  and  17.  In  fr.  1.2,  and  probably 

fr  2.4,  letters  are  deleted  with  a  decisive  horizontal  stroke,  which  serves  also  as 

a  space-filler;  space  at  line-ends  can  be  filled  with  a  simple  horizontal  (fr.  1.6),  or  by 

extending  the  final  letter.  Abbreviation  (or  correction?)  in  fr.  1.1  4>.  At  fr  2.4  the  can¬ 
cellation  of  the  final  letter  may  aim  to  start  the  next  word  (or  colon)  on  a  new  line. 

In  the  part  continuously  intelligible  a  woman  (fr  2.11-12)  declares  herself 

faithful  to  her  true  husband,  in  spite  of  an  abusive  command  (14-16)  to  enter 

a  second  marriage.  The  *1*  does  not  give  her  name,  or  any  indication  whether  the 
background  is  mythical  or  everyday.  If  the  former,  the  speaker  might  be  Penelope, 

rejecting  a  suitor,  or  Helen,  repelling  Theoclymenus,  or  Andromache,  refusing 

Pyrrhus,  and  doubtless  much  else.  It  is  not  clear  whether  the  first  husband  is  dead, 

or  simply  missing.  A  reference  to  ‘mother5,  if  that  is  to  be  recognized  in  fr.  2.2-3, 
would  limit  the  possibilities. 

These  lines  bear  a  clear  likeness  to  the  Fragmentum  Grenfelliamm,  E  Grenf.  I  1 

=  P.  Dryton  50  (MP3  1743),  copied  on  the  verso  of  a  contract  dated  io.x.174  bc 

(P.  Dryton  11).  Others  of  similar  type  include  a  Lament  of  Helen  (P.  Tebt.  I  1  (MP3 

1606)  =  Coll  Alex.  p.  185),  and  dialogue  form  in  the  Marisaeum  Melos  (ibid.  p.  184, 

with  gTE  126  (1999)  81-2)  and  P.  Lond.  Lit.  52  (MP3 1747). 

The  genre  of  FGhas  been  much  debated;  see  the  edition  of  E.  Esposito  (2005) 

19  ff.  Normally  speaking  it  has  been  taken  as  a  dramatic  monologue,  descended 

from  those  of  later  Euripidean  tragedy,  and  classified  under  the  general  heading 

‘mime5.  Clearly  there  is  an  old  tradition  of  female  characters  in  tragic  monologues: 

Simonides  PMG  543  is  an  early  example,  and  Theocritus  Id.  2  may  relate  to  that 

tradition  as  well  as  to  the  ‘women’s  mimes5  of  Sophron.  Aristoph.  Ran.  1339  ff. 
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parodies  the  Euripidean  monody,  a  passage  taken  up  in  the  ‘mime’  II 
 219;  LXX 

4762,  as  interpreted  by  M.  L.  West,  ZFE  !75  (20I°)  33-4°.  gives  the  same  tYPe 

a  pornographic  twist.  How  they  would  have  been  described,  it  is  difficu
lt  to  know, 

given  the  variety  of  solo  performances  attested  for  the  Roman  period  (Cu
nning¬ 

ham,  Hernias  5  ff. ;  West,  ibid,  and  Ancient  Greek  Musk  (1992)  376-9) ;  the  text  by  itself 

cannot  show  whether  the  soloist  sang,  or  acted  while  singing,  or  sang  while  others 

mimed. 

The  Lament  of  Helen  shows  a  simple  systematic  (cretic)  metre.  The  Fragwumtum 

Grenfellianum  is  written  out  as  prose,  but  divided  into  sections  by  paragraphi  and 

into  cola  by  double  points ;  these  cola  are  mainly  dochmiac,  but  with  a  strong  
ad¬ 

mixture  of  iambic/cretic  and  anapaestic/dactylic  elements  (West,  Greek  Metre  149). 

4762  may  be  metrical  in  part,  with  two  lines  in  simple  iambic  trimeters  (a  parodied 

quotation?).  5187  fr.  2,  similarly  written  as  prose,  shows  carefully  organized  
varia¬ 

tions  on  an  anapaestic/ cretic  base;  see  below  p.  19. 

Fr.  1 

].ocSf> J 

]  aSec 

]a  /JL€V€L 
5  ]Aaj Serov 

]  ™-
 

]ai/a7
707T0f

 

].” 
 

' 

].»« ].av. 

Fr.  2 

voft.l 

*(>««.[  ]. .[] 

rpiptc  []  ( vypa 

Xypov.  Qoi/[a] 
5  ayvova[  ]i>ccu 

atcTrapaTrac 

racLpLevetv 

ewfipicptaya 

jUCUVlSl  _  tpv 
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10  evoceipLira Xaivayapte 

tlccvoctjXv 

9a-npocXexoc 

cycoriKeXev 15  op,aiTi&vfipi 

£ OpLdlCVKVTTpiC 
eSoiKe/i  ovco 

Stya/xoi/Ae^oc 

apvovfAai 
Fr.  1 

1  ]  ,  lumpy  upright,  sloping  slightly  from  left  to  right,  horizontal  at  top  extending  to  right  (c  ?) 

2  ]  ,  ink  in  lower  part  of  writing  space  3  ] , . ,  ink  at  line  level,  then  end  of  sloping  horizontal 

joining  stubby  upright  near  top;  long  median  horizontal  crossing  sloping  upright,  x  or  rather  -p? 

c  ,  apparently  b  or  k,  then  h  6  ] . ,  tip  of  horizontal  or  oblique  level  with  letter-tops  (unless 

part  of  following  t)  7  0 . ,  k  with  a  flourish  to  right?  damaged  m?  8  ] . ,  lower  right-hand 
oval,  o  or  co  ?  10  ]  ,  upright  and  high  horizontal  extending  to  right,  as  of  r  or  damaged  t  v  _ , 

vague  traces,  perhaps  accidental 

Fr.  2 

1  [,  upright  joining  high  cross-bar  (r,  tt)  2  c  [,  perhaps  left-hand  arc  3  e  _  [, 
trace  or  thickening  at  the  end  of  the  cross-bar  of  epsilon  ?  ] . ,  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  the 

left  4  [,  upright  traces  on  edge  [a],  apparently  alpha  crossed  through  with  a  horizontal 
stroke  which,  extending  to  the  right,  serves  also  as  line-filler  6  , . ,  see  comm.  9  1S1 , ,  see 

comm.  17  y,. see  comm,  on  16 
Fr.  2 

.  .  (It  is)  better  ...  to  live  out  (my)  bereft  life  in  chastity  than  to  stay  in  your  bed-chamber, 
a  violation  of  (my)  proper  marriage.  Miserable  me,  I  am  the  spouse  of  one  man  only,  I  came  to  the 

bed  of  one  man  only.  Why  am  I  being  commanded?  why  am  I  being  insulted?  Did  Kypris  give  me  to 

you  alone?  I  refuse  a  bigamous  bed.’ 

Fr.  3 

.[ 

?[ 

<.[ 

.[ 

Fr.  3 

1  [,  upright  crossed  by  rightward  horizontal  at  top,  foot  of  oblique  sloping  up  from  left  to  right 

3  [,  lower  left-hand  arc?  4  [,  tall  upright  set  weft  in  from  line-beginning  (  ]  1  or  e.g.  <j> ?) 

Acuva  ya.jU.e- 

9a  npoc  Aeyoc 

eyto.  Tt  fceAeu- 

optat;  rl  8’  i5j8pi- £o/u,a t;  col  Kvirpic 

c'Bcokc  jUe  ipovw; 

Siyaptov  Aeyoc 

apvovp,ai. 
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Fr.  i 

In  lines  3-7  c. 4-5  letters  lost  to  the  left. 

7  ]  avanoTTo  :  the  last  letter  looks  most  like  k,  but  that  leads  only  to  the  rarely  attested  7 toktoc, 

which  would  in  any  case  be  misdivided.  Perhaps  770^1  [77-  or  anonop.\[n-. 

Fr.  2 

x  a]|va|  is  one  of  many  possibilities. 

2  xpc icc,  []..[].:  the  first  trace  is  part  of  an  upright  or  flattened  curve  on  the  edge;  then 

beyond  the  break,  ink  on  the  line,  oblique  foot  below  the  line,  ink  on  the  line.  Presumably  xpeicco[v\ 

or  (if  the  second  trace  belongs  to  this)  xpciccov.  If  we  then  read  77  in  6,  xpetccov  ( icriv )  may  govern 
infinitives  in  5  and  7. 

2-3  Perhaps  xpetccov  pe  A vypy,  the  reading  of  /X7j  very  speculative.  We  must  then  ex¬ 
plain  the  simple  dative,  since  it  seems  difficult  to  anticipate  the  napa  of  6,  or  assume  a  corruption  (cw 

omitted  after  -cov).  ‘It  is  better  for  (my)  sad  mother  that  I  should  live  out  my  life  as  a  widow’?  This  has 
the  disadvantage  of  introducing  a  secondary  argument  for  her  refusal:  elsewhere  she  stays  with  the 

single  thought  that  any  second  marriage  would  be  bigamous.  ‘It  is  better  for  (me  as)  a  sad  mother  . . .’ 
would  be  more  to  the  point,  but  p.c  seems  to  exclude  this  reading. 

3  A vypq.:  commonly  of  things,  ‘baneful’,  and  so  in  the  Cyclops’  view  of  his  attackers  (Od.  9454), 
but  of  persons  also  in  epic  (‘weakling’  in  the  fight,  II  13.119,  237)  and  tragedy  (Aesch.  fr.  361,  a  feeble 

old  man;  Soph.  Ant.  823  Niobe’s  ‘most  miserable’  death).  Opp.  Cyn.  2.361  Xvyp-qv  .  .  .  fiyrepa,  the 
wild  goat  about  to  lose  her  young. 

4  xVP0V  j3[flov:  of  /3  only  upright  traces  on  the  broken  edge,  but  the  space  requires 
 a  short 

word.  For  the  syntagm  compare  Posidon.  fr.  45  Theiler  (Strab.  7.3.3)  footpMw  iJfwreA^  nva  fiiov  tov 

xfjpov  (life  separated  from  women);  SEG  38-754  (m  Bc:  bereaved  of  a  child);  and  the  traditional 

curse  on  those  who  vandalize  a  tomb,  oppava  rexva  Xinomo  (sic),  xVPov  P'lov>  0^0V  cp-qp-ov  (e-g-  K.ai- 

bel,  Ep.  gr.  406  =  RECAM  4X31 ;  most  recently  MAMA  XI 269,  where  the  editor  refers  to  L.  Robert, 

Opera  Minora  Selecta  V  709-15,  andj.  Strubbe,  APAI EF1ITYMBI01  (1997)  289-92). 
5  ayvbv  d[v-]t5cai.  $[i]ov  .  .  .  d[i<]ucat  fit  together;  see  e.g.  Jos.  477-93  rnpa.ca.VTOc  /cat  p-axpov 

avvcavroc  filov.  If  we  take  d[v]ucai  as  infinitive,  something  must  govern  it,  probably  2  xpetccov]  then 

dywov  further  qualifies  p[i\ov,  ‘It  (is)  better  to  live  out  (my)  bereft  life  in  chastity’. 
6  rj  catc:  h  represented  by  a  short  convex  upright  on  the  edge;  the  first  c  by  a  horizontal,  which 

joins  a  at  the  top  of  its  loop,  with  more  ink  below,  complicated  by  damage  to  the  surface.  Not  e.g. 

v]«uc  (the  top  of  the  semi-cursive  epsilon  always  dips  sharply  before  joining  the  next  letter).  77  seems 

useful  to  firm  up  the  syntax,  although  it  introduces  the  only  hiatus  in  the  piece ;  catc  must  be  addressed 

to  the  suitor,  perhaps  the  a]|va£  recognisable  in  1. 

6-7  -napa  -na.cTa.ci.  The  same  phrase  SLG S473  i  8  (broken  context);  Coll.  Alex.  Ep.  Adesp.  9  iii  12 

vvvp-qv  -napa  nacractv  av8pl  no8r)T-qV,  SEG  51.1720.9  nap8e\vov  alvopopov  napa  nacraci  <f>ovev6[ t]|cav 

(=  Merkelbach-Stauber,  SGO  II  11/08/04),  Amaseia,  ‘Roman  imperial  period’.  For  the  narrower 
meaning  ‘bridal  chamber’,  Antiph.  AP  9.245.1  8aX6.jj.ojv  ini  nacTacw. 

8  ivvfipicpa  rather  than  ev  vfipicjia.  The  two  examples  of  the  noun  in  literature  (Plu.  Mor.  350c, 

Jos.  VJ  210)  both  mean  ‘something  on  which  hybris  can  be  practised  by  others’.  Here  presumably  in 
an  active  sense,  ‘something  that  outrages’;  iw^pl^eiv  often  refers  to  the  violation  of  women  (Sopat. 
RGV III  109.10). 

9  181  ojv.  The  omega  seems  to  be  corrected  at  its  left,  perhaps  from  an  original  omicron. 

Perhaps  I8ixwv  ‘my  own  marriage’,  though  x  is  not  an  obvious  reading.  This  form  of  i'Sioc  makes  its 
literary  appearance  in  the  second  century  ad,  prospers  in  Byzantine  prose,  and  survives  into  MGr  in 

the  sense  ‘one’s  own’. 
11-12  -yapcTic:  a  rare  word,  attested  in  AP  5,180.3  (Meleager)  and  various  elegiac  epitaphs 
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ranging  from  11  bc  to  u  ad  (SEG  9.190.10,  Cyrene;  CIRB  130.22  [GVI  1989.20]  and  131.10,  Pantika- 
paion;  SGO  IV  18/14/01.4,  Sillyon;  SGO  I  05/01/32.  6  [GVI  1879.6],  Smyrna). 

12—13  rjX vQa.  The  intrusion  of  first  aorist  endings  into  the  strong  aorist  rjXBov  is  familiar  in 

documents  from  hellenistic  times  onwards,  as  also  in  LXX  and  NT;  see  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  340-41  for 

examples  contemporary  with  the  copying  of  this  papyrus.  Here,  however,  the  same  happens  to  the 

poetic  form  -qXvOov.  TLG  gives  examples  from  Romanos  and  from  Byzantine  prose  (and  inr/Xvda  in 
the  anonymous  hexameter  riddle  AP  14.44),  but.the  form  appears  earlier  in  the  verse  inscriptions  SEG 

31.821.1  (Akrai,  11/1  bc),  GVI  1021.4  (Rome,  1/11  ad),  1144.6  (Caria,  n  ad?),  1544.2  (Egypt,  ‘imperial 

period’).  ‘Zonaras’  col.  654  quotes  the  start  of  II.  3.184  with  elcqXvBa  in  place  of  elc-qXvdov. 
16  coi.  cv  pap.  Since  the  nominative,  or  indeed  vocative,  pronoun  seems  not  to  fit  the  grammar, 

I  have  taken  it  as  a  phonetic  misspelling  of  col.  There  are  two  difficulties,  (i)  This  phonetic  confusion 

certainly  occurs  in  documents  of  the  period,  but  it  seems  unexpected  for  a  scribe  who  otherwise  spells 

well,  (ii)  catc  in  6  refers  to  the  would-be  new  husband;  yet  cot  here  most  naturally  refers  to  the  original 

love.  I  have  therefore  taken  16-17  as  an  indignant  question:  ‘was  it  to  you  alone  that  Kypris  gave  me?’ 
But  of  course,  in  a  staged  piece,  the  change  of  reference  could  be  clarified  by  action. 

18  hlyapov.  For  the  sense  ‘bigamous’  DGE  refers  to  Manetho  5.291  and  Vettius  Valens  387.20. 

19  apvovp.ai.  Od.  I.249  (Penelope)  rj  8’  ovt’  apveiTai  CTvyepov  yapiov  .  .  . 

Metre 

In  the  scheme  suggested  below,  verse  end  coincides  with  word  end;  it  may  be  marked  by 

hiatus  (b-c,  if  77  is  correct)  or  brevis  in  longo  (e).  The  commonest  colon  is  — attested  also  in 

Fragmentum  Grenfellianum  15  and  36,  where  the  general  context,  and  especially  the  parallel  — w- 

(7-8),  encourage  analysis  as  anapaestic  metron  +  cretic.  On  these  lines,  we  could  see  d  (closing 
sentence)  and  i  (closing  the  poem)  as  contractions  of  this  colon  to  a  simple  tripody;  g  contracts  its 

anapaestic  metra  still  further;  h  returns  to  and  expands  it. 

xpelccov  pr/Tpi  pe  Xvypq.  ] - a 

XVpov  filov  ayvov  avvcai  — w-wvw-  £ 
77  catc  napa  nacraci  pAveiv  -]-ww— www-  c 
ivvf$picp.a  yapuov  ISikojv.  d 

ivoc  elpu  TaXaiva  yapiiric,  ww-ww-w~-w  e evoc  ijXv9a  npoc  X igoc  eyd).  f 

t'i  xcXcvofxai;  t'i  S’  v^pl^opiai;  —  ww — g 

col  Kvnpic  c8ioxi  p,e  p,ovcp;  — www— www-  h 
hiyapov  A ixoc  apvovp. at.  - -  % 

P.  J.  PARSONS 
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485B.3o/E(i-a)b  ft.  1 16.7  x  13  cm  Secoid  century 

A  group  of  fragments,  of  which  all  but  two  combine  
to  give  remains  of  two 

columns,  written  across  the  fibres.  The  other  side  (original  rec
to)  contains  three 

part-columns,  written  with  the  fibres,  in  a  neat  round  hand  of  th
e  second  century; 

intercolumnium  c.2  cm.  This  text,  a  prose  work  concerned  wi
th  hellenistic  history 

or  tactics  and  related  to  Diod.  Sic.  19.42.6-7,  will  be  published
  in  a  later  volume. 

The  copyist  of  5188  writes  a  neat  but  informal  hand  with  occa
sional  ligatures 

(cu,  a),  the  letters  well  spaced.  0  suspended,  1,  p,  and  4>  with  
long  descenders  some¬ 

times  reaching  the  line  below;  c  flat-topped  and  extended  at  word-
end;  Y  both  Y 

and  V.  Compare  for  example  X  1231  [GMAW 17),  Sappho,  and  among  objectively 

datable  examples,  P.  Lond.  I  no  ( GLH  18a),  a  horoscope  of  the  year  137,  and  ass
ign 

to  the  second  century.  If  the  proposed  reconstruction  of  fr.  1  ii  7-8  is  co
rrect,  a  line 

held  up  to  c.25  letters.  No  clear  margin  survives,  except  for  an 
 intercolumnium  of 

cjcmonfr.  1. 

Lectional  signs  are  rare:  apparent  high  stop  fr.  1  i  14?,  ii  6?  (twice),  7, 14?,  pos¬ 

sible  dicolon  fr.  1  i  8;  elision  marked  fr.  1  i  9,  fr.  3.3,  scriptm plena  fr.  1  ii  6  
and  also  8 

(where  metre  requires  ko.1  €tt~  to  be  taken  in  crasi).  Iota  adscript  omitted  
fr.  1  ii  8, 

itacism  fr.  1  ii  4  (twice),  cu  for  e  fr.  1  ii  2?,  15?  General  punctuation  by  
ecthesis  (first 

line  of  each  speech)  and  by  blanks  within  the  line.  The  correction  
in  fr.  1  ii  2  is  ap¬ 

parently  due  to  the  scribe  himself. 

Fr.  1  clearly  comes  from  a  drama,  in  which  the  characters  are  designat
ed  by 

alphabetic  numerals:  a,  /3,  §,  ?,  plus  apx{ )  (fr.  1  ii  12?,  17).  These 
 designations  some¬ 

times  have  a  bar  suprascript  or  to  the  right,  as  would  be  normal  i
n  numerals.  But 

those  in  the  left-hand  margin  of  fr.  1  ii,  except  for  16  (no  bar)  and  18  (normal  bar), 

have  a  bar  that  extends  substantially  to  the  left  and  sometimes  (9  and  10)  touche
s 

the  letter-top.  If  this  is  not  a  simple  exuberance,  these  strokes  may  have 
 a  second 

function  as  paragraphi. 

This  ‘algebraic’  system  is  attested  for  all  classes  of  drama:  tragedy  (XXVII 

2458,  Euripides;  see  GMAW 2  no.  32  and  p.  149  n.  63);  New  Comedy  (PSI  X  1176 

etc.;  see  Austin,  CGFPR  255  n.);  and  mime  (III  413,  Charition,  and  
elsewhere;  5189 

below).  For  details  see  T.  Gammacurta,  Papyrologka  Scaenica  (2006)  7ff.  and  240-47; 
and  on  similar  notation  in  MSS  of  Plautus  and  Terence,  E.  J.  Jory,  BICS  10  (1963) 

65-78,  K.-U.  Wahl,  Sprecherbe&ichmmgen  mit  griechischen  Buchstaben  
in  dm  Handschrijien 

des  Plautus  und  Terenz.  (1974).  Among  these,  ?  appears  only  in  413  and  
P.  Berol.  13876 

(MP3  2436,  Cunningham  no.  12),  both  texts  of  mime;  see  Wiemken  
107-9  for  an 

attempt  to  reconstruct  a  mime-troupe  of  seven  players  plus  chorus.  5188  
does  not 
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have  the  elaborate  musical  stage  directions  of  413,  but  to  at  fr.  1  i  5  might  be  taken 

as  oj8(tJ). 

Within  the  text  we  find  a  vocative  mu  spoken  by  A,  and  perhaps  an  answering 

p.[i jTep  (fr.  I  ii  9);  and  later  eratpc,  spoken  by  B  (fr.  1  ii  11).  That  suggests  two  pairs 

of  characters,  mother  and  child,  man  and  comrade:  A  designates  the  mother,  and 

it  could  be  argued  (see  commentary)  that  A  designates  the  child,  s'  the  comrade.  For 

A  playing  the  female  role,  compare  413  and  P.  Lond.  Lit.  97  (Cunningham  no.  10). 

In  6-8  and  9  A  seems  to  have  two  speeches  consecutively:  probably  stage-business, 

i.e.,  the  epiphany  of  Dike,  intervened. 
The  text  is  set  out  as  prose,  but  the  most  intelligible  part  certainly  consists  of 

trochaic  tetrameters  catalectic.  That  metre  played  a  substantial  part  in  New  Com¬ 

edy  (e.g  Men.  Dysc.  708-83,  Pk.  Act  it,  Sam.  Act  rv,  Sic.  noff.),  but  had  little  cur¬ 
rency  in  later  literature;  see  West,  Greek  Metre  160,  182.  It  resurfaces  in  the  finale  of 

Charition  (98-100,  103-4,  I0®)>  where  the  company  rush  to  escape  and  the  heroine 

appeals  to  the  goddess  for  help.  Similarly  in  5188  the  tetrameters  structure  a  tragic 

(or  paratragic)  appeal  to  Dike,  which  also  suggests  the  resolution  of  a  dangerous 
situation. 

It  is  a  pleasure  to  acknowledge  the  important  contribution  of  Dr  W.  B.  Henry 

to  the  decipherment  and  interpretation  of  this  piece. 
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Fr.  i  col.  i  col.  ii 

M . ]. .  .?«:[ 

ra  .  €pTTvaKaiTa(f)avXa[ 

] .  [ . ]  at  [  Kptiv arw .  []  .  V  evccfital 

5  J _  nan  _  .  cram[  ]  s  U . Pporovc  [ 

]  aAe/caro/xQ/xaTOjy ,  [  ]  "a  Lev fiey  .  ere  .  ayyijre .  Sai .  [ 

]c9aTi)va/iapT.av.  vvvSikt)  ■  euyapiCTOic .[ 

]Sti  trarepac  :  «ir[  ]  *cu«rapi}yoyc7)0ea[ 

]v777noy£ajr,[i  _]t  ~cT  irai^AcTreic  a  v_aip.[ 

10  ]vat  vac.  [  ]  10  3  OVT,  ,  eucefcicc,  £ei0e[ 

]roSei/3pa[  ]  P  eraipe  pXemic  [.]  .«a[ 

]  .  umavra  [  ]  P  70c...  ay.  ap[, .]y0c[ 

].«.  8-[  ]  *»¥[]«0k[.M...].".[ 
].ov.7jgpo[  ]  a  Saipio.Qec  ■  m,[ . ]to  0[ 

]  f  rav[  ]  is  e[.  .  ,].PeTaf[ . Kt.[ 

]«.ac[.].c?[  ]  t  Lvl . ].  *  to. [...>«[ 

]p  x8ev[  ]  apt  c.[ . ],Ao*7tov[ . ]yr.[ 

W  ]  cr  LI  M . ]yr.[ 

].«..[]  M 

.  .  ...  0.  ].[ 

Fr.  i  col.  i 

6  [,  see  comm.  7  r , ,  point  just  below  line  level  v  . ,  see  comm.  1 1  ] . ,  perhaps 

trace  of  previous  letter  merging  with  cross-bar  of  T  12  ] . ,  upright  joined  at  foot  by  oblique 

descending  from  left?  or  right-hand  remains  of  round  letter?  13  ] . ,  end  of  horizontal  just  below 

letter-tops  14  ]  . ,  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  v,  in  space  following  possibly 

a  high  stop  16  ce  ,  ascending  oblique  followed  by  top  of  triangle  (u?)  [ .] .  c,  a  gap,  surface 

damaged,  small  hole  in  centre;  then  foot  of  upright,  two  traces  above  (y?  l?)  l7  (?.>  Point  at 

two-thirds  height  just  before  x  1 8  ]  . ,  right-hand  arc  of  circle  ?  19  ] . ,  horizontal  traces 
at  half-height,  and  a  dot  of  ink  above  .  [,  upright  and  high  horizontal  (r,  IT  ?) 

col.  ii 

1  ]  ,  upright  descending  well  below  line,  then  trace  on  edge  at  mid-height  (combine  as  p?); 
dot  at  line  level,  broken  above;  lower  part  of  upright  ending  at  line  level  2  .  [,  remains  of 

lower  left-hand  arc?  r . ,  left-hand  arc  [ .  ]V  ,  v  written  above  deleted  letter  (x?);  then  lower 

left  arc  [,  short  vertical  trace  at  top  of  letter-space  3a.,  left-hand  part  of  high  horizontal 

4  <*.[]. v>  point  on  edge  just  below  letter-tops,  to  right  perhaps  trace  below  line;  point  level  with  left- 

hand  junction  of  N  5  smudged  ink  with  vertical  intersecting  at  mid-point  (1  correcting  co ?) 
6  y  ,  ink  (foot  of  upright?)  just  below  the  line  e.,  two  points  in  upper  part  of  line,  both  belonging 
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to  short  rising  oblique?  re  . ,  apparently  space  with  possible  high  point  Bai .  [,  remains  of  short 

diagonal  ascending  gently  from  left  to  right  7  .  [,  ink  in  lower  part  of  line,  on  edge  9  .at, 

thick  vertical  trace  at  top  left  of  A  10  r . . ,  top  of  upright  joining  horizontal  or  concave  element 

at  mid-line,  damage  below  (left-hand  part  of  co?);  after  damaged  patch,  trace  level  with  letter-tops, 
then  two  more  close  together  n  ] . ,  high  horizontal,  ink  at  line  level  below  the  beginning 

12  it ,  ink  clear  but  horizontal  extends  unusually  far  to  right  c. oblique  ink  reaching  below  the 

line;  perhaps  left-hand  branch  and  upright  of  y;  point  on  damaged  patch  (or  part  of  previous  let¬ 

ter?)  ]  ,  stroke  rising  from  left  to  right  projecting  above  writing  space  like  acute  accent;  diagonal 
descending  from  left  to  right,  well  above  the  line,  possible  horizontal  ink  below  13  ] .  v,  upper 

and  lower  ink  on  edge,  extremities  of  K?  .  [,  ink  at  line  level  14  /to  ,  top  of  upright  c  ■  c , 

the  apparent  stop  in  a  blank  letter-space  between  the  sigmas  .  [,  A  followed  by  foot  of  oblique  ris¬ 

ing  to  left,  rather  than  u?  j8[,  no  trace  of  suprascript  stroke  15  ] .  p,  upright  with  cross-bar 

or  ligature  joining  top  from  left  .  [,  left-hand  end  of  very  high  horizontal,  point  at  line  level  below, 

i.e.  “a?  16  ]  ,  trace  at  line  level,  on  underlayer  .  [,  upright  on  edge  17  c .  [,  upper  left- 
hand  arc  with  central  bar,  as  in  e,  but  bar  slopes  strongly  downwards  ] . ,  slightly  curving  horizontal 

joining  top  of  upright  .  [,  short  upright  joining  horizontal  below,  in  upper  part  of  writing  space  (if 

co,  much  shallower  than  usual) 

Fr.  2  Fr.  3 

]..<?[ 
] 
](?...[ 
I....! 

Fr.  3 

2  .  [,  start  of  oblique  ascending  from  left  to  right,  e.g.  A 

Fr.  1  col.  ii 

M . ]..  .?**[ Pt.  [.]»"...  «L  ]Kxe™‘.[ 

to.  jepTTva  Kal  ra  avXa  [-w- 

Kpivaroj  r rjv  eucej3(e)ta[V  “w_x ftporovc.  j 

a  Zev  p.eytcT€  ayvr\  re  8ai[i\ov  — w— x 

vvv  Alkt]‘  evyapicrd)  co[i  w— x Kal  ivap'qyovcr),  Ota.  [ 

a  vai,  ftXenetc;  a~  vai 
a  ovtojc  eicepelc  c 8e[6.. 

ft  iraipe,  ftXeiTeic;  [ .  ] .  Ka[ 

P  70c.  .  .  au.  ap[*.  .]y0e[ 

M 
]M 

]>-'«[ 
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feu  ™ij3AeWf[...].,.[ 

~a  8aLfj,ovec’  ca[ . ]to  j3[ 

«[. .  .].p£Ta‘[ . K’l.t 

e  ivl . ].  “  T°.[ _ 
ap*  c  [  ]  Aolttov[  ]uto)[ 

a-  C|  .  ]?[ . ivT.I M 

].[ 

‘  . .  judge  piety,  [for  this  is  what  saves]  mortal  men.”  A.  “Greatest  Zeus  and  Justice,  holy  deity, 

now  [show  yourselves!]  Goddess,  I  thank  you  as  [you  appear]  and  help  (me).”  A.  “Child,  do  you  see?” 

D.(?)  “Yes,  [mother].”  A.  “Truly  the  goddess  saves  the  pious.”  B.  “Comrade,  do  you  see?”  . . .’ 

Fr.  i  col.  i 

5  §>[.  The  suprascript  8  might  belong  to  an  addition  or  correction;  or  it  might  combine  with 
c o  as  an  abbreviation  of  018(77).  For  this  abbreviation  (of  standard  form)  see  5203  below.  If  rightly 

expanded,  the  word  could  be  taken  as  a  stage  direction,  equivalent  to  the  XOPOY  of  New  Comedy, 

for  a  sung  interlude  (choral  or  solo)  whose  words  are  not  recorded.  But  we  might  expect,  if  that  were 
its  function,  to  find  it  set  off  from  the  text  by  spacing  or  lineation. 

6  ]aAe  Kar’  8p.pa.rojv  [  ].  After  -oik  a  point  level  with  letter-tops,  and  well  below  the  line 
another  apparent  trace,  very  thin,  sloping  down  from  right  to  left.  Only  p  and  cj>  have  long  enough 

descenders,  but  this  stroke  seems  too  slanting  for  either;  if  both  traces  belong  to  x  or  x,  the  letter  was 

unexpectedly  large. 

/car’  6ppa.rojv  rings  literary  both  as  a  word  and  in  construction  (Eur.  Hipp.  525-6  "Epojc  'Epojc, 
0  kclt*  opparojv  /  cratfwv  tt68ov,  apparently  imitated  in  PGM  4.2599,  2661). 

7  E.g.  oT\cda  ti)k  apapr'iav.  apaprta  and  8iicq/ A ikt)  (ii  7)  often  appear  in  the  same  context.  This 
phrase  might  end  an  iambic  or  trochaic  verse;  so  might  8pp&rojv  in  6.  To  judge  from  col.  ii,  one 

line  would  be  long  enough  to  take  all  or  most  of  an  iambic  trimeter,  but  not  a  trochaic  tetrameter  as 

in  ii  3-8.  If  we  ignore  the  unexplained  traces  at  the  end  of  6,  6-7  might  combine  in  a  tetrameter,  e.g. 

j3]&At  ko.t’  opparojv  [6/j.ix^Vv'  oT\c6a  rr/v  ap-apriav  (WBH). 
A  little  after  the  end,  a  triangular  blot:  a  clumsy  alpha?  an  attempt  at  punctuation? 

8  ]8ei  irarepac:  {-)8ei  -narepac  rather  than  8’  etira  repa c? 
9  -V  ̂7TtOK?  K7J7TIOK? 

£tor’[:  1  apparendy  begins  a  new  word.  After  r’,  space  for  about  two  letters,  perhaps  a  trace 
of  a  third  on  the  edge.  The  apostrophe  (elision  mark?)  seems  to  exclude  apart  of  £wtikoc:  so  e.g.  £a> 

t'Pt.?  r  , 14  ]  ok,  7}@po[  ] :  after  v  a  space  and  probably  a  high  stop.  Otherwise  6]  tw  77  ppo[rov  would 
suit  the  traces. 

16  ]«,«[,],  cx[:  perhaps  ]ceAac[.  After  ac  a  space,  surface  damaged.  If  this  was  blank,  what 

follows  must  be  a  word-beginning,  perhaps  tc*-  with  initial  diaeresis,  perhaps  preceded  by  ccAac.  If  it 

contained  a  letter,  e.g.  epac  [8]ycx[<=p-  DC. 

17  ]/?.xMj  e.g.  w]pax06K[,  ra]pax8ev[  WBH. 

col.  ii 

1-5  (2-5  all  indented)  must  belong  to  a  single  speech.  4-5  compose  a  trochaic  tetrameter  cata- 
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lectic,  so  there  is  a  good  chance  that  1-3  were  written  in  the  same  metre.  On  a  rough  count,  one 
tetrameter  would  occupy  1  and  the  first  part  of  2,  another  the  latter  part  of  2  and  the  whole  of  3. 

2  /?A  [  ]ovr . .  ,  .  ]77  x^rat  [.  At  the  beginning,  perhaps  /3Ae,  cf.  forms  of  ftAerreiv  in  9, 11  and 

13;  then  a  gap.  After  r  a  left-hand  arc,  perhaps  with  medial  cross-bar,  i.e.,  e  rather  than  c.  fiXe[tp \ov? 

pXe[7r]ovrec  or  fiXe[tfj]ovTec?  At  the  end,  eye  corrected  to  eire,  then  xe7  rather  than  x^t.  I  have  no  ideas 

except  pXe[rr]ovT€c  i-treye jai  for  eirexere:  ‘look  and  pay  attention’,  or  ‘look  and  stop  (what  you  are 
doing)’?  But  the  text  offers  only  one  other  example  of  this  phonetic  spelling,  and  that  too  uncertain 
(ii  15  and  note);  and  the  resolution  in  the  final  metron  is  rare  even  in  comedy  (Men.  Dysc.  727,  Pk.  326, Sam.  602). 

2-3  Assuming  that  4-5  contain  a  complete  tetrameter,  with  four  syllables  lost  at  the  end  of  4, 

we  could  reconstruct  the  verse  before  as  -w-X-]|-ra  yepirva  Kai  ra  <f>av\a  [-w-  There  is  then  a  chance 

that  the  beginning  of  this  verse  overlaps  the  last  surviving  letters  of  2.  E.g.  17  ALkt),  81 *  77V]  |  ra  repnva 

Kai  ra  pavXa  [yiyverai,] | Kpivarai  ktX.  WBH,  who  compares  Hes.  Op.  3—8. 
3  ra  rcpnva  Kai  ra  pavXa.  Elsewhere,  pavXa  stand  opposed  to  KaXa,  ayada,  XPVCT&  the 

like,  rep-nva  are  ambiguous.  They  may  form  a  polar  expression  with  cfavXa,  as  the  nice  and  nasty  sides 

of  life.  Alternatively  they  may  be,  like  <f>av\a,  morally  dubious  (Euseb.  Comm,  in  Ps.,  PG  24.28B  oti  nav 

to  KaXov,  17875  Kai  rcpvvov  ov8e  to  rcpnvov,  tt  ovtojc  Kai  KaXow  ttqXXcl  yap  r/Sea  p,ev,  <f>av\a  8e),  and 

so  liable  to  divine  judgment  (in  1  AIk[i 7  would  be  one  possible  restoration,  cf.  7).  End  e.g.  [TTp6.yp.ara. 

4  KpivaTw  tt) v;  the  traces  exclude  Kpeivanocay. 

4-5  Kpivaroj  Trjv  <-vccfi(e)ta[v  -^-x]  fiporovc.  -£ei  is  probably  the  end  of  a  verb;  the  singular 

might  apply  to  zi>c€f$eia[v  or  to  the  subject  of  Kpiva.riu;  any  restoration  has  to  provide  a  syntactic  con¬ 
nection  between  the  two  verbs.  So  e.g.  .  .  .  cue e/3eta[v  -qSe  yap  ca>]j£ei  fiporovc;  cf.  10;  [Epicharm.] 
240.2  KA  tout  a  yap  cqy^ei  fiporovc. 

6

-
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E.g.  Zev  p-eyicre  ayvrj  re  8a tp[ov  eKpaveica]  \  vvv  AUr)?  Or  better,  to  comprehend  both 

deities,  
cKpav-qre  

(or  im<f>avr)re 
)  AVBH.  

In  the  space  after  peyicre,  
as  more  clearly  

after  A  Ur),  there  is 

a  dot  of  ink  which  might  be  taken  as  a  high  stop,  unless  it  belongs  
to  the  extended  

cross-bar  
of  the 

e  before. 
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E.g.  evxapicrco  c<?[i  Trapovcrj]  \  Kai  eTrapr/yovcrj,  8ea.  [:  8ea  (vocative)  WBH,  rather  than 

dea.  The  line  might  
end  here,  with  a  new  utterance  

(verse)  
beginning  

in  9.  However,  
the  problem  

is 

more  complex.  
A  speaks  

at  least  as  far  as  Sea;  then  twice  in  9,  and  again  
at  the  beginning  

of  10.  In 
9-10  we  could  provide  

the  expected  
alternation  

of  speakers  
by  emending  

the  second  
nota  in  9;  see 

note  there.  In  8-9  we  could  postulate  
a  short  utterance  

in  the  lacuna  
at  the  end  of  8.  But  that  leads 

nowhere.  
The  space  

is  short,  
hardly  

more  than  ten  letters,  
of  which  

five  would  
be  needed  

for  the 

spaced  
nota  personae;  

and  in  any  case  such  an  utterance  
would  

be  extraneous  
to  the  tetrameters  

on 

either  
side.  It  seems  likely,  

then,  that  ̂ ’s  invocation  
in  6-8  and  her  reaction  

in  9  were  divided  
by  stage 

business,  
i.e.  the  epiphany  

of  Dike. 
9  irai,  fiXeireic;  question?  Then  vat  would  make  a  natural  reply,  with  an  answering  vocative: 

p[rjrep  WBH,  who  suggests  that  the  second  a~  is  a  mistake  for  8~.  That  would  identify  A  and  A  as mother  and  child,  and  the  mother  duly  takes  up  the  exchange  in  10. 

If  rrai,  fiXcTretc;  begins  a  tetrameter,  the  last  metron  at  least  should  spill  over  into  the  next  line. 

In  fact,  as  WBH  observed,  9+10  would  fit  together  as  a  single  verse:  A  -rrai,  fiXe-ncic;  A  val,  p[rjr ep.] 

A  ovtojc  cvcefletc  cq>£et  9e[a.  That  would  leave  vacant  space  at  the  end  of  9:  ‘Presumably  the  scribe 
began  a  new  line  because  he  saw  that  there  would  not  be  room  for  the  extended  blank  space  that 

marks  speaker-change  followed  by  the  speaker  designation  and  the  beginning  of  the  utterance  itself’ WBH. 

10  ovruic  eveefiek.  For  ovtojc  cf.  413  129. 

8e[ a,  or  8e[oc  if  the  moral  is  expressed  more  generally  (WBH). 

11-12  Indented,  but  less  deeply  (a  single  letter-space)  than  2-5,  7-8, 13, 15. 
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11  erat pe,  jSAen-eic;  [ ]  _/ca[:  the  beginning  not  compatible  with  a  tetrameter:  a  switch  to  prose? 

Before  xa[  the  long  horizontal  and  attendant  trace  suggest  a  speaker-designation.  A,  A,  and  s’ 
could  all  be  considered.  A  can  be  eliminated:  if  she  is  a  mother  (9),  she  cannot  be  addressed  as  iraipe. 

As  between  A  and  s,  ‘the  advantage  of  s  is  that  otherwise  A  would  be  asked  the  same  question  twice, 

first  by  A  and  then  by  B’  WBH.  Then  e.g.  «a[t  paXa  (‘yes,  indeed’,  cf.  413  41)  WBH. 
12  7roc  au  _[,  The  numeral  shows  that  this  begins  a  new  utterance,  therefore  with  a  complete 

new  word.  Perhaps  77-oca  tout  [a. 

ap[*,  cf.  17.  A  trace  of  the  raised  x  may  be  visible. 

13  Possible,  cf.  5,  that  tpai  ends  a  word  in  the  line  before,  e.g.  ckc] \tpat.  k<lI  j3Ae[7r]e[. 

14  Baipovec:  followed  by  a  space  in  which  a  high  stop.  This  seems  to  set  the  word  off:  because 
it  is  a  vocative,  or  a  vocative  exclamation?  The  former  might  address  Dike  and  Zeus;  for  the  latter  (an 

interjection  of  the  same  type  as  '//paxAeic)  see  Men.  Asp.  399  <5  8aipovec,  Opp.  HaL  1.702  8ai/xovec. 

E.  Dickey,  Greek  Forms  of  Address  (1996)  189,  notes  that  the  word  is  ‘generally  used  in  true  addresses’, 
whereas  Qeol  occurs  quite  commonly  in  the  interjective  function. 

ca.  [:  A  followed  by  a  trace  (foot  of  rising  oblique?)  on  the  line;  or  perhaps  simply  aa. 

15  «[...].  P€r at[:  before  p,  1  in  ligature  with  a  preceding  letter?  e\f\aipe,  cf.  12,  would  be  too 

short  for  the  space.  jda/perat  [,  1.  xaipere,  would  make  sense  if  8a.ip.ovec  is  vocative  (Cratin.  235  KA, 

AP  7.420.4,  Dion.  Hal.  Ant.  Rom.  8.41.3).  For  a  phonetic  spelling  at/e  see  ii  2  above,  but  there  is  no 
certain  example  elsewhere  in  this  text. 

.  [:  the  last  trace  is  the  beginning  of  an  overline,  presumably  indicating  a  character-numeral. 

17  apx( ).  Presumably  not  a  proper  name,  but  descriptive  of  the  character’s  role  in  the  drama, 

e.g.  apx{cov\  like  fiac(i\euc)  in  Charition ,  or  the  performer’s  place  in  the  troupe,  i.e.,  apx{ip.tpoc)  or  its 
feminine  (the  Greek  word  Plu.  Sulla  36.1;  archimimus  Suet.  Vesp.  19  etc.  and  inscriptions,  archimima  in 

IT  .ft  5211  and  5212,  both  from  Rome).  For  detail  see  Brill’s  New  Pauly  s.v.  archimimus;  Ferd  23-5. 
At  line-end  o]utw[c?  (D.  Golomo). 

P.J.  PARSONS 
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40  5B.gi/E(i)  +  46  5B.53/B(i)a  I  ->  20  x  25.2  cm  Sixth  century 

Plates  IV-V 

Two  fragments  combine  to  give  parts  of  a  sheet  or  codex-page.  The  page  was 

originally  c.20  cm  wide,  with  surviving  lateral  margins  of  c. 2  cm;  the  height  survives 

to  c.25  cm,  with  a  lower  margin  of  c.3.5  cm.  The  written  area  was  c.15.5  cm  wide, 

and  at  least  21.5  cm  deep,  with  at  least  31  lines;  the  width  makes  it  clear  that  only 

one  column  was  written  per  page.  If  the  upper  margin  was  as  deep  as  the  lower,  we 

must  reckon  with  a  page  c.20  cm  broad  x  28  cm  tall,  comparable  with  some  aber- 

rants  of  Turner’s  Group  4  ( Typology  16),  and  there  would  be  no  reason  to  suppose 

that  many  lines  were  lost  at  the  top.  But  of  course  there  is  not  enough  regularity  to 

support  a  firm  argument.  Complete  lines  of  have  34—5  letters.  A  separate  scrap, 

on  which  nothing  can  be  read  but  ] .  .  epx[,  may  have  belonged  to  the  same  ma¬ 

nuscript,  though  the  letters  seem  smaller  and  less  heavily  inked. 

The  script  is  a  sizable  sloping  majuscule  (basic  letter-height,  0.3  cm),  bilinear 

except  for  §  and  -f  and  (below  the  line)  y;  e  and  c  tall  and  narrow,  y  y-shaped, 
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often  divided  with  a  gap  after  the  upright,  a  $  whose  roundel  occupies  most  of 

the  line-space.  The  writer  makes  some  contrast  between  thick  and  thin  strokes,  but 

not  enough  to  match  the  more  stylized  versions  of  this  style  (see  GBEBP  28a-b); 

a  more  informal  version,  used  by  Dioscorus  of  Aphrodito,  is  securely  dated  c.550- 

70  {GBEBP  32a;  see  L.  Del  Corso,  ‘Le  scritture  di  Dioscoro’,  inJ.-L.  Fournet,  C. 
Magdelaine  (edd.),  Les  Archives  de  Dioscore  d\ Aphrodite  cent  ans  apres  leur  decouverte  (2008) 

89-115,  esp.  105-8).  5189  can  reasonably  be  assigned  to  the  sixth  century. 
There  are  occasional  abbreviations:  f  for  the  article  ro(-  ),  see  1 13  n.,  and  final 

-rofor  -roc,  I27;  k  with  superscript  omicron  and  overline  for  ko{cc-  ),  see  ̂ 21  n.  At 

->16  and  23  ciccpyo/^j  represents  -/x(evou);  at  -h6  j  has  a  small  arc  above  it,  at  ->23 

the  word  is  overlined,  as  also  I20  and  28  for  e^€px{ofJ.€vov)  and  ̂ -18  atcaip 

for  a.Kaip(ov),  19  axatpou  in  full.  Here  overlining  may  emphasize  the  abbreviation, 

or  simply  pick  out  an  important  element  (as  we  do  by  underlining);  cf.  P.  Col.  VII 

174.  In  addition  it  distinguishes  the  numerals  which  serve  to  designate  actors/ 

characters.  No  other  lectional  signs,  except  diaeresis  on  initial  1  (^3, 12;  ->-19?),  and 

perhaps  /  as  divider  between  speeches  (->-2?).  Scriptio  plena  is  the  norm  (4-5,  11,  19, 

27;  —420). The  scribe  observes  the  rules  of  syllable-division,  but.  his  orthography  shows 

a  number  of  phonetic  errors :  itacisms  everywhere,  and  also  ct^/cci  for  oroi^et  16, 

ve  for  vat  ̂ 15,  €koj  for  eyco  4-22,  perhaps  -£c ovtoc  for  -£ovroc  T27.  -j)  not  -ei  in  sec¬ 
ond  person  singulars  like  iiepxj)- 

The  well-starched  handwriting  would  suggest  a  high-minded  text.  But  lan¬ 

guage  and  content  show  that  we  are  dealing  with  a  mime,  and  a  prose  mime  in  late 

Greek.  Parallels  for  the  grammar  and  vocabulary  can  often  be  found  in  the  docu¬ 

mentary  texts  of  the  period,  as  well  as  in  Byzantine  authors  and  in  Modern  Greek. 

So  /<upi(o)c,  (f>ayi(o)v ,  8ev,  StSeiv,  kAolvciv,  koccl&lv;  the  Latinisms  <f>a.t<iaAi{o)v  and 

jSa/cAov;  tlttot€  ‘anydiing’/ ’nothing’.  Note  also  the  exclamations:  t'Se  repeatedly,  ee 

and  (j>ov  (4-i6),  av  (-4-22,  25),  at’At  (->25). 
In  this  drama,  the  numerals  A  B  T  A  E  denote  five  actors/characters,  in 

addition  to  6  aKaip(oc).  The  system  is  familiar  from  the  Charition  mime,  III  413, 

and  5188,  although  5189  does  not  include  musical  effects:  see  the  introduction 

to  5188.  When  the  numeral  represents  a  nominative  (as  in  introducing  a  speech), 

it  has  no  article;  the  oblique  cases,  which  occur  within  the  narrative,  sometimes 

have  the  article,  sometimes  (where  the  syntax  is  clear)  not.  If  we  assume  that  the 

numeral  designates  the  actor,  not  the  character,  we  have  to  reckon  with  the  possibil¬ 

ity  that  one  actor  took  more  than  one  role.  It  is  not  clear  whether  the  first  person 

narrator  is  one  of  the  numbered  five,  rather  than  e.g.  an  archimimos  or  archimima ,  cf. 

5188  (certainly  not  A  or  B;  see  1 2 3-4);  in  places  he  or  she  clearly  plays  the  incom¬ 

petent  cook,  addressed  as  nopvT)  (^25-6,  — 49),  and  at  ->25  it  seems  that  the  cook’s 
lamentation  was  introduced  by  a  numerical  designation,  now  illegible.  A  may  be 

addressed  as  appa  or  veappa  (title  or  name?)  in  |6  and  ->-27;  if  he  is  described  as 
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*Ipoc  at  ->-31,  he  may  be  a  beggar.  A  female  character  is  addressed  as  vowa/Nowa, 

-+26.  In  addition  there  may  have  been  a  (professional)  pa. yeipoc,  ̂ 17  and  ->28-9. 

Kvpt  is  apparently  used  by  B  to  A  (^15,  23)  and  AtoB  (^22),  also  perhaps  by  A  to  E 

(->•22),  see  4^21 — 3  n.,  in  which  case  A,  B,  and  E  must  be  male. 

5189  also  lacks  the  stage  directions  found  in  413,  for  a  reason.  413  is  basi¬ 

cally  a  script;  5189  seems  to  narrate  the  stage-action,  with  occasional  quotations 

of  the  words  to  be  uttered.  Compare  LXX  4762  7-8,  /cat  /  al[8o]vpevrj  Xeyei, 

as  interpreted  by  M.  L.  West,  %PE  175  (2010)  36.  The  narrator  is  one  of  the  play¬ 

ers  (elcepxofxai  ->-14),  who  tells  other  players  what  to  say  (Aeyctc)  and  do  (ztcepxTi, 

igepyri).  €lc€px€c6at  and  igepxecOat  indicate  entrances  and  exits.  In  themselves  the 

verbs  are  ambiguous:  elcepxop at  might  mean  ‘I  come  on  stage’  or  ‘I  go  into  the 

stage-building5.  But  }  «. oc  rrjc  ayopac  (->-7,  424)  sounds  like  an  exit,  in  which 

case  the  contrary  etc-  represents  an  entrance;  and  that  is  confirmed  by  ->23  to(v) 

B  elcepxop(€Vov)  /cat  A eyovroc,  ‘comes  in  and  says  . . .’. 
We  have  no  physical  evidence  for  the  order  of  the  two  sides.  Since  they  share 

material,  they  should  represent  the  same  piece;  and  there  is  no  reason  to  think  that 

they  belong  to  alternative  drafts,  as  happens  in  413  Charition  (but  there  in  a  differ¬ 

ent  hand,  on  the  back  of  the  parent  roll).  If  €7t]iA oyov  were  recognized  at  ->12,  we 

could  take  it  as  a  structural  note,  like  KaracTpo^rj  in  P.  Lond.  Lit.  97. 16  (Cunning¬ 

ham  10)  and  KaracroXr}  413  95;  in  that  case  a  new  scene  could  begin  with  ->13. 
But  this  is  very  uncertain. 

In  reconstructing  the  action  we  face  obvious  difficulties.  It  is  not  always  clear 

what  belongs  to  the  narrative  and  what  to  quoted  speech,  and  the  actor-numbers 

may  occur  in  the  former  or  introduce  the  latter.  Similar  texts  have  been  seen  as 

skeletons,  to  be  fleshed  out  in  performance,  so  that  spoken  words  may  be  related 

to  improvised  action:  note  1 18-19,  where  the  same  numeral  appears  two  or  three 

times  in  succession,  i.e.,  perhaps  separated  by  stage-business. 

More  generally,  4  seems  to  involve  mostly  A  and  B,  with  A  less  in  evidence 

(6,  exit  20),  ->  all  characters  except  A;  but  the  same  themes  appear  on  both.  These 

are:  (i)  ‘Is  there  something  to  eat?’  4i8  -»8;  (ii)  ‘Why  did  you  boil  it  badly?’  426 

->-9/10,  24/5;  (iii)  ‘Why  were  you  beating  her?5  4io?,  21  ->27.  (i)  may  involve  shop¬ 

ping  416/17,  and  lead  to  eating  on  stage  421  ->21;  (ii)  results  from  tasting  the  food 

offered  ̂ 25  ->9;  (iii)  is  a  punishment  for  bad  cooking  ->-26/8,  and  beatings  happen 

on  stage  I28  -ho,  25/6.  In  (ii)  and  (iii)  the  bad  cook  is  female,  and  in  (ii)  the  result¬ 

ing  insults  are  addressed  to  ‘me’,  who  is  then  beaten  (->-9/ 10)  and  later  perhaps 

enters  begging  for  pity  (-H4/15).  Here,  at  least,  the  narrator  plays  the  cook:  is  the 

narrator  herself  a  woman,  or  does  the  part  go  to  a  female  impersonator?  If  the 

latter,  the  narrator  may  refer  to  himself  in  the  masculine. 

We  could  conclude  that  the  farce  made  its  way  by  repeating  the  same  motif, 

but  perhaps  with  different  characters  as  eater  and  beater:  thus  B  is  feeding  at  4-21, 

but  apparently  A  at  -»2i.  (i)  and  (ii)  appear  towards  the  foot  of  4  and  towards  the 

5189.  MIME 
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beginning  of  which  might  indicate  that  4-  precedes  (iii)  does  not  fit,  since 

a  past  beating  is  mentioned  at  4 10,  although  such  kno.ck-about  comedy  could  prob¬ 

ably  beat  up  more  than  one  person,  or  one  person  for  more  than  one  reason.  In  any 

case,  there  were  other  ingredients  in  the  mix:  note  48  crpartcorf. 

I  am  grateful  to  Dr  Colomo  (DC)  and  Dr  Henry  (WBH)  for  correcting  my  ear¬ 

lier  drafts  and  for  their  important  contributions  to  the  reconstruction  of  this  text. 

]x«w[ 

]...<*.[  H.[ 

]  ipa  t  _  [  _  ]  eyoj  _  [ 
JaKouc  [Jec/c.  [ 

]  _  vfipv  _  poyeyeeK  _  [ 

]aj8j8a  8ct  Keipoi  a[ 
]  viodevairoK  _  So  _  _  rov[ 

]  ico  ea>  eiSecrparia/rf 

L..X.W  Aa^va..[ ]  _  a vrrjveSip '  [ 
]  _  T€€t,TTCOKVp  _  [  ]  _  V 

]  _  /x_  eTiafirjiTnra ]....[].[.  .].[ . 1 .  []  .  ay .  .  vfKV(f>ovTOc ]aKo\\ajyTOc  []apoXi<ico  etjia  ̂ ep^rptoyicmi/icL 

]  /cat/cAa . pa  drovpaXaKovcecTfiveKV  [ 

].€  aTTTVOVTo[]<f)OV  VOCrjC€  '  ft8€V  m  0l€lCT0Ka.7T[ 

]  o  [  ]€tyc 0  4 ' '  tfacayopacovcotpayi.pl 

]etcj3aA  [  ]  t  cepyop  .  CTtnoTecftayeiv  [ 

].  .  T0V .  ./?.w[.]01 7*.  .  ̂ffeppa  fieTTiexivcov 

] . T€[  ]8ero(f)<w.  a.  vp ov  /caj,  8e£epx 
]8iaTiayTT)V€  pccfic  drp  _  yovTocf  j3  0eAic 

Kvp[ .l77.  .  .  []  .  fxiaAtajii  _  [] KiaovKeKWOKpi 

0.[  ]ayKuptcu7ro[]eicTOv’ai'Sp- eya> 
U^PX7]e0JCTVcay°Pac  eLC€PXV 

]  OT€<f>ayiv  TrapaOcocoiyevr/  k at 

]pV7]  8LaTLKaKO)C€lp7)C€CKai 
]k  €l8cOVT(A)  T^KOCCl^COVTO 

]  _  ey  _  8t8cpcoi  /3a kXco  faetjepx foot 
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3  [,  upright;  small  triangular  trace  on  line,  A  or  illusion  .  [,  oblique  curving  rightwards  at 

foot  4  . .  [  (first),  first,  foot  of  upright  5  ] short  upright  v .,  trace  on  damaged  surface, 

then  upright  [,  upright  6  t  . ,  upright,  then  damaged  fibres  7  ] . ,  foot  of  oblique 

descending  from  left  8  ] , ,  right-hand  end  of  high  horizontal  a 1 .  (first),  remains  of  two 

uprights  co  (second),  perhaps  traces  of  diagonal  rising  from  left  to  right;  above  to  the  right,  right- 
hand  end  of  horizontal  10  ] . ,  apparently  top  of  upright  and  right-hand  cross-bar  of  t,  but 

more  ink  than  expected  at  the  point  of  junction  .  [,  upright  or  left-hand  arc  of  oval  n  .  [,  foot 

of  upright  12  ]  ,  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  and  hooked  strongly  rightwards  
at  foot 

H  ,  damaged  upright;  oblique  sloping  down  from  left  to  right,  further  ink  to  left  (a?)  13  y . . , 

upright  or  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right;  similar  with  trace  of  horizontal  joining  at  two-thirds 

height  15  v  [,  upright  16  vv,  upright,  traces  to  left  and  right  above,  left-hand  end  of 

thin  horizontal  joining  at  mid-height  « . ,  upright  u . ,  upper  left  part  of  oval  18  ] . ,  upright 

cepxou ,,  traces  also  of  overline  ?  20  k  . ,  upright  a . . ,  steep  oblique  descending  from  left  to 

right;  upright  21  e  ,  oblique  trace  on  edge?;  top  of  upright  /?,  oblique  tail  below  the  line, 

sloping  down  from  right  to  left  22  it . . ,  left-hand  side  of  oval;  top  of  upright  but  further  ink 

to  left  and  below  [] .  1,  upright  hooked  sharply  to  right  at  foot  Aia,  possible  high  trace  to  right 

of  a  u  ,  remains  ofleft-hand  arc,  more  ink  to  upper  right  (top  arc?)  23  . first,  top  of 

oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  o  _ ,  upright 

edge  near  its  top  28  ] . ,  trace  at  line  level? 
25  ] , ,  thin  horizontal  joining  upright  on 

y  ,  three  small  traces  suggesting  tips  and  lower 

arc  of  an  open-topped  loop 

I 

]xepia[. W  . 

]  t/Acma  [.  Jeycu,  [ 

]a/couc  .  G^c/c  ,  [ 

]  V  B  fjLV7)fx6v€V€  €K  _  [ 

]aj8|3a  A  crr)K€L  ju.01.  A  [ 

]  a vcodev  a-noK  89,  rov[ 

]  uo  eco  crpancorf 

,]^v  ̂ iva,  .[ 

]  ravrrjv  e'Sipf[ ]ore  eitroj  Kup.[].u 

].#*.  .eTta  B  v 

. ]  .  []  .  aVT7)VJ-o(v)  KV(f)OVTOC ]  A  koXXojvtoc  A[]apoA/aco  e|ta  B  epxv  rpwytc  mW  [ 

J/caucAa  pa,  A  rovpaXaKovcecr;  B  ve  KVp[t 

]e  e.  A  tttvovto [c]  (f>ov  ivocrj cey.  B  8cv  col  etc  to/«x7t[ 

]  o  [  Jetyco _ kcll  ayopacov  cot  payip[ 

Jeic/SaA,  ,  .[  e]tcepx°^(ai)-  B  tittotg  <f>ayelv;  [ 

]  tov<  ./?,w[.]ov  p..  .  B  Kepp. a.  B 
 eVt  e’tavajv 
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20  ]  v  _re[  ]8e  to  (fraKtaXiv  pov  Kal  A  c^epx{opcvov) 

]  81a  rt  avTrjv  e'8t pec  ro(fc)  Ko(ccotc);  A  Tpojyovroc  ro{v )  B  6eXic 

KVp[ t]  7 t  _  ojju  i  []  _  t/ctaAta/x  ̂   [Jtcta  ovk  ckco  otcpi 

..*[] Bo.[  ]av  Kvpi  cv  770 [t] etc  tov  av8p  iycb 

]  i£kpxy  €toc  TTjC  ayopac,  elcepxu 

25  ]  ore  (frayiv  rrapadco  cot ,  yevrj  Kal 

Aeyeic  poi  7 Tojpvrj,  8ta  rt  KaK coc  eiprjcec;  Kal 

]  ko(cc-  )  etSe  ovto).  ro(v)  B  KOCCl£o)VTo(c) 

]  eycp  818oj  col  fia kXco.  to{v)  A  e£epx{opevov ) 

I  x*Pia  ‘hands’  is  one  possibility. 

3  [  ] :  among  many  possibilities,  a  character-numeral  in  this  lacuna  and  then  eycb. 

5  E.g.  eKt[v-,  cf.  19  (WBH). 
6  the  Aramaic  afijia  (variously  accented  by  editors  a#3 a,  afifta  and  a/3j3a)  serves  as 

a  title  of  respect  for  monks  and  other  Christian  hierophants,  as  well  as  in  the  limited  sense  ‘Abbot5, 
in  Egyptian  documents  and  in  inscriptions  and  in  the  Fathers  (see  Lampe;  Fdrster,  WB  s.v.).  It  occurs 

also,  occasionally,  as  a  proper  name.  Compare  ->-27  vea&fla  (one  word  (unattested)?  or  ve  (1.  vat), 
aj3/3a?).  Both  contexts  are  damaged,  but  in  both  the  word  could  be  addressed  to  character  A,  whether 

as  title  or  personal  name.  The  same  problem  arises  with  ->-26yowa  (or  N6vva). 

cTTfKei  fioL :  crrjKeiv  ‘stand’  is  well  attested  in  later  Greek.  But  here  probably  we  should  recognize 

a  phonetic  spelling  of  CTOiyel  p.01,  ‘that  suits  me’,  a  frequent  phrase  in  documentary  papyri  (TLG 

yields  one  example,  Adamantius,  de  recta  in  deum  jide  p.  1 16.16).  Gignac,  Grammar  i  265-6  for  such  spell¬ ings. 

7  anoK  So  tov[:  some  letters  obscured  by  correction  (Sey  to  Soy?),  airo  «aSoy  seems  to  lead 

nowhere  (LXX  and  proverbial  craycov  arro  icaSov,  ‘a  drop  in  the  bucket’),  awo  kco8(i)ov  might  suit a  discussion  of  clothing  (8  n.). 

8  ]  llo  6oj:  the  first  trace  a  high  horizontal,  but  probably  not  high  enough  to  cover  a  character- 
numeral;  before  e,  remains  of  two  uprights.  After  ecu,  the  remains  of  a  high  horizontal  suit 

a  character-numeral  (DC);  faint  traces  of  an  oblique  below  would  suggest  A  or  A.  In  that  case,  -ecu 
ends  a  word:  e.g.  ipa^-rlo)  yea>,  cf.  3. 

ctSc:  here  and  in  20,  27,  -»6,  26  1.  i8e.  For  this  fossilized  imperative,  equivalent  to  ‘look!’,  see 
Schwyzer,  Gr  Gr.  ii  583  f. ;  Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf  §107.2  n.  7.  Documentary  papyri  present  a  few 
examples,  but  more  of  the  living  form  (governing  an  accusative,  or  followed  by  el/ av). 

crpartturf:  space  for  2-4  letters  at  line-end.  Part  of  cTpartcor^c,  ‘soldier’  (cf.  12-13  iWa[cta)  or 
‘water  lettuce’?  Or  of  crpaTiwriKoc  ‘soldierly’,  or  the  salve  called  crpaTtwriKov?  If  ip.a]ri(p  were  cor¬ 
rect,  we  could  look  for  cTpa.TuoT[iKTj  j  ̂Aa/i-uc  or  the  like. 

g  Aa/hv:  1.  Aa/3etv? 

1

0

 

 

rauTTjv  may  imply  that  the  woman  is  onstage,  unlike  a uryv  elsewhere. 

€Stpe[,  1.  eSeipe[:  efhpec  21,  ->27. 
II  ]ore:  ore  (with  subjunctive,  see  Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf  §382.2)? 

Perhaps  Kt/pi  [/x]ou  (slightly  cramped  at  line-end).  Kvpi  (or  xvpi?)  again  15,  22, 23,  -^22:  vocative 
from  the  Late  (and  Modern)  Greek  nominative  xvpic.  For  examples  in  Byzantine  prose,  see  Lampe 

s.v. ;  for  documentary  usage,  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  26-7. 

1

2

 

 

]  ena,  apparently  ] . piaena.  ‘Just  conceivably  ena  for  atria  (WBH). 

77  iV77a|  [ da ?  Literally,  horse-riding  might  belong  to  the  same  context  as  soldiers  (8).  As  a  sexual 
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image  (a  suggestion  of  DC),  it  might  combine  with  Kvpovroc  (13);  see  J.  N.  Adams,  The  Latm  Sexual 

Vocabulary  (1982)  165  f.,  rgif.;J.  Henderson,  The  Maculate  Muse  (2iggi)  §§277, 361-3. 
13  ]  avrrp>:  the  spacing  and  the  trace  (foot  of  upright)  would  allow  ravTqy. 

to(v):  this  abbreviation  f  occurs  frequently  in  our  text.  Normally  the  tau  has  above  it  a  curving 

line  like  a  short-mark  (I13,  21,  27,  28;  ->16,  20,  29);  occasionally  the  suprascript  takes  the  form  of 

a  small  circle  (4-27;  ->12,  25,  27).  Assuming  that  all  these  represent  the  same  abbreviation,  in  more  or 

less  cursive  form,  the  basic  form  must  be  ro( ).  In  ̂ 13  and  ->20  there  follows  a  genitive  noun,  which 

suggests  To(fi);  and  that  would  be  consistent  with  its  use  before  a  character-numera^(4-27  and  28,  -»i6 
and  29),  since  such  letters  may  take  the  article  when  context  requires  it  (->18  tov  B,  23  ra>  2).  In  4-21 
the  grammar  suggests  the  dative  ro(fc).  For  parallels  see  K.  McNamee,  Abbreviations  in  Greek  literary 

Papyri  and  Ostraca  (1981)  69—70. 

Kvpovroc:  ‘the  one  bending  over’?  Kvpeiv ,  rarely  attested,  replaces  kvtttciv  as  part  of  the  flight 
from  consonant-stems,  whose  conjugation  was  thought  difficult  enough  to  teach  in  schools.  At  Aris- 

toph.  Equ.  365  itje A|cu  ce  ttJc  irvy-qc  9vpa(e  uvfiS o,  the  scholiast  glosses  KvfiSa  with  Kvpov to.  Does  this 
end  a  clause?  or  should  we  take  to(v)  Kvpov roc  TL  together? 

14  koAAeSvtoc,  rather  than  koAAiop  roc-,  perhaps  followed  by  a  dative;  again  ->15  koXXwv  avrrp, 

29  KoXX&vToc  au[.  In  NT  and  patristic  literature  (see  Lampe)  we  find  the  passive  KoXXacdai  with  da¬ 

tive,  in  the  sense  ‘stick  to’  something  or  to  a  person,  e.g.  1  Cor.  6.16  tjj  wopi^j;  so  Vit.  Aesop.  (G)  30  pp 
fx.01  koX Aa»  (LSJ  Rev.  Suppl.).  It  would  be  no  surprise  to  find  bodily  contact  in  slapstick,  but  all  forms 
of  the  verb  in  5189  are  active,  and  in  the  first  two  examples  there  is  no  obvious  space  for  a  reflexive 

pronoun  as  object.  I  can  only  assume  that  the  writer  used  KoXXav  intransitively:  for  comparable  usage 

in  medieval  Greek,  see  Kriaras,  Aegiuo  s.v.  koXXoj  i.B1. 

A[]apoA/aoj  e£i a.  I  can  make  nothing  of  this.  irapoXniar  would  be  an  attested  word  (‘tow-rope’), 
but  the  first  trace  suggests  A  or  the  first  half  of  u  or  n.  We  expect  a  dative  (proper  name?). 

epxji  Tpwyic  irivic:  1.  epxj]  rpwyeic  1 rlveic.  This  might  be  a  description  of  B’s  movements,  or 
the  words  he  utters. 

15  JxcutfAa  jia  ;  perhaps  Kai  uXavvic  (1.  kXo.vv€lc)  r/pac.  xXavoj,  a  thematic  substitute  for 

icAdco  (backformed  from  aor.  eVAaca,  on  the  model  of  pd&vio?),  continues  to  be  used  in  the  general 

sense  ‘break’  (TLG,  LBG).  But  it  acquires  also  the  limited  meaning  ‘break  wind’,  and  by  transfer 
‘express  contempt  for’  (with  following  accusative):  see  LBG  for  the  literal  meaning  in  Byzantine  texts, 

and  for  its  use  in  insult  e.g.  the  splendid  rant  Spanos  (Rec.  B)  207-8  (p.  165  Eideneier)  tttov  ce,  yapu> 
ce,  avaxccp.6.  ce,  rcXavio  ce  eat  pvcac  pe.  Both  senses  subsist  in  Modern  Greek.  Here  no  doubt  literal 

(16  pov  is  the  reaction?);  cf.  Charition,  where  vopSrj  plays  a  large  part.  For  the  spelling  in  -vv-  see  CGL 

III  5.13,  147.70-72;  for  synonyms  E.  Arfvalov,  A-rropp-qra  (1935)  210. 

TOVfiaXaKovcec-r:  apparently  tow  paXaKoi),  and  then  cecr  remains  to  be  explained;  the  spac¬ 
ing  does  not  allow  tou[c]  paXaKovc.  The  word  might  be  a  name  or  a  description,  (i)  MclXclkoc  is  the 
slave-confidant  in  the  mime  Adulteress  (413  verso);  the  name  occurs  occasionally  in  inscriptions,  not 

confined  to  slaves.  The  definite  article  here  may  tell  against  this  possibility,  (ii)  The  adjective  com¬ 

monly  means  ‘effeminate’,  but  in  this  context  we  should  think  of  its  specialized  use  (overlapping  that 

of  idvaiSoc)  as  a  performer;  see  Perpillou-Thomas,  ZEE  108  (1995)  228-9.  These  are  dancers  (Plautus, 
Mil.  Glor.  668  ad  saltandum  non  cinaedus  malacus  aeque  est  atque  ego),  dressed  as  women.  Note  P  Hib.  I  54 

=  W.  Chr.  477.XO-17  (Oxy.;  c.245  bc)  airocTeiXov  Se  -qpiv  Kai  Z-qvofhov  tov  paXaKov  eyovra  Tvpiravov 
Kai  KvpfiaXa  kcli  KporaXa,  Xpela  yap  icn  rate  yvvaifiv  vpoc  tt)v  Bvciav  eykrai  Se  Kai  Ipancpov  wc 

acr eiorarov;  and  the  list  of  performances  and  props  in  P  Berol.  13927  =  Cunningham  no.  15  (MP3 

2437),  lines  4  and  38-9  to  t div  paXaucov  .  .  .  irepr^wpara  pacKiac. 

cecr:  the  ‘elision  mark’  stands  above  the  right-hand  end  of  the  horizontal,  quite  different  in 

shape  from  the  usual  f,  on  which  see  13  n.  It  cannot  represent  an  elision  as  such,  unless  the  speaker 
breaks  off.  But  if  it  indicates  abbreviation,  what  does  it  abbreviate?  I  can  only  assume  that  the  first  c 
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is  a  mistaken  addition,  which  leaves  ecr(t).  In  that  case  ‘Is  this  the  Malakos’  doing?’,  i.e.,  as  a  delicate 
soul,  eating  and  drinking?  or  as  an  effeminate,  displaying  the  effects  of  evpvnpcoKria  (Henderson, 

Maculate  Muse  §472)?  In  any  case,  the  reply  ve  Kvp[i  suggests  that  this  clause  is  a  question. 

16  £  e,  c£  ->19?  The  exclamation,  familiar  in  Greek  Tragedy,  recurs  in  the  mime  Adulteress  (413 

verso)  3_5. 

4  77ti)ovto[c]  pov  evoerjeev:  A  spits,  and  B  comments  ‘Yuck,  he’s  fallen  ill’?  LSJ  notes  Epichar- 
mus  fr.  122.4  KA,  pov  rarv  kokojv,  but  that  looks  like  a  dialect  form  of  pev.  Here  we  should  recognize 

a  spelling  (as  also  in  MGr  pov)  of  pv,  an  exclamation  attested  at  Aristoph.  Lys.  295,  305  (by  conjec¬ 
ture  also  Thes.  245),  Com.  adesp.  1147.45  KA,  and  Terence,  Adelphi  412.  It  was  thought  to  mimic  an 

expulsion  of  breath  (schol.  Aristoph.  Lys.  294  pvea  to>  cropan;  Suda  E  2807  eiri  tov  pvcdrvroc  to 

Trap).  Like  English  phew ,  it  can  indicate  disgust  at  a  bad  smell:  see  Philogelos  §233  o^ocropoc  Kcupqr 

mravTY)cac  eX eye-  Xaipe — kclkcIvoc  ehre ■  pv.  tov  Sc  elprjKOTOC-  tL  yap  etirov;  epq-  efiSecac,  and  the 

widely  accepted  conjecture  at  Aesch.  Ag.  1307-8,  where  Cassandra  reacts  to  the  smell  of  blood.  Simi¬ 
larly  Latin  fi/ju  (ancestor  of  English  Je)  as  variously  restored  in  three  passages  of  Plautus:  Cas.  727 

( foetet  tuo’  mihi  sermo ),  Most.  39  ( oboluisti  alium  . . .  canem,  capram  commixtam ),  Pseud.  1294  (in  os  igitur  mi  ebrius 
inructasi).  SeeJ.  B.  Hofmann,  Lateinische  Umgangssprache  (31951)  §n. 

ivicrfcm:  Dr  Colomo  notes  that  the  initial  ink  could  be  taken  as  'i;  the  only  contrary  indication 
is  an  apparent  cross-bar  joining  the  upright  at  mid-height.  The  sense  clearly  favours  e,  which  requires 
us  to  assume  that  the  apparent  diaeresis  is  accidental  or  misused  (cf.  XXVII  2455,  where  it  appears 

promiscuously  on  any  initial  vowel). 
8cv  cof.  the  singular  of  Seine  appears  occasionally  in  documents  (DGE  lists  X  1297  15,  SB  XVI 

12473.7,  12943.3;  at  1297  15  and  LVI  3855  10  editors  correct  to  8eu(po),  perhaps  wrongly).  TLG 
produces  a  number  of  patristic  examples;  note  Leontius,  Vitajoannis  Eleemosynarii  p.  354  Sev  elc  to 

■nXolov,  p.  370  Aev,  Kvpi  ZcoiXe,  a yopacov  eva  SouAov.  At  this  stage  Sev po  functions  as  a  verb,  ‘come 
on’;  see  D.  Tabachovitz,  Etudes  sur  legrec  de  la  basse  ipoque  (1943)  7  n.  2.  cot  dative  of  interest?  or  1.  cii? 

elc  TOKair[:  to  KanrjXeiov  would  make  a  likely  place  to  go  for  provisions.  The  initial  letters  of  17 

are  blurred,  but  elc  to  /m7r[7?][A[e]toy  seems  not  to  fit,  since  the  final  trace  strongly  suggests  v  (WBH). 

17  Kai.  before  this  ‘a  long  supralinear  bar:  an  abbreviation  within  the  speech  rather  than 

a  character  letter?’  WBH. 
cot:  dative  of  interest?  or  for  cu,  cf.  16. 

payip[,  1.  payer-.  After  p[,  room  for  one  normal  letter  or  two  narrow.  The  context  would  sug¬ 
gest  paytp[i]\Ka,  which  might  refer  to  cooking  utensils  (Athen.  4.i6gB  etc.;  P.  Turner  51. 1-2)  or  to 
cooking  ingredients  (as  clearly  in  the  shopping  list  SB  VI  9245.3).  However,  the  mangled  ink  at  the 

beginning  of  18  does  not  allow  ra;  it  looks  most  like  eicfia.  Alternatively,  try  payip[o(v),  ‘buy  yourself 

a  cook’  (in  the  slave  market),  to  replace  the  one  whose  cooking  is  elsewhere  criticized  (26  etc.),  cf. 
->  28-g  pa]\yipov.  The  professional  chef  looms  large  in  Comedy:  see  RE  s.v.  payeipoc,  H.  Dohm, 

Mageiros  (ig64);J.  C.  B.  Lowe,  Class.  Ant.  4  (1985)  72-102  on  Plautine  variations. 
18  ]eicfia\ m  _  _ :  perhaps  eicfiaXtpy  (with  doubts  about  y).  Polyb.  4.81.9  elc  rqv  ayopav  elcfiaXJjv. 

But  what  then?  The  traces  before  the  break  suggest  e  or  e  .  The  width  of  the  break  seems  confirmed 

by  the  text  on  the  other  side,  too  wide  for  the  simple  elcepxop(ai),  too  narrow  for  iy[oj  e]  lcepxop(ai). 

Tinore  ‘anything’  (MGr  t'ittotc/ tihoto),  again  ->  8.  We  have  a  scattering  of  examples  in  docu¬ 

mentary  texts  (e.g.  LVI  3870  5  ev  Tfj  pvXaKfj  icpev  Kai  prj  exopev  SL-nore  irpocpayiy)  from  the  fifth 

century  on,  mostly  in  negative  clauses  (‘nothing’).  Psaltes  §313  gives  a  note  on  the  medieval  develop- 

payetv:  cf.  25  paylv,  ->8  and  19  payelv.  In  view  of  the  genitive  ro(w)  payiov  ->  20, 1  have  taken 

these  as  spellings  of  the  noun  payi(o)v,  ‘food’,  MGr  payl.  This  form  goes  back  at  least  to  the  first 
century  ad  (E  Mich.  V  246.2  xwp(tc)  payio(v)),  and  appears  commonly  in  literary  texts  from  the  early 
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Byzantine  period  onwards  (see  Lampe;  TLG).  The  list  of  items  required  for  a  performance,  Cun¬ 
ningham  no.  15  (5th  or  6th  cent.?),  includes  pa yiv  (34);  Hesychius  (Cyril)  glosses  the  biblical  eSecpara 

as  payt a;  and  payia  appears  as  a  gloss  on  pulmentaria  in  the  Antinoe  Juvenal,  MP3  2925  (c.500),  line 
185.  Of  course,  there  was  no  phonetic  difference  between  pay  civ  and  pay  tv,  and  less  morphological 
difference  when  the  anarthrous  infinitive  could  serve  as  a  noun,  etc  metv  /  etc  ttclv  occurs  regularly 

in  documentary  papyri;  see  H.  Ljungvik,  Beitrage  zur  Syntax  der  spatgriecfuscken  Volkssprache  (1932)  4;  so 

etc  payetv  P.  Hombert  II  42.6  and  12  (2nd/3rd  cent.),  SB  XIV  11908.9  (c.260),  PSI VII  837.16  (yd/tfh 

cent.),  P  Ross.  Georg.  V  6.30?  (4th  cent.).  The  nominal  function  becomes  clearer  when  a  genitive 

is  attached:  XXXIV  2728  31  (c.312-18)  etc  Paytv  cow,  PSI  VIII  953.59  (6th  cent.)  etc  mv  ra>v  iy«e- 

«rAetc/a(evcov).  See  in  general  B.  G.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  in  the  Greek  Non-Literary  Papyri  (1973)  §850. 

The  same  pairing  in  War  of  Troy  (ed.  Jeffreys  &  Papathomopoulos,  1996;  13th/  14th  cent.)  9490: 

(the  starving  wolf)  orav  iSft  tittotc  paytv,  row  va  d/wra£ft. 

!9  ]  rov  p  v[  ] ov  ft".  After  row  (w perhaps  corrected  from  or  to  u),  perhaps  aa  or  
it,  then 

top  and  cross-bar  of  e;  after  p,  parts  of  a  triangle  (a,  a).  Then  /tow  would  suit  some  of  the  apparent 
ink,  but  not  all  of  it.  Both  trace  and  space  exclude  ypv[ c]ov. 

B  Kepfia:  the  initial  kappa  doubtful.  If  rightly  read,  Keppa  ‘cash!’? 
em  iicivcov,  1.  e/ceiwojw? 

20  ]  w  re[  ]S«:  t]Se?  or  e[i]3e?  If  the  latter,  r  must  represent  a  word-end  with  elision  or 
abbreviation;  and  in  fact  a  further  high  trace  may  point  to  t\ 

to  pa.Ki6.Xiv.  paKtaXi{o)v,  a  Latin  borrowing;  see  S.  Lauffer,  Diokletians  Preisedikt  (1971)  274f.;  the 

glossators  give  rrpocoptov,  npocoplScov,  Trpoca>iri8iov  as  the  Greek  equivalents  (CGL  VI  430)-  Appar¬ 
ently  a  napkin  or  handkerchief  used  to  wipe  or  cover  the  face;  the  Edictum  de  maximis pretiis  26.99ft. 

and  29.23  lists  a  variety  of  qualities,  patterned  and  unpatterned  What  is  it  doing  here?  If  the  thread 

is  ‘Something  to  eat— cash’,  the  text  might  continue  ‘on  them  (the  others)  you  can  rely.  Here  is  my 

handkerchief’  (as  something_to  be  pawned?  as  a  token  of  recognition?). 
21  The  abbreviation  k,  kappa  with  omicron  superscript  and  an  overline  above  that,  recurs  at 

27(?)}  -ho,  23,  25,  26.  I  owe  the  resolution  to  WBH,  who  writes:  fKo( )  represents  koccoc  in  
various 

cases,  most  clearly  at  -tiojttic  /x[oi]  Svo  k6(ccovc),  26  cxSe  ko.1  aAAoc  ko{ccoc).  The  same  interpreta¬ 
tion  is  required  at  ->25  (r/?[),  since  aiXi  is  a  response  to  physical  violence,  and  ciBe  ko1  aAAoc  /co(ccoc) 

in  the  next  line  proves  that  some  violence  has  already  occurred.  In  •?/?,  the  article  indicates  an  oblique 

case:  perhaps  ro(tc)  ko(ccolc)  “with  punches”.  That  interpretation  also  fits  at  4-2 1  "St a  rl  aun?v  eStpe c 
to(ic)  Ko{ccoic)i”  As  for  ->23  Xeyovroc  rep  A  per  a  I  \a\yc,  that  remains  difficult,  but  ko(ccov)  is  a  pos¬ 

sibility  (“saying  to  Delta  ‘AaAcic;’  with  a  punch”?).’  His  view  is  further  supported  by  kocc i£covto(c)  in 
4.27,  which  picks  up  the  preceding  ko(cc-). 

A,  while  B  is  eating,  says  ‘Do  you  want . . .’?  0cAic:  1.  deXctc. 

2
1
-
 
3
 
 

On  the  simplest  understanding,  Kvpi  is  used  by  A  to  B  and  by  B  to  A.  In  that  case, 

‘master’  serves  as  polite  address  between  equals,  not  to  mark  the  relation  of  slave  to  owner.  The  al¬ 
ternative,  

as  WBH  notes,  is  that  a  third  character  
is  addressed, 

22  7 r  cop  []  tKiaAta:  in  context,  7791 ibpc[v  suggests  itself  (subjunctive  after  0eA«c);  but  there 

seems  too  much  ink  for  01,  and  [v  may  exceed  the  space  (then  wouo/xe,  1.  Trotcopai?).  Then  DC  suggests 

tjcifcta  Ata  (1.  Aefct),  ‘fine  force-meat’  (see  Athen.  9.376D  for  a  definition  of  the  un-Attic  word,  which 

appears  also  in  documentary  papyri  from  the  fourth  century  on,  along  with  relevant  cooks,  LXXII 

4903  etc.).  WBH  proposes  instead  irota>p€[v]  oliclay,  then  A  as  character-designation.  This  takes  ac¬ 
count  of  the  wider  than  normal  space  before  the  final  a,  and  anticipates  the  phrasing  of  23;  it  would 

leave  us  with  two  consecutive  speeches  by  A,  but  cf.  18-19. 

p,[]Kia  OVK  €KC0  oKpc-:  1.  OVK  tyco?  Before  it  DC  suggests  po[c]Kia  for  -*ia.  That  might  repre¬ 

sent  pocyta,  glossed  as  dwaAoi  pvra ;  or  pocycta,  ‘veal’,  which  would  fit  the  context  of  delicate  meats. 

2

2

-

 

3

 

 

o«pi|8ta  (DC)  could  be  read,  and  then  perhaps  exw  again  for  eyco.  That  would  suggest 
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a  contrast:  ‘I  do  not  have  veal,  I  do  have  . . .’,  where  the  missing  item  should  be  another  item  of  diet. 

If  we  assume  again  that  k  replaces  y,  we  might  take  oypiBia  as  metathesis  for  opyiSia — a  joke  on  the 

actor,  as  well  as  on  his  cuisine. 
23  °  [  ]av.  The  trace  is  a  short  upright,  with  no  horizontal  visible  at  the  top  (i.e.  not  r  or  tt). 

ol\Ki\av  (WBH)  would  fit;  cf  22  n.  What  then  would  oiKiav  rroielv  mean?  ‘You  play  house,  I  (play) 

the  manly  man’? av8p  :  after  p,  a  short  upright  high  in  the  line.  Since  we  expect  avSpa,  this  might  be  taken  as 

a  mark  of  abbreviation  or  even  elision.  But  it  does  look  like  a  (raised)  iota,  which  would  limit  abbre¬ 

viations  to  e.g.  av8pi(avra),  av8pi{Kov),  Av8pl(cKov).  So  far  as  it  goes,  av8pi{Kov)  might  contrast  with 

paXaKov  (see  15).  The  context  remains  obscure.  Does  iyco  belong  to  this  clause,  or  to  a  separate  clause 

or  utterance?  if  the  former,  balancing  cv,  should  we  understand  770161  from  woftjeic,  or  did  a  different 
verb  follow  in  24? 

24  ecoc  T-fjc  ayopac:  again  (as  supplement)  -*-y.  What  does  this  mean?  In  the  eating  context,  it 
might  be  part  of  the  drama,  going  to  the  market.  But  if  the  same  character  comes  straight  back,  and 

asks  ‘Is  there  something  to  eat?’,  it  seems  not  (note  that  pot,  if  rightly  read  at  ->8,  excludes  ‘There  is 

nothing  to  eat  (in  the  market)’).  Alternatively,  we  can  ask  whether  this  forms  part  of  the  stage  direc¬ 
tion,  ‘in  the  direction  of  the  marketplace’,  which  might  be  (a)  a  reference  specific  to  the  actual  place 
of  performance  or  (b)  the  conventional  designation  of  one  of  the  exits,  whether  doors  or  parodoi. 

25  ]  ore :  the  trace  is  an  upright,  with  a  vestigial  thin  horizontal  joining  from  the  left,  just  below 

the  top.  The  sense  would  allow  at  least  two  different  restorations:  (i)  Xeyeic  “evt  rt] wore  payiv;” 

TtapaBdy  cot;  (ii)  c.10  *a]t  ore  pay'iv  7ra.pa.dcb  cot.  In  (ii)  rrapadu)  is  subjunctive  with  ore;  in  (i)  it  must  be 
taken  as  a  finite  verb.  The  version  with  rt]yoT€  is  supported  by  18  and  ->8,  and  by  the  trace,  which 
suits  it  better  than  1.  (Then  napaOai  may  exemplify  the  use  of  aorist  subjunctive  in  place  of  the  future 

tense;  see  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  §541.)  But  there  are  remoter  possibilities,  e.g.  elcepyp  \  [a£ubv  "va 

ti\itot€  paylv  rrapadu)  cot. 

26  Cf.  ->-9. 

27  beginning:  8i8tc  pot  Suo]  ko(ccouc)?  Cf.  -no. 

eiSe  (1.  i8e)  ovreo,  ‘There,  take  that’. 
KocciCcovTo(c):  final  0  is  attached  to  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  of  r;  above  it  a  thin  but 

apparently  deliberate  horizontal,  as  often  for  v  at  line-end.  In  itself  that  suggests  «rocct£wv  ro(v),  the 
article  to  be  followed  in  28  with  the  number  or  designation  of  a  character.  Yet  *occt£<ov  nominative 

does  not  explain  f  before  it.  I  therefore  assume  that  the  scribe  intended  koccl(ovtoc.  Two  characters 

are  chastizing  the  cook:  while  B  beats  her  up  (with  his  hands),  the  other  {iyco)  joins  in  with  his  stick. 

KocciCetv  and  the  noun  koccoc  (to  pamepa  Suda)  seem  to  be  attested  first  in  Palladius  (early 

fifth  cent.),  see  Lampe;  for  the  doubly  aggressive  koccokottciv  see  LBG.  I  have  found  no  example  in 

documentary  papyri.  To  judge  from  the  literary  contexts,  these  words  refer  to  manual  violence — pok¬ 
ing,  hitting,  slapping. 

28  SiSco:  cf.  -ho.  Here  the  verb  has  no  object  expressed:  for  this  idiomatic  use  see  DGE  s.v. 

8L8wpi  a  1. 13,  and  the  close  parallel  in  P.  Lips.  I  40  iii  3  (judicial  proceedings,  late  iv)  o  etc  rac  yctpac 

avrov  CKpaTTjcc v,  6  aAAoc  Xidcp  ScScokcv  rep  vlep  pov,  aAAoc  eXaKTicev. 
fiaKXco :  this  latinism  ( baculum )  already  circulated  in  Egypt  in  the  sixth  century  (P.  Prag.  I  90.12; 

j3axA it,cw  in  two  letters  of  the  same  period),  and  enjoys  wide  currency  in  Byzantine  Greek  (see  LBG). 
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].  W 
LM 

]  vpt  [ _ ]eyajov[ 

. jcutco|*[. .  .]t?/cpa[ 

5  . jSSorf 
1  €  €l8€7r[]ot€lCCUT>  [ 

]/cavcou  e  epx^€a>c[ 

]  Ol€ytTl7TOT€^iay€lv[ 

evriXeyeic  pot  7ropvrnfi(x)[ 

10  ]j/»^C€C  8lStCju[.  .JSuo/c  e[ 

]  (  V€VKCufiaCT[ 

. ,].Aoyouf€^€px?[ 

/catrep7rcoaroy[ 

eicepxo/^^Aaf 

15  cov/xou8/coAAajvaura/cri70i ,  avetaccr[]ce .  [ 

I  etc€pXOfi$  eyojojSe  I^e^ajOevKaieavano  >  [ 

£ovra>v/caiAeyoyra>va7rT  #  cairToccnTTOc  m  [ 

(UaUpyapi£,OVTOCOTTLCO)TOvfi ,  ai^7ri7TTOVTO  .  [ 

€TTavu>Tovcumipov </>ayetv  ee  _  [ 

20  7ravTaayadov€LCT7jvi(jvxrivcpv  ft^aytou  /ca[ 

T/5a)yovroc€^x£OCK:aictaJ'7rOUVToc  *  wccw .  [  ] . 

aurovet7re/cai3Aeyovroca  .  /cupt/ca  t  qicext 

ffiaxepxop$  /caiXeyovrocrcoS  per  a  k  Act  A r\c 

Senr€TTopvr)ilj(ji)Xo(f)GLy€8ia.TiK  Aa)ce0^ce 

25  auauSiart/ca/cajcet/fqcac  f /c[  ] .  cttAt  8 ,  []  . .  £et .  [ 

etSe/cataAAoc#  e  vovva^ou  #  [ 

artaurqveStpecvea^/iJaf /c  [ 

8oTLKaKcoceijjv)cev  y  pa /ca  [ 

ytpov  fj3e£wdevt<oXXcovTOcav  _  [ 

30  So  Sevo(?eoca7ro/crevvaja  r  [ 

TOCl/30  >  OpeCTT)VTTV€€Tat  y  [ 
foot 

2  ]  ,  long  oblique  rising  from  left  to  right  3  ] . ,  upper  half  of  upr
ight?  .  [,  left-hand  arc 

of  oval  6  .  [3  lower  hook  of  e  ore?  7  c , ,  ink  just  below  line  level;  further  right,  end  of  high 

horizontal  ’  1 1  ] .  v,  tiny  horizontal  trace  on  edge,  at  two-thirds  height  12  ] . ,  top
  of  oblique 

rising  from  left  to  right  16  -?  (first),  the  suprascript  very  faint  17  £ovto>v,  w  overwritten 
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on  oc  r  left-hand  arc  of  circle  [,  on  edge  point  or  left-hand  tip  of  horizontal  at  two-thirds 
height  18  i£,  no  diaeresis  visible  on  the  initial  1,  but  the  surface  above  is  damaged  ,  at,  tip  of 

oblique  rising  from  left  to  right  .  [,  lower  hook  of  e  or  c  19  e  [,  foot  of  upright  or  oblique 

sloping  gendy  up  to  right  21  v .  [  ] . ,  first,  doubtful  trace  (foot  of  upright  ?) ;  second,  lower  hook 

of  e  or  c  22  a  (first),  tip  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  a .  (second),  triangular  top 

24  e  ,  bottom  arc  26  ov,  confused  ink,  a  corrected  to  or  from  e?  27  [,  lower  part  of 

diagonal  rising  from  left  to  right  28  _[,  point  level  with  letter-tops  30  o .,  point  at  line 

level  a  ,  tip  of  oblique  sloping  down  to  right  r,  [,  top  left-hand  arc 

].VP.  [. . .  ,]eya)ov[ 
t  Jt  E  Kpa[ 

’  ’  JS...  BEop[ 

. ]  E  etSe  7TOl€lC  CIT_[ 

_ ]/cav  cov  i^epxi)  ewe  [tt)c  dyopdc,  elcepyj),  Ae- 

yeic]  pot  6 vi  tIttotc  </>ayetv;  [/cat  ore  7rapa#di  cot  /cat 

yew],  Aeyetc  pot,  Ttopvrj  ijt (o[Xo(f>ay€}  81a  rt  /ca/caic 
e\ijjr)C€c;  StStc  p[ot ]  Suo  ko(ccovc)  e[ 

.  .  ]  .  Aoyou  ro(u )  e£epx°[ KatT€pTTU)aTOv\_ 

el cepyopat  /cAa[ 

cov  pov.  A  koXXojv  aurai  enyfli.avetaccrQce.  [ 

ro(u)  elcepxop(evov).  iyw  (L8e  ro(u)  B  ekjtodev  /cat  E  ava7ro8[t- 

£ovra>v  /cat  Xeyovrcov  oittoc  airroc  a-nroc.  r [ou 

a/catp(ou)  yap  t£ovroc  onlcco  tov  B  /cat  B  ttltttovtoc  [ 
i-navto  tov  a/catpou  0ayetv  ee  [ 

7ravra  ayaflov  etc  tt)v  t/iux^f  cov  ro(u)  jtaylov  /ca[ 

rpojyovTQC  e^T)xa)c  /cat  ciamouvroc  E  vve covr[o]c 

aurov  etVe  /cat  A  Xeyovroc  av  Kvpt  /caAaic  ext; 

ro(u)  B  dcepxop(€VOV )  /cat  Xeyovroc  r<p  A  per  a  ko(ccov?)  AaA^c; 

A  el-nky  TropVTj  i//a >Xo<f>ay€,  Sia  rt  /caAcuc  eifvrjcec; 

av  ad,  81a  rt  /ca/caic  etprjcac;  ro(-  )  /co(cc-  )  [  ] .  atAt  A  .  [ 

eiSe  /cat  aAAoc  /co(ccoc).  E  vow  a  jUou_  [  c.8  St- 
a  rt  avTT]v  eSipec,  veafifia  ro(-  )  /c  [ 

J  on  /ca/caic  iifirjcev.  T  /xa/ca  ̂  

ytpov  ro(u)  B  e^todev  koXXcovtoc  aur[ 

C.I2 
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30  A  OlSeV  6  0€OC,  a.TTOKT€VV(0  Q.VT  \ 

Tocipo  _  ’Opecrrjv  irveerat.  J1  [ 

3-14  If  the  supplement  in  line  9  is  correct,  c.i 6  letters  lost  to  the  right. 

4  Kpa[:  WBH  compares  25  t<pq£etc,  if  that  is  rightly  read. 

5  S. . . :  probably  Sta  ri\  (WBH). 

op[:  since  this  follows  a  pair  of  character-designations,  perhaps  o/x[ou  ‘together’. 
6  et8e\  1.  t'Se. 
Tronic  cv  ro[v,  cf.  I23? 

7  For  the  supplement  see  4-24. 
8  evt  tIttotc  payeiv;:  4-l8  c^etc  rinore  efxxyetv;;  cf.  25.  evt  (evecn)  often  refers  (without  a  specific 

dative  of  place)  to  the  availability  of  supplies:  already  Thuc.  4.8  cirov  ovk  evovroc.  See  e.g.  BKT  X 

13  ii  3  (mime?),  P.  Oslo  III  159.16  (private  letter)  ire  pi  Be  Trairvptov  evt  -trap ’  ripetv;  Gignac,  Grammar 

ii  401-2. 
At  the  line-end,  c.16  letters  are  lost  (3-14  n.).  I25  (see  note)  has  only  7 rapadut  cot  between  <f>aylv 

and  yevff.  Here  there  must  have  been  more,  e.g.  [/cat  ore  napaQu)  cot. 

9  For  the  supplement  see  24-5. 

10  eji/ojcec:  the  second  aorist  termination  here  and  in  24  and  I26,  but  epr)cac  in  ->-25. 
SlStc  /x[oi] :  1.  8i8eic/8i8etc  from  the  thematic  8i8co/8t8a>,  well  attested  in  Byzantine  literature 

and  in  documents  (Gignac,  Grammar  ii  382-3).  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  §87,  argues  from  MGr  BIBoj  that 

the  present  should  be  understood  as  a  simple  thematic  8i8eiv,  although  some  other  forms  apparently 

presuppose  a  contract  SiSew. 

Suo  ko( ccovc):  ‘you  give  me  two  blows’  (box  both  my  ears?)?  For  this  use  of  the  verb,  see  4-28  n. 
e[:  perhaps  e[tSe  out w,  cf.  4-27  (WBH). 

12  eVr] tAoyov  to(u)  i£epxo[p(£vov)?  Would  that  mean  a  scene-break?  and  does  this  section  ex¬ 

tend  into  13,  where  rep-nos  verb  might  be  uttered  by  one  of  the  actors  (but  Tep-nds  proper  name  could 
also  be  thought  of)? 

14  elcepyopai  /cAa[:  e.g.  /<Aa[twi/  (or  *Aa[i'ouca)  Kai  Xkyos  cot  ‘nCpt,  <?Acij]|cov. 
15  /coAAwv:  see  4-14  n- 
crrjOt  aKetaccr[]  ce  [ :  crrjdt  imperative,  rather  than  1.  crfjdei.  An  utterance  by  A  ?  or  much  more 

likely  a  stage  direction  to  him?  For  what  follows  I  have  no  useful  ideas.  If  16  ro(u)  elcepyopievov)  ends 

a  sentence,  we  need  something  to  explain  the  genitive,  on  the  lines  of  ‘and  get  in  the  way  of  the  per¬ 

son  entering’.  A  further  problem :  the  last  entrance  noted  (14)  is  in  the  first  person.  If  this  is  the  same, 
why  did  he  not  write  pov  rather  than  to(u)  elcepxop(kvov)? 

16  eyas  asBe:  ‘I  act  thus’?  or  ‘I  stay  here’  (after  cT-rjdt)? 

16-17  dva7ro8[t]  t,6vT(i>v  might  mean  ‘making  (me)  step  back’  or  intransitively  ‘stepping  back’. 

17  ttwroc.  Conceivably  the  (Latin)  proper  name  'Atttoc,  found  occasionally  in  Greek  inscrip¬ 
tions  (3  examples  in  LGPN IV  and  Va)  and  more  often  in  Latin  (e.g.  4  examples  in  H.  Solin,  Die 

stadtromischen  Sklavennamen  I  109);  at  XLII  3054  15  (if  the  editor’s  reconstruction  is  right)  the  slave 

[JpoKOTTTtov  has  had  his  name  latinized  as  'Atttoc.  But  why  three  times?  Greek  cltttoc  occurs  mainly 

in  philosophical  contexts,  mostly  with  oparoc,  meaning  ‘tangible’.  How  could  that  fit  here?  ‘Caught! 

Caught!  Caught!’,  as  one  might  say  in  a  game  of  Blind  Man’s  Buff  (pvla  xaA/oj  and  variants,  Pol¬ 

lux  9.123,  Headlam  on  Herondas  ix(a),  p.  405)?  That  would  fit  dva7ro§t£dvTwv  in  the  sense  ‘making 

(someone)  turn  back’. 
t[ou,  or  perhaps  f  [. 

18  aKaLp(ov),  again  in  19.  For  d/caipoc  as  a  human  type,  the  man  who  never  does  what  is  right 

for  the  occasion,  see  Theophr.  Char,  xii  with  Diggle’s  introduction;  Herondas  6.80,  where  Headlam’s 
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note  lists  other  references.  I  have  not  found  it  as  a  proper  name  in  LGPN,  though  it  could  easily  be 

created  as  a  speaking  name;  certainly  the  character  has  comic  possibilities,  Alciphr.  3.26.1  dAA’  ckko- 
p-qQeirjc  on  aicaipoc  et  Kai  AaAoc.  ‘The  Akairos  sits  down  behind  the  standing  Beta,  and  Beta,  stepping 

back,  trips  over  him  and  falls  on  top  of  him’  WBH. 
‘yap  seems  out  of  place  in  a  series  of  performance  directions:  perhaps  to  be  emended  to 

■napl&vroc?’  WBH. 
ig  [  ]  [  ] :  the  initial  trace  is  of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right,  touching 

the  right-hand  tip  of  v  (unusually  close?):  A,  y,  x?  or  initial  1  with  heavy  diaeresis?  or  simply  the 
downturned  end  of  the  overlining  (WBH)?  payelv  should  refer  to  the  eater  {A?)  or  to  the  provider  of 
eatables. 

ee  [:  there  is  no  clear  trace  of  a  horizontal  above  the  first  e,  which  would  identify  it  as 
a  character-numeral.  Is  it  the  exclamation  e  e,  as  at  4u6?  But  a  clear  trace  follows,  of  what  would 

normally  be  the  last  or  penultimate  letter  of  the  line.  Perhaps  E  ei[ne,  or  better  E  ei'[8e,  beginning 
the  direct  speech  in  20,  ‘Look,  here’s  everything’  (WBH). 

20  iravTa  ayaBov  etc  rqv  >puxVv  cov  to(u)  <j>a yiov.  Someone  (perhaps  E\  see  19  n.)  wishes  the 

diner  (A)  bon  appetit ?  But  there  is  the  difficulty  of  concord,  unless  navra  (a  certain  reading:  not  rrav 

to)  ends  its  clause  (et[Se]  naura.);  see  19  n.  I  have  found  no  clear  parallel  for  what  ought  to  be  a  con¬ 

ventional  usage.  The  wording  recalls  Ecclesiastes  2.24  ovk  ecnv  ayadov  avdpdmw  ttAi)i>  [Sc:  -n-Aijv  om. 

cett.]  0  payerai  /cal  o  menu  /cal  o  8ei'£a  tjj  tpvxfj  avrov  ayadov  ev  p-oydoj  avrov,  a  passage  widely 

quoted  (with  minor  variants)  in  the  Fathers. 

to(u)  <f>aylov:  see  4n8  n. /ca[i  2T  seems  required,  although  the  space  is  tight:  since  A  complains  about  the  food  (24),  he 
must  be  the  silent  consumer  in  21. 

21  rpcPyovToc  ef/Jxwc,  ‘chewing  madly’.  The  adverb  is  not  attested  in  TLG,  but  numerous 

examples  of  the  adjective,  which  seems  to  pass  from  ‘uttering  loudly’  to  ‘babbling’  to  ‘crazy’,  see 

Lampe  s.v. 
Kai  cuottovvtoc:  the  participle  as  if  from  cuoneoj.  TLG  quotes  three  late  examples,  and  docu¬ 

mentary  papyri  provide  evidence  for  the  merger  of  verbs  in  -aw  and  -ecu  which  is  complete  in  MGr: 

see  e.g.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  §52(2),  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  363-4.  This  would  naturally  apply  to  the  crazy 
eater  before,  rather  than  to  E. 

vvccovt[o] c:  ‘prodding’,  ‘poking’?  But  the  verb  can  extend  to  actual  wounding  ( Ev.Joh .  19.34). 

22  eh re  (so  rather  than  etrre):  here  and  in  24  this  might  be  an  instruction  to  the  actor,  or  as 

WBH  suggests  a  word  spoken  by  him  (stage  directions  are  normally  phrased  in  the  second  person  sin¬ 

gular  indicative,  e.g.  -+9  A eyetc).  If  the  second,  A  eats  in  silence,  E  nudges  him/her  and  says  ‘Speak!’, 

A  replies  (A eyovroc  picking  up  eltre),  then  B  comes  in  and  reacts  to  d’s  talking  (AaAetc). 
ail  Kvpt  Ka Aaic  eyt  (1.  eyet):  statement  or  question?  As  things  stand,  E  pokes  A  (if  A  is  rightly 

restored  at  the  end  of  20),  and  A  replies  with  aS  (cf.  25);  /caAwc  eyet  might  mean  ‘That’s  all  right’  (i.e. 
‘That’s  enough’?),  or  ‘Are  things  all  right?’  (Le.  ‘Why  are  you  doing  this?’).  Alternatively  we  could  take 

Ka Acuc  eyet  as  a  question  about  the  food,  ‘Is  it  OK?’,  but  in  that  case  the  character-numeral  A  must 
be  a  mistake,  and  it  is  not  clear  why  the  explosive  reply  is  delayed  until  24. 

23  pera  ko(ccou),  or  Ko(cctov),  then  XaX-qc,  1.  AaAetc?  This  could  be  understood  in  more  than 

one  way.  (i)  pera  ko{ ccov)  as  part  of  the  narrative,  B  punches  A  and  says  ‘Are  you  talking?’,  (ii)  pera 

k6{ccou )  as  part  of  the  speech,  B  says  to  A,  ‘So  you  talk  when  you  are  punched?’  (so  NG). 
24  ehrk:  probably  the  first  word  of  the  speech  (WBH),  rather  than  an  instruction  to  the  actor, 

cf.  22  n.  The  female  character  addressed  might  be  B  or  E,  yet  both  these  carry  masculine  participles; 

elsewhere  B  is  addressed  as  Kvpt  (4-22),  and  probably  E  also  (-*22).  This  would  make  them  male  both 

as  actors  and  as  characters,  if  the  narrator  makes  this  distinction.  If  this  argument  holds,  -nopy-q  ad¬ 
dresses  a  third  (female)  character — unless  it  is  directed  to  a  male  by  way  of  deliberate  insult. 
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iftcoXopaye  (also  restored  in  9):  ‘Fellatio  was  a  favourite  insult  in  the  rich  ancient  literature  of 

vetula-Skoptitf  (Henderson,  Maculate  Muse  §381 ;  see  further  Watson  on  Hor.  Epod.  8.19-20).  For  ‘eating’, 
see  Adams,  The  Latin  Sexual  Vocabulary  138-41.  The  word  is  new  to  the  lexica. 

koX&c  must  in  context  be  sarcastic.  But,  as  DC  notes,  ad  av  promptly  returns  to  direct  insult, 

which  may  suggest  that  the  scribe  simply  miscopied  an  original  raxcSc. 

25  ad  av:  the  sound  of  a  dog  barking,  Aristoph.  Vesp.  903  with  the  scholia  and  the  wonderful 

list  of  such  doublings  in  [Theodos.  Alex.]  tt epl  ypappariurjc  p.  79.21  Goettling.  A  single  av  perhaps 

in  22.  The  speaker  is  barking  mad?  But  note  Latin  au,  a  simple  exclamation  of  protest,  several  times 

in  comedy  and  doubled  au  au  in  Terence,  Ad.  336  and  Petron.  67.13.  WBH  observes  that  it  is  normally 

a  female  exclamation;  see  J.  N.  Adams,  ‘Female  Speech  in  Latin  Comedy*,  Antichthon  18  (1984)  43-77, 
at  54.  But  is  it  a  male  who  uses  it  here  and  at  22? 

to(-  )  «ro(cc- )  [  ]  at  Ai  J[]  £«.[:]. two  clear  traces,  a  small  loop  at  top  level,  then  the  top 

of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right.  Provisionally  I  suggest  that  A  strikes  the  woman;  then 

[  ]  (her  character-letter)  ai'At,  ‘Alas!’ ;  then  A  k/?o£«c;  |  i8e  rai  aXXoc  ko(ccoc),  ‘Do  you  cry  out?  Here 

you  are,  another  blow  as  well’.  That  leaves  a  problem  with  ro(-  )  ko( cc-  ).  As  WBH  notes,  the  ‘blow* 
referred  to  prompts  the  cry  of  di’At  and  dAAoc  in  the  sequel:  but  how  is  it  attached  grammatically? 

cuAi  was  written  thus,  and  I  have  understood  it  as  the  (MGr)  exclamation  aXi/ diXl,  rather  than 

emending  it  to  alai.  aXl  remains  in  use;  for  the  variant  atXi  (descended  from  classical  aiAwoc?)  TLG 

records  one  example  from  Spanos  D  and  many  from  the  Byzantine  War  of  Troy,  see  further  H.  Eide- 

neier,  j6BG  17  (1968)  221-9. 

26  ei'Se  (1.  i'Se)  rai  aXXoc  k6(ccoc):  cf.  e.gjoh.  Chrys.  PG  60.113  «a'1  «AAoc  rreipacpoc. 
vovva  1x0 v  [:  vocative?  or  continue  e.g.  i[cnv  avr-q?  ‘Nonna’  occurs  regularly  as  proper  name 

in  history  (for  example,  Gregory  Nazianzen’s  mother)  and  also  in  the  documentary  papyri,  see  for 

a  list  P.  Athen.  Xyla  pp.  67-70;  in  that  case  pov  perhaps  belongs,  ‘my  dear  Nonna’  (a  common  idiom 
in  MGr,  though  I  have  not  found  an  ancient  parallel).  But  sporadic  evidence  suggests  an  early  com¬ 

mon  history  for  MGr  vova  ‘godmother’,  Italian  noma  ‘grandmother’  and  English  nanny  ‘nurse’,  within 

a  group  of  reduplicated  ‘Lallwbrter’  which  includes  also  Am'c,  vdvva(c),  vevvoc,  and  vlvv a  (Schwyzer, 
Gr.  Or.  i  423).  Words  in  this  range  could  describe  adult  females,  other  than  the  mother,  who  played 

a  nurturing  role  in  a  child’s  life — nurse,  aunt,  grandmother;  and  the  later  use  of  vovva/ nonna  for 
‘nun’  extends  this  familial  sense  further,  See  e.g.  J.  M.  Hanssens,  OCP  26  (i960)  29-41;  F.  Skoda,  Le 

Redoublement  express if  (1982)  192-3;  J.  Bremmer,  2TE  50  (1983)  184-6;  O.  Masson,  Onomastica  Graeca 
Selecta  iii  (2000)  236-8.  Here  vovva  pov  perhaps  serves  simply  to  address  an  older  woman,  perhaps  in 
parallel  with  the  male  address  afifia. 

26-8  Either  Es  words  continued  into  27,  and  A  answers  the  question  in  28;  or,  as  WBH  sug¬ 

gests,  the  question  comes  from  a  new  speaker  who  takes  over  in  the  lacuna  at  the  end  of  26,  perhaps 

r,  since  it  is  T  who  responds  in  28.  This  impinges  on  the  question,  whether  vovva  refers  to  the  woman 

who  cooked  badly,  or  to  another  female  character.  The  incompetent  cook  might  well  be  an  elderly 

slave,  like  Simiche  in  Menander’s  Dyscolus:  Knemon’s  abuse  is  less  vulgar  (588),  but  Getas  anticipates 
that  he  might  kill  her  (587). 

27  veafifia,  cf.  f6  ]al6/3a.  Its  position  suggests  that  this  is  a  vocative,  whether  appellation  or 

proper  name.  Alternatively,  we  might  interpret  ve  as  val,  and  then  afifla  (afifia)  as  title  or  less  likely 

proper  name,  (val  would  most  naturally  follow  a  change  of  speaker,  but  for  the  medial  position  WBH 

compares  Cunningham  no.  13.5.)  Both  here  and  in  4-6  A  responds,  sohe  may  be  meant. 

k  [:  the  trace  is  the  foot  of  an  oblique  rising  to  the  right.  Not  k. 

28-^  E.g.  paKap[iov  rov  pa]\yipov  (^. -yeipov)? 

29  koXXwvtoc  aur[:  probably  avr[<£  (see  15  and  4- 14  n.),  then  perhaps  rat  and  another  partici¬ 
ple,  the  whole  action  provoking  A  to  a  furious  response  in  30. 

30  otSev  o  /feoc.  As  an  asseveration,  common  enough  in  documents  from  the  fourth  century 

onwards,  e.g.  LXVII 4628  3,  P.  Harrauer  49.9  and  P.  Heid.  IV  333.20;  a  convenient  collection  of  ex¬ 
amples  in  P.  Hamb.  Ill  228.8  n.  TLG  finds  a  few  examples  of  this  usage  in  patristic  writing,  but  most 

often  the  phrase  introduces  a  straightforward  statement  about  divine  knowledge. 

anoKrevvai:  for  this  form  (avoiding  the  morphological  problems  of  -ktcIvw)  see  Blass-Debrun- 

ner-Rehkopf  §73;  Psaltes  §356;  LEG  s.v.;  and  LXXVIII  5155  ii  13  n.  But  it  may  be  better  to  take  it 

as  a  spelling  of  the  future  dnoKreviv  (NG,  WBH).  At  the  end,  the  trace  suggests  avro[v  rather  than avrri[v. 

3

1

 

 

TOClpo  :  Tocipoc  suggested,  i.e.,  perhaps  a  nominative  to  nveerai  (not  lie]  [roccptc).  I  guess 

ov}\rocTpoc.  Irus  appears  often  in  rhetoric  as  the  exemplar  of  the  poor  beggarman,  but  his  Homeric 

original  has  habits  specially  relevant  to  this  context:  Od.  i8.iff.  rjX9e  S’  ini  nrioyoc  navSr/ptoc,  oc 
Kara  acrv  /mwyevecK  IdaKr/c,  per  a  8’  enpene  yacripi  papyri  /  afaxec  payepev  rat  mepev,  and 
later  he  gets  into  a  fight  (and  loses).  A  double  synecdoche,  more  elegant  than  might  be  expected  from 

this  author:  ‘Irus  breathes  Orestes’  for  ‘The  greedy  beggar  is  behaving  like  a  murdering  madman’. 
\ Opecrrjv  nveerai,  ‘breathes  madness’.  A  descendant  of  the  classical  type  that  begins  with  II. 

24.364,  see  KG  I  309;  with  a  proper  name,  Aprj  nveovrcov  (Aesch.  Ag.  376),  rejected  by  many  editors 

but  perhaps  known  to  Cicero  (adAtt.  15.11.1  Mortem,  spirare).  Orestes  typifies  madness,  as  Ares  does  war: 

[PI.]  Alcib.  n  143D,  and  often  in  Roman  authors.  Otto,  Sprichworter  177  and  258-9  quotes  proverbial 
references  to  Irus  and  to  Orestes. 

nveerai:  for  the  uncontracted  form  see  Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf  §89;  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  371. 

P.  J.  PARSONS 

5190.  Hexameters  (. Argonautica ?) 

88/472(a)  Fr.  1  6.6  x  9.6  cm  Third  century 

Plates  VI-VII 

A  group  of  12  small  fragments,  assembled  by  Mr  Lobel,  probably  on  the  basis 

of  the  literary  script.  On  one  side,  presumably  the  original  recto,  there  are  remains 

of  writing  along  die  fibres  in  two  or  more  cursive  hands.  Fr.  1  carries  a  series  of 

entries  introduced  by  L,  i.e.  (erouc),  a  format  that  suggests  a  register  or  account. 

The  first  entry,  (e-rouc)  A[,  indicates  a  regnal  year  so  large  that  it  can  only  belong  to 

Commodus  (year  30  =  ad  189/90  up  to  year  33  =  ad  192 :  X  am  grateful  to  Professor 

Parsons  for  pointing  out  the  relevance  of  the  trace).  The  traces  of  the  numerals  in 

the  next  two  entries  are  compatible  with,  respectively,  1  or  k  and  a  again,  so  the  list 

does  not  seem  to  have  been  arranged  in  chronological  order. 

The  back  contains  a  text  in  hexameters,  written  across  the  fibres,  the  same 

way  up,  in  a  relatively  informal  literary  hand  which  could  in  itself  be  assigned  to 

the  second  century,  but  must  almost  certainly  belong  to  the  third,  as  the  recto  sug¬ 

gests.  No  lectional  signs  are  in  evidence,  and  no  example  of  iota  adscript  added  or 

omitted;  elision  goes  unmarked  in  fr.  1.7  and  8.  Itacism  in  fr.  1.8  ofxeiXoc  and  prob¬ 

ably  fr.  1.6  -e]Ai7m>.  A  second  hand,  using  a  paler  ink,  has  crossed  out  a  letter  in  fr. 

3.2  and  in  fr.  4.3,  where  it  has  also  added  a  correction  above  the  line.  A  remarkable 

feature  is  the  line  spacing:  the  distance  between  one  base  line  and  the  next  is  almost 
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1  cm,  leaving  a  very  ample  interlinear  space.  Cf.  e.g.  L  3533,  Menander,  Epitrepon- 

tes ,  whose  hand  is  vaguely  comparable  to  ours,  and  the  earlier  P.  Koln  VUI  328, 

with  hexameters,  both  copied  on  the  back  of  documents:  the  clumsy  writing  and 

the  use  of  space  and  signs  for  separating  syllables  in  the  latter  suggest  that  this  may 

be  a  school  exercise.  (I  am  grateful  to  G.  Ucciardello  for  suggesting  these  examples 

for  comparison.) 

The  hand  is  very  similar,  indeed  arguably  identical  to  that  of  XXX  2513  and 

LIII 3698;  the  similarity  extends  to  the  size  of  the  letters,  despite  a  clear  difference 

in  leading.  Each  of  those  pieces  offers  a  single  fragment  with  hexameter  lines  writ¬ 

ten  on  the  back  of  a  documentary  text.  2513  was  probably,  and  3698  certainly, 

found  during  Grenfell  and  Hunt’s  second  season  at  Oxyrhynchus,  and  there  are 
good  arguments  for  treating  them  as  part  of  a  single  roll,  see  3698  introd.  The 

subject  of  2513  is  obscure;  3698  treats  Argonautic  themes,  like  5190.  Scholars 

have  noted  a  strong  Homeric  tincture  in  both,  and  considered  attributing  them  to 

a  known  archaic  poem,  see  below  pp.  45-6. 

Unlike  5190,  2513  and  3698  do  generally  mark  elision,  though  they  omit 

to  do  so  at  least  twice  (2513  27,  3698  24).  The  corrections  by  a  second  hand  in 

5190  frr.  3  and  4  mentioned  above  are  paralleled  by  those  in  2513  (‘taken  perhaps 

wrongly  to  be  by  a  different  hand’  by  Lobel;  cf.  also  the  letter  crossed  out  in  line  32 
of  that  same  papyrus).  I  am  not  so  sure,  judging  by  photographs,  that  the  addition 

above  the  line  in  3698  15  ‘is  added  by  the  copyist  himself’,  as  the  editor  suggests. 
The  (relatively  common)  itacistic  spelling  o/xeiAoc  occurs  in  both  2513  27  and  5190 

fr.  1.8.  There  are  some  noticeable  differences  between  5190  and  2513  +  3698.  (1)  In 

5190  the  letters  are  less  widely  spaced  and  more  often  ligatured.  (2)  The  document 

on  the  reverse  of  5190  looks  different  from  those  on  the  reverse  of  2513  +  3698. 

This  does  not  necessarily  mean  very  much,  since  the  recycled  roll  may  have  been 

patched  together  using  more  than  one  document;  note,  though,  that  in  2513  and 

3698,  unlike  5190,  the  documentary  text  is  upside  down  in  relation  to  the  literary 

verso.  These  first  two  points  are  not  decisive.  The  most  important  difference  is  that 

(3)  in  5190  the  line-spacing  is  nearly  double  that  in  2513  and  3698  (the  9  lines  of 

fr.  1  occupying  roughly  the  same  height  as  17  lines  in  2513  and  3698),  a  difference 

far  greater  than  that  usually  attested  within,  for  example,  the  book-rolls  examined 

by  Johnson,  Bookrolls  and  scribes  in  Oxyrhynchus  56,  who  mentions  the  case  of  3156  + 

3669,  with  a  17%  variation,  as  exceptional,  among  the  ‘aberrant  examples’.  This 
implies  that  5190,  even  if  copied  by  the  same  scribe,  does  not  belong  to  the  same 

rdll  as  2513  +  3698.  Indeed,  the  difference  even  makes  it  unlikely  that  our  frag¬ 

ments  come  from  a  different  book-roll  of  the  same  poem,  as  sets  of  books  by  the 

same  author  copied  by  a  single  scribe  do  not  show  such  remarkable  differences 

in  their  format  (ibid.  16-37).  The  similarity  of  script,  and  the  possible  overlap  of 

subject,  however,  open  up  interesting  avenues  of  research,  which  are  explored  in 

an  appendix  below. 

5190.  HEXAMETERS  (ARGONAUTIC A?)  43 

Fr.  1  is  the  only  fragment  whose  context  can  be  reconstructed  to  some  extent. 

It  seems  to  describe  the  organization  of  an  athletic  competition,  quite  probably 

at  Iolkos.  The  most  obvious  assumption  is  that  it  dealt  with  the  famous  funerary 

games  in  honour  of  Pelias,  in  which  most  of  the  Argonauts  took  part  after  their 

return  to  Thessaly.  The  possible  overlap  of  fr.  2.3  with  a  line  from  the  catalogue  of 

the  Argonauts  in  Apollonius  Rhodius  (1.95)  introducing  one  of  the  heroes  said  to 

have  participated  later  in  the  Games  suggests  that  fr.  2  may  have  had  a  similar  con¬ 

text  (see  commentary),  and  it  is  just  possible  that  fr.  4  may  have  mentioned  another 

of  the  athletes  taking  part  in  the  games  (see  fr.  4.3  n.).  Since  so  little  is  preserved, 

the  presence  of  a  few  words  not  attested  before  fifth-century  bc  prose  or  Hellenistic 

poetry  (cf.  on  fr.  1.6  and  8,  and  on  fr.  2.1  and  2;  fr.  2.3  might  even  be  interpreted  as 

a  borrowing  from  A.R.)  suggests  that  these  are  not  fragments  of  an  archaic  poem. 

In  any  case,  whenever  a  sequence  of  words  can  be  reconstructed,  the  style  sounds 

fairly  traditional  with  no  obvious  recherche  traits. 

The  funerary  games  for  Pelias  were  a  popular  theme  in  the  visual  arts  at 

least  from  the  sixth  century  bc,  and  featured  prominently  also  on  the  Chest  of 

Cypselus  at  Olympia  (cf.  the  description  in  Pausanias  5.17.9-11).  They  are  referred 

to  frequently  enough  in  mythographic  sources,  but  there  are  not  many  explicit 

references  to  their  appearance  in  specific  poetic  texts.  A  lyric  poem  on  this  subject 

was  attributed  to  either  Stesichorus  (PMGF  178-80)  or  Ibycus  (cf.  E.  Cingano, 

AION 12  (1990)  191  and  n.  8;  G.  Ucciardello  in  S.  Grandolini  (ed.),  Lirica  e  teatro 

in  Grecia  (2005)  21  and  n.  1;  parts  of  XXXV  2735  =  Ibycus  PMGF  Si 66-2 19  have 
been  attributed  by  various  scholars  to  a  poem  by  either  author  dealing  with,  or  at 

least  mentioning  these  games),  and  Simonides  PMG  564  =  273  Poltera  mentioned 

the  victory  of  Meleager  in  the  javelin-throwing  contest,  quoting  Stesichorus  and 

Homer  as  his  predecessors.  It  has  been  conjectured  that  the  episode  might  have 

been  included  in  Eumelus’  Korinthiaka  (U.  von  Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,  Hellenis- 

tische  Dichtung  ii  (1924)  241-3;  P.  Von  der  Miihll,  Kritisches  Hypomnema  zur  Ilias  (1952) 

358-9;  P.  Grossardt,  Die  Erzahlung  von  Meleagros  (2001)  60-61;  A.  Debiasi,  %PE  153 

(2005)  51-5).  But  the  likelihood  that  this  poem  included  a  detailed  narration  of  the 
first  Isthmian  games,  featuring  several  of  the  same  participants,  tells  rather  against 

than  in  favour  of  this  hypothesis,  especially  if  we  keep  in  mind  that  the  two  events 

would  both  come  at  the  end  of  the  expedition  of  the  Argonauts  {contra  Debiasi, 

loc.  cit.  55).  An  issue  possibly  to  be  kept  distinct  from  the  previous  one  is  whether, 

if  we  accept  for  the  sake  of  the  argument  that  the  event  was  indeed  narrated  in 

the  Korinthiaka ,  Simonides  may  have  attributed  this  poem,  so  strongly  linked  to 

a  Corinthian  context,  to  ‘Homer’  (so  again  Debiasi,  preceded  by  Von  der  Miihll), 

a  distinctly  unlikely  hypothesis,  in  my  opinion.  The  only  piece  of  evidence  connect¬ 

ing  the  events  at  Iolkos  following  the  expedition  to  a  poem  by  ‘Homer’  is  fr.  7  B.  = 
6  D.,  attributed  to  6  rove  Noctovc  tt oirjcac  in  the  hypothesis  to  Eur.  Med.  This  is  the 

episode  of  the  magic  rejuvenation  of  Jason’s  father,  Aison,  at  the  hands  of  Medea. 
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In  other  sources  (cf.  Ov.  Met.  7)  this  is  the  necessary  premise  for  the  trick  she  uses 

for  killing  Pelias,  and  it  has  been  debated  whether  this  could  actually  be  compat¬ 
ible  with  a  version  of  the  myth  where  the  Games  were  held  in  honour  of  the  dead 

king,  even  if  both  episodes  are  well  attested  already  in  the  archaic  period  (see  e.g. 

Wilamowitz,  loc.  cit.).  How  this  could  be  fitted  into  the  Nostoi  remains  mysterious. 

It  has  been  argued  that  Medea  may  have  appeared  as  part  of  a  description  of  fa¬ 
mous  heroines  in  the  underworld  (e.g.  G.  L.  Huxley,  Greek  Epic  Poetry  (1969)  165;  for 

the  possible  presence  of  an  underworld  scene  in  the  poem  cf.  now  also  M.  L.  West, 

The  Epic  Cycle  (2013)  272-82).  The  possibility  should  perhaps  be  mentioned  that 

these  Argonautica  episodes  may  have  been  narrated  retrospectively  in  a  digressive 

speech  by  Nestor,  if  the  tradition  according  to  which  he  was  one  of  the  Argonauts 

has  any  likelihood  of  going  back  to  the  archaic  period.  The  only  ancient  author  to 

include  him  among  the  crew  is  Valerius  Flaccus,1  who  is  usually  credited  by  mod¬ 
ern  scholars  as  the  originator  of  this  story.  The  fact  that  his  brother  Periclymenus, 

who  appears  in  most  lists  of  the  Argonauts,  is  killed  by  Heracles  during  the  siege  of 

Pylus,  when  Nestor  was  only  a  child  (cf.  Hes.  fr.  35  MW),  is  thought  to  be  incompat¬ 
ible  with  this.  On  the  other  hand,  according  to  some  traditions  (including  A.R.), 

Achilles  was  already  born  when  the  Argonauts  left  and  this  would  certainly  make 

Nestor’s  inclusion  at  least  chronologically  conceivable.  A  very  corrupt  scholion  on 

Pi.  01.  13.31a  exemplifies  the  musical  and  martial  glories  of  Corinth  quoting  one 

Eumolpus  of  Corinth  ‘who  wrote  The  Return  of  the  Greeks’.  In  the  context,  the  name 
has  been  corrected  into  that  of  Eumelus  since  the  Renaissance,  but,  even  if  this  is 

correct,  this  is  a  very  flimsy  foundation  upon  which  to  build  the  hypothesis  that  this 

scholion  referred  not  to  the  well  known  poem  on  the  Nostoi  of  the  Achaeans  after 

the  war  of  Troy,  usually  attributed  to  Agias  of  Troezen  or  to  Homer  (note  that  Sud. 

s.v.  VOCTOC  explicitly  attributes  the  Nostoi  to  more  than  a  single  author),  but  to  the 

portion  of  Eumelus’  Korinthiaka  dealing  with  the  return  of  the  Argonauts,  to  which 

also  the  fragment  about  Aison’s  rejuvenation  would  belong  (so  Debiasi,  ZPE  143 

(2003)  4  and  n.  31). 

To  judge  by  language  and  style,  however,  it  is  unlikely  that  our  fragments  actu¬ 

ally  represent  the  remains  of  an  archaic  poem,  and  it  is  reasonable  to  assume  that 

the  theme  was  treated  or  mentioned  in  a  number  of  later  epic  works  that  may  have 

left  no  trace  in  the  preserved  tradition. 

1  Nestor  is  listed  among  the  Argonauts  also  by  Petrarch  in  his  biography  of  Jason  in  De  mis 

illustribus,  composed  well  before  the  text  of  Valerius  Flaccus  became  generally  available  (I  am  grateful 

to  C.  Malta  for  pointing  this  out  to  me;  on  the  very  scanty  circulation  of  Valerius  in  later  antiquity 

and  the  Middle  Ages  cf.  A.  Zissos,  IJCT  13.2  (2006)  165-73).  Nestor  is  one  of  the  Argonauts  also  in 
the  Middle  Irish  Togail  Trot  (10th  century?):  B.  Miles,  Heroic  Saga  and  Classical  Epic  in  Medieval  Ireland 

(2011)  67  (I  am  grateful  to  WBH  for  drawing  my  attention  to  this).  This  suggests  at  least  the  possibility 

that  Nestor’s  inclusion  among  the  Argonauts  might  have  had  wider  currency  in  lost  antique  sources. 

2  I  am  grateful  to  W.  B.  Henry  for  improvements  in  the  interpretation  of  some  traces. 
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Appendix:  on  the  possible  links  of  5190  with  2513  and  3698. 

The  possibility  that  our  papyrus  may  have  been  written  by  the  same  hand  as 

2513  and  3698  opens  up  research  avenues  that  should  be  at  least  tentatively  ex¬ 

plored.  In  his  edition  of  2513,  Lobel  drew  attention  to  its  ‘indubitable’  ‘Homeric 
tincture’,  but  refrained  from  formulating  any  hypothesis  about  its  origin.  R.  Janko, 

fPE  49  (1982)  25-9,  attempted  a  reconstruction  of  its  content  as  a  description  of 
the  sacrifice  of  Iphigeneia,  and  tentatively  attributed  it  to  the  Cypria,  though  adding 

i  a  salutary  reminder  that  there  are  no  criteria  ‘by  which  we  can  distinguish  between 

cyclic  hexameters  and  “bad”  late  hexameters’  (25).  3698,  apparently  by  the  same 

hand  and  in  the  same  format,  seems  incompatible  with  this  hypothesis,  as  it  con¬ 

tains  a  first  person  account  of  an  Argonautic  episode.  Haslam,  the  editor  of  this 

latter  fragment,  mentioned  the  Naupaktia  as  a  possible  source,  without  discussing 

the  problem  of  how  2513  could  fit  within  that  poem.  Debiasi,  df’E  153  (2005),  spec¬ 

ulated  that  3698  might  have  been  part  of  Eumelus’  Korinthiaka,  and  more  recently 

(£PE  184  (2013)  21-36)  has  argued  that  2513  too  (for  which  he  accepts  the  general 

lines  of  Janko’s  reconstruction)  must  belong  to  that  poem.  The  actual  evidence  that 

he  musters  in  favour  of  his  conjecture  that  Eumelus’  poem  dealt  at  any  length  with 

Trojan  themes,  however,  is  very  thin  at  best  (fr.  9  Bernab6,  not  explicitly  attributed 

to  the  poem,  mentions  a  son  of  Menelaus  and  a  Cretan  nymph),  and,  while  it  is 

obviously  impossible  to  rule  out  that  it  did,  it  remains  a  very  weak  candidate  for 

the  attribution  of  2513  (if  this  indeed  narrated  the  Iphigeneia  episode).  The  idea 

that  both  fragments  may  belong  to  the  Korinthiaka  remains  an  only  vaguely  pos¬ 

sible,  but  not  prima  facie  particularly  likely  hypothesis.  The  content  of  2513  is 

very  uncertain,  but  the  apparent  mention  of  an  Argive  female  character  at  line  26 

implies  a  Trojan  or,  at  least,  a  non-Argonautic  setting,  and  a  few  clues  do  suggest 

that  it  may  deal  with  winds  and  sacrifice,  while  jveia  at  line  14  favours  indeed  the 

hypothesis  that  this  may  have  to  do  with  Iphigeneia  (even  if  there  are  theoretical 

alternative  supplements).  In  a  purely  hypothetical  vein,  we  may  play  with  the  idea 

that  both  fragments  may  belong  to  the  Nostoi.  2513  would  be  from  a  section  pro¬ 

viding  a  flashback  about  the  early  stages  of  the  expedition  (unless,  after  all,  it  was 

about  the  sacrifice  of  Polyxena).  3698,  on  the  other  hand,  as  we  saw,  is,  puzzlingly 

1!  and  interestingly,  a  first-person  account,  which,  with  some  good  will,  could  be  at- 

i  tributed  to  a  speech  by  Nestor,  reminiscing  about  his  youthful  expedition.  It  is  also 

possible,  of  course,  that  both  fragments  may  belong  to  a  ‘bad’  late  poem,  though 
even  in  that  case  the  link  between  them  would  require  an  explanation  (and  from 

this  point  of  view,  Debiasi’s  speculations  about  marriage  and  the  Black  Sea  provid¬ 

ing  a  possible  link  are  interesting). 

Whatever  the  right  solution  for  the  old  fragments,  the  new  ones  complicate 

the  picture  in  an  intriguing  way.  Based  on  their  content  alone,  it  would  not  be  too 

difficult  to  attribute  them  to  the  same  poem  as  3698,  but,  even  if  we  accept  the 
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possibility  that  they  may  be  by  the  same  hand  (and  the  scantiness  of  the  preserved 

fragments  itself  makes  this  uncertain),  their  different  layout  strongly  suggests  that 

they  were  not  part  of  the  same  book-roll.  Indeed,  as  we  saw  above,  they  are  un¬ 

likely  even  to  be  fragments  of  a  different  book-roll  of  the  same  poem.  If,  after  all, 

we  accept  the  idea  that  a  single  scribe  may  have  produced  two  different  sets  of  the 

same  work,  and  that  this  was  indeed  an  archaic  poem,  both  the  Korinthiaka  and  the 

Nostoi  would  be  candidates,  problematic  in  different  ways,  for  the  attribution.  The 

linguistic  evidence,  however,  suggests  that  5190  is  more  likely  to  represent  the  re¬ 

mains  of  a  later  poem,  perhaps  copied  by  a  non-professional  scribe  with  interests 

in  the  Argonautic  saga  or  (especially  if  2513  and  3698  do  not  belong  to  the  same 

poem)  more  generically  in  heroic  epic. 

Fr.  i  Fr.  2 

].[]tuv  ]av€K^ar[ 

]  oj  ]  _  o/cepaa[ 

].(>[...  >T?  
Wfa-ap't ]w,  ..[...  ,]roc  ]ctt«jct[ 

S  ]l>aUTOJO,[.  ,],TO  5 

J-jjAta.ar.  ,  [,  JAittto 

]  Sec/xeccovaeOXa 

]/xo0veioc[  <  ]/xeiAoc 

]  Wic9ricav[  _  ]a)A/cou 

Fr.  i 

i  ]  ,  a  cross-bar  at  mid-line  level  on  the  edge,  perhaps  e  w,  [. ]o  also  possible  2  ] . , 

a  puzzling  trace:  the  two  lower  parts  with  the  right-hand  end  of  an  angle  on  the  line  and  the  right- 
hand  end  of  a  small  loop  strongly  suggest  B,  with  the  vertical  starting  higher  than  the  end  of  the  loop; 

the  only  other  clearly  preserved  |8,  at  fr.  2. 1,  and  those  in  2513  look  different;  WBH  suggests  reading  A 

with  a  superscript  A  small  gap  at  the  end,  not  wide  enough  for  1  3  ]_(.),  feet  of  two  uprights, 

both  curled  toward  right:  H  rather  than  et?  7 r[,  r  also  possible  t  rather  than  ir  or  r  4  ]n 

rather  than  At  1 , , the  upper  and  lower  tips  of  two  oblique  or  slightly  inclined  strokes  on  the  edge 

of  the  gap:  perhaps  x,  k,  or  n  .  ,  [,  tiny  scattered  traces  high  and  low  in  the  line  on  largely  dam¬ 
aged  surface,  the  last  conceivably  the  top  of  an  oblique  5  ]v,  traces  on  disturbed  fibres,  n  only 

a  possibility  /> .  [,  of  p  only  the  upper  part;  traces  high  in  the  line,  conceivably  compatible  with  the 

upper  left  part  of  e  ] . ,  apparendy  a  cross-bar  followed  by  the  lower  half  of  an  upright  6  At 

prima  facie  more  likely  than  N  .  (first),  perhaps  the  second  upright  of  n  or  tt  7.,  t  followed  by 

an  upright  (perhaps  t,  but  p  also  possible),  or  tt  .[,  perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  a  round 
letter  ]A,  the  end  of  a  descending  oblique:  the  shape  suggests  a  8  [.],  a  narrow  space 

Fr.  q 

1  )3,  the  base  is  damaged,  but  there  seems  to  be  no  real  alternative  2  ]  ,  upright  hooked 

to  right  at  foot,  with  a  possible  dot  on  the  line  just  before  a[,  the  shape  of  the  curved  tail,  starting 

as  an  upright  at  the  top,  identifies  this  letter  as  A  (WBH),  ruling  out  A  or  w  4  ]c,  only  the  tip  of 

the  cap  5  rj[,  upright  and  apparently  start  of  a  cross-bar  at  mid-height 
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]«y[ 

]r.  .evW*.[ 
]  €V7]C0L  [ 

]«?[.  M 

]..[.]?[ 
]eir)vo\ov\ 

]Aa«[?]cap.c[ 

]  _  e^arec[ 

Fr.  3 

1  ]  c  much  more  likely  than  k  or  x  y[  almost  certain  (though  fibres  damaged)  2  ]r ,  _ , 

first  possibly  also  r,  perhaps  preceded  or  followed  by  a  mark  of  punctuation  high  in  the  line  (if  the 

preceding  sign  belongs  to  this  letter,  it  may  be  y),  with  space  for  two  (or  conceivably  three)  letters  be¬ 
fore  p  (damaged  but  very  likely):  in  the  middle  of  the  space,  traces  of  an  upright,  perhaps  with  a  high 

horizontal  at  its  right  (r  or  c  ?)  '  e  crossed  out  by  an  ascending  diagonal  stroke  in  paler  ink  _  [,  only 
a  speck  above  the  level  of  the  line  3  The  second  letter  has  a  roundish  appearance  and  appar¬ 

ently  has  a  cross-bar,  suggesting  6  After  wqcoi  a  narrow  blank  space,  not  wide  enough  to  establish 
certain  line  end  4  Of  y  only  top  of  left  branch 

Fr.  4 

1  ]  [,  a  trace  on  the  line  closely  followed  by  upper  and  lower  arcs  of  a  circle  (o?)  ]n  more 

likely  than  ki  2  v[,  an  upright  with  a  thickening  suggesting  the  start  of  a  descending  oblique 

3  ]A,  descending  oblique :  gradient  suggests  a  e  crossed  out  by  an  ascending  diagonal  stroke  and 
1}  added  above,  both  in  a  paler  ink  c[,  left  part  of  round  letter,  not  excluding  o  or  w  4  ] . . . , 

letter  tops:  first,  a  high  right-hand  arc,  perhaps  e.g.  b,  p,  2 :  these  would  be  taller  than  usual,  but  cf.  on 
fr.  1 .2  for  a  possible  tall  B ;  next,  the  start  of  a  descending  oblique,  slightly  lower,  then  the  top  of  a  taller 

upright,  perhaps  with  traces  of  a  rounded  portion  just  where  the  papyrus  breaks,  or  (more  probably) 

the  slightly  curved  and  thickened  top  of  a  descending  oblique :  the  last  two  may  belong  to  a  single  M 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6  Fr.  7  Fr.  8 
]Si8a|[ 

].?*?[ 

]".  ,vr[ 

]  eiora[ 
]/?ef4 

]  9vrl ? .  [ 

]uparu[ 

W 

Fr.5 

2  ]  ,  the  right  hand  part  of  a  somewhat  flattened  round  letter  rather  than  an  upright  a[, 

left-hand  arc  of  circle,  o  and  to  possible  but  less  likely  (a  brownish  shade  above  the  trace  does  not 

seem  to  be  ink)  3  ]y,  only  the  top,  k  a  possible  alternative  P  rather  than  b  t  rather  than 

r  u[,  the  high  top  of  a  descending  oblique:  if  not  y,  perhaps  a  punctuation  sign 

Fr.  6 

1  ]  ,  t  or  r  o[,  co  a  possible  alternative  3  tt\_,  the  horizontal  joined  by  the  top  of  the 
first  upright:  r  a  possible  alternative  2  ]p  with  a  narrow  loop  (as  probably  in  fr.  5.3) 

Fr.  7 

1  ,  rubbed  traces  on  damaged  surface;  tail  (e.g.  a)  touching  v  r[,  an  upright  and  trace 

of  the  left-hand  part  of  the  horizontal  2  ]o,  co  less  likely  c  rather  than  r  _  [,  high  trace? 
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Fr.  g  Fr.  10  Fr.  n  Fr.  12 

]..[  ]««[  ].«[ 

]..[  •  ■  ■  ■  ].[ 

]C.[  ]...[ 

.  .  ].[ 

Fr.  9 

1
 
 ]  [s  lower  part  of  A  or  A  followed  by  foot  of  an  upright  2  .  [,  an  upright  no  taller 

than  the  previous  letter  and  slightly  curved  toward  right,  suggesting  K  or  N  3  .  [,  top  of  upright 

Fr.  11 

]  ,  right-hand  part  of  flattened  circular  letter,  or  of  loop  at  mid-height  (as  of  p)  After  the 
first  e,  only  the  extremities  of  the  two  diagonals,  but  their  different  extension  makes  it  certain  that  this 
was  a  x  rather  than  a  K 

Fr.  12 

1
 
 

]  ,  stroke  suggesting  the  end  of  a  cross-bar  or  of  a  flattened  descending  oblique,  not  touching 

the  following  letter  (but  the  surface  is  damaged)  
2  ] .  [,  a  small  round  letter,  or  conceivably  traces 

belonging  to  two  separate  letters  (the  second  being  e.g.  w)  3  ] . . ,  high  rather  than  middle-height 

cross-bar,  e.g.  r,  *r;  tight  loop,  p  or  a  small  o  .  [,  traces  of  an  upright  high  in  the  line  4  ].L 
just  a  speck  of  ink 

Fr.  1 

1  A  word  ending  in  -]c[i]a>v? 

2  Either  a  case  of  omitted  iota  adscript  (if  it  was  not,  indeed,  squeezed  into  the  lost  portion  of 

papyrus),  or  a  form  of  a  first  person  verb,  such  as  XeLfiaj,  or,  apcl^co,  which,  in  the  context,  does  not 

seem  at  first  sight  promising  (there  is  no  reason  to  accept  the  possibility  of  a  Doric  genitive  here).  PJP 

suggests  also  the  possibility  of  the  dual 

3  Apparently  a  verbal  form  ending  in  -vro;  if  we  take  fr.  12  into  account  (see  commentary  ad 

loc.),  rrareovTo  would  be  the  most  obvious  possibility,  but,  judging  from  the  present  shape  of  the  frag¬ 
ment,  ira  would  be  too  widely  spaced.  Various  forms  of  the  verb  occur  in  epic  poetry,  but  this  one  is 

attested  only  in  Hesychius. 

5  If  fr.  12  does  not  belong  here,  the  obvious  supplement  would  be  avrap  eJVJeira. 

6  In  this  context  the  first  word  is  very  likely  to  have  been  Ketp^-qXia  (rather  than  yap]r)Xia). 

The  singular  indicates  a  prize  already  at  the  funerary  games  for  Patroklos  at  II.  23.618,  and  cf.  also 

Xenophanes  2.9  W.  The  plural  occurs  in  relation  to  contest  prizes  apparently  in  Hes.  fr.  75.23  MW 

and  certainly  in  Nonn.  Dion.  37.615,  of  funerary  offerings  in  QS.  3.722. 1  assume  that  the  word  at  the 

end  of  the  line  must  have  been  (eA)eA<e)i7rTO,  but  it  is  more  difficult  to  make  sense  of  the  traces  in  be¬ 
tween:  navTa  would  not  be  a  satisfactory  reading,  and  would  not  leave  enough  space  for  the  following 

expected  Ae;  7raci  too  would  be  problematic  (I  would  find  it  difficult  to  reconcile  the  relevant  traces 

with  sigma),  but  would  leave  more  space  for  the  following  word,  irarpi  (AcAcwtto)  would  be  more 

easily  compatible  with  the  traces,  apart  from  the  1.  narpoc  (eXei nro)  is  on  the  whole  more  promising. 

Both  supplements  would  still  leave  little  space  for  the  ending  of  the  noun  and  the  beginning  of  the 

following  verb,  but  they  could  conceivably  just  have  been  squeezed  in.  All  in  all,  kc ij^Aia  irarpo [c 
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ejA(e)i77~7-o  (with  narpoc  referring  to  Pelias)  seems  to  me  the  least  unsatisfactory  solution.  The  form 
iXemTo  is  not  attested  before  A.R, 

.  7  aedXo.  must  indicate  the  prizes:  cf.  II.  23.704  a vSpl  Se  vucrjOivn  yuvaix’  ic  piccov  eBr/xc,  Q.S. 

4.1806  ©Inc  8’  ic  piccov  ay  diva  /  Bdjxev  dp’  ap<f>l  Spopoio  /3oac  Sexa  and  Nonn.  Dion.  37.549  f.  riQei 

8  ’  eic  piccov  acipac  /  dvdcpocvra  Ac/3ijra  yepeiov  1  fatvrl  <f>vXacca >v  (so  we  must  assume  that  a  form  of 
riBqpi,  with  Akastos  as  its  subject,  is  lost  in  the  gap). 

8  odveioc  is  not  attested  before  the  fifth  century  bc,  and  in  hexameter  poetry  not  before  the 

Hellenistic  period. 

9  For  the  form  aoXAicBr/cav  in  this  metrical  sedes  cf.  II.  19.54,  f°r  the  verb  with  opiXoc  15.588. 
Fr.  2 

1  dvixfiaroc  is  not  attested  before  the  fifth  century  bc,  and  occurs  in  poetry  only  in  Lyco- 

phron  and  Oppian  (one  occurrence  in  a  fourth-century  ad  verse  inscription  from  Phrygia:  SGO  III 

16/31/90.5).  Alternative  articulations  include  av  exfiarl  (an  even  rarer  and  later  word)  and  -]av  ex 

]8ar[-  (perhaps  Bar[trj9ev,  cf.  Hesych.  s.v.  ex  Sijpov  Barrjc,  rrjc  AlyqtSoc  tj>vXfjc  (only  here  but  possibly 
a  mere  mistake  for  the  attested  Barrjdev?),  in  view  of  the  possible  Attic  connection  in  line  3?  but  the 

mention  of  the  deme  would  sit  awkwardly  in  a  mythological  context). 

2  -]oio  Kcpaa[r-  (WBH).  xepdar-  is  not  found  before  Aratus  and  Nicander  (and  a  v.l.  in  Call. 
H.  2.60).  For  the  pattern  found  here,  with  -o to  preceding,  cf.  Q.S.  6.225,  23&>  n.102,  Nonn.  Dion. 
2.283,  11.80,  27.220, 44.159. 

3  ]Tnrjdevap[  overlaps  with  A.R.  1.95-6  rote  S’  im  KexpoTrLrjBev  aprpoc  rjXvBc  Bovr-qc  /  irate 
ayaBov  TeXeovroc,  ivppcXl-qc  re  0aX i)poc.  The  alternative  ] 77 177  9iva.pl,  suggested  by  A.  Harder, 
seems  a  much  less  likely  articulation;  in  the  light  of  the  A.R.  passage  I  would  also  consider  AirLrjdev 

(WBH:  Steph.  Byz.  a  357)  a  far  less  appealing  solution.  In  A.R.,  Boutes  did  not  get  back  to  Greece, 
and  could  not  have  been  involved  in  the  games  at  Iolkos,  but  it  is  a  remarkable  coincidence  that  one 

of  the  athletes  competing  in  the  Games  for  Pelias  on  the  Chest  of  Cypselus  (as  read  by  Pausanias  5.17) 

is  a  Phalareus,  quite  probably  the  same  character  as  A.R.’s  Phaleros,  suggesting  that  this  fragment 
too  may  be  dealing  with  the  same  subject.  In  this  case  dp[rpo c  IjXBt  (vel  sim.)  0dXqpoc  could  provide 

a  possible  ending  for  our  fine.  There  are  other  (at  first  sight  less  promising)  candidates  from  the  same 

region:  Hyginus  273  includes  two  Attic  heroes  in  his  fist  of  winners  of  the  games  for  Pelias:  Cepha- 
lus,  son  of  Deion  (married  to  the  Athenian  Procris),  and  Eumolpus,  son  of  Poseidon,  from  Eleusis. 

Favorinus’  list  of  the  victors  at  the  first  Isthmian  games,  on  the  other  hand,  features  Theseus  (Cor.  = 
Dio  Chrys.  37.14-15). 

4  cuv  ij(t)«  (a  sequence  not  attested  elsewhere,  but  theoretically  possible)  or,  more  probably, 
-CVVIj-. 

Metrical  position  (WBH):  caesura  before  ]  averf ar[-  (1),  after  -]oio  (2),  -]m-r)9ev  (3),  -] cvvqc or  (■ri¬ 

ft- 3 

2

 

 

A  form  of  apyeafrovT-  corrected  to  apyi^ovT-,  following  Didymus’  prescription  (fr.  2  Schmidt, 

cf.  Et.  Gen.  s.v.),  
rather  

than  
out  of  mere  

itacistic  
confusion.  

If  so,  we  are  close  
to  the  end  of  the  line, 

with  
(e.g.)  

]  Se  vrjcoi  
and  

in  3  and  4, 

Fr.  4 

2  ]ei7?  might  be  the  ending  of  several  nouns  or  adjectives,  as  well  as  of  the  optative  of  a  few 

verbs.  There  are  too  many  options  to  list  the  possibilities  in  such  a  fragmentary  context. 

3  Perhaps  ̂ uAaxec  (metrically  impossible)  was  corrected  to  rjwXax-qc,  the  common  noun, 
or,  more  likely,  the  town  from  which  the  Argonaut  Iphiklos,  the  victorious  runner  in  the  Games 
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according  to  Pausanias’  reading  of  Cypselus’s  Chest,  came?  The  corrected  text  rules  out  a  form  of 
apicroc  for  the  following  word,  but  other  possibilities  are  available,  such  as  the  adjective  apicrpioc,  the 

noun  apLCTOv  (or  one  of  its  derivatives),  or,  perhaps,  elided  ap ’  ic[.  If  we  are  dealing  with  Iphiklos, 
perhaps  e.g.  Ik  0v]Xa.K-qc  aplc[i)fioc. 

Given  the  mention  of  ̂oAoc,  it  is  perhaps  conceivable  that  this  may  be  a  reference  to  the  previ¬ 

ous  history  of  the  character,  and,  more  precisely,  to  the  way  Iphiklos’  sexual  impotence  was  healed  by 
Melampus  Qvcac  .  .  .  dzotc  rote  p yviovci  inep  rrjc  r&v  TerpanoScDv  evvovyiac  (sch.  vet.  ad  Od.  11.290: 

the  story  appeared  in  different  versions  in  various  archaic  poems,  probably  including  the  Melampodid). 

If  the  context  was  a  catalogue  of  heroes  and  Iphiklos  was  introduced  only  in  line  3,  on  the  other  hand, 

it  is  of  course  also  possible  that  the  xoAoc  had  nothing  to  do  with  him. 

4  peya  t€  c[:  ‘e.g  peya  re  c[dev oc  (possibly  in  a  periphrasis  as  at  A.R.  1.53 1  AyKaioc  piya 

re  cdevoc  ’HpaKXrjoc)  rather  than  the  Homeric  formula  pAya  re  c[rt^ap6v  re’  (WBH,  to  whom  the 
reading  ec[  is  due). 
Fr.  5 

2  The  traces  of  the  first  letter  look  slightly  easier  to  interpret  as  the  lower  part  of  the  right- 

hand  section  of  a  round  letter  than  as  an  upright:  so,  perhaps,  ]  deiora\y-  (the  superlative  is  appar¬ 

ently  first  attested  in  fifth-century  prose,  and  in  poetry  not  before  the  later  Hellenistic  period,  but  the 

comparative  dediTepcu  appears  already  in  the  Odyssey)  rather  than  e.g.  a^Jyeiorafr-  or  refljyeiora?  The 
articulations  -ei  or-  and  ] .  eio  r-  are  possible  alternatives. 

3  ]Kpajv[  is  a  possible  interpretation  of  the  traces.  This  may  lead  to  the  hypothesis  that  the  line 

continued  with  fr.  3.2,  to  be  read  as]i<parvcapy^eJi<^[ovrr)c,  with  the  first  traces  in  fr.  3.2  interpreted  as 

Y  rather  than  as  t.  But  as  far  as  I  can  see,  fr.  3.1  is  not  a  possible  continuation  of  fr.  5.2. 

Fr.  12 

In  a  previous  restoration  fr.  12  had  been  placed  in  fr.  1  at  the-level  of  lines  3-6.  This  produces 
the  following  result  in  lines  3-5  (fr.  12  is  given  in  bold;  see  also  comm,  on  these  lines  in  fr.  1): 

UM.1M.1m 

K  ]«c 
5  ]vavrap . .0  ™ 

Its  collocation  was  suggested  by  the  appearance  of  the  fibres  on  the  recto,  and  by  the  possibility 

that  a  trace  in  the  first  line  of  the  recto  may  represent  the  right-hand  side  of  the  numeral  A  visible  on 

fr.  1  (but  a  speck  of  ink  above  it  does  not  seem  to  fit).  I  am  not  sure,  though,  that  this  makes  it  unques¬ 
tionable.  At  any  rate,  if  this  arrangement  were  accepted,  the  reconstruction  of  lines  3  and  5  would  be 

less  tractable  (see  comm,  ad  loc.). 

G.  B.  D’ALESSIO 

5191.  Lyric 

72/55(a)  11.4x15cm  Third/fourth  century 

A  column-top  with  upper  margin  about  2.2  cm  high  and  remains  of  sixteen 

lines.  The  back  is  blank  except  for  some  ink  stains  near  the  foot.  The  space  between 

lines  is  0.25-0.5  cm  deep,  with  a  slightly  larger  gap  of  0. 6-0.7  cm  between  lines  8 

and  9  and  between  lines  13  and  14. 

The  fragment  is  written  in  an  informal,  somewhat  irregular  hand,  generally 

upright,  generally  bilinear  (1  and  p  project  below  the  line,  <|>  above  and  below). 

A  certain  cursive  tendency  shows  in  line-final  A  and  c,  which  prolong  their  hori¬ 

zontal  elements  to  the  right,  and  in  the  frequent  ligatures  (notably  after  a  e  a  u  t). 

e  sometimes  has  its  Tipper  element  written  in  a  single  movement  together  with  the 

cross-bar,  sometimes  added  as  a  separate  oblique,  t r  appears  twice  in  the  formal 

shape,  with  strongly  curved  right-hand  upright  (2, 14),  otherwise  cursively  as  a  sim¬ 

ple  arch. 
Dating  the  hand  is  complicated  by  its  irregularity,  whether  we  see  it  as 

a  bookhand  with  cursive  elements  or  as  a  formalized  cursive.  Provisionally  I  should 

set  it  at  the  frontier  between  the  Roman  and  Byzantine  periods.  For  datable  paral¬ 

lels  in  (sub)literary  texts,  see  LXIII 4352  (hexameters  mentioning  Zeus  Kapitolios), 

dated  by  its  content  c.285;  more  cursive  and  more  developed  forms  in  LXXV  5063 

(late  hi?)  and  in  GBEBPg a  (388).  Gf.  also  P.  Ant.  1 15  (rv?). 

Diaeresis  marks  initial  vowels  in  5  and  16;  in  10  its  function  is  unclear.  Elision 

is  indicated  in  at  least  one  instance  (10)  and  possibly  in  a  second  (5,  in  lighter  ink); 

no  certain  example  of  unmarked  elision  or  scriptio  plena.  There  are  traces  of  two 

accents:  one  grave  or  circumflex  (5,  in  lighter  ink)  and  one  apparent  acute  (10);  see 

also  2  n.  If  lines  10  and  11  are  correctly  interpreted,  iota  adscript  is  not  written. 

There  are  several  additions  or  corrections  in  lighter  ink,  but  not  necessarily 

by  a  second  hand:  2,  a  sign  or  letter  over  -cov;  5,  a  sign  over  r  and  e  struck  through 

{scriptio  plena  replaced  with  elision?);  7  and  9  e  struck  through  (correcting  itacistic 

€i  for  short  t?).  et  for  long  1  remains  uncorrected  (15),  and  also  Sorec  for  Sorrec  (11, 

another  phonetic  spelling?).  10  seems  to  be  corrupt. 

The  cursive  features  of  the  hand  may  suggest  that  the  papyrus  is  not  the 

work  of  an  experienced  scribe.  We  have  then  to  ask  whether  it  is  an  amateur  copy 

of  an  existing  text,  or  the  actual  autograph  of  the  author.  Autographs  have  cer¬ 

tainly  been  identified  among  literary  papyri;  see  T.  Dorandi,  fPE  87  (1991)  18-21, 

for  a  list:  a  striking  example  is  the  Encomium  of  Hermes /Theon,  VII  1015,  another 

celebratory  composition  from  Oxyrhynchus.  But  the  corrections  there  have  the 

character  of  author  variants :  those  in  our  papyrus  are  just  orthographic  niceties, 

while  the  apparent  corruption  in  line  10  remains  uncorrected.  Thus  we  cannot  tell 

whether  the  poem  itself  is  earlier  than  the  copy  in  5191  or  contemporary  with  it. 

The  text  is  clearly  set  out  in  cola.  That,  the  metrical  patterns,  and  the  liter¬ 

ary  vocabulary,  identify  it  as  verse.  We  do  not  know  how  much  is  lost  to  the  left, 

or  whether  any  of  the  cola  were  originally  indented;  as  it  is,  the  column  is  already 

quite  wide  (c.12  cm  at  line  5).  Line  1,  the  top  of  a  column,  may  have  been  the  first 

line  (or  the  title),  and  there  is  no  reason  to  doubt  that  all  16  lines  belong  to  the  same 

composition,  though  no  way  of  proving  it  either. 

A  rigorous  account  of  the  metre  is  difficult,  since  all  the  cola  lack  their  be¬ 

ginnings,  and  some  their  ends.  There  is  no  sign  of  responsion  to  suggest  strophic 
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52 construction.  The  basic  movement  is  anapaestic/dactyl
ic,  with  occasional  single¬ 

short  elements  (4?,  10, 11).  In  what  seems  to  be  an  epinician  poem,  we  migh
t  natu¬ 

rally  look  for  dactylo-epitrite.  But  the  ‘epitrites’  here  ar
e  few  and  mostly  (perhaps 

always)  limited  to  verse-end.  Professor  D’Alessio  t
herefore  suggests  that  the  whole 

basic  structure  consists  of  anapaestic  cola,  some  acat
alectic  (ending - ),  some 

catalectic  (ending  — ),  some  afiokrota  (ending - — );  or  indeed  the  
equivalent  m 

dactyls.  This  scheme  does  not  quite  fit  lines  10  a
nd  11,  but  both  lines  are  in  some 

degree  corrupt  (see  commentary  ad  loc.). 

Anapaests  appear  relatively  often  in  poetry  of  the  imper
ial  period  (West,  Greek 

Metre  170-72),  notably  in  hymns  such  as  that  to
  Antinous  in  the  Kourion  inscrip¬ 

tion  (I.  Kourion  104,  SEG  53-i747bis),  but  also  in  o
ther  genres  (cf.  the  mime  5187). 

Normally,  however,  they  take  the  form  of  dimeter
s,  whereas  5191  includes  longer 

cola:  something  similar  in  Philostr.  Heroicus  55.3,  anapa
ests  with  Doric  vocalization, 

in  which  Achilles  summons  Echo  to  sing  the  praises  of 
 Homer.  For  dactylic  lyric 

compare  Macedonicus’  hymn  to  Asclepius  (IG  IP  4473  = 
 Furley  &  Bremer,  Greek 

Hymns  (aooi)  7.5),  late  Hellenistic,  with  C.  A.  Faraone, 
 Mnemosyne  64  (2011)  206-31, 

and  various  oddities  of  the  Roman  period  (West,  Greek  Metre  176
-7). 

The  context  remains  uncertain.  KcotitcuAioc  (6)  looks  like 
 a  reference  to  Zeus 

Kapitolios;  and  that,  in  conjunction  with  craSioic  (16)
,  may  direct  us  to  the  Capi- 

toline  Games,  whether  the  great  Roman  festival  or  the  
local  imitations  set  up  c.g. 

at  Oxyrhynchus  in  the  late  third  century  (see  6  n.).  We  c
an  perhaps  recognize  the 

outlines  of  an  epinician:  news  reaches  the  poet  (2-3) -of  an  a
thletic  (16)  victory  at 

the  Capitoline  Games  (6).  15  Wvtovov  may  even  be  
a  direct  reminiscence  of  Pindar, 

and  with  Pindar  in  mind  we  could  see  references  to  myth  (8?  12?)  and  poetry 
 (7,  9) 

as  part  of  the  traditional  structure  of  the  praise-poem.
  This  would  be  remarkable. 

The  Roman  world  produced  many  self-advertising  athlet
ic  and  poetic  victors  (see 

e.g.  5202),  and  the  epinicians  of  Pindar  and  Bacchylide
s  certainly  circulated,  yet 

there  is  very  little  evidence  that  the  Pindaric  model  foun
d  imperial  imitators;  see  I. 

Rutherford  in  P.  Agdcs  et  al.  (edd.),  Receiving  theKomos  (2012)  93-104. . 

If  we  take  our  poem  as  an  epinician,  we  need  to  as
k  whether  it  refers  to  the 

Roman  or  the  local  games,  whether  the  notional  victor
  was  local  or  foreign,  and 

whether  it  is  an  imported  or  a  local  composition.  Then
  there  is  the  further  ques¬ 

tion  whether  this  poem  celebrates  a  victor  in  the  competit
ion,  or  was  itself  an  entry 

in  the  competition.  Note  LXIII  4352,  hexameter  co
mpositions  which  celebrate 

Antinous  and  then  Diocletian  and  his  Prefect,  where  Zeu
s  Kapitolios  has  installed 

the  new  Emperor  and  should  reward  the  poet  with  an 
 Olympic  crown:  the  editor 

suggested  that  the  verses  were  composed  to  be  recited
  at  Capitoline  games.  But 

of  course  there  were  other  poetic  competitions  in  Egypt  (se
e  4352  introd.),  and 

perhaps  other  types  of  occasion.  In  the  context  of  at
hletics  (16?),  remember  the 

various  compositions  designed  probably  for  performa
nce  at  the  Gymnasium  of 

Oxyrhynchus  (below,  5194  introd.);  if  Nike  is  centr
al  (2  n.),  we  could  think  of  the 

5191.  LYRIC 

53 

processions  in  which  her  statue  was  carried  before  images  of  the  imperial  family 

(LXI  4125  7-8  n.)  and  of  the  (partly  metrical)  ‘mime3  for  the  accession  of  Hadrian 
(P  Giss.  Lit.  4.4;  Mim.  adesp.  5  Cunningham). 

The  poet  remains  anonymous.  Kcm it ojXioc  shows  that  he  (or  she)  wrote  no 

earlier  than  the  first  century  ad.  He  writes  competent  anapaests,  in  a  mixture  of 

dialect  forms:  Doric  alpha  in  2  TTra^eva  and  Kapv£,  possibly  also  10  rvyo-c  (if  geni¬ 

tive  singular)  and  14  -pinropLeva  (if  feminine  nominative  singular),  but  epic-ionic 

eta  in  5  vrjolc  and  12  7reXd)pr)v  (if  correct).  He  seems  to  know  Pindar  (15),  and  if  we 

interpret  his  work  as  an  epinician  we  can  see  the  overall  design  as  in  the  Pindaric 

tradition.  It  is  remotely  possible  that  we  have  a  local  copy  of  a  work  by  some  exter¬ 

nal  author.  More  likely,  no  doubt,  that  we  have  a  local  copy  of  a  local  composition, 

perhaps  even  an  autograph.  A  local  composition  might  refer  to  the  Ludi  Capitolini, 

but  again  more  likely  to  a  local  aytov  KaTreTcoXiaKoc,  provided  always  that  5191 

should  be  dated  m/iv,  a  judgment  that  like  all  palaeographic  judgments  may  be 

open  to  question. 
I  am  grateful  to  Prof.  E.  L.  Bowie,  Dr  D.  Colomo,  Prof.  W.  Furley,  and  Dr  L. 

Savignago  for  sharing  their  thoughts  on  the  papyrus,  and  to  Prof.  G.  B.  D’Alessio, 
Dr  W.  B.  Henry,  and  Prof.  P.  J.  Parsons  for  the  contributions  indicated  by  their 
initials. 

m.. ]  SepLonrr '  fxevaKapvi  _  t  px&v 

]  TrjX€(f)av7)c 

]  Xp,a.TT€XcopLOV 5  ]vr}OtCT€9€COV€Vi)  U)p€[  ]  .  []  _  [.  .]  .TJ[e]a7V.  [ 

]  >  evKamrcoXiocepyova .[...]  c 
]  _  Xiyvpcovev^ejLfiadpo  _  [  _  _  J  _  v 

]eKaro[  ]  aptov 

]  .adevap(x[']  JeJiav 

10  ]  evSeT’eciojTVXO-c 

]Xiovxco8oT€c9€a ]  vvepdeTreXcoprjvya.  _  [ 

]  [^ptdocaeipat 

]  rjpiTTTOpieva 
15  ]  p,€V€LdvTOVOVT0S[ 

]  t kzXov  aSioica  _  [ 

1  ]  ,  the  ligature  to  a  suggests  e,  but  c  cannot  be  excluded  a . ,  a  low  curve,  fitting  c  or  6 ;  the 

upper  part  is  abraded  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  curved  letter,  consistent  with  e  or  ©  2  ] . ,  the 

end  of  a  stroke  joining  8,  compatible  with  A  or  6  ttt  . ,  the  form  of  the  tt  in  ligature  combined  with 
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the  long  cross-bar  guarantees  T  (cf.  14) ;  then  a  small  diagonal  trace  on  the  edge  at  line  level  . . ,  first, 

specks;  second,  a  slightly  curved  vertical  on  the  right  suits  the  rounded  ir  0,0  likeliest,  but  possibly 

the  loop  of  p  3  ]  ,  a  vertical  on  the  edge,  shorter  than  most  1,  consistent  with  the  right  vertical 

of  a  N  4  ]  3  the  ligature  coming  in  high  and  a  small  trace  above  it  favour  e  over  A  5  ]v,  the 

diagonal  and  right-hand  vertical  ti  _ ,  traces  of  a  slanted  left-hand  upright  and  two  small  traces  at 

letter-top  level  a>,  above  this  an  oblique,  grave  accent  or  circumflex  with  left-hand  part  lost  in  hole? 
e[,  a  small  knot  of  damaged  traces  with  a  clear  medial  stroke:  e  or  e  ].[].[,  a  line  coming  up  out 

of  the  lacuna,  <}>  or  1 ;  a  small  trace  at  mid-height  ]  .,upright  r,  the  trace  above  is  in  lighter  ink, 

either  right-hand  side  of  o  or  a  very  round  apostrophe  e  deleted  with  a  cancel-stroke  ry  rather 
than  vf  [,  top  of  an  upright  6  ] . ,  a  descending  oblique  joining  an  upright;  the  height  of 

the  upright  suggests  N  rather  than  At  ,  [,  high  trace  ]c,  remains  of  the  base  and  extended  cap  as 

in  3 ;  a  small  trace  above  the  cap  7  ] . ,  a  descending  oblique  joining  an  upright  ([ej ,  deleted 

with  a  cancel-stroke  in  greyer  ink  /jo,  [,  the  top  of  a  small  bowl:  o,  c,  or  p;  o  or  p;  a  short,  slightly 

concave  upright,  consistent  with  N  ] , ,  o  or  co  8  ] . ,  end  of  a  high  horizontal  stroke:  T,  r, 

X  9  ]  ,  joined  to  a,  the  tail  of  A,  A,  or  u;  the  height  best  suits  u  #.[,  lower  parts  of  the  first 

stroke  and  bridge,  too  low  for  A  ] , ,  foot  of  a  stroke  ascending  steeply  from  left  to  right,  e.g  N  [e] 

deleted  with  a  cancel-stroke  in  greyer  ink  10  ]  ,  a  curved  foot,  most  likely  tt  or  H  11  ]A, 

the  left-hand  diagonal  descends  too  sharply  to  fit  A  ia  ] . ,  a  round  letter,  probably  o  or  co  17, 

the  foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  appears  unusually  pointed,  and  closer  than  usual  to  the  left-hand 

upright  a .  [,  a  ligatured  to  an  upright  slanting  to  the  right  13  ] . ,  rising  from  letter-top  level, 

an  ascending  oblique,  slightly  curving  at  the  top,  with  papyrus  surface  abraded  to  the  right  and  miss¬ 
ing  below  t  appears  to  have  a  low  horizontal,  but  does  not  look  like  an  e :  perhaps  1  with  a  smudge 

of  ink  14  ]  ,  a  trace  on  the  line,  perhaps  the  curved  foot  of  a  vertical  or  diagonal  15  ]., 

o  or  p  0v>  the  cross-bar  of  e  seems  to  be  rewritten  (corrected  to  or  from  €•?)  16  ] . ,  high 

trace :  c,  T,  r,  or  x  , ,  a  short  high  horizontal  trace;  a  long  cross-bar  with  a  suggestion  of  the  top 

of  the  upright  of  t  [,  a  high  curved  trace  and  a  horizontal  just  underneath  the  tail  of  a  :  perhaps  e 

M...  W.[  J 

]e  8e  jxoi  TTTafjLeva  Kapv£  iir1  o^cuv 

]  r^Xe^avrjc 

]fA/xa  TTcXojpiov 

]  vijoic  re  Beaiv  ev  t5iTcope[,]  .[].[. .]  aYV.[ 

]  ev  KamrcoXtoc  epyov  a  [,  ,  Jc 

]v  Xiyvptov  eTriPadpov  [  ,  ,]  v 

]e/caro[,  ,]  eipcov 

]l±a6ev  app,[o]nav 

e\'nevher>  eciw  rvyo-c 

JAiou^qj  8o(v)t€c  dea 

]  ,  v  vepOe  TreAcopTjv  ycu[av 

] .  []p<$oc  act  pat 

]  r)pi7TTOp,€V(L 
]  jxcv  eiOvrovov  to8[ 

ixeAov  craStotc  a  [ 
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.  to  me,  flying,  a  herald  on  a  chariot .  . .  far-shining .  .  .  enormous  .  .  .  temples  of  gods  in  . . . 

streets  (?)...  Capitoline  . .  .  task  ...  a  foundation  (?)  of  clear-sounding  [songs]  . . .  (s)he  understood 
harmony  .  . .  strive  .  .  .  fortune  . . .  having  given  to  the  .  . .  goddess  .  . .  below,  the  enormous  earth  . . . 

lift .  . .  bracing  (?)  herself  .  .  .  straight-stretched  .  . .  equal  to  [. .  .]  in  the  stadia  .  .  .’ 

2  Kapvi f  seems  more  likely  than  Kaput;’.  If  this  is  nominative,  the  lacuna  probably  contained 
a  finite  verb:  cf.  Od.  16.468-9  ihp.-qprjce  §e  po t  nap’  iraipinv  ayyeXoc  ojkvc,  /  xrjpvt;.  It  may  have 
been  a  verb  of  arrival,  like  di prjprjce,  or  1 jXOe  (cf.  Sapph.  44.2  V.  Kaput;  fjXde  %[;  B.  18.16-17  Jj\8€(v) 

.  .  .  Kaput?)  or  a  verbum  dicendi  like  etne  (cf.  Tim.  PMG  802).  If  xapug  is  vocative,  the  lacuna  may  have 

contained  an  imperative.  (I  print  Kaput;  with  the  traditional  accent :  see  P.  Probert,  A  JVew  Short  Guide  to 
the  Accentuation  of  Ancient  Greek  (2003)  §156.) 

The  female  flying  messenger  might  be  Nike.  For  NUa  .  .  .  nrapiva,  see  Eur.  Ion  457-60;  here 
Athena  is  addressed  as  Nike.  See  also  Ar.  Av.  574  avrlxa  Nix-q  nererai  m epvyotv  xpucafv,  Paus. 

5.17.3  eyovca  NUrj  nrepa.  But  I  know  of  no  passage  where  Nike  is  referred  to  as  x-qpvt;.  <Pr/pa  or  the 

equivalent  might  also  fit  the  context,  as  GBD’A  and  WBH  both  suggest:  cf.  Bacch.  2.1  (messenger), 
Hdt.  9.100,  Aristoph.  Av.  720,  Nonn.  Dion.  44.123, 18.1  and  24.179  (winged);  GVI  805.3  (n  BG)  4>WV 

Kripvcc[ei.  I  have  found  no  reference  to  a  chariot  of  Pheme,  but  perhaps  such  transport  was  generally 
available  to  mobile  goddesses. 

If  a  messenger  is  the  subject,  ‘the  first  few  lines  [may]  offer  a  topos  that  occurs  in  the  incipits  of 
at  least  two  Hellenistic  epinician  poems:  that  of  the  arrival  of  the  news  of  the  victory.  This  is  found 

in  both  Callimachus’  Victory  of  Berenice  and  his  Victory  of  Sosibius,  and  reverses  the  equivalent  motif  in 
the  classical  victory  ode,  where  it  is  the  new  poem  that  is  the  vehicle  for  the  diffusion  of  the  news: 

Th.  Fuhrer,  Die  Auseinandersetzung  mit  den  Chorlyrikem  (1992)  88-93’  (GBD’A).  Maehler  on  Bacch.  2.1 

compares  Ebert,  Epigr.  auf  Sieger  59.11-12  [=  SGO  I  06/02/21]  and  72.7-9,  both  victory  poems. 
oyojv.  The  apparent  x  over  the  a;  seems  to  be  in  lighter  ink.  Its  function  is  unclear,  x  is  a  critical 

sign  commonly  used  in  papyri,  whose  specific  function  is  often  unclear  (cf.  K.  McNamee,  Sigla  and 

Select  Marginalia  (1992)  43-8,  table  3),  but  it  always  occurs  in  the  margin.  GBD’A  suggests  that  it  is 
actually  an  acute  accent  corrected  to  a  grave,  or  the  other  way  round.  If  so,  to  distinguish  eV  oywv 
from  inoxwv  (<  inoxX  or  inoyeoj)? 

3  TT/AegWr/c  generally  means  ‘far-shining’  or  ‘visible  from  afar’  (Achilles’  tomb  in  Od.  24.83). 
If  it  here  applies  to  the  subject  in  2,  and  if  that  subject  is  e.g.  Pheme,  compare  Soph.  Phil.  189  ayw 

Ti]\e<f>av?ic,  where  the  meaning  seems  to  be  ‘making  its  appearance  from  far  away’. 
4  ]eA/xa.  Several  words  end  thus,  e.g.  (-)ayyeXpa,  ofe Xpa,  ceXpa,  rtXpa.  Archimelus,  SH  202.1 

(FGE83)  has  ceXpa  neXcopov,  ‘giant  deck’,  of  Hiero  IPs  monster  ship.  In  epinician  context,  Pind.  01. 
10.21  neXwpiov  .  .  .  kXcoc. 

5  vTjoic  re  dewv:  cf.  Pind.  01.  13.21  Qetbv  vaotciv.  For  the  Ionic  vocalization,  vrjoc  for  vaoc,  cf, 

12  neXdjp-rjv. 

ev  vira>pe[ :  the  traces  between  v  and  10  match  no  letter  perfectly,  but  the  rounded  -tt  comes 
closest;  e  small  and  partly  closed,  like  e.  Then,  after  a  damaged  patch,  a  vertical  trace  high  above 

the  line.  In  itself,  vncop-  would  suggest  vnwpei-  or  vniopop-.  una>pe[ia]i[c]  could  make  sense,  and  the 

word  does  occur  in  poetry  (II.  20.218,  A.R.  2.380),  though  more  often  in  prose.  However,  the  space 
seems  too  narrow  for  ia  written  normally,  and  ]i[  would  have  to  be  abnormally  tall.  una)po<f>[i  would 

introduce  a  word  familiar  from  poetry,  and  c{>  would  fit  the  high  trace  perfectly.  However,  o  does  not 

match  the  ink  (unless  the  medial  stroke  is  a  mark  of  deletion),  or  the  gap  that  follows. 

]  rl€] :  originally  it  seems  ] .  re;  then  someone,  using  lighter  ink,  added  an  elision  mark  and 

struck  out  €.  We  may  consider  a  word-ending  ] .  r(e)  (the  first  trace  an  upright),  or  the  particle  r’: 

perhaps  iv  vncop€[la]i[c  e]v  r’  dyv  t[afc,  or  iv  vnwpp4[loic]i  r’  ay  in  [cue  (PJP,  ‘roofed  streets’  referring 
to  the  four  stoai  of  the  Oxyrhynchus  town-centre,  LXIV  4441),  but  neither  version  explains  all  the 

ink;  see  previous  note. 
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ayy  [:  perhaps  ayvt-. 
6  ]  ev:  the  first  trace  would  suit  N.  -yev  would  most  likely  be  the  last  syllable  of  a  third  person 

singular  verb  in  the  imperfect  or  aorist.  Possibilities  include  e/cpa(i) vev  ‘accomplished/ provided’, 

e<f>a(i)vev  ‘showed’,  and  inepatyvev  ‘accomplished’. 
KairirdiXioc  (sometimes  Ka-neruiXioc)  occurs  occasionally  as  a  proper  name,  but  more  com¬ 

monly  as  an  epithet  of  Zeus:  Zevc  Ka-nirdiXioc  =  Jupiter  Gapitolinus.  For  his  cult  in  the  Greek  East 

generally,  see  J.  P.  Oleson  et  al.,  ZfE  140  (2002)  108-9  (and  SEG  52.1707);  for  Roman  Egypt,  G. 
Ronchi,  Lexicon  theonymon  ii  (1974)  401;  for  Oxyrhynchus,  J.  Whitehorne  in  ANRWH  18.5  (1995)  3084. 

The  Capitoline  Games  were  celebrated  in  his  honour,  and  craSi'oic  in  16  suggests  that  this  was  the 
context  here.  In  that  case  we  have  to  choose  between  two  different  festivals.  (1)  The  Ludi  Capitolini  at 

Rome,  founded  by  Domitian  in  ad  86,  held  prime  place  on  the  athletic  and  musical  circuit.  See  M.  L. 

Caldelli,  L’Agon  Capitolinus  (1993).  (2)  Imitations  of  the  Roman  model,  called  /famrcoAta  or  ayoiv  Ka- 
wtrcoAia/coc,  appear  in  Egypt  from  the  later  third  century  on:  at  Antinoopolis,  founded  in  267/8,  and 

specifically  at  Oxyrhynchus,  which  celebrated  its  games  first  in  273  and  possessed  its  own  KamrcjXiov 

(see  J.  C.  Quinn  and  A.  Wilson,  ‘Capitolia’,  JRS  103  (2013)  117-73,  at  149).  for  the  documentary 
evidence  see  P.  Frisch,  Zphn  agonistische  Papyri;  LXIII 4352  introd.;  below  pp.  194-5,  *98  [Remijsen]. 

o.  [, .  Jc:  the  high  trace  above  the  bowl  best  matches  a  preceding  slanted  epsilon  (cf.  the  e  of 

dediv  in  5),  which  suggests  the  neuter  of  an  adjective  in  -i?c  to  go  with  epyov  (e.g.  de[uc€]c,  cf.  II.  14.13 
etc.  epyov  deixec,  but  the  space  might  be  just  too  large  for  that);  if  the  trace  is  something  else,  the  form 

may  be  a  nominative  participle,  e.g.  dy[vca]c  (GBD’A). 
7  iTTif}aOpov  or  im  ftdBpov?  If  the  former,  perhaps  irrifiaBpov  [doiS]<3v,  where  the  genitive 

would  represent  aoiS rj  rather  than  aotSoc,  since  Xiyvpa  dotS?)  is  so  common  a  conjunction  from  Od. 

12.44  an-d  183  onwards.  In  Claudian,  AP  9.140.3  inifiadpov  doi8rjc,  the  word  has  the  concrete  sense 

‘support’,  of  a  stool  for  the  poet;  so  in  AP  9.661.3  (Jul.  Aegypt.)  of  a  tree  where  birds  perch;  Call.  fr. 

196.23  of  a  statue-base  (A.  Kerkhecker,  Callimachus’  Book  of  Iambi  (1999)  153-4)-  &  can  mean  ‘fee 

paid  when  embarking  on  a  ship’,  Od.  15.449  etc.  Might  it  here  refer  to  a  physical  support  for  the  singer 

(‘platform’),  or  more  figuratively  to  the  basis  of  his  song  (cf.  Hes.  Op.  659  evBa  pe  to  -nponov  Xiyvprjc 

h reftr/cav  doihrjc),  which  might  be  the  epyov  of  6?  Or,  in  the  other  sense,  ‘a  fee  for  clear-sounding 

songs’,  if  that  would  somehow  fit  the  context? 

8  ]eKaro[_  ]  eipwv:  perhaps  eKaTo[y]xeipa>v  (or  c/caro[v]-,  as  transmitted  in  Acusilaus  fr.  **8 

Fowler),  but  this  looks  a  letter  short  (perhaps  a  diastole  was  written  between  y  and  ]x;  see  GMAW2 
p.  11  n.  50).  An  alternative  might  be  ]«■  KaTo[LK]relpo)v,  compare  LXIO  4352  fr.  5  ii  18,  where  Zeus 

Kapitolios  gives  the  empire  to  Diocletian  oiKTeipac  yeve-qv  .  .  .  av[8 ptov.  ]r  is  a  doubtful  reading,  since 

we  might  expect  the  cross-piece  to  extend  rightwards  and  touch  the  following  e,  but  it  matches  the 

trace  slighdy  better  than  x.  If  r,  then  e.g.  a]yetpcov  or  ]  €kclto[v  e]yeipuiv  (‘rousing  the  far-shooter’ 
[sc.  Apollo] ;  cf.  II.  1.385). 

9  ]/ra 6ev:  the  initial  trace  favours  (-)\pa6ev  over  (-)]Aa0ey.  Perhaps  pdBev  (without  augment); 

(~)e]pa6ev  is  unlikely,  since  it  would  give  three  successive  short  syllables. 

app[o]ylav  suits  the  space.  The  fourth  letter  visible  from  the  end  appears  to  be  a  cancelled  epsi¬ 

lon:  presumably  the  scribe  first  wrote  the  itacistic  spelling  -eiav.  However,  the  process  may  have  been 
more  complicated,  since  ]  _  [c]iav  and  perhaps  also  the  preceding  p[  are  written  in  a  hand  that,  while 

basically  similar  to  the  rest,  slopes  strongly  to  the  right. 

PJP  speculates  that  the  author  has  in  mind  Pindaric  references  to  the  children  of  Gaia:  Pyth. 

1.15-16  Typhos  fears  the  Muses’  song;  Pyth.  8.16-18  Typhos  and  Porphyrion  subdued  (hpadev,  which 
would  fit  the  traces  in  g,  but  not  the  metre  as  analysed  above).  Typhos  and  music  reappear  in  Nonn. 

Dion.  1 .376  JfiT. :  see  Rutherford  in  Agocs  et  al.  (edd.),  Receiving  the  Komos  103-4. 

10  c\ire vSer’:  or  ]  either’,  indicative  or  imperative.  The  apparent  acute  accent  would  exclude 

the  articulation  cJotcuSc  t’,  e58e  r’.  If  imperative,  addressed  to  the  external  audience  or  to  some  group 
within  the  framework  of  the  poem? 

ec'iai :  lai  rvyac  (Eur.  El.  1185),  possible  in  itself,  would  leave  ec  stranded,  ectoi  (from  e(t)cierai) 
exists  as  a  form,  and  the  internal  diaeresis  has  parallels  elsewhere  in  the  writing  of  compound  words. 

But  it  seems  to  make  no  obvious  sense,  particularly  if  11  86(v)rec  goes  with  cJweuSer’.  Therefore 
I  have  considered  whether  it  represents  a  phonetic  spelling  of  alcia>  (see  for  e  instead  of  at  Gignac, 

Grammar  i  192-3),  but  this  would  be  the  only  example  of  such  a  spelling  in  the  text. 
ruyac  accusative  plural  or  Doric  genitive  singular? 

11  ]Aioux<p  .  .  .  Bed..  Perhaps  7to]A lovyw,  often  applied  to  Athena  but  elsewhere  also  to  other 

tutelary  deities.  However,  it  may  be  worth  considering  7njSa]Atouxv,  as  PJP  suggests,  if  Bed  (or  Bed) 

refers  to  10  Tvyac:  for  Tyche  as  pilot  (often  in  art)  cf.  Pind.  fr.  40  8l8vpov  crpepoica  irrjB aXtov,  Dio. 

Chrys.  Or.  63.7  to  Sc  vqhdXiov  StjAoi  on  Kvfiepvq.  rov  rd>v  dvBpdmoiv  filov  17  tvxi).  So  GVI  1516.5 

rvxrjc  .  .  .  otaKi  (Orchomenos,  n/lBc). 

Sotcc  is  probably  a  mistake  for  hovrec  (cf.  XLII  3017  3  Sorec,  1.  Sovrec);  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i 

116-17.  This  would  be  an  unexpected  lapse  in  an  otherwise  quite  literate  manuscript.  Alternatively, 

WBH  suggests  a  graphic  corruption,  e.g.  Sorer  for  S(eSojK)orec.  For  the  construction,  cf.  Eur.  IT  820 

p-qrpl  SoOca  ciji.  The  object  might  be  e.g.  npav,  ‘giving  honour  to  the  god(dess)’,  as  at  Eur.  Ba.  342 

peB’  rjpmv  toil  Been  nprjv  8i8ov.  Since  the  context  is  unknown,  the  possibility  of  a  dual  JAioiixw  S’ 

or’  ec  Bed  (‘and  when  to  the  . . .  goddesses’),  though  unlikely,  cannot  be  excluded. 
12  ]  v  vepBe:  vepBe  may  be  adverb  or  preposition.  The  preposition  takes  the  genitive,  which 

may  precede  it  (LSJ  s.v.  evepBe  n.i.a):  in  that  case  perhaps  read  ]a>v,  which  is  not  excluded  by  the 

traces  (cf.  II.  2.150  -nohow  8’  vnevepBe). 
■neXwp-qv  yat[av:  yaia  ireXiopr]  is  a  Hesiodic  formula  at  verse  end  (TA.  159  etc.,  see  West  ad  loc.; 

picked  up  in  Thgn.  9  and  in  QS.  2.225,  6.335,  IO-72)-  This  recommends  restoring  yal[av  here,  rather 

than  yav  [,  where  in  any  case  we  would  expect  yrjv.  For  the  Ionic  vocalization  in  neXd >prjv  cf.  5  vijotc. 

In  Homer  the  longer  form  neXcbpioc  is  the  norm,  and  our  author  has  neX djpiov  in  line  4.  But  in  12 

neXiopiav  is  excluded  by  the  space,  while  piov  (two-termination)  is  excluded  by  the  traces. 

1$  ]  _  []t0oc  aeipar.  aetpai  optative  or  deipat  infinitive?  At  the  beginning,  the  trace  stands  well  to 
the  left  of  p;  there  may  or  may  not  have  been  a  narrow  letter  in  between.  ]f}pWoc,  with  a  damaged  b, 

would  fill  the  space,  and  give  sense;  cf.  Dorieus,  SH 396.1  (FGE 159)  -qparo  fiptdoc.  If  e.g.  (cvv)]epi6oc, 
the  cross-bar  of  e  must  have  been  unusually  prolonged. 

14  ]  YfpinTopeva :  ]  _  7j  pvnTopeva  (Doric  feminine)  or  pnrropev a  (neuter  plural),  c^K-qpmropeva 
or  c\KT}pim6peva.  If  we  accept  the  first  articulation,  ] ,  17  might  end  a  noun  agreeing  with  the  partici¬ 
ple.  But  if  it  was  feminine  singular,  the  author  should  have  written  Doric  -a;  if  it  was  neuter  plural, 

we  might  have  expected  -ca,  though  the  author  is  not  necessarily  in  full  control  of  his  dialects. 
15  el&vrovov.  1.  IBvtovov.  The  word  occurs  only  at  AP  6.187.4  (GP  3539),  Alpheus,  IBvrdvcov 

.  .  .  ano  ctoXIkojv  (‘straight’  or  ‘upright’).  However,  as  GBD’A  points  out,  the  equivalent  evBvrovoc 

is  transmitted  at  Pind.  01.  10.64-5  craStov  pev  dplcrevcev  evBvrovov  /  noccl  rpe'xcuv  (where  edd. 
normally  print  evBvv  tovov.  WBH  refers  to  W  S.  Barrett,  Greek  Lyric,  Tragedy,  &  Textual  Criticism  (2007) 

73-4).  The  scholia  understand  it  to  qualify  craSt ov,  to  pr/  eyov  Kaprrqv,  tov  anXovv  8popov,  and  SO 

here  craSioic  appears  in  the  next  line, 

16  ZxeXov:  1  has  a  diaeresis,  as  expected  at  word-beginning.  Its  dative  probably  preceded,  e.g. 

BeoZ]  c  t«eXov. c-raStoic  refers  to  the  racecourse  as  a  place  or  as  an  event  (cf.  Pind.  Isth.  1.22-3  Xdpnei  .  ,  .  ape ra 

ev  .  .  .  yvpvoici  craSi'otc;  1015  S'Eppijv  S’  iv  eraSt'oic  evaydiviov  dBX-qr-rjpec  [sc.  jfAjj^ouct]).  The  word 
foUowing  ctoSioic  begins  with  a,  then  indeterminate  traces:  in  this  context  ae[0A  is  worth  considering. M.  DE  KREIJ 
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5192.  Prose  (on  Crowns,  Games  and  Victories) 

87/336(a-b)  Fr.  i  5.2  x  10.2  an  Second  century 

A  group  of  49  mostly  very  small  fragments,  probably  assembled  on  the  basis 

of  the  similarity  of  the  literary  script.  The  larger  fragments  contain  an  unknown 

prose-work;  many  of  the  scraps  may  come  from  the  same  work,  but  here  the  crite¬ 

rion  of  script  is  more  difficult  to  apply,  and  some  probably  (fix  44,  49)  or  possibly 

do  not  belong. 

The  larger  fragments  show  an  upper  margin  of  at  least  3.4  cm  (fr.  3)  and  an 

intercolumnium  of  c.  1.9-2  cm  (frr.  2  and  3).  The  maximum  line-length  preserved 

is  c.16  letters  =  5  cm  (fr.  1).  However,  the  lines  were  probably  somewhat  longer  (c.  22 

letters?)  as  it  does  not  seem  possible  to  reconstruct  a  continuous  text  in  fr.  1  on  the 

basis  of  lines  of  16  letters  (see  the  discussion  of  possible  supplements  in  fr.  1.9-12 

and  fr.  9).  Johnson’s  statistics,  Bookrolls  and  Scribes  in  Oxjrhynchus  100-1 15,  suggest 

c.7-7.5  cm  as  the  top  of  the  ‘normal’  range  for  prose  texts. 

There  are  some  angular  line-fillers  in  fr.  2  (4,  7,  10  and  13)  as  in  GMAW2  67 

and  82  (see  also  GMAW 2  p.  5  n.  12);  on  line-fillers  see  further  R.  Barbis  Lupi,  Pap. 

Cong.  XIX  (1992)  502-10;  T.  Di  Matteo,  Pap.  Cong.  XXIV (2007)  259-63;  G.  Del  Mas- 

tro,  CErc  39  (2009)  296-9.  The  scribe  uses  scriptio  plena  twice  in  fr.  1  (4,  15;  cf.  fr.  3  i 

5),  and  there  is  probably  elision  (apparently  unmarked),  at  fr.  5.4.  A  paragraphus  is 

found  under  fr.  4.6,  and  a  high  stop  at  fr.  1.3.  Diaeresis  is  applied  to  initial  v  (fr.  4.4, 

2-5  (?))• 

The  hand  is  an  informal  example  of  the  ‘mixed’  type  (see  GMAW'1  p  22), 

slighdy  sloping  to  the  right.  It  may  be  compared  to  GMA  W2  27,  which  is  assigned  to 

the  second  (or  third:  GMAW2  p.  149  n.  48)  century.  In  combination  with  the  docu¬ 

mentary  text  on  the  other  side  this  suggests  a  date  of  roughly  the  second  century. 

The  literary  text  is  written  across  the  fibres,  on  the  back  of  documentary  re¬ 

mains  identified  by  N.  Gonis  as  from  a  tax  account,  particularly  on  the  basis  of  the 

larger  fragments,  such  as  frr.  1, 2  and  3.  The  text  runs  in  the  same  direction  on  both 

sides.  The  reverse  of  some  of  the  smaller  fragments  (such  as  frr.  7, 12, 14, 18,  etc.)  is 

blank,  but  as  the  account  clearly  had  some  very  wide  spacing  they  could  easily  be 

from  the  same  environment,  as  can  be  seen  in  fr.  4,  where  the  reverse  of  the  literary 

text  is  apparently  the  lower  margin  of  the  document. 

Within  the  group  of  literary  fragments,  1  and  2  might  belong  together,  either 

as  parts  of  one  column  or,  perhaps  more  likely,  as  parts  of  two  consecutive  columns 

(see  commentary  on  fr.  1).  Among  the  other  fragments  of  which  some  sense  can  be 

made,  frr.  3,  11  and  13  give  column-tops,  and  since  their  documentary  rectos  show 

some  similarity  one  may  consider  the  possibility  that  they  are  from  the  same  part  of 

the  papyrus,  perhaps  from  the  top  of  the  columns  of  which  fr.  1  and  fr.  2  form  the 
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lower  part.  Fr.  4  probably  contains  the  lower  margin  of  the  document  on  its  back, 

so  it  should  come  in  a  position  lower  in  a  column. 

The  more  substantial  fragments  are  about  crowns,  games  and  victories,  but 

do  not  give  the  impression  of  being  a  list  of  victors  or  festivals,  since  in  some  frag¬ 

ments,  such  as  frr.  1,  2,  3  and  n,  discursive  or  narrative  elements  can  be  detected 

(especially  the  use  of  particles  and  verb-forms).  In  fr.  4,  a  paragraphus  under  line  6 

may  indicate  that  the  words  o  rr)c:  iXaiac  cre$[  avoc  (7)  begin  a  new  section,  which 

may  suggest  an  arrangement  according  to  prizes  (but  for  some  reservations  see  the 

commentary  ad  loc.).  Other  fragments  contain  references  to  several  victories  (so 

frr.  5,  9, 12  and  perhaps  13),  and  sometimes  references  to  well-known  victors,  such 
as  Euthymus  of  Locri  (see  on  fr.  1.4  etc.),  can  be  detected.  The  vocabulary  perhaps 

contains  some  poetic  words,  such  as  <ppa8ac  and  aloXorr-  (fr.  1.3, 13,  but  the  readings 

are  somewhat  doubtful;  see  commentary) ;  yoi-q  (fr,  2.4,  also  doubtful;  see  commen¬ 

tary),  TraX\a[Muctv  (fr.  3  i  1).  This  could  mean  that  the  text  had  literary  pretensions 

or,  more  likely,  contained  quotations  (but  there  is  no  overlap  with  known  poetic 

fragments  and  the  remains  are  too  small  for  it  to  be  possible  to  detect  a  metrical structure). 

There  are  other  papyri  with  texts  about  games:  P.  Harris  I  49,  a  simple  list 

of  festivals  from  the  third/fourth  century;  II  222  +  XXIII  2381,  a  list  of  Olympic 

victors  from  480-468,  456-448,  and  396  bc,  containing  information  about  names, 

places  and  games;  further  lists  of  Olympic  victors  in  PSI  XV  1506  and  PL  inv. 

III/1000  V.  (ed.  R.  Pintaudi,  CE  87  (2012)  305^7).  However,  these  are  not  very  simi¬ 
lar  to  our  papyrus.  For  further  discussion  of  victor  lists  see  H.  Maehler,  Die  Lieder 

des  Bakchylides  i.2  (1982)  1-4;  P.  Christesen,  Olympic  Victor  Lists  and  Ancient  Greek  History 
(2007). 

There  is  also  ample  evidence  of  ancient  authors  writing  about  specific  games. 

These  include  e.g.  Eratosthenes  ( FGrHist  241),  who  wrote  a  work  called  ’OXopmo- 
vikoll  in  the  third  century  BO  (see  R.  Tosi  in  DNP  s.v.  Eratosthenes),  and  Phlegon  of 

Tralles  ( FGrHist  257),  who,  during  the  reign  of  Hadrian,  wrote  about  victors  in  the 

Olympic  Games  (see  P.  L.  Schmidt  in  DNP  s.v.  Phlegon).  Also  Paus.  6.1— 18  contains 
a  great  deal  of  information  about  Olympic  victors  and  their  statues.  Our  papyrus, 

however,  does  not  seem  to  focus  on  specific  games,  so  more  general  works  on  games 

would  offer  better  prospects  of  similarity  or  identification.  A  well-known  work 

of  this  kind  was  probably  Callimachus’  Tlepl  aydivow  (fr.  403  Pf. ;  cf.  also  fr.  541), 

written  in  the  third  century  bc,  for  which  he  had  a  predecessor  in  Duris  of  Samos 

(FGrHist  76)  and  which  may  have  inspired  a  range  of  authors  writing  on  a  similar 

theme,  listed  by  Pfeiffer  on  Call.  fr.  403  (Ister,  Cleophanes,  Theodorus  Hierapolites, 

Oenomaus  of  Gadara);  see  also  Christesen,  Olympic  Victor  List  169-70.  Apart  from 

this  we  also  have  poetic  fragments  of  Callimachus  which  deal  with  pan-Hellenic 

victors  and  may  be  based  on  Callimachus’  own  prose-work;  cf.  Aetia  frr.  84~85a 

(Euthycles)  and  98-ggb  (Euthymus);  and  among  the  unplaced  fragments  fr.  607 
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(Theagenes  of  Thasos?);  666  (Astylus  of  Locri);  758  (?)  (Milon  of  Croton).  How- 
ever,  no  overlaps  can  be  established. 

More  information  about  victors  comes  from  their  inscriptions:  see  J.  Ebert, 

Griechische  Efiigramme  auf  Sieger  an  gymnischen  und  hippischen  Agonen  (1972),  cited  in  the 

commentary  below  as  ‘Ebert*.  Suggestions  made  by  Professor  Parsons,  Professor 

D’Alessio,  and  Dr  Henry  are  cited  below  by  their  initials. 

Fr.  1 

]«'?.[ 

]  t  yap€Ka[ 

].  .^paSac*7T€p[ 
]Siy8e€i/Ao/cpot[ 

]p.€rStKaio[>  t] . [ 

1  vrr  y  Krr)VTrapa  [ 

]  ovort  €V0VV[ 

]  m  aiTCLTOiavTcnral 

]  TiSeKaiTCJVKpe ,  [ 

]KaT€TTVK'  €VCGVTO[ 

jaKoucatrfJ  _  Kporcuv[ 

]  oKa\oy(j,€  [ ,  ]  ocr  _  p,e[ 

Jtottov  ' 

]xa)pav€  m  [#  .]  vr)vic[ 

]rivaaym  [,  J  vxa ty.  [ 

]«vt[.  .  ,].oSvc[ ] KOVC t [ 
].  .wu. I 

]  avroj  [ 

].avf.[ 

] .  yap  €«ra[ 

]  _  _  (fipaSac-  7rep[ JSiySe  iv  AoKpot[c 

5  ]/xer  St#caio[#  ]  [ 

]v  ■nyK'rqv  napa[ 

]  .  ov  on  pAv  o$v  [ 

]  Kal  ra  roiaura  7ra[ 

].n  Se  Kal  twv  Kpe.[ 

10  ]  KCLT€TTVKT€VCeV  To[ 

]  a.KOVCO.1  T [  _  ]  .  Kporwv[ 

]  o  Ka\oyfj,e[v]pc  r  jxe[ 

]t07T0V ^  .oAo.  [ 

]ycopav  €.[.  k[ 

is  ]nm  ay. [..],»  «ai  x.[ 

]«v  t[.  .  ,].o3uc[ ]kovc.  [ 

]  aurto  [ -  '  iV.V.i 

1  ]  ,  hook  at  bottom  (e  or  c  likely)  .  [,  long  vertical  bending  to  right  (y  fits  best)  2  ]., 

speck  on  edge  (upper  right-hand  corner  of  letter,  e.g.  n  or  h)  3  ] .  .  >  thick  vertical  trace,  with 

hook  to  left  at  top  (as  in  tt)  ;  blotted  rounded  trace  on  both  sides  of  gap  (o  or  p  would  fit,  but  no  traces 

of  descender,  so  o  more  likely)  5  ] .  [,  long  vertical  7  of  slightly  sloping  vertical 

(position  fits  p,  y,  or  t)  . ,  vertical  and  right  top  of  letter  (w  fits)  8  ] . ,  c  or  k  9  ] . , 

high  speck  (perhaps  supralinear)  [,  long  vertical  (e.g.  l)  10  ,  horizontal  top  n  ]., 

speck  (right  top  of  letter)  12  [  J,  one  or  two  letters  missing  . ,  vertical  on  edge  of  gap  (e  or 

h  possible)  13  [,  vertical;  specks  at  bottom  (lower  part  of  square  or  triangular  letter  would 

fit);  long  vertical  ]  ,  end  of  oblique  followed  by  vertical  (so  A 1  or  a  1  or  N  if  the  traces  are  part  of 

one  letter)  [,  tt  or  r  and  speck  on  edge  14  .  [,  probably  lower  left  part  of  k  or  left  top  of 
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M  (it  or  A  less  likely)  ]  ,  thick  vertical  with  remains  of  horizontal  joined  to  it  at  left  at  mid-height 
(h  likely)  15  .  [,  vertical  bending  to  right  at  top  (perhaps  pore)  ] . ,  rounded  trace  and  speck 

(lower  right  part  and  top  of  o  fits  best)  .  [,  oblique  16  ]  ,  slightly  rounded  right  part  of  letter 

(n  would  fit)  stray  ink  below  c  17  .[,  slightly  sloping  vertical  with  specks  to  right  (k  perhaps 

possible)  18  ]  ,  if  two  letters,  A  or  A  followed  by  vertical;  if  one  letter,  N  would  fit  well  .[, 

specks  at  bottom  19  ] . ,  speck  on  edge  .  [,  vertical  on  edge  (thickened  at  mid-height:  p  or 
n?)  20  ]  [,  perhaps  right  top  of  u;  speck;  top  of  vertical  or  steep  descending  oblique;  part of  horizontal  top 

Fr.  2  Fr.  3 

col.  i  col.  ii 

Top 

Top 

].*.[ 

]  fxaictv ac8e 

yov[ 

].c3e8pu 

]Te7raAaicev 

at7T[ 

] Katoap-qc . . .[ 

■ 

Jyyany  > ].w..OToAA[ 

]yiroKpo 

5  ]  7raucaroou[ 

]c[uXco 

]  C6TTt8eLKy[ 

]  are  >
 

1  1"  ]  a itcov  [ 

]a7recr^ 
M 

]ai7rapa 
]?.[ 

]CTWV  > 

]lA€yapT]c 

]  _  vav€L 
]  (uera  > 

]  Tyvayo 

~\vTnypajx 

]kVv[ 
Fr.  2 

1  ]  ,  speck  [,  vertical  trace  2  ] . ,  long  vertical  5  above  v  perhaps  part  of  the 

right  dot  of  a  diaeresis  7  ].,  probably  ends  of  fork  of  k  12  ] . ,  high  oblique  trace  (right 

part  of  Y  fits)  13  ]  ,  long  vertical  14  ] . ,  top  of  vertical  joined  to  r 

Fr.  3  col.  i 1  ]  ,  end  of  oblique  3  . . ,  vertical;  oblique  rising  to  right:  A  or  A  . .  [,  speck  at  bot¬ 
tom;  blotted  trace  at  bottom  4  ]  _ ,  vertical,  bending  to  the  left  at  bottom  with  ink  to  left  (right 

part  of  N  fits  well;  right  part  of  it  would  be  bending  to  the  right)  .  . ,  slightly  sloping  horizontal 

top  (as  sometimes  with  t);  end  of  oblique  speck  below  A[  5  1 .  ?  traces  fit  upper  right  part  of 

e  6  ]  ,  end  of  oblique  7  ] . .  top  of  vertical;  upper  part  of  small  loop  ]  _ ,  top  of  k 

or  y  likely  [,  tt  or  r  9  ]a.[,  triangular  letter  (a  likely);  top  of  vertical  (?) 

col.  ii 

3  ]  {,  top  of  triangular  letter;  high  speck 
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Fr.  5  Fr.  6 

W.[  ]..[ 

]..S.  .!“.£>[ ]rptcoA[ 
]««...«[ 

1.  ,OCK. fllJVO.t 
]  evcirp  <  [ 

J  _ ocSeo > [ 
rovii.UsMKl 

]vSap€t [ 

]  Wa[ TaSvvarov€Lva[ 

]f  BgwvX J  AA<ov[ vacaTravTrfc  >  _  [ ]7reSa)  [ 

i .«[ or^ceA,  accTf^»[ ]...[.]..[ 

.[ 

i  Indefinite  traces,  partly  on  loose  fibres  2  ] .  . ,  indefinite  traces,  partly  on  loose  fi¬ 
bres  ,  indefinite  traces,  pardy  on  loose  fibres  .  /?,  specks  preceding  an  upright  joined  at  top  left, 

perhaps  tt  3  ] . . ,  vertical;  n  likely  k  . ,  triangular  letter,  perhaps  «a[i]  (GBD’A)  .  [,  slightly 

sloping  vertical  4  .  [,  beginning  of  sloping  vertical  , .  [,  two  vertical  traces ;  remains  of  vertical 

on  edge,  as  in  e.g.  M  or  K  6  [,  beginning  of  loop  of  a;  long  vertical  (ai[  would  fit)  7  . . , 

low  speck  (position  fits  left  part  of  a) ;  high  speck  (top  of  vertical?)  8  .  [,  right  part  of  A  likely 

Perhaps  a  left  hand  margin,  but  the  ink  at  the  beginning  of  7  may  be  too  far  to  the  left  1  .  [, 

N  or  W  3  ]  ,  vertical  trace  (position  excludes  p)  .  [,  rounded  letter  4  ,  [,  horizontal  top 

5  ]e  is  somewhat  anomalous  .  [,  vertical  thickened  in  the  middle  with  specks  to  right  6  .  [, 

slighdy  sloping  vertical  on  edge  (n,  h,  or  w  possible)  7  ]...[,  part  of  small  loop  (o  or  p);  top  of 

vertical ;  speck  ] . .  small  horizontal  trace  with  ink  below  to  right  (top  of  letter) ;  triangular  letter 

I  ]  [,  speck  (upper  part  of  letter);  foot  of  vertical  with  speck  to  right  2  .  .  . ,  slightly 
rounded  vertical  with  rising  horizontal  top  (tt  or  r ?) ;  specks ;  t,  tt,  or  r  with  specks  3  ] .  >  sPec^ 

(right  top)  below  €  some  indefinite  ink  _  [,  tt  or  r  with  speck  at  bottom  4  ] . ,  triangular 

letter  5  ] . ,  speck  (end  of  oblique  ?)  6  ] . ,  vertical  (shape  fits  right  part  of  n  best) 

Fr.  7  Fr.  8  Fr.  9  Fr.  10 

]«v[  ].[  ].[ 

].9A5J.[  ]|»(ie.[  ]0OIT/MCV£.[  [ 

]  7jco[  ].eve£.[  I . \vtwc  [ 

]  tjye ,[  ].?[  ].?”*/?.[ 

5  ]  A  [  ]acav[  ■  •  ■  ]oi/Aoi[ 

]«¥.'[  1.1 

]*>.[  •  • 
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Fr.7 

i  ]  ,  long  vertical  (l  fits)  2  ]  ,  end  of  oblique  [,  speck  at  bottom  (too  close  for  t) 
3  ]  ,  right  end  of  horizontal  top  4  ].,  speck  (lower  right  part  of  letter)  .  [,  speck  (upper  left 

part  of  letter)  5  ] . , top  of  letter  _  [,  beginning  of  loop  of  A 

Fr.  8 

1  ]  [,  speck  2  .  [,  foot  of  vertical  (slightly  sloping)  3  ] . ,  specks,  partly  on  loose 
fibre  (position  would  fit  c  or  k)  .  [,  vertical  trace  6  .  [,  speck  7  [,  r  or  tt 

Fr.  9 

1  ]  [,  end  of  oblique  with  specks  to  left;  beginning  of  oblique  ] . ,  foot  of  vertical  .  [, 

beginning  of  oblique  2  _  [,  beginning  of  oblique  or  sloping  vertical  3  ] . ,  top  of  vertical 
Sat  not  quite  certain,  but  seems  to  fit  the  traces  best  ,  vertical  trace  4  ]_,  horizontal  top 

Fr.  10 

1  ]  [,  foot  of  vertical  2  ,  [,  speck  (bottom  left)  3  [,  ink  on  loose  fibre  4  ]., 

speck  (right  top)  .[,  specks  on  edge  5  ].,  speck  (right  bottom)  6  ].[,  speck  (top  of  letter) 

Fr.  II  Fr.  12  Fr.  13  Fr.  14 

Top  .  .  Top 

].[  ].  cayev[  ].[ 

]ovyap  [  ],.aAA[  ]  eotcr[  ].tra[ 

]v7)pa>[  J-rptct .  [  ].Aoi/[  ]  .P0l.l 

].™l  ].[  ]««■[ 
s  ]  [  .  .  .  Foot 

Fr.  11 

1  '  [,  sloping  vertical  2  _  [,  speck  at  bottom  below  loop  of  p  4  ] . ,  small  horizontal 
trace  (right  top)  n  or  possibly  At  5  ].[,  speck 

Fr.  12 

1  ]  [,  long  descender  2  ]  _  speck;  small  rounded  letter  (o  or  c  likely)  3  ,  [,  specks 

on  edge  4  _ ,  [,  o  or  upper  part  of  e;  then  tt  or  r 

Fr.  13 

1  ] . ,  speck  at  mid-height,  touching  e  2  ]  . ,  speck  at  mid-height  3  ] . ,  triangular 

letter  4  ] .  [,  perhaps  a  or  A 

Fr.  14 

1  ]  [,  speck  2  ] .  >  speck  on  edge  at  mid-height 
mid-height  ,  [,  lower  left  part  of  H  likely 

3  ]  ,  speck  on  edge 
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Fr.  15  Fr.  16  Fr.  17  Fr.  18 Top? 

].[  ]..*•.[  ]KevociT€p[  ].’).[ 
]Aei  [  JcovS  [  ]  _  nvyaipoiv[  ]v°.[ 

].«*'.[  W ].?.[  ].M  . 
» 

].pv.l 

].*>[ 

Fr- 15  _  _ 

1
 
 

]  [>  speck  2  ,  [,  slightly  sloping  vertical  4  ]  speck  at  mid-height  _  [,  speck  sug¬ 

gesting  rounded  letter  5  } , ,  right  part  of  k  possible  .  [,  speck  at  bottom  (beginning  of  oblique 
or  slightly  sloping  vertical)  6  ] . ,  o  or  p  .  [,  left  end  of  horizontal  top  7  ] . ,  vertical 

Fr.  16 

I  ]  _ ,  specks  [,  vertical  2  .  [,  vertical  3  ] , ,  c  likely  .  [,  horizontal  top  with 

ink  below  (c  fits  best)  4  ]  ,  o  or  p 

Fr.  17 

Perhaps  upper  margin  2  ] . ,  ink  touching  o  on  left?  3  ] _ [>  oblique  trace;  ink 

on  loose  fibre;  speck  (perhaps  top  of  vertical);  top  of  tt,  t,  or  r 

Fr.  18 

I  ].,Torr  _  [,  slighdy  rounded  trace  on  edge  2  .  [,  rounded  letter  3  ]., 
horizontal  top 

Fr.  19  Fr.  20  Fr.  21  Fr.  22 
Top 

ou.[  ].a[  ]*.[  >.[ 

or.[  ].va[  ].[  ]..[ 

ay[  M 

S.[  .  . 

Fr.  19 

1  _  [,  vertical  (curled  to  left  at  bottom)  2  .  [,  vertical  4  .  [,  beginning  of  oblique 

Fr.  20 

1  .]  ,  vertical  and  specks  2  ]  _ ,  o  or  p 

Fr.  21  ■ 

1  _  [,  long  vertical  with  ink  to  right  (perhaps  p) ]  [,  rounded  top  of  letter  (?) 
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Fr.  22 

1  _  [,  rounded  letter  (left  bottom)  2  ]_[,  tops  of  twp  verticals;  rounded  top 

Fr.  23  Fr.  24  Fr.  25  Fr.  26 

].[  ]..«.[  ].□..[  ]«»[ 

].».[  ].*..[  k  ]•-.[ 

]S£[  .  .  .  . 

Fr.  23 

i  ]  _  [,  speck  2 
]  _ ,  speck  (top  end  of  c?) 

[,  speck  at  bottom 

Fr.  24 

1  ] , .  >  specks  (obliqu 

e  crossing  foot  of  vertical?) ,  [,  oblique  2  ]  ,  0 

p;  two  vertical  traces  close  to  each  other  with  some  ink  to  right  of  top  of  second  trace 

Fr.  25 

1  ]  [,  speck  at  bottom  ]  .  .  [>  en-d  of  oblique;  vertical  trace  with  ink  to  right  (perhaps  p) 

Fr.  26 

2

 

 

,  [,  trace  at  mid-level 

Fr.  27 

Fr.  28 

Fr.  29 

Fr.  30 

>.[ 

].»«[ 

]xttov[ 

]».[ 

M 

].□<?[ 

].*[ 

].M 

].*[ 

Fr.  27 

1  _  [,  speck  on  edge Fr.  28 

1  ]  ,  possibly  a  tight  loop  as  of  a  narrow  p  2  ]  _  [,  sloping  vertical 

Fr.  29 

3

 

 

]  ,  vertical  trace  (top) 

Fr.  30 

1  _  [,  vertical  (slightly  curved)  2  ]  ,  vertical  3  ] . ,  right  part  of  co  or  N 
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Fr.  31  Fr.  32  Fr.  33  Fr.  34 

.  .  Top 

].[  ]«[.].[  .[  ]«.[ 
].cr[  ].*v.[  M  M 

]..[  ].am[  »[  ].[ 
•  •  ].[  •  ■ 

Fr.  31 

1  ]  [,  speck  2  ] . ,  long  descender  3  speck;  curved  trace  and  vertical  (part 
of  u?) 

Fr.32 

1  _  [,  specks  ] .  [,  vertical  2  ]mva[?  3  ] . ,  two  dots  one  above  the  other  (e  or  K 

would  fit)  4  ] ,  [5  top  of  vertical 
Fr-  33 

1  [,  rounded  trace  at  bottom  1-2  Between  these  lines  small  rounded  or  oblique  trace 

in  margin  on  a  turned-over  piece  with  horizontal  fibres,  i.e.  from  recto 
Fr.34 

1  _  [,  speck  3  ] .  [3  vertical 

Fr.  35  Fr.  36  Fr.  37  Fr.  38 

>«.[  ]?p4  ].?)[ 

k[  ].«*.[ 

M  ]«..[ 

].[  ■  ■ 

Fr.35 

1  [,  sloping  vertical  with  ink  to  left  at  top  (t  likely)  2  ,  [,  vertical  joined  to  horizontal 

top  (tt  likely)  4  ] .  [,  right  part  of  small  loop  (o  or  p) 

Fr.  36 

2  ]  ,  o  orp  .  [,  t  or  line-filler  3  .  [,  vertical  joined  to  horizontal  top  (t  likely);  top 
of  vertical 

Fr.  37 

1  ]  ,  vertical  2  ]_,  p  or  o;  then  r  would  fit 

Fr.38 

]..[ 
].«W.[ 

]  [,  slightly  rounded  vertical;  high  speck ]  _ ,  end  of  oblique  .  [,  speck  at  bottom 
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Fr.  39 

Fr.  40 

Fr.  41 

Fr.  42 

]..[ 

]?[ 

]?i?[ 

n 
]...[ ]v™[ 

>.[ ]M[ 

],ff[ 

].«}.[ 

].[ 

fr  39 

1  ]  [,  vertical;  beginning  of  oblique  3  _  [,  speck  at  bottom  4  ] . ,  vertical 

6  ]  [,  top  of  vertical 

Fr.  40 

2  ] .  [,  top  of  vertical 

Fr.  41 

1  ]  [,  triangular  letter;  vertical;  small  loop  at  bottom  (left  part  of  a  fits)  4  ] .  >  end  of 

oblique  ,  [,  rounded  letter 

Fr.  42 

]  _ ,  speck  at  bottom 

Fr.  43 

Fr.44 

Fr.45 

Fr.  46 

Top 

]coc[ 

]>.[ 

].[ 

]«.[ 

]««■[ 

k.[ 

].[ i.t ].??[ 

]?..[ w 

Fr-43 

2  [,  beginning  of  oblique  3  ] .  [>  speck  and  top  of  vertical  with  oblique  trace  joined  at 

left  (perhaps  top  of  u) 

Fr.  44 

2  ]  ,  perhaps  A  /x  somewhat  anomalous  3  ]ai,  or  ]n  4  [,  top  of  vertical; 
high  trace  (top  of  A?) 

Fr-45 

i  ]  _  j  speck  at  bottom  _  [,  specks  3  ] .  [>  toP  °f  vertical 

Fr.  46 

1  ]  [,  speck  2  _  [,  specks  3  J . ,  tail  joining  r}  at  foot 



Fr.47 

].[ 

]?-[ 
]«pa.[ 
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Fr.  48  Fr.  49 

].t)[ 
M 

Top 

]  cBrj  rjTpoc  epe  [ 

^  47  1  ]  [,  horizontal  bottom  2  ] . ,  t  or  r  . .  triangular  letter;  slightly  sloping  vertical 

4  [,  speck  (left  top  of  letter)  5  ] .  [» sm
aU  looP  or  t0P  of  e 

Fr.  48 

1  ]  ,  remains  of  vertical  on  edge 

>0 

1  ,  vertical  top  of  vertical  (right  part  of  letter)  , ,  vertical  trace  (spacing  points 

f, ’vertical  trace  (spacing  points  to  l  rather  than  y)  
a  ] . top  of  vertical;  specks 

This  fragment  and  fr.  a  may  belong  together,  with
  fr.  1.1  and  fr.  a.l  belonging  to  the  same  line, 

and  so  on  down  the  column,  since  the  fibres  on  the
  front  seem  to  be  continuous.  II  so,  however,  diere

 

was  probably  some  distance  between  the  fragme
nts,  since  in  fr.  a  the  distance  between  promin

ent 

fibres  is  wider  than  in  fr.  .  (as  confirmed  by  R.  A. 
 Coles).  The  text  itself  offers  no  clear  indications  (

m 

4-6  M  Koolhwvmr^  would  be  suitable,  but  
there  are  other  possibilities  as  weU)  and 1  the  text  

on 

the  front  also  seems  to  be  indecisive.  On  the  whole
  die  space  needed  to  accommodate  the  fibre  pat¬

 

tern  and  to  allow  a  text  that  makes  sense  would  p
robably  be  too  wide  and  not  fit  the  narrow  colum

ns 

usual  in  prose  papyri  (which  only  rarely  contained
  more  than  r.a4  letters  per  line;  see  GMAW  p. 

 7 

with  notes'Johnson^ Bookwlls  and  Scribes  in  Oyrhyu
hm  1 14-15).  One  should  therefore  also  bear  in  mi

nd 

the  possibility  that  the  fragments  may  be  from  
two  consecutive  columns  each  r.M  letters  ™de  

(which 

would  accommodate  the  supplements  suggested  in 
 9-ia),  with  ft  a  coming  after  ft  1  (m  r.  .  5 

may  have  the  left  edge  of  col.  i,  while  in  fr.  0  we  
have  the  right  edge  and  part  of  the  right  margm  

of 

the  presumed™^  ̂   ^  ^  ^  M  a  narrative  text  or  an  elaborate 

commentary.  At  the  end  could  be  the  beginning  of  a  verb,  e.g  6W[A«to,  but
  a  word  beginning 

with  cko[  is  equally  possible.  .  n  SI 

,  We  may  consider  the  noun  froStc,  which  i
s  a  poetic  word  (cf.  e.g  Pi.  0 .12.9  ™> ’  M 

ucMvrcw  earUX am,  dan So(;  B.  19.17;  A.  Ch.  94
1;  Theoc.  25.5c),  so  that  we  may  think  of  either 

a  text  with  certain  poetic  elements  or,  more  likely,  a 
 text  with  quotations  from  poetry  Another  pos¬ 

sibility,  suggested  by  PJP,  would  be  which  wouW *e  r  ° 

this  adjective  could  indicate  days  on  which  sacrifice
s  were  offered  to  the  dead  (see  Suda  o  3  42  .  . 

dwodpASec)  and  thus  refer  to  a  situation  such  as  is
  described  for  Euthycles  m  Call.  fr.  850.15  16. 

4

 

 

A  reference  to  Locri  seems  fairly  certain.  In  the  late  sixth  /  early  fifth  century  bo,  Locn  was 

famous  for  its  athletes;  
see  e.g.  L.  Moretti,  

Olyn^mhA 
(.957) £3 

(cf.  Call.  frr.  84-85a),  Euthymus  (Call.  frr.  gS-ggb  a
nd  635  Pf.;  Pans.  6.64ft;  «  TLl  1  12.  25)>  HaS- 
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esidamus,  and  Ceton.  The  first  two  were  turned  into  heroes;  see  A.  Honle,  Olympia  in  der  Politik  der 

griechischen  Staatenwelt  (1972)  101-4,  and  f°r  Euthymus  also  6  n. 
At  the  beginning  of  the  line  one  could  consider  e.g.  eVeijS^. 

5  8m«uo[.  It  is  uncertain  to  what  the  notion  of  justice  refers.  It  may  be  worth  considering  Paus. 

6.6.5  about  the  fining  of  Theagenes  by  the  Hellanodikai  after  his  boxing  match  with  Euthymus,  in 
which  he  had  exhausted  himself  so  that  he  was  not  able  to  do  the  pancration. 

6  The  noun  ttvktt)v  and  the  reference  to  boxing  here  and  in  10  in  combination  with  the  men¬ 
tion  of  Locri  in  4  would  fit  a  passage  about  Euthymus,  who  was  a  famous  boxer.  He  won  three  times 

at  the  Olympian  games,  in  484,  476,  and  472  bc,  and  was  beaten  by  Theagenes  of  Thasos  in  480  bc; 

cf.  Paus.  6.6.4ff.  and  see  Ebert  pp.  69  ff. ;  Harder  on  Call.  Aetia  fr.  98-99^ 
7-9  The  combination  oti  ptv  ow  in  7  suggests  a  narrative  or  argumentative  text,  and  the  same 

can  be  said  about  8  ieai  ra  rotaura  and  9  8e  kcil. 

8  At  the  end  of  the  line  WBH  suggests  e.g.  na[vTa. 

9  At  the  beginning  of  the  line  perhaps  ert  Se  xal  as  in  e.g.  Thuc.  1.80  etc.  or,  as  WBH  suggests, 

on  8e  responding  to  7  on  (one  could  also  think  of  something  like  app.]ari,  which  would  fit  a  con¬ 
text  about  games,  but  in  view  of  Ka-renvK-revcev  in  10  this  seems  less  likely).  At  the  end  tu>v  xpei[cc6viov 

would  be  a  possibility,  but  one  could  also  think  of  an  ethnic  (perhaps  Kp€t[eaitov  for  Kpicaiwv,  al¬ 
though  there  are  no  other  instances  of  this  kind  of  spelling  in  this  papyrus). 

10  The  verb  KaTfrrvKjevcev  is  attested  twice  in  relation  to  the  defeat  in  boxing  of  Amycus  by 

Polydeuces;  cf.  L  A.R.  2.98-iooa  Ka'ramvKTtvdrpo.i  .  .  .  avrov  (sc.  Apvicov)  iirh  UoAtiSefoovc;  L  Lyc. 

516  KaT€7TVKT€vcav.  The  verb  would  fit  the  story  of  Theagenes  defeating  Euthymus  in  boxing  as  told 

in  Paus.  6.11.4  Ev8vp.oi>  re  die  xarepaxecaro  tov  ttvkttjv  xal  die  imo  HXe'uov  eirepX’qdr]  toil  ©eayevei 
tflpia  (cf.  also  6.6.5  vnepefta Aero  ttvktcvcuv  tov  EvOvpov). 

At  the  end  of  the  line  ro[  might  be  the  beginning  of  the  object  of  KaTfTrv/crevcev,  e.g.  to[v 

apicrov,  which  might  be  combined  with  the  plural  genitive  in  9. 

11  One  may  consider  axovcai  (optative)  or  axovcai  (inf.);  the  optative  plural  axov tcur[e],  which 

would  imply  some  kind  of  address,  seems  less  likely,  because  there  seem  to  be  traces  of  only  one 
letter  between  the  gap  and  Kporwv[.  Then  a  reference  to  Croton  (e.g.  KpoTcov ,  Kporoiv[oe,  KP6roiv[i, 

Kp6r(iiv[ay  or  possibly  t[ui]v  KpoTwv[ia tuiv)  would  fit  the  presumed  context,  as  this  place  was  famous 
for  its  athletes  and  was  the  home  of  victors  like  Astylus,  Phayllus,  and  Milon  of  Croton;  cf.  Call.  fr. 

616  with  Pfeiffer  ad  loc.;  Str.  6.1.12  262c  with  Radt  ad  loc.;  D.P.  369;  and  see  in  general  H.  A.  Harris, 

Greek  Athletes  and  Athletics  (1964)  noff.  For  Astylus  cf.  also  Call.  fr.  666;  for  Milon  Call.(?)  fr.  758.  On  the 

other  hand,  after  the  reference  to  ‘hearing’  one  could  also  think  of  some  form  of  i<poroc  ‘applause’ 

(see  further  on  fr.  2.5).  WBH  attractively  suggests  e.g.  ecrlv]  dxoveat  t[w]v  KpoTwv\iar&v,  ‘one  can 
hear  from  the  people  of  Croton  (that)’  (perhaps  with  on  (9)). 

12  Here  0  xaXovpe[v]oc  Tepe[caioc  might  fit.  This  would  call  to  mind  the  story  of  the  boxer  (cf. 

6  and  10)  Euthymus  of  Locri  (cf.  4),  who  defeated  the  so-called  hero  of  Temesa;  cf.  Call.  fr.  98— 99b; 

Paus.  6.6.7-11. 
13  A  compound  with  aioXoir[-  is  possible,  but  one  cannot  exclude  other  possibilities  such  as  ]ai 

oAo7t[-  or  ]i/  o  Aoy[.  In  connection  with  atoAon[-  it  may  be  relevant  to  compare  Theoc.  22.34  Kdcraip 

8’  aloXovaiXoc  o  r 3  olvanroc  TIoXvBevK-qc  from  a  context  about  the  boxing  match  between  Polydeuces 
and  Amycus. 

14  The  division  of  the  letters  is  uncertain,  but  ]x’  dipav  e vr\v  *  [  or  ]  x^Pav  € .[..].  vrlv  ?[ 

seems  more  likely  than  ]x’  djpa  ve  [  or  ]  ywpa  ve  [  because  of  ] .  vrjv  or  ]  v  tjv,  which  seems  certain 

and  may  well  be  part  of  the  accusative  of  an  ethnic  (?)  adjective  going  with  the  noun  ending  in  -]ijvr)v 
or  in  -]-qv  followed  by  ifv  or  -tjv  (as  suggested  by  WBH). 

15  Here  &y£[vei\ov  is  attractive  and  would  fit  the  space.  This  adjective  can  refer  to  boys  of 

a  certain  age  group  (the  ‘beardless’)  taking  part  in  the  games  (see  LSJ  s.v.  dyemoc  11);  cf.  e.g.  IG 
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XII.5  608.9  [^]citSt7rmSijc  Avndpov  dy[eveteov  and  26  Apyetoc  IIav8et8ea>  dyeveiio[v,  Pi.  0.  8.54; 

g.89;  Paus.  6.6.3.  WBH  considers  that  e.g.  -Mye[Aa]ov  would  be  better  suited  to  the  space  (‘a  certain 

Agelaus’);  cf.  also  fr.  8.4  n. 
16  One  can  think  of  oSuc[  or  o  8uc[.  The  stray  ink  below  c  is  hard  to  explain. 

17  Perhaps  a] «ouct[  (GBD’A). 

18  ] ,  <uyrj  [:  Jay  could  be  read.  A  reference  to  ayioyr)  in  the  sense  of  ‘training’  would  be 

possible. 

Fr.  2 

2  ]  cSeSpy.  The  end  of  the  line  calls  to  mind  the  use  of  oak  as  a  wreath.  Oak  wreaths  are  at¬ 
tested  for  games  held  in  honour  of  Zeus/Jupiter  (the  Lykaia,  the  Naa  at  Dodona,  and  the  Capitolia) 

and  for  the  Sebasta  Romaea  at  Smyrna:  see  L.  Robert  in  UEpigramme  grecque  (Entretiens  Fondation 

Hardt  XIV)  267  =  Opera  Minora  Selecta  vi  403  with  n.  5;  LXIII 4352  fr.  5  ii  39  n.  However,  ‘when  Ovid 
says  [Met.  1.445  ff.]  that  the  original  prize  at  the  Pythian  Games  was  an  oak  garland  which  was  later 

changed  to  laurel  (or  bay),  he  is  almost  certainly  indulging  in  free  invention  with  regard  to  the  oak’ 
(A.  S.  Hollis,  £P£  1 12  (1996)  70). 

3  At  the  end  of  the  line  perhaps  0  Ap-qc.  It  is  not  easy  to  see  how  Ares  would  fit  a  context  of 
games,  but  some  possibilities  are  suggested  by  Pi.  0.  10.146  (on  the  Locrians  in  a  victory  ode  for  the 

boxer  Agesidamus  of  Locri)  peXei  re  ctfnci  KaXXtona  /  Kal  yaXKeoc  Aprjc  and  Ebert  70.3f.  (on  the 

boxer  Athanichus,  who  died  in  a  war)  ov  dovpoc  Apr) c  3[d]/x[a]c€K  or  by  Paus.  5.20.3  (on  a  statue  of 

Ares  at  Olympia),  adduced  by  WBH. 

4  This  could  be  the  nominative  yairj  or  the  dative  without  an  1  adscript,  but  the  form  is  unusual 

and  attested  only  in  later  poetry  (usually  the  nominative  in  poets  is  ya ia,  with  yai-q-  in  oblique  forms). 

As  the  line-filler  does  not  necessarily  imply  the  end  of  the  preceding  word,  but  only  that,  if  the  word 
continued,  the  next  full  syllable  would  make  the  line  too  long,  one  could  also  consider  compounds 

such  as  yavq8ev ,  yair/yev-qc,  ya njo^oc.  In  any  case  the  word  suggests  a  poetic  quotation. 
5  With  Kpo  one  may  think  of  Croton  (see  on  fr.  1.11),  but  there  are  other  possibilities  as  well. 

(1)  In  a  context  of  wreaths  one  should  also  consider  a  form  of  Kporapoc,  as  wreaths  were  placed  ‘at 

one’s  temples’;  cf.  Ebert  73B.4  KpOTai)>o[ic]  0aA[A]dv  or’  aptfcedepav  and  79.6  [/cat]  ttitw  IcdpiaK-qv 

dp</>e[8ep]yy  K[poT&<f>]oici  but  it  would  be  hard  to  explain  utto.  (2)  One  could  also  think  of  Kporoc  ‘ap¬ 
plause’  as  in  e.g.  Luc.  Charon  8.11  ff.  (on  the  dead  Milon  who  comes)  npoc  rjpac  vno  tov  apaycorarov 
twv  avrayojvLCTOJV  KararraXaicdelc  rov  Qavarov  .  .  .  pepv-qp Avoc  tcuv  CTCpavuw  tovtmv  Kal  tov 
Kpbrov.  Although  a  more  common  expression  is  perd  Kporov,  a  context  with  vrro  is  also  conceivable, 

cf.  e.g.  Plb.  15.32.IO  Kareppriywro  rrac  6  rorroc  vno  tov  Kporov  Kal  rqc  Kpavyrjc.  (3)  There  is  a  Story 

that  the  girl  Smilax  fell  in  love  with  Crocus  and  was  transformed  into  the  creeper  smilax  (on  which  see 

below);  cf.  Ov.  Met.  4.283;  Nonn.  Dion.  12.856;  Plin.  NH  16.154;  H.  Baumann,  Die  griechische  Pflanzen- 
welt  in  Mythos,  Kunst  und  Literatur  (1982)  85. 

6  ]cpiXa).  An  oblique  case  of  MiXcov,  the  famous  athlete  from  Croton,  is  possible  and  would 

fit  well  if  5  Kpo  were  a  reference  to  Croton;  see  on  Milon  e.g.  Call.(?)  fr.  758;  Str.  6.1.12  263c,  where 

he  is  called  knipavecraroc  .  .  .  twv  adXrjrwv,  and  the  references  in  Radt’s  n.  ad  loc.;  Ebert  pp.  182!!. 
Alternatively  one  may  think  of  a  form  of  (c)piXoc.  According  to  LSJ,  this  noun  is  synonymous  with 

(c)ptXa£  in  the  sense  of  ‘yew’  (Taxus  baccata),  but  not  with  (c)piXa£  in  the  sense  of  ‘bindweed’  (Smilax 
aspera),  a  kind  of  evergreen  creeper  which  is  the  material  for  wreaths  in  Eur.  Ba.  702  f.  ki ccivovc  / 

cTtpavovc  8pvoc  re  piXaKoc  t’  avSecpopov;  i05ff. ;  Ar.  Mi.  1007  (on  the  plant’s  nature  see  further 
Dodds  on  Eur.  Ba.  108;  Baumann  (5  n.)  85).  This  makes  a  reference  to  (c)piXoc  here  a  little  less  likely, 

but  where  so  much  is  uncertain  one  should  not  exclude  this  possibility  altogether  (see  also  above  on 

5).  In  fact  Hsch.  c  1256  cpiXoc-  84i>8pov  ...  01  8b  rrpivoc.  aXXoi  piXaKa,  $  crepavoOvrai  and  Nonn. 
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Dion.  12.85  where  Smilax  (see  on  5)  is  called  bvcrafravoio  .  .  .  novpqc  may  offer  some  support  for  the 

notion  of  the  (c)ptXoc  being  used  for  wreaths. 
A  third  possibility  may  be  a  proper  name,  but  the  only  possibilities  seem  to  be  KdcpiXoc  (the 

fourth  of  the  Cabiri  according  to  E  A.R.  i.gi6-i8b)  or  with  an  itacistic  error  the  boxer  KacpvXoc  of 
Rhodes  (cf.  Page,  FGE  808  f.). 

7  If  this  is  from  a  context  about  Croton  and  Milon,  one  may  think  of  KaTe[rraXaice  or  #m- 
r([nvKT€vce  as  suggested  by  WBH  (cf.  fr.  3  i  2). 

10  This  could  be  either  ]c  tlov  or  ]ctojv.  In  the  latter  case  the  context  would  suggest  something 

Ijkf  dyo}vi]cTu>v  or  dvray<ovi\crdjv,  but  this  does  not  exhaust  the  possibilities  and  one  could,  e.g.,  also 

think  of  something  more  specific  such  as  7raAat]  crwv  or  naynpanajcTtov  or  of  a  superlative. 

11  Either  Meyaprjc  (‘the  Megarians’)  or  Meyapr/c  of  the  wife  of  Heracles,  first  mentioned  in 
Od.  1 1.269  f.  For  games  in  Megara  cf.  Pi.  0.  7.86  on  Diagoras  of  Rhodes,  who  among  many  victories 

also  won  ev  Meyapoiciv.  In  the  case  of  Megara  the  wife  of  Heracles  two  points  deserve  notice :  (1)  the 

genitive  form  is  poetic  (the  prose  form  being  Meydpac);.(2)  E  Pi.  I.  4.104b  mentions  games  established 

for  her  children,  who  were  killed  by  Heracles:  kclt’  eroc  ©rjfiatoi  ivayl&vct  re  tcuc  natcl  Kal  dyoivac 
imratfilovc  ay ovci. 

14-16  In  14  one  may  think  of  e.g.  -njv  i.yo\[p6v],  which  would  go  well  with  the  reference  to  an 

inscription  in  15  To]vniypap\[pa].  One  could  then  think  of  a  statue  with  an  inscription  for  an  athlete 

in  his  home  town.  There  is  evidence  of  victors’  statues  in  Locri  for  Euthycles  (Call.  fr.  853.9  ff.)  and 

for  Euthymus  (Call.  fr.  99),  though  without  mention  of  the  agora  as  location.  Statues  for  victors  with 
inscriptions  at  the  sites  of  the  games  are  also  often  mentioned  in  Pausanias  (cf.  e.g.  3.8.2;  5.20.8; 

5.21.416. ;  6.1. 6f.  etc.)  and  victors’  epigrams  have  been  collected  by  Ebert.  It  is  conceivable  that  this 
text,  like  Pausanias,  uses  these  inscriptions  as  sources,  as  in  e.g.  Paus.  6.1.7  ̂ vucijce  3c  d  I7o\vkXt)c 

tmroic,  we  to  eiriypappa  to  in’  avrui  Aeyct. 
In  16  vi\kt)v  seems  likely,  and  starting  from  the  notion  of  a  victor’s  inscription  being  quoted 

(as  in  e.g.  Paus.  6.4.6)  PJP  very  tentatively  suggests:  To]vmypap-\[pa  out  cue  eyov-  “Ni\kt)v  |[cctijcci' 

(proper  name)  i3i-]||cuc  77aAJap.a1.av"  ac  8e|  (=  fr.  3  i  1). 
One  may  also  think  of  an  accusative  with  infinitive  as  in  e.g.  Paus.  6.16.4  ApicTelSrp  8b  HXeion 

yevecd ai  pev  onXov  v'iktjv  iv  'OXvpnlai,  yeveedat  8b  Kal  StauAoo  IJvdoi  to  iniypappa  to  in’  avrcui 

8t)Xol  or  of  v'iktjv  as  the  object  of  a  verb  of  ‘taking’  as  in  e.g.  Paus.  3.8.1  vU rjv  aveiXero  'OXvpniKTjv  or 
6.15.6  viKac  .  .  .  Xaj36vTa. 

Fr.  3  col.  i 1  The  likeliest  supplement  seems  to  be  rraX]apaictv;  a  poetic  word  with  a  poetic  dative.  For 
hands  in  a  context  of  athletics  one  may  think  of  the  applauding  audience  (cf.  e.g.  AP  16.361.3f.)  or  of 

hands  as  an  athletic  instrument,  as  in  wrestling  (perhaps  suggested  by  line  2)  or  in  the  pancration;  cf. 

e.g.  Ebert  76B.7  eVrd  yap  cV  naibojv  naXapac  povoc  ovk  dvenavea,  40.3,  43.4,  all  about  pancratiasts, 
for  whom  the  force  of  their  hands  was  particularly  important;  for  this  particular  form  in  an  elegiac 

inscription,  cf.  IG  XII.2  129.7.  If,  as  the  form  suggests,  we  have  a  poetic  quotation  here,  it  may  also  be 

relevant  to  recall  passages  such  as  Pi.  0.  10.21  9eov  ciiv  naXapaic,  P.  1.48,  N.  10.65,  about  the  ‘plans’ of  the  gods. 

2  One  may  think  of  the  compound  verb  Ka]TenaXaic€v  (Lobel),  as  in  Paus.  6.15.3  e>v  'Ed pun 
naXaicTac  KaTenaXaicev  av8pac  about  Gleitomachus  of  Thebes,  but  also  of  naXaic  or  of  7rdAatccv 

(which  is  hapax  m  Pi.  N  8.27).  In  all  cases  the  notion  of  wrestling  could  perhaps  be  connected  with 

the  mention  of  ‘hands’  in  the  previous  line. 

4  yvKjac  suits  the  traces  better  than  nvKTac.  Then  VoAAa  [,  7roAAa-|[/ac,  etc.  (line  1  gives  the 

margin)’  (WBH). 
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5  Here  iiravcaro  is  likely.  The  verb  would  fit  passages  about  athletic  defeat,  as  in  Ebert  76B.7 

(quoted  on  1)  and  39.6  [7ra]ucac  8’  dvTi[7raAouc,  but  also  recalls  Dio  Chrys.  31.95  c be  S’  irravearo  Kal 
fj/iev  etc  Trjv  irarpiSa  about  the  retirement  of  Theagenes. 

6  Some  form  of  imdeiKWfti  is  likely  and  would  fit  the  context,  as  it  may  refer  to  athletic  per¬ 

formance;  cf.  e.g.  Pi.  N.  ix. 14  iv  t’  aedXoiciv  apicrevtov  iireSeitjev  /Slav;  £4.253;  Ebert  40.3  poj^v  Se 
x*Ri>v  W«»];Gvi  425.4. 

7  Perhaps]  xal  roiv (GBD’A). 
Fr.4 

The  recto  is  blank  except  for  remains  of  one  line  at  the  top.  This  blank  space  may  be  the  lower 

margin  of  the  documentary  text,  but  in  that  case  the  literary  text,  which  occupies  the  whole  height  of 

the  fragment,  must  have  had  a  lower  margin  that  was  surprisingly  short  in  comparison. 

4  Here  vtt [e] pfiefiXyp^evoc  or  uir[e]p^e^\r)K[e  vel  sim.  seems  a  likely  supplement  and  could 

refer  to  somebody  surpassing  others,  as  in  e.g.  Paus.  8.20.3  rac  aAAac  vnepfiefiXrmevoc  napdevovc, 

Str.  8.3.23  348c  'Opr/pov  8'  etc  raura  vnepfieftXrjpevov  iravra c,  or  to  a  strong  emotion,  as  in  e.g  £  Pi. 
P.  4.213a  iire  1S17  /card  ri)v  Lavrov  tfivx^v  etjaipeTCuc  Kal  imepfiefiXrjpevajc  ijcdr).  At  the  beginning  of 

the  line  rov  may  suggest  the  accusative  vir[e]pftefiXrifi.[€vov. 

5  Perhaps  one  may  read  -]  |ra  Suvarov  €?va[i,  with  the  adjective  used  as  in  Pi.  JV.  9.39  x€Pcl  Kai 

ifivx&t  Svvaroi,  but  -]|r’  aSiWrov  cannot  be  excluded. 
6  Several  divisions  of  the  letters  are  possible.  One  could  e.g.  think  of  airavrijcai,  a  form 

well-attested  in  (particularly  later)  Greek  prose,  as  in  e.g.  D.S.  12.9.6  npdc  rqv  pax1)1'  &na.vrqcai. 
7  After  the  paragraphus  the  words  o  rrjc  eXaiac  cre^[avoc  might  begin  a  new  section  and 

suggest  that  the  text  may  have  been  arranged  according  to  types  of  wreaths.  Even  so,  as  we  have  only 

this  one  example  and  the  other  fragments  do  not  particularly  point  to  an  emphasis  on  wreaths,  the 

point  should  not  carry  too  much  weight  in  the  identification  of  the  ‘genre’  and  general  contents  of 
the  papyrus.  The  paragraphus  could  also  simply  mark  sentence-end,  in  which  case  the  sentence  in  7 
may  have  begun  in  the  latter  part  of  6. 

A  garland  of  wild  olive  was  awarded  to  Olympic  victors,  and  the  word  iXaia  is  often  used  in  this 

connection:  cf.  e.g.  Pi.  0.  4.11  iXaiai  cTe<f>aviodek  /7icdri8i;  11.13;  Hdt.  8.26.2;  Ebert  68. if.;  LXIII 

4352  fr.  5  ii  39  n. 
Fr.  5 

1  Perhaps  Mavnjvtuc  as  part  of  a  reference  to  a  victor  from  Mantinea,  as  in  e.g.  Pi.  0.  10.70 

(Samus,  the  son  of  Halirrhothius  and  grandson  of  Poseidon,  who  won  the  chariot  race  in  the  first 

Olympic  games);  Paus.  6.7.1  (Pytharchus);  6.g.g  (Agametor). 

2  ]rpicoA[.  This  is  probably  a  reference  to  winning  three  times  in  Olympia.  There  are  other 

references  to  winning  several  times  in  certain  games  in  frr.  g.2  rplc  ve  _  [  and  12.3  rplc  iw  [.  The  motif 

of  several  victories  is  also  well-attested  in  epinician  poems  and  victory  epigrams  and  mentioned  by 
Pausanias;  cf.  e.g.  Pi.  0.  7.8ifF.;  8.74fT.;  P.  iuiff.;  I.  i.ioff;  AP  13.14,  15  and  19;  16.52;  Ebert  25,  34 

and  35;  Paus.  6.4.6.  See  further  W.  H.  Race,  ‘The  Six  Crowns  at  Pindar,  Isthmian  1.10-12’,  GRBS  30 

(1989)  37-39. 
For  victors  winning  three  times  in  Olympia  see  Moretti,  Olympionikai  13. 1  (Euthymus  of  Locri); 

23.1  (Dorieus  of  Rhodes);  25.3  (Sostratus). 

3  Here  too  one  may  consider  Mavri]vevc.  Then  irp_  [  could  be  a  reference  to  the  first  Olympic 

games,  as  in  Diphilus  iamb.  1-2  W.  6  Mavnvevc  Crjpoc ,  |  8c  TTpairoc  appar’  fjXacev  nap’  AXpetati. 
4  ] v8ape  [.  Some  form  of  apery]  seems  likely  and  would  fit  the  presumed  context;  cf.  e.g.  Pi.  0. 

5  If  the  context  is  still  about  the  Olympian  games  (see  on  2)  one  could  consider  pejedpw  v  [  or 
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pe]edpiov  [  as  part  of  a  reference  to  the  river  Alpheus  and  possibly  from  a  poetic  quotation;  cf.  e.g.  Pi. 

O.  9.18  AX 4>eov  .  .  .  peedpov;  13.36  cV  AX<f>eov  \  peedpoictv.  Another  possibility  would  be  a  form  of 

moXiedpov  or  of  -nXedpov  in  a  reference  to  running. 

6

 

 

]weSo>  [.  If  part  of  one  word,  perhaps  some  form  of  ireSov,  but  one  could  also  think  of  e.g. 

d]7T€8cwx[e,  as  GBD’A  suggests. 

Fr-  7 

2  One  may  read  ]adX-q  and  think  of  some  form  of  adXrjpa  (GBD’A)  vel  sim.  (the  traces  do  not 
suggest  adXrjrrjc). 
Fr.  8 

4  ‘]  0apc[a A-.  The  brothers  Agias,  Telemachus,  and  Agelaus  were  famous  Pharsalian  athletes 

of  the  fifth  century  (CEG  II  794-5  =  Ebert  43-5).  Aye[Xa]ov  is  a  possible  supplement  at  fr.  1.15’ 

(WBH). 

Fr-  9 

1-3  These  lines  are  about  someone  who  won  (several  times?)  in  the  Pythian  games,  three  times 

in  Nemea,  and  perhaps  in  Pellene.  Between  Nemea  and  Pellene  there  would  be  room  for  another 

place  and  in  1  there  might  be  a  reference  to  Olympia  at  the  end  of  the  line.  We  know  of  no  athlete 
who  fits  the  bill  exactly,  but  there  is  evidence  of  similar  frequent  victors  (see  on  fr.  5.2).  In  particular, 

AP  13.19  on  Nicolaides  of  Corinth  comes  close  to  what  we  have  here:  he  won  once  in  the  Pythian 

games,  at  the  Panathenaea,  thrice  in  the  Isthmian  games,  thrice  in  Nemea  and  four  times  in  Pellene, 
as  well  as  on  several  other  occasions  (but  not,  apparendy,  in  Olympia). 

As  in  fr.  1.9-12  one  would  need  at  least  e.21  letters  in  line  1  (e.g.  o\[vp,mai  rpic  \  irv]6oi). 

Fr.  11 

3  ]yr)pa>[.  There  are  several  possibilities,  including  e.g.  a  form  of  Ttovqpo c,  but  also  ro]v  vjpco  [, 

which  may  be  compared  to  Paus,  6.6.7  fya-x*caT°  7r/,°c  tAv  "Hpw  about  Euthymus  fighting  the  Hero 
of  Temesa;  cf.  also  Ael.  VH 8.18;  Str.  6.1.5  255-6C. 

4  If  the  preceding  line  were  about  Euthymus  here  Kai]Kivov  referring  to  Euthymus’  father,  the 
river  Caecinus,  might  be  a  possibility  (but  the  reading  is  not  entirely  certain);  cf.  for  the  connection 
between  Euthymus  and  the  river  Paus.  6.6.4;  VH  8.18. 

Fr.  12 

3  Perhaps  a  reference  to  winning  thrice  in  the  Isthmian  games.  This  is  recorded  of  Dicon  of 

Syracuse  in  AP  13.15.3  and  of  Nicolaides  of  Corinth  in  AP  13.19.5  as  well  as  of  an  unknown  victor  in 
Pi.  fr.  6a(h).  On  multiple  victories  see  further  on  fr.  5.2. 

Fr.  13 

1  ]  eaye v[.  Here  we  may  have  a  reference  to  Theagenes  of  Thasos,  a  famous  and  successful 

athlete,  who  among  other  things  defeated  Euthymus  in  boxing  in  Olympia.  His  career  is  described 

in  Paus.  6.11.2-9  (including  a  list  of  his  victories  in  6.11.5);  see  also  on  fr.  1.5.  However,  this  does  not 

exhaust  the  possibilities  and  one  could  alternatively  divide  the  letters  as  ] .  e  ayev[  and  e.g.  consider 
a  form  of  ayeveioc  as  in  fr.  1.15  (see  n.). 

2  Perhaps  a  reference  to  Theagenes  winning  in  Nemea.  Cf.  Paus.  6.11.5  an^  Ebert  37.10  on  his 

winning  nine  times  at  the  Nemean  Games. 
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Fr.  17 

1  The  most  promising  division  of  the  letters  seems  to  be  Kevoc  nep[.  In  a  context  of  athletics 

this  recalls  phrases  such  as  Ebert  73A.4  reyvai  yavpoc  ov  Kevai  yeyaic;  IG  XU.  t  40.6  \ec6\\oic  ov 

icevea  poyBiov  yaptc.  In  2  yaipcvv  may  support  this  notion. 

Fr.  44 

Probably  in  a  different  hand:  note  e.g.  damaged  w  in  2  beginning  with  a  curved  stroke  instead 

of  an  upright  (WBH). 

Fr.49 

‘This  fragment  is  in  a  different  hand  (note  delta  and  sigma)  and  the  upper  margin  (apparently 
preserved  to  its  original  height)  is  much  shorter  than  that  in  fr.  3.  (The  recto  is  blank  except  at  the  very 

bottom  and  provides  no  guidance.)’  (WBH). 
-r)  t]t}c  Arjfj.’qrpoc  ie/jei[ct  would  fit  the  traces.  For  the  expression  cf.  e.g.  Plu.  Coni.praec.  138B. 

M.  A.  HARDER 

5193.  History  of  Games 

40  5B.11  i/L(i-2)b  7.2  x  20  cm  Fourth  century 

Two  fragments  combine  to  form  one  column  of  29  lines.  The  upper  margin 

survives  to  3.5  cm,  the  lower  to  0.75  cm;  the  left-hand  margin  is  lost,  but  the  run  of 

the  text  suggests  that  line  27  is  complete  at  the  beginning;  the  right-hand  margin 

remains  in  the  lower  part  of  the  column,  at  full  width  (1.2  cm)  in  lines  12-13,  where 
a  faint  trace  of  the  next  column  can  be  seen.  This  gives  a  roll  height  of  at  least 

20  cm;  column  height  15.7  cm,  width  6.5  cm,  lines  of  c.  18-20  letters.  The  back  is 
blank. 

The  hand  is  a  version  of  Severe  Style,  written  assertively  with  a  thick  pen  that 

produces  a  certain  contrast  of  thick  and  thin  strokes.  Increasing  contrast  marks  the 

development  of  Byzantine  versions  (‘sloping  majuscule’),  and  we  would  assign  this 

specimen  to  the  transitional  group  (e.g.  GMA  W2  49  =  XXXIV  2699  and  GBEBP 
2b  =  P.  Chester  Beatty  XI)  anchored  round  similar  scripts  in  the  Theophanes 

archive  (GMAW2  70,  GBEBP  2a),  which  have  an  objective  date  of  c.325.  Letters 

may  be  reduced  in  size  at  line-end.  Elided  vowel  omitted,  9;  scriptio  plena,  20  (both 

doubtful  readings).  Diaeresis  on  initial  iota,  26;  no  other  lectional  signs.  No  clear 

example  of  iota  adscript  written  or  omitted. 

The  earlier  part  of  the  text  mentions  Isthmian  (Games),  legislation,  Sicyoni- 

ans  and  Corinthians,  (their  tyrants)  Kleisthenes  and  Periander,  and  an  education 

with  (athletic)  exercises.  In  2 iff.  the  author  waxes  indignant  about  an  evil  (to  Set- 

vov)  that  spread  from  the  Isthmian  to  the  other  Games,  and  something  shameless  in 

relation  to  UpoviKai,  i.e.  victors  in  such  Games.  To  understand  the  theme  we  need 

to  identify  to  Seivov.  Various  traditional  elements  might  contribute: 
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(1)  Victors  and  scandals.  From  Xenophanes  on,  authors  criticize  successful  ath¬ 
letes  as  overprivileged  and  socially  useless.  See  S.  Muller,  Das  Volk  der  Athleten  (1995) 

for  an  overview  of  the  material.  Add  LIII  3699  [a)  col.  iv  (11  ad),  a  dialogue  about 

the  futility  of  wealth  and  strength. 

(2)  Isthmian  Games ,  which  the  text  seems  to  regard  as  a  precedent  for  the  or¬ 
ganization  of  the  other  Games.  Mythography  recognized,  apart  from  the  contest 

organized  by  Poseidon  and  Helios  (Eumel.  fr.  8  B.  =  22  W.),  a  first  foundation  by 

Sisyphus  in  memory  of  Melicertes,  and  a  second  by  Theseus,  who  developed 

a  local  night-time  ceremony  into  a  festival  accessible  to  all  Greeks  (Paus.  2.1.3;  Plu. 

Thes.  25.4-7;  IG  XII(5)  444  ep.  20).  A  third  stage  is  the  historical  reorganization  as 
one  of  the  Panhellenic  Games,  at  some  date  in  the  early  sixth  century.  See  further 

R.  L.  Fowler,  Early  Greek  Mythography  ii  (2013)  483-4. 

(3)  Kleisthenes  and  Periander.  The  Isthmian  Games  naturally  fell  under  Corin¬ 
thian  hegemony,  but  Periander  has  no  recorded  connection  with  them:  in  fact, 

according  to  Solinus  7.14,  they  were  discontinued  by  his  father  Cypselus  and 

reinstated  only  after  the  fall  of  the  Cypselids  (traditionally  in  582).  An  Olympic 

chariot  victory  is  assigned  to  Periander  by  Ephorus,  FGrHist  70  F  178,  doubted  e.g. 

by  Moretti,  Olympionikai  p.  182  no.  1017.  Kleisthenes,  on  the  other  hand,  has  strong 
associations  with  games:  he  won  chariot  victories  at  the  Pythian  (582)  and  Olympic 

Games  (576  or  572);  founded  new  Pythian  Games  at  Sicyon,  with  his  spoils  from 

the  First  Sacred  War;  and  organized  athletic  competitions  for  the  suitors  who  as¬ 
sembled  to  bid  for  his  daughter  Agariste  (Herodotus  6.126).  The  history  of  Sicyon 

forms  the  subject  of  another  handsome  fragment,  XI 1365  (MP3  2181,  LDAB  404), 

but  the  script  and  format  of  that  piece  show  that  it  does  not  belong  to  the  same  roll. 

(4)  Paideia.  It  may  be  worth  remembering  the  (legendary)  activities  of  their 

contemporary  Solon.  His  legislation  fixed  or  limited  the  cash  reward  payable  to  an 

Olympic  victor  at  500  dr.,  to  an  Isthmian  victor  at  100  dr.  (Plu.  Sol.  23.3,  D.L.  1.55). 

Diodorus  9.2.5  shows  him  doubting  the  civic  value  of  athletes,  but  he  can  still  ap¬ 

pear  in  Lucian’s  Anacharsis  defending  the  part  of  athletics  in  Athenian  society. 

(5)  Askemata  were  a  central  part  of  the  athletic  career  as  it  developed;  and  so 
athletes  can  be  referred  to  as  ac/o^rat  (e.g.  Plato,  Resp.  3.404A);  see  in  general  J. 

Jiithner,  Die  athletischen  Leibesiibungen  der  Griechen  i  (1965)  191-7-  Classical  critics  object 

to  the  regime  or  specifically  the  diet;  and  such  criticism  may  involve  a  contrast 

between  an  earlier  ideal  and  a  later  degeneration,  a  stage  of  self-training  and 

a  stage  of  professional  trainers.  Galen,  Adhort.  13-10  contrasts  natural  strength  with 

artificial  training  (navv  yapievTcoc  ovtoc  6  fxvdoc  emSetKyuct  rr/v  aOXrjTLKr/v  tcyvv 

ov  tcov  avdpojTTiviov  ovcav  a.cK'qp.ciTcov).  So  Philostratus’  Gymnastikos  refers  to  great 
athletes  like  Milo,  and  their  mythical  predecessors,  and  notable  achievers  even  im 

twv  TTcnepujv.  but  ‘now’,  though  natural  endowment  is  the  same  as  ever,  a  false 

system  of  training  ruins  athletes  (§2,  cf.  §§43— 54)-  ̂   h*s  Cnow’  niust  be  taken  in  its 
rhetorical  sense:  Philostratus  speaks  as  if  he  were  living  in  the  fourth  century  bc, 
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with  the  corrupting  effects  of  Sicilian  gourma
ndise  (§44,  borrowed  from  Plato, 

Resp.  3.404.D).  ,  •  1 

(6)  Stephanoi  and  prizes.  The  four  grea
t  contests,  from  the  sixth  century  on¬ 

wards,  offered  no  prize  except  the  victor’
s  wreath.  However,  the  Pythian  Games  a

t 

least  were  said  to  have  offered  real  prizes  at 
 first  (e.g.  Paus.  10.7,5);  the  victors  could 

be  said  to  have  lost  by  the  change.  On  the
  other  hand,  they  received  real  rewards 

from  their  cities:  rewards  in  kind,  like  the
  sitesis,  but  also  in  cash,  of  the  sort  regu¬ 

lated  by  Solon  and  regretted  by  Xenopha
nes  fr.  2.9  (8 wpov).  The  development  of 

multi-victors  and  the  professional  associati
on  in  the  Hellenistic  and  Roman  period 

would  encourage  such  criticism.  _  r\ 

Against  this  background,  we  have  consider
ed  two  possible  scenarios.  Our  text 

seems  to  envisage  a  change  for  the  worse  
(to  Scivov),  which  has  some  connection 

with  Kleisthenes  and  Periander,  i.e.  with  th
e  age  of  the  Tyrants  m  or  just  after 

which  the  four  great  agones  took  their  final  s
hape.  This  development  might  be: 

(i)  the  change  from  simple  exercise  to  syste
matic  training  (aac^cna)-, 

(ii)  the  change  from  heroic  athletics  to  th
e  world  of  Uponiau. 

These  might  be  combined,  as  they  are  in  Phi
lostratus  (but  there  the  timetable 

is  different:  Milo,  who  operated  after  the  reorg
anization,  still  belongs  to  the  golden 

age;  the  change  for  the  worse  falls  in  the  l
ate  fifth  century).  If  so,  the  author  an¬ 

ticipates  more  recent  debates  about  amateur
ism  and  professionalism  in  sport:  m 

the  system  that  he  attacks,  excessive  training 
 and  grandiose  titles  go  hand  in  han  . 

As  to  the  larger  context,  the  tone  of  righte
ous  indignation  suggests  rhetori¬ 

cal  argument  rather  than  historical  exposition. 
 One  possibility  among  many:  an 

exercise  in  attacking  Aeschines,  who  himself  freq
uented  gymnasia  (1. 135-40)  and 

argued  that  the  athletic  crown  was  the  true  st
andard  of  arete  (3.178-80).  But  Olym¬ 

pic  Games,  at  least,  figure  more  genera
lly  in  the  quasi-histoncal  world  of  the

 

declaimers,  see  D.  A.  Russell,  Greek  Declamati
on  (1983)  65-7.  The  date  of  composi¬ 

tion  remains  uncertain:  Hellenistic  at  earliest  (x
araro Xp.av  25-6  apparendy  first  in 

Polybius,  iepowOTjc  first  c.130  BC,  see  26-7  n.
),  but  perhaps  much  later. 

We  are  much  indebted  to  Dr  Daniela  Colomo
  for  her  detailed  collation  of  the 

original  papyrus. 
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J/ca/x/xey^c  ou[ 

]  €  <  LKVCOV '  Ka  [ 

M. 
]SeuTep[]p  []  [ 

]  avicdfl '  OiVTOV  [ 

]  .  vSenap  _  9p,ta)  [ ]ac€xaAecap[Jc7T_  [ 

]  #  opoi idee  ca  [ 
]  aycovco  _  eicayco  [ 

]  >  iccXXrjciveyevcTO  i ]ov8cv9ayp,acTovci  [ 

]  ,  >  ovcKaiKopivdl  ]  ov '  [ 
]i<\€icd€vr)CKai  [ 

]  .  pOC€VTTa  [ 

] .  [.]rT°77-cuSet  [ 
]paTOVTOicav£r)cai  [ 

]  _  aa[  ]Kr)p,a.TOJvava  [ ]  _  vaTToyapTCJVLcdp,  _  [] 

]  TTyp  evdrjToSeivov  [ 

]  _  to  ucaAAo  v cay tovac  [ 

] . ayai8a)c  [ 

] .  .  .  <^XVVTCi)CKaTa  [ 
] . vreovav  t  _  v'icpo  [ ]vLKacr)CT€(f}avrj(^ppovc  [ 

]  ic  aiToy cay a>[ 
]  _  iTayTTjv^  _]  _  [ 

] Kap,p,cvr}c  ou[ 

]  Clkvcoviol  Ka  [ 

]'.'*.?<».  A\[ 

],*«»  [..]«««.[ 

M.].... [].[.. ]<**?[ 
]  [,]/?.  .[].[ 
]av  Tcfyuwv  roll.  [ 

] .  V^e  nap’  IcdpeUo  [ ]ac  CKaXecav  [  Jc-rr  [ 

]yop,ov  dccccpc  a  [ 

..]...  o.yo)V(Dy  clcayto - yyj\  rote  ’’EXXtjclv  iyevcTO. 

,,,]  ouSev  davfiacTov  Ci- 
Kvojjyiovc  Kai  Koptv9[i]ovc 

. ]  KXeic9cvr)c  Kal 

JlepLav]8poc  evrra,  .  .[ 

. ]  .  [  JvTO'7Tat8€6- 

a  7ra] pa  tovtolc  av£fjcai 

/xejra  a[c]K7]pLaTcov  ava- 
Xoy]cpv.  airo  yap  rd)v  Ic9p,i- 

cov]  inypeevdr)  to  Seivov 
e]m  roue  aXXovc  aycovac 

.  .  ] . avaihd >c Kal  a\yaicxvvTa>c  Kara- 
ToX/j,tyvTWV  avjwv  Icpo- 
viKac  i?  CT€<f)avr)(f)6povc 

jeic^at  tovc  aya>[ 
ejirl  TaVTTjV  [  ]  [ 

1  c_  ,  trace  at  top  level,  possibly  remains  of  high  stop  (in  that  case,  short  blank  to  right?) 

2  ] . .  i  top  and  bottom  arc;  perhaps  upper  part  of  e  or  e  ]  [,  foot  of  upright  [  ],  in  this  area 
displaced  scrap  with  strong  vertical  or  horizontal  stroke  ]  ,  trace  at  letter-top  level  3  ] 

abraded  traces  on  damaged  surface;  right-hand  tips  of  c?  v  .  . ,  foot  of  sloping  upright;  ink  on 

displaced  fibres,  perhaps  right-hand  arc  of  circle;  top  and  foot  of  heavy  upright  [,  traces  (upright?) 

on  broken  edge  4  ] . ,  lower  half  of  diagonal  rising  from  left  to  right  S  _ ,  horizontal  at  line 

level  with  trace  above  its  right-hand  end  .  [,  upright  ]  ,  point  at  line  level  5  i  [,  ink  level 

with  letter-tops  .  [,  short  narrow  vertical  trace  on  edge  below  line  level  6  ]  [,  foot  of 
diagonal  rising  from  left  to  right;  descending  ink  (tail  of  A  or  a?);  lower  tip  of  stroke  rising  from  left 

to  right;  top  of  round  letter?  7  p  [,  upper  left-hand  arc  of  circle?  8  (l . ,  lower  part  of 
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upright?  [,  foot  of  sloping  upright  9  ] . ,  ink  rising  from  left  to  right  high  in  line  p.  . , 

first,  point  level  with  letter-tops  [,  upright  10  .[,  oblique  back  as  of  e  or  c  11  ]., 

minimal  trace  on  single  fibre  projecting  to  the  left,  roughly  at  mid-height  c  ,  cap  and  back  as  of 
e  or  c ;  dot  at  mid-height  and,  2.5  mm  further  right,  point  level  with  letter  tops  12  ] . . . ,  first, 

remains  of  horizontal  at  line  level,  joined  at  right  by  two  short  diagonals  combined  as  <  (together, 

lower  loop  of  B  and  part  of  upper?);  second,  lower  part  of  upright,  trace  of  cross-bar  joining  on  right 
(e,  H?);  third,  point  on  edge  at  two-thirds  height  with  another  vertically  below  at  line  level  a>. , 

sloping  upright,  further  ink  to  right  (oblique  and  second  upright  of  N?)  13  ] . . ,  right-hand  tip 

of  high  horizontal  touching  upper  arc  of  small  loop  15  ] . . ,  two  traces  at  two-thirds  height  on 
projecting  fibre  ,  [,  part  of  sloping  upright  17  ] . ,  diagonal  sloping  down  from  left  to  right, 

junction  near  top  (a,  a,  a)  .  .  .  [>  sloping  upright  immediately  after  a;  ink  at  mid-height  below 
damaged  patch ;  tapering  oblique  tail  below  line  18  ]  .[,  a  short  ascending  oblique  on  the  line 

20  ]  ,  ink  on  straggling  fibre  21  ].,  top  of  upright  .  [,  lower  end  of  sloping  upright  below  line 

level  22  ]  ,  tip  of  horizontal  touching  ir  just  below  the  top  p%,  upright,  horizontal  extending 

rightward  at  the  top  23  ] . . ,  right-hand  half  of  cross-bar,  with  traces  suggesting  an  upright  on 

the  right;  sloping  stroke  24  ] . ,  high  speck;  trace  on  edge  at  top  level;  remains  of  di¬ 
agonal  rising  from  left  to  right,  then  trace  almost  at  top  level;  perhaps  N;  high  diagonal  trace  on  edge; 

foot  of  upright;  lower  half  of  e?;  abraded  traces,  perhaps  e.g.  right-hand  side  of  y  followed  by  base 
and  part  of  left-hand  side  of  c  25  ] . . . ,  speck  at  top  level;  traces  of  descending  oblique  joining 

sloping  upright ;  minimal  trace  at  line  level  26  ] . ,  upright  joined  at  the  top  on  the  right  by 

a  short  cross-bar;  small  left-hand  arc  on  edge  at  two-thirds  height;  foot  of  diagonal  rising  from  left  to 

right  and  perhaps  foot  of  diagonal  descending  from  left  to  right;  scattered  ink  from  two  more  letters 

v  }  sloping  upright;  two  traces  at  upper  level,  second  perhaps  right-hand  arc  28  ] ,  point  on 

edge,  level  with  letter-tops  c . ,  e  or  damaged  e  29  ] . ,  horizontal  at  mid-height  joining  (lower 

part  of)  upright  ] .  [,  high  cross-bar 

12  ff.  . .  Games  came  to  be  introduced  to  the  Greeks.  [So]  it  is  no  wonder  that  the  Sicyonians 

and  Corinthians,  as  Kleisthenes  and  Periander  [wished  in  their  drunkenness?],  augmented  their  (the 

Greeks’)  education  with  [similar?]  training  exercises.  For  the  horror  flashed  across  from  the  Isthmia  to 

the  other  Games  . . .  with  them  daring,  shamelessly  and  indecently,  to  [make]  the  contestants  “sacred 
victors”  or  “crown-wearers” 

I  ]Kafifj-e vtjc.  ov[.  On  the  face  of  it,  as  Dr  R.-L.  Chang  observes,  a  participial  form,  i.e.  (-)*€- 
•capfUv  17(c),  (-)ecxap.p.ivr)(c). 

2-3  a[y<x)\v]a  Cixvwvioi  xad[ tcract? 

4  DC  suggests  'EXX]a8a  xai  T[ov]c"i?AA[»7vac. 
7  8evrepo[v]  ?  A  second  stage  in  the  history  of  the  (Isthmian)  Games?  Myth  certainly  recog¬ 

nizes  two  stages;  see  introd. 

9  Trap ’  'IcdpLM  [:  probably  -iwv.  We  do  not  see  how  8-10  fit  together,  napicdiuov  (one  word) 

exists,  but  it  seems  always  in  the  derived  sense  ‘gullet’,  and  in  the  plural  ‘(inflammation  of  the)  tonsils’. 
10  lepovix]ac? 

jo— xi  Very  doubtfully,  [aj\crre[p  |  2k  ru>oc]  yofxov  dececoc.  But  the  supplement  in  n  looks  rather 

long;  and  in  any  case  the  stripped  area  before  ]ctt  .  [  may  have  been  blank. 

II— 12  a|[t .]...:  perhaps  A|[«pi]^c. 

14-21  might  be  reconstructed  thus  (see  detailed  notes): 

15  xvw]yiovc  xai  Kopw9[i]ov c, 

wcvep]  KXe icdevyc  xai 

Il€piav]8poc  ev  rrapoi- 

vW  «o ]rr».  TraiSel- ac  7m]  pa  rovroic  a i&jcai 

20  ixe]ra  a[c\xi)fMT<ov  ava- 
Xoy]cpv. 

14  ovSev  davjiacrov:  a  common  formula,  often  introduced  by  816,  <S.v,  xai,  were,  and  fol¬ 

lowed  by  el  or  by  the  accusative  and  infinitive. 

17  £1/7 ra  [:  eima poi[  would  suit  the  ink;  then  perhaps  lin'e  end,  but  there  would  be  space  for 
up  to  2  more  letters  (or  3,  if  written  small  as  in  15)  before  the  right-hand  margin. 

18-19  TTCLi8eL\[ac:  cf.  Thuc.  2.39.1  e.v  rate  iraiheiaic  01  pev  inmovcp  aacq cei  evdvc  veoi  ovrec  to 

avSpetov  pArepxovTai.  The  singular  7rcu8el\[av  seems  rather  long  for  the  space. 

20  a[c]xrnj.arajv :  commonly  of  systematic  exercise,  physical  or  intellectual.  Seejuthner  i  192 f.; 

RE  Suppl.  VII  go  ft  So  e.g.  Xen.  Hipp.  8.6  xal  yap  rwv  pev  yvfivixojv  a.cxrjixarwv  ra.  iroXXk  cvv  t  Spain 

20-21  ai/a|  [Xoy]cov  suits  the  space  well  (better  than  e.g.  &va\[£[\a>v).  But  should  it  mean  ‘similar’ 
(to  those  already  used  for  the  Isthmia)?  or  ‘proportionate’  (to  their  purpose,  or  by  contrast  with  exces¬ sive  training?)? 

22  e-TTypcevdrj,  ‘was  transmitted’  (like  a  message  through  a  chain  of  beacons). 

24-5  Cf.  e.g  [Dem.]  XXV  68  (LXXVIII  5150)  <5  §£  dvatSijc  .  .  .  roXfidv  Xtyeiv  81’  avaicyv- 
vrlav,  Euseb.  PE  1.2.5  avatSdic  ...  xal  dvaicyuvrtoc.  Before  avatSt oc  possibly  evByc. 

26-7  lepo\vixae  17  cre^o.vqrfopovc.  For  the  history  of  lepovlxrjc  see  S.  Remijsen,  %PE  177  (2011) 

97-109,  who  finds  the  first  epigraphic  example  r.130  bc;  W.  J.  Slater,  %PE  182  (2012)  170, 174-5.  the 
Roman  period,  the  term  commonly  refers  to  members  of  the  international  associations  of  athletes, 
and  often  in  combination  with  ere^avirqc.  cre<f>avirr}c  can  also  describe  the  aycov,  otherwise  called 

cre<f>avr)(f>6poc  (Hdt.  5. 102,  And.  4.2). 

28  ,]ek6at:  infinitive  governed  by  KararoXfj.covTa>v?  e.g.  irotjeicdai. 

28-9  ayw[vic\rdc  e] m  would  fit  the  space. 

W.  B.  HENRY  /  P.  J.  PARSONS 

5194.  Encomium  of  the  Locos 

49  5B.gg/D(i8-2i)b  6.5  x  18.6  cm  Second/ third  century 

This  piece  (MP3  2527.1 ;  LDAB  7077;  CPP  330)  was  first  edited  by  A.  Swiderek, 

Eos  56  (1966)  83-6;  among  secondary  literature  mentioning  it,  see:  L.  Pernot, 

La  Rhetorique  de  I’eloge  dans  le  monde  greco-romain  (1993)  i  65;  E  Pordomingo  in  J.  A. 

Fernandez  Delgado  et  al.  (edd.),  Escuelay  literalura  en  Grecia  anligua  (2007)  421-3. 
Restoration  has  eliminated  the  vertical  fold  mentioned  in  the  ed.  pr.  and  a  small 

fold  at  the  start  of  line  27. 

A  single  column  is  preserved,  written  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank.  The 

column  consists  of  35  lines,  preceded  by  the  initial  title,  arranged  over  two  lines. 

Upper  margin  is  preserved  to  c.i  cm;  lower  margin  to  c.  1.2  cm;  left-hand  margin 
to  c.2  cm.  5194  could  represent  either  a  single  sheet  or  part  of  a  roll  {probably  but 
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not  certainly  the  beginning,  since  the  title  stands  at  the  top  of  the  column).  It  is 

not  clear  whether  the  text  ended  with  the  column,  or  continued  into  another.  If  it 

continued,  we  might  have  a  sheet  with  more  than  one  column,  like  the  Encomium  of 

the  Fig ,  XVII  2084,  or  a  roll  collecting  various  progymnasmata,  like  the  rhetorical 

anthology  P.  Mil.  Vogl.  I  20. 

The  hand,  smallish  and  generally  upright,  can  be  ascribed  to  the  Severe  Style. 

Some  irregularities  and  variations  in  size  can  be  noticed:  compare,  for  example, 

the  second  and  third  alphas  in  line  4;  the  broad  gamma  of  line  21  with  those  of 

lines  5  and  6;  the  very  small  theta  of  line  7  with  those  of  lines  28,  29  and  30.  As 

WBH  observes,  the  execution  is  more  careful  in  the  title  and  first  sentence  (where 

the  writer  heightens  the  more  formal  effect  by  adding  two  rough  breathings),  a  and 

A  can  be  very  similar  (see  the  second  A  in  line  37);  the  first  A  in  line  7  has  an  oval 

loop  slightly  inclined  to  the  right  instead  of  the  wedge  shape  of  the  other  alphas. 

Among  objectively  datable  papyri  in  this  style,  a  close  parallel  is  II  232  (PI.  iv), 

ascribed  to  the  second/ third  century  on  the  basis  of  the  cursive  on  the  back,  also 

assigned  to  the  second/ third  century. 

To  judge  by  the  most  plausible  supplements,  the  letter  count  varies  from  line 

to  line:  line  6  has  22  V2  letters,  line  r6  24/2,  line  17  22V2,  line  24  20 V2  (counting  iota 

as  a  half-letter).  Of  course,  one  has  to  take  into  account  not  only  the  main  feature 

of  the  Severe  Style,  viz.  contrast  between  narrow  round  letters  and  broad  square 

ones,  but  also  the  somewhat  irregular  execution  of  the  script  in  5194.  In  such  con¬ 

ditions,  the  actual  line  length  may  be  a  better  guide  than  the  letter  count,  and  that 

ranges  between  7.4  cm  (24)  and  8.1  cm  (3). 

Punctuation  and  reading  marks  are  due  to  the  same  hand,  and  probably 

copied  as  part  of  the  text.  Paragraphus  with  high  stop  12,  perhaps  19  (stop  lost  in 

lacuna?);  high  stop  without  paragraphus  5,  25?,  31,  35;  high  stop  where  paragra¬ 

phus  might  be  lost  in  lacuna  8, 15.  Middle  stop  (without  paragraphus)  23  (see  19-23 

n.).  It  seems  that  the  scribe  used  paragraphus  to  mark  major  divisions,  not  for  every 

sentence-end.  No  elision  marks:  unmarked  elision  5,  14  (8e),  scriptio plena  3,  10  (-a), 

26  (re).  Rough  breathing  of  the  first  type  ( GMAW 2  pp.  11-12)  occurs  twice  (4,  5). 
Iota  adscript  is  not  written  in  the  three  places  that  require  it  (4,  12,  35,  all  dative 

-cot).  There  are  itacistic  spellings  («ri  for  T  27  and  32).  A  correction  by  the  same  hand 

but  slightly  smaller  than  the  main  text,  a  complete  word  added  above  the  line,  oc¬ 
curs  at  10. 

5194  is  very  likely  the  work  of  a  student  and  represents  an  instructive  exam¬ 

ple  of  the  progymnasma  called  cyxojpuov.  The  subject  of  this  encomium — Logos 

as  attribute  of  the  god  Hermes — belongs  to  the  category  of  TTpaypcara,  which 

includes  abstract  things  such  as  activities  and  moral  virtues,  according  to  the  stand¬ 

ard  handbooks;  see  Theon,  Prog,  ix,  p.  78.16-19  Patillon-Bolognesi;  [Hermog.] 

Prog,  vii  1,  p.  194  Patillon;  Aphth.  Prog,  viii  2,  p.  131  Patillon;  Nicol.  Prog.  p.  57.9-13 

Felten.  Interestingly,  in  Nicolaus’  passage,  Rhetoric  is  mentioned  among  the  pos¬ 

sible  topics.  Aphthonius  offers  as  a  full-scale  example  the  encomium  of  co<j>la  {Prog. 

viii  10,  pp.  134—7  Patillon),  comparable  to  that  of  BiKaiocvvr)  ascribed  to  Libanius 

(VIII  257-61  Foerster).  Among  the  encomia  surviving  on  papyrus,  note  the  piece 

on  alScjc  preserved  in  P.  Lond.  Lit.  193  fr.  1  (n/m),  and  the  sketchy  encomium  of 

ragic  transmitted  by  LXXVI 5093  fr.  1+2  ->  ii  9-32.  For  further  detail  on  progym- 
nasmatic  encomia  and  their  relationship  with  high  literature,  see  5093  introd., 

pp.  89-90,  and  fr.  1+2  -»•  ii  9  n. 
Some  literary  reminiscences  can  be  detected.  Much  of  the  material  looks 

back  to  Isocrates  (see  19-23  n.,  28-31  n.);  'the  opening  may  have  been  modelled  on 
Xenophon  (3  n.);  the  writer  may  affirm  his  culture  with  tags  from  epic  (8-10  n.)  and 

Pindar  (19-23  n.).  This  is  hardly  surprising:  Isocrates  and  Xenophon  belong  to  the 

canonical  models  of  rhetorical  training  (see,  for  instance,  Theon,  Prog,  ii,  pp.  12-13 

Patillon-Bolognesi  on  the  issue  of  imitation ;  pp.  102-4  on  the  practice  of  reading), 

while  the  influence  of  poetry  on  progymnasmatic  practice  is  well-known  (see  R. 

Webb  in  S.  E.  Porter  (ed.),  Handbook  of  Classical  Rhetoric  (1997)  346).  In  the  context 

of  traditional  rhetorical  educadon,  note  the  Attic  form  rqpf[pov  (11  n.),  and  the 

avoidance  of  hiatus  within  the  sentence. 

The  reference  to  ‘the  present  festival’,  clearly  in  honour  of  Hermes,  father  of 

the  Logos  (4-5,  11),  suggests  that  the  piece  was  composed  to  be  performed  at  this 

celebration,  possibly  in  the  Gymnasium,  possibly  as  part  of  a  student  competition. 

On  the  identification  of  the  festival,  see  5  n. ;  on  Hermes  as  god  of  gymnasia  (VII 

1015  9  yvfivacicov  .  .  .  InicKOTrov ),  see  5093  introd.,  pp.  89-90;  on  such  competi¬ 
tions  in  the  Graeco-Roman  world,  see  Pernot,  La  Rhetorique  de  Veloge  i  63-4,  and  A. 

Stramaglia  in  L.  Del  Cor  so,  O.  Pecere  (edd.),  Libri  di  scuola  epratiche  didattiche  (2010) 

i  130-35,  who  singles  out  the  a ycbvec  held  at  the  Capitolia.  Two  other  compositions 

found  at  Oxyrhynchus  seem  to  fit  the  same  context:  the  above-mentioned  2084 

(hi),  Encomium  of  the  Fig ,  the  fruit  sacred  to  Hermes,  and  a  set  of  verses  from  the 

same  find,  VII  1015  (m),  originally  entitled  'Epp,ov  iyKojfjUov,  then  elc  tov  apxovra 

iyKoopuov  (for  Theon,  the  gymnasiarch  (?)  whose  praises  occupy  most  of  the  poem). 

For  a  comparable  piece,  perhaps  also  composed  for  the  festival  of  the  god,  see  the 

encomium  of  Dionysus  in  P  Koln  VII  286.  The  Hermeneumata  Montepessulana  ( CGL 

III  p.  285.12-18  =  p.  656  §  6)  mention  the  composition  of  a  progymnasmatic  enco¬ 
mium  on  Jupiter  Capitolinus  (cf.  Stramaglia,  1.  c.  135  with  n.  70). 

1015,  where  a  cursive  hand  has  added  substantial  variants  between  the  lines, 

has  been  taken  as  the  author’s  autograph  (T.  Dorandi,  £PE  87  (1991)  20);  and  simi¬ 

larly  LXVIII  4647,  Encomium  of  the  Horse  (see  introd.),  since  it  is  hastily  written  and 

poorly  spelled.  5194  may  provide  another  example,  but  the  only  real  evidence  is 

the  script,  which  loses  discipline  as  the  column  descends:  there  are  no  variants,  just 

a  single  correction,  and  the  orthography  is  more  than  competent. 

The  god  Hermes,  with  Logos  as  his  attribute,  could  be  identified  with  the 

syncretic  deity  Hermes/Thoth  worshipped  in  Egypt  (see  G.  Fowden,  The  Egyptian 
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Hermes  (1986),  esp.  22-4,  68,  75^6; 
 cf.  below,  3-4  *)■  However,  5194 

 shows  no  influ¬ 

ence  of  any  Hermetic  doctrine  i
n  a  strict  sense. 

For  valuable  comments  and  suggestions
  I  wish  to  thank  Prof.  G.  B.  D  Aless  , 

Dr  W.B.  Henry,  Prof  P.  J.  Parsons  an
d  Prof  A.  Stramaglia. 
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avraKaropB .  [  ravra  Ka.Top8o[vp*v  dAAi  « 

35  Aoya.'/*ratotK:ta[ 
 35  Aoyni.  «:at  ot/aa[c 

OLKOVfW  [  8!O.KOOf«V..[ 

av  iv€M*iw[ 

:  „  ,  right-hand  end  of  high  horizoatal  stroke  
3  c top  of  diagonal  descend^  teu 

left  to  rivhf  2  mm  to  the  right,  upper  half  of  up
right  on  right-hand  edge  of  hole  .  y,  left-ha

nd 

are  &  ore  a  ,  damaged  traces  suggesting  small  round  le
tter  .o[,  remains  of  triangular  letter,  a 

more  likelv  than  a  4  mg,  of  e  the  descender  and  lower  part  of  lo
op  v,  bottom  arc  L, 

upright,  joining  another  stroke  (now  lost)  a
t  top  right  J.,  remains  of  small  to

p  arc  above  hole 

that  extends  into  the  next  Hue  6  .  v,  upright  in  upper  part  of  wntmg  space  
on  left-hand  edge 

rf  hofe  ,  ,  scanty  rematns  of  2-3 1*®  <*  h>«  edg
e  of  hole:  tiny  traces  in  verhea  alignment

 

ms  mm  furte  on,  tiny  trace  a,  line  level;  ..5  m
m  on,  upright  descending  below  line  level

  7 

trace  in  upper  part  of  writing  space,  on  left-ha
nd  edge  of  hole,  suggesting  tip  of  upright  a

  , 

first  remains  of  diagonal  ascending  from  left
  to  right  and  joining  at  mid-height  a  nearly  

horizontal 

“SS  XSS  “t 
height-  second  remains  of  small  oval  roughly  at

  mid-height  and  below  hole  f. ,  left-hand  ar
c  .  L, 

*of  uprigl.  wi*  curving  lower  extremi
ty;  above,  traces  in  horizontal  alignment  on 

 damaged 

fibres  suggesting  cross-bar  .0  hori
zontal  a, unid-height  almost  touchmg  f°Uoi

«ng  upnght 

either  o.  or  h  v,  remains  of  triangular  letter  on  damaged  surfa
ce  _ 

interlinear  space:  >,  remains  of  near-vertical,
  whose  top  joins  short! honzontalt :o ̂  

slightly  slanting  to  right  whose  top  joins  on  right  stroke  descend
ing  gendy  from  left  “  r  g  ■  y5 

fiuther  on,  two  tiny  traces,  close  together,  at  top  level  ..  ^  Z “ 

12  0  two  traces  on  right-hand  edge  of  hole,
  one  at  top  level  and  one  at  mid-height

  *3  .  » 

tinv  trace  at  line  level  §  ]  ,  two  tiny  trace
s  at  line  level  in  horizontal  alignment  wit

h  each  other,  on 

edge  of  large  hole  .  c,  two  traces  in  vertical  alignment,  one  in _  upp
er  part  of 

at  line  level  [,  small  faint  traces  suggest  upp
er  part  of  left-hand  arc  14  .  > 

m^hei^ft  on  edge,  sloping  down  from 
 left  to  right,  then  short  thin  horaontol 

diagonal  stroke  ascending  from  left  to  right,
  whose  top  joins  a  (possibly  horizontal)  tt 

,6  o  two  traces  in  vertical  alignment,  one
  at  mid-height  and  one  at  line  level  . «,  rema 

right-hand  arc  on  damaged  fibres  .7  .  L  lower  part  of  diagonal  a«n^g6om 
 left  o  ngh 

.8  V,  lower  part  of  right-hand  am  on  ed
ge  of  hole  extending  above  and  to  its  le

ft  L,  trace  at line  level,  possibly  tip  of  diagonal  ascending  from  left  to  right  19  •  ">  .  ,  ̂  f  „  lost 

edtre  20  ft  diagonal  ascending  from 
 left  to  right  21  ?c,  most  of  right-hand  arc  of  ?  los 

uorieht  27  a  ,  traces  on  damaged  surface  sugges
t  left-hand  arc  first  two  tmy  trac 

v^ry  close  together,  in  diagonal  alignmen
t  descending  from  left  to  right,  one  at  m

id-height  an 
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in  lower  part  of  writing  space,  on  the  edge  of  large  hole  extending  above  and  to  their  right;  second, 

diagonal  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right,  to  the  right  of  the  same  hole  .  co,  thick  stroke  slightly 

sloping  to  the  right  and  joining  at  mid-height  another,  nearly  horizontal,  stroke  28  i, ,  r  or 

left-hand  part  of  tt  29  . .  p,  first,  two  tiny  traces  very  close  together,  almost  in  vertical  align¬ 
ment  at  line  level;  above,  in  upper  part  of  writing  space,  short  horizontal  trace  in  vertical  alignment 

with  the  previous  traces  on  edge  of  large  hole  extending  to  its  right;  second,  two  tiny  traces  very  close 

together  in  horizontal  alignment,  at  line  level  on  lower  edge  of  the  same  hole  tt  . ,  fibres  damaged: 

three  very  tiny  traces  very  close  together  in  upper  part  of  writing  space;  c.  1  mm  further  on,  concave 

ink,  perhaps  right-hand  arc  .  [,  fibres  damaged:  lower  part  of  upright  slightly  slanting  to  the  right; 

c.2  mm  further  on,  horizontal  trace  in  lower  part  of  writing  space,  slightly  above  line  level,  in  verti¬ 
cal  alignment  with  tiny  dot  at  line  level  on  damaged  fibres  (possibly  just  discoloration)  30  .  [, 

remains  of  square  letter,  «  or  N  32  .  [,  upright,  no  join  visible  at  top  33  .[.upright 

descending  below  line  level;  scanty  traces  round  its  top  34  .  a,  scanty  remains  of  cross-bar 
at  top  level  [,  left-hand  arc  36  . . ,  first,  scanty,  faded  and  blurred  traces  in  upper  part  of 

writing  space  and  at  mid-height,  suggesting  triangular  letter;  second,  upright  descending  below  line 

level  i>.  .  [,  upright  slighdy  slanting  to  the  right,  followed,  2.5  mm  further  on,  after  hole,  by  two 

traces  in  vertical  alignment,  one  in  upper  part  of  writing  space  and  one  at  line  level;  1.5  mm  further 

on,  two  minute  traces  in  vertical  alignment  and  very  close  together,  in  lower  part  of  writing  space 

37  av,  no  traces  before  a  (.  av  ed.  pr.)  p . ,  join  between  two  strokes  in  upper  part  of  writing  space, 

above  hole  £ . ,  left-hand  arc  on  edge  of  hole 

(Title)  ‘Encomium  of  the  Logos’ 
‘The  Logos  is  the  invention  of  the  god  in  whose  honour  also  [we  celebrate]  this  present  festival. 

And  in  however  many  praises  we  confer  [on  the  Logos],  we  shall  be  praising  Hermes  as  father  of  the 

Logos.  For  it  would  be  ...  to  render  suitable  praise  [to  the  Logos']  now  ?especially,  when  indeed  we 
are  today  sacrificing  to  the  god.  Now,  one  [of  us?]  has  decided  to  praise  one  attribute  [of  the  god], 

one  another:  but  how  could  I  (we?)  not  praise  (him)  [for  the  Logos]  ?  For  whatever  success  [anyone] 

achieves,  when  the  Logos  [he  shares  in?]  is  good,  he  reaps  the  reward  of  [greatest?]  renown  not  only 

for  the  present,  [but  for  all  time].  For,  to  say  it  briefly,  the  Logos ,  [ruling  over]  all  things,  both  [mortal] 

and  immortal,  manages  and  [disposes  all]  things,  both  the  divine  and  the  [human].  And  throu[gh 

it]  we  came  to  know  the  gods  and  established  temples  and  built  altars;  and  we  [founded  cities?]  and 
constructed  constitutions  and  established  laws.  And  in  everything  that  hands  and  feet  [offer  us?],  in 

all  this  we  succeed  [not  through  the  strength]  of  the  body,  [but]  through  the  Logos.  And  we  manage 

households(?)  [and  properties  with  the  Logos]  producing  in  [us  the  necessary  skills?]’ 

1-2  The  title  is  highlighted  by  horizontal  strokes  above  and  below  the  initial  and  final  letter(s) 

of  each  word.  Comparable  ornamentation  is  relatively  common  in  titles  of  standard  papyrus  rolls 

and  sillyboi:  see  e.g.  M.  Caroli,  II  titolo  iniziale  nel  rotolo  librario  greco-egkio  (2007)  78-9  (on  initial  titles), 

F.  Schironi,  to  piya  fit-fiXiov  (2010)  23-4  (on  end-titles). 
3  As  PJP  points  out,  the  incipit  interestingly  echoes  the  opening  words  of  Xen.  Cyn.  to  pev 

evpijpa  Oewv,  ’AiroXXosvoc  kcli  AprcpiSoc,  ay  pat  teal  Kvvec. 
In  evpypa  the  scribe  left  a  letter  space  between  v  and  p,  presumably  because  the  papyrus  was 

already  flawed  or  damaged. 

3-4  The  supplements  are  taken  from  the  ed.  pr.;  cf.  7-8.  For  Hermes  as  inventor  and  father 

of  the  Logos,  see  D.  L.  Gera,  Ancient  Greek  Ideas  on  Speech,  Language,  and  Civilization  (2003)  115-18.  Thus 

Aristox.  fr.  23  Wehrli  tijv  Se  wepi  rove  api.6p.ovc  irpayparclav  pa Atcra  iravrwv  Tip-rjcai  So/cet  Tlvdayo- 
pa c  .  .  .  rravra  ra  irpa.yp.ara  aireiKalasv  rote  apidpoic.  ra  re  yap  aXXa  apiffp.be  cyet  teat  Aoyoc  eert 

7 ravrcov  rcbv  apidpwv  rrpoc  aXX-qXovc  .  .  .  Aiyvirnoi  Se  Eppov  <f>aclv  evprjpa,  ov  koXovcl  ®d>6  (note 

that  here  Logos  is  closely  associated  with  apidpoc  and  contains  a  nuance  of  ‘counting’);  Herm.  in  Phdr. 
p.  253.25—8  Couvreur  (on  Plato’s  account  of  Theuth)  teat  ivravOa  oSv  to  wept  rusv  Xoyajv  cvprjpa  rw 

Secrrbrrj  Eppfj  avariBqciv ;  [D.H.]  Rhet.  7.2,  p.  285.8-13  U.-R.  paiicra  Se  01  adXrjral  Seotvro  av  rrjc 
otto  r ov  Xoyov  irporpoirijc  teat  iiriKeXevcccoc,  ovrec  pev  teat  avroi  Eppov  re  teat  HpauXeovc  paOrjrac 

re  Kal  fyXwrai  (d>v  o  pev  coperr/c  rov  Xoyov  1 7  avro  XPVLa  Xoyoc •  o  Se  cvv  rfj  ABr/vp  Travra  Kardjp- 
dcocev  ra  imraydevra-  r)  Se  rl  av  aXXo  etr,  r,  vovc  re  teat  Aoyoc;);  Ael.  NA  10.29;  0rPh-  Hymn •  28.4 
and  10;  Nonn.  Dion.  26.284.  See  also  the  reconstructed  magic  hymn  to  Hermes,  GDRK  59.8  (PGM 

II  p.  249)  2  Aoytov  apyryyera  yXiLcc-qc,  4  irappdsvov  yXwccqc  peSecov. 
Plato,  Crat.  407E-408B  offers  an  etymological  interpretation  of  the  name  Hermes  as  the  creator 

of  the  Logos,  probably  influenced  by  Homeric  exegesis:  see  T.  M.  S.  Baxter,  The  Craiylus  (1992)  125-6 

with  n.  84;  F.  Buffiere,  ‘La  Notion  de  “logos”  dans  l’exegese  d’Homere’,  RLE 54  (1953)  55-60;  D.  Sed- 

ley,  Plato’s  Cratylus  (2003)  95-6.  Beyond  this,  Hermes  is  often  identified  with  the  Logos  itself,  see  e.g.  Plu. 

Amat.  757B  and  Is.  Os.  373B,  or  qualified  as  Aoytoc,  see  e.g.  Ael.  Aristid.  Or  3.663,  p.  5n.11  Lenz-Behr; 
Luc.  Pseudol.  24,  Apol.  2,  Gall.  2;  Max.  Tyr.  Or.  19.1.4-5  Trapp;  Philostr.  VA  5.15. 

4-5  rr/v  napoveav  [  ]  |  iravrjyvpiv.  Compare  in  general  P.  Koln  VII  286  (encomium  of  Dio¬ 
nysus)  fr.  a.3— 5  ]v  Travrjyvp[  |  ]yott  cvvayay6y[r-  |  ]A t.oyvciaKa[.  The  lacuna  must  contain  a  verb: 
perhaps  ayopev  (as  Men.  Rh.  I  366.18  Russell-Wilson  77  pe v  Travqyvpic  ayerai  9eu>)  or  reXovpev  (as 
D.S.  6.6.4  ovre  dvciac  ovre  iravqyvpeic  ireXei).  Both  these  fit  the  space,  and  so  might  avayopev  (cf. 

Sopater  10.2,  p.  48.15  Weissenberger  =  RG  VIII  68.13-14  r-qv  ioprr/v  avqyopev  rep  9c<p).  Longer  com¬ 
pounds  such  as  cvvayopev  (e.g.  Isoc.  Paneg.  1)  and  «?*-/ lm-/ cvvrcXovpcv  (e.g.  D.S.  31.16.2,  3.2.2, 1.97.3) 
seem  excluded. 

The  combination  irapovca  Travqyvpic  is  frequently  attested,  especially  in  Christian  texts;  see  e.g. 

Greg.  Naz.  Or.  15,  RG35.912.1-2;  Or.  19,  RG 35.1048.44-5;  Or.  38,  RG 36.317.2. 

5  Travrjyvpiv.  As  F.  Perpillou-Thomas,  CE  61  (1986)  301-12,  esp.  304,  points  out,  from  the  end 
of  the  second  to  the  fourth  century,  this  word  is  used  in  documentary  texts  to  indicate  festivals  strictly 

linked  to  the  Gymnasium,  and  assumes  a  political  connotation,  while  the  word  copr-q  seems  to  carry 

a  more  specific  religious  meaning;  cf.  L.  Casarico,  Aegyptus  64  (1984)  135-62;  D.  Frankfurter,  Religion  in 

Roman  Egypt  { 1998)  58-9.  However,  XVII  2084,  which  celebrates  Hermes  through  his  favourite  food, 

the  fig,  uses  iravqyvpic  (6-7)  and  ioprrj  (26,  miswritten  epor-)  in  referring  to  the  same  festival.  For  gen¬ 
eral  discussion  of  the  Hermaia,  see  Perpillou-Thomas,  Fetes  d’Lgypte ptoUmaique  et  romaine  (1993)  91-3. 

oca  S’  a[v  rov  X6yo v  WBH :  oca  8’  a[v  aAAa]  ed.  pr.,  which  is  in  any  case  too  short.  The  sense 
must  be:  any  praise  of  Logos  will  be  praise  of  the  god  who  invented  Logos. 

6  evXoyrjc  pev:  between  o  and  y  there  is  a  blank  space  (the  upper  right-hand  part  occupied  by 
a  small  hole).  The  scribe  probably  left  a  space  in  order  to  avoid  some  damage  or  imperfection  in  the writing  material  (cf.  3  n.). 

e  pev:  before  p  an  upright  trace  whose  upper  part  inclines  slightly  to  the  left,  and  then  a  hole 
with  minute  traces  on  the  broken  lower  edge.  The  ed.  pr.  printed  evXoyqcwpev,  which  certainly  suits 

the  grammar;  in  that  case  the  upright  ink  represents  the  right-hand  curve  of  w  in  the  gently  concave 
form  seen  in  15  ]oi.  I  have  considered  also  €vXoyrjc[a\ipev  (or  cvXoyr/caipev,  taking  into  account  the 

tiny  trace  on  the  lower  edge?)  and  cvXoyrjc[o]ipev  (in  which  case  the  tiny  trace  must  be  taken  as  ac¬ 
cidental:  note  that  the  omicron  usually  lies  slightly  above  the  baseline),  but  then  the  use  of  an  optative 

after  oca  S’  a\v  needs  to  be  justified. 

For  evXoyeoj,  see  Pernot,  La  Rhetorique  de  I’eloge  i  1 17  n.  6:  lEulogein,  eulogia  sont  surtout  poetiques 

et  testamentaires,  et  peu  employes  dans  la  rhetorique  epidictique  d’epoque  imperiale  (bien  qu’il  y 
ait  des  emplois  dans  la  rhetorique  classique  et  hellenistique  .  .  .).  Selon  Alex.  Noum.  4,  7-9,  eulogia 

s’applique  seulement  aux  eloges  en  vers,  et  “nullement”  (me pantos',  cf.  ibid.  2,  26  ;  3, 11)  aux  discours  . 
6-7  'E[pprjv  inaiWyecopeda  ed.  pr. 

7  rov  irarcp\a  ovra  rov  WBH:  tov  irarep[a  rov]  ed.  pr.,  too  short. 



NEW  LITERARY  TEXTS 

8- 10  The  final  traces  in  8  suggest  r  or  tt;  then  9  crarov  suggests  a  superlative.  After  that  the 

scanty  traces,  and  the  spacing,  would  allow  vvv  p[ a]Atcr[a,  a  common  combination;  here  it  would  be 
in  correlation  with  ore  (11),  In  the  lacuna  of  line  10  we  need  a  dative  governed  by  a.Tro8ovva[i.  Thus 

the  following  reconstruction  of  these  lines  can  be  proposed:  /ca[t]  yap  av  eh)  n\ov  (or  7 twc,  both 

GBD’A)  Beocepi\\ crarov  (or  evce^]\crarou,  both  GBD’A)  vvv  p[i i]A«:T[a  tXv  npoc^Kovra  '&rcuy[ov]' 
qno8ovva[i  tw  Xoytp  (7rpoc]|i}/covTa  '[e\naiv[ovy  anoBovvai  ed.  pr.,  r<p  Xoyw  WBH).  Hiatus  at  the  end 
of  10  could  be  tolerated  since  there  is  a  pause  before  the  subordinate  clause  starting  in  n  with  ore. 

Alternatively,  as  PJP  suggests,  8-9  may  adapt  a  formula  traditional  in  beginning  the  praise  of 
a  deity:  /ca[t]  yap  av  eh)  n [pwrov  re  /cat  v\\craTOv  (or  perhaps  omit  re  to  save  space);  cf.  Theogn.  3, 

Horn.  Hymn.  21.4,  Hes.  Theog.  34,  Theoc.  i7.if.  with  Gow’s  note. 

9- 10  
For  airoBiBoopu  with  npocrjKwv  and  enaivoc,  cf.  Plu.  Mulier.  virt.  242F  pera  rrjv  reXevrqv 

rove  npocvKovrac  anoBtBovc  enalvovc  (specifically  of  making  a  speech).  I  am  inclined  to  think  that 

&mty[ov]  here  is  used  in  the  general  meaning  of  praise  rather  than  as  a  synonym  of  iyicwpiov.  On  the 
distinction  between  the  two  terms  found  in  rhetorical  handbooks,  but  not  strictly  applied  in  the  actual 

usage,  see  Pernot,  La  Rhitorique  de  I’eloge  i  117-27 ,  esp.  121  with  n.  28  and  126-7. 
10  ano8ovva[t:  a iroSovvai  ed.  pr.  (t  no  longer  present). 

n  rr)pe[pov  E.  G.  Turner  in  the  ed.  pr.  rr)pepov  AttikoI,  c-qpepov  "EXX-qvec  Moeris.  The  same 
form  occurs  in  a  text  of  the  same  type,  XVII 2084  (10),  a  prose  encomium  by  a  student  (see  introd.), 

where,  however,  the  alternative  form  c-qpepov  is  also  used  (23):  see  R.  Luiselli,  A  Study  of  High  Level 

Greek  in  the  Ron-Literary  Papyri  from  Roman  and  Byzantine  Egypt  (Diss.  London  1999)  155.  For  the  Attic  form 

in  literary  prose  of  the  Roman  period,  see  W  Schmid,  Der  Atticismus  (1887-97)  ™  232-  ̂   documentary 

papyri,  c-qpepov  is  universal,  except  for  a  few  ambitious  texts  of  the  third  and  fourth  centuries  ad. 

to)',  tovtw  tco  ed.  pr.,  too  long  for  the  space. 

12-13  WBH  suggests  aAAoc  phr  oSv  T)[pwv  aA]|Ao  rt  in[a] iveiv  eyvw[Ke  tov  Beov)  comparing 

Aphth.  Prog,  viii  11,  p.  135. 1-5  Patillon  (cotfrlac  iyicwpiov)  aAAoc  phi  yap  aAA 6  ti  twv  Bewv  enerqBev cev 

.  .  .  aAAoc  aAAd  ti  twv  Bewv  in-qcK-qcaro.  As  he  notes,  the  implication  would  be  that  different  speakers 
have  chosen  different  aspects  of  the  god  as  the  matter  of  their  encomia,  perhaps  in  competition  on 

the  same  occasion.  Our  speaker  chooses  X6yoc;  the  author  of  2084  (for  a  similar  festivity?)  chooses 

the  fig,  a  much  more  cunning  approach. 

1
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The  general  meaning  is  clear:  the  Logos  is  such  a  relevant  attribute  of  Hermes  that  it  is 

the  ‘obvious’  choice,  so  to  speak,  to  praise  it  as  an  appropriate  
way  of  praising  the  god  himself. 

14  nwc  ed.  pr.:  the  initial  trace  most  suggests  the  foot  of  a  diagonal  descending  from  left  to 

right,  as  of  A,  but  the  surface  is  damaged,  so  that  the  right-hand  upright  of  a  tt  may  not  be  excluded. 

Then  e.g.  nwc  8’  ovk  av  ei Taiv[oi7)v  ini  tw  Ao]|[y]w;  (WBH).  If  however  A  is  read,  one  could  tenta¬ 

tively  suggest  the  alternative  supplement  aA]|Acoc  S’  ovk  av  eVatyf-  with  rj  later  in  the  clause,  ‘But  in 

no  other  way  than  .  . .  could  I  (we)  praise  him’. 

1
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The  initial  traces  of  line  16  perhaps  suggest  the  branches  of  K  or  x.  Turner  proposed 

on  yap  av  evrv[xr)CT)  
tic  d)y  pero]  |yoc  (or  koto]  |yoc),  then  ayaBov  tov  Aoy[ov  (ed.  pr.).  This  would  fit 

the  space,  provided  
that  we  write  evTVxf)  or  omit  wv.  For  the  concept  cf.  Didym.  Gaec.  Comm,  in  £ach. 

1. 10  o  Karoyoc  tov  Belov  Aoyou;  S.E.  M.  7.133  Kara  pe royr/v  tov  Belov  Aoyou,  However,  
the  position 

of  ayaBov  gives  a  strange  word  order.  An  alternative,  
on  yap  av  evTv\yfcri  

tic  K-qpv]\icoc  
ayaBov  tov 

Xoy[ov  (PJP),  avoids  this  difficulty,  
and  introduces  

an  allusion  to  Hermes’  
role  as  K-qpvi  aBavaTwv,  

but 
requires  us  to  assume  that  euruyeiy  

can  take  simultaneously  
a  genitive  and  an  accusative  

of  respect. 
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The  supplements  are  taken  from  the  ed.  pr.  except  elc  rd]  |  napovra  (IJP):  the  ed.  pr. 

prints  etc  roy]  |  irapovra,  
referring  

to  XP°V9V  in  18.  TLG  finds  four  examples  
of  elc  tov  napovra 

Xpovov,  
e.g.  Lib.  Epist.  685.5;  e*c  T®  napovra  

is  very  common.  
The  ed.  pr.  had  /cat  after  a[AAa,  but 

there  is  no  room  for  it. 

18  The  final  trace,  a  rising  oblique,  might  allow  e.g.  (ifeyicnpi  (GBD’A). 

5194.  ENCOMIUM  OF  THE  LOGOS 

19  eKapnd)[caT0  (gnomic  aorist)  ed.  pr.,  n.  ad  loc.,  quoting  Xen.  Cyr.  8.22  Ik  tovtwv  Kapnoupai 
acpaXeiav  /cat  eu/cAeiav:  KapnovcOai  eveXeiav  remains  a  regular  expression,  see  Lib.  Declam.  24.4, 

25.37;  Tz.  Vita  Hes.  96  Colonna;  Marcellin.  Sch.  ad  Hermog.  Stat.,  RG IV  420.20-21.  The  ed.  pr.  puts 
i(K)Kapndj[cei  in  the  text  (e(/c)/cap7ra/[  Turner),  but  this  compound  is  attested  only  in  the  middle. 

19-23  As  the  ed.  pr.  points  out,  these  lines  echo  Isoc.  Me.  9:  el  Se  8ei  cvXXr)ji8r)v  nepl  t rjc  8vva- 

peioc  TavTTjc  elnelv,  ovSev  twv  ppovlpcoc  npaTropeviov  evprjcopev  aXoywc  yiyvopevov,  aAAa  /cat  twv 

epywv  /cat  twv  SLavo-qparwv  anavTwv  rjyepova  Aoyoy  ovra. 
The  same  function  of  universal  ruler  is  attributed  to  rd£ic  in  LXXVI  5093  ii  9-1 1,  with  com¬ 

parable  wording:  ragewe  iyKwpLo(v).  or(t)  Kv\^epva  ra  Bela  /c(at)  [r]a  av(8pwneta)\  SijAot  t]  twv ov\ paviwv  ra£ic.  
( 

The  ed.  pr.  prints  cuy]|eAoyrt  yap  elneiv  [povoc  \  6  Xoyoc  tt6.vtw\v  apyei  npay pa]\j[w]v  /cat 

adava.Tw[v  /cat  av8pwnci]\wv;  then  begins  a  new  sentence,  in  asyndeton,  with  Bienei,  perhaps  assum¬ 

ing  that  the  middle  stop  written  before  this  verb  signifies  major  punctuation.  But  t[w]v  is  incompat¬ 
ible  with  the  traces,  and  the  supplements  in  21-2  are  substantially  too  long.  The  middle  stop  may 

simply  separate  grammatical  units  within  the  same  sentence  (see  GMAW 2  p.  9),  especially  since  it 
is  not  here  accompanied  by  a  paragraphs.  I  have  articulated  the  text  differently,  with  supplements 

suggested  by  PJP,  which  assume  that  the  author  is  alluding  to  the  much-quoted  description  of  Nomos 

by  Pindar,  fr.  169a.!— 4  Nopoc  6  navrwv  fiaciXevc  /  dvarwv  re  /cat  adavarwv  /  ayei  SiKaiwv  to  fiiai- 
oraroy  /  vneprarq.  x«?i pi  At  the  end  of  20  e.g.  /xoyoc  (K.  Kumaniecki  in  the  ed.  pr.)  would  probably 
fill  the  space  (w  and  n  very  wide). 

23  S[tot/cei  (ed.  pr.)  would  leave  a  short  gap  at  line-end:  navra  perhaps  too  long,  apa  or  oAa 

would  create  hiatus.  S[iaTi'07?av  (WBH)  would  fill  the  whole  space;  or  S[ta/cuj3epv£  (Euseb.  Comm,  in 
Ps.,PG  23.1220). 

24  a[vOpwneia  ed.  pr. 

25  St’  ajuTov  (ed.  pr.)  would  suit  the  trace,  but  leave  the  line  short.  Perhaps  81a  [tovtov. 

26-8  [/cat  vaovc  ed.  pr.,  $wp[ovc  re  c’SctJj papeOa  Kumaniecki. 

27  elBpvcapeda,  1.  i8pv-. 
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As  the  ed.  pr,  points  out,  lines  29-31  echo  Isoc.  Me.  6  cuveAflovrec  77oAeic  wAcapev  /cat 

vopovc  
edepeda  

/cat  reyvac  
evpopev  

/cat  c^eSov  
anavra  

ra  St’  r)pwv  pepr)xavt)peva  
Xoyoc  

r)piv  ecnv 
6  cvyKaracKevacac.  

See  also  next  n. 
28  [  ]A[:  the  first  trace  r  or  left-hand  part  of  it.  n[a]v[r)yvpeic  ed.  pr.,  but  ]y[  seems  excluded. 

Perhaps  y[o]A[etc;  so  that  we  have  three  features  of  ret  Beta  (26-8)  and  then  three  of  rd  a[v8pwneta 

(28-31),  each  trio  proceeding  from  the  most  general  to  the  more  particular.  Then  at  line-end  e.g.  re 

WKi]\cqpeBa? 
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7ToA[iTetac  cvv]\eCT7)capeBa  (or  perhaps  7roA[eiTetac;  cf.  for  the  orthography  27,  32): 

7roA[iT€tac  
kot]  |ecTrjca/xe0a  

ed.  pr.,  butci/y-  
better  

respects  
the  rules  

of  syllable-division. 
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v[opovc  re  €6e]\peBa  ed.  pr. 
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For  the  interaction  of  physical  labour  and  intellectual  effort,  cf.  Plu.  An  seni  797E  ov  yap  al 

X^tpec  
r)pwv  

ov8’  ol  no8ec  
ouS’  1)  tov  cc oparoc  

pwpt)  
KTrjpa  

Kai  pepoc  
ecn  rrjc  noXewc  

povov,  
aXXa 

npwrov  
r)  ipoyr)  

Kal  ra  tt\c  payf/c  
koXXtj,  

8lko.locwt]  
Kai  cwppocvvr)  

/cat  ppovrjcic.  
As  IJP  observes, these  

lines  may  have  special  
relevance  

to  activities  
performed  

at  the  Gymnasium,  

such  as  running  
and 

wrestling.  
The  contrast  

with  the  previous  
section  

is  marked  
not  only  by  the  sentence  

break  
(high  

stop 

after  
-peBa  

in  31)  but  also  by  the  use  of  the  aorist  
in  lines  26-31,  

which  
deal  with  past  human  

achieve¬ ments,  
and  of  the  present  

in  these  
lines,  

which  
describe  

the  activities  
of  every  

day. 

As  to  the  rhetoric,  WBH  well  suggests  that  the  author  drew  a  simple  contrast,  ‘the  achievements 

of  our  hands  and  feet  are  not  due  to  strength  (alone?)  but  (also?  entirely?)  to  reason’. 

31  oca  p[ev  xeepe c  /cat  Kumaniecki.  Since  there  seems  to  be  no  answering  Se,  this  will  be  ‘pe r 
solitariwri  (Denniston,  Greek  Particles  380  ff.). 
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32  qp-eiv,  1.  rjfi.lv. 
'  [:  an  upright.  Kumaniecki  suggests  n[apexovci.  But  the  top  of  the  upright  shows  no  trace  of 

a  cross-piece  to  the  right,  though  a  junction  with  a  diagonal  (descending  left  to  right)  is  not  excluded 
(aa,  N,  even  c?).  If  the  context  is  indeed  the  gymnasium,  with  its  sporting  contests,  we  could  think  of 

?[«*&-'■ 
32-5  Oli  rjj  ]|  rod  cw/iaTOC  e[wn  irdi-ra  ]|  rav-ra  icaTop0<>[v|Liev  dAAd  ra  ]|  Aoy(u  WBH  (34-5 

KaTop8o[v/xei>  rat]  \  Xoytp  Kumaniecki,  too  short  for  the  space).  The  reverse  in  Philo,  Det.  pot.  ins.  104 

a  8*  av  Kal  eS  epyaciovrat,  Kara  Tvyqv,  ov  cvv  Aoyoi  Karopdovct. 

35  oiKta[c,  The  ed.  pr.  understood  ouaa  as  oiKela,  with  Kumaniecki’s  cvvecei  or  ppovqcei  to 
follow,  giving  in  cuvecei  .  .  .  8ioikov(jl€v  a  chiastic  parallel  to  Ka.TopOo[vnev  .  .  .  A oytp,  and  offering 

no  supplements  for  36-7. 1  have  written  oi Kta[c,  assuming  that  the  author  progresses  from  religious 
observance  and  civil  society  to  domestic  administration,  the  daily  concern  of  his  audience.  Supply 

e.g.  oUia[c  Kal  ovcLac  (or  Kal  iroXei c;  cf.  PI.  Men.  9IA  oi  avdpcoiroi  rac  re  oltdac  Kat  rac  iroXetc  KaXatc 

36  StotKovfiev  Kumaniecki. 

37  iv€pyaCqp.[:  hepyat,6p\e8a  would  continue  the  series  of  first  person  plural  verbs,  but  of 

course  a  participle  ivepya£op[ev-  is  not  excluded. 
The  verb  is  generally  used  to  indicate  something,  often  external,  which  produces  a  physical  or 

mental  effect  in  us.  In  respect  of  bodily  well-being,  see  Xen.  Mm.  2.1.20  eri  8e  at  pAv  pqStovpyiat  Kal 
€K  tov  it apaxprjpta  iJSoyat  ovtc  ccoptan  etieijla v  tKava L  etciv  evepya^ecdat,  wc  paciv  oi  yvpvacTai  ktX. 

With  regard  to  the  psychological  dimension,  cf.  Plu.  Inim.  util.  9m  fcatVot  tic  acwTjctc  irepa  pd£ova 

(bpeXetav  ivepyaCerat  rate  ijivyaic  kt A. 

Here  the  effective  force  is  Logos,  which  suggests  that  Aoyoc  is  somehow  the  subject  of  ivepya- 

cf.  e.g.  Plu.  Tranq.  an.  476F  rac  piv  yap  aXXac  avatpei  Ai mac  6  Xoyoc,  rr)v  8e  pter&voiav  a vtoc 

ivepyi i£erai  (so  G  and  Stob.:  cpy-  cett.)  kt X.  This  in  turn  suggests  a  participial  construction,  e.g  Kal 

otKtctfc  Kal  ouctac]  |  StotKovfxev  _  [  ,  ei5^ouA(c)tj|av  ivepya{,qti[evov  tov  Xoyov,  *. .  .  and  we  manage 

.  . .  our  households  and  properties  . . .,  with  Logos  instilling  (in  us)  the  ability  to  plan  successfully’.  The 
traces  . .  [  in  36  might  allow  e.g  irq[cac  or  *a[Acuc. 

So  reconstructed,  the  sentence  would  end  with  the  last  line  of  the  column.  But  of  course  we 

have  no  way  of  telling  whether  the  text  continued  in  a  further  column  or  columns. 

D.  COLOMO 

II.  KNOWN  LITERARY  TEXTS 

5195.  Sophocles,  Oedipus  Coloneus  189-201,  204-n,  243-7 

ioi/ioo(e)  Fr.  i  4.7  x  6.1  cm  First  century  Bc/first  century  ad 

Two  fragments  of  a  roll,  with  writing  running  along  the  fibres.  Fr.  i  gives  part 

of  a  single  column,  and  fr.  2  part  of  the  right-hand  side  of  one  column  and  the 
left-hand  side  of  the  next.  The  edge  of  a  koltesis  is  visible  about  1.75  cm  to  the  right 

of  the  left-hand  edge  of  fr.  1.  The  small  round  upright  serifed  hand  is  similar  to 

that  of  LX  4013  +  E  Kijln  VI  252  (Euripides,  Orestes),  and  may  be  assigned  to  the 

same  period:  see  further  Haslam  on  4013.  On  the  back,  in  a  less  formal  hand,  an 

unidentified  text,  perhaps  also  literary:  parts  of  two  columns  with  intercolumnium 

(fr.  1)  and  part  of  a  single  column  with  no  recognizable  margins  (fr.  2). 

Changes  of  speaker  are  marked  by  short  paragraph^  now  lost  wherever  the 

line-beginnings  are  not  preserved,  and  the  contributions  of  the  chorus-leader  are 

indented:  for  other  papyri  displaying  this  use  of  indentation,  see  L.  Savignago,  Eis- 

thesis  (2008)  318.  Beginning  at  195b,  a  second  hand  has  crudely  added  a  large  num¬ 

ber  of  lection  signs:  accents  of  all  three  kinds,  a  rough  breathing  (Turner’s  form 

1 :  GMAW 7  p.  11),  an  apostrophe,  and  a  ‘short’.  Iota  adscript  appears  to  have  been 
written  at  205/6a,  but  omitted  at  191  if  XP*M  was  meant  as  a  dative:  see  n.  Elision 

is  effected  but  not  marked  except  once  in  195b,  where  the  second  hand  has  added 

an  apostrophe.  If  we  assume  a  colometrical  arrangement  similar  to  that  of  L,  with 

additional  line-breaks  wherever  the  speaker  changes  in  mid-colon,  the  last  visible 

line  of  fr.  2  col.  ii  (247)  will  be  the  forty-fourth  after  the  last  visible  line  of  fr.  2  col. 

i  (209b-na),  which  stands  at  the  same  level.  Ten  lines  in  fr.  1  occupy  an  area  about 

5  cm  high.  The  column  height  will  then  have  been  approximately  22  cm;  fr.  2  col. 
i  will  have  come  below  fr.  1  in  the  fifth  column  of  the  play  text.  To  judge  by  fr.  2  as 

supplemented,  the  distance  between  one  left-hand  column  edge  and  the  next  was 
about  10  cm,  and  the  intercolumnar  space  was  only  0.75  cm  wide  at  its  narrowest. 

One  other  ancient  copy  of  the  play  has  been  published,  P.  Mich.  Ill  140,  a  pa¬ 

pyrus  codex  leaf  giving  136-45  and  180-91,  dated  by  P.  Heilporn  (APIS)  to  the  fifth 

or  sixth  century,  and  by  G.  Cavallo  [II  calamo  e  il papiro  186, 198)  to  the  fourth.  There 

is  no  published  transcription  of  the  faded  text  on  the  back  (180-91),  but  a  descrip¬ 

tion  and  image  are  available  at  http://papyri.info/apis/michigan.apis.1992.  As  in 

5195,  the  parts  assigned  to  the  chorus  or  chorus-leader  are  indented. 
5195  confirms  the  conjecture  of  Vauvilliers  at  205,  and  it  almost  certainly 

agrees  with  r  in  omitting  198,  perhaps  rightly.  There  are  previously  unknown 

corruptions  at  196  and  197.  The  colometry  is  generally  unsurprising,  but  there  is 
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an  apparent  agreement  with  P.  Mich.  140  against  the  other  manuscripts  in  the  ar-; 

rangement  of  the  anapaestic  189-91,  and  an  apparent  novelty  at  209—11. 

The  collation  text  is  the  Oxford  Classical  Text  of  H.  Uoyd-Jones  and  N.  G. 

Wilson  (1990),  and  the  line  numbers  are  Brunck’s,  on  which  those  of  modern  edi¬ 
tions  are  based.  The  principal  manuscripts  (LK  QR  AUY  ZnZo  T)  have  been 

consulted  online  (LKAY)  and  in  facsimiles  held  at  the  Classical  Faculty  Library, 

Cambridge.  (A  is  unavailable  for  most  of  this  part  of  the  play,  resuming  at  246.) 

1  represents  the  agreement  of  LK,  r  that  of  QR,  a  that  of  AUY,  and  z  that  of 

ZnZo;  reports  of  the  Triclinian  manuscripts  are  not  included  in  the  notes.  Colla¬ 

tions  were  published  by  G.  Speake,  A  Collation  of  the  Manuscripts  of  Sophocles3  Oedipus 

Coloneus  (1978);  L.  Lomiento,  in  G.  Avezzu  and  G.  Guidorizzi’s  2008  edition  of 

the  play  (pp.  387-403),  gives  reports  of  the  colometries  of  certain  manuscripts. 

Fr.  1 

]fxev  ro  8  [ 

/c]ai  fxr}  XP€ia  rroXe^a)[fi€v 

aVTOV  fJLTJKCTL  TOp[S 

/%tttT0c  e$oi  7708 [a 

aAic  cue  ctKoveic 

rj\cOoi 

Aexptoc  y*  e7T  a Kpov 
AaiotT  fipaxvc  o/cAa[cac 

7r\aT€p  ro8  €p.OV  €V  7)[ 

j8]acei  paciv  appocai 

yjcpaiov  cc  [^Jepa  ccopa  c[ov 

].’[ 
Fr.  2  col.  i  col.  ii 

.[ 

.[ .[ 

?[ 

a[ 

5195.  SOPHOCLES,  OEDIPUS  COLONEUS  189-201,  ETC.  91 
Fr.  1 

189-91  To  judge  by  the  space  available  on  the  left,  the  first  preserved  line  will  have  begun  to 

pev  €t7T0t]/xev  (or  -<y]|U.€v).  lraz  divide  instead  before  emfiaivovrec  (189)  and  before  to  8’,  with  to  S5 
.  .  .  -noXapwpev  treated  as  a  single  colon.  P.  Mich.  140  appears  to  have  divided  as-in  5195. 

igi  XP£ICL  may  be  meant  either  as  dative,  with  a  for  at,  or  as  nominative  (wrongly). 

192-201  Lraz  agree  with  5195  in  placing  colon  boundaries  before  avrov,  0ij/ictT oc,  ovtwc,  17 

’c0to,  Aaov,  7rarep,  fiacet,  yepaiov,  and  irpoicXivac  (or  their  equivalents  where  there  are  variants),  except 
that  Zn  divides  after  rather  than  before  ijcflai;  K  differs,  with  fU/paroc  .  .  .  ootojc  and  aAic  .  .  .  Jjcdo 

each  being  presented  as  a  single  colon,  and  the  cola  beginning  Aaou  and  $acei  omitted.  198  ia>  pot  pot 

where  present  is  normally  given  as  a  separate  colon  (but  not  in  K  or  Zo;  only  a  short  space  separates 

it  from  ig7  in  Zn).  L  begins  a  new  line  where  the  speaker  changes  at  aAtc,  and  R  begins  new  lines  with 

changes  of  speaker  at  both  aAtc  and  Xexptoc,  as  in  5195, 

195a  7 ]\cOco.  The  same  letters,  variously  articulated,  in  Laz  (Ijcdo  K);  i)  crat  R,  r}  ctoi  Q,  ijcrai 

hyp.  The  Oxford  editors  print  fj  ecflai  (Brunck). 

196  Aaiou.  A  previously  unattested  corruption  of  the  unfamiliar  Aaou  ‘rock’  preserved  by  the 
other  manuscripts  (Aaov  r)  and  the  Suda:  ‘left’  does  not  make  sense,  and  Aatoc  is  not  found  in  Sopho¬ 
cles.  It  is  possible  that  the  copyist  responsible  had  Laius  at  the  back  of  his  mind,  though  he  is  not 

named  in  this  play  until  line  220;  then,  since  Laius  is  obviously  out  of  place,  the  word  was  accented 

as  ‘left’. 

o/cAd[cac.  The  same  false  rough  breathing  is  found  in  rYZn.  No  breathing  is  applied  at  IX 1174 

iv  10  (Soph.  fr.  314.96)  o*Aa£w[y.  Choeroboscus  prescribes  smooth  breathing  (ircpi  iruevpaTaiv  p.  207). 

Cf.  oS[d]£  for  o8a£  at  XXVI  2450  fr.  1  ii  27  (Pind.  fr.  169a. 32)  with  n. 

197  7T]aTep  to8  epov  €v  t)[.  For  toS  zpov,  the  other  copies  give  ipov  to8\  and  this  is  needed  if 

the  line  is  to  respond  to  182,  as  it  does  according  to  Hermann’s  arrangement.  The  strophe  is  defective 

in  this  vicinity  in  all  copies  including  P  Mich.  140,  and  according  to  Nauck’s  arrangement,  followed 

byjebb  and  others,  182  would  respond  not  to  197  but  to  200.  But  Hermann’s  arrangement,  with  a  sin¬ 
gle  lacuna  after  183,  is  preferred  by  the  Oxford  editors,  and  is  defended  byj.  A.  J.  M.  Buijs,  Mnem.  38 

([985)  79.  In  any  case,  the  glyconic  is  likelier  in  this  context. 
After  197,  laz  insert  ia>  pot  pot  (198),  but  this  colon  is  not  present  in  r  or  in  the  papyrus.  (There 

is  a  theoretical  possibility  that  197  and  198  were  written  on  a  single  line,  but  this  is  highly  improbable: 

if  -q[c vxtat  to)  pot  pot  is  supplied  here,  the  line  will  be  excessively  long,  almost  reaching  the  left-hand 
margin  of  the  next  column.  The  other  manuscripts  nearly  all  treat  198  as  a  separate  colon:  see  on 

192-201.)  In  order  to  preserve  the  responsion  (197  n.),  Hermann  transposed  the  exclamation  after 

199,  where  the  strophe  has  a  lacuna  according  to  his  arrangement,  and  he  is  followed  by  the  Oxford 

editors.  But  it  may  be  better  to  follow  the  papyrus  and  r  in  omitting  the  words:  see  Wilamowitz  ap.  T. 
von  Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,  Die  dramatische  Technik  des  Sophokles  (1917)  341  n-  0 >  Buijs  (197  n.). 

igg  /3]dcei  fiaciv.  Any  mark  of  quantity  on  the  first  a  would  be  lost.  For  fiaciv,  r  has  the  cor¬ 
ruption  pdctpov. 

appocai.  An  accent  would  have  been  helpful.  The  other  manuscripts  have  appacat,  corrected 

to  appocai  by  Elmsley. 

200  yjfpa'iov.  The  same  spelling  in  the  other  manuscripts.  Dindorf  writes  yepaov,  accepted  by 
the  Oxford  editors.  The  papyrus  may  have  had  another  grave  on  ]e. 

201  The  trace  suggests  the  upper  end  of  the  right-hand  oblique  of  a,  projecting  beyond  its 

junction  with  the  left-hand  oblique,  tt pox Atv]a[c  (lQa,  Mowed  by  the  Oxford  editors),  7rpoi<ptv]a[c 

(z),  or  7rpofCTtv]a[c  (R)  would  fit. 
The  pair  of  cola  missing  between  the  two  fragments  (202-3) have  occupied  two  lines  in  the 

papyrus. 
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Fr.  2  col.  i 

204-11  The  following  reconstruction  seems  suitable,  though  there  is  much  uncertainty  in  the 
detail  of  the  supplements: 

avBacov  tic  e<f>vc  ppo]T[a)]y 

TIC  IOV  TToXvTTOVOC  TW  O.V  c[ol) 

7 rarptS  e«77ti<tai/xa]y 

^cvoi  owroTroAic  aAAa  pt]-*7 
ri  to8  airevvetteic  yepov] 

m  M  M  ] 

H  avep-qt,  tic  etpt  pr)8  e]£ 

craojic  nepa  parevojv] 

The  cola  are  divided  similarly  in  the  other  manuscripts,  except  towards  the  end.  lraz  all  di¬ 
vide  at  changes  of  speaker  and  after  Pporw v  at  the  end  of  the  first  colon.  As  for  the  remaining  colon 

boundaries,  laz  also  divide  after  cov,  but  at  the  end,  they  split  igeracyic  after  the  second  (Laz)  or  third 

(K)  syllable;  r  places  cov  in  the  third  rather  than  the  second  colon  and  divides  not  in  the  middle  but 

at  the  end  of  e^craojic.  The  division  after  /xi)  pi)  pi)  (209),  suggested  by  Professor  D’Alessio,  is  not 
paralleled  in  any  of  the  other  manuscripts:  see  further  on  2ogb-na. 

204  ]  [  ]  :  the  foot  of  an  upright;  the  lower  end  of  a  steeply  descending  oblique  or  of  an 

upright  curving  to  the  right.  Traces  and  spaces  seem  compatible  with  the  expected  Ppo\r[w]y.  In  the 

earlier  part  of  the  line,  for  n'c  tyvc  (L yp,  adopted  by  the  Oxford  editors),  LAU  offer  tlc  c’  tyv,  Kr 
tic  e<f>v,  Y  ri  c>  e<f>v,  and  z  tic  c  H<f>vce. 

205/6a  ] . . :  a  thick  trace  on  the  line;  an  upright.  The  traces  are  compatible  with  the  expected 

ay]r)i. 

rlv  av\  the  papyrus  confirms  Vauvilliers’  conjecture  riv’  av,  adopted  by  the  Oxford  editors.  The 
other  manuscripts  offer  riva. 

_  [:  only  a  speck. 
In  the  earlier  part  of  the  line,  &v  is  the  unmetrical  majority  reading.  The  Oxford  editors  adopt 

0  (Lyp). 

206b  ] . :  an  upright  on  the  edge. 

207  ]  :  traces  pardy  on  loose  fibres,  perhaps  parts  of  the  first  upright  and  of  the  cross-bar 
joining  the  second  upright  of  rj  with  an  acute  accent  above.  In  the  earlier  part  of  the  line,  airinoXic  is 

Ebeling’s  conjecture  (accepted  by  the  Oxford  editors);  omottroXic  is  transmitted. 
209b-na  The  other  manuscripts  have  at  the  start  of  the  colon  pi)  once  (r)  or  three  times  (laz), 

and  the  Oxford  editors  follow  Hartung  in  printing  it  twice,  but  the  £  preserved  in  the  papyrus  stands 

much  further  to  the  left  than  it  would  if  the  papyrus  had  either  of  the  attested  forms  of  the  beginning 

of  the  colon,  and  it  is  one  line  further  down  than  expected.  The  position  of  the  letter  can  most  easily 

be  accounted  for  by  assuming  (as  above)  that  pi?  pi?  pit)  (or  whatever  occupied  its  place  in  this  copy) 

was  placed  on  a  separate  line;  then  with  the  division  placed  after  e£,  this  colon  and  the  next  could  be 

taken  as  a  pair  of  anacreontics. 

col.  ii 

This  series  of  line-beginnings  matches  243-7  as  arranged  in  Lac,  A  (246-7  only;  see  F.  G.  Gian- 
nachi,  BollClass  28  (2007)  74),  K,  and  a  (t[ou  .  .  .  |  o[ic  .  .  .  |  tp[c  .  .  .  |  y[peTepov  .  .  .  |  a[i8ouc  .  .  .); 

rz  differ  only  in  placing  the  beginning  of  the  second  of  these  cola  after  -oic  (at  word-end).  A  scholium 

states  that  237-57  were  athetized,  but  they  are  not  omitted  by  any  manuscripts. 

243  [:  high  in  the  line,  on  the  edge,  a  trace  suggesting  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-bar. 

244  [:  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle. 

5195.  SOPHOCLES,  OEDIPUS  COLONEUS  189-201,  ETC.  93 

245  .  [:  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle. 
246  y[:  apparently  the  left-hand  side  of  y :  represented  are  the  left-hand  branch  (on  the  edge), 

the  steeply  sloping  stem,  and  an  ascending  oblique  half-serif  at  the  foot. 

J.  YUAN  /  W.  B.  HENRY 

5196.  Aristophanes,  Equites  716-26 

A  scrap  from  the  top  of  a  column,  with  upper  margin  extant  to  3  cm.  It  is  part 

of  the  same  roll  as  LXVI 4511,  which  preserves  the  beginnings  of  Eq.  736-46.  The 

two  fragments  are  no  doubt  parts  of  a  single  column,  which  will  have  contained 

a  minimum  of  31  lines  and  been  at  least  17.2  cm  high.  The  back  is  blank.  A  repair 

patch  was  added  before  the  text  was  copied,  visible  in  the  lower  left  part  of  the  frag¬ 

ment;  as  a  result,  the  earlier  parts  of  724-6  are  written  across  the  fibres. 
Elision  is  made  tacitly  in  725.  The  copyist  wrote  diaeresis  (inorganic;  724),  and 

perhaps  a  makron  (721).  The  accent  at  716  is  by  a  second  hand,  as  suggested  by  the 

colour  of  the  ink  and  the  pen.  In  4511  introd.,  I  expressed  the  view  that  ‘[a]ll  lec- 

tional  signs  seem  to  be  by  the  original  scribe’,  but  this  does  not  apply  to  the  accents. 

Coulon’s  Bude  edition  is  the  main  source  of  the  manuscript  readings  reported 

in  the  notes;  I  have  also  consulted  the  editions  of  von  Velsen(/Zacher),  Neil,  Som- 

merstein,  and  Wilson.  The  papyrus  confirms  a  necessary  modern  emendation 

at  726. 

fX€]v  o\iyov  €vr[id  wc 

Tpnr\a]ciov  KarecltraKac 
Se£i otJ^toc  rr)c  €/x[^c 

720  5]t//x[o]v  evpvv  [ 

]  3of«c  Kadlyfipicai 

o]vd€V  KCp\[v€L 

Mee]v  r/nac  ic%[eTW 

725  ~\v7)  A  l  CO  7TaTe[p 

Ar)p.iSio\v  u)  ̂tArar[ov 

717  cvr[idc.  ivrLOe ic  R‘V2MSG:  <Wt0efc  RVFS*1:  ivridrjc  A. 
721  ]  :  Tovroyl  RT\tov — jV1:  toutoi  V2AT’ :  tovto  ye  M:  tout/  ye  S.  I  have  tried  to  read 

Tov]Toy%  but  there  are  serious  difficulties:  the  stem  of  the  putative  tau  has  an  unexpected  right- 
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facing  serif  at  the  foot;  omicron  and  gamma  are  vestigial  and  neither  can  be  confirmed;  the  apostro¬ 
phe  could  also  be  a  circumflex;  there  might  be  a  diaeresis  under  the  makron. 

723  o]v6ev.  Aristophanes  will  have  written  ovSev  here  and  fvqSbf  in  724,  and  not  the  forms  with 

~9~,  found  predominantly  from  the  fourth  century  onwards;  see  e.g.  W.  G.  Amott,  Alexis:  The  Fragments 

(1996)  89-90.  Dr  Henry  notes  that  ancient  copies  are  divided  between  the  two  forms,  with  -8-  in  5197 
(iii/iv)  at  PI.  883  (ouScv),  in  BKT  V2.111  (v/vi)  at  Nu.  974  (/AjSev),  and  in  XI 1374  (v)  at  V  750  (jmj Sev), 

but  -6-  in  BKT  IX 105  (v/vi)  at  Ach.  609  {\fj.r)dev> Q  and  in  O.  Bodl.  1 279  (1  bc)  at  Mi.  974  Ow?0ev;  see 
N.  Litinas,  /(PE  141  (2002)  103—5).  For  the  evidence  of  documentary  papyri,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  97. 

724  /j,-r)de]v  restored  by  analogy  to  o]  vdev  in  the  previous  line. 

726  oi  is  omitted  by  the  mediaeval  manuscripts  against  the  metre,  and  was  conjecturally  sup¬ 
plied  by  Elmsley.  5196  now  shows  that  it  survived  into  the  Roman  period. 

N.  GONIS 

5197.  ARISTOPHANES,  PLUTUS  881-97  95 

5197.  Aristophanes,  Plutus  881-97 

A  iB4/R(a)  7  x  14.3  cm  Third/fourth  century 

A  fragment  from  a  roll,  blank  on  the  back.  The  layout  was  generous:  the 

upper  margin  measures  4.1  cm,  and  the  intercolumnium  is  extant  to  3.3  cm. 

The  hand  is  an  informal  example  of  the  Biblical  Majuscule,  written  fairly  fast. 

I  would  assign  it  to  the  later  third  century,  if  not  to  the  early  fourth.  Letters  oc¬ 

casionally  touch  (884,  885).  Some  shading  was  intended:  thin  horizontals  contrast 

with  thicker  uprights.  There  is  some  ornamentation  in  the  form  of  litde  hooks  at 

the  starting-points  of  obliques  that  descend  from  left  to  right.  The  cross-bars  of 

e  and  e  have  a  downward  slope;  the  horizontal  of  a  may  be  extended  to  the  left 

(884);  the  stem  of  y  bends  leftwards  at  the  foot.  A  more  informal  hand  wrote  883, 

and  this  is  linked  to  a  peculiarity  of  layout:  884  stands  too  far  down  and  too  close 

to  885.  As  Dr  Henry  points  out,  it  would  appear  that  the  scribe  for  some  reason  left 

a  single  blank  line  after  882  and  slightly  misjudged  the  spacing. 

Paragraphi  signal  changes  of  speaker  under  882,  885,  888,  892,  893,  894,  895, 

896,  and  897;  they  are  very  long,  occupying  the  space  of  four  letters  where  intact 

(882,  885),  and  may  be  by  a  second  hand.  The  changes  at  the  ends  of  884,  889, 

and  890  are  not  so  marked,  but  may  well  have  been  indicated  by  dicola  in  the  lost 

parts  of  the  text;  cf.  the  fourth-century  papyrus  codex  of  Lysislrata  published  by 

Grenfell  and  Hunt  in  Melanges  Nicole  (1905)  217-20  (MP3  144),  where  dicolon  may 
be  used  either  with  paragraphus  (438)  or  alone  (434,  436).  However,  the  Ravennas 

does  not  indicate  the  change  of  speaker  at  the  beginning  of  885,  and  it  is  possible 

that  the  papyrus  too  had  no  indication  in  one  or  more  of  the  places  mentioned. 

More  problematic  is  the  presence  of  paragraphi  under  893  and  894,  where  speaker 

changes  are  hard  to  justify  (see  893-5  n-)- 

The  hand  responsible  for  the  paragraphi  seems  also  to  have  added  the  lection 

signs:  apostrophes  to  mark  elision  (885,  886)  and  after  ovk  and  ovy  (885,  886),  and 

a  grave  accent  at  885,  to  disambiguate.  There  is  a  (hypo)diastole  in  883,  to  assist 

with  articulation,  and  perhaps  (inorganic)  diaeresis  at  886. 

I  have  consulted  the  editions  of  Coulon,  Sommerstein,  and  Wilson. 
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5198.  MENANDER,  MISOUMENOS  123-54/523-54  97 

5198.  Menander,  Misoumenos  123-54  SANDBACH/523-54  Arnott  + 

103/129(0!)  fr.  15.3  x16  cm  Second/ third  century 
Plate  VI 

A  group  of  pieces  and  scraps  combine  to  form  fr.  i ;  the  joins  are  guaranteed 

by  matching  fibres  or  textual  overlaps  or  by  both.  Fr.  2  seems  to  belong  above  fr.  1, 

though  at  what  interval  is  not  clear:  the  fibres  correspond,  and  so  also  the  contrast 

between  a  darker  mottled  strip  to  the  left  and  a  lighter  strip  to  the  right.  Fr.  3  re¬ 
mains  unplaced. 

The  text  is  written  across  the  fibres,  on  a  surface  of  poor  quality:  notice  fr. 

1. 1 3-2  2,  where  the  scribe  carries  on  regardless  across  an  obliquely  displaced  strip 

of  vertical  fibres.  Column  of  at  least  46  lines  (fr.  1,  32;  fr.  2,  at  least  14  more),  with 

a  height  of  at  least  22.9  cm;  lower  margin  (fr.  1)  of  at  least  0.7  cm.  On  the  other 

side,  the  original  recto,  remains  of  cursive:  fr.  1  has  a  left-hand  margin  of  c.3.8  cm; 

beginnings  also  on  fr.  2  (a  large  right-angle,  suggesting  the  erovc  sign)  and  fr.  3. 

The  hand  is  a  small  capital,  written  rapidly  but  regularly  with  a  thickish  pen, 

slighdy  slanting  to  the  right;  it  may  be  assigned  to  the  ‘formal  mixed’  style  of 
Turner,  GMAW2  p.  22.  One  may  compare  the  more  stylized  and  angular  XXIII 
2363  or  the  rounder  XLII  3007.  e  and  c  are  straight-backed,  o  sometimes  tiny 

and  hanging  from  the  nodonal  upper  line,  y  has  a  shallow  rounded  bowl  above 

a  central  shaft,  00  shows  a  flat  base.  Bilinearity  is  roughly  respected  but  p,  Y,  and  <}> 

send  a  tail  well  below  the  line. 

No  lectional  signs  survive  except  elision  mark  (fr.  1.7,  22?;  fr.  3.5),  and  punctua¬ 

tion  by  single  stop  (written  high,  so  that  it  looks  like  a  later  addition:  fr.  1.17,  20,  29) 

and  by  short  rising  diagonal  above  the  line  (fr.  1.18);  three  such  diagonals  (fr.  1.22?, 

27)  perhaps  mark  a  major  pause.  For  change  of  speaker  we  have  dicolon  with  nota 

personae  (fr.  1.2,  10;  fr.  2.13;  cf.  fr.  2.8  nota  personae,  lacuna  on  left;  fr.  2.12  dicolon, 

lacuna  to  right);  dicolon  alone  fr.  1.12?  The  notae  persona-rum  may  be  by  a  differ¬ 
ent  hand. 

Some  deletions  and/or  corrections,  apparently  by  the  same  hand,  perhaps 

currente  calamo:  fr.  1.11,  16,  19,  22?,  24,  31;  fr.  2.2??,  3??,  12?;  fr.  3.1??,  7. 

5198  overlaps  several  other  copies  of  Misoumenos : 

2656  (O10  Sandbach),  fol.  Ai  and  papyrus  codex,  badly  damaged.  ‘If 
the  text  were  in  good  condition  the  handwriting  would  not  be  difficult  to  read;  as 

things  are,  a  considerable  portion  of  the  reading  is  divinatory’  (Turner,  Mew  Frag¬ 
ments  of  the  Misoumenos  of  Menander  (1965)  5-6). 

132-44/532--44:  P.  Schub.  22  ii  (P.  Berol.  13932),  parchment  codex,  difficult  to 

read  from  damage  and  warping  and  also  from  bleed-through;  transcriptions  by  W. 

Schubart  (with  contributions  by  K.  Stahlschmidt)  in  Korte-Thierfelder,  Menandri 

quae  supersunt  ii2  285-9  (S),  by  C.  Austin  in  P.  Oxy.  XXXIII  pp.  18-19  (A),  and  by 
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H.  Maehler  in  Lustrum  io  (1965)  154—5  (M)*  These  transcriptions  diverge  at  many 

points;  the  new  papyrus  shows  that  each  has  its  special  successes.  We  are  grateful  to 

Dr  Fabian  Reiter  for  a  new  scan,  but  many  uncertainties  remain.  Following  Sand- 

bach,  we  refer  to  this  as  63. 

152-4/552-4:  LXIV  4408,  papyrus  roll. 

If  we  compare  5198  with  2656  as  published,  we  find  that  (i)  5198  appears  to 

omit  2656  A— >  line  10  (=  145/545);  and  (ii)  since  the  next  clear  overlap  is  between 

5198  fr.  1.30  and  2656  A->  line  17  (=  152/552),  5198  also  appears  to  have  a  line  not 
present  in  2656.  This  shows  that  the  upper  part  of  2656  A  needs  adjustment:  the 

small  fragment  on  the  right  has  been  located  one  line  too  low,  so  that  the  elements 

of  Turner’s  lines  145—8  that  he  prints  beyond  his  broken  line  belong  instead  to  his 

lines  144—7  (544 — 7  Arnott). 
The  overlaps  confirm  that  we  are  dealing  with  a  dialogue  scene  or  scenes 

from  the  third  act,  whose  elusive  content  has  already  attracted  considerable  interest 

among  scholars.  5198,  like  4408,  shows  that  the  published  transcriptions  of  2656 

and  B3,  the  basis  of  earlier  discussions,  are  in  no  way  reliable:  inevitably,  since  both 

manuscripts  have  suffered  severe  damage. 

5198  adds  new  details  of  the  action  in  this  scene  or  scenes.  Very  provisionally, 

it  would  be  possible  to  identify  three  phases,  (i)  132-6/532-6  Chrysis  and  X  dis¬ 

cuss  contrasting  lives  (those  of  Thrasonides  and  Krateia?),  concluding  ‘She  knows 

her  own  business  better’,  (ii)  137/537  a  character  Y  perhaps  complains  sotto  voce 
about  (his?)  burden;  Chrysis  and  X  cannot  immediately  identify  the  source  of  the 

noise,  and  one  tells  the  other  to  leave  (141/541).  Y  greets  the  woman  left  on  stage 

(jjLaKapLa) ;  the  subject  turns  to  garments  with  ornamental  borders  and  to  jewellery 

and  drinking  cups;  we  might  guess  that  these  were  part  of  Thrasonides’  spoils, 
perhaps  intended  as  presents  for  Krateia.  Clothes  are  still  in  mind  in  149/549. 

(iii)  151/551  ff.  ‘pounding  the  ground’  and  an  about-to-be  libation  suggest  a  party, 

and  that  would  cohere  with  ‘wild  animals’  (153/553),  ‘indoors’  (154/554), 

rivcuv  TTiy[e]i  ttotc;  (157/557  in  4408),  and  the  details  that  follow  of  songs  and  a  ‘pig 
man’.  Up  until  155/555  Chrysis  remains  present;  in  that  line  she  says  avia>[p,€v]} 
Cvpa.  (Do  the  pair  actually  leave  the  stage,  or  is  it  just  an  intention?)  Certainly 

the  next  line  (156/ 556)  is  spoken  by  a  woman,  since  she  swears  by  Artemis.  Then 

follows  a  speech  or  speeches  about  singing  and  drinking,  in  the  past  tense  and  to 

some  degree  eye-witness  (160-61/560-61);  towards  the  end,  at  least,  the  speaker  is 

a  male  (174/574)  slave  (172/572),  who  next  intends  to  go  indoors  to  witness  what  is 

being  said  and  done  (173-5/ 573_5)-  Perhaps  the  new  speaker  in  156/ 556  is  Krateia; 

perhaps  the  male  slave  is  the  same  character  who  had  begun  describing  the  party 

at  about  line  151/551. 

Chrysis  is  identified  by  a  nota  personae  at  116/516  or  earlier  (5198  fr.  2.8), 

I32/532  (5198  fr.  1.10),  perhaps  147/547  (2656  ‘148’  as  reread  by  Gonis),  and 
■55/555(2656,4408).  It  seems  then  that  she  was  present  on  stage  for  at  least  forty 
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lines,  down  to  her  exit  at  155/555  (if  indeed  she  does  leave  at  that  point).  The  new 

evidence  does  not  clarify  her  status  (Krateia’s  nurse  or  not?),  or  the  identity  of  her 

interlocutors)  even  in  the  relatively  well-preserved  lines  1 32-41/532-41:  if  there 

are  two,  X  gets  sent  away  in  141/541,  Syra  remains  until  155/ 555.  Some  have  iden¬ 
tified  X  as  Krateia,  but  there  is  no  direct  indication  of  her  presence  until  the  nota 

personae  in  157/557  (4408),  itself  doubtfully  read.  5198  does  eliminate  one  apparent 
clue  to  the  relationships,  the  reconstructed  cS  dy[ya\rpi8io[v  in  143/543. 

At  142/542,  it  seems,  a  new  character  Y  addresses  Chrysis  (paKapla).  The 

circumstances  suggest  a  (male)  slave:  137/537  (shoulder),  140/540  (muttering?), 

i44/544ff.  an  apparent  list  of  clothes  and  precious  objects.  It  may  be  the  same  per¬ 
son  who  describes  an  apparent  celebration  in  151/55^.;  and  when  the  description 

continues  in  the  next  scene,  the  speaker  is  indeed  a  male  slave  (172/572).  All  this 

would  suit  Getas,  and  a  nota  beginning  with  T  appears  in  121/521  or  earlier  (5198 

fr.  2.13),  124/524  (5198  fr.  1.2),  and  perhaps  157/557  (4408).  Unfortunately  none  of 

these  notae  can  be  read  unequivocally  as  JVr  or  the  like,  see  fr.  1.2  n. 

Thus  a  great  deal  still  remains  unclear,  about  the  plot  and  about  the  speakers. 

For  a  survey  of  the  controversy,  and  earlier  bibliography,  see  4408  introd. 
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Fr.  i 

i  [,  upright,  papyrus  missing  at  letter-top  level  2  ri[,  or  possibly  tt[  s.l.  ~[,  the  lower 
part  of  an  ascending  oblique;  above,  the  left-hand  part  of  a  cross-bar,  beginning  rather  further  to 

the  right  4  _  [,  spot  at  mid-height  ]  [,  on  a  narrow  strip,  perhaps  e.g.  the  end  of  the  tail 

of  A  with  a  trace  belonging  to  another  letter  above  its  right-hand  side  5  _  (first),  in  damaged 

context  at  the  join  of  two  fragments,  perhaps  e.g.  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  _  (second), 

a  dot  at  mid-height  6  ,  [,  perhaps  left-hand  end  of  cross-bar  of  t  7  ]  _ ,  high  in  the  line, 

e.g.  the  tip  of  the  cap  of  c  8  ]  ,  damaged  and  dislocated  traces,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  joined  from  the  left  near  the  foot  ,  [,  the 

foot  of  an  upright  9  ]  ,  upright  hooked  to  right  at  top  and  perhaps  joined  from  left  at  mid-line 

level:  anomalous,  H  possible  n  ]  ,  lower  part  of  upright  c,  the  upper  right-hand  corner  and 

part  of  the  left-hand  side  vov,  the  first  N  apparently  made  out  of  w  by  the  addition  of  a  clear-cut 
descending  diagonal  Of  p  the  tail  12  ] .  iv,  short  horizontal  trace  at  Vs  height,  probably 

end  of  horizontal  joining  upright  for  ti  as  in  17  ]rt  After  /?,  separated  by  a  crack,  short  low 

vertical  trace  and  tall  high  vertical  trace,  perhaps  a  dicolon  13  yrw,  of  Y  the  tips  of  both  arms 

and  rubbed  traces  of  the  vertical;  of  T  the  left  and  right  parts  of  the  horizontal  and  the  foot;  then 

traces  suggesting  the  left-hand  half  of  co  14  ]  .,  right-hand  arc  of  circle?  .  [,  foot  of  upright 
15  [,  point  on  edge  near  top  level  16  ] , ,  lower  part  of  upright  n,  oblique  and  second 

upright  _  _ ,  lower  end  of  ascending  oblique,  then,  after  a  gap,  dp  of  a  tail  on  the  line,  a  possible; 

foot  of  upright  followed  after  gap  by  upright,  n  suitable  [p/gj,  cancelled  by  a  long  bar  on  the  line 

and  another  just  above,  p,  followed  by  traces  suiting  h  (both  uprights  and,  on  partly  abraded  surface, 

ink  at  mid-level  in  between)  18  «  ,  inclined  vertical  joined  at  the  top  by  the  end  of  a  horizontal 

bar,  most  likely  r  19  [0]  cancelled  by  a  bar  on  the  line,  with  specks  before  perhaps  belonging 

to  the  same  letter;  above  the  line,  in  the  main  hand,  €  with  a  trace  before,  perhaps  the  right-hand 
side  of  e  k  has  a  much  thickened  rising  oblique  (trace  of  a  deletion  stroke?);  above,  a  descending 

oblique,  curving  somewhat  to  the  left,  compatible  with  the  descending  oblique  of  A:  possibly  k  cor¬ 

rected  to  8  [],  probably  t,  with  N  suprascript  by  the  main  hand  _  [,  left-hand  side  of  u  or  N 
21  ] . ,  upright  slightly  inclined  to  the  right,  probably  second  leg  of  v  22  ] .  o,  r  or  damaged  t 

Above  ] .  o  damaged  traces  of  two  suprascript  letters  p[]ac,  of  f,  top  and  (below  the  line)  lower 

part  of  vertical;  of  A,  rising  oblique  joining  descending  oblique  (the  projecting  tip  of  the  descending 

oblique  rules  out  a);  the  crest  of  a  round  open  letter,  most  probably  c  (not  the  tip  of  the  right  arm 

of  Y,  otherwise  always  open  and'  not  curled)  8 . ,  after  8  high  traces,  perhaps  apostrophe  as  in  7 

followed  by  two  or  three  parallel  obliques  as  at  the  end  of  27  23  u,  [,  rising  oblique,  possibly  A 

c . .  [,  apparently  top  of  an  upright  (1  ?),  then  a  speck  at  letter-top  level  24  ] , ,  flat  trace  on  the 

line,  e.g.  tail  of  A  25  ]£,  trace  at  mid-level  compatible  with  lower  part  of  a  round  letter,  possibly 

o  «  [,  horizontal  at  mid-height  joined  from  below  towards  its  right-hand  end  by  upright,  possibly  t 

26  o[,  left-hand  open  arc  high  in  the  line  ,  [,  trace  below  the  line,  perhaps  an  ascending  oblique 

27  ]  via  [,  before  v,  right-hand  arc  high  in  the  line,  almost  certainly  co ;  after  a,  in  the  upper  part  of 
the  line  three  oblique  strokes,  close  together,  rising  towards  the  right  28  cai  [,  upright  joining 

horizontal  bar  at  top  and  joined  by  a  tail  on  the  line,  r  rather  than  it  ]  t,  lower  part  of  descending 

oblique,  both  A  and  A  possible  i.[,  upright  joining  horizontal  bar:  tt  or  r  29  v  .[,  after  high 

dot  possibly  K  r.  [,  remains  of  small  circlet  high  in  line?  or  rather  right-hand  side  of  loop  of  A? 

30  a)  [,  upright?  ]e,  cross-bar  joining  p  below  letter-top  level  31  ]  /d,  upright  joined  from 

the  left  near  the  top  1  a  _  [,  surplus  ink  on  a  at  mid-level,  perhaps  a  cancellation  stroke ;  another  thick 
stroke  ascending  gendy  to  the  right  begins  just  to  the  right  of  its  apex  and  continues  onto  confused 

and  rubbed  traces  to  the  right,  perhaps  another  cancelled  letter;  above,  perhaps  the  left-hand  side  of 

co  ]  _  wv  [,  o>  joined  from  the  left  near  the  top  by  a  cross-stroke ;  after  v  blank  space  32  v.  [, 
dot  at  line  level  ]  .  v,  tip  of  rising  oblique,  perhaps  flattened  right  arm  of  Y 
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Fr.  2 

2  ]  77,  right-hand  arc  at  mid-level,  p  or  <j>  -q  _ ,  substantial  ink  above  left  side  of  e,  more  than 
expected  for  a  high  stop :  remains  of  superscript  letter?  e ,  [,  rubbed  traces  of  upright  3  ,  [, 

short  horizontal  at  mid  height  surmounted  by  what  looks  like  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ] . , 

foot  of  descending  oblique,  A  or  a  [,  low  speck  7  .[,  dot  at  bottom  level  8  .[,  lower 

right-hand  arc  12  ]a,  the  joining  diagonals  are  quite  thick;  perhaps  correction  currente  calamo ? 

13  s.l.  y  ,  see  comm. 

Fr.  3 

1  Above  p,  seemingly  the  lower  arc  of  a  circle,  apparently  interlinear  rather  than  belonging  to 
the  line  above  6  ,  first,  upright? ;  second,  upright  with  further  low  ink  to  its  right  7  ] . , 

upright  slanting  to  the  right  .[],[>  first,  r  or  it;  second,  cap  and  cross-bar  of  e-? 

Fr.  1 2  (124/524)  The  superscript  (character-name)  raises  a  general  problem.  Four  passages  are  rel¬ 

evant.  (a)  Here  we  read  y~[,  the  second  letter  apparently  a  or  A.  (8)  Fr.  2.13  has  y . . ,  where  the  second 
letter  is  doubtful  (but  too  much  ink  for  e)  and  the  third  may  be  a  raised  r  or  a  high  bar  above  other 

ink.  (c)  157/ 557  in  4408  has  r,  where  the  second  letter  looks  like  a  or  A  (^ar(eta)  ed.,  but  the  first  two 

letters  are  very  uncertain),  (d)  184/584  in  2656  ‘interlinear  nota  begins  with  oblique  upright  (y  or  it), 
after  an  interval  a,  and  possibly  top  of  v  Turner,  who  suggests  y[p]av(c).  There  is  a  chance  that  these 

all  represent  the  same  name;  none  of  them  can  be  clearly  read  as  Ter(ac),  who  would  otherwise  seem 

a  good  prospect,  (a),  (b),  and  (d)  might  converge  on  yXv,  i.e.  rXv(xepa):  for  this  name  in  Menander  see 

Pk.  with  Gomme-Sandbach  p.  466  and  fr.  *96  KA. 
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5  (127/527)  ]  _  [  ]  peyff [  ]  [  2656,  but  the  traces  in  the  latter  part  of  the 
line  are  too  slight  to  contribute. 

6  (128/528)  ]Ao[  ]oucrou.  [5198,  e.g.  Ao[y>uc  tovt[. 

Beginning,  2656  [ _ ~\tt€7tgik[. 
7  (129/529)  ]  .c^oSpWnj[  5198,  probably  ]  _  c<f>68p’  avrr)[ — x. 
Beginning,  2656  ]  [ . ],  otyuic _ <f>e [.  Turner  observes  that  ‘there  is  more  ink  between 

lqvcdc  and  (j>e[  than  is  compatible  with  a  dicolon5.  Austin  ( CGFP 151)  and  Arnott  ignore  this  warning. 

But  there  is  a  good  chance  that  Turner’s  <f>e[  overlaps  5198  <f> o:  we  may  read  the  ink  after  p  as  the 
upper  part  of  o  rather  than  e,  and  the  substantial  traces  between  c  and  <j>,  one  at  line  level  and  one 

at  mid-height,  would  suit  the  round  back  of  another  sigma.  In  combination  this  gives  x-«-]  ipvioc 

c^oSp'  avrri[—  x. 
8  (130/530)  1 . c«Mv ,  [ 5198,  i.e.  ]  .c  Haifalc 

Beginning,  2656  r[J.  virept  .[.].[..].[•  To  judge  from  7,  the  last  traces  here  might 

overlap  5198,  but  not  enough  remains  to  confirm  this. 

9  (I3I/53I)  ] .  c€tTotc<f>i\[  5198,  i.e.  ]  c«or]  c«  rote  <£iA[?  The  first  trace,  a  short  upright 

hooked  rightwards  at  the  top,  is  difficult.  Among  vowels,  h  is  most  likely:  the  hook  at  the  top  has  no  par¬ 

allel  in  our  papyrus,  but  a  possible  join  to  the  left  at  mid-level  would  point  to  this  decipherment.  Oth¬ 
erwise,  among  relevant  consonants,  n  might  be  possible;  c  would  require  more  ink  than  can  be  seen. 

Beginning,  2656  a[ , , ] _ [. , ]yi?e[.  It  is  tempting  to  see  an  overlap,  ]yij<  +  ] . cei  =  ]yr)cei,  but 
the  spacing  goes  against  this. 

ceiroic<j>i\[  may  be  the  beginning  of  the  third  metron:  cf.  e.g  12  (134/534),  where  the  third 

metron  begins  two  letters  further  to  the  left.  Then  ]ycei  rote  <f>tX[otc  will  fit  the  metre.  Otherwise, 

the  third  metron  may  begin  one  syllable  later.  But  role  ̂ [rdrotc  is  less  easily  paralleled;  and  the 

decipherment  of  the  first  trace  as  ]ij  is  then  excluded  by  the  metre.  Add  to  this  that  we  may  need  to 

explain  the  accusative  i/cerj/piav  at  the  beginning  of  the  next  line,  if  in  fact  that  belongs  to  the  same 

clause:  the  relevant  verb  might  then  be  hiding  in  the  partly  preserved  portion  of  this  line,  or  in  the 

lacuna  at  its  beginning,  0]  fleet  .  .  .  tKerrjplav  has  attractions,  since  that  is  the  technical  expression  for 

presenting  a  petition  (see  LSJ  s.v.  tKerqptoc  II.  1).  But  we  do  not  have  enough  context  to  confirm  the 

theme,  or  show  the  identity  of  the  petitioner  or  the  friends. 

10  (132/532)  ]a:epotpax[  5198.  yp  for  Xp(vctc)  written  above  e. 
Beginning,  2656  tKeryptav  Aeyoy  [:  paragraphus  below. 

End,  B3  ]  ( ep.pip,axeira\av  S,  ]:  epolpaxetraXav:  A,  ]  ;  ap_{t)pax€iraXav  M.  The  new  scan 

suggests  that  dicolon  is  the  correct  reading  of  the  final  traces. 

In  combination:  iKer^piav  fi  Xeyoyca;  {Xp.)  epol  payei,  raXav;  This  restoration  in  the  first 

part  of  the  line  was  proposed  by  Handley;  the  new  papyrus  contributes  the  final  a  of  the  participle 

( scriptio  plena  before  change  of  speaker),  thus  ruling  out  Aeyoyc(t).  After  ueerflptav,  the  upper  part  of 

the  line  is  missing  in  2656,  and  there  does  not  seem  to  be  space  for  punctuation. 

The  accusative  tKer-qplav  might  be  governed  by  a  verb  in  the  previous  line  (e.g.  8]fjcet,  see  9  n.), 
and  followed  by  a  stop  or  a  change  of  speaker.  Alternatively,  it  might  be  taken  with  what  follows,  e.g. 

iK€Trjplav  ri  Xeyovca ‘meaning  what  by  “petition”?5.  In  that  case  the  word  order  is  not  entirely  sat¬ 
isfactory:  in  instances  of  unqualified  noun/pronoun  in  the  accusative  +  rt  +  verbum  dicendi  in  the  sense 

‘what  do  you  mean  by  *?’,  the  usual  word  order  is  rt  +  noun/pronoun  in  the  acc.  +  verbum  dicendi ,  cf. 
e.g.  Eur.  Here.  1134  ri  TroXepov  ehrac;  with  the  unqualified  TroXepov  picking  up  airoXepov  .  .  .  TroXepov 

of  the  previous  line.  Yet  cases  like  PI.  Men.  76A  to  Se  XP&P- a  r't  Xeyetc,  &  CcoKpare c  (the  definite  article 
is  here  required  by  the  context,  as  Socrates  is  speaking  of  the  abstract  concept  of  colour;  we  owe  this 

reference  to  Prof.  D’Alessio)  might  suggest  caution  in  ruling  out  this  possibility. 
The  dramatic  context  is  too  obscure  to  help:  t\KerT]play[  has  appeared  already  ten  lines  earlier 

(122/ 522),  but  still  more  in  a  vacuum. 
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n  (133/533)  3  .ciSeivovyap[  5198. Beginning,  2656  ,,]aStaAA<r*ei[  .]<$_[.  Any  paragraphus  would  be  lost  in  the  initial  damage. 

End,  B3  ]ct8etvovyapfiiov  S,]r8etv6vyapplov  A,  ]r8etvovyapPiov  M  (the  new  scan  confirms  the 

reading  of  Schubart:  once  we  allow  for  a  fold  that  conceals  the  left-hand  side  of  A,  the  high  stop  of 
A  and  M  can  be  seen  as  the  top  right-hand  extremity  of  c). 

Combination:  ,u]a  At’  aAA’  e/eet[_  ,  .  ]4vc'r  Seivov  yap  fiiov.  Turner’s  <f>rj cl  seems  to  be  con¬ 
firmed:  the  first  trace  in  5198  looks  unsuited  to  <£act'  (Mette).  Before  it,  e/cei'[m>  (Webster),  ewreifv? j 

(Merkelbach),  etc. 

12  (134/534)  3 . ^9vy.aP  #«**[.] /»[  5198 :  fifst  perhaps  t,  after  yap  perhaps  dicolon.  There  may 
have  been  lectional  signs  between  tv  and  ou,  but  the  papyrus  breaks  just  above  the  letter-tops. 

Beginning,  2656  £1? .  [ .  ] .  TaXavn-top  _  yr[ . ] .  [.  No  paragraphus. 

B3  ]€yco  _  [vovyappo.Ka.piov  S,  ]nrojpovTtv’:  ovyap:  patca ptov  A,  ]  _  _  ovyap •  paKapiov  M. 
The  new  scan  suggests  single  stop,  not  dicolon  after  tlv\  single  stop  or  dicolon  after  yap. 

Combination:  if)  «[a]l  raA aiirwpov  nv‘  ov  yap  paxaptov.  This  suits  all  the  visible  evidence,  but 
apparently  not  the  left-hand  margin  of  5198  as  we  can  reconstruct  it  from  other  computable  lines:  it 

seems  that  our  papyrus  omitted  the  equivalent  of  3-4  letters. 
So  far  as  the  words  go,  ov  yap  paKapiov  /  avrrj  _  kcu  ir)Xo)T ov  could  be  read  as  a  single  clause, 

repeating  that  before  in  negative  form:  so  Mette,  Lustrum  10  (1965)  156.  But  the  effect  is  certainly  lame, 
and  the  transmitted  punctuation,  for  what  it  is  worth,  favours  taking  ov  yap  separately,  whether  as  an 

independent  utterance  (if  we  accept  dicolon  before  ou)  or  as  a  reinforcement  (‘n’est-ce  pas?’)  to  the 
clause  preceding,  as  at  Dysc.  782. 

11/12  and  12/13  describe  opposite  lives,  or  present  opposing  views  of  the  same  life:  do  they 

belong  to  different  speakers?  B3  has  a  possible  but  not  certain  dicolon  before  paxaptov,  and  so  does 

5198;  on  the  other  hand  there  is  no  paragraphus  in  2656.  On  balance,  we  could  assume  that  one 

speaker  contrasts  the  miserable  life  of  X  (Thrasonides?)  with  the  apparently  happy  life  of  avrr) 

(Krateia?). 

13  (‘85/535)  ] “JTOvocayoyTW [  5198. 
Beginning,  2656  aurij.  ,  «rai^Aai[,  ,]v[. No  paragraphus.  After  avrr),  traces  of  two  let¬ 

ters:  ye  Austin,  Mette;  Se  Austin  olim;  -rt  /rt  Turner,  Handley  (probably  too  short  for  the  space).  The 
sense  calls  for  Be,  and  the  traces  seem  not  to  exclude  that,  on  the  assumption  that  most  of  the  base  of 
A.  has  been  abraded. 

B3  ]vverovoyT’ovTtp  v  _  [  S,  ]  Xcorova  _  ovraicvpiv  Stahlschmidt,  ]i)Xu)t6v6vt’outo)  _  i.  f)v: 

A,  ]r)X<x)T6v6vy’ovTw  ij  tv-  M. 
Combination:  avrr)  _  _  /cat  CrfXtorov,  oca  y’  oyrwc  ISetv. 
On  the  new  scan  of  B3  it  is  easy  to  re-read  ovr’/ovy’  as  ocayJ,  and  then  i'.'jji'/u,  tv  as  iBeiv  (the 

letters  would  be  tightly  spaced,  but  this  is  line-end,  and  the  parchment  may  have  shrunk).  This  gives 

oca  y‘  ovtojc  IBeiv,  ‘just  from  the  look  of  it’,  as  at  Men.  Kith.  108  oca  y’  ovrwc  [t’Sctv  (see  C.  Austin, 
Menander:  Eleven  Plays  (2012)  p.  55).  For  the  construction  in  general  see  KG  ii  511 ;  for  this  idiom,  Ar.  Pax 

856-8  evSaipovtKwc  y’  6  Trpecpvr-qc,  oca  y’  J>8’  IBeiv,  |  ra  vvv  raSe  garret;  Ael.  VH  13.2  MtmAij- 
vatoc  avr/p,  MaKapevc  ovopa,  lepevc  rov  Atovvcov,  oca  pev  ovtcuc  tSeiv  7rpaoc  rfv  ktX. 

Change  of  speaker?  No  paragraphus  in  2656;  final  dicolon  in  B3  doubtfully  read. 

14  (136/ 536)  ] .  t Berayeavrrjc .  [  5198. 
Beginning,  2656  . .]  .'7.  .p[-  No  paragraphus  visible. 

B3  ]8tai/ota,0Tay[.]eauTg.  .  .  wc[  S,  ]yayat/SeTa.  .  eavr-q  _  .  0  Stahlschmidt,  ]yovotSeray[.  ] 
eai/T^f  ]  oc  A,]ai  vavopToy[]eaVT7)[  ].[jvM. 

Thus  5198  confirms  apei]yoy  otBe  ra  y’  eavrrjc  (Handley);  and  the  isolated  traces  in  2656 

could  be  added  to  give  a v]rr)  S’  a p[et]yoy  (o^tt?  S’  Turner).  End:  nvoc  Handley  (‘than  anybody’, 
see  his  note  on  Dysc.  679).  However,  the  final  trace  in  5198,  a  foot  on  the  line,  seems  rather  far  to  the 
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left  for  t;  and  the  o  read  in  B3  stands  too  close  toeavTTj[c  for  tiv  to  intervene.  We  have  tried  iroeiv, 

although  the  infinitive  would  be  superfluous  (cf.  Pk.  749),  but  the  minimal  traces  in  B3  do  not  favour 

6 in.  In  fact,  the  final  trace  in  B3  might  be  better  taken  as  co  (after  S)  rather  than  o  or  n,  followed  by 

ink  coming  through  from  the  other  side  where  S  and  A  read  c:  that  would  suggest  eyui,  beginning 

a  new  sentence  at  the  end  of  the  trimeter,  cf.  Asp.  198,  Sam.  210. 

E5  (I37/537)  ]tp<ot'°>'tou.[5198. 

Beginning,  2656  ovr’e[ ‘last  letter  possibly  k  if  low  in  line’.  No  paragraphus  visible. 

B3  ]? _ TfV _ V . .  tovtovi  S,  ] epovrov . ,  ,  ay .  .  rowan  A,  ]e-av .  Tap . . . .  tovtovi  M. 
5198  and  B3  together  give  the  line-end  Tgdx^Aov  tovtovI,  perhaps  tov  TpaxpXov  tovtovi.  In 

combination:  tovt’  tov  TpaXriXov  tovtovL  Here  too  the  combined  text  seems  to 
require  more  space  than  would  have  been  available  in  the  left-hand  part  of  5198:  did  the  scribe  omit 
something,  as  apparently  in  12? 

rpdxijAov:  ‘neck’  might  refer  to  (i)  the  ‘old’ joke  of  Ar.  Ran.  19—20  <5  rpicKaKoSaipcov  ap‘  6  rpa- 
oc  ovtocl,  /  on  BALfierai  pev,  to  8e  yeAoiov  ovk  ipet  (cf.  also  Eq.  490)?  (ii)  hard  labour,  cf.  Men. 

Dysc.  524,  Antiph.  277  KA;  (iii)  death  by  hanging? 

If  (i)  provides  the  clue,  perhaps  Getas  appears,  with  a  bundle  of  clothes  (27)  on  a  stick  over  his 

shoulder.  He  comes  out  of  Thrasonides’  house  (where  he  has  been  observing  a  symposium,  27  ff.  n.). 
Those  on  stage  can  at  first  hear  him  but  not  see  him,  and  what  they  hear  they  describe  as  ipiOvptcpo c 

(17-18):  perhaps  he  is  grumbling  under  his  breath,  perhaps  he  is  so  submerged  in  clothes  (16  iWoxa- 
9r/pevov?)  that  his  words  are  muffled,  perhaps  he  speaks  over  his  shoulder  to  someone  in  the  house, 

like  the  grumbling  Daos  at  Dysc.  206-11. 

16  (138/538)  ]  v.  .  Im]tovvito[  5198. 

Beginning,  2656  ]  ep’a[.  Any  paragraphus  would  be  lost  in  the  initial  damage. 

End,  B3  ] exeiva .  [ . ]  _  cKaOrjpevo  S  (start,  ]e_  _ etvai [  Stahlschmidt), ]f  eiva  '[ . ]  toko.- 

dr/pevo  A,  ]e3^va_'[ _ ]vaKad-qpevo  M. 
In  combination,  if  the  basic  reading  of  B3  is  right,  .  J  _e/x’a[ . eiv  av  tov  imoKaBrjpe- 

v-o(v).  Thus  the  line  seems  to  have  ended  with  the  first  part  of  a  conditional  clause:  av  /lm)  5198  before 

correction,  a[v  B3  (to  judge  from  the  new  image,  the  lacuna  in  B3  can  only  have  accommodated  tov 

and  not  also  the  superfluous  pr/).  The  beginning  cannot  be  restored  with  confidence,  but  .  .  ] .  ep’ 
seems  likely  to  include  p(e),  ip(e),  or  ip(a). 

vrrpKadriptvo(v):  ‘sitting  underneath’  (the  baggage  which  rests  on  his  neck)?  ‘lurking’,  of  the 
person  who  can  be  heard  but  not  yet  identified?  But  the  second  interpretation  would  anticipate 

a  theme  that  is  made  explicit  only  in  the  next  line. 

■7  (139/539)  5198. 

Beginning,  2656  _  jrouro Turner  notes  ‘At  beginning  a  blot  spreading  into  line  below; 

above  it  smaller  letters,  could  be  read  as  or,  [,  R.  A.  C[oles].  ?  a  correction.’  No  paragraphus  identi¬ 
fiable. 

End,  B3  ]  OT6C7roT’ecriy:€CTtyap  S,  ]  .  0Tic7T0T’ecTiv:ecTiyap  A,  ]  OTtcwoTecrtv.-  ecnyap  M. 

5198  would  fit  Turner’s  ri\  tovto;  t[o]wto  tic  ttot’  icrlv;  ecTt  yap.  B3  as  read  indicates  change 
of  speaker  before  ecn  yap;  there  is  certainly  punctuation,  but  the  new  scan  does  not  decide  between 

dicolon  and  high  stop.  In  5198  only  a  single  high  stop  can  be  seen. 

18  (140/540)  ̂ ifndvpicpocoiSe  co[  5198. 
Beginning,  2656  n  paTivocovjqc[.  No  paragraphus  identifiable. 

B3  ]  ovTOCoptdvpicpocoiS  ’ey  co  S,  ]  ovTocopidvpicpocoXB  'cyco  A,  ̂ovTocptpidvpicpocoXS’eyw  M. 

In  combination  rrapa  rtvoc  ovtoc  6  ifndvpicpoc,  otS’  eyw  (5198  confirming  the  comma). 

19  (l4>/540  ][?]'. JV'aAi).[  5198,  above  (t  perhaps  a. 

Beginning,  2656  read  as  arraXXayri8’e[.  Turner  notes  ‘not  certainly  a  diastole  after  6;  might  be 

a  nota personae  in  mid-line,  possibly  i4  C[  ori  T[  ]’,  and  in  fact  this  note  must  apply  to  the  rough 
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breathing  as  well  as  the  diastole.  Arnott  accepts  the  apostrophe  and  takes  only  what  follows  to  belong 

to  the  ‘ nota  personae ’  (‘less  probably  a  badly-written  rough  breathing’).  No  clear  sign  of  paragraphus. 
End,  B3  ].  Qev . €y<f)[.  .  .  ]oc.  ,  8r/p[  _  ]yai  S,  ]r?0ev . ey^T.  .  .7. .  .  VWL  .  .  ]vai:  N 

[ _ ]ey ]?c..Sr?y[...]yat:M. 
If  Turner’s  breathing  can  be  dispensed  with,  then  arraXXayrjd’  ivdev S’,  iya)  S’  avaArip[po]pat. 

(ev[0evS  j  already  guessed  by  Kraus.)  This  makes  it  clear  that  a.7TaAAayi}8’  represents  the  singu¬ 
lar  aTraAAayrjdi.  For  the  false  spelling  -Ar/pp-  cf.  281/682  (in  2656)  Aijppeiov,  LXI  4094  (vi)  has 

Ar)p[tji]op[ai  at  Asp.  185.  The  added  p  (by  analogy  with  the  present)  does  not  appear  in  Attic  inscrip¬ 
tions  until  the  Roman  period  (Threatte  ii  525),  but  forms  a  regular  feature  in  literary  and  non-literary 
koine  from  m  bc  onwards  (Mayser-Schmoll  167;  Gignac  ii  269). 

5198  appears  to  have  had  dmxAAa yr/8’-  ev[S]ov  8’  eyoj  k ajaXi/p [po]po.L  before  correction.  Pre¬ 
sumably  the  corrected  reading  should  be  accepted  (the  sequence  devOev  would  be  easily  corrupted), 

but  2656  (missing)  and  B3  (illegible)  cannot  bear  direct  witness.  In  2656  the  extra  high  traces  after 

the  apostrophe  might  represent  a  suprascript  variant  (evSov  or  cvdevS  ’,  whichever  of  the  two  was  not 

written  in  the  main  text).  B3,  to  judge  from  the  new  image,  need  not  have  had  more  than  eyo>8’ava- 
X-pppopai,  although  the  published  transcriptions  imply  that  more  space  is  available. 

In  this  reconstruction,  the  speaker  tells  another  character  ‘Get  yourself  away  from  here’,  then 
‘and  I  (emphatic)  will  take  it  up’.  Elsewhere  in  Menander  avaXapfiavco  occurs,  with  reflexive  pronoun 

in  the  accusative,  in  the  sense  ‘recollect/compose  oneself’  (Georg.  64,  Sam.  588).  Here,  if  we  accept 
change  of  speaker  at  the  line-end  (but  the  dicolon  in  B3  is  by  no  means  certainly  read),  we  have  no 

room  for  an  accusative.  Since  the  cue  is  the  ‘somebody’  whose  ‘whispering’  they  can  hear,  perhaps  the 

verb  here  means  ‘I  will  pick  up’,  ‘I  will  receive’  the  somebody  who  is  about  to  appear. 
20-27  In  these  lines  we  hear  of  fringes  (22),  of  a  ring  and  perhaps  gold  ornaments  (23),  and  of 

garments  and  cups  (27).  What  role  do  these  play?  (i)  A  ring  and  trinkets  might  be  recognition-tokens. 
But  nothing  elsewhere  suggests  that  the  plot  of  this  play  involved  a  foundling;  and  the  other  items 

seem  less  suitable,  (ii)  They  might  be  presents  from  Thrasonides  to  Krateia:  A3g-4o/3g-40  Oepanai- 

vac,  xpuci'a,  /  [Ipana  So] vc.  (iii)  They  might  be  spoils  of  war,  see  Asp.  34-6,  82-9  (cash,  wine  cups, 
slaves,  ipana  and  xXapv8ec),  and  Men.  fr.  26  KA  (AafipcSvia  etc.).  In  practice,  (ii)  and  (iii)  will  have 

overlapped,  and  Getas  had  travelled  as  escort  of  the  booty  from  the  last  campaign,  see  A34-5/ 34-5: 

we  agree  with  Arnott  in  assigning  these  words  to  Getas.  We  do  not  know  whether  this  treasure  has 
itself  arrived,  and  whether  it  includes  items  relevant  to  the  plot,  e.g.  if  Krateia  will  recognise  them  as 

her  brother’s. 20  (142/542)  ]paKapia  paiov8ex[  5198. 

Beginning,  2656  c0[.  ] repe  _  [,  aA.  written  above  .  c6[,  8  above  ]r.  No  clear  sign  of  para¬ 

graphus. 
B3  ]  _pav  pei ovSVxeic  S  Qacpav  and  ipeiov  Stahlschmidt),  ]ijqpepov . pei6v8’ex<uc 

A,  ]a  ta  paiov8’eXeic  M. With  the  guidance  of  5198,  we  might  now  read  B3  (badly  warped)  as  ] . . .  paKapia,  where  pae 

corresponds  to  S’s  pav  and  A’s  pov,  the  initial  traces  are  still  obscure.  paKapia  is  presumably  vocative: 
the  new  arrival  greets  the  character  already  on  stage,  who  is  thus  shown  to  be  female.  paKapie  may 

serve  simply  as  a  friendly  address,  more  rarely  on  some  special  piece  of  good  fortune  (E.  Dickey,  Greek 

Forms  of  Address  (1996)  140,  278-9)  :  in  Menander  more  generally  Dysc.  103  (slave  to  parasite),  and  com¬ 

pare  Com.  Adesp.  1017.64  KA  (corresponding  to  67  cD  rdv),  but  specifically  lucky’  Dysc.  701  (Sostratos 
of  Knemon),  Ep.  873  (Habrotonon  to  Pamphile),  and  Mis.  A28-9/28-9,  where  Getas  underlines  the 
joke.  Here  too  there  may  be  grounds  for  congratulation,  if  the  new  arrival  is  bringing  good  things. 

Thus  the  verse  began  x---x,  paKapia.  Spacing  suggests  that  the  remains  in  2656  (perhaps  four 

syllables)  would  overlap  the  text  in  B3,  if  at  all,  by  no  more  than  a  letter  or  so. 
5198  shows  that  paiov  is  the  correct  reading  of  B3  (confirmed  by  the  hew  scan),  and  a  word 
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by  itself;  so  already  Mette.  The  adjective  needs  a  noun,  which  presumably  follows  in  21  (143/ 543).  Its 

implication  is  a  matter  of  speculation.  <£<uoc  can  certainly  apply  to  garments  (Antiph.  35.3  KA  xwa>- 
vIckoc,  Plu.  Ant.  80.4  Ivanov,  both  of  philosophers);  cf.  Pollux  4.1 17  (Tragedy),  119  (New  Comedy). 

Does  it  here  describe  a  garment  being  worn,  or  being  delivered? 

At  the  end,  all  three  transcripts  of  B3  record  egeic.  But  on  the  new  image  the  final  traces  look 

more  like  bleed-through  from  the  other  side,  and  we  therefore  print  exet. 

21  (143/543)  ]  oTtravdorauXeyr) [  5198,  the  first  trace  an  upright  on  the  edge. 

Beginning,  2656  0u[.  ]  rpi8ig[.  Any  paragraphus  would  be  lost  in  lacuna. 

End,  B3 ]  SrjXov  ..[...  j  .otSewr. . .  S  Q  BvjXa and] uoroc.e. . .  Stahlschmidt), ]y8^Aa. 

vTTavXeyet  A,  ]u:  SyX a.  or.  T91  M.  The  new  scan  seems  to  confirm  the  dicolon,  or  at 

least  a  single  point,  and  Xeyp(c)  would  suit  a  reaction  to  the  newcomer’s  words,  but  the  parchment  is 
warped  or  twisted  so  that  a  secure  reading  of  the  context  is  very  difficult. 

Austin  reconstructed  <5  6v[ya]Tpl8io[v,  but  we  need  a  noun  for  17  <f>at ov,  and  there  is  no  obvious 

place  for  it  in  the  rest  of  the  line,  especially  if  the  speaker  changes  before  B3  8ijA.  Parsons,  in  a  paper 

forthcoming  in  BICS,  therefore  suggested  tyecrpiSiov,  which  may  or  may  not  suit  the  minimal  traces 

(would  we  expect  to  see  the  tall  riser  of  (f>?).  epecrpic  occurs  fairly  commonly  as  a  kind  of  cloak,  worn 

over  the  chiton  (Xen.  Symp.  4.38);  the  diminutive  is  otherwise  attested  only  in  Luc.  Merc.  cond.  37.  Wear¬ 

ers  include  soldiers  (Luc.  Dial.  mer.  9.1,  -neptnoppvpow,  Plu.  Luc.  28.1,  /cpocca/ryv)  and  philosophers  ■ 
(Ath.  3.98A),  Charikleia  (Heliod.  3.6.1)  and  a  statue  of  Aphrodite  (Agathias,  AP  9.153.3);  mourners 

wear  peXaiva  epecrpic  in  Hdn.  Hist.  4.2.3.  As  a  term,  it  overlaps  yXapLvc  (Ath.  5.215C),  and  the  mili¬ 

tary  context  may  be  relevant  here,  if  the  item  formed  part  of  Thrasonides’  booty.  See  further  22  n. 

In  any  case  the  outline  is  now  clear:  x-rpiSio  .  ;  S-qXovon  ravO’  orav  Xey-p  (or  A «yjj[c).  Only 
Schubart  read  SrjXov  rather  than  8 rjXa  in  B3,  but  that  is  now  confirmed  by  5198,  where  the  first  trace 

suits  8tjAo]v  but  not  8tj A] a,  Si?] A,  or  8-qX]’. 
22  (144/544)  ] .  o*7? [] acireS .  cv8au[  5198 :  above  ] ,  0  traces  of  two  suprascript  letters,  impossible 

to  say  whether  nota  personae  or  correction.  Between  8  and  ev  thick  suprascript  ink,  perhaps  an  elision 

mark  followed  by  two  or  three  parallel  obliques  serving  as  high  stop. 

Beginning,  2656  as  adjusted . ]c0[  ?  ] .  .ra/c.  [,  c  vestigial,  9  represented  by  its  upper  left- 
hand  corner;  before  r a*  e.g.  ] ,  M,  ] .  n,  ] .  y,  after  it  descender  (Turner). 

End,  B3  ]p.a[ . ]..[..  .]y?W9  ]jua[ . ]..[..  .]yrw?xo[  A,]  [  ]  M. 

The  combination  with  5198  suggests  ]ro  KpacrreS’-  ev  S’  avrai  p.o[  (ji6[vov  Turner),  which 

in  turn  overlaps  2656  A->  ‘145’  as  realigned,  ]  .  .  raKp[acrreS.  To  the  left  of  ]ro  in  5198,  room  for 
about  14  letters.  2656  has  ra  before  kq[ acireS,  where  5198  has  ]ro,  perhaps  with  a  variant  (the  text  as 

given  in  2656?)  added  above  the  line:  there  is  no  sign  of  cancellation. 

KpacneSov  is  an  ornamental  border,  most  often  mentioned  in  relation  to  ipanov  (yAatva  Theoc. 

2.53),  and  8atp.ar[t]a  appear  in  27  below,  A  mosaic  from  Mytilene,  which  refers  to  Act  v  of  this  play, 

shows  a  woman  (Krateia?)  wearing  a  tunic  and  cloak  both  emphatically  edged  in  black  (S.  Charito- 
nidis,  L.  Kahil,  R.  Ginouves,  Les  mosaiques  de  la  Maison  du  Menandre  a  Mytilene  (1970)  57  ff.). 

eV  8’  avrai  jt*o[:  ‘and  in  it . . .  only ...  a  ring  . . .’?  In  what?  avrai  might  refer  back  to  tyecrpiSiov, 
if  that  were  restored  in  21.  But  would  someone  really  carry  a  ring  and  other  jewellery  loose  inside 

a  garment?  Much  more  likely  to  be  in  a  pouch,  as  at  Ep.  363,  or  in  a  box,  cf.  Asp.  fr.  4.  But  e.g.  Kifico- 

riSiov  or  TO  tty] p  18 to v  (cf.  Ep.  331)  will  not  fit  the  traces  in  2656  143/543,  where  ~rpi-  is  quite  clear. 

Perhaps  the  ring  is  not  after  all  to  be  taken  with  ‘in  it’  here. 
23  (I45/545)  ]«TU.[  ]poc, .  [  5198,  Sa]/cri/A[  acceptable;  after  c,  perhaps  top  of  upright. 

2656  (as  adjusted)  ±  14  ]tuAio.  [,  final  trace  an  upright  (Turner  gives  jruAiov.  [,  probably  a  mis¬ 
print  for  JruAiovQ. 

In  combination  Sa]/cri/Aioy  [. , .  x]puq.  [.  At  the  end,  perhaps  a  form  of  Xpvcic,  but  the  voca¬ 
tive,  which  would  fit  the  context  most  easily,  leaves  a  single  syllable  to  be  supplied  (Sam.  385  Xpvci  vq 

109 

at  line-end).  We  therefore  suggest  x\pvcig  as  an  independent  item,  cf.  Mis.  A39/39,  where  they  figure 

among  Thrasonides’  presents  to  Krateia.  §a]/cruAioy  [/cat  x\pvcla.  might  suit  the  spacing. 
Xpvcla  are  gold  ornaments  (earrings,  necklaces,  and  the  like,Joh.  Chrys.  PG  LXII 145,  Liban. 

Decl.  46.2.17);  t/xarta  and  xpv eta  make  up  a  woman’s  koc/aoc  (Dem.  InAphob.  I  10,  Pollux  7.103),  and 
the  kind  of  present  given  by  a  lover  (Luc.  Dial,  meretr.  4.1),  At  Ep.  309  the  recognition-tokens  are  de¬ 

scribed  generally  as  ra  x/>t/cta,  and  turn  out  to  include  a  gilded  iron  ring  (387).  Why  then  would  a  ring 
be  mentioned  separately  here? 

What  occupied  the  first  part  of  the  line?  A  sword  (c7radrj),  which  will  play  an  important  part 

later  in  the  play  (178/578,  276/ 677)?  Or  silver  7 Torrjpia,  a  typical  item  of  booty  (Asp.  35,  fr.  26  KA)? 

24(146/546)  ]tj7t[  ±6  ]  ep,[  5198,  Se[  written  above  it. 
Beginning,  2656  (as  adjusted)  .  [,]8  [.]£oy[  ±  5?  J^apf. 

To  judge  from  its  position  under  the  v  of  ]ri/Ato_  [  in  the  previous  line,  the  it  in  2656  should 

correspond  to  that  in  5198.  The  Se[  added  above  the  line  may  represent  text  to  be  inserted  before  y[, 

At  the  beginning,  Austin  suggested  Se[t]£oy,  a  very  suitable  verb  in  the  context  (cf.  Ep.  364;  eni\- 

8ei£ov  Ep.  391,  too  long  for  the  space  here);  Turner  objected  that  ‘there  is  more  space  than  1  will  fill’. 

25  (147/ 547)  ]«0e[  ]|8 .  vXe  [5198,  ]/3oi>Aer[  acceptable. 
Beginning,  2656  (as  adjusted)  r/nXcovre  [  ]...[,  with  superscript  ] ,  c  over  the  final  part.  Para¬ 

graphus  below  line-beginning.  Turner’s  ] .  c  is  reinterpreted  as  xp]uc(ic)  by  Gonis,  4408  155  n.  If 
we  were  to  take  it  as  a  line  in  itself,  we  would  need  to  posit  a  fold  in  the  papyrus,  which  would  have 

reduced  the  line-space  above;  but  there  is  no  evidence  of  that. 

26  (148/548)  ]7jyxt)ro[  ±  4  ]ic[]e i>e_  [  5198. 

Beginning,  2656  (as  adjusted)  orotoi»To[,  paragraphus  below  line-beginning. 

27  (G9/549)  ]?raur[  ±  4  ] .  via.  [  5198,  probably  ]wvia  and  then  a  space,  above  which  appar¬ 
ently  three  oblique  strokes,  close  together,  rising  towards  the  right  (heavy  punctuation?). 

Beginning,  2656  0at/xar[  Ja  .  [ .  J8era[.  If  the  two  texts  overlap  at  era,  we  have  0ai’/xar[i]a  [  ] 

8*r avr[ _ ]wvia .  [;  ]wvia  is  word-end  and  clause-end,  and  might  also  be  line-end. 
In  this  context,  we  would  be  tempted  to  recognise  Xafip]d>via,  which  appear  with  jewellery,  pur¬ 

ple  garments,  and  other  types  of  cup  in  fr.  26  KA,  itself  perhaps  a  list  of  war-booty.  ravr[a  Xafipjcvvia 
would  fit  the  space,  but  we  must  then  assume  that  e.g.  /cat  or  raSe  has  dropped  out. 

27  ff.  How  is  the  rapid  transition  from  garments  (27)  to  dancing  (if  that  is  the  point  of  29)  and 

libation  (30)  to  be  explained?  We  have  considered  two  schemes: 

(i)  One  of  the  cups  (Aa/fyjcivia)  shows  a  female  dancer  (or  maenad)  and  a  male  about  to  pour 

a  libation:  cf.  Asp.  35,  83,  151,  and  frr.  26  and  438  KA  for  such  vessels  with  engraved  or  embossed 

figures. 
(ii)  The  speaker  breaks  off,  or  a  new  speaker  interrupts,  to  comment  on  an  actual  symposium  at 

which  (as  in  Xenophon’s  Symposium)  the  guests  are  entertained  by  a  dancer. 
(i)  would  require  a  transition  in  28  (150/550),  but  nothing  there  encourages  the  idea,  (ii)  finds 

support  in  suggestions  that  a  rowdy  party  is  in  progress:  31  (153/553)  9r/plcov,  157/557  (in  4408)  /xera 

rtva/v  my[e]i  wore;,  160/ 560 ff.  The  party  is  indoors  (31-2);  the  speaker  apparently  witnessed  it  before 

leaving  the  house,  160/560  /careAei7rov. 

28(150/550)  ]a[]ca.[  ±6  ].raAi.[  5198.  E.g. /c]araAi7r[  possible. 

Beginning,  2656  677-etTa7r^oc[  ] . [,  ‘traces  may  begin  ]tv’.  On  the  very  rough  estimate 
possible,  the  end  of  this  should  overlap  the  remains  in  5198  by  a  few  letters. 

Perhaps  wetra  77739c  [/cojruAac  (the  second  a  overlapping  5198),  then  e.g.  ay[ei  p.e,  /ejara- A^? 

29  fo1^)  V .  [  jeavr .  [  5198. 
Beginning,  2656  r-quy-qv .  porgy .  av ..[.].[  ] . .  [.  The  certain  overlap  in  the  next  line  shows 

that  ]av  of  5198  would  range  with  av  of  2656,  and  both  papyri  punctuate  after  these  letters.  We 
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can  therefore  combine  the  two:  rr/v  yrjv  Kporovcav  [  ±  6  ]«w>t  [.  After  av,  k  likely  in  5198,  >ca[ 

doubtfully  read  in  2656. 

r-qv  yrjv  Kporovcav'.  that  is,  dancing  (Kporac  rro8d>v  Eur.  Held.  783,  Tro.  546)? 
End:  [  ±  6  ]cavr  [  should  provide  a  connective  and  a  masculine  name  or  noun,  to  judge  by 

what  follows.  The  beginning  might  be  kcl\1  or  the  like;  the  end  may  be  ra[  or  perhaps  ro[  or  t/j[.  We 

have  tried  kS.\ti  Arjp^eav  rp\Lrov\  /  [c]t reicovO1  (the  third  libation  is  the  last:  if  it  signals  the  end  of 

the  party,  that  would  explain  the  curious  vvv  S’  ov/cen  in  32).  But  ]e  looks  much  more  like  ]c,  and  f  [ 
too  is  doubtful. 

30(152/552)  ]fP»y[5198. 

2656  Jireicov0\  [_  ]  rperra>w[. .]}.[. . .  Jepav,  f[_]  _t[.  Any  paragraphus  would  be  lost  in  the 
initial  damage. 

5198  merely  confirms  the  basic  reconstruction  cj-rretcovO’  [  ]rpe-nuj  [  ]t  [  ]epav  t[  ]  r[. 

c\rreicovd>  for  -covra,  rather  than  c]iretc6v  Q\  in  parallel  with  Kporovcav.  But  an  aspirated  vowel  must 
follow,  which  excludes  €[m]rp€mo,  as  Austin  notes  ( CGFP 151). 

31  (I53/553)  ] ./?“?.[  ] .  o)v  [  5198 :  before  p  an  upright  with  ink  joining  from  left  near  the  top; 

a,  [  apparently  cancelled,  perhaps  <0  superscript;  before  ojv  a  horizontal  trace  joining  the  upper  left 

of  co,  after  it  a  space. 

2656:  Turner  gives  .  .].av.[. .  3TVPl0} _ 

4408 ]__ [ _ ]a0  ...[.]  veiapetc _ []y,  ft  ‘overwritten  on  or  with  another  letter,  tt  most 

likely’. 
Turner  proposed  ec]riv  [ro]tavd’[-  lKe]rr}plu)y.  Gonis  on  4408  observed  that  [t/cc]  is  too  long, 

and  ]t  uncertain,  and  with  his  new  evidence  considered  ec]riv  [ro^iav-ra  drjpUov,  and  then  e.g.  rra- 
p€Lc<j>€pti)y.  He  noted  that  Orjploav  is  a  little  short  for  the  space  in  4408.  However,  the  noun  could  fit 

the  context,  if  it  concerns  drunken  singing  at  the  party  which  includes  ‘pig  man’  (161/561);  compare 
Dysc.  481  (unwanted  visitors),  Pk.  366  (incompetent  slaves).  After  that  we  suggest  rrapeic<f>pewv,  since 

-<f>epiov  does  not  suit  the  trace  before  iov  in  5198.  This,  if  we  take  32  Xavdavei  as  the  main  verb,  gives 

us:  ‘Someone  is  letting  ...  of  beasts  inside  without  our  knowing’.  The  line-beginning  must  then  be 

rethought:  we  need  e.g.  e'0]yxj  or  yc]yr/  [rojiavra  d-qpicov. 
5198  offers  0]rjpia .  [,  with  a  _  [  apparently  cancelled  and  corrected  to  &>[  by  supralinear  addition 

(but  the  trace  after  a  is  unaccounted  for,  and  the  presumed  supralinear  cv  stands  above  that  trace, 

not  above  a). 

The  final  ]  _  oiv  [  rules  out  W.  Luppe’s  [S\veiap  [po]y[ci  r]i  (APF 47  (2001)  193). 
32(154/554)  ]Aov.[  ].vS[5198. 
2656..]vr([..>a[...M.].f.v[..]8ov.e.[. 

4408  ,[,  ,  ,  ]icr}p,ac\avdayeivvv8ovK€Ti. 

5198  fits  neatly  into  the  verse  as  reconstructed  from  4408  (Gonis):  et]cw  ric  -qp.de  Xavdavei, 

vvv  S’  OlWrl. 

Fr.  2 

To  be  placed  above  fr.  1,  in  the  same  column:  see  introd. 

8  jarux.  [:  perhaps  aruxf[.  arvxqpo.  (390/793)  and  arvyui  (A29/29)  are  used  by  Thrasonides 

with  reference  to  his  own  predicament  vis-a-vis  Krateia.  Here  the  word  is  uttered  by  Chrysis,  prob¬ 

ably  discussing  Thrasonides’  situation.  On  the  arvxT)p.a/ aSi/da  motif  in  the  Misoumenos,  see  A.  Gia- 
comoni,  QUCC  58  (1998)  96-7. 

9  iydj  S’  d8[eX<f>-?  Or  eyw 8a  {Asp.  398,  Pk.  749). 
r3  Ttcv[  at  speech-beginning  may  represent  ri  cu:  rt  cu  Xeyei c  Heros  15,  Fab.  Inc.  52.  Above  rtc 

three  or  four  superscript  letters,  the  first  apparently  y,  the  last  a  raised  r  or  a  long  horizontal  marking 

abbreviation,  as  in  8  yp.  See  fr.  1.2  n. 

Fr.  3 

The  recto  seems  to  have  line-beginnings;  and  it  is  possible  that  these  should  be  aligned  with  the 

line-beginnings  on  the  right-hand  side  of  the  lower  part  of  fr.  1  recto.  In  that  case,  the  verso  text  would 

belong  to  the  same  column  as  frr.  1  and  2.  But  there  is  no  present  evidence  to  fix  its  level. 

4  ]irepava[:  possibly  an  aorist  form  of  rrepaiva),  cf.  e.g.  Kolax  82,  Pk.  780,  fr.  64.5  KA. 

W.  B.  HENRY  /  P.  J.  PARSONS  /  L.  PRAUSGELLO 

5X99.  Menander,  Misoumehos  352-65  SANDBACH/753-66  Arnott  + 

30  4B.3?/A(i-3)b  5.2  *  12.5  cm  First  century Plate  VI 

Line-beginnings  from  the  foot  of  a  column;  the  lower  margin  survives  to 

a  depth  of  c.3  cm.  The  back  is  blank,  except  for  smudges  or  offsets.  The  hand  is 

strictly  bilinear,  to  the  extent  that  even  the  descenders  of  p  and  c{>  respect  the  lower 

line.  The  notional  lower  line  is  emphasized  by  serifs.  Among  letter-forms,  note  A 

with  horizontal  cross-bar;  e  with  a  cap  that  sometimes  continues  at  the  right  to 

close  in  on  the  cross-bar;  cf>  with  its  roundel  in  diamond  shape.  This  is  the  ‘Roman 

Uncial’  in  a  fairly  primitive  stage.  Compare  for  example  P.  Ryl.  Ill  482  and  VIII 

1084,  both  assigned  to  the  first  century  ad  (Cavallo,  ASNP  36  (1967)  212-14  and 

pi.  3  =  II  calamo  e  il  papiro  153-5  and  P1-  XXXV  b,  d).  This  dating  assumes  that 

such  ‘primitivity’  reflects  the  diachronic  development  of  the  style  rather  than  the 

personal  ineptness  of  the  copyist.  No  lectional  signs  can  be  detected  with  certainty. 
Elision  is  unmarked  (18  aAAep,). 

Lines  13-14  overlap  with  a  couplet  quoted  as  from  Menander’s  Misoumenos  (fr. 
8  Korte  =  364-5  Sandbach/765-6  Arnott);  line  13  (364/765)  is  preserved  also  in 

a  papyrus  codex  of  Misoumenos ,  XXXIII  2656  (Sandbach’s  O10),  and  the  whole 

text  would  be  expected  to  overlap  that  of  2656.  In  fact  lines  6-13  of  5199  cor¬ 

respond  to  2656  357-364/758-765.  Line  13  of  5199  offers  the  reading  array,(fn€C€L 

instead  of  the  Attic  future  ana^iel  transmitted  by  the  indirect  tradition  and  con¬ 
firmed  by  2656. 

The  latter  part  of  the  new  fragment  raises  a  problem  with  the  current  (tenta¬ 

tive)  reconstruction  of  2656.  Page  D|  of  2656  and  on  the  other  side  of  the  leaf 

page  D-+  i  consist  of  an  upper  fragment,  A,  and  a  lower  fragment,  B ;  A  itself  com¬ 
bines  two  smaller  fragments  (a)  and  (b).  Fragment  A  has  no  clear  margin  at  top  or 

foot;  fragment  B  has  a  clear  lower  margin.  Turner  noted  (XXXIII  pp.  44-5)  that 

‘it  is  not  absolutely  sure  that  A  belongs  to  this  column,  and  the  relative  position  of 

a  in  relation  to  b  may  not  be  right’.  His  (and  Sandbach’s)  line  364  (765  A)  =  5199  13 
forms  the  last  line  on  page  Df  (the  foot  of  fr.  B).  Line  365/766  =  5199  14,  already 

known  from  a  quotation,  should  form  the  first  line  on  page  D->  i  (the  top  of  fr.  A). 
Turner  concluded  that  at  least  one  line  was  lost  at  the  head,  as  365/766  cannot  be 
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reconciled  with  the  (minimal)  traces  of  the  first  surviving  line.  5199  now  provides 

the  beginnings  of  365/ 766  and  the  next  six  verses,  and  these  too  seem  not  to  agree 

with  any  of  the  legible  line-beginnings  in  Turner’s  fragment  Mb).  Specifically,  5199 

20  cannot  be  reconciled  with  any  of  the  line-beginnings  368-79/769-81.  It  might 

in  theory  be  reconcilable  with  367/768,  since  only  the  slightest  traces  of  that  line 

remain.  But  if  that  is  so,  then  a  minimum  of  5  verses  is  lost  between  the  foot  of 

D|  and  the  first  surviving  line  of  D->  i.  Thus  D->  i  must  have  contained  at  least 

43  lines,  while  the  other  pages  of  the  codex  contain  r.35— 40  lines;  and  its  written 

height  would  extend  to  c.28  cm,  compared  with  t.24.5  cm  in  leaf  B  (the  best  pre¬ 

served).  These  anomalies  suggest  that  the  placing  of  fr.  A  of  sheet  D  is  in  serious 

doubt :  it  may  indeed  be  ‘the  only  surviving  portion  of  another  leaf  now  completely 

lost’  (Turner,  New  Fragments  7). 

The  text  was  identified,  as  part  of  the  exercise  ‘Ancient  Lives’,  by  D.  Danbeck. 
In  the  partial  reconstruction  printed  below,  the  contribution  of  5199  is  given 

in  bold,  and  underlined  where  it  overlaps  another  source. 

].[ 
].[ 
rubbed 

rubbed 

stripped 

']\vovO t  t  [ 

... . 

....]«cvr.v.[ 

].[ 

]rpo7rov  _  #  [ 

]  7ra(L(j)ieceiyaf)TOKa[ 

]  KaiAavdaveivfiovXo  [ 

]o.cxri  .ovrjc  S . [ 

...]..  .?“/?.  ,[.i. . .[ 

]..[... Lv.LJ.f&j'r 

]a  AAefXfj)  vi  £  [ 

] . 
...]«roy...  []..?.[ 

.  foot 

aXvovd’  <5[fe]  rroAAa  irp[a\yfJLa 

el  SJ  elcjiicavjL . <f>ep . .  t[ 
irepoi c  n  tout  av . eAt[ 

TpOTTQV  Kade^lp  TOUTO  Kdl  _  <f)€p<J)  < 

a7Tap,(f>t€i  yap  to  KaTairAacrov  rovro  ptov 

Kal  Xavdaveiv  ovXojxevov  rj  pceOrj  vore, 

dcx^jU-ov^caj  8 . [ 
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1  ]  [,  single  point  of  ink  on  stripped  surface  2  ] .  [,  top  arc  of  oval,  surface  abraded 

below  (e,  e,  o)  6  ]a,  rather  than  A,  A.  [,  lower  left-hand  arc  of  circle,  then  ink  suiting  the 

right-hand  base  of  co,  together  perhaps  parts  of  a  single  go  7  ]c,  lower  arc  and  upper  left-hand 
corner  of  circle  c.,  of  c  the  left-hand  arc,  then  curving  trace  level  with  letter-tops,  other  specks  of 

ink  lower  down,  probably  o  8  r  _ ,  ink  just  above  letter-tops,  leaning  upwards  from  left  to  right 

(spacing  suggests  top  of  1)  r . ,  upper  half  of  oval  (e,  o)  _  [,  on  the  edge,  upright  with  serifed  foot 

9-11  rubbed;  dots  represent  mere  specks,  except  when  noted  g  ]  [,  second,  horizontal  trace 

12  ]t/3,  of  f>  traces  from  the  upper  left-hand  corner  and  the  top  of  the  loop  v , _  .  _ ,  [,  c.2  mm  to 

the  right  of  v,  trace  of  a  descending  oblique  at  mid-line  level;  then,  again  at  mid-line  level,  trace  of 

a  rising  oblique  joining  a  horizontal;  of  e  the  lower  arc  and  cross-bar;  of  e  the  cross-bar  and  part  of 
the  lower  arc;  of  2  remains  from  central  cross-bar,  lower  oblique  and  base;  then  extended  low  hori¬ 

zontal  (base  of  co?);  then  serif  on  the  lower  line,  lower  left-hand  arc  followed  by  two  points  ranged 

vertically  in  lower  half  of  line  (79  acceptable)  13  ].,  serifed  foot  «a[,  of  K  the  upright  and  the 

junction  of  the  obliques;  of  a  the  join  of  the  diagonals  high  in  the  line  14  o[,  upper  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  15  y  ,  abraded  traces,  rightmost  curving  tail  at  line-level,  joining  o  (w  suitable) 

c  _ ,  traces  suiting  the  left-hand  cup  of  co,  abraded  to  the  right  S . [,  abraded  traces :  upright  with 
serifed  foot;  low  trace  closely  followed  by  low  trace  with  high  trace  above  (head  and  foot  of  upright?); 

low  trace  apparently  joined  from  left  by  descending  oblique,  with  ink  above  (e.g.  second  upright  of  n); 

then  low  trace  with  ink  above;  spot  on  line,  ink  above;  high  trace,  perhaps  sloping  up  from  left  to  right 

16  ]  ,  first  an  upright  with  remains  of  cross-bar  to  left  and  right  at  letter-top  level  (t?),  then  a  trace 
low  in  the  line,  followed  by  the  upper  and  lower  parts  of  a  round  letter  (e,  o,  c  rather  than  ©),  perhaps 

joined  at  line-level  by  stroke  from  left  /?..[,  rubbed  and  confused  traces  ]...[,  tops  and  feet  of 

letters;  first  apparendy  has  extended  horizontal  level  with  letter-tops  17  ] ,  .  [,  trace  on  line; 
lower  left-hand  arc  of  circle,  then  trace  just  above  the  line  ] .  v .  [,  low  trace ;  of  N  the  top  left  junction 

and  top  and  foot  of  right-hand  upright;  touching  this  upright  at  the  top,  beginning  of  horizontal  (e.g. 

t)  ]  e,  rubbed  horizontal  traces  at  top  and  bottom  level,  then  6  rather  than  ©  18  <f)_,  trace 
on  line,  then  traces  of  diagonal  sloping  down  to  right  ,  .  [,  left  and  right  sides  as  of  broad  oval; 

point  level  with  letter-tops  19  ] . ,  badly  rubbed ;  first  what  seems  to  be  an  upright  joining 
a  horizontal  bar,  then  a  dot  high  in  the  line  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  rising  oblique  (to  form 

K?),  then  an  oblique  stroke  high  in  the  line  followed  by  an  upright;  then  again  traces  at  line  and  top 

level  of  what  looks  like  a  slightly  curved  upright;  then  more  abraded  traces  abraded:  top 

of  upright,  tip  of  oblique  rising  from  left  to  right,  further  ink  at  mid-line  (together  perhaps  k);  top  of 
circle,  then  low  dot,  then  another  low  dot,  then  thin  low  horizontal;  high  trace  20  v  , . .  [,  lower 

arc  of  a  round  letter,  then  a  seemingly  horizontal  stroke  in  mid  line ;  high  ink  ]  _,  abraded  a ,  [, 

of  A  parts  of  the  apex  and  right-hand  oblique;  then  scattered  traces  (abraded) 

6  (357/758)  _ ]Auov0.  _[,  after  6  perhaps  simply  <u[.  Turner  read  2656  as  . .  .a. .  vd\[m .] 

oA,  aw.  [.]  jj.ar[:  before  the  first  a  he  saw  JfojA  or  xyK  then  ‘a  descender  half-way  between  a  and 
v\  after  6’  ‘a  vertical  which  may  belong  to  interlinear’;  after  [  ],  VoAAa  ̂ [ajy/xara  would  suit’  (the 
final  a  represents  an  apparent  trace  omitted  from  his  transcript;  in  any  case  the  papyrus  breaks  off,  so 

that  we  cannot  be  sure  whether  the  line  ended  here  or  not).  We  could  combine  the  two  as  .] . . .  aAu- 

ovd’  a»[  ]  iroXXa  TTp[a]yiJ,aTa  (the  high  vertical  that  Turner  saw  after  6’  will  then  belong  to  a  rough 

breathing).  The  first  a  looks  plausible,  which  would  exclude  e.g.  a-noXXvovB' \  it  would  allow  x-  aXvowd1 
<5[8e]  TToXXa  7r/?[d]ypa.Ta,  where  aAiWra  ‘desponding’  would  fit  well  with  fj,eiKpoijj[v]xov  (2656)  in  the 

line  before:  so  perhaps  (356/757)  ,  J .  .  p.e  fUKpo((i[v]xov  ehrk  rt[c],  rvyov,  /  [o]/3<pv  aXvovd’  <S[Se] 
ttoAAo  7rp6.yiJ.ara,  where  [o]pa> v  is  not  excluded  by  the  space  in  5199  or  the  traces  in  2656.  There 
remains  a  problem  with  the  syntax.  aXveiv  is  normally  intransitive,  and  it  normally  applies  to  persons, 

so  that  the  participle  should  not  agree  with  7rp6.yiJ.aTa.  For  the  transitive  use,  LSJ  +  Rev.  Suppl.  s.v.  Ill 
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find  only  two  late  examples,  Opp.  Hal.  4.195  otov  Sc  pera  ppeclv  aydoc  akvei  and  Heliod.  10.30.4  rgv 

fjTTav  aXvovrtov  (doubted  by  Rattenbury  ad  loc.). 

7  (358/759)  ]c/xec .  vp[:  ]cfi€covfi[  possible.  2656  has  at  the  start  eiSeic .  ecov  followed  by 

a  vertical.  Together:  el  S’  etc  fie cov  fi[  (pecov  already  Turner). 
8  (359/760)  , . .  JotCT  .t  y ,[,  perhaps  _  _  _  Joicrtroy .[.  2656  was  read  as  e  e  .9  _  tout  .  av . eA . ; 

at  the  beginning  ‘erepoy  is  conceivable’.  We  can  now  reconstruct  erepotc  in  both;  and  then  rt  tout-. 
12  (363/764)  Jt/bottov.  .0f|.  _  _[.  2656  was  read  as  rporrov[_  ,]0e.[. .  ̂woKai . epos  ,  and 

Turner  conjectured  t/jotjw  [<ca]0e|[co(^  t]outo.  This  is  now  confirmed  by  5199,  where  the  traces 

allow  Tpoirov  KaOegw  to[uto. 

13-14  (364-5/765-6)  These  two  lines  are  quoted  to  illustrate  airaptfnet  meaning  airoKaXwfiei 

by  Synagoge  cod.  B  a  1600  Cunningham  =  Suda  a  2891  =  Phot  a  2245;  cf.  Hsch.  a  5768  airapptei- 
airoyvpvdjcet. 

13  (364/765)  airaptfnecet:  airap<f>[te]i  2656,  airappid  Synagoge  etc.  The  grammarians  explicitly 

attest  the  Attic  (contracted)  future  of  -apptewvpi  here,  for  the  form  cf.  Ar.  Eq.  891  irpocap<f>td>;  H.  W. 

Hauri,  LContrahiertes  md  sigmatisches  Futur  (1975)  56.  For  such  contracted  futures  in  Menander  cf.  airoXd> 

(e.g.  Dysc.  412),  xp\ epdtDysc.  249,  SiacxfeSdi  Ep.  132,  avairerco  fr.  346  KA  and  Theoph.  fr.  3.1  A.  The  un¬ 
contracted  ajipieco)  appears  at  Od.  5.167,  and  a-nappiecet  as  a  variant  of  -placet  in  Philo,  Spec.  Leg.  3.61 

(V  167.8-9  Cohn).  In  general,  such  ‘Attic’  futures  maintain  a  sporadic  presence  in  the  Roman  period, 

whether  by  tradition  or  through  atticist  zeal  (L.  Radermacher,  Neutestamentliche  Grammatik  f  1925)  92-3; 
Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf  §74),  but  they  are  on  the  decline:  here  a  copyist  seems  to  have  replaced 
the  less  familiar  form  with  the  more  familiar,  whether  deliberately  or  unconsciously. 

We  record  our  warmest  thanks  to  Ben  Cardidge  and  Albio  Cesare  Cassio  for  advice  on  Attic 
futures  in  Menander, 

15  ]ac *77.  ovtjc.  8 . [:  possibly  acx^/xovijcaj  (cf.  fr.  744.2  KA  acy^fiovoCvroc)]  then  8’  rjyU’ 
[av?  From  here  to  the  end  of  the  fragment,  there  is  no  recognizable  overlap  with  any  line  of  2656 

down  to  379/781:  see  introd. 

17  ]  [  ]  v  [ .  ]  egqjr  [:  e£oj  may  represent  another  first  person  singular  future  verb. 

18  aAA’  ifipavt £  ..[:-£?  [  rather  than  -£a>[.  ippavi&v  is  glossed  paveponoitiiv  by  Hsch.  €  2540 
(cf.  also  Phot,  e  783,  Suda  e  1068);  for  uses  of  the  verb  in  Menander,  see  Sam.  355  and  Dysc.  323. 

W.  B.  HENRY  /  P.  J.  PARSONS  /  L.  PRAUSCELLO 

5200.  Menander,  Perikeiromene  540-41  Sandbach  + 

105/17663)  12.2  x  5.1  cm  Fifth  century 
Plate  VIII 

A  fragment  from  the  top  centre  of  a  codex  bifolium.  The  folded  sheet  had 

vertical  fibres  on  its  outside.  It  may  have  been  the  central  sheet  of  a  quaternio  ar¬ 

ranged  as  in  the  Cairo  Menander  codex  (Turner,  The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  68), 

though  there  are  other  possibilities.  If  the  identification  tentatively  advanced  below 

is  correct,  fol.  A-*  will  have  held  29  lines.  The  upper  margin  was  at  least  4.2  cm 

deep,  and  the  inner  margin,  measured  from  the  central  fold  to  the  beginning  of  fol. 

B-ki,  was  2  cm  wide.  The  line-height,  measured  from  the  top  of  one  line  to  the 

top  of  the  next,  was  about  0.6  cm,  and  29  lines  will  have  occupied  an  area  about 

17.4  cm  high.  A  trimeter  will  have  been  about  15-16  cm  long.  If  the  lower  margin 
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was  about  half  as  deep  again  as  the  upper,  the  page  dimensions  may  have  been 

approximately  20  x  28  cm,  suggesting  that  the  codex  belongs  among  the  aberrants 

of  Turner’s  Group  4  ( Typology  16),  but  this  is  far  from  certain. 

The  text  is  copied  in  a  ‘sloping  majuscule’  hand  comparable  with  those  of 
CREEP  15b  (PSI II  126)  and  16a  (XI 1371).  Elision  is  marked  with  an  apostrophe 

in  fol.  B-ki  (540)  and  fol.  Bf.i.  There  are  no  other  lection  signs.  A  supralinear  bar 

represents  v  at  line-end  (fol.  Bi.i). 

The  papyrus  confirms  an  emendation  in  line  540,  and  gives  on  fol.  Bf  a  little 

new  text  (one  decipherable  line-end)  from  the  long  lacuna  that  follows  550  in  the 
Cairo  codex. 

Fol.  A |  Fol.  A-> 

....[  ].«...[ 

Fol.  B— . 
TTpOC  6/XaVTOV  €IC  8’  [ 
e^vyavda  KaT€K€i[fj.r]v 

Foi.  n 

]  yf  rjfpiv  KaK<Jr 
Fol.  A4- 

_ [:  letter-tops  on  the  edge. 

Fol.  A-> 

]  e  [.  Before  e,  a  speck  at  letter-top  level;  after  it,  apparently  a  cross-stroke  at  letter-top  level 
joined  by  an  upright  on  the  left,  e.g,  r;  perhaps  the  top  of  an  upright,  with  surface  damaged  above 

and  missing  to  the  right,  then  the  top  of  another  upright.  ]  Aeyftfv,  the  final  word  of  51 1,  seems 

compatible  with  the  traces.  8ta]Xeyoy,  the  final  word  of  509,  does  not  seem  suitable:  the  final  trace 

appears  to  be  the  top  of  an  upright  rather  than  of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right. 

Fol.  B-> 
1  (540)  TTpoc  epavrov  etc  S’  [.  The  Cairo  codex  has  the  hypermetric  77730c  epavrov  aAA'  etc  oikov 

tiv'  cXQojv  €ktto8oj(v).  Lefebvre  (followed  now  by  Arnott  and  Blanchard)  restored  the  metre  by  delet¬ 

ing  tiv’,  while  E.  Schwartz,  Hermes  64  (1928)  10  n.  2,  supposed  instead  that  8’  had  dropped  out  after 
etc  and  that  aAA’  had  been  inserted  in  its  place.  The  new  papyrus  appears  to  confirm  Schwartz’s  con¬ 

jecture.  Sandbach,  while  accepting  Schwartz’s  deletion  of  aAA’,  declined  to  insert  S’,  and  it  is  possible 

that  the  particle  was  added  to  avoid  asyndeton,  like  C’s  aAA’.  But  8’  usefully  clarifies  the  structure,  as 
Moschion  turns  from  what  he  did  not  do  to  what  he  did. 

Fol.  B4- 
1  ]  y  ’  r/ply  kq.k<j>{v).  If  the  identification  proposed  above  for  fol.  A-)-  is  correct,  this  will  be 

about  the  twenty-ninth  line  after  540.  The  speaker  may  still  be  Moschion,  talking  about  his  ‘troubles’. 

]  :  a  trace  at  letter-top  level. 

2  B  traces  of  letter-tops. 

W.  B.  HENRY 
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5201.  Commentary  on  Pindar,  Olympia jf  i 

n.  ili  Q/ v,vi  a  10.7  x  15.2  cm  First  century  bc  /  first  century  ad 
Plate  VII 

A  fragment  of  a  papyrus  roll  with  text  running  along  the  fibres,  apparently 

cut  down  to  the  present  size  and  shape  for  a  letter  to  be  written  on  the  back,  upside 

down  in  relation  to  the  text  on  the  front.  Parts  of  two  consecutive  columns  are 

preserved,  the  first  almost  to  its  full  width  including  line-ends,  and  line-beginnings 

of  the  second,  containing  lemmata,  paraphrase,  and  comment  on  0.  1. 17-27  and 

30-39.  The  beginnings  of  two  lines  in  a  more  cursive  hand,  apparently  including 

a  paraphrase  of  0.  1.43,  are  written  in  the  upper  margin  of  col.  ii. 

The  lines,  as  reconstructed  on  the  basis  of  the  lemmata,  range  from  24  to  33 

letters,  thus  27-8  letters  on  average,  giving  an  original  column  width  of  c. 70  mm, 

plus  c.io  mm  intercolumnial  space.  The  number  of  lines  in  the  original  column  may 

be  estimated  (again  from  the  missing  lemmata  plus  average  length  of  paraphrase  or 

explanation)  at  c. 55,  giving  a  total  height  for  the  written  area  of  c.  18  cm.  The  
height 

of  the  margins  is  not  known:  the  upper  margin  (which  may  not  be  preserved  to  its 

full  original  height)  extends  to  c.1.5  cm.  The  commentary  appears  to  cover  roughly 

22  of  Heyne’s  lines  per  column.  At  this  rate,  the  whole  of  the  Olympians  would  take 

71  columns  to  cover;  if  there  had  been  introductory  material  (perhaps  comments 

on  the  date,  victor,  and  contest  of  each  of  the  odes — which  is  uncertain),  the  roll  as 

a  whole  may  have  reached  as  many  as  75  columns,  and  a  length  of  6  metres. 

The  main  hand  is  an  informal  round  bookhand,  basically  bilinear  (but  with 

bilinearity  breached  by  4>  and  •+-),  with  semi-cursive  tendencies:  round  shapes  in 

e  s  o  c,  vertical  extension  in  the  other  letters,  and  frequent  connection.  It  bears 

a  close  resemblance  to  the  script  of  XXIII  2367,  another  commentary  on  lyric 

verse  (Bacchylides,  Epimcians),  copied  on  the  back  of  a  document,  which  shows 

many  of  the  same  idiosyncrasies.  The  size  of  writing  is  much  smaller  in  5201 

than  in  2367  (two-thirds  the  width  and  height;  almost  half  the  area),  but  it  will 

be  worth  considering  if  both  derive  from  the  same  scribe:  in  favour  of  this  is  the 

shared  shape  of  the  line-filler,  against  are  minor  variations  in  letter-forms  (for  ex¬ 

ample,  in  2367  the  cross-piece  of  e  is  sometimes  reduced  to  a  central  dot,  not  so 
in  5201). 

Lobel  dated  2367  ‘not .  .  .  later  than  the  first  half  of  the  second  century,  if 

indeed  it  does  not  fall  within  the  first’,  and  the  dating  1/11  ad  subsists  e.g.  in  CLGP 

I.1.4  (Bacchylides  1).  However,  the  similar  script  of  LXXVIII  5143  (Isocrates)  was 

assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  first  century  bc  or  the  earlier  first  century  ad  by 
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comparison  to  XIV  1635  (Cavallo-Maehler,  Hellenistic  Bookhands  no.  85),  a  deed  of 

cession  objectively  dated  to  44-30  bc  (see  BL  VII 140);  and  the  overall  ungainliness 
recalls  other  examples  with  contextual  dates  in  the  first  century  ad  ( GLH  10a,  11a). 

On  this  basis  we  tentatively  assign  5201  to  the  period  1  bc  /  1  ad.  The  verso  text 

provides  no  real  check:  the  hand  of  the  letter  is  a  chunky  half-cursive  assignable 

to  1/11  ad. 

The  commentary,  which  is  comparable  in  a  number  of  places  with  the  medi¬ 

aeval  scholia  (cf.  on  i  5-6,  10, 11, 18;  ii  11,  31-2),  is  elementary  and  perfunctory,  in 

some  cases  somewhat  randomly  explanatory.  The  lemmata,  which  consist  of  two  to 

twenty-eight  words,  are  written  out  in  full,  as  prose  (i.e.  without  colometry),  and  in 

consecutive  entries,  so  as  to  reproduce  (at  any  rate  in  the  preserved  portion)  the  en¬ 

tire  text  of  the  poem  without  omission.  These  are  printed  in  the  text  below  in  bold 

and  restored  where  deficient  within  lower  half  brackets  in  accordance  with  the 

spacing  and  the  manuscript  tradition  of  Pindar.  The  commentary  on  each  lemma 

consists  of  a  paraphrase  (often  simply  replacing  the  poem’s  words  with  Koine  prose 
forms),  often  with  similar  word-order,  and  occasionally  adding  a  certain  amount 

of  explanation  of  varying  relevance.  The  explanation  may  come  in  the  course  of 

the  paraphrase.  More  learned  material  makes  a  brief  appearance:  at  ii  33-5  we 

find  a  reference  and  comparison  to  Pindar’s  imopxrifiaTa;  at  i  19-23  there  is  a  brief 

historical  note;  at  i  14  a  rhetorical  term  (eju^acic)  is  invoked  in  the  explanation.  No 

other  commentary  on  Pindar  reproduces  the  text  to  this  extent  in  its  lemmata  or 

explanations. 
The  scribe  consistently  writes  iota  adscript;  once  ei  is  written  for  T  (i  17  veixiji, 

inconsistently  so:  contrast  i  11  vik[,  i  10  0epeviK[,  and  cf.  ii  4.).  There  is  no  discernible 

punctuation  (apart  from  blank'space  at  the  end  of  an  explanation  and  before  a  new 
lemma,  thus  coinciding  with  sentence-end).  Accents  are  written  twice,  in  both  cases 

in  a  lemma,  to  distinguish  otherwise  identical  forms  (i  15  ic/rarei  to  distinguish  from 

Kparei,  ii  14  een  with  its  accent  when  initial).  The  scribe  tacidy  elides  final  vowels 

before  words  beginning  with  vowels  in  the  lemmata,  but  writes  with  scriptio  plena 

in  the  commentary  (i  13),  except  when  repeating  words  from  the  lemma  (ii  28).  At 

line-end,  letters  are  occasionally  suspended,  or  filler-signs  added,  in  order  to  justify 

the  margin.  The  filler-sign  varies  between  }  and  7,  and  may  be  doubled  (i  24)  or 

reinforced  by  a  double  point  (clearly  at  i  15);  for  such  signs  in  general,  see  above 

p.  58.  Word-ends  are  sometimes  suspended,  even  within  the  line  (e.g.  ii  16,  28),  often 

followed  by  a  small  space.  Suspension  of  this  kind  is  combined  with  contraction 

at  i  24  ireAo7r(oc)  (probably  also  at  i  26),  ii  3  av8pa)ir(oLc),  ii  9  einAoiirfot),  where  the 

omitted  elements  are  represented  by  an  almost  semicircular  ir  above  the  preceding 

letter.  Contraction  is  marked  by  a  suprascript  line  at  i  12  irora/r(oc),  14  nr\i r(oc),  ii  35 

mrS(apoc),  and  probably  i  19  t/nfct).  For  7 tP{oc)  the  scribe  employs  the  monogram 

ijr  consisting  of  a  n  with  a  p  intersecting  its  top.  A  new  lemma  is  signalled  by  space 

within  and  paragraphus  beneath  the  line  in  which  it  begins,  together  with  e/cSecic 
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(by  about  one  letter’s  width)  of  the  first  part  of  the  lemma  (or  its  comment)  that  falls 

on  a  new  line  (evident  at  ii  9-10,  20-21,  26-7). 
The  scribe  commits  a  number  of  errors,  which  are  occasionally  corrected  by 

the  same  hand  (by  suprascript  letters:  i  3,  31);  but  others  remain  uncorrected.  The 

lemmata,  here  collated  as  witnesses  to  the  transmitted  text  of  0.  1. 19-39,  do  not 

share  the  trivial  errors  of  the  mediaeval  MSS  at  22  Trpoccpct^c  and  23  CvpaKociov 

i7nrQx0.pp.av,  but  do  share  one  at  26  c^eiAc.  Similarly,  they  give  a  new  trivial  variant 

at  26  (juv  for  viv ). 

An  edition  was  originally  prepared  by  W.  S.  Barrett,  in  conjunction  with 

those  of  the  papyri  of  Pindar’s  Epinicia  published  in  volume  LXXV  (5035-5045). 
The  present  edition  incorporates  the  most  important  of  his  contributions  to  the 

constitution  of  the  text  and  interpretation  in  the  commentary.  We  are  indebted  to 

Dr  W.  B.  Henry  for  various  corrections  and  updatings,  as  well  as  the  suggestions 

distinguished  by  his  initials. 

Gobi 

]  tmoyAu/ctrraratc .  OrjKcppovTiciv  ovA  vtto  yXvKvraraic  cdrjKC  ppovriciv, 

]e7TapaX(f>€Q)VCVToSepacaKevrr]T  •  or j€  Trap’  A A<f>ea>v  cvto  8ip.ac  aKcvT^T ov 

]  Spap.oicnrapexoovaXXa t  [_  ]ou>:  8p6p.otci  7T apiyaiV'  aAA'  a-n-jo  t\ov 

] _ caXovXap,fiav€T7)v8[ ,  . kt)V  na] ccaXov  Adp.fiave  rr/v  A [a>]ptKi)v 

5  ]apat  [Jaipt/afOTiScopf.  .  ]typa<f>ci  Kiff]apa(v)‘  Aiopucij  on  Sa>p[tcr]i  ypa<f>c t 

]  €VCWv[ m  _  JlCOMJ.  [ . ]vtKOV  yltojAcUC  <X)V  [et  T ]/  COf  f}  t[oV  0€pe]vtKOV 

]c€/ct^C7t[ . ]'VKV>:  X“i°l]c  *K  jyc  UUCVC . y]XvKv- 

]at  c<j)pov4[  ]v .  .  rarjatc  <j>povr[ict  ]v  . . 

]ayaA«£eto[  ].  ^]ay  A  Ape  io[  ]. 

10  ]pcpevu<[  ].[.].>  ...]^P€VlK[  ].[.]. 

]xapicr)vu<[  ].P.[.]>  . X*PIC  V  vlKl 

]oTajl€vr}Xi '  [ . ]iqvt)Xlc>:  oc  7r]oTap(oc)  iv  ’HAi8[i . ]<av*HXtc 

]  oAup7rta^[ . ]  # cSee§pa|U€v  , , .].  'OAvpma-  0[epevu<]pc  86  cBpapcv 

^JraKcvTpi  jo  ep-pacicyevvaio  o  t7r]7r(oc)  dKcvTpicroc •  cppactc  ycvvaio- 

15  ]/cpaTet3eif€/xei^e6ec7roTa^>;  tt]t](oc).  Kparei  8c  7Tp(oc)cp€i£c  hccirorav, 

]aKociovnnTOX.['  . ]  , vfiaciArja  CvpAaKoctov  i7T7roxdj>pAav  /JactA^a' 

JSci'eiKTyt.ep.ef . ]'8ec7TOT7lv  rip]  8c  vcLktji  7Tp(oc)ipe[i£e  ro]y  Sec77dr?p>, 

]aicociov> [_  .]7T7f[.  j3aciA‘  ’  Cvp]aKociov  iimrtp[v  pxt,x6]p.tvoy  /SactAca 

]V.[..]T1?.[ _ ]..<#?' ravr.w..  ]?.  [.  .torf. . . .] . .  <f>y{ct)  ravra  v  _ 

20  ]  TToAcpOVCCVVCC  ]  .  TToXcpOVC  CVVCC- 

]  an'arovAijSi;  ]a>va  tov  Atfiv- 

]  rcKraroraccv  fcjare/crdro  Tac  cv 

]  .  77€lS  ,  Ol/<AeOC  ]  XdjPTTCl  8i  01  kXcOC 
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]eAoa7roi/«at>2  iv  evdvopt  Av8ov  IIAiXo7T{oc )  airoiKlar 

]  7 r  8  [  ]  .[  JtokAcoccv  Ad]/x7ret  Sc  [tov  'Iepcvv]p[c]  to  kXcoc  iv 

]tOt>Av8o[ . ] 8pO)  *  07701  TIJl]  TOV  Av8o[v  77cAo7t(oc)  €VCLv]8pa)l  0.7701- 

]  T7)VT)Xt  [  .  .  .].  'XoifjTTpQTTpOl  Kid]}’  TTjV  ‘HAlV  [Aey(€l),  7)V  o]  IJcAolfj  TTpO  TTpOl- 

]  €KT7jcaTo[  <  ]  a77oa'o/xaou  ko]c  CKTrjcaTO  [Aa^ajjy  art  Otvop.aou 

]  pocr^vt7T7ro[  _  Jp.eiavTOvp.cya  77a]rpoc  tt)v  /7777o[Sa]p.etai\  roti  pcya- 

]  vrjcepaccaT[']yaiaoxoc7TOcei  cdjcvrjc  ipaccaTLoA  yaidoyoc  Ilocei- 

]([?77]| opcyac8cv[_  J yavqoxociro  8ar-j  o$  6  p,cyac6cv[ric]  yatrjoxoc  i7o- 

]8ajvr)pac6r)  e7rctp,tv[  .]pou  cciJSdiv  r/pacdr).  iircL  ptv  LKa$aApov 

]Toce£ciAe/fA(o0aj[t  _  ]<J>av  AejS^j toc  itjciXc  KXoidd),  LiXeA<f)av- 

]  [  ]y[  rt  <f>at8ipov  <3 p,ov  K€Ka8p,iAyvoAy'  [ 

. v.  [JoJTfvif .  [  .  .V.[.]<J,T?V¥.[  tiera- 

ycvec rc/?wx[  ycvecrepy  x[p°vtt> 

7TtCTpycpp,CV  [  TTICTOV  Cp,p,CVaLl  TO  7ToXAaKlC.  [rj  8c  Xa~ 

picrjTTcpaTrav  [  pic  rfTrcp  dTravj[a 

TOtcay0paJ7r[  rote  dv0pd)7r(otc)  77[ 

T€p,rjve7Ti<f>  _  [  Tc{i)p.r]v  im<t>e[povca 

5  C7TCT7]8cVC€Vt[  5  iTTCTTjhcVCCV  t[  7ra” 

pahox’Cji'rroi^c  [  paBox'pi  7rot^ca[ 

TjTlK  .  VXaplV7)[  7JTLK  .  V  X^piV  1)[ 

aArjdciav7rap  [  aArjOciav  7rapa[ 

ap.cpai€TTiAoipa[  dpipai  (S')  cttLAoitt^i)  paLpTVpcc  copiOTaTor  [ 
10  8cC7TCpXOp€Vo[  10  8e  C7T€px6p.€Vo[ 

p.apTVpoccAc  [  p,apTVpoc  cAc  [ 

oxpovocyapioc[  6  xpovoc  yap ,  <vc  [ 

raAavdavovTa[  “to,  AavOavovra  [ 

povoc€CTi8av[  povoc”.  ccti  S'  avLSpt  <f>ap.cv  coikoc 

15  ap,<f>i8aip,ovco[  15  ap.<f>i  8aipova>Lv  Ka Aa*  [ 

avdpaJ^oAovK  _  [  dvdpwTran  oAov  Ka[ 

lovKa Aa  p,eico[  cov  KaAa.  p.ciio^y  yap  atria"  [eAarrco^ 

yapaiTiarovTa[  yap  atria  tov  ra[ 

pcivavTirov  [  pei(co)v  dvTi  tov  .  [ 

20  teravraAoui^  [  20  vie  TavraAov  77 p(oc)  r[oi'  IJcAona.]  Lci  S'  dvr ta 
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TTpOTepcov<j>6ey[  nporepcov  <f>deyL£op,ai'  [ 

p,aL7raparavTT0  _  [  pu u  7rapa  ra  vi to  t[wv  i TpoTepcov  elprj- 

jX€VO/7T€pLCCOVOK^  pL€VO  7 T€pl  {c}  COV‘  6 

cvctox  CT7)v  _  [  evcroxioc  rqv  .  [  Ka- 

25  dapac€KTV)c8ia  t  [  25  dapac  eK  Tqc  Sia  [  ^onor’ ii<a\ece 
TraT7)pTOV€Wo[  7raT7jp  tov  evvo  jxoirarov  ic  epavov 

<f>iAavT€cnrv\ov[  (filAav  re  CittvAov,  Lapoiflaia  deotci  8ei7rva 

'7Tape^or€K .[  vapexoiv’  ottot3  €Ka[Aec€ 

eicrovevvofx ([  etc  tov  evvopuli[raTOv  ev- 

30  VOULOJTaTOvd  _  [  30  VOpiOiTOTOV  6  [  *  /Cat  TTJV 

<f>i\7)vCMTvAov[  (f)iXqv  CittvAov  [CittvAoc  opoc  AvBiac 

KCU7ToAlCTOtcd[  K<Xl  TToAlC'  TO CC  0[«OIC  €- 

^apioi^qcSeY^  [  £  ap.oifirjc  Sei7rv[a]  [ 

VTTOpX'qp>CLCl,Tr}[  VTTOpXqp-CLCL  T7)[ 

35  _  ]'TTtvS][  35  piCTTfCl  [o]  Iltv8(apOc)  [ 

3  ]  ,  tip  of  high  horizontal  _  [,  high  horizontal  4  ] .  >  short  diagonal  on  edge  at  top, 

e.g.  top  right  extremity  of  c  5  a t  [,  top  of  triangular  letter  ] . ,  traces  in  upper  part  of  writing 

space  6  ],  low  curving  stroke,  ligature  to  following  e  .  [,  left  end  of  horizontal  at  upper  level 

(t  ?)  7  ] . ,  two  traces  in  diagonal  alignment  descending  from  left  to  right  in  upper  part  of  writing 

space  8  _  [,  speck  on  the  baseline  ]u . above  y  the  hooked  foot  of  a  descending  oblique; 

then  a  rubbed  upright  as  of  1,  then  (encroaching  on  the  margin)  a  small  upright  with  more  ink  to  its 

left  and  a  thin  horizontal  extending  rightwards  from  its  top  and  then  curving  downwards  9  ]ay, 

the  apex  of  A  or  a  separated  from  its  two  legs  by  a  break  in  the  papyrus  (but  too  much  ink  at  left  for  a), 

then  n  or  ai,  but  space  probably  too  narrow  for  the  latter  ]  # ,  short  horizontal  trace  at  mid-height 

10  [  ] . ,  loop  as  of  right-hand  side  of  y  or  m  ii  ] . ,  two  traces,  one  at  top  and  one  at  mid¬ 

height,  as  of  diagonal  descending  from  left  to  right  <f>  _ ,  trace  of  left-hand  arc  12  At ,  [,  top  of 
oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  13  ],  hooked  foot  joining  o,  as  of  A,  A,  u  ]  c,  trace  at 

mid-height  14  <c  added  suprascript  then  deleted  with  a  diagonal  stroke  pi  _ ,  lower  arc  at  line- 

level  to  _ ,  scattered  traces  on  disordered  fibres  16  _  [,  ink  on  edge  at  one-third  height  ] . , 

remains  of  diagonal  descending  from  left  to  right  17  gt  ,  right-hand  arc  (loop  of  p?)  projecting 
above  normal  top  level  ]  ,  remains  of  upright?  18  ,  [,  lower  arc  ]y7r[ ,  high  horizontals 

with  three  verticals  descending,  suprascript  perhaps  bottom  arc  of  co  ]  e,  upright  with  joining 

stroke  curving  upwards  into  back  of  e  s.l.  _  ,  two  uprights,  followed  by  round  letter  like  c  or  o, 

then  upright  in  right  part  of  letter-space,  with  blank  space  on  line  (erased  letter?)  marking  point  of 

suprascript  insertion,  as  elsewhere  in  this  text  at  end,  points  of  ink  at  letter-top  level  (suprascript?) 
19  _  [,  upper  arc  of  round  letter  tij.  [,  upright  in  left  part  of  letter  space  ]..,  lower  arc  on 

displaced  fibres?;  foot  of  upright  r  _ ,  top  (of  diagonal?)  joining  right-hand  extremity  of  t  v  , 

uncertain  traces  (letter  or  filler-sign?)  20  ]  ,  sinuous  upright  projecting  well  above  letter-tops 

23  ],  upright  curving  rightwards  at  base  8  ,  three  points  of  ink  in  vertical  alignment  25  ]  _ , 

tip  of  (curving?)  tail  at  line-level  n _  lower  arc,  ?foot  of  upright  ]  _  [,  ink  level  with  letter-tops 

26  ]  ,  right-hand  end  of  high  horizontal  a>  _ ,  oblique  foot  (spacing  suggests  t)  27  ]  ,  point  on 
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edge  at  line-level;  more  ink  above  joining  cross-bar  of  t?  „  [,  hooked  foot  of  upright  ] . . ,  short 

horizontal  trace  at  line-level  below  lacuna;  point  above  lacuna  _  28  ]  ,  short  horizontal  trace  on 

edge  ] . ,  upright  29  ] . ,  end  of  high  horizontal  from  right,  point  on  line  below  3°  1 .  > 

tip  of  horizontal  or  oblique  at  mid-height  3 1  at  beginning,  a  diagonal  stroke,  then  rr,  over  which 
v  has  been  written,  and  to  the  left  of  that  an  0  with  its  bottom  part  missing  34  ].  LM>  toP  of 

a  vertical,  then  traces  suggesting  top  of  N,  allowing  e.g.  ]v[o>  but  not  ]^[e]v[ 

Col.  ii 

1  [,  trace  on  edge,  slightly  below  mid-height  2  .  [,  horizontal  trace  on  edge,  level  with 

letter-tops  4  [,  remains  of  left-hand  arc  on  edge  6  .  [,  at  mid-height,  oblique  sloping 

down  from  right  to  left,  hooked  sharply  to  right  at  foot  7  K .  >  see  comm.  8  .  [,  at  fine- 

level,  ink  sloping  down  from  right  to  left,  perhaps  from  loop  of  a  n  .  [,  angular  lower  arc 

16  [,  towards  line-level,  ink  sloping  down  gently  from  right  to  left  19  .  [,  horizontal  at  upper 
level  with  upright  as  of  t  or  ir,  further  ink  at  mid-height  to  right  (r .  [  or  remains  of  if?)  20  .  [, 

point  of  ink  at  letter-top  level  22  .  [,  ink  (left-hand  end  of  horizontal?)  touching  0  near  top 

24  ,  lower  legs  and  top  left  of  x,  then  high  ink  (belonging  to  #  or  to  the  next  letter?)  and  to  right 

of  writing  space,  in  the  upper  part  of  the  line,  two  dots  in  vertical  alignment  .  [,  upright  hooked 

rightwards  at  foot,  with  medial  crossbar  sloping  up  to  right  25  8ia_  [,  point  on  edge  at  top  level 

28  [,  in  upper  part  of  writing  space,  oblique  sloping  down  gently  from  left  to  right,  two  levels  of 
horizontal  ink  below  29  .  [,  ink  at  top  level,  to  left  of  writing  space,  rising  gently  from  left  to 

right  30  0,  [,  apparently  lower  left  arc,  in  upper  part  of  writing  space  (not  a)  33  .[, 

top  left  quadrant  of  a  round  letter,  with  a  dot  of  ink  at  mid-level  protruding  to  right  of  arc,  as  of  e 

Col.  i 
1-3  Part  of  a  lemma,  which  must  have  begun  (at  the  bottom  of  the  preceding  column)  with  v. 

17  of  the  poem,  to  judge  from  the  paraphrase  and  remarks  below  i  3-15,  and  extends  to  v.  21:  dAAa 
Acoptav  euro  <f>6pp.iyya  -naccaXov  /  Acx/xjW,  ex  tL  rot  IJLcac  re  xal  GepeviKov  yo-ptc  /  voov  vtto  yXv- 
Kvraraic  ed-qxe  <f>povriciv,  /  oVe  ktX.\  thus  only  the  second  half  of  the  lemma  is  preserved,  together 

with  paraphrase  and  remarks  on  the  first  half. 

2  AX<j)e<j)V.  an  obvious  error  for  the  'AX<j>ewi  given  by  the  mediaeval  MSS. 
3  €jv:  the  trace  is  the  tip  of  a  high  cross-stroke;  to  read  it  as  n,  we  must  take  it  as  a  serif  on  the 

tip  of  the  second  upright,  which  would  be  highly  anomalous,  ey  would  be  much  easier,  if  sense  could 
be  made  of  it. 

5—6  A  number  of  explanations  for  Acopiav  are  given  in  the  scholia,  of  which  this  is  one:  sch. 

26  f  on  Soup  text  cwt£t(1ktcu  6  e-niviKOc.  Pindar  is  called  AloXevc  at  sch.  jV,  3.136a  xa.96  run  yevei  icrlv 

AioXevc  <bc  Bouotoc,  cf.  136b,  P.  2.128a. 

7

-

 

8

 

 

n[icT)c  y]AuKu|[rdr]atc:  if  IJllcqc  is  correct,  presumably  a  participle  like  yevo- 

fxew]  (or  perhaps  top  poop)  is  missing. 

8

-

 

9

 

 

Presumably  still  part  of  the  paraphrase,  with  the  explanations  starting  somewhere  in  10. 

9  Jay:  uncertain  (see  palaeographic  note).  An  article  might  have  been  expected  before 

AX <f>eio[  (assuming  this  is  still  part  of  the  paraphrase). 

10  Cf.  sch.  29a  ovop-a  TOV  vLKTjcavToc  iTTTTov  (thus  here:  ‘Pherenikos  is  the  horse’?). 
11  Perhaps  yaptc  17  vik\t)t rjpioc  r/8ovrj  (cf.  sch.  29a  x°-Plc  ̂   V  rVl  V'-KVI1  V^ovq),  which  would 

fit  the  space  before  A]X<j>e[i]~. 

12  . ]cov:  WBH  suggests  irepippe ]cop,  cf.  sch.  32a  o  yap  AX<f>eoc  ev  Apxadiai  rac  nrjyac 

eyei,  xal  an’  avrrjc  apyopevoc  irepippe?  xal  t^pT/Aip. 

13  ]  'OXvpvia:  the  trace  a  hooked  foot,  as  of  a,  a,  m.  Perhaps  *HAic  [ov  r]a  ’OXvpma 

(WBH),  ‘Elis  is  the  site  of  the  Olympics’. 
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14  cLKevTpicToc:  also  found  as  a  gloss  on  the  Homeric  r/Kecrac,  e.g.  sch.  D  II.  6.94  van  Thiel 

r/Kccrac:  bxevrplerovc,  dSapdcrovc  (d^vr/jr) roue  QX,  Ak^tovc  LT). 

r4_I5  e/*i i>acic  yevvat6\rtir](oc):  ‘an  implication  of  nobility’,  i.e.  of  the  horse  (or  by  extension, 
its  owner),  in  the  words  just  paraphrased  (on  his  ability  to  race  ungoaded).  But  eppacic  may  also  mean 

‘emphasis’  in  the  modern  sense;  see  R.  Niinlist,  The  Ancient  Critic  at  Work  (2009)  221. 

I5-i6  A  complete  lemma,  covering  w.  22-3  of  the  poem.  Variants:  15  (22)  np(ac)epcige  (an¬ 

ticipating  Schroeder’s  printing):  npocipifc  given  by  the  mediaeval  MSS;  16  (23)  CvpAaKociov  imro - 
Xa.y_pp.jav:  CvpaicocUov  (variously  misspelt)  and  hrmoxappav  (or  -xappav)  the  mediaeval  MSS.  In  the 

latter,  -tcov  would  be  unmetrical,  and  the  comments  in  the  mediaeval  scholia  presuppose  accusative 

~tov  .  .  .  -xappav.  The  correction  of  mmo-  to  Imro-,  printed  in  modern  editions,  has  been  owed  until 
now  to  the  Byzantine  recensions. 

1 8  i[p’  t\mra>[v  paxo]pcypy.  For  the  explanation  of  imroxdppav,  cf.  Apollon.  Lex.  (=  sch.  Od. 

n.259)  appr/v  rjTOi  xatpovra  tmroic  7/  ip’  Imroiv  paxopevov  (similarly  sch.  D  II.  24.257  van 
Thiel;  for  the  former,  cf.  also  sch.  Pind.  0.  1.35a  tov  rrp  imrudji  xatpovra).  If  paxd]pcypy  is  rightly 

restored,  we  must  conclude  that  the  commentator  chose  what  might  otherwise  be  thought  the  wrong 

explanation  for  the  context  (though  Verdenius  on  v.  23  provides  a  counter-argument).  But  it  seems 

impossible  to  fit  xatpovra  into  this  sequence,  and  paxd\pcyoy  may  be  supported  by  what  appears  to  be 

a  reference  to  historical  fighting  in  the  remains  of  19-23  (note  the  imperfect  in  22).  On  the  compound, 

see  further  M.  Benedetti,  ‘II  composto  omerico  Irrmoxdpp^c,  RAL  34  (1979)  169-85;  E.  Cingano,  ‘II 

cavallo  “aiutante  magico”  nella  Grecia  eroica’,  in  id.  et  al.  (edd.),  Animali  tin  zoologia,  mito  e  letteratura 
nella  cultura  classica  e  orientate  (2005)  139-54,  at  149-50  with  nn.  48-50. 

20-21  cvvec\[-:  with  iroXipovc,  perhaps  a  part  of  cvvlcrr/pt. 

2i  ]o)va.  One  looks  for  a  proper  name.  But  Hieron  is  less  likely,  if  he  is  the  subject  of  the  verb 

in  22.  This  leaves  Gelon,  Theron  (but  these  outside  the  reach  of  0.  1?),  or  perhaps  a  Carthaginian 
personal  name  (cf.  perhaps  At\ 3u-). 

23  Perhaps  Hieron  (or  one  of  those  considered  above)  gained  possession  of  rac  iv  |  [ 

77-oAeic],  e.g.  Sicily?,  Carthage?,  ‘Libya’?  E.g.  rac  iv  |  [CuccAuu  ttoXcic  (Ci/ceXlat  perhaps  a  little  long 
for  the  space,  but  as  Prof  D’Alessio  notes,  the  scribe  may  have  suspended  or  abbreviated  the  word- 
end).  Or  perhaps  simply  rac  iv[rav9a  noXctc  (WBH). 

23-4  Lemma  (w.  23-4). 
26  For  the  contraction  of  IUXortoc  see  24, 

27  [Aey(ei):  sc.  the  poet,  if  correcdy  restored,  in  which  case  the  commentator  explicitly  identi¬ 

fies  the  anoiKta  in  the  poem  as  Elis.  Alternatively,  WBH  suggests  rrjvTIXiv,  [cue  ipci  (sc.  6  IUvhapoc), 

d]  TUXop  KrX.  :  the  commentator  would  be  looking  forward  to  0.  9.6-10  cepvov  .  .  .  dicpcorqpiov 

^AtSoc  .  .  .  /  to  Sr)  wore  AvSoc  yjparc  IleXoifi  /  i£dparo  KaXXicrov  e'Svov  ImroSapelac  (sch.  0.  9.15b 
offers  a  similar  paraphrase  of  that  passage :  0  ai/roc  ckcivt/v  Xaficov  7TpoceKrr)caro).  For  d>c  epei  refer¬ 

ring  forward  in  the  text  under  discussion,  cf.  sch.  Hes.  Op.  785-6  (but  referring  forward  only  a  short 
distance,  to  788). 

29-31  Lemma  (w.  25-6). 

31  Sdv'j  oS.  Sdv  will  just  fit  the  space,  or  project  slighdy  into  the  left  margin.  Then  apparendy 
arro,  with  oy  written  (as  correction)  above  air.  This  reconstruction  makes  good  sense,  but  does  not 
account  for  the  original  a-no. 

32-4  Lemma  (w.  26-7). 

32  piv:  vtv  (the  Doric  form)  is  given  by  the  mediaeval  MSS.  LXXV  5039  gives  at  P.  1.32  an¬ 

other  example  of  ptv  where  only  vtv  was  previously  attested.  For  the  problem,  see  Barrett,  Greek  Lyric, 

Tragedy,  &  Textual  Criticism  (2007)  112  n.  29;  Braswell  on  P.  4.79(e). 

33  e£eiAe  with  the  mediaeval  MSS,  unmetrically:  i£eXe  Mosch. 

Between  the  end  of  col.  i  and  the  beginning  of  col.  ii  we  are  missing  (a)  paraphrase  and/or 
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explanation  of  32-4  (v.  26)  irrcl  ptv  .  .  .  KetcaSpevov ;  (b)  a  complete  lemma  for  w.  28-9  i)  davpara 

.  .  .  pvdot]  (c)  paraphrase/explanation  for  this;  (d)  the  beginning_(xdptc  .  .  .  ippco.ro,  w.  30-31)  of  the 
lemma  of  which  we  have  the  end  at  the  top  of  col.  ii.  (b)  and  (d)  between  them  will  have  amounted  to 

c.166  letters,  about  6  lines  of  text  in  the  present  prose  format.  If  the  paraphrases  themselves  extended 

to  c.y  lines,  and  as  much  space  again  (proportionate  to  the  preserved  entries)  was  taken  up  by  the 

explanations,  we  shall  be  missing  at  least  20-21  lines,  which,  with  the  preserved  34  lines,  gives  a  total 

of  c.55  lines  for  the  column. 

Col.  ii 
mg.  WBH  supplies  pera]  \ycvccreptp  x[pbvo),  recognizing  here  a  paraphrase  of  0.  1.43  Sevrepan 

Xpovait.  Perhaps  part  of  the  text  had  dropped  out  through  an  oversight  lower  down  the  column. 

1  Conclusion  of  a  lemma,  originally  covering  w.  30-32  of  the  poem  ([yaptc  S’,  airep  drravra 

of  which  the  papyrus  preserves  the  end  of  v.  31  and  all  of  v.  32. 
2  ff.  WBH  suggests  a  possible  reconstruction,  using  the  elements  in  sch.  48b,  e.g., 

Xa- 

pic  rjircp  arravr[a  ra  pSea  it  pay  para 

rote  avOpw-n{otc)  ir[apacK€vaI,€i,  rpv 

re(ji)ppv  imcf>i[povca  iroXXdKic 
CTTcrpScvcev  r[o  amcrov  mcrov  rra- 

paSoxpt  irotr)ca[cOat 
(of  which  77 paypara  (2)  may  have  had  its  termination  suspended  to  save  space). 

5-6  7ra]  IpaSoxiji:  potentially  a  term  of  textual  or  literary  criticism,  either  in  the  sense  of  ‘tradi¬ 
tion’  (including  oral  or  written  textual  paradosis),  or  of  ‘acceptance’,  i.e.  of  a  mythological  tradition. 
Cf.  sch.  48c  to  rroir)pa  to  77eTAa.cp.eV0i'  SiaSeyflev  in to  ttoXXlov  mcrov  iyevero.  The  latter  sense  has 
obvious  relevance  in  the  context  of  the  present  passage,  especially  in  reference  to  the  obligation  (or 

not)  of  the  poet  to  preserve  the  tradition. 

7  rjTLK'V  xaptv  7)[:  Mr  Barrett,  reading  ]  7)  npav  yaptv  fj  [,  interpreted  7-8  as  ‘either  to  hold 
xaptc  in  honour  or  to  prefer  the  truth’,  which  he  thought  likely  to  be  a  quotation  from  drama  (now 

given  in  TrGFll  as  fr.  adesp.  453a).  He  noted,  however,  that  such  a  quotation  would  be  neither  neces¬ 

sary  nor  apposite  to  the  interpretation  of  Pindar’s  words.  In  fact,  npav  cannot  be  read:  the  third  let¬ 
ter  is  certainly  kappa.  WBH  suggests  e.g.  ra  Sia  rpv  rroi\\rjrtKpv  xaptv  p[Sca  yevopeva  rpv]\  aXpdetav 

irapa[fiia£€rai  .  .  .  (Sim.  PMG  598  to  Sokclv  kcu  rav  aXaOctav  fitarai). 

9  Lemma  (w.  33-4),  with  8(e)  accidentally  omitted  (but  present  in  the  paraphrase,  see  10). 

9-10  o]  [  Sc  encpxopevo[c  ypovoc  seems  likely  as  an  equivalent  to  (33)  apepat  eVtAowroi. 

11  eXe  [ :  perhaps  eAcyfy-,  which  finds  some  support  in  sch.  53b  agtomcroc  e'Acyyoc. 
12—13  6  xpavoc  ...  to  Xavdavovra  .  .  .  povoc.  Mr  Barrett  here  identified  another  likely  quota¬ 

tion  from  drama.  The  space  could  easily  be  filled,  and  the  quotation  introduced,  by  e.g.  coc  [prjctv 

Evpi-nlS-qc,  although  this  is  hardly  the  only  possibility  for  author  (or  supplement).  Kannicht  prints  the 

lines  in  TrGFll  as  fr.  adesp.  453b,  suggesting  in  13  after  ra  Xavdavovra  the  supplement  [npoc  to  <f>wc 

<f>epet.  However,  WBH  observes  that  the  commentator  may  simply  be  paraphrasing  0.  10.53-5  ®  T’ 

i£cXeyxcov  povoc  /  aAadeiav  irprvpov  /  Xpovoc:  ‘For  the  author’s  use  of  an  illustration  from  later  on 
in  the  book,  cf.  above  on  i  27.  Here  too  we  could  have  coc  [epei  but  there  are  other  possibilities,  e.g.  coc 

[<fn)c  tv  6  FltvSapoc.  Then  in  line  13  e.g.  TO.  Xavdavovra  [77  arret  ppiv  pave  pot  (cf.  sch.  0.  I0.63ab  6  rrjv 

aXrjdetav  (rrdcav)  ndet  pavepwv  Xpovoc).5 

1

4

-

 

1

5

 

 

Lemma  (v.  35). 

1

5
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1
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E.g.  [irpocrjKei  8e]  |  dvdpibmot  SXov  «:et[t  rrdv  Xkyetv  irepl  dc]\d>v  KaXd. 
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17  Lemma  (conclusion  of  v.  35).  Then  eXarrayv  is  the  standard  scholiastic  gloss  on  pelcvv,  we 

cannot  tell  whether  the  papyrus  had  eXarrcvv  or  eXacccvv  (cf.  ii  23  ttc/jiccou,  though  that  is  a  mistake 
for  irepi  cov). 

18— 1  g  E.g.  tov  t  a  [/<ra.Aa  A  eye  tv  to  Se]  |  avrt  tow  ktX.  On  the  whole,  and  especially  in 
the  light  of  the  occurrence  of  fieicvv  in  the  lemma  (v.  35),  a  miswriting  of  peicov  as  peiv  seems  more 

likely  than  e.g.  an  itacistic  spelling  ij ]\fielv  or  ij] \petv  (although  cf.  17  ve'uaji). 
19  [:  Possibly  the  monogram  abbreviation  for  irp(oc)  (see  palaeographic  note),  e.g.  avrl  tov 

irp(oc){<pepeiv  rr/v  atriav,  ‘rather  than  conferring  blame’.  WBH  suggests  instead  fiet(u>)v  avrl  tov  t[o 
irapanav  ovSepta  (cf.  sch.  55c  evioi  Sc  pelcov  avrl  tov  ov8e  oAiyij-  the  X )pi)poc  (II.  5.800)-  Ij  oXiyov  of 

irepi  Bed iv),  which  fits  the  context  but  requires  us  to  assume  that  the  final  trace  of  19,  a  dot  at  mid¬ 

height,  should  be  discounted. 

20  Lemma  (start  of  v.  36).  Afterwards,  the  monogram  abbreviation  for  irpoc,  followed  by  a  pos¬ 

sible  t[,  hence:  irp(oc)  t[ov  FleXorra.],  sc.  Xeyei  or  Aeyerai,  ‘addressed  (or  in  reference)  to  Pelops’. 
20-21  Lemma  (remainder  of  v.  36). 

23-5  References  to  ‘success’  (24  evcToyevc),  ‘pure’  (24-5  Ka]\6apac,  whether  xaBapac  or  xaBa- 
p6.c,  -ac;  Kadapoc  is  also  used  of  the  cauldron  in  v.  26  of  the  poem,  which  could  be  relevant  here), 

and  perhaps  Sux/SfoAijc  (25)  begin  to  outline  a  statement  (possibly  gnomic)  about  the  poet’s  ability  or 

attempt  to  remove  discreditable  charges  or  slander.  6  «[cuv-  (23)  might  allude  to  the  poet’s  act  of  in¬ 
novating  (in  the  context)  in  myth,  but  it  is  difficult  to  see  what  the  subject,  or  indeed  verb,  should  be. 

24  ty/v  .[:  an  upright  and  a  medial  cross-piece:  since  the  cross-piece  slopes  upwards,  more 
likely  k  than  i).  WBH  suggests,  very  tentatively,  a  restoration  on  the  lines  of 

6  k\o.ivoc  pv doc  apelvatv, 

evcToywc  rr/v  K[aKi)yoplav  ixx a- 

Bapac  Ik  tt\c  8iafi[oArjc 

(construction  as  in  Dinarchus  2.5  eKKaBapare,  ko.6’  ocov  Svvarov  icn,  tt\v  SwpoSoxiav  ex  rrjc  iroAeeuc), 

‘The  new  story  (is  better?),  as  it  has  successfully  cleared  away  the  abuse  from  the  false  accusation’. 
25-8  Lemma  (w.  38-9). 
27  The  supplement  is  rather  long  for  the  space :  abbreviation  or  suspension  of  one  or  more  of 

the  three  words  may  be  posited,  rather  than  an  omission  of  any  one  of  them.  ‘The  word  affected  will 
surely  have  been  the  final  word  of  the  line,  8eirrva.  Suspension  is  likeliest  at  the  end  of  the  line,  cf.  i  2, 

4,  etc.  And  this  word  is  so  treated  on  its  next  appearance,  ii  33’  (WBH). 
28-33  The  paraphrase  is  interspersed  with  explanations  (29-30  evvopdjTarov,  31-2  CiirvXov). 

28-9  E.g.  ottot'  6Ka[Aecev  o  rraTfjp  cow]  j  etc  tov  euvoful)[rarov  epavov. 
30  0,  [:  in  the  context,  no  doubt  0e[o-,  e.g.  flefoce/Seerar ov  (glossing  evvopMraTov). 

31-2  So  sch.  62a  of  pev  iroAewc  ovopa,  of  8e  opovc  irepi  ti)v  Av8lav.  For  the  form  of  the  resto¬ 
ration,  cf.  sch.  0.  9.88b  MaivaXov  opoc  ApxaSiac  xai  iroXic. 

33-5  Perhaps  ‘in  his  viropyppaTa  Pindar  represents  (ira]\picrrjci)  .  .  with  the  object  being 
something  like  Tantalus  or  his  meal.  The  last  trace  in  33  suggests  e  (see  paiaeographic  note).  Thus 

a  tantalising  possibility  for  the  reconstruction  of  these  lines  is  ̂[tc/jojc  8e  ev  rote]  |  viropyppaci  n)[v 

ecrfactv  ravri/v  ira]\picTi}ci  [o]  /JfvS(apoc)  (‘Pindar  represents  this  entertainment  differently  in  the 

Hyporchemata ’),  which,  if  correct,  would  shed  new  light  on  the  content  of  that  shadowy  Pindaric  genre. 

f  W.  S.  BARRETT  /  D.  OBBINK 
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5202.  Copy  of  an  Honorific  Inscription  for  the  Poetic  Victor  Apion 

28  4B.58/K7)  13.5  x  26  cm  Mid  or  second  half  of  first  century 

Parts  of  36  lines  with  upper  (2.5  cm)  and  lower  (2  cm)  margins.  The  document 

is  complete  on  the  right  for  the  first  10  lines,  with  no  significant  free  margin,  and 

on  the  left  for  lines  1-9  and  23-36,  with  a  margin  of  2  cm  at  its  widest.  It  is  badly 

mutilated  in  places,  and  much  of  its  middle  section  is  lacunose.  The  upper  left 

corner  has  been  assembled  from  three  separate  fragments;  eight  remaining  scraps 

could  not  be  joined.  There  are  on  average  about  35  letters  per  line.  The  writing 

runs  along  the  fibres  and  the  back  is  blank. 

Preserved  is  a  self-standing  copy  of  an  inscription  listing  the  honours  and 

privileges  conferred  on  Apion,  son  of  Posidonius,  for  victories  in  various  poetic 

contests.  Among  his  distinctions  can  be  counted  double  victory  in  the  competitions 

making  up  the  periodos  or  circuit  of  the  great  crown-games  (excluding  the  Olympics, 

which  did  not  host  musical-poetic  contests);  triple  victory  at  the  Heraea  in  Argos, 

the  prize  for  which  was  a  bronze  shield;  success  with  a  tragedy  in  Syracuse;  and  vic¬ 

tory  at  the  Sebasta  in  Naples  and  other  unspecified  contests.  His  native  city,  which 

is  not  named,  honours  him  with  the  standard  privileges  and  awards  accorded  to 

victors  in  the  great  games :  triumphal  entrance  into  the  city  in  a  white  four-horse 

chariot;  meals  in  the  prytaneum;  a  golden  crown(?);  a  gilded  crown  said  to  be  ‘of 

the  periodos *;  and  no  doubt  other  awards  now  lost  in  the  large  lacunae  following  line 
10.  The  rest  of  the  document  enumerates  the  honours  bestowed  on  Apion  by  other 

bodies  or  cities,  which  become  more  or  less  continuously  legible  only  from  line 

23  onward:  he  was  granted  statues  and  portrait  tondos  (acmSda)  by  an  uncertain 

branch  of  the  association  of  Dionysiac  artists  and  by  the  association  of  worldwide 

sacred  victors  in  Rome;  statues  of  him  were  apparendy  erected  in  the  five  agonistic 

centres  of  Actium,  Olympia,  Delphi,  the  Isthmus,  and  Nemea;  and  the  Syracusans 

honoured  him  with  two  statues,  a  gold-plated  shield-portrait,  a  golden  crown  worth 

fifty  gold  pieces,  and  residence  in  the  Museum  near  the  theatre,  presumably  in  con¬ 

nection  with  the  dramatic  victory  mentioned  in  4-5. 

Although  none  of  his  works  survive  complete,  the  honorand  Apion  is  a  known 

Alexandrian  intellectual  from  the  first  half  of  the  first  century  ad;  see  1  n.  for 

bibliography  and  further  details.  There  were  two  main  facets  to  his  posthumous 

fame.  As  a  Homeric  scholar  he  was  the  author  of,  an  etymological  lexicon  entitled 

.  yAwccai  '0fj,7]pi,Kai,  for  which  our  principal  source  is  the  lexicon  of  Apollonius  So- 

phista.  As  a  target  of  Josephus5  Contra  Apionem  2.1-144  (the  work  is  not  concerned 
only  with  Apion  and  its  original  dde  is  unknown)  he  is  notorious  as  an  opponent 

of  the  Alexandrian  Jews  and  an  exponent  of  scurrilous  accounts  of  Jewish  history 

and  customs  in  his  Aegyptiaca.  Josephus  also  states  in  AJ  18.257-9  that  Apion  was 

a  member  of  the  embassy  sent  to  plead  the  case  of  the  Alexandrian  Greeks  before 
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Gaius  following  the  violent  conflict  with  the  city’s  Jews  in  ad  38.  An  account  of  the 

Jewish  delegation  is  preserved  by  its  head  Philo  in  LegaUo  ad  Gaium  (esp.  44-6),  but 

he  mentions  Apion  neither  in  the  account  of  the  embassy  nor  in  that  of  the  distur¬ 

bances  of  38  in  his  In  Flaccum ;  on  the  conflict  see  most  recently  S.  Gambetti,  The  Al¬ 

exandrian  Riots  of  38  C.E.  and  the  Persecution  of  the  Jews:  A  Historical  Reconstruction  (2009). 

Because  of  the  piecemeal  and  tendentious  nature  of  the  testimonies  to  his  life, 

there  are  several  doubtful  questions  surrounding  Apion’s  biography.  The  present 
document  helps  to  illuminate  a  few  and  adds  a  new  dimension  to  our  knowledge 

of  this  influential  figure,  revealing  that  he  was  also  a  widely  celebrated  poet  in  his 

lifetime.  The  identity  of  the  rrarpic  honouring  him  is  uncertain  and  is  bound  to 

the  disputed  question  of  Apion’s  ultimate  origin  and  the  localization  of  the  rare 
demotic  0t,XoiraTopeiQc.  The  city  is  likely  to  be  Alexandria,  which  at  some  point 

granted  Apion  citizenship,  but  Ptolemais  in  Upper  Egypt  cannot  be  certainly  ex¬ 
cluded  in  the  present  state  of  the  evidence  (see  1  n.).  Another  contentious  issue  that 

5202  settles  more  conclusively  is  the  origin  and  meaning  of  the  epithet  ttXcicto- 

vUrjc  attached  to  Apion  in  several  testimonia  (see  2-3  n.).  It  is  striking  that,  apart 

from  this  epithet,  Apion’s  fame  and  achievements  as  a  prize-winning  poet  have  left 

hardly  a  trace  in  the  literary  sources  in  comparison  with  his  scholarly  reputation. 

Gellius  alone  hints  at  his  literary  capabilities,  although  not  with  explicit  reference 

to  poetry:  5.14.1  litteris  homo  multis  praeditus,  7.8.1  facili  atque  alacrifacundiafuit;  these 

statements  may  well  relate  only  to  Apion’s  scholarly  writings,  which  Gellius  goes 
on  to  quote. 

It  is  tempting  to  connect  the  victorious  double  periodos  commemorated  in  the 

inscription  to  Seneca’s  statement  that  Apion  grammaticus  ...  sub  C.  Caesare  tota  circu- 
latus  est  Graecia  et  in  nomen  Homed  ab  omnibus  civitatibus  adoptatus  (Ep.  88.40).  If  so,  the 

honorific  title  ‘Homericus’  presumably  granted  to  him  by  Greek  cities  probably 

rested  on  his  performances  as  a  poet  rather  than  on  his  Homeric  scholarship  as 

is  usually  assumed,  and  the  inscription  can  be  dated  to  the  reign  of  Gaius  (37-41) 

or  shordy  thereafter.  However,  in  view  of  Seneca’s  qualification  of  Apion  as  gram¬ 

maticus  and  the  fact  that  the  epithet  ‘Homericus’  was  also  bestowed  on  scholars 
(cf.  e.g.  the  roughly  contemporary  Alexandrian  grammarian  Seleucus,  FGrHist 

341),  some  caution  is  advisable  in  correlating  the  two  testimonia.  For  some  poets 

of  the  Imperial  period  honoured  with  the  name  of  Homer,  see  E.  L.  Bowie  in  S. 

Walker,  A.  Cameron  (edd.),  The  Greek  Renaissance  in  the  Roman  Empire  [BIOS  55;  1989) 

202-3.  Another  potential  link  with  the  reign  of  Gaius  is  the  possible  coincidence 

of  Apion’s  dramatic  victory  in  Syracuse  with  the  ludi  astici  celebrated  there  by  the 

emperor,  probably  in  the  summer  of  38  (see  4-5  n.).  Such  a  concentration  of  suc¬ 

cesses  in  the  reign  of  Gaius  might  help  explain  why  Apion  was  chosen  to  represent 

the  Alexandrian  Greeks  before  this  emperor  in  39. 

The  document  supplies  several  additional  details  of  interest:  one  of  the  earli¬ 

est  instances  of  the  title  TrepioSovLKrjc  (2—3  n.) ;  the  earliest  attestation  of  the  associa¬ 

tion  of  worldwide  sacred  victors  at  Rome  (26^7  n.) ;  the  implication  of  a  dramatic 
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contest  in  early  Imperial  Syracuse;  and  the  second  occurrence  of  the  shadowy 

Museum  of  the  latter  city,  with  an  indication  that  it  was  used  to  house  distinguished 

poets  and  performers  (36  n.). 

Self-standing  copies  or  drafts  of  inscriptions  on  papyrus  are  rather  rare. 

P.  Lond.  1 137  (2)  verso  preserves  a  copy  of  a  letter  of  Marcus  Antonius  to  the  kolvov 

Aclac  concerning  the  privileges  of  the  association  of  worldwide  sacred  victors, 

which  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  medical  text  of  the  first  century  ad;  see  J.  Ebert, 

APF33  (1987)  37-42,  and  most  recently  A.  Ricciardetto,  APFfj  (2012)  43-60  (argu¬ 
ing  for  a  connection  with  the  medical  text  on  the  front),  and  cf.  I.  Tralleis  105  (11/ 111) 

for  a  later  copy  on  stone.  P.  Hamb.  I  22  =  Suppl.  Mag.  60  (Panopolis;  rv)  is  a  draft 

of  a  Christian  funerary  inscription  in  hexameters.  The  fragmentary  P.  Meyer  27 

(Ars.?;  ii/iii)  has  been  interpreted  by  its  editor  as  a  copy  of  several  short  funer¬ 

ary  inscriptions,  although  this  is  far  from  certain.  XLI  2950  =  ChLA  XLVII  1414 

(after  285)  is  possibly  a  stonecutter’s  model  of  a  dedication  in  Latin  to  Diocletian 
and  Maximian  by  one  or  more  military  units,  but  the  papyrus  itself  may  have 

been  intended  for  display;  cf.  also  LXVIII  4671  (v?).  Ill  473  =  W.  Chr.  33  (138-60) 

preserves  a  decree  by  the  archons,  demos,  and  Roman  and  Alexandrian  residents  of 

Naucratis(?)  (see  BL  VIII  235)  in  honour  of  a  gymnasiarch,  which  must  also  have 

existed  in  epigraphic  form.  I.  Prose  52.31-2  (Busiris;  22/ 3)  stipulates  that  a  copy  of 

the  honorific  decree  be  given  to  the  honorand  with  the  subscription  of  ‘as  many 

people  as  possible’. 
That  5202  is  a  copy  rather  than  a  draft  can  be  inferred  from  the  visual  copy¬ 

ing  errors  in  2—3  (TrepLeSovel.K'rjv,  1.  TrepioSoviKrjv),  4  (iv  Apye t{a}  dcm'Sa),  and  prob¬ 

ably  26-7  el€pov[€i]\i<cu  (/cat);  see  2-3  n.  (end).  The  scribe  uses  a  line  filler  at  the 
end  of  4,  abbreviates  a  word  by  one  letter  at  the  end  of  6,  and  doubles  the  width  of 

nu  at  the  end  of  8;  these  features  suggest  that  the  copyist  was  attempting  to  main¬ 

tain  the  line  divisions  of  the  original  inscription.  We  can  only  imagine  why  a  copy 

of  this  stone,  which  was  presumably  set  up  solely  in  Apion’s  tt arpic  (Alexandria  or, 

less  likely,  Ptolemais),  ended  up  in  Oxyrhynchus,  since  there  is  no  contextual  infor¬ 
mation  to  guide  us.  The  hand  of  the  papyrus  can  be  placed  securely  in  the  middle 

or  second  half  of  the  first  century;  cf.  e.g.  PSI  X  1176  (mid  first  century,  prior  to 

59/60;  Tav.  111)  =  Scrioere  libn  no.  9,  and  E  Warn  8  (86;  Plate  11,  partially  reproduced 

in  P.  W.  Pestman,  The  New  Papyrological  Pdmer  (1994)  117).  The  copy  therefore  must 

have  been  made  not  too  long  after  the  publication  of  the  inscription.  It  is  worth 

mentioning  that  Apion’s  scholarly  work  on  Alcaeus  and  Simonides  was  known  in 
Oxyrhynchus,  in  the  case  of  the  former  poet  as  early  as  the  first  century;  see  the 

marginalia  of  XXI  2295  =  CLGP I  1.1  Alcaeus  7  =  McNamee,  Annotations  no.  63 

(first  century),  XXII  2327  =  McNamee,  Annotations  no.  1459. 1  (second  century), 
T.TX  3965  as  McNamee,  Annotations  no.  1459.11  (second  century). 

Abbreviations  for  epigraphic  corpora  generally  follow  Supplementum  Epigraphi- 

cum  Graecum  (but  note  I.  Olympia  =  W.  Dittenberger,  K.  Purgold  (edd.),  Die  Inschrif- ten  von  Olympia  {1896)). 
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An[i\a)va  77oc[et8wvio]y  &t\o7raTop€iov  ypafxfxa- 

41.  .]  Kai  TTOvr)pxici  Sic  7 repieSo- 
veiKrjv  TrpcoTOV  avdpomwv  Kai  rpic  KadeXovra 

tj)v  ev  ’Apyei{a}  ac-niSa  Kai  iv  CvpaKovcaic  — - 
5  CT€<f>ayipde[vTa]  Tp[ay]w8iat  Kai  im  Cefiacrov 

•7ra/oaye[v]ojLt[evo]v  ayaiva  Kai  aAA[o]uc  rroXXoyc  Aaj 86vr(a) 

CTe<j>av[ov]c  ff[at]  irpcorov  TTOLrjT&v  elceXacavra 

im  XevKio  apfxaTt  Tedpimrau  ireifxrjcev 

rt  mar  pic  cenljcei  rfj  iv  Trpvraveicoi  Kai  xpvcdtt 

io  [  ]  (p  Kai  xpvcooTcp  Ttjc  TrepioSoy  [c]T€<f>avan 

[  c.io  ]  _  J)  to)  tcov  Moycdiv  cT€^ava>[t] 

[  C'I°  ¥“!  wfc’P. .[.] . ‘JCPuf[ 

[  C.I0  ]4  £ttik '  '  r}6  v  Kai  ayaKripy[ 

[  £ 10  ].foc  Kai  dpiCT.[.]o. .  .fix. /cal  oi-[ 

is  [  c.13  ].[.] . TV  cTa8'up  tov  [ 
[  c.15  ] . >'.(*[. . 

[  £ 16 

[  £11  «r]oi  av&piavTi  c'v.  .£.[ . ] 
[  £12  ]  t  vlov  MrjvoScbpov  av  .  [ . ] 

»  [  C-9  eVr]<Pyu(i[V]a«a)Ka}..[ . ] 

[  0.12  ]./?«..*?[....  . '.] 
..[  £12  ]...S.[.dvSp1(i]vTlKa[Jdcm-] 

8e[Qv.[. .  . . . .]  £’v. .[. . .  .]  ™P‘  ™M 
Aigvvc[ov  /cat]  rove  aXXovc  [6e]ovc  re^veirfat] 

25  dv3j0ia[vn]  Kai  a cm8el[<p  e’v]  tuj  A[t]gvvce[i\<o , 

ev  ot]  g7T0  rrjc  oIk[ov](jAv7jc  eUpov[et-] 

m  (Kai)  ol  tov[twv]  ot[ic] raTa[i  avS ptavT]i  Kai  d[c]7e[i-] 

Seiai  on .[ . ].m*. 

.e‘T“f  T) 7.«.i)ce.[ . ]c  im.  v[. . .] 

30  jLtevcuv  Att'uovoc  avS[pidv]rajv  ev  AktIo)[l  kgu] 

iv 'OXv/jLTTia  Kai  iv  IJvdwi  Ka[i]  e’v  [7]c0jucut  *[ai] 
ev  Nep.ea,  vac.  CvpaKocioi  avSpiavn  8r}(jLOCi[<j)i\ 

#c[ai]  erepcot  avSptavri,  oy  cuv[e]yey/eac  /car’  a[v-] 
Spa  iiroiTjcev  6  8i)p,oc3  Kai  acTjlSt  Trepi^pufca)] 

35  Kai  cT€<f>avq>  XPVC V  YTVlf9W\Ta  XPVC^>  [*cu] 

to  Movceiov  oAov  etc  oiK'qciy  eSajp^cav[ro.] 
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I  first  fj.  of  y  pap  pa  corr.?  2—3  1.  TrepioSovtKTjv  6  Aa/3ovT  8  1.  iripr) cev 
9  1.  cinjcei  24  L  rexviTai  26-7  I.  fcpovfau  «7  1*  *««-  31  L  i7u0o‘ 

‘Apion,  son  of  Posidonius,  of  the  Philopatoreian  deme,  grammarian  and  . . . ,  who  was  the  first 
of  men  to  be  twice  victor  in  verse  in  the  Circuit  (periodos),  and  thrice  won  the  shield  in  Argos,  and 

was  crowned  for  a  tragedy  in  Syracuse  and  upon  going  to  the  august  contest,  and  took  many  other 

crowns,  and  was  the  first  of  poets  to  have  entered  in  triumphal  procession  in  a  white  four-horse  char¬ 
iot — him  his  native  city  honoured  with  public  maintenance  in  the  prytaneum  and  a  golden  crown(?) 

and  a  gilded  crown  of  the  Circuit  {periodos ) .  .  .  with  a  crown  of  the  Muses  .  .  .  purple  .  .  .  golden  .  .  . 
announce  .  . .  best ...  in  the  stadium  . .  .  and  with  a  statue  in  .  .  .  Menodorus  ...  in  the  gymnasium 

.  .  .  with  a  statue  and  a  portrait  tondo  ...  the  artists  devoted  to  Dionysus  and  the  other  gods  (hon¬ 

oured  him)  with  a  statue  and  a  portrait  tondo  in  the  Dionyseum;  in  Rome  the  sacred  victors  from  the 

inhabited  world  and  their  trainers(P)  (honoured  him)  with  a  statue  and  a  gold-plated  portrait  tondo 

.  .  .  statues  of  Apion  .  .  .-ed  in  Actium,  Olympia,  Pytho,  the  Isthmus,  and  Nemea;  the  Syracusans 

(honoured  him)  with  a  public  statue  and  another  statue  which  the  people  made  through  individual 
contributions,  and  with  a  gold-plated  shield,  and  with  a  golden  crown  (worth)  fifty  gold  pieces,  and 

they  presented  him  with  the  whole  Museum  to  reside  in.’ 

1  'A w[i\an>a.  The  reading  is  confirmed  by  30  Mmcovoc.  On  Apion,  see  generally  A.  G.  Sperling, 
Apion  der  Grammatiker  und  sein  VerhdUnis  zumjudentum  (1886);  A.  von  Gutschmid,  Kleine  Schriften  iv  (1893) 

356—71 ;  L.  Cohn,  RE  I  (1894)  2803-6 ;  E.  Schtirer,  The  History  of  the  Jewish  People  in  the  Age  of  Jesus  Christ 

(1J5 B.C.-A.D.  135)  vol.  iii.i,  rev.  and  ed,  by  G.  Vermes,  F.  Millar,  and  M.  Goodman  (1986)  604-7;  P*  W. 
van  der  Horst  in  id.,  Japheth  in  the  Tents  of  Shorn:  Studies  on  Jewish  Hellenism  in  Antiquity  (2002)  207-21; 
J.  Dillery,  Tutting  Him  Back  Together  Again:  Apion  Historian,  Apion  grammatikos\  CP  98  (2003) 

383-90;  K.  R.  Jones,  ‘The  Figure  of  Apion  in  Josephus’  Contra  Apionem’,  JSJ  36  (2005)  278-315;  J.  M. 

Bremmer,  ‘Foolish  Egyptians:  Apion  and  Anoubion  in  the  Pseudo-Clementines’,  in  A.  Hilhorst,  G. 
H.  van  Kooten  (edd.),  The  Wisdom  of  Egypt:  Jewish,  Early  Christian ,  and  Gnostic  Essays  in  Honour  of  Gerard 

P.  Luttikhuizen  (2005)  311-29,  esp.  317— 27 ;  J.  M.  G.  Barclay,  Flavius  Josephus,  Translation  and  Commentary , 

x:  Against  Apion  (2006)  170-71  n.  7;  C.  Damon,  “‘The  Mind  of  an  Ass  and  the  Impudence  of  a  Dog”: 
a  Scholar  Gone  Bad’,  in  I.  Sluiter,  R.  M.  Rosen  (edd.),  Kakos:  Badness  and  Anti-Value  in  Classical  Antiquity 

(2008)  335-64.  These  works  are  cited  below  by  the  author’s  surname  only. 
On  Apion’s  Homeric  scholarship,  see  the  bibliography  assembled  by  E.  Dickey,  Ancient  Greek 

Scholarship  (2007)  25-6.  Most  of  the  non-Homeric  fragments  are  collected  in  FGrHist  616.  Besides 

the  Homeric  lexicon  and  the  Aegyptiaca  in  five  books,  Apion  was  also  the  author  of  works  ‘On  the 

luxuriousness  of  Apicius’  (7 repl  r-fjc  Attttiklov  rpvpijc),  ‘On  the  Latin  language’  (77 epl  ttJc  'P oj^icukt/c 

8ia\cKTov),  ‘On  the  mage’  (7 repl  payov),  ‘On  letters’  {tt  a  pi  cTQiyeiwv),  and  of  commentaries  on  Al¬ 
caeus,  Simonides,  and  possibly  Aristophanes  (see  introd.  and  cf.  £  Ar.  Pax  778).  It  is  unclear  whether 
some  of  the  accounts  of  natural  wonders  that  served  as  a  source  to  Pliny  the  Elder  (cf.  FGrHist  616 

T  16)  belonged  to  a  separate  work(s)  or  to  the  Aegyptiaca.  The  icropla  tear1  edvoc  ascribed  to  him  by 
the  Suda  (a  3215)  is  perhaps  due  to  confusion  with  the  ethnographically  structured  history  of  Appian; 

cf.  von  Gutschmid  368.  In  ffE  186  (2013)  114-18, 1  suggest  that  the  name  of  Apion  probably  lurks 

behind  ‘Hermapion’  in  Ammianus  Marcellinus  17.4. 17,  whom  the  historian  cites  as  a  source  for  the 
Greek  translation  of  the  hieroglyphic  text  on  the  obelisk  in  the  Circus  Maximus  (brought  by  Augustus 
to  Rome  in  10  bc). 

Apion’s  long  career  coincided  with  the  reigns  of  Tiberius,  Gaius,  and  Claudius;  he  was  prob¬ 
ably  born  in  the  last  decades  of  the  first  century  bc  and  died  around  the  middle  of  the  first  century 

ad.  His  Suda  entry,  which  contains  a  number  of  problematic  statements,  says  that  he  taught  at  Rome 

under  Tiberius  and  Claudius  and  was  ‘the  successor  of  Theon  the  grammarian’  in  Alexandria, 
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a  scholar  active  in  the  Augustan  period.  His  work  was  well  known  in  the  first  two  centuries  to  judge 

from  the  references  to  him  by  various  Greek  and  Roman  authors  ( FGrHist  616  T);  Tiberius  dubbed 

him  cymbalum  mundi  (Plin.  NH pr.  25)  and  Gellius  attests  that  eius  libri  non  incelebresferuntur  (5. 14.2).  Both 

in  his  account  of  Homeric  etymologies  and  in  writing  about  the  mirabilia  of  Egypt,  he  seems  to  have 

had  a  penchant  for  provocatively  ingenious  and  eccentric  explanations,  although  this  impression  is  no 

doubt  biased  by  the  selection  of  the  authors  quoting  him.  His  self-importance  and  self-advertisement 
were  notorious  (Plin.  NH pr.  25,  Jos.  Ap.  2.135,  GeU.  5.14.3),  but  he  was  also  admired  for  his  erudition 

and  eloquence  (Tatian.  ad  Graecos  38,  Gell.  5.14.1,  6.8.4,  Afric.  Chronograpkiae  F34.80  WallrafI).  Fol¬ 

lowing  Josephus’  forceful  attacks,  Apion  has  traditionally  been  presented  as  one  of  the  most  virulent 
anti-Jewish  writers  of  the  ancient  world;  but  there  has  been  a  revisionist  tendency  of  late  to  empha¬ 

size  Josephus’  rhetorical  strategies  and  partialities  and  to  downplay  the  centrality  of  Jews  to  Apion’s 

work;  see  E.  S.  Gruen,  ‘Greeks  and  Jews:  Mutual  Misperceptions  in  Josephus’  Contra  Apioneml,  in  G. 
Bakhos  (ed.),  Ancient  Judaism  in  its  Hellenistic  Context  (2004)  31-51,  and  the  works  of  Barclay  and  Jones 
cited  above  and  below,  §8. 

noc[ei8covio\v.  The  father’s  name  is  given  by  Iulius  Africanus,  Ckronographiae  F34.80  WallrafT. 

As  has  long  been  recognized  (e.g.  Sperling  v^-vi),  the  Suda's  report  (a  3215)  that  Apion’s  father  was 
named  nXeicTovUrjc  is  due  to  confusion  with  his  own  honorific  title  (on  which  see  below,  2-3  n.). 

(PiXonaropeLov.  The  demotic  presumably  honours  Ptolemy  iv  Philopator  (221-203  bc),  less 

plausibly  Berenice  m  Philopator  (81-80  bc),  Cleopatra  vn  Philopator  (51-30  bc),  or  her  brother 

Ptolemy  xm  Theos  Philopator  (51-47  bc);  from  Alexandria,  compare  0i Xop-qropeioc.  This  demotic 
has  hitherto  occurred  complete  only  in  SB  VIII  10181.3-4  =  SEG  XX  699  (35),  an  inscription  record¬ 
ing  the  rebuilding  of  an  unspecified  edifice  by  a  certain  X)pwfiua v  AprepuSupov  ^iXonaropeLoc.  The 

stone  was  acquired  on  the  antiquities  market  and  is  of  unknown  provenance,  but  has  been  presumed 

to  come  from  Alexandria  by  its  first  editor,  J.  Schwartz,  RA  (1962)  i  89-90,  followed  by  P.  Fraser,  Ptole¬ 

maic  Alexandria  (1972)  i  46,  ii  124  n.  73.  It  cannot  be  prima  facie  excluded,  however,  that  both  inscription 

and  demotic  relate  to  one  of  the  other  two  Greek  cities  of  Egypt-,  viz.  Naucratis  or  Ptolemais;  see 
further  below.  The  same  demotic  probably  also  occurs  in  P.  Flor.  I  24.30  (Ars.;  mid  m;  see  BL  III  55) 

[  c.?  ]  |  tov  Kai  0iXot rar( ),  preceded  no  doubt  by  a  tribal  name  (see  the  note  ad  loc.  and  cf.  Fraser, 
Ptolemaic  Alexandria  ii  124  n.  73,  WB  III  Absch.  16  s.v.),  but  the  origin  of  its  bearer  is  unknown;  he  is 

assumed  to  be  Alexandrian  by  G.  E.  Visser,  Gutter  und  Kulte  im  ptolemaischen  Alexandrien  (1938)  108,  128, 

but  without  any  justification.  Finally,  in  a  Ptolemaic  inscription  from  Naucratis,  OGIS 1 120  =  I.  Delta 

I  751  no.  15  (181-146  bc?),  the  city  honours  a  priest  of  Athena  named  'HXioSiopov  Acupiwvoc  <j>iXo[  (2). 
Dittenberger  took  the  last  word  to  be  a  demotic  and  restored  0iAo  [pryropeLov] ,  which  is  a  well-known 
deme  of  Alexandria,  but  also  raised  the  possibility  of  restoring  <PtXo  [naropeiov]  (then  unknown) 

in  his  note  ad  loc.;  cf.  also  P.  Jouguet,  La  Vie  municipals  dans  VEgypte  romaine  (ign)  126-7,  and  Fraser, 
Ptolemaic  Alexandria  ii  124  n.  75.  For  the  sake  of  completeness,  I  note  that  Schubart  reported  a  demotic 

0iXaiTprjoc  (‘Lesung  fast  sicher’)  in  his  description  of  BGU IV  1178  (Alex. ;  30  BC-14  ad),  which  Fraser, 
Ptolemaic  Alexandria  ii  124  n.  73,  speculated  could  be  a  corruption  of  <Pi\oirar6peioc.  The  reading, 

however,  has  been  questioned  on  the  basis  of  a  photograph  by  D,  Delia,  Alexandrian  Citizenship  during 

the  Roman  Principate  (1991)  62  =  BL  X  20,  who  believes  only  <f>iXa  to  be  secure  (‘and  it  is  by  no  means 

certain  that  this  was  a  demotic  rather  than  a  name*). 

In  a  polemical  passage  criticizing  Apion  for  claiming  that  Jews  were  Egyptians  by  descent,  Jose¬ 

phus  counters  that  Apion  lied  about  his  own  origin  and  was  in  fact  himself  an  Egyptian  born  iv  ’Oacet 
Trjc  Alyvirrov  {Ap.  2.29)  and  iv  t<£  fiadvraTw  rr)c  Alyvnrov  (Ap.  2.41)  who  only  subsequently  obtained 

Alexandrian  citizenship;  this  is  a  recurrent  theme  in  Josephus’  denunciation  of  Apion:  cf.  Ap.  2.28, 

30,  32,  34,  49,  65-7,  69-70,  81,  85,  122,  125-6,  128-9,  132-3,  135,  137-44.  The  Suda  (a  3215)  says  that 

he  was  Alyuimoc,  Kara  'EXiKibvtov  Kprjc ;  the  latter  origin  is  surely  figurative  and  due  to  the  ‘tall 

tales’  in  the  Aegyptiaca,  perhaps  imputed  to  him  by  one  of  his  detractors  and  misunderstood  by  the 
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chronicler  Heliconius  in  late  antiquity  or  the  compiler  of  the  Suda;  cf.  von  Gutschmid  357  and  Damon 

347-55.  An  Egyptian  origin  is  also  assigned  to  Apion  by  Clement  of  Alexandria  (Strom.  1. 21.101. 3  are 

Alyvmioc  to  yivoc),  probably  on  the  basis  of  Josephus;  cf.  also  Plin.  JfH  30.99:  Apion’s  explanation 
for  the  Egyptian  cult  of  scarabs  is  ad  excusandos  genlis  suae  ritus. 

Other  writers  refer  to  Apion  simply  as  an  Alexandrian  (Athen.  1.29  6  AXz£av8pcvc;  Hieron.  De 

vir.  illust.  13  grammaticum  Alexandrinum;  Ps.-Clem.  Homil.  4.6.2  avSpa  AXe^avSpea,  in  contrast  to  Anu- 
bion  who  is  explicitly  said  to  be  Alyvmioc  in  14.11.2)  or  more  vaguely  as  a  Greek  (Gell.  7.8.1  Graecus 

homo).  In  his  own  writings,  Apion  certainly  did  not  present  himself  as  an  Egyptian  (cf.  e.g.  FGrHist  616 

F  x  =  Jos.  Ap.  2.10  die  rjKouca  rrapo.  tuiv  -npecpurtpcov  tow  Alyvirriatv)  and  even  by  Josephus’  admis¬ 
sion  writes  from  an  unambiguous  Hellenic  point  of  view;  cf.  e.g.  Jos.  Ap.  Q.30  ovc  (sc.  6  AttIojv)  picei 

Kai  fiovXerat  XoiSopelv  tovtovc  Alyvirriovc  xaAet,  135  (showing  that  Apion  ‘identified  himself  with 
the  Greek  intellectual  tradition’,  Barclay  ad  loc.,  n.  491),  137  (Apion  is  said  to  have  mocked  the  Jewish 
practice  of  circumcision,  which  was  also  an  Egyptian  one). 

Josephus’  claims  concerning  Apion’s  origins  have  been  almost  unanimously  accepted  by  mod¬ 

ern  scholars,  despite  the  rhetorical  context,  the  vague  eV  ’Odcei  (which  of  Egypt’s  many  oases?), 

Josephus’  silence  in  AJ  18.257  (where  Apion  is  subsumed  under  the  Greek  Alexandrian  camp  without 

further  comment),  and  the  institutional  obstacles  barring  ‘Egyptians’  from  Alexandrian  citizenship; 
on  the  last  point,  cf.  Delia,  Alexandrian  Citizenship  55-6,  citing  as  examples  only  Apion  and  the  younger 

Pliny’s  masseur  Harpocras,  who  required  special  imperial  intervention  (see  Plin.  Ep.  10.5-7, 10  with 
Delia  41-5).  An  exception  was  H.  Willrich,  Juden  und  Griechen  vor  der  makkabaischen  Erhebung  (1895) 

172-6  (‘War  Apion  Agypter?’),  who  maintained  that  Apion  was  in  fact  an  Alexandrian  by  birth  and 

Josephus’  claims  fallacious  and  part  of  the  character  assassination  of  his  target.  His  inadequate  argu¬ 
ments  were  criticized  and  modified  by  I.  Levy,  ‘Apion  6tait-il  Alexandrin?’,  REJ  41  (1900)  188-95  (t0 

which  Barclay  184-5  n-  I04  sympathetic),  who  proposed  that  Apion,  though  indeed  not  a  native 

Alexandrian,  was  nevertheless  of  ‘proper’  Greek  origin  (without  defining  too  clearly  what  he  meant 

by  this)  and  was  later  granted  Alexandrian  citizenship.  Josephus,  then,  taking  his  cue  from  Apion’s 
theophoric  name  based  on  the  sacred  Apis  bull  (a  ‘nom  grec  d’Egypte’),  his  scholarly  interest  in  things 

Egyptian,  and  his  non-Alexandrian  origin,  went  a  step  further  by  branding  him  an  ‘Egyptian’  from 
the  remotest  corner  of  the  country.  On  Josephus’  rhetorical  strategy  of  mounting  a  sustained  attack 

on  Apion’s  alleged  Egyptian  ethnicity  for  the  purpose  of  discrediting  his  ethos,  see  J.  M.  G.  Barclay, 

‘Josephus  v.  Apion:  Analysis  of  an  Argument’,  in  S.  Mason  (ed.),  Understanding  Josephus  (1998)  202-3, 

and  Jones  291-302;  cf.  more  generally  J.  M.  G.  Barclay,  ‘The  Politics  of  Contempt:  Judaeans  and 
Egyptians  in  Josephus’  Against  Apion  ,  in  id.  (ed.),  Negotiating  Diaspora  (2004)  109-27. 

Since  Apion  was,  or  became  at  some  point,  an  Alexandrian,  it  would  be  reasonable  to  infer 

that  the  city  honouring  him  in  5202  is  Alexandria  and  that  (PiXoTraTopeioc  is  a  demotic  of  this  city,  as 

Schwartz  and  Fraser  assumed  in  the  case  of  SEG  XX  699.  If  one  accepts  Josephus’  claim  that  Apion 
was  originally  an  Egyptian,  in  the  juridical  sense  of  a  peregrine  from  the  Egyptian  chora  excluding 

Alexandria,  Naucratis,  and  Ptolemais,  the  extraordinary  grant  of  Alexandrian  citizenship  could  be 

ascribed  to  his  extraordinary  talents  and  successes.  Dr  Sofie  Remijsen  points  out  that  the  number  of 

athletes  from  Alexandria  in  the  Olympic  victory  lists  is  disproportionally  large,  and  one  might  there¬ 

fore  need  to  hypothesize  that  some  of  these  victors  were  drawn  from  the  chora  because  of  their  abilities 

and  granted  Alexandrian  citizenship  (see  pp.  193-4).  T  also  appears  that  the  Hellenic  elites  of  the 
Egyptian  metropoleis  were  capable  of  obtaining  Alexandrian  citizenship  under  certain  circumstances, 

although  ‘it  is  often  very  difficult,  if  not  impossible,  to  tell  whether  families  with  Alexandrian  citizen¬ 
ship  and  offices  and  with  large  estates  in  a  nome  were  in  origin  Alexandrians  who  were  drawn  to  the 

metropolis  by  their  estates  or  metropolites  who  had  acquired  Alexandrian  citizenship’  (A.  K.  Bowman, 
D.  Rathbone,  JRS82  (1992)  116, 127  n,  107;  cf.  Delia,  Alexandrian  Citizenship  32,56).  There  are  very  few 
clear  instances  of  Alexandrians  of  metropolite  origin  from  the  first  century,  but  in  I.  Portes  32  (first 
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n  man  named  Tullius  Ptolemaeu
s,  who  held  several  Alexandri

an  magistracies half  of  first  century?)  a  man  named  lumus  _  “V,  ,  hteh  presumably  Ten- 

and  was  a  member  of  the  Alexandnan  Museum, jshoru^edtylm^a^i^^  cannot" be  an  Egyptian 
tyris  (Denderah),  the  flndspct  of  the  stone  (*=  m a  ̂   1 

non-Alexandrian  and  avoid  the  dilficu  f  ̂   have  been  a  demotic  beginning  in 
exandrian.  Although  I.  Delta  I  751  n  .  5  gg  .  b  WOuld  weigh  in  favour  of  Ptole- 

#.Ao[  in  Naucratis  (see  above),  there  are  several '  refer  t0  a  demotic), 

mais.  First,  apart  from  the  inscripdon  just  mentioned  ‘ S.  «  must  concede 

there  is  no  evidence  that  Naucratis  was  actually .3-Roman  period;  cf.  Wilcken,  Omnizugc  13. 5^- 
that  the  city  is  very  poorly  documents  in  e  s  from  Naucratis,  probably  city  council- 

Revealingly,  SEG  XLVII 2 .03  (®  bo)  preserve  a  list  of  persons  rom  l  to  which 

lors,  arranged  under  the  heading  of  tribes  only  m  con
trast  to  simdar  to S  ̂   ̂  

councillor^  are  organized  into  both  fl^"X^t2^LLony 
 

<*  W 
221,  223,  still  maintains  that  Naucratis  pr  y  ’  ssion  0f  both  tribes  and  demes) 

Ot!  2,  2.-3  (after  161),  which  states  tha,  M '  W' “  encompassed  every  aspect 
modelled  its  laws  on  those  of  Naucratis.  sue  a  ,  ̂   inaugurated  an  important  epony- 

of  the  organization  of  the  city.  Second,  £  jW  ;n  Ptolemais,  which  regularly  appears 

mous  priesthood  of 'Ptolemy  Sol ter  an  ̂   ̂  GPplaumannj  p,0lmais  in  Oberagypm  (1910) in  dating  clauses  of  documents  from  .  honouring  this  king;  for  other 

This  city  dierefore  would  have  be
en  a  natural- venue ^ 

dynastic  demotics  in  Ptolemais,  cf.  BepinKeuc^  anj  plaumann,  ’ptolmais  22-24.  Third,  an 
on  which  see  Fraser,  Ptolemaic  Alexandria  1 46,  125  •  7  .  ,  daims  that  Ap;on  „as  born  in 

origin  in  Ptolemais  would  be  perhaps  more  conmj =n  ^);  although  a  Greek  polls  in 

m«i  rye  Alyir, roe  (Ap.  2.29)  and  eo 7  EIpt-and  incidentally  almost  on  the  same 
constitution  and  privileges,  a  city  so  far  sout  PP  OT ̂   misunderstood)  as  ‘Egyptian 

latitude  as  the  Great  Oas^ould  more  e  ̂1^^  ^  Ptolemals  was 
than  the  historically  better  known  Naucratis  d  ibed  as  the  largest  city  of  the  Thebaid  by 

still  a  significant  city  in  the  early  Roman  pen  .  ^  ^  Alexandria  according  to  id. 

cf.  OGIS  X  49.12-13  -  1  Prose  1  (246-221  BO).  ADion’s  ucnoic  in  5202  with  Ptolemais 

Even  as  a  hypothesis,  however  the  ritotattm * ^  J  wjfc  which  [dy- 

seems  to  me  problematic.  Fraser,  a ““ demc  may  have  been  created 
nastic]  demotics  follow one  anodier  in  from  phiiadelphus  onwards’  (tfiAaSa^mc, 

in  honour  of,  or  possibly  m  me  y  ,  J*  ,,hf  absence  of  masculine  names’  among  the  at- 

Eiepyie ioc,  “te  ab«)  iggests  a  possible  distinction  dehberately  drawn 

tested  dynastic  demotics f ̂  o  d’  ̂   „  J  „f  Lse  observations,  I  am  Stitt  inclined  to  oppose 

tw^*^  ty1  jmAlexMld^Mdeinmic  and  that  
the  city  honouring  Apion  in  5202  is  Alexan- 

deme  with  one  or  the  other  cit
y  can  settle  the  matter  conclusiv

ely. 
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1-2  ypo/ifioTiMSH  uai  ]  [  ].  Apion  is  routine
ly  described  as  a  j/papparucoc  in  the 

literary  sources:  Sen.  Ep.  88.40;  Plin!  NHpr.  25,  ..35c,  35-88  (
cf.  3o,.8);Jos.  Ap.  2.2,  12  14,  15.109; 

Tatian.  ad  Grazes  38;  Athen.  7.44;  Clem.  Al.  Strom.  1.2
1.101.3;  Ps.-Clem.  Ho, ml.  4.6.2;  Afnc.  Omn- 

ographia, F34.80  Wallraff;  Hieron.  Be  vir.  Must.  13;  Cosmas  Indico
pleustes  12.4;  Suda  a  3215,  tr  752 ;  Exc. Lat.  Barbari  f.  38a  14  =  FGrHist  616  F  3.  . 

The  second  designation  of  Apion  is  unclear,  but  the  initial  $  at
  least  is  virtually  certain.  I  have 

considered  restoring  fltAqMyo*].  which  would  fit  sPace  “d
  traCeS  reasonabl5'  welli  ,but  Dr 

Lucia  Prauscello  has  kindly  pointed  out,  after  an  extensive  se
arch  of  the  online  databases  of  literary 

and  documentary  texts,  that  the  iwictma  of  ypapfmmcoc  and  ̂ lAoAoyoc  is  hardly  attested;  cf.  R.  A. 

Raster  Guardians  of  Language:  The  Grammarian  and  Society  in  Late  Antiqu
ity  (1988)  453~4-  R>r  dlsJunc' 

tive  use,  cf  esp.  Seneca  Ep.  .08.30  cum  Cieeronis  Brum  de  re  publka  pre
ndit  hint  phibhgps  ahqms,  hmegram- 

matieus  hinc  phitosophiae  deditus,  alius  alio  curam  smm  mittit,  tfsedmet 
 ipse  . . .  mphtlolagum  aut  grammaUeum 

delator.  For  their  association,  cf.  I.  Priene  112.74  (after  84  Be)  row  in  ̂.A
oAoyior  ypappnrixAr,  Suet.  De 

gromm.  et  rhet.  10.2  (quoting  Asinius  Pollio)  Ateius  (1  Be)  pmtextatis
  nobis  grammatims  Latirns,  declamantmm 

demde  auditor  atque praeceptor,  adsummam  Philologus  ab  semet  nominatu
s;  cf.  id.  10.4:  Ateius  took  on  the  tide 

of  pkihlams  because,  like  Eratosthenes,  multiplici  uariaque  ioctrina
  censebatur,  a  judgment  similar  to  that 

of  Gel).  5.14.1  on  Apion,  renmque  Graecanm  pkrima  atque  ee
rie  scientiajuit.  On  the  meanings  and  uses  of 

the  term ViAoyoc,  see  further  H.  Kuch,  tpIAOAOTOZ  
(1965),  and  A.  Dihle  in  M.  Baumbach  et  al. 

terld  1  Mmmbobs  stebhanos  (1998)  86-93.  On  the  epigraphic  attestations  of  y
pappariKoi  and  ̂ lAoAoyoi 

!„  th'e  SS'  period,  ieemcently L.  Del  Corso  in  P.  Fioretti  (ed.),  Sb
ne  4,  eultura  scritta.  SUidiper 

Francesco  Magistrals  (2012)  3.1-24.  For  ypupparixoi  (but  most
ly  as  teachers  rather  than  scholars)  in 

inscriptions  of  the  Imperial  period,  see  S.  Agusta-Boularot,  MEFRA  10
6  (1994)  653-746. 

The  restoration  of  #A6]c9[<M  is  also  theoretically  po
ssible  if  the  title  was  meant  in  die  loosei 

sense  of  ‘learned  man’,  as  it  was  applied  for  instance  to  mem
bers  of  the  Alexandrian  Museum  (see 

Dihle  loc.  fit.  87-8).  Dr  Prauscello  proposes  restoring  ̂ lAopoveov,  which  is  attractive  hut  might  be 

too  long  for  the  available  space.  <}>i\oKalcapa  (on  which  see  D.  Su
mma,  Z?E  ̂ 4  (20I3)  178)  wou 

certainly  be  too  long.  Other  possibilities,  suggested  by  Dr 
 W.  B.  Henry,  include  <jn\68o£ov  and  <fnAo- 

™^3  tronwac,  Sir  nepie Sovrixyr  (1.  rrepio Suvixyv)  npa,rou
  Medmaso.  Athough  the  use  of  the 

term  irepioSoc  to  describe  a  cycle  of  the  ‘big  four’  crown-ga
mes  dates  to  the  Hellenistic  period,  the 

adjective  irepioSovixyr  comes  into  existence  only  in  the 
 Imperial  period.  The  earliest  instances  are 

SEG  XVII  381  D(c).7  (r.40-60),  IG  XII  4.2  945-1  (41-54),
  and  Philo,  De  mtuMus  193  (before  r.50), 

There  is  some  disagreement  over  whether  the  mpioSoc  in  the
  Imperial  period  includes  the  Acua  (from 

27  bo)  Sebasta  (from  ad  2),  and  Capitolea  (from  ad  86)
,  and  whether  the  tide  nepioSorUpc  implies 

victories  at  all  the  relevant  games  in  one  and  the  same  cycl
e;  for  a  judicious  recent  treatment  of  these 

questions  and  further  bibliography,  see  P  Gouw,  Oriekse  a
tleten  in  de  Rornml  Keimtijd:  31  e.Chr.- 400 

»  Chr.  (2009)  137-47,  who  argues  that  the  rreploboe  st
ill  encompasses  only  the  four  traditional  contests 

in  the  early  Imperial  period.  The  Olympic  games  must
  be  subtracted  from  the  nepioSoc  in  the  case 

of  poets  and  musicians,  since  musical-poetic  contests  did 
 not  form  part  of  this  festival,  except  when 

Nero  introduced  them  ‘against  custom’  in  his  agonistic  tour  o
f  Greece  in  66/7  (Suet.  Nm  23.1  Oljm- 

piae  quoque praeter  consuetudinem  musicum  agona  commisit ;  cf.  also  Philostr.  VA
  4.24,  5.7-8,  Aero  p.  37)-^  n 

xn  4.2  521  (n  bc),  an  aulet.es  is  said  to  have  won  crowns  a
t  Delphi,  Nemea,  and  the  Isthmus,  but  acTnSa 

e£  Apyovc  aim  /hoc  kotlvwv  (8),  i.e.  the  shield-prize  at
  the  Argive  Heraea  as  a  substitute  for  an 

olive  wreath  at  Olympia,  evidently  because  there  were  
no  auletic  contests  in  the  latter.  This  example 

and  SEG  XXIX  340  (late  1?;  see  SEG  XLI  270, 1750)  have  suggested  to  some  that  the  Heraea  were 

included  in  the  weptoSoc  of  musicians  and  poets  in  place  o
f  the  Olympics;  cf.  e.g.  I.  E.  Stephanis, 

'EAXrjviKa  39  (1988)  278-9;  J.-Y.  Strasser,  Historia  55  (
2006)  315.  The  fact  that  the  Heraea  m  5202  are 

mentioned  separately  is  not  necessarily  evidence  against 
 this  view,  since  Apion  won  the  Shield  three 
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times  but  the  rest  of  the  irepioSoc  only  twice.  For  other  poets  who  were  ircpioSoviKai,  cf.  F.  Delphes 

III.I  89  (11),  I.  Eph.  V  1149.5-10  (ii/m),  IG  XII 3  1117  (Melos;  undated). 
Apion  is  dubbed  irXcicTovUrfc  by  several  authors:  Plin.  JfH  1.36c,  37.75;  Gell.  5.14.1,  7.8.1; 

Clem.  Al.  Strom.  1.21.101.3;  Ps.-Clem.  Homil.  4.6.2 ;  Ach.  Tat.  Intr.  Aral.  1  p.  30.14  Maass;  cf.  Suda  a  3215. 
He  himself  advertised  the  sobriquet  in  a  graffito  left  on  the  Colossus  of  Memnon,  I.  Col.  Memnon  71 : 

Airicov  itXcictov'ikt)c  f)Kovca  rpic.  The  title  means  ‘victor  in  many  contests’  (cf.  e.g.  Pap.  Agon,  index 
D  s.v.),  but  it  has  been  a  puzzle  up  to  now  how  and  why  a  grammarian  acquired  such  an  epithet. 

Against  the  usual  understanding  of  the  word  and  the  evidence  of  the  graffito,  H.  Jacobson,  AJP  98 

(1977)  413—15,  argued  that  the  adjective  derived  from  vclkoc  and  was  a  pejorative  pun  on  tt\ cicroviicqc 

meaning  ‘supremely  quarrelsome’,  presumably  coined  by  one  of  Apion’s  detractors  for  his  alleged 
polemical  style;  he  has  recently  been  followed  by  Damon  341  and  Barclay  ad  Jos.  Ap.  2.2  n.  7;  contra, 

L.  Holford-Strevens,  Aulus  Gellius  (2003)  69,  Bremmer  319—20,  both  of  whom  also  show  that  there 
are  no  legitimate  grounds  for  doubting  the  identification  of  Apion  in  I.  Col.  Memnon  71  with  the 

famous  scholar.  5202  confirms  that  wAccctov/kijc  has  its  usual  sense  and  reveals  its  origin  in  Apion’s 
numerous  victories  in  poetry  contests.  Although  the  title  appears  to  denote  a  rank  inferior  to  that 

of  rrepioSoviKi jc  among  athletes  (see  Gouw,  Griekse  atleten  127-9),  poets  and  musicians  can  bear  both 

epithets  concurrently;  cf  IG  XII  4.2  945.1  (41-54),  I,  Pessinous  19.6-7  (150-200  or  later),  and  I.  Eph. 

V  1 149. 9-10  (n/m),  the  first  two  of  a  citharode,  the  third  of  a  poet. 

•nepiehove'iK'qv  (1.  vepioSovtK'pv).  The  visual  confusion  of  e  and  0  shows  that  the  text  is  a  copy 
rather  than  an  autograph  draft;  cf.  also  the  dittography  in  4  Apyei{a}  dciriSa  and  the  haplography  in 

26-7  eie/)op[ft]|/cai  (ko.C).  Assuming  5202  is  a  direct  copy  of  the  inscription  rather  than  a  secondary 
copy  via  an  intermediate  manuscript,  the  implication  would  be  that  the  stone  was  inscribed  in  lunate 

rather  than  square  letters;  cf.  M.  Guarducci,  Epigrafia  greca  i  (1967)  377. 

3  TtpUpTov  avOpamiov.  When  Josephus  Ap.  2.29  states  that  Apion  was  born  in  the  ‘Oasis’,  he 

adds  ttclvtwv  AlyvTTTLmv  TTpaiToc  <Ziv,  cue  av  ctirot  tic.  ‘What  exactly  Josephus  means  by  “first  of  all 

Egyptians”  is  unclear’,  notes  Jones  292  n.  65;  cf.  also  Barclay  ad  loc.  Is  Josephus  (who  may  well  have 
seen  this  inscription  when  he  visited  Alexandria)  perhaps  parodying  the  honorific  language  routinely 

applied  to  victors  like  Apion?  On  the  common  claim  of  being  irp&Toc  by  athletes  of  the  Imperial 

period,  see  Gouw,  Griekse  atleten  102-10. 
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Kal  T/jic  KaOcXovra  rr/v  iv  Apyci{a}  acniSa.  For  KaOaipecj  in  the  sense  of  ‘win  as  a  prize’, 

see  LSJ  s.v.  rv.  A  bronze  shield  was  the  traditional  prize  at  the  Heraea  in  Argos,  so  that  the  festival  be¬ 

came  commonly  referred  to  as  r/  ££  ’Apyovc  acme  in  inscriptions  
of  the  Imperial  period  from  the  sec¬ 

ond  half  of  the  first  century  ad  onward.  On  the  festival  and  its  epigraphic  attestations,  
see  P.  Aman- 

dry,  BCH  Suppl.  6  (1980)  211-53,  especially  233  n.  54  for  the  artistic  contests  held  there  in  the  Imperial 
period;  cf.  also  id.,  BCH  107  (1983)  627-34,  and  L.  Moretti,  MGR  16  (1991)  179-89.  The  phrase  1 )  iv 
Apyci  done  does  not  appear  to  have  exact  parallels.  Amandry,  BCH  Suppl.  6  (1980)  231  n.  46,  cites 

IAG  79.20-21  (Rome;  c.  200)  ttjv  dciri8a"Hpac  
e[v  Ap\ye]t  among  the  rare  variant  appellations  

of  the 
games,  but  in  the  republication  

of  the  inscription  in  IGUR  I  240  Moretti  does  not  adopt  this  recon¬ 

struction  and  states  ad  loc.  that  it  ‘vehementer  
. . .  et  spatio  et  litter  arum  vestigiis  repugnat’.  From  the 

third  century  BC  to  about  the  middle  of  the  first  century  ad,  the  festival  was  known  as  ra " Hpaia  ra 
iv  Apyci.  The  phrase  here  stands  somewhat  hallway  between  the  older  and  later  expressions,  

and  it 

appears  to  be  the  earliest  identification  
of  the  games  by  their  emblematic  

prize  in  a  prose  inscription. 
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Kal  iv  CvpaKovcaic  CT€<f>avcodc[vTa]  Tf>[ay]u)8iai.  Syracuse  was  home  to  one  of  the  largest 

theatres  
in  the  Greek  world,  with  a  diameter  

of  138  m,  built  (or  rebuilt)  by  Hieron  11  between  
238  and 

215  bc;  see  G.  Anti,  L.  Polacco,  
II  teatro  antico  di  Siracusa  i-ii  (1981,  1990);  R.  J.  A.  Wilson,  

Sicily  under 
the  Roman  Empire  (1990)  60-63;  L.  Todisco,  

Teatro  e  spettacolo  
in  Magna  Grecia  e  in  Sicilia  (2002)  184-8; 

G.  Tosi,  Gli  edijiciper  
spettacoli  

nellTtalia  
romana  (2003)  618-21.  It  would  have  been  a  natural  venue  for 

a  dramatic  
contest,  

but  evidence  
for  one  in  the  late  Hellenistic  

and  early  Imperial  
periods  has  been 
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scarce.  A  very  fragmentary  and  undated  inscription  found  in  the  Neapolis  of  Syracuse  appears  to 

record  victors  at  a  musical  festival,  including  a  [St8d]c«aAoc,  a  [caAm]fc-njc(?),  and  more  doubtfully 

a  [«ri0api] c[-n)c(?)]  (SEG  XLIX  1330).  The  ludi  astici  celebrated  by  Gaius  in  Syracuse  in  
the  summer  of 

38  (Suet.  Cal.  20  edidit  et peregre  spectacuk,  in  Sicilia  Syracusis  asticos  ludos ;  on  the  date  see  D.  H.  Hurley,  D. 

Wardle,  or  G.  Guastella  ad  loc.)  probably  had  a  strong  or  even  exclusive  dramatic  component  if  they 

were  analogous  to  the  Athenian  Aiovvcia  ra  iv  acre/.;  see  Anti  and  Polacco,  II  teatro  antico  di  Siracusa  i 

28,  43,  204,  and  cf.  already  Reisch,  RE  II  (1896)  179°-  Since  according  to  Seneca  it  was  
under  Gaius 

reign  that  Apion  was  feted  by  Greek  cities  as  a  second  Homer  (see  introd.),  it  is  quite  possible  that  he 

won  his  dramatic  victory  at  the  ludi  put  on  by  the  emperor.  The  Sebasta  in  Naples  referred  to  next 

(5-6)  also  took  place  in  the  summer  of  38  during  Gaius5  reign. 
For  the  association  of  Dionysiac  artists  and  the  Museum  connected  with  the  theatre  of  Syra¬ 

cuse,  see  below,  36  n.  For  the  honours  conferred  on  Apion  by  Syracuse,  see  32-6. 
5-6  im  Ceflacrov  ■napayc[v\pp\cvo\v  dywva.  The  traces  at  the  beginning  of  6  are  slight  and 

highly  abraded,  but  they  fit  ■nu.paycv6p.evov  (suggested  by  Dr  Henry)  well  enough.  The  expression 

irapa.ycv6p.cvoc  im  tov  dywva  is  amply  paralleled  in  inscriptions,  e.g.  IG  IT  1011.53  (106/105  bc), 

E  Delphes  m.2  161.1-3  (27-31?),  I.  Olympia  54.4-5  (early  11),  436-3"4  (85)-  The  reference  must  be 
to  the  penteteric  and  isolympic  Sebasta  in  Naples,  established  in  ad  2  in  honour  of  Augustus;  see  E. 

Miranda,  I.  Napoli  I  pp.  91-2,  and  M.  L.  Caldeffi,  L’Agon  Capitolinas  (1993)  28-37,  both  with  further 

bibliography;  cf.  also  E.  Miranda  De  Martino,  Oebalus  2  (2007)  203-15.  The  designation  of  the  contest 

as  6  Ccfiacroc  aywv  in  the  singular,  however,  does  not  appear  to  be  paralleled. 

7-8  x[ol]  irpcoTov  TTOirjTaiv  elccXdcavra  im  Xcvkco  dppan  TcOphrmoi.  A  triumphal  entrance  in 
a  chariot  into  one’s  home  city  was  a  privilege  of  victors  in  the  highest-ranking  contests,  hence  their 

designation  from  the  reign  of  Trajan  onward  as  dywvcc  clccXacriKol;  see  Pap.  Agon.  1.16  n.,  10.14-15 

n. ;  A.  J.  S.  Spawforth  in  S.  Walker,  A.  Cameron  (edd.),  The  Greek  Renaissance  in  the  Roman  Empire  (BICS 

55;  1989)  193-4; w-  Slater  in  P.  Martzavou,  N.  Papazarkadas  (edd.),  Epigraphical  Approaches  
to  the  Post- 

Classical  Polis  (2013)  139-63.  Apion’s  procession  with  white  horses  tallies  with  Suetonius’  description  
of 

Nero’s  triumph  after  his  agonistic  tour  of  Greece  in  66/7:  albis equis  introiit  disiecta parte muri,  utmoshiero- 
nicarum  estlNero^.i].  The  expression  in  5202  has  a  parallel  in  a  passage  of  Plutarch  Publ.  9.9  describing 

a  Roman  military  triumph:  iOpiapficvcc  8’  air’  avrrjc  OvaXcpioc  elccXacac  rcOphrmo  irpairoc  viraratv. 

10  [  ]  a>:  [ere]  j>aya)  seems  to  fit  the  space  and  traces. 

Xpvcoj rip  rrjc  ircpioSoy  [c\rcp avwi.  The  adjective  xpvcojrdc  is  very  rare,  attested  only  in  an
 

epigram  by  Phalaecus,  App.  Anth.  117.1  =  Gow-Page,  Hellenistic  Epigrams  2935  (see  note  ad  loc.),  where
 

it  qualifies  a  chiton;  cf.  also  agpccwToc  in  I.  Delos  V  1417  A  i.150  (155/154  bc),  1423  B  fr.  a  ii.6  (after 

156/155  bc).  The  articulation  xpvccp  tw  would  result  in  an  unusual  position  of  the  art
icle. 

11  ]  6:  the  initial  traces  may  correspond  to  v  or  to  at,  St,  At. 

twv  Moycwv  cTc^avw[C\ :  an  unparalleled  collocation. 

12  Kal  nopfap ypvc[.  Probably  a  form  of  irop<f>vpa ,  ‘purple  clothing’.  xpuc[  further 

in  the  line  suggests  that  a  golden  crown  was  mentioned  alongside  it,  a  combinadon  of  accoutrements 

especially  characteristic  of  dyarvoOcra t  and  gvcTapxai’,  see  Pap.  Agon.  3.38  n.  andj.  Rumscheid,  Kranz 

und  Krone  (2000)  42-3,  to  which  add  e.g.  G.  Petzl,  E.  Schwertheim,  Hadrian  und  die  dionysischen  Kiinst
ler 

(2006)  10  1.  39  roue  dyujvodcrac  rove  tc  crcpavovc  Kal  rr)v  noppvpav  cgovTac. 

14  ]  £oc  teal  apicr ,  [ .  ] .  These  remains  recall  the  expression  7 tXcictovU^c  nap&Sotj
oc  Kal 

dpicroc  EXXr/vwv  found  in  a  number  of  honorific  inscriptions  from  second-century  Sparta,  e.g.  IG  V 

1  305)  553)  555)  828,  but  it  was  specific  to  hoplitodromoi  in  the  Eleutheria  at  Platae
a;  see  Gouw,  Griekse 

atleten  132-4.  The  title  napaSogoc,  which  properly  designates  a  victor  in  two  disciplines  or  in  two  age 

categories  at  the  same  festival,  begins  to  be  attested  in  agonistic  contexts  only  from  the  late  first  cen
¬ 

tury  onward  (Gouw  123-6).  Other  possible  restorations  include  [ev8]o£oc,  [<£tAoS]o£oc,  the  nomina¬ 

tive  presumably  referring  to  a  person  or  body  which  honoured  Apion  (-£cuc  cannot  be  read). 
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18  iy  £  [.  The  traces  are  compatible  with  e.g.  iy  t<m  £y[cr$.  The  space  seems  too  cramped 

to  accommodate  iy  AXe£a[vSpeia.  g 

19—20  ] ,  vi ov  MrjvoSdipov  av  [.  The  final  trace  is  compatible  with  A.  If  Mv)vo8djpov  is  not  the 

patronymic  of  a  person  with  a  name  ending  in  -vioc,  it  might  be  part  of  a  genitive  absolute  along  fj 

the  lines  of  MrjvoBojpov  ava[craciv  (sc.  rov  avSptavroc  vel  sim)  nonjca/tevov  (or  ixowjeai'Toc)  iv  r]q>  | 

yv(i[v]aci(p  (I  owe  this  suggestion  to  Dr  John  Ma);  but  in  such  expressions  avacraciv  is  usually  ac¬ 
companied  by  a  definite  article. 

20  kcu,  _  [:  possibly  read  iv  [. 

22- 3  &v8pia]vTt  Ka[l  &cvi]8e[t](p:  restored  on  the  analogy  of  25;  cf.  27-8.  On  the  sense  of 

acTriSeiov  as  a  round-shaped  painted  or  relief-sculpted  portrait  ( imago  clipeata),  see  A.  Lukaszewicz, 
%PE  67  (1987)  109-10,  and  M.  Nowicka,  Archeologia  44  (1993)  123-4. 

23— 4  
ot  wept  ro[v]  Aipvvc[ov  /cat]  rove  aAAouc  [de]ovc  T€xv€tr[at]  (1.  rexvirai).  This  titulature  of 

the  Dionysiac  artists  does  not  appear  to  have  any  exact  parallels;  cf  OGIS  1 51  =  I.  Prose  6  (285-246 
bc),  a  decree  of  the  association  of  Dionysiac  artists  of  Ptolemais  honouring  a  man  who  -npoc  tov 

Aiovvcov  /cat  roue  aAAouc  deoiic  euccjSaic  /cal  oc'uoc  Sta/cetjoevoc  r vyxavei  (6-7),  for  his  evcefleiac  Tijc 
etc  t€  fiaciXea.  fJroAe/xatov  /cat  rhv  Aiovvcov  /cat  roue  aAAouc  6e ouc  (18—19). 

25  iv]  rep  A  [t]ovuce[t]a).  The  association  of  Dionysiac  artists  in  Ptolemais  is  linked  to  a  temple 

of  Dionysus  in  OGIS  1 50.12  =  I.  Prose  3  (269-246  bc)  and  OGIS  1 51.25  =  I.  Prose  6  (285-246  bc),  but 
it  is  uncertain  whether  we  are  dealing  with  the  same  association  here;  for  the  remote  possibility  that 

the  city  honouring  Apion  in  5202  is  Ptolemais,  see  above,  1  n.  In  VI  908  =  W.  Chr.  426  (199),  one  of 

the  parties  to  the  contract  is  styled  Tiberius  Claudius  Didymus  toiv  dwro  rov  Atowceiov  /cal  rrjc  iepac 

cvvoBov  iepoveiKatv  areXcov  (8-10);  this  Dionyseum  is  assumed  to  have  been  situated  in  Oxyrhynchus 

(see  n.  ad  loc.);  cf.  SB  XXII  15353.8-10  =  1 171  (146/7)  iit'  &p,tf>68ov  Apopiov  &or/pi Soc  oIkIuv  iv  ron-w 
KaXovpiivip  Aiovvcov  Teyvendiv. 

26-7  iv  'PoJlAv  ©(I  ano  rrjc  ol^ov^evrjc  eieppv[ei\Kai  (1.  lepoviKai)  </cal>  ot  roy[rcwv]  eV[tc]rd- 
Ta[t.  The  cuvoSoc  toiv  At to  rfjc  oiKovp.ivT)c  iepoviKwv  (/cat  crepaviT-cov)  was  an  elite  association  of  vic¬ 

tors  in  the  sacred  games,  but  the  extent  to  which  its  artistic  and  athletic  ‘chapters’  were  independent 
in  the  early  Imperial  period  and  their  relationship  with  the  regular  associations  of  Dionysiac  artists  . 

and  athletes  respectively  are  quite  unclear;  for  a  summary  and  further  bibliography,  see  Ricciardetto, 

APF 58  (2012)  52-3.  If  the  artistic  and  athletic  sacred  victors  were  organized  into  separate  associations, 

the  nature  of  Apion’s  achievements  would  suggest  that  it  is  the  association  of  oi  airo  rrjc  olKovfjLevTjc 
■nepi  tov  Aiovvcov  iepoviKdi  cTepavirai  which  honours  him  here.  The  phrase  /cal  ot  tovtcov  imcTarai,  J 
however,  never  occurs  in  connection  with  the  Dionysiac  sacred  victors,  but  solely  in  the  titulature  of  | 

the  association  of  worldwide  athletic  victors:  IMT  Kaikos  (http://epigraphy.packhum.org)  830.1-3,  ; 

23-5, 46-8  (1),  I.  Kition  2047.1-3  (1/11),  I.  Knidos  1 234.1,  7  (11-ni).  The  word  eWrarTjc  in  this  context 

is  usually  understood  to  mean  ‘trainer’  rather  than  ‘chairman,  president’;  see  J.  and  L.  Robert,  BE 
1974  no.  658,  with  references  to  further  discussion.  For  such  €7ricTctTai  in  musical  contests,  one  could 

point  to  P.  Lond.  VII  2017.27  =  SB  III  6gg7  (242/241  bc)  oVojc  av  ejxavrov  (a  citharode)  eVi/xeA^flelc 

/cal  rvycov  €ttlct6.tov  €Lce\9[u>  etc  roue]  aywvac  ovc  6  fiaciXeiic  irporiO-qciv,  IG  II2  3112.8  (75/6-87/8) 
(in  relation  to  a  A  tovvciaxoc  yopoc). 

H.  W.  Pleket,  FPE 10  (1973)  197-227,  at  225-6,  argues  that  the  association  of  artistic  sacred  vic¬ 
tors  became  established  in  Rome  only  under  Hadrian  (it  certainly  existed  at  least  since  the  reign  of 

Augustus:  cf.  Pap.  Agon.  1.2);  but  if  that  is  the  association  referred  to  here,  5202  would  imply  that  ;  i 
it  was  based  in  Rome  already  around  the  mid  first  century,  as  cautiously  suspected  by  J.-L.  Ferrary 

in  Filellmismo  e  tradizionalismo  a  Roma  neiprimi  due  secoli  dell’Impero  (1996)  183-210  at  202.  It  is  attested 

again  in  Rome  by  I.  Eph.  la  22  (138-61),  by  which  time  it  appears  to  have  merged  with  the  regular 

association  of  Dionysiac  artists  (cf.  Pleket,  loc.  cit.  210-12):  17-18  to  lepov  ini  Pibp,7)c  ripievoc  [rcuv] 

Atto  Trjc  oiKovjiivqc  Teyveiratv,  24  oi  iiri  ’Pdjp.r]c  Teyveirat,  68  npoc  tt)v  iv  'Pco/ii?  cuvoSov,  73-7  (lines 
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printed  only  in  the  ed.  pr.,  BCH  9  (1885)  126-7)  tjir)(j>icp.a  rrjc  iepac  A8piavfjc  Avro}veiv{’qc]  0up?Ai/ci )c 

■tTepi7T[o]XicTiKrjc  /i€yaA[^c]  _  _  eVl  'Pojp.-tjc  cvvoSov  [twv  an\o  rrjc  oiK[ovp.evr)c  ne]pi  tov  Ato[vvcov 
Kai  AiroKpalropa  Kai[capa  T(irov)  A'iXio\v  A8pt[av6v  Avra>veivov  Qe^ac[r6v  -  -  -  (possibly  supply 

TeyveiTaiv  iepoveiKwv  CTe<f>aveird>v);  cf.  also  I.  Heraclea  Pontica  2.20-22  (ll). 

ei€poi'[et]j/cat  (/cat).  A  haplography  has  been  assumed  because  there  is  no  space  at  the  end  of 

26  for  €tepov[(e)f/cat]  |  Kai.  Alternatively,  the  scribe  could  have  abbreviated  the  first  word  at  line-end, 
i.e.  written  eleppv[iK(ai)]  \  Kai;  cf.  the  abbreviation  of  AajSovr(a)  at  the  end  of  6. 
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]|  enai:  [^lAorJI/xeirat  (of  the  first  letter  virtually  nothing)? 

29  ttj  ei  yce  _  [.  I  have  considered  ri}  ce trijcct,  but  the  putative  T  is  difficult. 
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€tti  v[  ]( aevcov.  possibly  a  genitive  absolute  participle  with  av8[piav]Ta>y,  but  a  con¬ 

vincing  supplement  has  eluded  me.  The  first  letter  after  1  is  an  upright  with  a  horizontal  join  at  the  top 

right,  followed  by  what  might  be  the  left  arm  and  bottom  of  co.  Of  the  putative  n,  the  two  uprights; 
h  not  completely  excluded.  If  one  is  to  read  im  rwy  [_  _  ]p.eviov  Amcovoc  av8[piav]jpjy,  

it  is  unclear 
what  the  short  participle  could  be  ([icoj^ivcov?)  

and  what  action  was  performed  upon  the  statues  (i.e. 
the  main  verb  governing  the  prepositional  

phrase). 
29-32  Assuming  the  restoration  of  av8[piav\Tp}y  is  correct  (ava[Orifx.a]Twy,  ava[Xa>pa]T(py 

would  be  too  long  for  the  space),  these  lines  appear  to  list  the  agonistic  venues  in  which  statues  of 

Apion  were  erected.  The  statues  cannot  commemorate  Apion’s  victories  in  these  places  as  irepio- 
8ovIkt)c,  because  (1)  it  is  highly  doubtful  that  the  Actia  were  part  of  the  nepio8oc  at  this  time,  and 

(2)  musical-poetic  contests  did  not  figure  in  the  Olympic  games;  see  above,  2-3  n.  Apion,  neverthe¬ 
less,  could  have  visited  Actium  and  Olympia  and  been  granted  statues  there  purely  honoris  causa  rather 

than  for  a  victory,  and  it  is  possible  that  he  performed  in  a  non-competitive  context,  that  is,  in  an 

epideixis.  Some  statues  of  poets  of  the  Imperial  period  are  known  in  Olympia  from  their  inscribed 

bases,  e.g.  I.  Olympia  457  (u),  482  (233);  both  poets  are  said  to  have  performed  there,  the  first  with  an 

‘Olympic  hymn’  (cf.  B.  Bilinski,  Agoni  ginnid:  component  artistiche  ed  intellettuali  nelVantica  agonistica  greca 

(1979)  1 13).  Alternatively,  the  statues  at  these  five  venues  could  have  been  voted  as  an  honorific  meas¬ 

ure  by  Apion’s  native  city  or  some  other  body;  for  some  decrees  proposing  the  erection  of  honorific 
statues  at  all  four  traditional  ‘Panhellenic’  sites,  see  Amandry,  BCH  Suppl.  6  (1980)  248  n.  95. 

30  iv  AktIco[i.  It  is  notable  that  Actium  is  placed  first  in  this  list  of  agonistic  venues.  The 

originally  minor  games  in  honour  of  Apollo  at  Actium  were  refounded  by  Augustus  in  27  bc  to  com¬ 
memorate  his  decisive  naval  victory  there  four  years  earlier.  The  contests  were  held  every  four  years 

in  Nicopolis,  a  newly  built  city  near  Actium,  and  were  elevated  to  the  status  of  the  Olympic  games; 

see  Caldelli,  L’Agon  Capitolinus  24-8,  with  further  bibliography,  to  which  add  e.g.  M.  Lammer,  Stadion 

12/13  (1986/7)  27-38,  and  O.  Pavlogiannis  et  al.,  Nikephoros  22  (2009)  79-102.  The  other  four  sites  in 
31-2  are  listed  in  their  traditional  order  of  prestige. 
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The  placement  of  this  section  at  the  end  of  the  document,  after  what  seems  to  be  the 

concluding  
climax  

of  Apion’s  
‘Panhellenic’  

honours  
in  29-32,  

and  the  short  
blank  

space  
preceding it  suggest  

that  it  was  a  later  
addition  

to  the  inscription  
(so  Prof.  

Parsons).  
For  updates  

of  this  kind  in 
honorific  

inscriptions,  

Dr  Henry  
points  

to  e.g.  SEG  LIV  1184. 
32  avSpiavTi  8t) fioci[an] :  cf.  I.  Estremo  Oriente  8g.g  =  SEG  XV  849  (Palmyra;  132)  a vSpiaci 

8-qp.ocioic.  Dr  Ma  suggests  the  alternative  possibility  of  restoring  S Tjp,oci[ai]  sc.  8a irav-p,  ‘at  public 

expense’  (LSJ  s.v.  8rpiocioc  Vi). 

3

3

-

 

4

 

 
oy  cyv[e]yeyKac  kut’  a[v]Spa  i-noi-qcev  d  8rjpoc.  In  contrast  to  the  preceding  statue,  which 

was  made  
at  public  

expense,  
this  second  

statue  
was  realized  

through  
individual  

contributions,  

xar’ 
a[>]S/?a  

is  Prof.  
Parsons’s  

restoration;  

the  two  alphas  
framing  

a[v]Sga  
are  virtually  

certain;  
5  and  p  are less  so  but  are  not  contradicted  

by  the  few  remaining  
traces  

at  the  beginning  
of  34. 

35  -wfPTT^otyiTa  xpuccSV-  A  frequent  value  of  golden  crowns  in  inscriptions  from  Hellenistic 

Cos,  e.g.  IG  XII  4.1 129.67-8, 72  (306-301  bc),  167.20  (11  bc),  108.13  (c.200-150  bc),  4.2  1178.6  (11  bc);  cf. 
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also  SEG  XXXII  1147.29  (Magnesia  Mae. ;  208/ 207  bc).  One  expects  the  preposition  otto,  but  for  its 

omission  cf.  I.  Olbia  68.5  (in  bc),  E  Delphes  III.3  214.22,  26  =  Syll.3  443  (247/246  bc). 
36  to  Movcetov  oXov  etc  olkt)clv  i8cop^cav[ro].  To  the  best  of  my  knowledge,  there  are  no  exact 

parallels  for  such  an  honour.  The  existence  of  a  Museum  near  the  theatre  of  Syracuse  has  already 

been  surmised  from  IG  XIV 13  (1  bc?),  an  honorific  decree  by  the  Syracusan  association  of  Dionysiac 

artists  deposited  apparently  e\v  r<£  Movceuoi  (2—3).  This  inscription  was  found  together  with  another 
honorific  decree  by  the  same  association  (IG  XIV  12,  1  bc?)  in  the  great  theatre  itself,  so  that  the 

Museum  must  have  been  not  too  far  from  the  latter;  cf.  also  SEG  XXXIV  974  =  IGLP 106  (cioo  bc), 

a  similar  decree  attesting  a  ‘priest  of  Apollo(?),  the  Muses,  and  Dionysus’.  On  these  inscriptions,  see 
further  L.  Moretti,  RFIC  91  (1963)  38—45;  G.  Manganaro,  SicGymn  16  (1963)  51-64,  at  57-61;  B.  Le 

Guen,  Les  Associations  de  Technites  dionysiaques  a  Vepoque  hellenistique  (2001)  i  319-26,  ii  36-8.  The  building 
appears  to  have  served  as  the  shrine  and  headquarters  of  the  association  of  Dionysiac  artists  of  Syra¬ 

cuse.  It  is  commonly  presumed  to  have  been  situated  in  the  terrace  complex  above  the  theatre,  where 

a  grotto-Nymphaeum  was  also  located;  see  G.  E.  Rizzo,  II  teatro  greco  di  Siracusa  (1923)  130-33;  Anti 
and  Polacco,  II  teatro  antico  di  Siracusa  i  199  with  n.  54;  Le  Guen,  Les  Associations  de  Technites  dionysiaques 

i  321,  ii  77;  on  the  archaeology  of  the  terrace,  see  further  Polacco,  II  teatro  antico  di  Siracusa  ii  29-58. 

According  to  the  biographer  Hermippus  of  the  third  century  bc  ( FGrHist  1026  F  84  =  fr.  94 

Wehrli  =  Vit.  Eur.  5  Schwartz),  Dionysius  1  of  Syracuse  (r.  405-367  bc)  purchased  Euripides’  cithara, 

tablets,  and  stylus  from  the  tragedian’s  heirs  and  dedicated  them  in  a  shrine  of  the  Muses  ( ev  rqj 

Movcuiv  Upy).  Hermippus’  reliability  has  been  doubted,  but  even  if  the  story  is  apocryphal,  it  is  un¬ 
likely  that  he  invented  the  existence  of  such  a  shrine  in  the  city.  It  is  uncertain,  however,  whether  it  is 

to  be  identified  with  the  Museum  attested  in  IG  XIV  13  and  5202;  for  an  identification  of  the  two, 

cf.  e.g.  R  Reichert-Stidbeck,  Kulte  von  Korinth  und  Syrakus  (2000)  143-4. 

Unplaced  fragments 

Fr.  1  Fr.  2  Fr.  3  Fr.  4 

].!.[  ].?[  ].<».[ 
]fw[  Irnel  ].[ 

stripped  ]ex?[  ].[ 

]?[  ]..[ 

»  ].-[  ■  ■ 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6  Fr.  7  Fr.  8 

]«...[  ]?.[  ].[  ].?.[ 

]r".[  ]«[  ].«.[  ].?.[ 

]..[  ].rf  •  • 

].[ ]™. ..[ 
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5203.  List  of  Songs 

31  4B.  1 3/H(4-5)a  15  X  16.8  cm  Second  century 

On  a  used  piece  of  papyrus,  two  columns  of  semi-cursive  in  a  hand  like  that 
of  P.  Coll.  Youtie  I  27  (165).  The  writer  makes  extensive  but  inconsistent  use  of 

abbreviations,  and  there  are  no  lection  signs  except  an  internal  diaeresis  (i  4).  The 

earlier  writing  has  not  been  thoroughly  erased.  Most  of  it  is  in  a  sloping  cursive, 

apparently  belonging  to  an  account.  The  legible  text  includes  ] «  Avtuiv'iw  [  in  semi¬ 
cursive  on  the  left-hand  side  near  the  foot.  The  back  is  blank. 

With  the  exception  of  a  narrow  strip  on  the  left  that  extends  further  down,  the 

papyrus  survives  only  to  a  depth  of  about  9.6  cm.  To  judge  by  the  arrangement  of 

the  text  edited  here,  in  particular  the  depths  of  the  preserved  lower  margins,  the 

papyrus  probably  had  the  same  shape  when  5203  was  written.  The  main  body  of 

col.  i  stands  on  an  alignment  about  4.6  cm  to  the  right  of  the  left-hand  edge,  with 

line  1  projecting  by  about  0.6  cm.  The  column  width  is  about  4.4  cm  (5  cm  if  the 

projecting  part  of  line  1  is  included),  and  the  space  between  the  columns  is  about 

2.4  cm  wide.  Col.  ii  extends  as  far  as  the  right-hand  edge  of  the  papyrus.  The  writer 

appears  to  have  taken  into  account  only  the  length  of  the  first  line  of  the  column 

in  choosing  this  alignment.  Lower  down,  the  extensive  use  of  abbreviations  may 

suggest  that  he  was  struggling  to  fit  the  text  into  a  column  3.4  cm  wide.  The  upper 

margin  is  only  about  0.7  cm  high.  Col.  i  has  a  preserved  lower  margin  about  4.2  cm 

deep,  while  the  figure  for  col.  ii  is  about  2.1  cm;  if  the  loss  of  the  cross-fibres  on  the 
right-hand  side  at  the  foot  occurred  after  the  text  of  5203  was  written,  the  original 

figure  may  have  been  about  3.1  cm. 

There  is  some  evidence  of  horizontal  and  vertical  folds.  The  lower  right-hand 

corner  of  the  sheet  appears  to  have  broken  off  along  a  horizontal  fold  at  its  upper 

edge  (giving  an  approximately  horizontal  preserved  edge  for  some  distance)  and 

along  the  edge  of  a  sheet-join  on  its  left.  Of  the  apparent  vertical  folds,  the  most 

significant  stands  approximately  6.7  cm  to  the  left  of  the  right-hand  edge.  Sym¬ 
metrical  worm-holes  on  either  side  of  this  fold  about  2.5  cm  and  7.3  cm  from  the 

top  will  have  been  made  at  a  time  when  the  papyrus  was  folded  vertically  only 

along  this  line  (and  horizontally  either  not  at  all  or  only  in  such  a  way  that  the 

corresponding  holes  fell  in  the  lower  part  of  the  papyrus,  now  lost).  Since  the  text 

of  5203  does  not  run  across  any  of  these  four  holes,  it  cannot  be  determined  with 

certainty  whether  the  paired  holes  were  present  when  5203  was  written.  But  the 

worm-holes  that  have  resulted  in  losses  to  the  text  of  5203  do  not  occur  in  sym¬ 

metrical  pairs,  indicating  that  the  papyrus  was  not  folded  along  the  vertical  line  in 

question  when  they  were  formed. 

Col.  i  gives  a  list  of  songs  of  Epagathus  the  yo/muAyc  from  six  plays,  each  of 

which  is  given  a  line  to  itself.  There  are  forty  songs  in  total,  a  figure  given  in  the  first 
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line  and  repeated  (following  a  long  paragraphus)  in  the  concluding  summary  in  the 

last  line.  Col.  ii  proceeds  to  list  in  a  more  summary  fashion  some  songs  of  others, 

including  in  one  case  a  ̂ opauAiyc  (8)  and  in  two  cases  a  rpayanSoc  (4,  6).  Each  entry 

consists  of  a  one-line  description  concluding  with  a  numeral,  which  may  be  placed 

either  on  the  same  line  or  by  itself  on  the  next  line  where  the  description  proper 

takes  up  a  whole  line.  The  entries  are  separated  by  long  paragraphi.  The  first  (1-2) 

is  clearly  written,  though  damaged,  but  the  writing  in  the  remainder  of  the  column 

shows  signs  of  haste,  and  much  is  illegible,  in  particular  where  corrections  have 

apparently  been  made  over  the  text  to  be  corrected.  It  is  possible  that  col.  ii,  or 

at  least  its  lower  part  (from  line  3),  was  an  unplanned  later  addition  to  the  list  of 

Epagathus5  songs  in  col.  i. 
The  function  of  the  list  is  unclear  (cf.  West,  Ancient  Greek  Music  377).  It  may 

have  been  the  programme  of  a  performance  given  on  a  particular  occasion,  in 

which  Epagathus  was  the  main  attraction.  Alternatively,  it  may  be  a  list  of  the  rep¬ 

ertory  offered  for  performance  by  Epagathus  and  others,  perhaps  associates  of  his. 

This  text  was  first  edited  by  Dr  W  E.  H.  Cockle  in  Pap.  Cong.  XIV (1975)  59-65 

with  pi.  XV;  R.  Kannicht  included  the  papyrus  in  7rGFv.2  (1103-4)  as  DID  B  15a, 

with  brief  notes.  I  am  grateful  to  Prof.  D’Alessio  and  Dr  Prauscello  for  sharing 
some  material  on  choraulai. 

Col.  i 

cp8(ai)  Enayadov  tov  xop(au)A(ou)  j£ 

Spaptarcov  ? 
'YpnrvXrjC  ? 

A'q‘i8ap,€La{c) 

5  Av8poyvv( ) 

Avt(pcov)  ’Ektop(oc) 
Mr)8€L7)C 

AvTiomjc 

I  iavrov  cpSai  JZ 

I  w  4  S^i'Sa/xet  5  avSpoyv  6  Xvckto  7  1.  MrjSelac 

5203.  LIST  OF  SONGS 

<I8al  _  []  cov 

i pSal  Kaycbnov 

(p8al  8p(  )  a)S(<u)  tov  Tpa(yw)S(ov) 

s  _ Y_ 

. #(at)  rov  rpa{yo>)8{ov) 

. ,  ,vA(  )  TOV  xop™ A(ou)  f ..S()....[>v 

,0  _  E 
4  SpaiTourpa.  6  ip  tout  pa  8  u  yo/jau  9  .  f  8at  written  on  8 

(Col.  i)  ‘Songs  of  Epagathus  the  choraules ,  40,  from  6  dramas:  from  Hypsipyle ,  6;  from Deidameia; 

from  Androgynos  (?);  from  Ransoming  of  Hector. ;  from  Medea ;  from  Antiope ;  total,  40  songs  of  his  own.’ 

Col.  i 

1  a>8(ai).  The  resolution  is  confirmed  by  i  9,  ii  1,  3, 4,  9  (?),  where  the  word  is  given  in  full.  The 
same  abbreviated  form  is  found  at  ii  4  and  apparently  ii  6. 

’Enayadov:  unknown.  There  is  no  reason  to  connect  him  with  the  Claudius  Epagathus  named 
as  an  envoy  in  a  letter  of  the  emperor  Claudius  to  the  association  of  Artists  of  Dionysus  (Pap. 
Agon.  1.2). 

Xop(av)X(ov).  The  resolution  is  confirmed  by  ii  8,  where  a  fuller  version  appears.  The  p  has 

a  long  horizontal  stroke  extending  to  the  right  at  the  level  of  the  base  of  the  loop  (cf  the  supralinear 

p  at  6),  but  this  is  probably  to  be  considered  as  part  of  the  letter  rather  than  as  an  additional  stroke 

indicating  abbreviation:  the  letter  has  a  similar  though  less  extended  connecting-stroke  in  mid-word 
at  2  and  5. 

XopavXtjc  is  used  of  an  aulete  playing  together  with  a  chorus  already  in  the  first  century  bc  (I. 

Priene  113.80  of  c.8o  bc).  The  term  is  applied  to  one  Musaeus  in  F.  Delphes  III.3  129.3  (20-46).  Later 

epigraphic  examples  attest  to  the  inclusion  of  contests  for  xopatfAat  at  festivals.  The  first  xopavX-qc 
known  to  have  been  a  sacred  victor  is  apparently  Ti.  Claudius  Glaphyrus,  whose  victories  at  the  Se- 

basta  and  Actia  are  mentioned  in  CIL  VI 10120  (possibly  Augustan:  see  J.-Y.  Strasser,  BCH 126  (2002) 

131).  The  evidence  continues  into  the  third  century.  For  a  study  of  the  use  of  the  term,  see  Strasser, 

BCH  126  (2002)  97-142,  esp.  128-34;  k>r  the  introduction  of  contests  for  yopav Xai  in  Boeotian  festi¬ 
vals,  A.  Manieri,  Agora  poetico-musicali  nella  Grecia  antica  i  (2009)  75,  332. 

The  term  does  not  appear  elsewhere  in  the  papyri.  SB  XTV  11931  (Karanis,  11/111)  gives  rules 

for  a  contest  among  avXrjrai  kvkXioi,  but  this  term  may  well  have  a  more  limited  application,  though 

modern  scholars  (including  Strasser)  often  consider  xopavX-qc  and  auAy-n)c  kvkXloc  to  be  interchange¬ 

able.  Aulos-players  are  commonly  found  in  Egyptian  documents:  see  e.g.  LXXIV  5014  4-5,  5015  5, 
O.  Trim.  1 86.11 ;  F.  Perpillou-Thomas,  fBE  108  (1995)  226. 

5203  is  the  only  piece  of  direct  evidence  for  the  music  performed  by  xopavXai.  It  is  not  clear 

whether  the  compositions  listed  here  were  sung  by  a  chorus,  or  soloists,  or  both:  cf.  West,  Ancient  Greek 

Music  377. 
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3  'YtfiiirvX-qc.  A  tide  of  plays  by  Aeschylus  (TrGFIR  p.  352),  Euripides  (fir.  752-70),  and  Cleae- 
netus  (TrGFS^.  T  4).  Since  the  list  also  includes  Medea  and  Aniiope  (7-8),  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that 

Euripides’  play  is  meant  here;  cf.  West,  Hellenica  iii  196. 
4  Ar)i8apeia{c).  Deidameia  appears  in  two  papyrus  fragments  of  tragedy  set  to  music  (DAGM 

39>  53)- 

5  Av8poyvv(  ).  Possibly  Av8poyvv(ov)  or  Av8poyvv(w e),  with  reference  to  Menander’s  A v8po- 

yvvoc  rj  Kp-qc  (frr.  50  ff.)  or  Eupolis’  Acrparevrot  q  Av&poyvvoi  (fix  35  ff.).  But  a  comic  title  seems  out 
of  place  in  a  list  otherwise  limited  to  tides  of  mythological  tragedies;  nor  do  we  have  any  other  good 

evidence  for  musical  settings  of  extracts  from  comedy  (S.  Nervegna,  Menander  in  Antiquity  (2013)  83-4). 

West,  Ancient  Greek  Music  377,  appends  a  question  mark  to  the  entry.  Possibly  the  writer’s  attention 
wandered  and  we  should  restore  Av8popaxr)c  or  Av8pope8ac.  Both  are  Euripidean  tides  (cf.  3  n.).  For 

other  plays  entitled  Andromeda,  see  TrGF  V.i  p.  237.  Other  plays  entided  Andromache  are  attested  for 

Sophocles  (TrGF TV  pp.  155-6)  and  Antiphon  (TrGF 55  F 1);  cf.  Trag.  adesp.  644. 
The  0  is  clumsily  written,  with  the  left-hand  arc  hanging  from  the  bar  that  forms  the  base  of 

the  loop  of  p  (cf.  2  pa)  while  the  straight  right-hand  side  extends  higher  in  the  line,  but  the  reading  is 
not  in  doubt. 

6  Avt(po)v)  ''Ektop(oc).  A  tide  of  plays  by  Aeschylus  (TrGF  HI  p.  364  •Ppvyec  rj  "EnTopoc  Avrpa) 

and  Dionysius  (7rGFj6  T  3  and  frr.  2a-b  (TrGF Is  pp.  354-5)). 
7  Mr/Seirjc,  1.  MtjSelac.  For  the  error,  cf.  Upeiqc  in  P  Amh.  II  97.2  (181)  and  P.  Coll.  Youtie  II  73.2 

(289);  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  6.  Such  forms  are  occasionally  found  in  tragic  fragments:  cf.  Trag.  adesp. 

701.5  CKvdi-qv  with  note.  For  plays  so  entided,  besides  that  of  Euripides  (cf.  3  n.),  see  TrGF  II  p.  336 

(tragedy),  PCG IV  p.  57  (comedy).  Part  of  Carcinus’  Medea  is  given  a  musical  setting  in  a  papyrus  of 
the  second  century  (West,  Hellenica  ii  334-50). 

8  AvTi6rrqc.  A  title  of  plays  by  Euripides  (frr.  179 If.)  and  Eubulus  (PCGV  p.  194).  Presumably 
the  first  is  meant;  cf.  3  n. 

g  /  introduces  a  total  as  regularly. 

Col.  ii 

1  []  wv.  For  the  genitive  plural  with  oiSat,  cf.  9  (?).  In  place  of  to,  the  ed.  pr.  gives  aw,  but 

alpha  would  be  anomalous,  with  its  apex  too  far  to  the  right  and  its  tail  on  the  line,  rather  than  raised, 

as  elsewhere.  On  the  other  hand,  cp  would  be  wider  than  elsewhere,  with  surplus  ink  in  the  middle, 

and  it  would  not  be  easy  to  explain  the  loop  joined  to  its  left-hand  side  (part  of  a,  according  to  the 

decipherment  in  the  ed.  pr.).  But  it  would  be  hard  to  produce  a  plausible  supplement  ending  in  -awv. 

I  cannot  make  anything  of  what  precedes.  The  ed.  pr.  gives  $[.]q.  The  first  traces  may  rep¬ 
resent  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  the  loop  and  part  of  the  upright  of  (j>,  but  the  upright  may  be 

a  cancel-stroke,  as  the  ed.  pr.  notes,  c  is  possible,  but  some  hesitation  is  in  order,  since  the  papyrus  is 
lost  above  and  to  the  left  of  the  traces,  t  is  followed  by  a  second  upright,  which  touches  the  trace  that 

the  ed.  pr.  takes  for  the  loop  of  A,  and  the  ed.  pr.  considers  taking  the  two  uprights  together  as  the 
remains  of  tt. 

Prof.  D’Alessio  and  I  have  both  considered  reading  ]cikwv,  but  K,  with  its  arms  made  as  a  low 
tight  loop,  would  be  highly  anomalous;  and  even  if  the  reading  were  accepted,  p[ov]eti«ov  would  fit 

neither  trace  nor  space  at  the  start,  while  <f>[v]ciKwv  would  not  give  plausible  sense. 

3  KqywTrov.  unidentified.  A  Kav w-noc  Ki9apw86c  is  mentioned  in  a  list  of  performers  assigned 
to  the  second  century  (LXXIV  5013  1),  but  the  editor  notes  that  the  name  is  common.  The  reading  is 

difficult  and  uncertain  at  the  start,  where  a  correction  seems  to  have  been  executed.  Turner  suggests 

in  the  ed.  pr.  that  Kav  may  have  been  corrected  to  ko.iv,  but  this  proposal  does  not  seem  to  account 

for  all  the  ink.  Prof.  D’Alessio  wonders  whether  the  scribe’s  intention  was  to  correct  the  word  to 
KwpwSov,  but  cop.  would  be  extremely  squashed,  and  n  does  not  appear  to  have  been  corrected,  as  he 
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notes.  It  is  curious  that  Canopus’s  function  is  left  unspecified  while  the  rpayauSoc  (or  TpayonSoC)  and 

XopavXqc  mentioned  below  (4,  6,  8)  are  left  unnamed:  cf.  4  n. 

4  8p( ).  The  ed.  pr.  adopts  O.  M.  Pearl’s  expansion  Sp(apaTiKat),  but  8p(apa.Twv)  is  simpler  and 
supported  by  i  2. 

o«S(eu)  tov  Tpa(yw)8(o v).  For  the  tragic  singers  called  rpaywt8ol  (LSJ  s.v.  ii),  cf.  e.g.  S.  Nervegna, 

ZPE  162  (2007)  37-9;  ead.,  Menander  in  Antiquity  85-8.  If  this  is  a  list  of  songs  to  be  performed  on 
a  particular  occasion,  the  absence  of  the  name  may  be  accounted  for  by  supposing  that  a  performer 
had  not  been  decided  on  or  that  his  name  was  at  any  rate  not  known  to  the  compiler  when  producing 

this  list,  or  that  the  identity  of  the  performer  was  of  no  particular  interest.  But  it  is  also  possible  that 
the  writer  did  not  want  the  description  to  extend  beyond  the  end  of  this  line.  Cf.  also  3  n. 

6  .  The  ed.  pr.  gives  vo,  but  while  vo  is  possible,  it  seems  safer,  in  view  of  the  ir¬ 
regularity  of  the  hand  and  the  absence  of  a  context,  to  print  only  sublinear  dots. 

oiS(ai)  tov  Tpa(ycp)8(ov).  The  reading  of  4>8(ai)  is  very  doubtful:  again,  the  text  seems  to  have 

been  corrected.  The  ed.  pr.,  following  a  suggestion  of  Turner’s,  gives  3i(9. ,  but  notes  that  the  upper 
half  of  his  e  could  be  taken  as  a  supralinear  a.  co  is  far  from  easy,  and  the  interpretation  leaves  ink 

unaccounted  for  both  to  its  left  (the  8  of  the  ed.  pr.)  and  to  the  left  of  r  (where  the  ed.  pr.  gives  . ),  but 

it  has  the  merit  of  giving  suitable  Greek,  already  used  at  4  above.  Aie  would  be  written  most  anoma¬ 

lously;  Kpe,  also  considered  by  the  ed.  pr.,  seems  no  more  satisfactory. 
7  r.  The  confused  traces  following  1  may  represent  a  deleted  8  (so  the  ed.  pr.):  in  that  case, 

‘14’  was  corrected  to  ‘10’.  The  ed.  pr.  gives  /  before  the  numeral,  but  the  ink  in  question  is  faint  and 
probably  belongs  to  the  earlier  text.  What  follows  is  in  any  case  not  a  total.  The  sign  is  omitted  from 
Kannicht’s  transcription. 

8  uA(  ).  To  judge  by  what  precedes,  this  may  be  either  a  personal  name  in  the  genitive 

or  a  plural  substantive  parallel  to  the  repeated  cpSal:  the  latter  interpretation  may  be  likelier,  since 

the  plural  substantive  is  nowhere  else  certainly  omitted.  Turner  reads  irac^vX,  which  he  interprets  as 

nq(p)4v\(ov).  This  is  at  least  a  known  name,  but  it  is  not  likely  here.  The  omission  of  the  mu  would 
be  surprising,  and  IJap<f>vXoc  does  not  seem  to  be  found  as  a  historical  personal  name  at  all,  though 

LGPN  IIIB  records  one  bearer  of  IJavcf>vXoc  (Larisa,  c.8o  bc).  None  of  the  letters  before  v  can  be 

read  with  certainty,  and  some  of  the  ink  may  belong  to  the  earlier  text.  (The  faint  traces  just  to  the 

left  of  the  column  clearly  do  belong  to  the  earlier  text,  as  the  ed.  pr.  notes.)  a  is  not  too  unlike  the  A 

of  xopavX(ov),  but  it  has  a  surprisingly  flat  top,  and  7  may  be  better,  though  still  doubtful,  since  its 

cross-bar  would  project  hardly  at  all  to  the  left  of  its  upright. 

The  paragraphus  under  this  line  is  omitted  by  the  ed.  pr.  and  Kannicht. 

g  8( )  [:  illegible.  The  writer  appears  to  have  corrected  or  deleted  some  letters.  The  ed. 

pr.  gives  a'S'. Kannicht  .... 

w8ql.  Perhaps,  as  the  ed.  pr.  suggests,  cp8ai  was  substituted  for  the  numeral  8,  and  the  numeral 
was  then  given  again  in  the  next  line.  The  last  line  of  col.  i  provides  a  possible  parallel  for  a  later 
insertion  of  w Sal  (for  the  sake  of  clarity). 

W.  B.  HENRY 
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21  3B.25/E(4)e  fr.  1  17.1  x  12.3  cm  Second  century 

On  the  back  of  an  official  register,  seven  fragments  of  a  text  written  in  a  small 

cursive  hand  resembling  that  of  XXV  2429  (commentary  on  Epicharmus).  The 
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column  is  wide,  with  no  margins  remaining  in  the  full  width  of  fr.  i.  The  lower 

margin  was  at  least  3.2  cm  deep  to  judge  by  fr.  6.  Fr.  2  has  a  lower  margin  preserved 

to  a  depth  of  about  r  cm  and  an  intercolumnium  to  a  width  of  about  1.2  cm. 

A  section  beginning  at  fr.  2  ii  7  is  marked  by  a  forked  paragraphus  together  with  an 

ascending  oblique  in  the  margin  to  the  left  of  the  line  before.  The  first  line  of  the 

new  section  projects  slightly  into  the  left-hand  margin  and  the  end  of  the  preceding 

line  is  left  blank;  the  blank  line-end  at  fr.  2  i  4  may  be  explained  in  the  same  way. 

Within  a  section,  sentence  end  is  indicated  by  a  blank  space.  No  other  punctuation 

is  used  (but  see  fr.  1.12  n.),  and  there  are  no  lection  signs  or  abbreviations.  In  a  few 

places,  letters  on  the  line  are  crossed  out  and  letters  to  be  inserted  or  substituted  for 

those  on  the  line  are  added  above  (fr.  1.12, 13, 16;  fr.  2  i  3;  fr.  6.2),  in  all  cases  appar¬ 

ently  by  the  hand  responsible  for  the  main  text.  Iota  adscript  is  not  written,  et  for  T 

may  be  found  at  fr.  1.5,  and  01  for  v  at  fr.  1.14. 

Only  one  other  text  of  this  kind  has  appeared,  the  wrestling  instructions  in 

III  466,  of  which  a  new  edition  was  published  by  M.  Poliakoff,  Studies  in  the  Term¬ 

inology  of  the  Greek  Combat  Sports  (1982)  161-71,  cited  below  by  the  author’s  name.  For 
the  third  column,  omitted  by  Grenfell  and  Hunt  and  by  Poliakoff,  I  have  used  the 

photograph  at  http:/ /papyri.info/apis/columbia.apis.p356.  466  is  written  on  the 

front  of  a  roll  in  narrower  columns  and  in  a  more  formal  hand,  dated  to  the  second 

century  by  the  original  editors  and  to  the  first  by  Cavallo  (II  calamo  e  il  papiro  228). 

Sentences  are  separated  by  a  blank  space  together  with  a  stop,  and  the  paragra¬ 

phus  used  to  mark  off  a  new  section  is  not  forked,  but  as  in  the  present  text,  the 

new  section  begins  on  a  new  line  that  projects  slightly  to  the  left,  the  end  of  the 

preceding  line  being  left  blank. 

Both  texts  consist  of  a  series  of  instructions  addressed  alternately  to  each 

of  a  pair  of  fighters.  The  instructor  turns  from  one  fighter  to  the  other  with  the 

pronoun  cu,  only  used  at  the  beginning  of  each  sentence.  Where  the  instruction 

addressed  to  a  single  fighter  contains  two  or  more  verbs  in  the  imperative,  they 

are  joined  with  /cat.  An  exception  to  the  rule  that  each  sentence  begins  with  the 

pronoun  is  found  at  5204  fr.  2  ii  7,  but  since  that  is  the  beginning  of  a  section,  no 

ambiguity  results,  as  it  would  if  the  pronoun  were  to  be  omitted  in  the  middle  of 

a  sequence.  In  466,  each  paragraph  ends  with  7 rXegov;  the  same  form  is  also  used 

in  the  middle  of  a  paragraph  (26).  In  5204,  the  final  word  of  the  paragraph  that 

ends  at  fr.  2  ii  6  is  (-)jS]aAe.  466  contains  both  short  and  longer  sequences  (two  lines: 

19-20;  at  least  nine  lines:  iii  1-9  (+  the  foot  of  col.  ii?)).  The  length  of  the  sequences 

in  5204  cannot  be  determined,  since  there  are  no  blank  line-ends  in  fr.  1  and  the 

supplement  rrX[et;ov  (fr.  1.10),  even  if  correct,  is  no  certain  indication  of  the  end  of 

a  sequence.  The  apparent  reference  to  prizes  in  the  new  text  (fr.  1.5)  is  surprising.  It 

may  suggest  that  these  instructions  are  intended  for  use  in  the  training  of  prospec¬ 

tive  competitors.  Dr  Remijsen  prefers  to  see  the  text  as  a  set  of  directions  for  an 

exhibition  fight:  see  p.  196. 
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As  blows  are  mentioned  in  5204  (fr.  1.9,  11,  12),  the  sport  involved  will  not  be 

wrestling,  as  in  466,  but  probably  pankration:  for  the  ban  on  striking  in  wrestling, 

see  e.g.  Ambr.  Comm .  in  Fs.  36.55  (PL  XIV  993CD).  5204  fills  some  of  the  gaps  in 

our  knowledge  of  the  relevant  technical  terminology,  for  which  it  is  now  one  of 

the  largest  preserved  sources.  But  its  value  for  the  study  of  the  sport  is  less  than  it 

might  have  been.  No  line  is  preserved  to  its  full  length,  and  although  the  column 

is  unlikely  to  have  been  significantly  wider  than  fr.  1  as  it  now  stands,  it  is  often 

impossible  to  see  how  a  particular  instruction  relates  to  those  that  precede  and  fol¬ 
low.  Where  the  precise  force  of  a  term  is  unclear,  the  context  is  generally  of  little 

assistance,  and  much  remains  obscure  even  where  the  text  itself  is  not  in  doubt. 

In  the  transcription,  v  indicates  a  blank  space. 

Fr.  1 

] . «.[ 

*]f  !/??<•  v  ci  CX.[ ajvacTra  xei[p]a.  V  c[^ ]?[..].[  . [ 

5  ]8  a0Aa_[  ]yo, .  [.  i]rridec  to  cct.  [ 

]  ^u-a. ...[].[]  c ....  v  c v  TTpofiaXcbv  evKpypoy  Kal  vapeic  m  [ 

r]iva£c>v.  v  cv  /caracr.  A.  _  Kal  _  _  dov  Kal  ra»  ttoSI  avrifia  to  yoy[v 

]  Kal  cvvdov.  v  cv  Trj  apicrepa  VTjofioXfj  Treptcocai.  v  cv  vv^a\c\  €ttl[ 

]  _  yjcov.  v  cv  a vaKadov.  v  cv  Kopac  8t[a]cupov.  v  [c]t>  7 tA.  _  _ ov . [ 

10  ]  ayKcbva  Kal  to>  yoyart  vrro  rrjv  Xayova  Karacr  peppy.  v  cv  tt-A[ 

[  ]  Kopac  81  acvpov.  v  cv  apeXov  Sa ktvXov.  \  cv  Kaprrov  xa[ 

c ]i>  npofiaXe.  v  cv  _  []ap.evoc  Kppov  [/cat]  a-nopepe  pa[ 

]  yepoc  crpepov  Kal  /xera/SaAop.  v-nnov  fiaXe  _  .a  p 

] .  .v°L£[.]vaV? .  .  .e.  .  [a]  yKcbva.  v  cv  ev8ovc 
is  ]v  Kal  [  ]e  ayKwva. v  cv  aj'|Y]iJ8a  /c[ 

]acKa0[.].  a7[o]TrAef[ov].  v  cu  aTro^[e]pf  .[ 

]  cv  ava.KaO[ov 

].«[ ].□.<>«[  ]...*<[ 

»  ]...»[ 

6  1.  eyKpvtpG 
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c]x«. ..[ 

]. ].rf . [ 

]...« 

]v.  v  cv  avacTra  [xcipa 

r. 
[  c]rpci/io[v.]vcir  Su.  .[ 

] »  [  ].v.[..]S..Xf[]..[ 

]v  TrepiXafie /rjaAe.  [][  ]  [ 

]  _  ov  TrepiXafie 

86c  7TCLp€p,fio\r)V  t  [ 

[  ]  ot)  fACTaKadicoy  [ 

]..« 

[  I\tt6.vc 0  [  ! 

,o  [c]iVf«r..[ 

Fr.  4 

Fr.  5 

].[ 
].[  -Veil 

c]u  cxacac  [ 
] .  ve .  [  stripped 

TV  «»[ ] .  ai .  [  stripped 

]  TrXevpav  [ 

.[ 

]..™  i[ 
]...[ 

].[ ]v.[ 

Fr.  7 

]..¥.[ ].[ 

].[..]..[ 

]  cv  mpi[ ]. .  ..[.M 

=  ].[ 

Fr.  i 

\  . .  hand.  You, . . .  stretch  up  (?)...  hand.  You, .  . .  hand  . .  .  prize  (?)...  lay  on  the  . . .  You, 

stretching  out  (your  hands),  envelop  (?),  and  . .  .  shake.  You, . .  .  and  .  . .  and  set  your  foot  against  his 

foot  (?),  his  knee  (?)...  and  join.  You,  with  your  left  (hand),  with  an  underhook,  force  (him)  round. 

You,  poking  .  .  .  You,  sit  up.  You,  having  struck,  drag  him  along.  You, .  .  .  elbow  and  with  your  knee 

under  his  flank  turn  him  over.  You, . . .  having  struck,  drag  him  along.  You,  take  hold  of  a  finger.  You, 

...  his  wrist . . .  You,  stretch  out  (your  hands).  You, . . .  strike.  You,  pull  away . . .  hand . . .  hand,  turn 
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(it?),  and  turn  around.  You  (?),  throw  him  on  his  back  . .  .  elbow.  You,  applying  (?)...  and  . .  .  elbow. 

You,  brace  . .  .  disentangle  yourself  (?).  You,  pull  away  .  . .  You,  sit  up  .  .  .  and  .  .  .’ 

Fr.  2  col.  i 

'.  .  .  grab  . .  .  grab  . .  .’ 

*. .  .  let  go  (?)...  You,  stretch  up  (?)  (. .  .  hand) .  . .  turn.  You, . .  .  throw. 

‘Give  a  leg  hook  . .  .  shift  your  position  .  .  .  above  . .  .  You,  grasp  .  .  .’ 

Fr.  3 

‘.  . .  You,  letting  go  . .  .  away  with  your  left  hand  .  . .  rib  .  .  .  You,  . .  .  You, .  . .’ 

Fr.  1 

a  cXa[c-?  C£  fr.  2  ii  i,  fr.  3.3. 

3  a\ydcna\  cf.  fr.  2  ii  3;  Luc.  Asm.  10;  Poliakoff  in.  At  Ar.  PL  691  ttjv  yef/m  ir&Xiv  aveciracev 

means  ‘pulled  back  her  hand’,  and  that  may  be  the  sense  in  this  text.  But  both  here  and  in  the  similar 
expression  anofepe  x€Va[  (I2)>  the  hand  in  question  probably  belongs  not  to  the  fighter  addressed  but 
to  his  opponent:  cf.  n,  where  86.ktvXov  and  xapniv  clearly  do  belong  to  the  opponent. 

5  ]S  _  adXa:  Dr  Chang  suggests  8’  enaBXa. 

]yo '  m  [:  possibly  some  form  of  yovv. to  c«,[:  perhaps  to  ceifx,[ov  777c  xetpoc,  with  ei  for  t.  Cf.  LSJ  s.v.  ci/xoc  II. 2;  Gal.  De  motu  muse. 

1.6  (iv  395  K.,  13.25-7  Rosa)  ei  8’  ekaeTOC  toiv  8o.ktuXcov  vito  tojv  ivroc  tcvovtwv  Kap.<f>0elr),  to  cyijp-o. 

cvpcrrav  TTjc  X€LP°C  yevon'  (aw)  /xaAtcra  toic  iv  tray k par la>  TTporeraKociv  avrrjv  o/xoiov. 
6  irpofiaXdjv:  cf.  iq.  So  in  466  2,  irpofiaXe  will  probably  have  had  no  expressed  object.  Cf.  e.g. 

IG  VII  2470  (Ebert,  Griechische  Epigramme  auf  Sieger  56,  of  about  300  bc)  3  wpo/JoAdc;  Poliakoff  167. 

irapeic-  rather  than  napeic?  Luc.  Asin.  9  irapeiceXOiuv,  of  sexual  penetration,  may  be  relevant  if 
the  choice  of  verb  was  influenced  by  the  terminology  of  combat  sports. 

7  r]iVa|o v\  cf.  Luc.  Asin.  10  rii'd^ac  61-eia.v. 
KcnacT  X  _ :  perhaps  KaracTaXOt,  for  koto. craA^dt.  The  form  is  attested  at  Acta  Phil.  5.10  (A), 

corresponding  to  KaTacTeiXov  .  .  .  ceavrr/v  (V). 

9ov:  perhaps  cyvdov ,  as  in  8. 
avri 'fia:  cf.  15;  466  31  dvn/3a[c  (Cazzaniga). 

8  cvvdov-.  perhaps  equivalent  to  the  passive  of  cujx-nXiKOJ.  Cf.  on  7. 

vrjofLoXfi :  cf.  466  21-2;  Poliakoff  169-70. 
TTcpiiocai:  cf.  466  iii  1-2  8e]£t<?  o7rcwcat.  (-)a> 0ea>  is  commonly  used  of  pushing  in  wrestling 

(Poliakoff  1 13). 

vd£a[c] :  cf.  14  n.;  Luc.  Asin.  9  vvcce,  which  was  taken  as  a  military  metaphor  by  Poliakoff 

g  7r]ot7jcov?  The  verb  is  unsurprisingly  used  of  executing  a  wrestling  move  (Poliakoff  118). 
avaKadov:  cf.  17. 

Kopac  Stfdjcvpou:  cf.  11.  8iacvpw  is  well  attested  but  apparently  not  hitherto  as  a  technical  term 

of  combat  sport.  The  sense  may  be  ‘drag  along’,  as  in  Acta  Andr.  et  Mt.  25,  26. 
7tA_  ok:  perhaps  vXaryypv  (suggested  by  Professor  Parsons),  but  y  is  not  easy  to  accept,  as  the 

trace  suggests  the  base  of  a  circle; 
10  wA[4fo.? 

11  Kotpac  Siacvpov:  cf.  9  n.  Before  it,  ] c [ £>] ? 

wM-, ««[«-? 
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12  irpofiaXe:  cf.  6  n. 
[  ]  a ftevoc.  The  initial  letter  is  perhaps  likeliest  to  be  a  or  a.;  the  next  may  be  a.  Perhaps 

oAA  [a]  ^fxevoc. 
cy  above  the  line  is  presumably  intended  to  replace  the  deleted  /ecu  on  the  line,  and  in  this  posi¬ 

tion,  between  two  imperatives,  only  cv  is  possible,  but  it  does  not  account  for  the  first  trace  (perhaps 

the  top  of  an  upright  with  a  short  stroke  extending  to  the  right).  It  may  be  intended  as  a  mark  of 

punctuation,  to  replace  the  blank  space  that  regularly  precedes  cv  on  the  line. 

X€ipa[:  probably  the  opponent’s  hand.  Cf.  3  n. 
13  fxerafiaXoy:  cf  466  6,  26  (Poliakoff  167). 

1  take  the  supralinear  traces  to  represent  cy,  which  could  easily  have  dropped  out  after  on  if  the 

exemplar  had  little  or  no  blank  space  at  this  point.  But  the  second  trace,  apparently  a  short  upright 

touching  the  tail  of  1 ft  in  the  line  above,  does  not  suggest  y. 

14  ]  j/pi£[  Jv.  ]  avoi£[o]v  is  a  possible  reading.  But  in  the  vicinity  of  forms  of  ayKuiv,  it  is 

tempting  to  recognize  vvi-ov,  with  the  familiar  substitution  of  01  for  v,  though  the  correct  spelling  is 
used  at  8. 

ayt<  . . e. .  [.  Adapting  a  suggestion  of  Dr  Chang’s,  one  may  consider  reading  ayiccoyi  err’;  Dr 
Chang  notes  that  the  same  phrase  may  be  used  again  in  the  next  line  (after  /mi).  For  the  preposition, 

cf.  perhaps  8  vv|a[c] 

15  ....[.  ]e .  oyKoiva'.  cf.  14  n.  If  ay  k<*>[vl]  iir ’  ayxi ova,  the  preceding  imperative  will  no  doubt 
have  been  vv£ov  however  spelt,  as  apparently  in  14  (see  n.),  and  ]y  at  the  start  of  the  line  may  be  its 
final  letter. 

c£  7- 

16  <W[o]yAe£ai.  Apparendy  not  used  elsewhere  of  a  competitor  in  combat  sport,  but  irXeiceiv 

and  its  compounds  are  familiar  in  this  context  (Poliakoff  75-87).  The  corruption  (active  for  middle) 
may  have  been  caused  by  the  frequent  occurrence  of  ir\i(ov  in  this  category  of  text.  Before  it,  Kad[o]y 

would  fit.  It  would  produce  asyndeton,  but  a  cv  originally  lost  after  ov  may  have  been  added  above 

the  line;  cf.  12  n.,  13  n. 

17  avaKad[ov:  cf.  g. 

Fr.  2  col.  i 

5,  6  TrepiXafie:  cf.  Poliakoff  124. 

col.  ii 

3  avac-rra  [x«pa:  cf.  fr.  1.3.  The  extension  of  the  tail  of  the  final  A  implies  word-end. 

4  Su.  [:  ‘dive’  or  ‘two’?  The  final  traces  do  not  much  help  to  narrow  down  the  possibilities. 
5  80c  xe[p]-?  Again  the  final  traces  are  unhelpful. 
7  The  initial  8  is  enlarged.  The  beginnings  of  the  preceding  lines  are  lost  to  surface  damage, 

but  9-10  at  any  rate  appear  to  have  begun  on  an  alignment  further  to  the  right,  and  the  same  may  be 

conjectured  for  the  rest. 

TTapefj,^oXrjv:  cf.  Poliakoff  28-33. 
8  fj.eraKa9i.coy:  apparently  new  to  the  terminology  of  combat  sport. Fr.  3 

2  Possibly  y\ovv  [,  but  the  division  is  uncertain. 

4  rfj  ajpicrepq  arr[.  466  suggests  aTr[of3aXe  (24)  or  a7r[ajcai  (iii  2);  cf.  also  fr.  1.8  above.  Before, 

probably  cv. 

7  There  is  a  trace  on  the  edge  touching  the  back  of  c  where  a  blank  space  would  be  expected, 
but  the  articulation  seems  hard  to  avoid. 

Fr.4 

Column  foot  likely  but  not  confirmed  by  the  front. 

Fr.  6 
3  irep;[<uc<u,  irep![Aa06? 

Fr.  7 

4  fiWtKov? 
W.  B.  HENRY 
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39  5B.n9/E(5)a  8.5  a  11.5  cm  Fourth/fifth  century 

Plate  VIII 

This  piece  consists  of  remains  of  seventeen  lines  written  along  the  fibres  with 

a  thick  pen  in  an  irregular  but  practised  cursive  hand,  for  which  cf.  e.g.  P.  Cair. 

Preis.  2  and  3,  of  362;  E  Kaln  III  139,  of  387;  Bodl.  MS.  Gr.  class,  f  65  (P),  of  439 

(ed.  A.  Benaissa,  JJP38  (2008)  53-61,  with  a  photograph).  The  back  is  blank.  The 

left  margin  is  extant  to  c.t  cm;  the  right  margin  is  not  preserved,  and  it  may  be  con¬ 

jectured  on  the  basis  of  line  10  that  at  least  010  letters  have  been  lost  in  each  line  on 

that  side:  see  n.  It  is  not  clear  how  much  is  lost  at  the  top;  at  the  foot  there  is  blank 

papyrus  to  a  depth  of  0.5  cm,  presumably  the  lower  margin. 

The  text  consists  of  a  series  of  invocations  beginning  with  e£opKtt,w  ce,  ad¬ 

dressed  to  a  veKv&ai poiv  and  calling  upon  an  eclectic  list  of  higher  powers — Egyp¬ 

tian  gods  (9, 14-15),  four  or  more  Hebrew  angels  (10),  the  God  of  Gods  (13),  along 

with  a  series  of  wees  magicae  (8).  The  context  is  agonistic  and  equestrian,  as  is  shown 

by  the  reference  to  the  circus  faction  of  the  Blues  and  their  horses  (5);  the  horses 

themselves  (or  possibly  the  charioteers)  are  mentioned  by  name  (3,  6, 12).  The  spell 

is  an  aggressive  one,  intended  to  hold  a  rival  team  back  and  make  it  fall  (11,  16); 

the  operative  verb  naraiov  appears  in  5  and  17.  On  the  structure  of  the  team  (or 
teams)  in  question,  see  3  n. 

This  is  so  far  the  only  known  agonistic  defixio  preserved  on  papyrus.  Curses  of 

this  type  appear  on  tablets,  in  most  cases  made  of  lead,  found  at  fourteen  different 

places  in  the  Graeco-Roman  world,  now  collected  byj.  Tremel,  Magica  agonistica: 

Fluchtqfeln  im  antiken  Sport  (2004),  cited  below  as  Tremel,  A 'IA\  add  Corpus  Inscrip- 
tionum  Iudaeae/ Palaestinae  II  1679,  a  lead  curse  tablet  of  the  fourth/fifth  century 

found  in  the  eastern  hippodrome  of  Caesarea.  Twelve  lead  tablets  from  the  circus 

of  Antioch  are  being  edited  by  F.  Heintz  and  A.  Hollmann  (see  ZPE  H5  (2003) 

67—8);  note  also  SB  XXVI 16369,  an  ostracon  giving  a  curse  directed  against  the 

Green  faction.  5205  is  the  third  curse  related  to  a  sporting  competition  found  at 

Oxyrhynchus,  the  others  being  Suppl.  Mag.  53  (=  Tremel,  MA  10),  a  lead  tablet  of 
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the  third  century  directed  against  a  runner,  and  an  unpublished  lead  tablet  in  the 

Cologne  papyrus  collection  containing  a  curse  on  horses  (see  fPE  ioo  (1994)  332). 

Race  curses  can  be  traced  back  to  the  magical  handbook  PGM  III,  which 

gives  instructions  for  a  long  and  complex  ritual  involving  a  cat  (lines  1-164)  and  to 

be  used  for  different  purposes,  including  restraint  of  charioteers  in  a  race  (162-3 

kIltoxoc  r/ioXyoni  ev  dye on).  It  directs  the  reader  to  write  names  of  chariots  and 

charioteers  on  a  piece  of  papyrus  and  (probably)  to  draw  the  horses  (19-21);  see 

H.  D.  Betz,  The  Greek  Magical  Papyri  in  Translation  i2  (1992)  19  n.  6;  R.  Merkelbach, 

M.  Totti,  Abrasax  i  (iggo)  81-103,  esp.  102-3;  Tremel,  MA  pp.  51-2;  F.  Heintz, 

‘Circus  Curses  and  Their  Archaeological  Contexts’,  JRA  11  (1998)  337-42,  at  342; 
cf.  PGM  rv  2145-2240,  esp.  2215-17  with  Tremel,  MA  p.  54.  This  model  is  clearly 

reflected  in  an  applied  curse  against  the  Blue  faction  preserved  on  a  fourth-century 

(or  later)  tablet  from  Beirut  (Tremel,  MA  19),  entitled  Karogoc  mrrwv  kc  yvt(o)xaiv; 

see  D.  R.  Jordan,  ZPE  too  (1994)  325-35,  esp.  328. 

For  circus  games,  cf.  J.  Gager  (ed.),  Curse  Tablets  and  Binding  Spells  from  the  Ancient 

World  (1992),  esp.  pp.  42-77  on  ‘Competition  in  Theater  and  Circus’;  id.,  'Curse 

and  Competition  in  the  Ancient  Circus’,  in  H.  W.  Attridge  et  al.  (edd.),  Of  Scribes 

and  Scrolls  0990;  215-28;  Heintz,  loc.  cit.;  P  Lee-Stecum,  ‘Dangerous  Reputations: 

Charioteers  and  Magic  in  Fourth-Century  Rome’,  G&R  53  (2006)  224-34;  H. 

P.  D’Escurac,  ‘Magie  et  cirque  dans  la  Rome  antique’,  ByzF  12  (1987)  449-67.  See 
also  F.  Graf,  Magic  in  the  Ancient  World  (1997),  esp.  121, 155-8,  196. 

The  editors  wish  to  extend  their  heartfelt  thanks  to  the  following  scholars 

for  their  expert  and  collegial  assistance:  Dr  Robert  Daniel,  Dr  Revel  Coles,  Prof. 

Theodore  de  Bruyn,  Prof.  Jacques  van  der  Vliet,  Prof.  Mariella  Menchelli.  At  the 

final  stage  we  were  able  to  incorporate  valuable  readings  by  Dr  Henry  (WBH). 
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,  .9/31 . [ 

Capayrjvbe  PreXypjrv  llafhiojv  dtSy/re  NypuftKe  1 1  eXrj  CVpa/3[dc 

Kara  rdiv  aytajv  bvoptar wv  rare  emrerayfievoiv  cot  .  [ 

5  irarafov  rove  itt-ttovc  toiv  KaXXatvwv,  Karege  avrovc  iva  .  [ 

ITapDaiov  Nvptt/nKe  Crpafibc  17c  Ay  ■  fopKifo)  ce,  ve(c[iJ8aipor 

3  3a  . apap'  efopKilfoj  ce,  v€Ky[8aifaov 

Xarafi ac  axAa.  x“A/3a/3ac-  efopKtlw  ce  Kara  r .  [  Ka¬ 

ra  roil  Icynpov  "Qpov  apyechpcvcibov  tjipiyf-  effopKtlai  c[e 

to  raSpirjX  'PcufafX  MiyciyX  BovrjX,  arreXOe  etc  rov  1 .  [  iva  Ka- 
rafiaXrjc  nTOJjsarlcpc  Kai  brjcpc  rove  .  .  ,  .  [ 

HapOcuov  Atbvpe  Crpafibc  NvpcjnKC  JleXrj  (1  [ 

efopKt^ar  ce  Kara  rov  BeoG  rwv  Bewv  ev<f>  .  _  [ 

Ovctpamv  Ovcop  Mvevetv  Oijc[ 

is  [  ]  .  v  rov  Kvpiov  Ovcep . [ 

o.[ . ]  y  cvpov  TTrioptart .  . [ 

X.  .[ . ].  rrctrafov  auro.[ 

*. . .  Sarakenos  Belehmu  Parthaon  Didyme  Nymphike  Pele-  Strabos  ...  by  the  holy  names  that 

are  attached  to  you  . . .  smite  the  horses  of  the  Blues,  hold  them  back  so  that . . .  Parthaon  Nymphike 
Strabos  Pele-.  I  adjure  you,  spirit  of  the  dead,  by  ( voces  magicae).  I  adjure  you,  spirit  of  the  dead,  by 

(voces  magicae).  I  adjure  you  by  .  .  .  the  mighty  Horus  ( voces  magicae).  I  adjure  you  [.  .  .  by]  Gabriel, 

Raphael,  Michael,  Bouel,  go  off  to  the  (hippodrome?)  so  that  you  may  cast  down,  cause  to  fall,  and 

bind  the  . . .  Parthaon  Didyme  Strabos  Nymphike  Pele- ...  I  adjure  you  by  the  God  of  the  Gods  . . . 

Ousirapis  Ousor  Mnevis  Ous —  ...  of  the  Lord  Ouser —  .  .  .  drag,  cause  to  fall .  .  .  smite  . .  .’ 

No  line  is  complete  at  the  end.  If  the  supplement  suggested  in  io  n.  is  right,  the  final  lacuna 

there  contained  io  letters.  This  may  serve  as  a  guide,  but  a  very  approximate  guide,  given  the  irregu¬ 

larity  of  the  script  and  probably  of  the  original  right-hand  margin. 

3  Here  (starting  with  IJagOaioy)  and  in  lines  6  and  12  we  seem  to  have  lists  of  names.  The  same 

five  may  appear  in  3  and  12,  and  four  of  them  in  6  (with  the  fifth  perhaps  to  be  supplied  in  the  preced¬ 
ing  lacuna),  but  the  order  is  different  in  each  case.  They  may  be  the  names  of  a  team  of  lour  horses 
and  its  charioteer.  (Marta  Darder  Lisson,  De  nominibus  equorum  circensium:  Pars  occidentis  (1996),  provides 

a  useful  collection  of  hipponyms,  but  only  for  the  western  provinces.) 

The  grammar  of  such  lists  is  unpredictable.  In  several  tablets  of  the  2nd/3rd  cent.,  all  found 

in  Carthage  (Tremel,  MA  56.4-8,  23-9;  57.7—9,  22-6;  58.7-9,  21-4;  59.5-7?  22-5),  and  in  one  of 
the  5th/ 6th  cent,  found  at  Antioch  (Tremel,  MA  11.47-61),  lists  of  hipponyms  are  in  the  accusative, 
because  they  represent  the  object  of  the  verbs  of  aggression.  In  other  places,  however,  the  syntactic 

relation  has  been  ignored  and  the  lists  consist  of  names  in  the  nominative ;  see,  for  example,  Tremel, 

MA  19.21-30  and  90.21-8.  5205,  although  fragmentary,  seems  to  belong  to  the  second  group.  In 

Tremel,  MA  69.5-8,  a  list  of  five  accusatives — four  hipponyms  (i.e.  a  quadriga)  and  the  name  of  the 
charioteer — occurs  without  any  verb. 
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We  expect  quadrigae  on  the  assumption  that  a  faction  could  compete  in  a  race  with  two  or  three 

teams  of  four  horses  and  a  charioteer  each;  see  J.  H.  Humphrey,  Roman  Circuses  (1986)  136-8,  451-2. 

In  the  Beirut  tablet,  twenty-eight  horses  of  the  Blues  are  cursed,  perhaps  representing  an  entire  stable 

with  seven  teams  of  four  horses  each  and  four  charioteers  (see  gPE  100  (1994)  331-4;  Tremel,  MA 

pp.  70-73;  cf.  %PE  145  (2003)  78—9)-  A  similar  case  occurs  in  a  4th-century  tablet  from  Rome  (Tremel, 
MA  90)  containing  a  curse  against  the  Blues,  the  Reds,  and  an  unnamed  faction;  see  %PE  141  (2002) 

146- 7-  Tremel,  MA  45  (ii/m,  Hadrumetum;  bilingual  (Greek-Latin)),  four  hipponyms  represent¬ 
ing  a  quadriga  occur,  but  it  is  uncertain  whether  the  only  masculine  anthroponym  (apparently)  in  the 

text  represents  the  charioteer.  Furthermore,  it  is  unclear  whether  the  sequence  raxapxyv  represents 

another  hipponym  or  a  nickname  of  one  of  the  previously  mentioned  horses  or  should  be  taken  as 
a  vox  magica. 

A  further  question  concerns  the  ratio  of  sexes  within  the  teams,  if  indeed  there  were  mixed 

teams.  Of  the  names  read  with  reasonable  certainty,  two  belong  to  mares  ( Nvp4lKV ,  At8vpy).  Cer¬ 

tainly  mares  raced.  Darder  Lissbn  lists  Gemmula,  Gioriosa,  Harpe,  Margarita,  Melissa,  Oluoupevy, 

’OXvfimoviic/f,  Puerina,  Romula.  There  are  mythological  precedents:  AlByj,  the  mare  belonging  to 
Agamemnon  and  used  by  Menelaus  for  the  race  at  the  funeral  games  in  honour  of  Patroclus  (II. 

23-295>  4°9>  525)j  'Epi<f>a  and  Ilapdevia,  the  two  mares  buried  together  with  their  owner  Marmax, 
the  first  suitor  of  Hippodamia  (Paus.  6.21.7);  Pbolog,  Iris,  and  Thoe,  the  three  mares  of  Admetus  that 

participated  in  the  games  in  honour  of  Opheltes  (Stat.  Theb.  6.332-9,  461-2). 

Capayrjvoc,  1.  Capaxyvoc  (read  by  Dr  Gonis):  y  apparently  corrected  from  t.  This  ethnic,  re¬ 

ferring  to  the  late  antique  nomadic  Arabs  of  the  Eastern  Desert,  occurs  in  papyri  from  the  fourth 

century  onwards.  For  the  Saracens,  see  T.  Power  in  H.  Barnard,  K.  Duistermaat  (edd.),  The  History  of 

die  Peoples  of  the  Eastern  Desert  (2012)  282-97.  P.  Mayerson,  ̂ PE  79  (1989)  284,  notes  that  Saracens  are 

mentioned  together  with  Blemmyes  (see  next  n.)  in  the  petition  P.  Cair.  Masp.  I  67009  (c.567-70)  and 

in  a  poem  of  Dioscorus  of  Aphrodito,  P.  Aphrod.  Lit.  IV  10.23;  cf.  also  the  homily  P  Lond.  Copt. 

I  280.11,  and  for  further  passages  seej.  Desanges  in  T.  Fahd  (ed .),.LArabie  preislamique  etson  emiirome- 

ment  historique  et  culturel  (1989)  428  =  Toujours  Afrique  apporte fait  nouveau.  (1999)  336  (we  owe  the  reference 

to  Prof.  J.-L.  Fournet).  Here  it  could  be  taken  as  a  hipponym  of  the  type  that  indicates  ethnic  origin, 

for  which  see  Darder  Lissbn  39;  JflPE  145  (2003)  78-80;  Tremel,  MA  pp.  61-2.  Otherwise,  perhaps  the 
spirit  is  to  attack  like  one  of  the  Saracens  or  Blemmyes. 

BeXzpov.  Coptic  BA2MOY  (singular),  corresponding  to  the  Greek  BXep(p)vec  (plural).  Cf.  SB 

XX  14705.14  to(ttoc)  Ihaz  Be\z  [  .  .  ]$u,  dubiously  associated  with  Aphrodito,  where  Dr  Gonis 

tentatively  suggests  BeXz[p ]ov  (cf.  SB  XX  14669.205  r6n(ov)  rwv  BXeppiwv).  The  Blemmyes  were 

depicted,  especially  in  Coptic  monastic  literature,  as  demonic  entities:  cf.  W.  E.  Crum,  A  Coptic  Diction¬ 

ary  38;  L.  TorOk,  Between  Two  Worlds:  The  Frontier  Region  Between  Ancient  Nubia  and  Egypt 3700  BC-500  AD 

(2009)  470-72,  522-8;  J.  H.  F.  Dijkstra,  Philae  and  the  End  of  Ancient  Egyptian  Religion  (2008)  153-70;  id. 
in  Barnard  and  Duistermaat  (edd.),  op.  cit.,  239-47. 

IlapOawv.  While  the  (mythological)  name  is  not  clear  in  this  line,  it  can  be  read  with  some 
confidence  on  the  strength  of  lines  6  and  12. 

Ai8ype  WBH.  The  last  letter  is  uncertain:  rather  a?  Cf.  12. 

Nyptjnxe,  I.  NvfipLxrj.  The  name  recurs  in  lines  6  and  12,  which  confirm  the  reading  here.  The 

masculine  NvpcjstKoc  appears  as  a  hipponym  in  Tremel,  MA  19.22. 

IleXy,  WBH,  who  recognizes  the  same  name  at  6  and  12.  The  word  may  be  Coptic;  the  last 

trace  is  compatible  with  kyima.  Cf.  Crum,  Coptic  Dictionary  261,  who  records  neAH6  (Achmimic; 

Sahidic  neAHK),  ‘meaning  unknown,  epithet  of  Antichrist,  ?thin';  W.  Westendorf,  Koptisches  Hand- 
worterbuck  147,  has  ‘schmahendes  Beiwort:  alt?  zprlumpt ?’. 

CjpqS[6c  WBH,  cf.  6, 12. 
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At  line-end  supply  ce,  ‘I  adjure  you’,  as  in  lines  6,  7,  8,  9,  13. 

4  xara  rcov  ayiwv  dvoparov.  For  this  expression  see  PGM  IV  979,  2033—4,  V  76-7,  Suppl. 

Mag.  98  no.  6.1-2. 
Ttov  imrerayfievtov  cot  WBH;  cf.  PGM  III  39-40  xarh  [r]d>v  imKeipevwv  cot  6vo\parwv. 

5  naragov.  For  the  verb  see  Suppl.  Mag.  nos.  59-60  (hexameters),  61.  These  all  come  from 
a  Christian  context;  in  the  LXX  -naracceiv  serves  as  an  almost  technical  term  for  divine  intervention; 
see  G.  Bjorck,  DerFluch  des  Christen  Sabinus  (1938)  19  f. 

KaXXaivcov  refers  to  the  circus  faction  of  the  Blues;  references  to  the  Veneti  from  Oxyrhynchus 

are  later,  but  the  two  terms  for  the  Blues  seem  to  co-exist  in  Hermopolis.  Among  the  parallels  in  pa¬ 

pyri,  note  especially  P  Cair.  Isid.  58.14  (Arsin.,  315),  the  earliest  surviving  reference  to  a  Colour  (and 
instance  of  the  word)  in  Egypt,  and  CPR  VI  63.1  (Hermop.,  early  rv),  perhaps  the  earliest  example 

from  the  chora\  see  further  Remijsen,  pp.  205-6.  For  the  Blue  faction  in  Egypt,  see  especially  J.  Gascou, 

CE  58  (1983)  226-8  (227  with  n.  2  on  Oxyrhynchus),  and  F.  Mitthof,  CPR  XXIII  33.3-4  n.;  cf.  also 
A.  Cameron,  Circus  Factions  (1976)  148, 199;  Humphrey,  Roman  Circuses  517-18;  LXXVII  5120  3  n. 

Karex e:  cf.  Tremel,  MA  8,  86;  p.  150  above. 

iva  [  WBH,  who  supplies  tv  a  p[rj  (e.g.  Svvacdwciv  rpexeiv );  cf.  e.g.  Tremel,  MA  53.18!!.,  43I! 
6  CrpafSoc  WBH;  c£  3, 12. 

iljopKi(a)  ce,  vex[v8aipov.  Cf.  7.  For  the  invocation  of  a  ghost  of  a  dead  man,  see  Tremel,  MA 

53.1,  54.1,  56.1,  58.1,  59.1,  61.1  (all  of  the  2nd/ 3rd  cent.,  from  Carthage);  PGM  IV  396-7,  2031-2, 
2061;  XVI 1, 9, 17-18, 26, 33, 43, 53-4,  61,  68;  Suppl.  Mag.  39.1;  46.14-15;  47.11-12, 14;  49.28,  32-3; 

49  back  52-3;  51.2;  57.1;  cf.  above  3  n.  Except  in  Suppl.  Mag.  47,  which  has  the  address  vexvSaipov 

Avrivoe,  the  ‘spirit  of  the  dead’  carries  no  name  and  no  epithet.  Thus  we  may  assume  that  after 

v€K[v8atpov  a  phrase  of  the  type  Kara  rov  +  voces  magicae  occurred,  as  in  PGM  XVI  1-3,  26-8,  33-4, 

43-6,  and  53-5.  A  similar  reconstruction  can  be  proposed  for  lines  7  and  8. 

8  xaTaPac  xaA/3a/3ac:  voces  magicae. 
xaraj Sac:  not  Karafiac.  The  extended  top  of  the  sigma  perhaps  suggests  word-end. 

ayXa_ :  possibly  axAaA,  as  at  Suppl.  Mag.  45.40  (one  of  the  Seven  Thrones). 

8

-

 

9

 

 

If  the  supplement  proposed  for  line  10  is  right,  we  have  space  after  Kara  rp[v  or  ru>[v  (8) 

for  another  
divinity.  

Alternatively,  
9  rarov  could  be  taken  as  the  end  of  a  superlative,  

e.g.  Kara  ro[u 
Kaprepw]  

\rarov,  
but  we  have  not  found  exact  parallels  

for  such  a  double  
epithet. 

9  rov  lcxopov‘Qpov:  cf.  PGM  IV  987-8  emKaXovpai  ce,  rov  peyicrov  deov,  \  Swacryv TQpov 
ApnoKparyv'y  2031-4  i^opKt^o)  ce,  ve\Kv8aipov,  Kara  rov  Icxvpov  xal  d.7rapai\ryT0V  deov  xai  /card 
tco v  ayicov  avrov  \  ovopariov. 

apxe(f>peveijjov  tf>piy£\  cf.  PGM  XXXVI  317-18  e'yw  elpPQpoc  d  peyac  \  apyeppeve^ov  <f>iptyx, 
IV  505-6  avxpc\4>pcvecovtfipiyx,  XII  347  avyepe^pevepoupiptyx,  XIII  987  ppiytj. 

9

-

 

1

0

 

 
If  the  supplement  proposed  for  line  10  is  right,  we  have  space  for  c.io  letters  after  9  c[e. 

Two  possibilities:  

(i)  vexuSai 
pov  Kara  

(too  long?);  
(ii)  Kara  

Covptr/X  
(or  some  

other  
angelic  

name). 
10  TaPpiyX  ’Papar/X  MiyarjX  BovrjX  (T.  WBH).  For  similar  chains  of  angels  see  SB  XXVI 

16369.5-6,  PGM  XXXVI  171-6;  P  21.14-16,  33-5.  Another  name  or  names  may  have  preceded  at the  end  of  line  9. 

1  [:  WBH  reads  tw[  and  supplies  wr[iri/cdi»,  ‘hippodrome’  (5120  3  n.).  Cf.  CUP  II  1679.14  n. 

11  xal  8-qcrjc  roue  [  WBH,  who  comments  !S  overlaps  the  at  ligature.  It  is  not  clear  what 
follows  roue:  apparently  not  lttttovc. 

12  AtBvpe,  1.  AiSvprj  (read  by  Prof.  Bastianini).  As  in  3,  the  last  letter  is  uncertain  (perhaps  a). 

A  i8vpr)  occurs  commonly  as  a  personal  name,  but  not  hitherto  as  a  hipponym. 

Crpafloc.  Cf.  3,  6.  crpafioc ,  ‘squinting’,  is  not  attested  as  a  name,  although  it  is  the  root  of 

Crpaficov. 
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13  tow  8eov  tojv  8eaiv:  cf.  PGM  IV  1146-7  and  LXII  24. 

.  [:  iv4>o{3o[v?  For  the  adjective  see  PGM  IV  359;  in  PGM  XU  54,  XEH  873,  Suppl.  Mag. 

46.13, 14,  48J.15, 49.31,  32,  it  means  ‘terrified’. 
14  Ovctpairw.  Gf.  Clem.  Alex.  Prot.  4.48.6;  Cyr.  Alex.  Juln.  1.16.12.  On  the  spelling  in  Ov-  see 

Suppl.  Mag.  44.8-9  n. 

Ovcop  Mvevetv  Owc[  WBH;  cf.  PGM  VII 445,  XIXa.6.  Ovcipi  Am  and  Ovcipi  Mve  <Ppt  appear 

together  in  various  forms  on  the  ‘Sethian’  tablets,  e.g.  Tab.  Defix.  Aud.  155  A.  1-5,  25-6;  163.3-5  (= 

Tremel,  MA  74.3-5);  cf.  Audollent’s  index,  p.  467. 
15  row  Kvpiov  Ovccp . [.  Kvpioc  is  used  generally,  especially  in  Syria  and  Egypt,  to  express 

the  relation  of  a  god  (e.g.  Sun,  Moon,  etc.)  to  his  worshippers;  see  C.  Bonner,  Studies  in  Magical  Amulets 

(1950)  172.  So  Suppl.  Mag.  93.3  T<p  k(u/h)<w  8e<h  ’Oc/[pt3c. 
16  cvpov:  cf.  e.g.  Tremel,  MA  17.12, 18.7. 

17  x. . :  perhaps  *aA[,  cf.  8  x<xA#aj3a c. 

] . :  the  traces,  including  a  long  high  bar  on  the  right,  resemble  those  of  the  final  letter  of  TlcX-q 

(3  *4 
avro  _  [:  amove  expected,  but  the  trace  after  o  looks  more  like  iota. 

H.  AMIRAV  /  G.  BEVAN  /  D.  COLOMO 
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5206.  Petition? 

88/  199(b)  7.3  x10  cm  233/4 

Very  little  sense  can  be  made  of  this  fragmentary  text,  but  it  certainly  refers 

to  games  and  explicitly  to  an  ephebic  contest  (n).  From  the  imperial  titles  in  12-13 
it  can  be  seen  that  about  half  or  more  of  each  line  has  been  lost  on  the  right.  The 

line-beginnings  are  preserved  in  6ff.,  but  how  much  has  been  lost  at  the  top  is 

wholly  uncertain.  The  text  is  probably  complete  at  the  foot;  see  14  n. 

a£iai  in  7  suggests  that  the  document  is  a  petition  or  request  made  by  a  single 

individual,  but  we  know  nothing  about  him  or  to  whom  the  request  was  addressed. 

If  we  read  [i5]|/r«r  in  9-10,  the  addressees  were  plural.  If  av-rov  is  right  in  5  or  7,  the 

person  who  makes  the  request  seems  to  do  so  on  behalf  of  a  third  person. 

Ephebic  games  must  have  taken  place  in  all  distinguished  Greek  cites,  since  all 

such  cities  will  have  had  an  ephebate.  For  a  list  of  cities  for  which  ephebic  games 

are  attested  see  Nigel  M.  Kennel],  Ephebeia:  A  Register  of  Greek  Cities  with  Citizen 

Training  Systems  (Nikephoros  Beihefte  12;  2006).  For  Egypt  he  has  entries  for  some  16 

places,  including  Antinoopolis  and  Oxyrhynchus.  The  present  document  might 
most  naturally  be  thought  to  refer  to  Oxyrhynchus,  but  in  view  of  Avrivoev ay  (3), 

Antinoopolis  must  also  be  a  possibility.  For  Antinoopolis  see  SB  IV  7427,  V  7605,  X 

10493,  PSI  HI  199,  SEG  XXXIV  1552;  for  Oxyrhynchus  see  1 42,  IV  705  i-ii,  IX 
1202,  XVII  2110,  2127,  XLVI  3297,  LXV  4491,  SB  X  10493.  There  are  useful 

articles  on  the  ephebate  in  these  two  cities  by  K.  Rigsby,  CE  52  (1977)  147— 55>  anfl 

GRBS  19  (1978)  239-49.  For  a  general  study  of  the  ephebate  in  Roman  Egypt  see 

B.  Legras,  Moth :  recherches  sur  lesjemes  Grecs  dans  I’Egypte  ptolemaique  et  rermaine  (1999) 

181-251  (239-51  on  Oxyrhynchus). 

•  c-9  ]..[  c-20 
c.8  ]ymT.[  018 

C.4  ]  t  AvTlVO€VCtv[ 
c.  16 ]y  aycova  koll  _  [ 

c.18 
]  adrjvai  auTo[v 

c.17 

T.  [.]  1 4 
c.18 

a£u 0  ayrov  S^Af 

c.17 

Kal  [  ]ac  i'c[  ] . 
i  C.  12 

ejm  ayadoic  reA[  J .  .  .  .  [ C.  12 

pi€ tv  TO)  TTpOeX7)Xv6[6Tt 

c.15 
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iffrrjfiiKov  aycova  (vac.)  _  [  c.  15 

(erov c)]  ty  AvTOKpa[ro]fi[oc  Kaicapoc  MapKov 

A[vp]r}Xlov  Ceoyrjpo[v  AXegavSpov  Evcefiovc 

2  [  or  ayad[t  though  the  latter  seems  less  likely. 

3-4  Avtivo€vciv[.  If  the  document  is  a  petition,  it  is  not  impossible  that  this  is  part  of  the 
description  of  the  addressees,  though  there  is  clearly  insufficient  room  to  supply  irapa,  name  +  patro¬ 

nymic/  title  after  it.  One  could  envisage  rote  Sioikovo.  |  to\v  ayu>ya.  If  the  name  of  the  person  mak¬ 

ing  the  request  preceded,  he  would  presumably  be  their  superior,  perhaps  an  official;  but  a  superior 

would  hardly  have  said  a£ia>.  Line  11  suggests  [tov  e\^/3t|*o>  aywva,  but  there  is  insufficient  room  for 

this  if  we  supply  rote  Sioikovci.  Alternatively,  the  papyrus  may  have  had  [tov  twv  i<f>r/ \fico]v  &yu>va, 

as  in  1202  7;  and  there  are  other  possibilities  ending  -iov:  cf.  e.g.  P  Genova  III  107,  which  has  lirirecov 

ay&va  and  then  Kal  aywvi£op.kvov.  Alpha  is  possible  after  /cat,  but  phi  may  also  be  considered. 

5  . .  ]adfjvai.  1202  10  has  npodeivai  but  jrpo  is  impossible  here. 

aM[v.  avro[vc  is  of  course  also  possible,  but  ainoi[{v)  is  much  less  likely.  If  we  have  a  petition, 

one  thinks  of  Karacradrjvai  amov/  amove  rrpoc  ce,  though  one  would  expect  this  to  come  towards  the 
end  of  a  petition,  and  certainly  after 

6  viaiv  gives  good  sense  with  reference  to  ephebes,  but  we  prefer  the  reading  yoveaiv  despite 

the  space  between  yp  and  ww,  This  would  make  it  attractive  to  read  the  common  expression 

apporepiov  yovkoov  prjTponoXiToov,  but  it  is  not  at  all  easy  to  read  ap.<f>o\Tepiov;  tu>[v]  or  au]|r<y[v] 
would  be  easier.  The  obvious  alternative  to  p.[rjTpoTro\iTwv  is  n*[ou. 

7  ayrov  is  a  good  reading;  then  8t}X[  rather  than  8rifj,[.  If  we  read  t8v  8ij/x[ociov,  there  is  no 

obvious  way  to  read  the  two  letters  before  this;  cc  is  hardly  possible.  8rjp[ociq.  ‘publicly’  is  attractive. 

If  we  read  8r/X[,  some  form  of  8r)X6a>  might  be  the  solution.' This  might  fit  better  if  we  do  not  have 
a  request,  although  the  date  ought  to  indicate  that  it  is  not  a  private  letter.  On  the  other  hand  it  is 
unusual,  though  not  unparalleled,  for  a  petition  to  have  a  date  like  this  at  the  end. 

8  a[yd>v\ae  seems  likely.  After  that,  we  have  considered  reading  icfoAjy/xw/oyfc  (cf.  e.g.  SPP  V 

70.3-4)  but  the  plural  would  be  unparalleled  and  the  spacing  is  too  tight.  The  alternative  would  be 
ic[eA]acTfKpy[c,  which  would  produce  a  common  expression,  but  we  would  have  to  reckon  with  an 

iotacism  in  a  dubious  context.  At  the  end  of  the  line  there  might  have  stood  a  reference  to  the  city 
where  the  contest  took  place. 

9  <?]7ri  ayadoi c.  The  phrase  elsewhere  in  papyri  is  normally  iv’  ayadoic;  the  only  exception  we 
have  noted  from  Egypt  is  in  the  inscription  I.  Delta  419. 13.8-9  dvetf^Kct  cirl  ayadoic.  The  reading  after 

ayaOotc  is  far  from  certain,  but  rcX\e\cQey\rac,  going  with  a[yd)v\ac  in  8,  could  make  good  sense; 

perhaps  games  took  place  in  the  preceding  year  (10).  At  the  end  of  the  line  and  the  beginning  of  the 

next,  perhaps  Trap ’  v\p.elv  (cf.  introd.)?  (^]p.elv  is  of  course  equally  possible). 
10  7TpocXijXv6[6Ti  8a)8eKaTcp  erei  tov  would  neatly  fill  the  loss  in  this  line,  but  a  figure  for  the 

year  is  at  least  as  likely,  and  the  article  could  have  stood  in  the  previous  line  instead. 

n  If  we  have  a  petition,  the  final  trace  would  most  naturally  be  taken  as  the  top  corner  of  delta 
for  3[i€yTilX€t. 

H  ]...[:  negligible  traces.  Emvyovc  Cefiacrov  month,  day  may  have  stood  in  this  line,  in  which 
case  there  need  not  have  been  a  further  line  below  it. 

R.-L.  CHANG  /  N.  GONIS  /  J.  D.  THOMAS 
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5207.  Receipts 

A.  394  6/2A  23  x  14  cm  Third  century 

The  upper  parts  of  two  receipts  in  the  same  hand,  each  taking  up  a  column, 

with  an  intercolumnium  about  2.5  cm  wide.  Although  many  of  the  details  cannot 

be  recovered,  what  remains  is  of  interest:  both  receipts  are  issued  by  Marcus  Aure¬ 

lius  Plutarchus,  twice  victor  in  the  periodos  in  boxing,  no  doubt  identical  to  the  boxer 

of  this  name  mentioned  by  Philostratus ;  see  below,  i  1-6  n.  The  two  texts  share  the 

same  opening,  but  the  preserved  lower  parts  do  not  seem  to  tally;  see  i  11-13  n.  To 

judge  by  ayw\[voc  (i  12-13)  and  t[cu]v  yy[p.vLKtov  (ii  11),  both  receipts  may  be  con¬ 
cerned  with  preparations  for  games  in  the  care  of  Plutarchus,  who  was  appointed 

as  life-long  xystarch  (i  4  =  ii  4)  responsible  for  the  agonistic  events,  as  it  seems,  in 

Egypt.  The  host  town  was  not  necessarily  Oxyrhynchus,  though  this  would  be  an 

obvious  guess. 

The  receipts  may  be  dated  to  the  first  half  of  the  third  century;  the  back  con¬ 

tains,  upside  down  in  relation  to  the  text  on  the  front  and  against  the  fibres,  a  badly 

damaged  account  of  grain  written  in  a  third-century  hand.  To  judge  from  the 

prevalence  of  Marci  Aurelii  in  the  texts,  the  date  ought  to  be  after  212 ;  the  Olympic 

victory  of  Plutarchus,  conjecturally  placed  in  205  by  L.  Moretti,  Olympionikai  (1959) 

170,  must  have  preceded  by  some  years  his  retirement,  upon  which  he  was  granted 

the  office  of  xystarch.  The  mention  of  the  ‘baths  of  the  Augustus’  (i  5-6,  ii  5-6) 

instead  of  ‘Augusti’  may  refer  to  a  sole  emperor  from  212  onwards. 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres.  There  is  no  visible  sheet-join,  which  is  unu¬ 
sual  for  a  stretch  of  papyrus  23  cm  long. 

col.  i 

MapKOC  AvprjXioc  TlXovrapyoc  ttvkt'i jc 

Sic  TT€pLo8pV€LVKr)C  TTaXaLCTTjC  7TCL- 

paSogoc  7TavKpaTi[a]cTrjc  TrXetcTOVGi- 

k[t]c ]  81a  $ iov  £ucra pXVc  roti 

5  cvp,7ra\  VTOC  %VCTOV  Kal  €7TL  j3aXaV€l- 
ojv  to]v  Cefiacrov  8ta  MapKpy  [A]ypr)Xlov 

C. 4  hoy  tov  [x]ai  Ayadoy  [d]at/xovoc 

C. 7  Maphv  ̂ [vpjrjX'up  ®ea)vo[c C.10  ]oj  Kal  cue  ?‘(?) 

10  xaLP€lv‘  fcXov  ira-P®-  c[o]y  elc  tov  ay- 
t-  C. 7  luJcrapxiKoy  vTrep  p,kv 

*  14  [.]°«  cxycu- 
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].«*? 

],ac 

]  Svo 
col.  ii 

M]ap[i<oc  Avpr)]Xioc  IlX\ovTapxoc  ttvkttjc 

Sic  TT^eptoSovjeivKrjc  [ rraXatcT'qc  irapa- 

3[o]£[oc  7ra\vKparia[cT,qc  TrXeicTovc'iKrjc 
5[ta]  jSfoM  tjvcrapxyc  [apx^pevc  tov  cvp,- 

3  iravTOC  £vctov  koX  e[m  jUaXave'uov  tov 

CefiacTov  Si>  ifxov  Map[i<ov  AvprjXtov  c.4 
fiov  tov  Kal  Ayadov  A[aifxovoc  c. 7 

MapKcp  Av[p]r)Xt<p  @4[cov  1  c.11  -(p 

Wt  4>[c  XPy}lxa]T'l£€t{?)  [x<upe»\  iva£)  &X0V 
10  Trapa  cov  ei[c  t\ov  aur[o-  c.6  gvc rapxi- 

kov  xmkp  [jaev]  t[co]v  yv[ixvti«x)v  c. 8 

p,a.TO)v  [  ]  ev  [  c.  17 

— ^17 

1  2,  ii  2  1.  TrepiaSovuojc  i  3-4,  ii  3  1.  TrayepaTiacrr/c  -nXeiCTOviK^c  i  4  apyiepevc 
i  8  1.  @^CUVt 

(col.  i)  ‘Marcus  Aurelius  Plutarchus,  boxer,  twice  victor  in  the  periodos ,  wrestler,  extraordinary, 
pancratiast,  victor  of  many  games,  xystarch  for  life,  high-priest  of  the  entire  guild  of  athletes  and 

overseer  of  the  baths  of  the  Augustus,  through  Marcus  Aurelius  — mus  also  known  as  Agathus  Dae¬ 
mon  ...  to  Marcus  Aurelius  Theon  . , .  and  however  he(?)  is(?)  styled,  greetings.  I  have  received  from 

you  for  .  .  .  of  xystarch  for  .  .  .  (col.  ii:  the  gymnic)  games  . . .  two  .  .  .’ 

col.  i 

1-6  MdpKpc  Aup-rjXipc  llXovrapyoc  ttvkttjc  ktX.  Marcus  Aurelius  Plutarchus,  twice  victor  in 

the  periodos  in  boxing,  is  to  be  identified  with  the  Plutarchus  known  from  Philostr.  Her.  15.4-6,  who 

relates  that  as  a  boxer  he  defeated  his  opponent,  Hermeias  the  Egyptian,  when  competing  in  the 

Olympic  games  for  the  second  time  as  an  adult;  see  Moretti,  Olympionikai  190  (no.  904),  who  places 

the  victory  in  205,  and  E  Gouw,  Griekse  atleten  in  de  Romeinse  Keizertyd  (2009)  355  (no.  117).  5207  shows 

that  as  a  renowned  athlete  Plutarchus  was  granted  the  prestigious  xystarchia  of  the  entire  community 

of  athletes  after  retiring  from  his  athletic  career.  His  praenomen  and  gentilidum  were  probably  imperial 

rewards  for  his  victories  and  are  not  to  be  connected  with  the  Constitutio  Antoniniana  in  212;  see  D. 

Hagedorn,  BASP 16  (1979)  58-9,  and  cf.  the  career  of  the  pancratiast  M.  Aur.  Demostratus  Damas, 

discussed  byJ.-Y  Strasser,  BCH 127  (2003)  251-99.  His  citizenship  is  unknown. 

2  TrepLoBovdvKTjc,  1.  -vifojc.  For  the  insertion  of  nasals  before  stops,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  118. 
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5  cvpir o]vtoc  gvcTov.  For  the  supplement,  cf.  I.  Olympia  436.2  (85),  Pap.  Agon.  6.50  (194)  with 

Frisch’s  n.  Against  Frisch’s  view  that  the  terms  gvcroc  and  cvvoBoc  can  be  used  interchangeably,  S. 

Remijsen  will  argue  in  a  forthcoming  monograph  that  ‘the  xystic  synod  was  the  formal  association  of 

athletes,  and  the  xystos  was  the  athletic  community  in  general’. 

5

-

 

6

 

 

im  fiaXave'i[ajv  to]v  Cefiacrov.  See  Strasser,  loc.  cit.  297-8. 

6  Sia  corresponds  to  Si’  epov  in  col.  ii  6. 

6
-
 
8
 
 

Mdpeov  [A]ipVXiov  |[  c. 4  Iimv  tov  [*]ai  AyaBoy  [A]atpovo c  |[  c. 7  .  The  identity  of  this 

person  cannot  be  ascertained.  An  obvious  guess  for  the  cognomen  would  be  AiSvpoc.  What  followed 

the  alias  may  have  been  his  father’s  name  or  an  official  tide,  occupying  the  beginning  of  8  and  the 
end  of  ii  7. 

7  At  the  end  of  the  line,  an  ascending  oblique  follows  [AJaipovoc  after  a  blank  space  about  two 

letters  long.  Its  purpose  is  unclear. 

8-9  Mdp]xip  A[vp]rjX'up  ®<Wo[c  (1.  ©earn)  |[  c.io  ]a>.  The  identity  of  this  person  cannot  be 
recovered.  The  last  omega  may  have  belonged  to  an  alias  introduced  by  to>  kclI  or  a  title,  perhaps 

even  preceded  by  his  father’s  name. 
9  xpwart£6t(?)  (=  ii  9  XPWa]T‘£€l(?)):  or  XPW“T‘£«[C  (cf-  e-S  X  1274  5>  1699  3>  P  Col. 

X  283.7). 

10  x£upet1'-  {vac)]  ecxov.  The  vacat  will  have  occupied  a  width  of  about  three  letters. 

1

0

-

 

i

i

 

 
tov  ay|[r-  c. 7  £v\cTapxiKoy.  The  adjective  ̂ ^vcrapyiKoc  was  not  attested  previously,  but 

the  formation  
is  regular.  The  gap  may  have  contained  

the  substantive  
agreeing  

with  it,  but  the  word 
order  would  be  difficult.  

I  have  considered  
restoring  

tov  ay |  [too  Aoyov  $v]crapxix6y}  
with  avrov  used 

for  ipavrov  
(LSJ  s.v.  eavrov  11),  but  the  problem  

of  the  word  order  remains. 

1

1

—

 

 

13  imep  pkv  |[  c.14  [.]ov  aya>|[voc.  dya>|[vtqaa-  would  also  be  possible  at  the 

end;  cf.  ii  n-12  n.  On  the  basis  of  ii  11-12  virkp  [^iv]  t[w]v  yy[pviKu>v  r.8  ]\paTti>y,  one  could  con¬ 

sider  restoring  inrep  pkv  \  [rd>v  yvpvix tov  e.3  ]  ktX.,  but  the  space  available  before  ]ov  aydi-  would 
not  accommodate  the  rest,  and  it  is  far  from  certain  whether  -pdrojy  could  be  read  anywhere  in  i  12. 

Moreover,  ]ov  dyd>-  does  not  correspond  to  the  sequence  [ _ ]  .ev.[  following  -pdrwv  in  ii  12.  It 

looks  as  though  the  two  receipts  were  concerned  with  items  received  for  different  reasons. 

col.  ii 

3

 

 

TTa]vKpo.Tia[cTT]c.  There  may  have  been  a  short  blank  space  before  this  word,  given  the  extent 

of  the  lacuna. 
11-12  r[cu]v  yy[pviKu>v  c. 8  ]\pdrojy:  presumably  t[co]v  yy[pviKutv  ayoJvic]p6.r<oy;  for  the  col¬ 

location  cf.  SEG  LVI  1359.24  (134)  edv  re  povcixov  to  dywvicpa  #  (if)  yupvtxov. 

14  The  short  high  cross-bar  immediately  after  v  can  hardly  belong  to  the  previous  line.  It  may 

have  been  part  of  n  or  r. R.-L.  CHANG 
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5208.  Diploma  of  a  High-Priestess  of  the  Association 
of  Dionysiac  Artists 

8i  2B.85/ 3  11x6  cm  (upper  fr.),  13.1  x  7.6  an  (lower  fr.)  Third  century 

Two  fragments,  blank  on  the  back,  of  a  letter  from  the  world-wide  association 

of  Dionysiac  artists  notifying  its  members  that  a  new  female  member  has  been 

enrolled.  This  is  the  first  piece  of  evidence  for  female  members  of  the  associa¬ 

tion.  The  writing,  in  a  hand  of  chancery  style  similar  to  that  of  XXVII  2475-6 

(Pap.  Agon.  Pis.  ii-m),  runs  against  the  fibres,  suggesting  that  this  is  a  diploma  in 

the  transversa  charta ,  double-document  format:  see  E.  G.  Turner,  The  Terms  Recto 

and  Verso  (1978)  26-53,  esp.  28-45.  terms  of  the  format,  the  closest  parallel  is 

P.  Lond.  Ill  1178  (p.  214)  =  Pap.  Agon.  6,  a  boxer’s  rotulus-diploma  of  membership 

of  the  world-wide  association  of  athletes,  written  in  Naples  with  an  ‘outer  text’ 

(8-100)  and  a  previously  sealed  ‘inner  text’  (1-7)  summarizing  the  ‘outer  text’.  The 

‘outer  text’  consists  in  order  of  imperial  decisions  concerning  the  privileges  of  the 
members  of  the  association,  a  circular  letter  from  the  association  to  its  members 

notifying  them  of  the  enrolment,  the  dating  formula,  and  autograph  subscriptions 

by  the  officials  of  the  association  testifying  to  the  recruitment.  5208,  drawn  up 

in  Antinoopolis  and  textually  paralleled  by  Pap.  Agon.  1.14-16,  3.12-18,  4.15-19, 

6.2-7,  37_485  contains  parts  of  the  letter  and  of  the  dating  formula.  Pap.  Agon. 

1.14-26,  3.12-33,  4.15-32  are  copies  of  the  circular  letters  of  the  diplomas.  These 

copies  are  referred  to  as  ‘double-documents’  (SinX-t)  in  Pap.  Agon.  1.26,  3.33,  4.31) 
and  incorporated  into  requests,  written  along  the  fibres  and  addressed  to  local 

municipalities,  for  acknowledgement  of  the  privileges  imperially  granted  to  the 
members  of  the  association. 

The  sequence  of  the  two  fragments  is  guaranteed  by  the  parallel  texts.  In  the 

combination  printed  below,  the  first  six  lines  and  much  of  the  seventh  are  given  by 

the  upper  fragment,  the  remainder  by  the  lower.  The  original  line  length  was  about 

25  cm,  probably  the  original  height  of  the  roll.  The  position  of  the  lower  fragment 

within  the  column  is  given  by  12-13:  since  in  all  the  parallels  eppcocde  comes  im¬ 

mediately  before  ire Xecdy  or  the  corresponding  iyevero,  ireXec ]9rj  is  the  first  word 

of  line  13,  and  eppcocde  (12)  was  followed  by  a  long  blank  space. 

In  the  transcription,  v  indicates  a  blank  space  approximately  one  letter  wide. 

5208.  DIPLOMA  OF  A  HIGH-PRIESTESS 

c.u  ].[  c.  11  '  c-24 

C.  10  ol]Kp[vp,]evLKr)  \ap,7rpd  p.eyaXrj  cvv\ohoe  rwv  arro  rrjc  OLKOVfievrjc 

irepl  top  Ato]vvcov  Kai  Beovc  Cefiacrovc  rex[vircov  lepoviKcbv  crecfiavircov 

Kal  ol  rov]r[co]v  cvvayojVLcral  rote  ano  rfjc  olie^ovpievTjc  irepl  rov  Aiovvcov  re- 

Xyiraic  lepo^v'ixaic  cre^aviraic  v  kcli  rote  rov[rcov  cvvaycovicrate  yaipeiv. 

yivcoexere]  vep,ovcav  rjp,tov  rrjv  lep[av  p.ovciK'qv  c.lj 
C.l O  ]i)v  . [.].[..].[  £-24 

C. 5  ]p.ov0LV  rr/v  Kal  CapamaBa  ap;\;iepicca[p  £.21 

Avpr)]Xlov  Capairlcovoc  v  v  v  v  Upovlxov  v  v  v  v  [  £.22 

/cat]  a7ToSeSoi)Kvtav  ['"J  to  Kara  rov  vop,ov  j3a[ciXLKov  evrayiov  (S7]vapia)  osv  /cat  ra 

elc  to] ve  Cefiacrovc  lepa  reXecfiara  rrdvra  Ik  [iTXrjpovc.  vv  eypa.ijjap.ev  vptv 

iva  el ]8fjre.  vvvvvvvvvvvvv  | ppojede .  v  v  v  v  [  (vac.) 

ireXee]dr]  ev  rr)  X[a]jj.[7rp]a  Avri[v]oea)[v  vjeiov 'E[XXr)va)v  TroXei  a yd)Voc  ayopevov 

numerals]  t[epo]t)  e[lceXaeri]Kov  ol[Kovp,evt,KOv  IcoXvpLTriov  rwv  p,eyaXcov  A vnvo- 

elcov  £.8  ].[  £.n  ].[  c.  38 

4  ewa:  a  enlarged  6  ie/»[  9  iepo  (diaeresis  uncertain)  11  lepa 

. .  world-wide,  splendid,  great  association  of  the  performers  from  the  whole  world  under  the 

patronage  of  Dionysus  and  dim  Augusti,  victors  in  the  sacred  games,  wearers  of  garlands,  and  their 

co-performers,  to  the  performers  from  the  whole  world  under  the  patronage  of  Dionysus,  victors  in 

the  sacred  games,  wearers  of  garlands,  and  their  co-performers,  greetings. 

‘Know  that .  .  .  — muthis  alias  Sarapias,  high-priestess  ...  of  Aurelius  Sarapion,  victor  in  the 

sacred  games  ...  is  a  member  of  our  sacred,  artistic  .  . .,  and  that  she  has  paid  the  royal  entrance-fee 
in  accordance  with  the  law,  250  denarii,  together  with  all  the  sacred  contributions  to  the  Augusti  in 

full.  We  wrote  to  you  so  that  you  would  know.  Farewell. 

‘Executed  in  the  splendid  city  of  the  Antinoeans,  the  new  Hellenes,  during  the  celebration  of 

the  . .  .  sacred,  iselastic,  global,  isolympic  games  at  the  great  Antinoean  festival .  .  .’ 

2  XapLirpa  /xeyaXi}  cmfoSoc.  Xap-npa  is  not  attested  elsewhere  as  an  epithet  of  the  association. 
Cf.  6-7  n.  The  traces  at  the  beginning  of  the  line  are  damaged  and  difficult,  but  ]ey  seems  fairly  likely. 

The  qualification  airo  rr/c  otKovp,evr)c  is  applied  to  the  TeXnrat  (nom.)  at  the  opening  of  the 

letter  in  Pap.  Agon.  3.12-13  and  4.15  (supplied).  In  Pap.  Agon.  3.14  and  4.33  (both  largely  supplied), 

where  cvvoSoc  (nom.  or  gen.)  precedes,  we  find  twv  irepl  rov  Alovvcov  reyvnuiv  without  avo  rrjc 

OLKOvpIvrjc,  but  to>v  ai ro  rrjc  oiKovp.evr)c  irepl  rov  A  lovvcov  .  .  .  tcxvitcov  follows  cuvoSoc  (in  various 

cases)  in  inscriptions,  e.g.  SEG  XLVIII  1844.1-5  (Apamea),  IAph2007  12.27  iii-2— 4. 

4  Kal  ol  tov\t[u)\v  cvvayojvLcral:  nominative  rather  than  genitive  (cf.  4-5  rofc  airo  tt}c 

otK[ovpevrfc  ...  Kal  roic  tov[tcov  cvvaycovicrak),  but  other  evidence  from  the  Roman  period  indi¬ 

cates  that  the  cvvayojvicral  belonged  to  the  association:  cf.  e.g.  SEG  XLVIII  1844.1-7;  S.  Aneziri,  Die 

Vereine  der  dionysischen  Techniten  im  Kontext  der  hellenistischen  Gesellschqft  (2003)  318,  328-31. 
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6  ytvaiCK€7e\  yifiovcav  rffiwv  rrfv  Up[av.  Cf.  yetvwcKere  ovra  rjfuov  cuvoSeirr/v  (Pap.  Agon.  6.4, 

41).  For  vefieiv  meaning  ‘be  a  member  of’,  see  Pap.  Agon.  1.5  n. 

6- 7  wzp]  tm?A[e]  icTLKrjv  is  possible  in  7:  it  would  be  the  first  letter  contributed  by  the  upper 

fragment  (which  could  also  be  read  as  r  or  t),  the  preceding  ]t  being  given  by  the  lower  fragment; 
a[,  also  given  by  the  upper  fragment,  could  be  taken  as  A.  Before  it,  the  text  probably  contained  an 

adjective  formed  from  an  emperor’s  cognomen  and  ohtoviaevucqv:  for  the  imperial  title  before  irepi- 
TToXicTLKrj,  cf.  Pap.  Agon.  1.26,  3.34, 4-33-  The  papyrus  may  have  had  e.g.  tj)v  lep[av  {lovcucr/v  imperial 

adjective  \  olKOVfievLK]ijv  [77ep]  ty oAf*]  icrtKTjy  [Aa]/x[V]/?[av]  fj.[eyaXrfv  cvvoSov:  cf.  2.  That  would  leave 

space  for  about  6  letters  at  the  end  of  the  line :  see  next  n. 

7— 8  Supply  e.g.  Avprj\i\av  ©epjfwvdiv:  ©ip/xovOic  is  by  far  the  commonest  female  name  ending 

8  apxi4picca[y.  Upicca  and  apyiepeia  are  familiar,  but  this  form  is  not  found  elsewhere.  This 

is  the  second  piece  of  evidence  for  a  high-priestess  in  Egypt,  after  P.  Harr.  I  69.22  (after  217;  context 

obscure).  It  is  also  the  only  evidence  for  a  high-priestess  of  the  association  of  Dionysiac  artists.  This 

function  of  imperial  cult  is  well  attested  in  the  Greek-speaking  world  outside  Egypt.  The  bearer  of 

the  title  is  often  the  wife  or,  less  frequently,  the  daughter  of  a  high-priest;  cf.  I.  Beroia  69.8  (in  an 

agonistic  context),  I.  Keramos  19.2,  20.2,  IAph2007  12.518.5-6.  See  G.  Frija,  Les  Pretres  des  empereurs 

(2012)  64-5,  82-8. 
After  apxiepicca[v,  perhaps  Vgvpvyxin 8a,  though  there  is  only  one  (partly  restored)  example  of 

this  word,  in  E  Stras.  II  92.3  (244/243  bc).  For  the  indication  of  citizenship  following  the  title  of  the 

enrolled  member,  see  Pap.  Agon.  3.16. 

After  ’OgvpvyxlriSa,  we  may  further  supply  ywaiiea  or  duyarepa.  The  filiation  of  the  recruit 
is  never  indicated  with  vl6c  in  the  parallels,  but  D.  Hagedorn,  %PE  80  (1990)  277-82,  observes  that 
the  use  of  vloc  and  dvyarrjp  for  filiation  in  Roman  times  marks  the  prominent  social  standing  of  the 

fathers.  Alternatively,  we  could  supply  M&pKov  to  go  with  Avpij]\iov  CapairUwoc  in  the  next  line. 

9  Avp'q]Xtov.  The  gap  at  the  start  would  not  accommodate  M&pKov  Avprf]Xiov.  See  also  previ¬ 

ous  n.  If  the  initial  alpha  was  enlarged  as  in  cuvayoivicrat  (10),  Avp-r/-  could  fill  the  space. 

Avprj] Xtov  Capair'uovoc  UpovUov.  This  man  cannot  be  identified.  Whether  he  was  the  husband 
or  the  father  of  the  high-priestess  (see  8  n.),  he  ought  to  have  been  a  high-priest  himself;  apxicpitoc 
will  have  followed  to  the  right. 

to  to  Kara  tov  vo/aov  fia[ciXu<ov  ivrayiov.  The  word  order  shows  that  j3a[ctA ikov  in  this  phrase 

goes  with  ivr&ytov  rather  than  with  rov  vofxov:  contrast  Pap.  Agon.  1.15  Kara  tov  vopov  tov  flaciXiKov 

ivrayiov  where  the  repeated  article  indicates  that  fiaciXiKov  agrees  with  voftov. 

(8t jvapia)  restored  as  in  Pap.  Agon.  1.15,  3.16  (previously  read  as  (8rfv6.pi a)  an/;  see  PI.  11);  cf. 

iv  Attikoic  av  in  Pap.  Agon.  4.17,  25  (restored),  27. 

10-II  ra  etc  ro]yc  Cefiacroiic  kpa  TcXicpara  is  not  a  form  found  elsewhere,  but  there  is  already 

variation  attested,  Pap.  Agon.  3.17  having  ra  etc  ra  t ipa  cefiacra  reXecpara  while  Pap.  Agon.  1.15-16 
and  4.17  give  ra  etc  rac  ripac  tcov  Ceftacraiv  (tov  CeftacTov)  lepa  reAec^ara;  see  Pap.  Agon.  3.17  n. 

11  wavra  4k  [wXrjpovc.  No  ‘all’  with  reAecftara  at  Pap.  Agon.  1.16  (suppl.),  3.17;  Pap.  Agon.  4 
has  77-avra  (alone)  at  18,  and  it  has  been  supplied  at  25  and  28,  but  wrongly  to  judge  by  the  spacing.  Cf. 
wav  4k  wXrfpovc  attached  to  the  ivrayiov  in  Pap.  Agon.  1.15,  3.16,  6.6, 43. 

14  The  exiguous  initial  traces  may  but  need  not  belong  to  1  or  its  diaeresis.  If  the  decipherment 

is  correct,  the  initial  gap  would  be  expected  to  have  contained  about  7  letters,  but  if  the  end  of  13 

is  correctly  restored,  the  ordinal  number  alone,  three  letters  long,  will  have  stood  here.  The  number 

will  have  been  generously  spaced  or  accompanied  by  blank  spaces.  For  the  chronology  of  the  great 

Antinoeia,  see  Pap.  Agon.  4.17  n. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5209.  Contract  to  Lose  a  Wrestling  Match 

22  3B.i4/C(io-n)a  14  x17.3  cm  23  February  267 

The  text  of  this  contract  to  lose  a  wrestling  match  is  complete  except  to  the 

right  where  it  is  missing  the  second  half  of  lines  r-6  and  the  last  quarter  of  lines 

7-18.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres.  The  back  of  the  papyrus  was  used  later  for 

a  short  account  of  payments  to  individuals.  The  hand  is  a  practised  cursive  with 

some  distinctive  features :  alpha  beginning  a  word  starts  with  a  large  ornate  loop 

(also  in  Nikcwtivow  in  8) ;  so  too  initial  lambda  and  mu  have  extended  first  strokes. 

Diaeresis  is  added  over  initial  t  and  v  (but  once  intervocalically:  yai'a>  in  4),  always 
in  the  form  of  a  superscript  line  with  a  hook;  there  is  a  rough  breathing  in  22.  The 

string  of  peculiarities  of  syntax  and  grammar  in  the  preface  to  and  first  part  of  the 

contract,  and  the  variants  from  normal  contractual  terminology  which  follow,  sug¬ 

gest  that  the  scribe  was  not  trained  in  drafting  contracts. 

The  contracting  parties  are  Aurelius  Aquila  alias  Sarap — ,  the  father  of  a  boy 
wrestler  called  Nicantinous,  and  Marcus  Aurelius  Lucammon  and  a  Gaius  Julius 

.  .  .  ,  the  latter  acting  through  Aurelius  Serenus,  both  guarantors  of  another  boy 

wrestler  called  Demetrius.  Aquila  and  Lucammon  were  Antinoites,  but  Gaius  Ju¬ 

lius,  if  he  is  to  be  identified  with  a  known  contemporary  athlete  called  Gaius  Julius 

Theon  (see  4-5  n.),  was  an  Oxyrhynchite,  although  the  distinction  may  be  slight 

granted  that  in  this  period  several  leading  Antinoites  and  Oxyrhynchites  were  ac¬ 
tive  in  both  cities.  Serenus  too  was  an  Oxyrhynchite  if  he  was  the  Marcus  Aurelius 

Serenus  also  called  Ptolemaeus,  son  of  Serenus,  who  is  attested  applying  in  March 

264  to  the  council  of  Oxyrhynchus  for  the  privileges  due  to  members  of  the  As¬ 
sociation  of  Dionysiac  Artists  of  which  he  had  just  become  a  member  and  High 

Priest  at  the  135th  Great  Antinoeia  (P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25  =  Pap.  Agon.  4).  The  inventory 

numbers  of  5209  and  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25 — 22  3B.i4/C(i4)a  +  (i5)a — reveal  that  the 

fragments  of  that  application  were  found  with  or  very  near  to  this  contract.  Prob¬ 

ably  Serenus  or  Theon(?)  had  kept  the  guarantors’  copy  of  this  contract,  together 
with  other  papers  including  some  official  documents,  at  Oxyrhynchus  where  they 
were  eventually  dumped. 

The  Antinoite  origin  of  Aquila  and  Lucammon  and  the  date  of  the  contract 

suggest  that  it  concerns  the  final  match  of  the  boys’  wrestling  at  the  138th  Great 

Antinoeia  at  Antinoopolis  (see  Remijsen,  p.  193).  Demetrius  has  agreed  with  Nican¬ 
tinous  to  cede  the  match  in  return  for  3,800  drachmas  paid  through  his  guarantors, 

which  implies  that  they  have  already  received  the  sum.  If  Demetrius  plays  his  part 

but  the  judges  decide  not  to  award  the  crown,  Demetrius  is  not  to  be  sued  for  re¬ 

turn  of  the  3,800  dr.  If  Demetrius  contravenes  the  arrangement,  his  guarantors  are 

to  pay  a  penalty  of  18,000  dr.  to  Nicantinous.  Clearly  this  is  cheating,  rather  than 

some  ‘normal’  match-fixing  arrangement,  for  the  possibility  that  the  judges  decide 
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not  to  award  the  crown  (see  14  n.)  is  viewed  as  an  undesirable  embarrassment — 

‘may  it  not  happen’. 

The  contract  is  modelled  on  a  /fomo/ogza-agreement  for  sale  in  advance  of 

delivery  (cf.  R.  Taubenschlag,  The  Law  of  Greco-Roman  Egypt  in  the  light  of  the  Pa¬ 

pyri ,  332  BC-  640  AD  (ai955)  336-8);  two  close  parallels  are  P.  Mil.  II 52  (285)  and 
P.  Hamb.  I  21  (315),  which  both,  as  it  happens,  involve  previous  victors  at  games. 

However,  this  contract  inverts  normal  practice  in  that  the  person  (Aquila)  initiat¬ 

ing  the  greeting  and  contract,  probably  because  he  had  initiated  the  deal,  is  not 

the  seller  but  the  purchaser;  hence  the  lack  of  the  seller’s  normal  subscript  ac¬ 

knowledging  receipt  of  the  price.  As  ‘boys’,  which  implies  they  were  teenagers, 
Nicantinous  and  Demetrius  were  too  young  to  make  a  contract  in  their  own  names 

without  a  guardian.  Instead,  however,  the  contract  is  made  for  them,  with  Aquila 

acting  on  behalf  of  his  son,  while  Demetrius  is  represented  by  two  ‘guarantors’ 
(iyyvrjrat)  who  do  not  appear  to  be  relatives  and  so  were  probably  his  trainers. 

Normally  guarantors  were  required  only  for  loans  or  appearances  at  judicial  hear¬ 

ings  (Taubenschlag,  Law 2  411-14,  542  n.  31);  using  guarantors  to  act  for  a  minor  is 
a  legal  oddity  prompted  by  the  peculiar  situation. 

3,800  dr.,  which  for  comparison  occurs  in  276  also  as  the  price  of  a  donkey 

(P.  Stras.  Ill  139),  seems  rather  little  granted  that  since  264  the  Antinoite  games 

had  been  eiselastic  (cf.  P  Oxy.  Hels.  25)  and  the  winner  should  have  been  awarded 

a  cash  pension  from  his  home  town,  if  less  than  the  180  dr.  per  month  current  at 

Hermopolis  (see  Remijsen,  p.  201).  Furthermore,  the  penalty  for  non-delivery  in 

sales  in  advance  was  typically  double,  sometimes  one-and-a-half  times,  the  price. 

Perhaps  the  total  bribe  had  been  9,000  dr.  (or  12,000  dr.,  equivalent  to  the  3,000 

Attic  dr.  in  the  Philostratus  story  below),  of  which  Demetrius’  guarantors  and 
trainers  were  pocketing  5,200  dr.  (or  8,200  dr.)  for  money  they  claimed  to  have 

spent  or  lent  for  his  training. 

This  is  the  first  known  papyrological  evidence  for  bribery  in  an  athletic  com¬ 

petition,  although  scattered  references  in  Greek  authors  of  the  Hellenistic  and 

imperial  ages  imply  it  was  not  uncommon.  Pausanias’  account  (5.21,  mid  second 
century)  of  the  Zanes,  bronze  statues  of  Zeus  erected  at  Olympia  from  the  fines 

imposed  on  athletes,  records  a  handful  of  cases  from  338  bc  to  ad  125,  including  the 

father  of  a  boy  wrestler  of  Elis  bribing  the  father  of  an  opponent  in  12  bc.  Other 

allusions  specifically  to  fixed  results  in  wrestling  matches  include  Polybius  compar¬ 

ing  negotiations  between  Perseus  and  Eumenes  to  good  wrestlers  aiming  to  draw 

(29.8.9),  and  Philostratus  saying  that  Nero’s  competitors  on  his  Greek  tour  adopted 

the  technique  of  imoiraXatovrec,  ‘wrestlers  who  fall’  ([Luc.]  Nero  8).  Philostratus 

again  recounts  a  specific  case  to  illustrate  the  contemporary  degeneration  of  athlet¬ 

ics  ( Gymnasticus  45;  220s  to  230s):  ‘A  boy  won  victory  in  the  Isthmian  wrestling  con¬ 
test  by  agreeing  three  thousand  (drachmas)  to  one  of  his  opponents  for  the  victory. 

When  they  came  next  day  to  the  gymnasium,  the  latter  asked  for  the  money,  but 
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the  boy  said  he  did  not  owe  it  because  the  other  had  resisted  being  beaten.  Noth¬ 

ing  was  accomplished,  so  they  resorted  to  an  oath  and  went  over  to  the  Isthmian 

temple.  The  one  who  had  given  away  the  victory  swore  in  public  that  he  had  sold 

the  god’s  contest  and  had  agreed  three  thousand  for  it,  and  he  admitted  this  speak¬ 

ing  in  a  ringing  voice  instead  of  keeping  holy  silence.’  Philostratus  supposes  bribery 

was  rife  in  provincial  competitions — though  unknown,  he  claims,  at  Olympia — 

and  blames  the  trainers,  to  whom  his  work  is  directed,  ‘who  lend  money  to  their 

athletes  at  greater  rates  of  interest  than  the  rates  for  maritime  traders,  and  have  no 

regard  for  the  reputation  of  the  athletes,  but  become  their  advisers  on  buying  and 

selling  with  a  view  to  their  own  profits’  (only  maritime  loans  were  exempt  from  the 

Roman  12%  limit  on  annual  interest).  Dig.  4.2.23.2  (Ulpian)  also  mentions  athletes’ 
careers  being  controlled  by  their  creditors,  and  Dig.  22.2.5  Pr  (Scaevola)  and  42.1.40 

(Papinian)  too  refer  to  loans  to  athletes.  Whatever  the  situation  between  Demetrius 

and  his  guarantors,  this  contract  exemplifies  the  unsavoury  practices  which  had 
concerned  Philostratus. 

In  editing  this  text  I  have  benefited  from  a  preliminary  transcription  and 

translation  made  by  Dr  John  Rea,  and  from  comments  made  by  him  and  others  at 

the  British  Academy  seminar. 

AyprjXioc  AkvAclc  [0]  Kal  Capa[TT  '  c.14  o.pXL~ 
lepeyc  rrjc  \<x(xtt pac  Ayri[voeu >v  TToXewc  Kal  (he  XPViP ari£oj) 

MapKOic  Avpr)Xloi[c]  AovKap.[fxcovt  C.lO  A8pi a- 

vloc  6  Kal  ’ OXvp.Tnoc  Kal  Tatco  I[ovXta>  C.6  ,  81a  MapKov 

5  AvprjAlov  Ceprjvov  Kal  (he  x[pr)(par^ei)  ̂ 7T>  '0£vpvyx«>v?  noXewc, 
ap^porepoic  iyyxnfratc  A[vpr)Xiov  Ar)fX7]Tplov  C.6 

■naXaicrov  x<upety.  €7Te[l]  c[u]ve[0]fr[o]  r[(h  v]f[<£  p,ov  Avp-q- 

X Up  NiKavTiy[o]cp  6  [l\yyvr)ca[p^evoc  vp’  vp.[(hv  Avpr/Xioc 
Ar/p,rjTpioc  a.ya;vt^6juev[o]c  r[o]  rwv  irai8[(x}v  7raAaiCTcIiv? 

10  dy<hvtcp,a  rrecelv  rpelc  Kal  Trapaxwprjcai  [ .  .  .  .  Xap,- 

fiavovri  Si’  vp.<Lv  apyvplov  naXaiov  vop.lc[p.aroc  8pa- 

XP-h.c  rpicyeiAtaJc]  oKraKociac  aKivSvvovc,  i[TH  rw  eirav, 

o  p.rj  €17),  tovtov  ■napaxwprjcavTOC  Kal  p,r)  evS[eovToc?, 

apiepcodjj  o  crepayoc,  /xt)  /xereAeucecflai  a [vtov? 

15  7 T€pl  tovtojv,  €TTav  8e  Kal  au[roc]  0  A~r)p,7)Tp\ioc  Trapa- 

j3$  ti  rcov  €vy€ypap,p,€viov  Kal  rcov  cvvTe6[eip,€vajv 

TTpOC  TOV  aVTOV  vlov  fXOV,  OfMOtOJC  €KT€LC€LV  [jW  aVT(h 

vi(h  p.ov  iiravayKec  imep  Xoyov  emjpetac  ap[yv]pi[ov 

naXaiov  vopdcpiaroc  raXavra  rpla  avey  tlvoc  vi rep- 

20  Oecewc  Kal  eypTjciXoylac  Kara  to  rrjc  eyyvr\c  StKaiov  8t a 

TO  €7rl  TOVTOIC  7)pL&C  TCtC  CVpdr)K(LC  7T€7TOl7)K€Vai.  7)  OfiO- 
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Xoyta  Kvpia  Steer/  ypatjretca  avrirwoc  rjc  ecyov  povayov 

Kal  vpetc  povayov  Kal  €TT€po)Tr/0{elc)  <jjpoX6y(r/ca).  (erotic)  tS 

AvroKparopoc  Kalcapoc  /7[o] vttX'lou  AikivvIov  raXXtr/vov 

25  TeppaviKov  Meylcrov  TlepctKov  Meyicrov  EvcejSovc  Evtvxovc 

Cefiacrov,  Meyetp  k6  .  (vac.) 

2  iepevc  3  1.  Mapncu  AvpijXitp  3-4  ].  AS piaviw  rut  tcai  ’OXvpnitp 

4  ytuo>t[  6  ey’yvr/Tatc  8  [e]y"yv-  vcf>  ro  1.  rplc  IO-II  L  A ap- 
fiavojv  II  vpiov  12  1.  rptcxtAtac  16  1.  iyyeypappevtov  ij  viov 

18  v'iu)  enavay’KecvTrep  19  v-rrep-  20  ey’yvi/c  22  17c  23  vpeic 
eTrzpcorri 8ojpoXoyLi8  ~  26  Meyeip:  ei  corr.  from  r\ 

‘Aurelius  Aquiia  alias  Sara[p — patronymic ,  high]  priest  of  the  splendid  city  of  the  Antinoites  [and 
however  I  am  styled],  to  Marcus  Aurelius  Lucam[mon  patronymic  of  the  Hadrjianic  tribe  and  Olym¬ 

pian  deme,  and  to  GaiusJ[ulius  Theon(?)  through  Marcus]  Aurelius  Serenus  and  however  he  [is  styled, 

of  Oxyrhynchus(?)  city,]  both  of  them  guarantors  of  A[urelius  Demetrius  . . .]  wrestler,  greeting. 

‘Since  he  has  agreed  with  [my  son  Aure]lius  Nicantinous — (he  being)  [Aurelius]  Demetrius 
who  has  had  himself  guaranteed  by  you — when  competing  in  the  competition  for  the  boy  [wrestlers] , 
to  fall  three  times  and  yield,  [ . . .  receiving  through  you  three  thousand  eight  hundred  drachmas  of 

silver  of  old  coinage  free  of  risk,  on  condition  that  if— may  it  not  happen — although  he  yields  and 

does  not  [fail  his  part?],  the  crown  is  reserved  as  sacred,  (we)  are  not  to  institute  proceedings  against 

him  about  these  things,  but  if  Demetrius  himself  contravenes  any  of  the  written  terms  and  those  he 

has  agreed  with  my  same  son,  likewise  you  are  of  necessity  to  pay  as  penalty  to  my  [same]  son  on  ac-  \ 

count  of  wrongdoing  three  talents  of  silver  of  old  coinage  without  any  delay  or  inventive  argument,  i 
according  to  the  law  of  guarantee,  because  of  the  fact  that  we  have  made  a  contract  on  these  terms. 

The  agreement  is  binding,  being  written  in  two  duplicate  copies,  of  which  I  have  a  single  one  and  you 
a  single  one,  and  when  formally  asked  I  agreed.  : 

‘Year  14  of  Imperator  Caesar  Publius  Licinius  Gallienus,  Germanicus  Maximus,  Persicus 
Maximus,  Pius  Felix  Augustus,  Mecheir  29.’ 

1  No  other  attestation  of  an  Aquiia  alias  Sarap —  is  yet  known. 

3

-

 

4

 

 

The  name  Lucammon,  an  unusual  Latin-Egyptian  hybrid,  is  a  novelty  of  the  third  cen¬ 

tury,  otherwise  
attested  only  in  XIV  1679  21-2,  a  private  letter  concerning  

a  well-off  Oxyrhynchite 
family,  and  P  Oslo  III  120.7,  an  earty  fourth-century  tax  list  (the  reading  in  E  Sijp.  I2f.i4  is  very  un-  " 
certain).  Tribe  and  deme  are  typically  specified  in  formal  documents  for  Antinoite  citizens  who  have  ’ 

held  no  civic  post.  The  Olympian  deme  of  the  Hadrianic  tribe  also  occurs  in  P.  Diog.  9,  P.  Koln  III  ; 

143,  VIII 1110,  PSI XII 1251  and  SB  XVI 12744  (!7*  to  252).  r 

4

-

 

5

 

 

A  Gaius  Julius  cannot  be  the  son  of  an  Aurelius,  so  Serenus  must  be  his  representative. 

Neither,  it  seems,  was  given  his  patronymic,  another  oddity  of  this  preface.  The  brief  cognomen  and 

the  role  of  this  Gaius  Julius  suggest  identification  with  the  contemporary  athlete,  or  perhaps  one  of 

the  two  athletes,  called  Gaius  Julius  Theon.  In  March  273  the  council  of  Oxyrhynchus  solicited  help 

in  running  the  new  Capitolia  from  the  ‘amazing’  Gaius  Julius  Theon,  triple  victor  at  the  (probably 

Antinoite)  Capitolia  and  High  Priest  of  the  local  branch  of  the  Athletes’  Association  (E  Oslo  III  85 

=  Pap.  Agon.  8).  In  298  a  Gaius  Julius  Theon(?),  son  of  Serenus,  of  Oxyrhynchus  and  Antinoopolis 
and  other  cities,  aged  64,  petitioned  the  Prefect  for  exemption  from  liturgies  on  account  of  his  many  . 

victories  and  old  age  (52 1 0) .  These  may  be  the  same  man.  Alternatively,  the  Theon  of  273  may  be  the 

same  man  as  the  Oxyrhynchite  (Gaius)  Julius  Theon  alias  Zoilus,  son  of  Gaius  Julius  Alexander,  who 
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registered  for  the  privileges  of  the  ius  trium  liberontm  in  March  272  (X  1264),  some  of  whose  descend¬ 
ants  may  appear  in  IX  1199  (probably  281).  The  Gaius  Julius  Theon(?)  of  this  contract  could  fit  in 
with  either  combination. 

Although  the  name  Serenus  was  relatively  common  among  the  elite,  the  Serenus  here  may  be 

identifiable  with  the  gymnasiarch  of  Oxyrhynchus,  and  apparently  a  nominee  for  exegetes,  attested  in 

XII 1413  5,  9,  23  of  272  as  well  as,  or  possibly  instead  of,  Marcus  Aurelius  Serenus  in  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25 

of  264  (see  above,  introd.).  If,  however,  the  Serenus  here  was  an  Antinoite,  line  5  could  be  completed 

6  Either  Demetrius’  patronymic  or  perhaps  ttcuSoc  is  expected  in  the  lacuna. 
7  cvvedero  is  an  unusual  verb  to  start  a  homologia-contr&ct,  but  also  occurs  in  BGU 1 286.3  (3°6). 

The  i-nei  here  is  unwanted:  the  contract  needs  a  main  verb  on  which  the  infinitives  in  line  10  depend. 

8  The  name  Nicantinous  (‘victorious  Antinous’)  is  another  third-century  invention,  presum¬ 

ably  among  athletic  families  at  Antinoopolis;  cf.  the  Antinoite  victor  Aurelius  Heraclius  alias  Nican¬ 
tinous  in  XXVII  2476  19,  22  (=  Pap.  Agon.  3)  of  288.  Most  of  the  other  nine  attestations  are  of  the 
fourth  and  sixth  centuries;  the  LGPJfto  date  has  no  case  of  the  name  outside  Egypt. 

g  -iraXaicToiv  is  expected  (cf.  Pap.  Agon.  7.10,  XLIII 3116  12-13  (=  Pap.  Agon.  10),  XXVII 2477 

6),  but  space  is  tight;  possibly  naX-qc  was  written. 
io-ii  Use  of  the  dative  Xapfiavovri  shows  that  the  scribe  is  confusing  the  two  boys  and  their 

roles. 

11, 19  Some  twenty  papyri  of  the  260s  to  290s  specify  payment  in  ‘silver  of  the  old  coinage’  or, 
more  fully,  ‘silver  of  the  old  Ptolemaic  coinage’,  while  around  ten  specify  ‘the  new  coinage’,  and  a  few 
mention  both.  The  phrases  seem  not  to  refer  to  specific  coins,  but  show  a  fear  that  either  new  or  old 

coins  might  be  devalued  suddenly.  See  D.  W.  Rathbone,  ‘Monetisation,  not  Price-Inflation,  in  Third- 

Century  a.d.  Egypt?’,  in  C.  E.  King  &  D.  Wigg  (edd.),  Coin  Finds  and  Coin  Use  in  the  Roman  World  (1996) 
321-39,  at  336  n.  41,  adding  this  text  and  P  Neph.  29  (with  p.  3),  E  Sijp.  17,  PSI  VII  841,  SB  XXIV 

16320  (with  15901),  and  perhaps  XVII  2136  and  XXXI  2600. 
14  If  a  match  was  deemed  a  draw,  the  judges  could  either  award  two  crowns  or  announce  no 

victor  and  make  the  crown  ‘sacred’,  that  is  dedicate  it  to  the  appropriate  deity;  see  N.  B.  Crowther, 

‘Resolving  an  Impasse:  Draws,  Dead  Heats,  and  Similar  Decisions  in  Greek  Athletics’,  Nikephoros  13 

(2000)  125-40,  at  130-35,  repr.  in  his  Athletika  (2004)  297-31 1,  at  302-6.  This  contract  suggests  that 
a  reason  for  awarding  no  crown  might  be  that  the  judges  suspected  insufficient  commitment  to  win¬ 

ning  on  one  or  both  sides. 
15  irepi  tovtojv  may  refer  specifically  to  the  3,800  dr. 
20  The  phrase  Kara  to  tt}c  iyyvr/c  8 Iko-lov  is  not  otherwise  attested  in  the  papyri,  but  Kara  to 

TTjc  aXXrjXeyyvrjc  SUaiov,  ‘by  the  law  of  mutual  guarantee’,  starts  to  appear  in  some  slightly  later  con¬ 
tracts  involvingjoint  financial  obligations  on  groups  of  people:  SB  XTV  12190.17-18  (297)  and  P.  Cair. 

Isid.  88. [2],  89.10  and  97.13  (all  308);  cf.  P.  Flor.  Ill  384.34,  45  (489)  and  P.  Cair.  Masp.  II  67126.19, 

48  (vi);  see  Taubenschlag,  Law2  303-6.  Perhaps  the  inexpert  drafter  meant  to  signify  that  Lucammon 
and  Theon(?)  were  jointly  liable  to  the  penalty  on  behalf  of  Demetrius. 

21-3  The  phrasing  of  this  clause  is  closer  to  third-  and  fourth-century  practice  at  Hermopolis 
and  Antinoopolis,  as  for  instance  in  P.  Fuad  Univ.  23.17-18  (283)  17  opoXoyia  Kvpia  Stcci)  ypapeka 

opoTUTTOc  Trpoc  TO  nap’  e/ederw  r/poiv  dvat  povaxw  Kal  encpwrr/Bele  wpoXoyqca.  Oxyrhynchite 
clauses  begin  Kvpia  17  npactc  (or  other  contract  type)  and  never  say  oporviroc  (the  restoration  in 

P.  Laur.  ffl  79.17  is  unlikely).  The  use  here  of  o.vtItvttoc  in  place  of  oporvnoc  is  probably  another 

non-expert  error:  in  Egypt  dvWiwov  appears  in  the  fourth  century  with  the  specific  meaning  of  ‘of¬ 
ficial  copy’;  see  P.  Turner  45.1  n. 

D.  W.  RATHBONE 
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5210.  Petition  of  a  Sacred  Victor 

40  5B.no/H(i-a)a  22.3x18.7  cm  298/9 

This  large  sheet,  complete  on  both  sides,  has  suffered  some  damage  at  top 

and  bottom,  but  no  line  is  missing.  It  contains  a  copy  of  a  petition,  dated  to  298/9, 

from  Gaius  Julius  Theon(?)  to  the  prefect  Aelius  Publius,  requesting  his  confirma¬ 

tion  that  Theon  is  exempt  from  liturgies  on  the  person  both  as  a  sacred  victor 

and  because  of  his  old  age.  Below  the  petition,  separated  by  a  paragraphus,  is  the 

‘signature’  of  the  applicant  (22)  and,  in  the  same  hand  and  ink,  the  date  of  the 
petition  (23).  The  main  hand  is  expert,  fluent  and  clear.  A  blank  space  one  or  two 

letters  wide  is  sometimes  left  to  mark  a  strong  pause  in  the  sense  (3, 4, 11).  A  kollesis 

is  visible  about  10.5  cm  from  the  left  (it  bisects  the  cross-bar  of  the  tau  of  ri ixn  in 

18).  The  back  is  blank. 

The  petition  is  of  particular  interest  as  one  of  the  earliest  texts  to  give 

Diocletian  and  Maximian  the  titles  of  Secnor-qc  and  flaciXevc  (see  16—17  n-)>  and 

especially  for  what  it  adds  to  the  history  of  liturgic  exemptions  in  Roman  Egypt. 

Theon  claims  exemption  from  oxAijceic  (‘troubles’)  and  cwreAeiai  (‘contributions’), 

a  hendiadys  for  liturgic  burdens  on  the  person  (see  5-6  n.),  on  the  double  grounds 

that  he  is  a  victor  in  sacred  games  ( UpoviKqc )  and  that  he  is  over  60  years  old,  the 

former  as  granted  by  ‘the  (general)  laws’  (3,  6)  and  the  latter  according  to  a  deci¬ 
sion  of  Diocletian  and  his  co-rulers  (6-9).  To  reinforce  their  case  petitioners  for 

liturgic  exemption  often  adduced  more  than  one  ground;  P.  Wise.  1 3  (£.256-9),  for 

instance,  cites  athletic  victories,  old  age,  and  poor  eyesight.  The  package  of  exemp¬ 

tions  from  munera  civilia  personalia — liturgic  and  legal  burdens  on  the  person — and 

other  miscellaneous  rights  claimed  in  the  later  third  century  ad  by  members  of  the 

Association  of  Dionysiac  Artists  is  attested  in  three  applications  to  the  council  of 

Oxyrhynchus;  see  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25  =  Pap.  Agon.  4.1-2  (264)  with  Frisch’s  notes;  cf. 

S.  Aneziri,  Die  Vereine  da  dionysischen  Technitm  im  Nontext  da  hellmistischm  Gesellschaft 

(2003)  242-52,  for  the  Hellenistic  background.  In  its  response  to  one  of  these  appli¬ 

cations  the  council  refers  to  areAaa  according  to  the  ‘general  laws’  (BGU IV  1073 

=  Pap.  Agon.  2.8-g,  16-17  (274))j  which  does  not  mean  ‘tax-exemption’  altogether 

(land  taxes,  and  perhaps  the  annual  poll-tax,  were  not  excused)  but  specifically 

the  Aeirovpyiuiv  Bqfiocia >v  areAaa,  the  exemption  from  public  liturgies  on  the 

person  which  was  the  primary  interest  of  the  applicants  and  civic  authorities.  The 

same  package,  more  or  less,  had  been  granted  since  Hellenistic  times  to  athletes 

victorious  in  sacred  games.  The  fullest  discussion,  despite  new  evidence,  is  still  M. 

Amelotti,  ‘La  posizione  degli  adeti  di  fronte  al  diritto  romano’,  SDHI  21  (1955) 

i23~")6  (=  Scritti giuridici  (1996)  325-58);  cf  Remijsen,  pp.  199-204. 

Theon’s  petition  reflects  restrictions  to  the  rules  recendy  made  by  Diocletian. 

P  Lips.  1 44  (=  M.  Chr.  381,  rescript  only),  a  petition  in  Greek  for  liturgic  exemption 
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dateable  to  324-37,  cites  a  rescript  in  Latin  by  Diocletian  and  his  co-rulers,  date- 

able  by  the  Caesars  to  293-304,  in  response  to  a  petition  of  the  association^?)  of 

athletes  and  artistic  performers.  The  rescript,  in  addition  to  its  lacunae,  includes 

various  errors  and  corrupt  passages  and  a  couple  of  deliberate  gaps  which  suggest 

that  the  scribe  had  limited  Latin  and  was  copying  from  a  badly  damaged  text. 

Diocletian  says  that,  although  he  normally  confirms  without  restriction  privileges 

granted  by  his  ‘ancestors’  (parentes),  in  order  to  stop  specious  claims  by  victors  to 

munaum  cimlium  personalium  immunitas ,  as  the  association  requests,  exemption  is  lim¬ 
ited  to  those  who  have  competed  throughout  their  life  and  won  at  least  [three?] 

crowns  in  ‘noble’  contests,  including  [one?]  of  those  at  Rome  (i.e.  the  Capitoline 

games)  or  of  ‘ancient’  Greece,  or  those  with  ‘our  approval]?)’  whose  full  description 
is  now  irrecoverable,  perhaps  games  to  which  emperors  had  granted  status  equal 

to  the  Capitoline  or  ancient  Greek  games  (see  11-14  n.);  other  now  largely  illegible 

lines  apparendy  qualified  or  added  to  these  conditions.  CJ  10.54.1  records  a  simi¬ 

lar  response  by  Diocletian  and  the  same  co-rulers  to  a  Hermogenes:  ‘Athletes  are 
normally  awarded  the  cwilium  munaum  oacatio  on  these  terms,  if  they  have  competed 

through  all  their  life,  and  can  prove  they  have  been  deservedly  crowned  with  no 

fewer  than  three  crowns  of  a  sacred  contest,  including  once  either  at  Rome  or  in 

ancient  Greece,  without  corrupting  or  paying  off  their  rivals.’  Mitteis  (P.  Lips.  44 

introd.),  followed  by  Amelotti  (‘La  posizione’  151— 3),  took  these  as  separate  rulings 
because  the  addressees  and  some  of  the  conditions  differ,  but  Hermogenes  may 

have  been  the  governor  of  Asia  attested  1.286-305  ( PLRE I  p.  424)  to  whom  the 

response  might  well  have  been  copied,  and  the  differences  can  be  explained  by  the 

poor  state  of  the  papyrus  text  and  the  evident  compression  of  the  Code  version, 

by  whose  time  these  contests  were  a  historical  curiosity;  in  fact  the  tide  10.54  ‘For 
athletes’  contains  only  this  ruling.  Even  if  they  were  separate  rulings,  the  conditions 

should  have  been  the  same,  as  Mitteis  noted,  which  Theon’s  petition  confirms  in 

that  it  seems  to  echo  all  the  conditions  from  both  versions:  certainly  a  lifetime  ca¬ 

reer  (14-16  n.),  and  apparently  several(?)  victories  in  sacred  contests  (2  n.),  winning 

victories  by  merit  and  being  a  victor  at  some  special  games  (both  1 1 — 14  n.).  It  thus 

shows  that  Diocletian’s  response  to  the  association  must  date  from  293-8. 

Diocletian’s  conditions  look  new  in  that  they  are  not  explicitly  attested  in  ear¬ 

lier  texts;  as  recently  as  292  the  council  of  Oxyrhynchus  had  excused  a  man  from 

service  as  a  judge  in  the  Prefect’s  court  on  the  bald  assertion  that  he  was  a  sacred 

victor  (1 59).  The  requirement  that  the  victories  had  been  fairly  won  was  presum¬ 

ably  not  new,  at  least  in  spirit,  and  earlier  texts  talk  of  winning  deservedly  (see 

11  n.).  How  novel  and  restrictive  the  requirement  was  for  at  least  one  high-status 
victory  depends  for  athletic  victors  on  the  unclear  third  category  of  qualifying 

games;  for  artistic  performers,  who  had  previously  claimed  exemption  on  the  basis 

of  admission  to  their  association,  it  depends  what  the  conditions  for  that  admis¬ 

sion  had  been.  On  the  other  hand,  for  performers  a  lifetime  in  competition  was 
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feasible,  whereas  the  documented  careers  of  successful  athletes  in  the  first  to  third 

centuries  had  for  obvious  physical  reasons  rarely  lasted  beyond  the  age  of  thirty: 

see  P.  Gouw,  Griekse  atleten  in  de  Romeinse  Keizertijd  (31  v.  Chr.  -400  n.  Chr)  (2009)  161—4. 

Amelotti  (‘La  posizione’  152)  assumed  Diocletian  meant  ‘lifetime’  in  the  sense  of 
physical  capability,  but  if  Theon  was,  as  he  claims,  64  in  298/9  and  had  competed 

under  Diocletian,  his  career — in  whatever  discipline — had  lasted  into  his  50s.  So 

too  the  petitioner  to  unknown  emperors  for  an  official  post  as  ‘herald’  in  PSI XIV 

1422  ii  claims  to  be  over  50  and  to  have  spent  28  years  as  a  competitor  (aycovtcrrjc), 

presumably  as  a  herald  although  the  editor  (Amelotti)  assumed  he  was  an  athlete. 

This  undated  text,  assigned  in  PSI  XIV  to  the  third  century,  must  date,  as  Amelotti 

had  earlier  suspected  (‘La  posizione’  153),  to  Diocletian:  the  herald  is  to  serve  the 

procuratorship  of  the  Heptanomia,  which  replaced  the  epistrategia  around  300  (see 

L  3573  introd.);  addressing  a  petition  of  this  local  type  to  emperors  implies  their 

presence  in  Egypt,  which  points  to  Diocletian  on  his  second  visit  in  301/2:  cf.  T.  D. 

Barnes,  The  New  Empire  of  Diocletian  and  Constantine  (1982)  55  (Constantine  did  not 

visit  Egypt);  the  emperors’  predecessors  who  reserved  the  heraldship  for  retired 

competitors  are  called  ‘ancestors’  (npoyovoi),  as  in  P.  Lips.  44  ii.5  (which,  inciden¬ 
tally,  shows  that  the  post  was  originally  herald  to  the  epistrategus);  the  petitioner 

claims  a  lifetime  career  and  victories  in  contests  in  the  emperors’  honour  in  almost 

exactly  the  same  terms  as  Theon  does  here  (11-14  n.,  15  n.). 

Liturgic  exemption  for  old  age  in  Roman  Egypt  is  discussed  most  fully  and  re¬ 

cently  by  T.  G.  Parkin,  Old  Age  in  the  Roman  World:  A  Cultural  and  Social  History  (2003) 

1 44-54.  He  concludes  that  over  70  was  the  standard  requirement  (for  the  poll-tax 

it  was  over  62,  then  65  by  the  third  century)  up  to  at  least  294,  when  it  is  attested 

in  CJ  10.32.10,  Diocletian’s  response  on  an  individual  case  of  a  man  aged  over  70 
addressed  to  his  provincial  governor.  Parkin  notes,  however,  that  the  petitioner  in 

PSI  X  1103.5-14  of  192-4,  who  says  he  is  over  70,  claims  that  previous  prefects 

and  procurators  (meaning  epistrategi?)  have  allowed  exempdon  from  liturgies  to 

those  over  65.  A  response  by  Constantine  of  December  324  to  a  petitioner  aged 

73  from  Egypt,  cited  in  SB  XVI  12306  (=  VI  889,  mistakenly  attributed  to  Dio¬ 

cletian;  see  Barnes,  New  Empire  234-6),  confirms  exemption  from  some  kinds  of 

fiscal  exactions  (the  text  is  very  fragmentary)  for  those  over  60.  It  seems  there  may 

have  been  confusion  between  the  different  thresholds  for  exemption  from  poll-tax 

(the  upper  age  limit  for  the  capitation  tax  which  replaced  the  poll-tax  in  Egypt  in 

the  250s  is  unknown,  as  is  that  for  the  Diocletianic  capitatio ),  liturgies  and  service 

as  a  councillor,  and  also  variation  between  provinces:  CJ  10.32.10  may  not  have 

applied  to  other  provinces,  at  least  when  first  issued,  and  Theon  seems  to  distin¬ 

guish  Diocletian’s  concession  on  age  from  the  ‘general  (empire-wide)  laws’  about 
sacred  victors  although,  as  we  know,  Diocletian  had  recently  amended  those  too. 

The  simplest  interpretation  of  the  available  evidence  is  that  in  Egypt  the  normal 

threshold  for  exemption  from  liturgies  had  been  70  until,  as  Theon’s  petition  now 
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tells  us,  Diocletian  reduced  it  to  60,  perhaps  in  297  along  with  the  introduction  of 

capitatio  (up  to  that  age?),  and  that  this  was  confirmed  by  Constantine.  Howev
er,  the 

common  story  of  all  the  petitions  in  the  papyri  and  the  Codes  is  that  officials  
under 

pressure  to  nominate  liturgists  often  tried  to  ignore  the  rights  to  exemption  rightly 

or  wrongly  claimed  by  some  nominees,  and  that  even  those  claiming  exemption 

for  old  age  tended  to  assert  they  were  over  70  despite  the  supposed  lowering  of  the 

threshold. 
The  text,  translation  and  notes  are  in  the  main  the  work  of  Professor 

Maltomini.  Professor  Rathbone  has  contributed  the  historical  parts  of  the  intro¬ 

duction  and  the  notes  to  n-14  and  16-17. 

AlXUo  I7ovD3Af|<*>  tcI)  8iacq[p.oraru)]  ena pyco  Alyvnrov 

na pa  Tatov  Io[vXiov  .  .  .]voc  Ccprjyoy  Upov[e]'iK[o]y  irXeic roveUov  -napaBo^ov  ’Ogvpvyxetrov 

Kai  Avtlvo€o)[c  Kal  aJAAcof  ttoXXcov  ttoXccov  TroXdr-qc.  (vac.)  vofxoic  a vrotc  KadoXucoic 

Kai  rfj  crj  7 repl  [Vo-vt] a  ipnreipla  rrjv  Seqciv  ravTqv  Troiovficu.  (vac.)  ev  ol8>  on
  irapa  rijc  crjc 

<fnXavdpcoTTlac  reo|opat  Sv  iKercvio.  Up[o]yUac  rolvvv  pi)  vrrayccOai  oxXrjccciv  rj  nciv 

cvvrcXclaic,  a»c  otcOa,  8i7]y6pevrai  vtto  rwy  vop wv  drcavrcoc  Kal  vtto  rwv  8eC
Trord)v 

rjpiwv  AioKXrjnavov  Kal  Ma^ipuavov  ribv  Ccfiacrwv  Kal  Ka>vcr[a]vrlov  Kal  Ma^ifxia
vov 

TU)V  CTn<f>avccrarojv  Kaicapcov  rove  itjrjKovra  hr)  (3iov  xpwov  Karayovrac  air o- 

XeXvcdai  rravroiac  Tracrjc  cvvrcX clac  Kal  oy Xrjccioc,  coc  apa  pot  rwv  e£  cKarcpov 

piepovc  tmapyovrcov  8iKaicop.arcov  ivXlrrecdai  rt  ouSev  crcpov  rj  cvvpr)<f>ov  yevccOai 

to  cov  peyaAeiov.  (vac.)  UpovcUr/c  rolvvv  ri/yyavco,  iv86£cpc  Kal  cvirpcrroic  ro
ve  t€povc 

aycbvac  rove  imep  VLKrjc  Kal  aloivlov  81a p,ovrjc  rcbv  S[ec]7rorait'  rjp.cbv  AioKXrjnavov 

Kal  Matjifjuavov  rcbv  Cefiacrovv  Kal  Kcovcravriov  Kal  Ma£i[xi[a]yov  rwv  iTTi<f)av€crar
cov 

Kaicapcov  dve8ijcdpi?v.  8cvpo  8e  etc  yrjpac  a<j>€iy[xevov  p€rd  ti)v  dxpi)v 

Kal  rrjv  tv  Yavrr)  TTpoc  ifxov  acKTjciv  Kal  xpovov  [ . ]vroc  piov  irwv  igrjKov- 

ra  \ai  reccapaiv  coc  Kara  rovro  ro  8Uaiov  evepy€re[ic6ai  r]fj  6da  Stayopet>[c]€t  rcov 

ficylcrcov  rjp,a>v  jSactAccov  /cat  im<^[av€crariov  Kaica]p<pv  Sf[op]at  cov  avdpuirroc 

pierpioc  Kal  d£t co,  et  cov  8okcI  rrj  rvxy,  [  r.14  ]  .  oy  f|V  dp]<£orepotc  rovrotc 

pot  emvcucai  Kal  St’  tepac  cov  vrroyfpaprjc  KcXcvcai  ex]€LV  TO  y-ijapcvoxXrjrov 

Kara  nva  rporrov  iva  Kal  auT[o]c  ryycov  r[rjc  arrb  cov  euepjycct'ac  xaptrac  rdc  peytcrac 

rij  avv7T€pfiXr}T(p  cov  TVXJ]  (vac.)  [opoAoyi)ca>.  (vac.)  8icvr]yxci.  (vac.) 

^ Jm.2 )  Taioc  lovXioc  [  c.f  ] .  .  .  .  [  ]  (vac.) 

hove  it  [  ]  (vac-) 

2  yaiovio[,  iepo-,  oijvpvy  'xeirov  1.  Upovlxov,  ttAcictovikov,  O^vpvyxcrou  3  1.  noXnov 

5  iK€T€V<mep[,  vnayecdai  6  vito  (second)  10  vTTapyovTwv  1.  eWe'urccdai,  cvpif>r)<f>ov 

u  XepoveiKVc,Tiry’x*™,  '«povc  1.  UpovUqc  12  vnep  14  1.  ̂ typcvoc  19  between 
§1  and  tepac,  a  short  stroke  at  mid-height  (accidental?  an  apostrophe?)  tcpac,  vtto-  20  iva 
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‘To  Aelius  Publius,  vir  perfectissimus,  prefect  of  Egypt,  from  Gaius  Julius  Theon(?),  son  of  Se- 
renus,  sacred  victor,  victor  many  times,  the  amazing,  Oxyrhynchite  and  Andnoite  and  citizen  of 

many  other  cities.  I  make  this  request  to  the  general  laws  themselves  and  to  your  experience  in  all 

matters.  I  know  well  that  I  shall  obtain  from  your  humanity  die  object  of  my  appeal.  Now,  that  sacred 

victors  should  not  be  subjected  to  troubles  or  certain  contributions  has,  as  you  know,  been  declared 

by  the  laws,  as  also  it  has  by  our  masters  Diocletian  and  Maximian  the  Augusti  and  Gonstantius  and 

Maximian  the  most  noble  Caesars,  that  those  passing  a  sixty-year  span  of  life  have  been  released 

from  any  contribution  and  trouble  of  any  kind,  so  that  of  the  existing  justificadons  on  both  sides 

nothing  else  is  somewhat  lacking  for  me  except  that  your  Magnificence  give  his  consent.  Now,  I  am, 

as  it  happens,  a  sacred  victor:  I  tied  on  the  wreath  gloriously  and  majestically  at  the  sacred  games  for 

the  victory  and  the  everlasting  perpetuity  of  our  masters  Diocletian  and  Maximian  the  Augusti  and 

Constantius  and  Maximian  the  most  noble  Caesars.  Having  arrived  here  at  old  age,  after  my  prime 

and  the  training  on  my  part  during  that  time,  and  after  a  [total(?>]  lifetime  of  sixty-four  years,  so  that 

according  to  this  right  I  am  to  benefit  from  the  divine  declaration  of  our  greatest  kings  and  most 

noble  Caesars,  I  ask,  being  a  person  of  modest  means,  and  request,  if  it  pleases  your  Genius,  that  [in 

accordance  with  your  goodwill(?)]  you  nod  assent  to  me  on  both  these  grounds,  and  order  through 

your  sacred  subscript  that  I  may  have  freedom  from  trouble  in  some  way,  in  order  that  I  too,  having 

experienced  your  beneficence,  may  acknowledge  the  greatest  thanks  to  your  unsurpassed  Genius. 

Farewell,’ 

(and  hand)  ‘I,  Gaius  Julius . . . ‘Year  15  . . 

1  Aelius  Publius  was  the  first  prefect  of  Egypt  after  the  297/8  revolt  of  Domitius  Domitianus. 

He  and  Diocletian  had  been  at  Oxyrhynchus  in  May-June(?)  298  according  to  XII  1416  (with 

Barnes,  New  Empire  54-5).  By  some  time  in  300  he  was  replaced  by  Claudius  Cleopatrus  (XLVI 

3301-3303  introd.).  Aemilius  Rusticianus,  also  attested  in  298  apparently  at  Oxyrhynchus,  was  not 
the  previous  acting  prefect  but  a  deputy  praetorian  prefect  (XII 1469  1  n.;  cf.  BL  X  142),  presumably 
accompanying  Diocletian. 

2  r aiov  Io[vXlov  _  _  Jvoc:  ®ew\voc?  For  other  attestations  of  one  or  two  Oxyrhynchite  athletes 

of  this  period  called  Gaius  Julius  Theon,  see  5209  4-5  n. 
ie/jov[e]/«[o]y.  See  5211  ii  7  n. 

nXeicroveiKov.  According  to  R.  Merkelbach,  £PE  14  (1974)  95 f.  (=  Philologica  (1997)  499),  this 
was  an  official  title  accorded  only  after  a  definite  number  of  victories  in  certain  specified  contests,  but 

see  Gouw,  Griekse  atleten  in  de  Romeinse  Keizertijd  127-9.  The  combination  of  UpovtKTjc  and  vXcictovIkt}c 
was  probably  intended  to  imply  that  Theon  had  won  the  required  three  sacred  victories,  but  does  not 

prove  it  since  ■nXeicrovU'qc  could  include  non-sacred  victories. 

vapaSoiov.  The  meaning  of  the  epithet  is  disputed.  Against  the  opinion  of  Merkelbach,  loc. 

cit.  94fi,  that  the  title  was  not  generally  eulogistic  but  was  reserved  for  persons  who  on  one  day  were 

victorious  in  two  different  disciplines  or  age-groups,  see  the  criticisms  of  Gouw,  op.  cit.  123-6. 

3  Kal  ajAAoji'  TToXXuiv  -noXeojv  voXelr-qc:  an  honorific  appellation  of  victors  of  games  in  Egypt 

(XXVTI  2476  =  Pap.  Agon.  3.32,  48  (288))  as  well  as  in  other  parts  of  the  Greek  world  (there  are 
numerous  epigraphic  parallels). 

vopoic  .  .  .  KadoXiKoic,  as  in  Pap.  Agon.  2.g  and  16-17  (274),  means  laws  valid  throughout  the 

empire;  cf.  the  docket  on  the  verso  of  the  copy  of  Diocletian’s  edict  in  P.  Lips.  I  44  ii  [haec\  sentenHa 
ubicum[que  servabitur] . 

4  TV  CV  irepi  [vavrjq  cp.Tm.plq.  Universalizing  the  qualities  of  the  addressee  of  a  petition  was 

common,  but  ipirnpla  is  new  to  the  repertoire  in  the  Greek  papyri  and  inscriptions.  For  the  use  of 

forms  of  vac  ad  captandam  benevolentiam  in  petitions,  see J.-L.  Fournet,  JJP  28  (1998)  14  with  n.  27. 
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rr/v  8 erjciv  ravT-qv  iroiovfun.  Cf,  SB  III  7205.4  (c.290-92)  ravT-qv  tyjv  Seijciv  .  .  .  tt.,  and  P.  Diog. 

18.12  (225)  rqvSe  rrjv  Scrjctv  tt.;  also  P  Harr.  I  63.4  (n,  but  after  161)  and  SPP  V  6.1  (266-8?). 
eS  otS’  on.  More  often  the  petitioner  says  he  is  confident  (eveXmc)  that  the  recipient  will  answer 

his  requests;  cf.  P.  Diog.  18.6-7,  E  Cair.  Isid.  67.4-5  (299),  I  71  3-4  (303),  R  Col.  VII  173.4-5  (after  342; 

see  BL  X  41).  These  statements  aim  to  stimulate  the  benevolence  of  the  addressee. 

5-6  oxXrjcccLv  rj  tic  tv  cuvreA«W.  Cf  9.  ox  Aijctc  and  eVoxAyctc  are  standardly  used  to  denote 

the  ‘trouble’  of  liturgies  or  legal  summonses,  normally  specified  in  the  genitive  as  e.g.  in  P  Mich.  XTV 

675  =  SB  XVI  12994.16  (241)  rijc  ran.  XeiTovpyuhv  ei/oxAijceoic;  cf.  E  Lips.  44  i.5  (324-37)  woxAeic&u. 

5  mrayccdai.  For  the  meaning  ‘to  be  subject’  to  taxation  or  the  like,  cf.  VIII 1119  24,  28  (245); 
P  Panop.  Beatty  1.371, 401  (298). 

6  Sirjyopevrai  u-no  twv  vopwv.  Cf.  R  Cair.  Isid.  62.20  (297)  rovro  yap  Siayopeverai  wo  twv 

vopMJv  (normalized  spelling). 
Sccttotwv.  Cf.  12,  and  16-17  n. 

8  rove  i^TjKovra  err)  /Jto v  ypouov  Karayovrac.  The  first  occurrences  of  the  use  of  Karayw  for 
computation  of  age  are  found  in  Vettius  Valens  in  the  second  century:  4.9  ccrco  nva  [/card]  yevectv 

Ay'  emf  Karayciv,  4.1 1, 4.30  Karayei  tic  err)  laffpp.  l6o.!2f.,  168.19,  J97-3  Pingree)  etc.;  cf.  also  Epiph. 
Anc.  110.5  Iccik  yewq  r ov  laxwp  Karaywv  eroc  i^KOcrov,  Haer.  55.6.5  (ii.331-2  Holl),  etc.  e^r/KOvra 

err]  and  fiLov  xpbvov  appear  to  be  in  apposition  (see  KG  1 265;  at  15-16  here  we  have  the  construction 
with  the  genitive);  alternatively,  we  could  read  efijKovraerij,  to  agree  with  xpovov. 

9-10  cf  itcarepov  plpovc.  i.e.  age  and  status  as  UpovUrjc. 
10  ivX lirecdal  ti  ovSei-  erepov.  The  word  order  indicates  that  the  adverbial  r i  modifies  the 

preceding  verb,  not  oj58ci>. cuvprjpov  yevecdai.  Cf  XXXIV  2711  7  (271)  and  PSI V  452.23  (iv,  first  half);  also  XXVII  2477 

12  (289)  and  XVII  2110  28  (370). 

11  iv86£ipc  Kal  cv-npcTT wc.  Cf.  SPP  V  121  =  Pap.  Agon.  7.9  (268?)  ivho^wc  Kal  ivaperwc;  XLVII 

3367  =  Pap.  Agon.  9.8-9  (272)  evSofcvc  Kai  inufiavwc.  On  iv8o£ooc  see  L.  Robert,  Hellenica  11-12  (i960) 

351-8.  The  phrasing  also  parallels  merito  coronati  in  CJ  10.54.1,  and  again  asserts  that  Theon’s  victories 
were  won  ‘deservedly’  as  required  by  Diocletian’s  edict. 

1 1 — 14  rove  Upoiic  aywvac  .  ,  .  a.ve8rjcajxrjv.  Cf.  Athenaeus  9.28  (382B)  o  npatroc  row  tov 

’OXvpnrlaciv  aycbva  avaBrjcapivcov. 

The  petitioner  in  PSI  XIV  1422  ii.  12-14  (c.301/2?;  see  above,  introd.)  also  claims  to  have  com¬ 
peted  iv  rote  ayopivoLc  aywciv  inrip  rfjc  vpdiv  veiKTjc  Kal  alcovlov  Siapovijc  and  the  same  dedication 

is  used  of  the  penteteric  Capitolia  at  Antinoopolis  in  Pap.  Agon.  9.4-8  and  those  at  Oxyrhynchus 

in  LXIII  4357  4-7  (317).  XLIII  3116  =  Pap.  Agon.  10.8  (275/6)  instead  gives  the  dedication  of  the 

Antinoite  Capitolia  as  vrrip  vcU-qc  «r[a]i  [a]  18/0 [v  k]p6.tovc  of  the  emperor.  Epigraphic  dedications 

vnip  viK-qc  Kal  a laiviov  Siapovijc  of  emperors,  sometimes  prefaced  with  inrip  cwrrjplac,  sometimes 
with  a  synonym  for  alcovlov,  are  common  in  the  eastern  provinces,  with  some  too  in  the  west,  through 

the  second  and  third  centuries  (PHI  Searchable  Greek  Inscriptions ),  but  an  exact  Latin  equivalent  is  only 

attested  once  {Epigraphische Datenbank  Clauss-Slaby):  pro  salute  et  victoria  et perpetuitate  (CIL  III  3637,  to  Ca- 
racalla  by  a  governor  of  Pannonia  Inferior).  The  standard  Latin  dedication  was  pro  salute  et  aeternitate 

imperii,  to  which  the  less  popular  Greek  alternative  inrip  diSlov  Kparovc  is  closer.  These  two  alternative 

forms  of  dedication  may  have  been  specific  to  Capitolia,  that  is,  games  granted  equal  status  to  the 

Capitoline  games  at  Rome.  The  dedication  of  the  Capitoline  Games  as  refounded  by  Domitian  in  86 

is  unknown,  but  Nero’s  penteteric  predecessor  was  celebrated  pro  aeternitate  imperii  (Suetonius,  Nero  1 1 .2) 

or  inrip  Si  84  rrjc  ccoTrjpiac  tt}c  re  Siapovrjc  tov  Kparovc  (Dio  61.21.1).  Theon  would  then  be  claim¬ 
ing  victory  at  one  of  the  Capitolia  in  Egypt  (see  Remijsen,  p.  195),  which  would  support  the  idea  that 

these  were  among  the  third  category  of  high-status  games  specified  in  Diocletian’s  edict. 
14-16  Seupo  8i  .  .  .  reccapiov.  The  syntax  of  the  phrase  is  not  immediately  clear.  Jvtoc  is 
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probably  the  ending  of  an  adjective  (or  participle)  agreeing  with  j 8iov  ([row  na]vr6c  ?),  while  apetype- 

vov  should  stand  for  a<f>iypevoc.  (Dr  Henry  takes  it  to  be  in  agreement  with  pe  in  19.) 

14  Sevpo.  We  would  want  a  meaning  ‘now5,  but  Sevpo  of  time  signifies  ‘until  now,  hitherto5  (LSJ 

s.v.  II),  which  will  not  suit.  Probably  ‘having  arrived  here  (=  at  this  point  in  my  life,  i.e.)  at  old  age5. 
etc  yrjpac  a<f>eiypevov.  Gf.  PSI  1422  ii.19-21  i\ir\el  yap  rjSrj  vnep  nevrrjKOVTa  err)  -npofSalvoj  rrj 

rjXtKta  /cat  etc  yrjpac  rperropai;  P.  Sakaon  40.12  (318—21)  fjZrj  etc  yrjpac  pa.Kpov  IXrjXvQ-qla. 

15  acKr/cLc  is  commonly  used  of  professional  ‘training5,  including  that  of  athletes  and  perform¬ 
ers,  as  also  in  PSI  1422  ii.29-30,  and  P  Vindob.  G  24715.8-9  (c.343),  ed.  F.  A.  J.  Hoogendijk,  Pap.  Congr. 

XXVI {•2012)  349-56;  cf.  2477  6. 
16  Siayop€u[c]et.  This  is  the  first  occurrence  of  the  noun  in  the  papyri,  although  the  verb 

Stayopevopai,  found  in  Ptolemaic  papyri,  re-appears  under  Diocletian:  see  above,  6  n. 

16- 17  
The  earliest  precisely  dated  text  to  give  Diocletian  and  Maximian  the  titles  of  Secirorrjc 

(here  in  6  and  12)  and  (3aa.Xevc  is  P.  Cair.  Isid.  2.6—7  of  1  December  298:  npocraypan  rcov  Seclirordtjv 
1 )fia>v  t<3v  dvet/ojrcov  fiaciXetov  (the  standard  phrasing).  The  two  terms  had  occasionally  been  used 
informally  of  previous  emperors.  Their  formal  use  began  in  citations  of  imperial  decisions,  as  here  by 

Theon  and  in  E  Cair.  Isid.  2,  which  suggests  copying  from  the  official  preface  to  the  decisions.  It  soon 

spread  to  the  imperial  oath,  and  from  307  to  consular  datings.  For  Secirorrjc  see  D.  Hagedorn  and 

K.  A.  Worp,  ‘Von  Kvptoc  zu  Secirorrjc:  eine  Bemerkung  zur  Kaisertitulatur  im  3V4.  Jhdt.5,  %PE  90 

(1992)  165-72;  also  K.  Maresch,  ‘Die  Pr&sentation  der  Tetrarchie  in  den  Papyri  der  Tetrarchenzeit5, in  D.  Boschung  and  W.  Eck  (edd.),  Die  Tetrarchie:  ein  neues  Regierungssystem  und  seine  mediate  Prdsentation 

(2006)  63-82. 

17- 18  

avdpcoiroc  perptoc.  Reference  by  petitioners  to  their  moderate  condition  is  a  topos;  see 

A.  Papathomas  in  E.  Karamalengou  
and  E.  Makrygianni  

(edd.),  AvrupiXrjots :  Studies ..  .in  Honour  of 

J.-Th.  A.  Papademetriou  (2009)  494. 
18  A  phrase  such  as  [/card  rrjv  evvotav]  cou  would  suit. 

e[rr>  apjporepotc:  cf.  9-10  ££  eKarepou  pepovc. 
19  exjetv  pe  to  aijapevpxXrjTov.  airapevoxXrjroc  is  common  in  the  papyri,  but  the  combination 

with  eyetv  only  recurs  in  XXXVIII  2849  22  (296)  irpoc  to  SvvacOai  pe  to  airapevoxXrjrov  ex\eiv\. 

21  rjj  avvirep^XrjTw  cov  rvx[-  This  is  the  first  occurrence  in  the  papyri  of  avvrrepfiXrjToc  with 

rvxrj,  but  it  is  found  three  times  in  Vettius  Valens:  4.11,  6.2,  9.2  (pp.  166.20,  233.22,  319.2  Pingree). 

22  [  c.y  ] _ [.  For  the  cognomen  see  above,  2  n.  At  the  right-hand  edge  of  the  break,  there  is 
a  low  trace,  then  a  curve  open  to  the  right  and  joining  a  trace  suggesting  the  top  of  an  upright.  Two 

uprights  follow,  of  which  the  first  is  slightly  turned  leftwards  and  the  second  rightwards.  Neither  the 

expected  imSeSwKa  nor  Cepr/vov  can  be  read. 

23  The  text  must  have  run  ‘Year  15  of  Diocletian,  14  of  Maximian,  and  7  of  the  Caesars5,  but 
there  is  more  than  one  way  in  which  this  could  have  been  worded. 

F.  MALTOMINI  /  D.  W.  RATHBONE 

5211.  Loan  of  Money 

96/ 9(a)  21.7  x  26.6  cm  27  February  303 

An  uncut  duplicate  document  preserved  in  eight  main  pieces.  The  writing 

runs  parallel  to  the  fibres  and  the  back  is  blank.  The  left  half  is  less  well  preserved 

than  the  right.  The  papyrus  was  folded  from  left  to  right.  There  are  seven  roughly 

equidistant  creases  along  the  length  of  the  papyrus  that  produce  long  vertical 
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cracks  along  which  pieces  have  broken  off  on  the  left-hand  side.  There  is  ample 

space  below  the  subscription  (9.6  cm  deep).  The  intercolumnium  measures  1.5  cm. 

A  certain  Aurelius  Euporion,  sacred  victor  from  Oxyrhynchus,  grants  a  loan 

of  3  talents  and  2,160  drachmas  to  Aurelius  Heras,  comarch  of  the  village  of 

Taampemou.  The  sum  has  been  signed  for  on  3  Phamenoth  (27  February)  and  is 

due  back  on  30  Pharmouthi  (25  April).  No  interest  formally  accrues  during  this 

period,  but  there  is  an  indication  that  the  capital  hides  a  usurious  rate  of  interest 

(see  10  n.).  Should  the  loan  not  be  returned  on  time,  Heras  is  to  pay  the  stipulated 

interest  of  1%  per  month. 

The  UpovtKTjc  Euporion  is  new.  Heras  son  of  Paapis  is  identifiable  in  a  pub¬ 

lished  document,  although  he  is  not  explicidy  designated  as  a  comarch  there 

(see  3  n.). 

col.  i €7ri  vna\rivv  tojv  Kvplcov  77/xcov  AvTo]Kpar6pcov 

Aiok\7)tl(x[vov  to  77s  /cat  Ma^ipuavov  to  l '*  C\ efiacrwv. 

Ay[p]r)Xtoc  'H[pac  Tlaanioc  pr](Tp6c)  Tapov\vtoc  ai to  Kcoprjc 

Taavnepo[v  Trjc  irpoc  anrjXuvTrjv  To]n(apxlo.c)  tov  'O^vpvyyi- 

5  [rou]  yopov  Kcp[papxoc  tov  €V€ctwto]c  id*  Kal  177* 
Kal  ta*  (ctovc)  Avp\r)Xi]ip  Eynoploovt  A(f>vyx[to]c  ano  Trjc 

Xap(npac)  Kal  X[ap(npoTa,Tr/c)]  VgvpvyxiTwv  noX[e\cpc  lepovt- 

KTj  %at peiv.  opoX[o]yd>  ecxyKevat  na[pa  c]ou  iv  XPVCI 

81a  xipoc  oikov  cov  apyvplov  Ce/3acTp[v  v]oplcpaTo[c] 

10  jaXavra  Tpla  Kal  8paxpoc  SicyNiac  €c[/car]ov  etjrjKOVTa, 

y(ivovTai)  (raXavTa)  y  (Bpaypal)  ’Bp£*,  an ep  inavayKec  d7roSa>[c]co  cot  ewe  X  tov 

&appovdi  prjvoc  tov  cvcctcvtoc  [t ]d*  Kal  itj*  Kal  ta*  (ctovc) 

avev  nacrjc  vnepdececoc  Kal  evprjctXoyiac ,  el  8e 

prj,  €ktIcco  cot  tov  vnepnecovToc  xpovov  tokov 

15  tov  cradevTa  cKacT-rjc  pvac  tov  prjvoc  e'[/c]acToti, 

yivopevrjc  cot  Trjc  npaijetoc  napa  tc  ipov  Kal  e/c  tcvv 

vnapxpVTcav  pot  navTCov.  Kvptov  to  x1- poypa<f>ov 

Stccov  ypatficv  navTaxfj  ini(f>epopevov  /cat  77av- 
ri  TO)  vnep  cov  inicjjepovTL  Kal  cnepcoTr/Olc  vno  cov 

20  ojpoXoyrjca .  ( ctovc )  16*  Kal  ( erovc )  177s  tcvv  Kvptojv  rjpdiv 

AtoKXrjTtavov  Kal  Ma^tpiavov  CejSacrcov  /cat  (erovc)  ta  {(erouc)}  rcov  Kvptcoy 

rjptbv  Kivvcravriov  /cat  Mafijutai/ot)  tcov 

em^avecTaTcov  Katcapcov,  &apevcod  y*. 

(m. 2)  ̂4up77Aioc  rHpdc  Ylaamoc  ecyov  ini  XPVCL 
25  ra  tov  apyvptov  raXavra  Tpla  Kal  Spaxpo-c 
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Stc^tAtac  i Karov  i^r/KOvra  Kal  aTroSdicco 

coc  rrpoKirat  Kal  irrepcorrjdlc  <x>(ioXoyr)C a. 

Avp(r}Xtoc)  Ceprjvoc  cypatpa  vir{ep)  avrov  p.7j  etSoroc 

ypalpiuiTa). 

€7Ti  virarcov  roiv  KVplcoy  rpxwv  AvroKparopcov 

AtoKXyrtavov  to  rj*  Kal  Ma£ipuavoy  to  t*  Ccfiacrcvv. 

AvprjXioc  ' Hpac  Tlaamoc  fxr)(rpoc)  Tajxovvioc  a tto  Kopprqc 

Taayirefxov  \r\r)C  rrpoc  a7rr)XiojT7)v  T0ir(apxiac)  tov  yO£[vpvy]x'iTov 

vop,ov  KOjp,[ap]xoc  rov  iyecrdbroc  id*  Kal  irj*  #ca[i]  ta*  ( erovc ) 

Avp-rjXtw  Evtt[o]p'uovl  A<j)yy^ioc  ai to  rqc  Xa/xfapac)  Kal 

Xap,(7TpoTCLT7jc)  y0^vpyyxira)v  ttoXccjc  UpoyiKT)  ̂ at/oety.  6p.o- 

Xo[y]a>  €cxv[x]€vai  irapa  cov  iy  %[p]r)ci  81a  xip[oc]  i£  oikov 

coy  apyvpi[ov]  Ce/3acro[t»]  y[o]p,icp,o.T[o]c  ra[Xav]ra  rpia 

Kal  Spaxfiac  StcxiXiac  ckotov  i^Kovra,  [y(lvovrai)]  (raXavra)  y  (8 pay^al)  ’Bpfr, 

amp  inavayKcc  anoSoocco  coi  ewe  A'  tov  [0]apfxov- 

di  pn)voc  tov  ivecTcaroc  id*  Kal  it]*  Kal  ia\*  (erotic)]  av- 

ev  iracrjc  vmpdcccoic  Kal  [€]yp'qctXoyiac,  ei  Sc  y,r), 

cktico)  cot  rov  vrrepTrecovToc  xpbyov  tokov  tov 

cradevra  €k6.ctt)c  p.vac  tov  pirjvoc  CKacroy,  yiv op.e- 

V7)c  cot  rijc  Trpageajc  rrapa  re  ipioy  [/cat]  e/e  rwy  virap- 

XOvtojv  fioi  7 TavToov.  Kvpiov  to  x^plply  pafov  Stccov 

ypa<j)€v  TTavraxfj  €m<f)ep6p.evov  Kal  rravrl  rai  yir(ep) 

cov  im<f>€povri  Kal  cTTcpoiTTjdlc  <l}p,oXoyr)ca.  ( CTOVC )  id*  Kal 

(crovc)  17)*  TCQV  KVptCOV  'QfXOJV  AiOKXrjTiavov  Kal 

Ma£ip.iavov  Cefiacrcov  Kal  (erotic)  ta*  {(erotic)}  tcov  Kvp'upv  rjpupv 

KojvcTavr'iov  Kal  Ma^ipuavov  rcov 

€tt uf)av eerdreov  Kaicapcov,  0apevco9  y*. 

(m.2)  -^up^Aioc  'Hpac  Tlaarrioc  ecyov  iirl  XPVCi  T(*  T?” 
apyvptov  raXavra  rpia  Kal  Spaypiac  SicycXlac 

eKarbv  i^Kovra  Kal  ottoS [wjeep  wc  rrpoKtTai 

Kal  €7rep(x)T7)dlc  o)p,oX6yy)c a.  Avp(r)Xioc)  Ceprjvoc 

eypaifta  u(7rep)  aurou  /xi)  et’Soroc  ypa(p.p,ara). 

col,  i 

1  vTra[rit)v  4  tt  of  Taavirepov  corr.  from  v,  [to]?  1.  Taap.rrep.ov 

pvy’x t[rov]  6  ta $*,  A<f>vy’x[io]c  7  Aa^*  A[a/4]=  Ogvpvy’x  1™V 
8  ev  corr.  from  ec  1.  XPVce  1  9  !•  X*lP°c  11 
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deceive  14  VTiepnecovToc  1,  i/cretca)  17  inrapyovTaiv  1.  xeipoypa^ov  19  vnep, 

imo  1.  i-nepuirrjQelc  20  L  bis  21  L ia$*  24  1.  XPVC€l  27  1-  irpoKeircu, 
iirepcoTrjdeLc  28  Avp$,  V)  29  ypaf 

3

 

 

p-r/  4  to?  1.  Taap.TTefi.ov  5  ia|s  6  A<f>vy’xioc,  Xapj*  7  Aap^=, 

UpoyiKT,  8  1.  XPVceL>  X^c  10  ZyCfipt  11  erramyW  12  lafr  13  virep- 
deceivc  14  imepirecovTOC  1.  eicrekw  16-17  virapxovTiov  17  1.  x^poypa<f>ov 

18  ii?  J9  1.  breptorqdeic  19,20  L  21  Lta^  24  1  ■  XPVcei  lirpoKetrai 

27  Avp  1.  eirepioTrfdeic  28  v7,  ypa$ 

‘Under  the  consuls  our  lords  Imperatores  Diocletianus  for  the  8th  time  and  Maximianus  for 

the  7th  time,  Augusti. 
‘Aurelius  Heras  son  of  Paapis,  his  mother  being  Tamounis,  from  the  village  of  Taampemou  in 

the  Eastern  Toparchy  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome,  comarch  of  the  current  year  19  and  18  and  n,  to 

Aurelius  Euporion  son  of  Aphynchis  from  the  splendid  and  most  splendid  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites, 

victor  at  the  sacred  games,  greeting.  I  acknowledge  that  I  have  received  from  you  a  cash  loan  out  of 

your  own  house  in  imperial  silver  currency  of  three  talents  and  two  thousand  one  hundred  and  sixty 
drachmas,  in  total  3  talents  2,160  drachmas,  which  I  shall  pay  back  to  you  on  compulsion  by  the  30th 

of  the  month  Pharmouthi  of  the  current  year  19  and  18  and  11  without  any  delay  and  excuse;  and  if 

not,  then  I  shall  pay  to  you  interest  for  the  period  overdue  set  at  (one  drachma  per)  each  mina  for  each 
month  over,  and  you  have  the  right  of  execution  against  me  and  all  my  property.  This  cheirograph, 

written  in  duplicate,  is  authoritative  wherever  presented  and  for  whoever  presents  it  on  your  behalf, 

and  I  have  been  asked  the  formal  question  by  you  and  have  given  consent.  Year  19  and  year  18  of  our 

lords  Diocletianus  and  Maximianus  Augusti  and  year  11  of  our  lords  Constantius  and  Maximianus 

most  noble  Caesares,  Phamenoth  3.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Heras  son  of  Paapis,  received  the  three  talents  of  silver  and  two  thou¬ 
sand  one  hundred  and  sixty  drachmas  in  a  loan,  and  shall  pay  them  back  as  mentioned  above.  I  have 

been  asked  the  formal  question  and  have  given  consent.  I,  Aurelius  Serenus,  wrote  on  his  behalf 

because  he  does  not  know  letters.’ 

col.  ii 
1-2  The  scribe  diverges  from  the  more  regular  consular  formula  of  303  by  adding  Avto- 

Kparopcov  after  tusv  nvp'uov  rfpwv  and  placing  Cef$acr cov  at  the  end,  both  of  which  are  usually  omitted. 
This,  however,  is  not  unprecedented  (cf.  LIV  3727  1-3,  R  Wise.  II  61. 1)  and  becomes  the  standard 

format  for  the  following  year  304;  see  R.  S.  Bagnall,  K.  A.  Worp,  CSBE 2 174-5. 
3  AvprjXioc  Hpdc  Tlaamoc.  A  Heras  son  of  Paapis  from  the  same  village  is  mentioned  in  XTV 

1747  33-4  (iii/iv).  The  document  lists  villages  by  toparchy  and  names  one  or  two  individuals  under 
each  village;  the  editors  take  it  to  be  a  list  of  persons  requisitioned  or  nominated  for  public  service. 

XXIV  2421  67  (c.312-23;  BL  VIII  257)  mentions  a  IJaamc  'Hparo c  in  an  account  of  payments  in 
grain.  Given  the  practice  of  naming  the  eldest  son  after  his  grandfather,  he  may  be  the  son  of  the 

comarch  Heras. 

4  Taavirepov.  On  this  well  attested  village  in  the  Eastern  Toparchy  (modern  Tanbu),  see  A.  Be- 

naissa,  Rural  Settlements  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  Nome  (Version  2.0,  2012)  364-6.  Its  comarchs  are  mentioned 
in  four  other  documents:  XII 1421  (in),  XLVIII 3409  (iv),  3423  (nr),  and  L  3584  (v). 

5  Kojp[ap]xoc.  While  two  is  the  most  widely  attested  and  standard  number  of  comarchs  per 

village  in  the  late  third  and  early  fourth  century  (cf.  H.  MiBler,  DerKomarch  (1970)  18-42,  N.  Lewis,  The 

Compulsory  Public  Services  of  Roman  Egypt  (2i997)  35),  it  is  not  explicitly  stated  whether  Heras  was  a,  or 
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the,  comarch  of  Taampemou.  Nevertheless,  if  Heras  were  taking  out  the  loan  in  an  unofficial  capac¬ 

ity,  there  would  be  no  need  to  mention  the  other  comarch(s).  The  instances  cited  in  4  n.  all  mention 
the  comarchs  of  Taampemou  in  the  plural. 

tov  evfCTcoroc  i0*  Kal  17 1*  Ka[i]  1a*  (erovc).  In  this  period  the  comarch  took  office  at  the  begin¬ 

ning  of  the  Egyptian  year  on  1  Thoth  (29/30  August);  see  D.  Delia,  E.  Haley,  HASP 20  (1983)  39  n.  2. 

It  is  uncommon  for  the  year  of  a  current  comarchy  to  be  specified  when  other  dating  clauses  are 

present;  cf.  P.  Col.  X  281.2  (Ars.;  287),  P.  Cair.  Isid.  58.2-3  (Ars.;  315). 

7  tepayucQ.  On  the  term  see  E  Gouw,  Griekse  atletm  in  de  Romeinse  Keizertijd  (2009)  118-19,  and 

S.  Remijsen,  £PE  177  (2011)  97-109  (cf.  also  p.  192  in  this  volume).  Victory  in  the  ephebic  games  at 
Oxyrhynchus  gained  one  the  right  to  the  postnominal  title  Upovhcqc  airo/itj  i<f>rjfteiac  or  tcov  cltio/ 

i£  tyijfiiac  UpovtK&v,  e.g.  BGU IV  1093.2  (265),  P.  Coll.  Youtie  II  67.5  (260/61),  SB  X  10216.4  (m/iv). 

The  inclusion  of  arro/ ipq^etac  was  crucial  to  distinguish  the  youth  victor  from  those  who  contin¬ 

ued  their  athletic  career  at  greater  regional  or  imperial  venues.  Thus,  as  far  as  Euporion  is  concerned, 

not  much  can  be  inferred  from  the  title  UpovUrjc  alone.  For  the  ephebic  games  at  Oxyrhynchus,  see 
above,  5206  introd. 

9-10  ra[Aav]ra  .  .  .  efrqKovra.  The  sum  is  not  insubstantial  based  upon  prices  from  around 
the  time:  in  302  a  camel  cost  9  talents  (P.  Grenf.  II 74);  the  price  of  a  donkey  varied  over  the  course 

of  305-9  between  5  and  15  talents  (XLIII  3143  (305),  SB  1 5679  (307),  P.  Berl.  Leihg.  I  21  (309));  and 
in  309  bath  attendants  received  a  salary  of  2,000  dr.  per  month  (XII  1499);  see  R.  S.  Bagnall,  P.  J. 

Sijpesteijn,  %PE  24  (1977)  116.  At  a  rate  of  3  artabas  to  to  modii  castrenses,  if  the  price  of  wheat  in  Dio¬ 

cletian’s  edict  is  assumed  and  interest  deducted  from  the  loan  (see  below),  Heras  could  have  bought 
approximately  13.5  art.  (°  c.409  kg). 

It  is  worth  noting  the  absence  of  any  explicit  statement  to  the  effect  that  the  loan  is  free  of 

interest.  The  total  amount  of  the  loan  is  3  talents  and  2,160  dr.,  the  latter  part  of  which  is  somewhat 

suspect  in  its  exactitude.  Given  that  12%  p.a.  was  the  maximum  legal  interest  rate,  it  is  clearly  rel¬ 

evant  that  2,160  is  precisely  12%  of  18,000.  Since  the  loan  is  for  a.period  of  two  months,  the  annual 

interest  rate  comes  to  72%.  One  might  conjecture  from  this  that  Euporion  was  confident  that  Heras 

would  pay  the  loan  back  on  time,  but  still  wanted  to  get  the  full  value  of  the  agreement  and  therefore 

charged  a  whole  year’s  worth  of  interest  in  two  months.  We  may  suppose  that  Heras  was  to  use  the 
money  in  business  expecting  a  profitable  return. 

19-23  The  year  of  Diocletian  is  off  by  one  from  Maximian’s,  since  Maximian  assumed  impe¬ 
rial  power  the  year  after  Diocletian,  who  did  so  in  284.  Maximian  did  not  receive  the  same  regnal 

year  count  as  Diocletian  until  December  303,  when  Diocletian  made  both  regnal  years  20;  see 

CSBE 2  43-4. 

M.  EAGER 

5212.  Order  to  Supply  Meat  to  Mime-Actors 

105/  143(a)  17  X  5.5  cm  Fifth  century 

This  and  the  following  item  are  orders  to  supply  meat  to  personnel  employed 

by  the  circus:  mimes  (5212)  and  athletes  (5213).  Both  orders  are  addressed  to  Apol¬ 

lonius,  butcher.  5212  is  issued  by  a  certain  Philoxenus;  there  is  no  such  indication 

in  5213.  Both  texts  presumably  refer  to  the  same  butcher,  though  it  should  be 

noted  that  they  were  not  found  together:  5212  was  excavated  or  received  prelimi¬ 

nary  conservation  at  Bahnasa  on  18  March  (1903?)  and  5213  on  23  January  (1904?). 

5212.  ORDER  TO  SUPPLY  MEAT  TO  MIME-ACTORS  179 

The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres  on  the  verso  of  the  original  roll.  Back 

blank. 

0iX6^evoc  AnoXXcoviw  fxayip( oj)  yia'ipeiv). 
7 rapacxov  role  fiip^oie  Kpeajc  Xirpac  8e/ca,  ( yivovrai )  Kp(ecoc)  Xi(rpai)  t  (x{ovai ). 

Xoulk  ifi.  ( m .  2?)  d  au(roc)  cecr]p,(eiajp.ai)  Kp(ecoc)  At(rpac)  Se/ca  p.(ovac). 1

 

 

payipx^  1-  payeip(w)  2  /*£  At  1  14  3  au// cec-qpS  xp At 

‘Philoxenus  to  Apollonius,  butcher.  Supply  ten  pounds  of  meat  to  the  mime  actors,  total  10  lbs 

‘Choiak  12.’  (2nd  hand?)  ‘I,  the  said  person,  have  signed  for  ten  lbs  of  meat  only.’ 

1  <&i\6t;evoc.  The  name  is  so  common  in  Oxyrhynchus  that  there  is  no  need  to  identify  this 

person  with  the  vir  spectabilis  of  this  name  (see  Tyche  17  (2002)  90),  though  he  was  clearly  a  person  of 
some  standing. 

AiroWiovtcp  payip[ai).  Cf.  5213  1.  Not  known  otherwise. 

2  plpoic.  See  5215  5  n. 

3  Choiak  12  =  December  8/ 9. 
N.  GONIS 

5213.  Order  to  Supply  Meat  to  Athletes 

100/ 138(a)  8.1  X  7.6  cm  Fifth  century 

The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres  on  the  back  of  a  sheet  cut  from  a  larger 

document,  of  which  there  are  only  exiguous  remains  (an  account?). 

AnoXXcovitp  p,a yipcp’ 

80c  role  aOXrjralc 

Kpecoc  Xirpac  8vo. 

1  1.  payeipa) 

‘To  Apollonius,  butcher.  Give  two  pounds  of  meat  to  the  athletes.’ 

2  adXrjTaic.  There  is  only  one  other  explicit  reference  to  ‘athletes’  in  this  period,  in  the  cir¬ 
cus  programme  P.  Bingen  128.8  (implied  in  XXXVI  2707  13);  see  P.  Bingen  128.8  n.;  S.  Remijsen, 

‘“Blushing  in  Such  Company?”  The  Social  Status  of  Athletes  in  Late  Antiquity’,  in  D.  Brakke  et  al. 
(edd.),  Shifting  Cultural  Frontiers  in  Late  Antiquity  (2012)  199-209,  esp.  205  ff. 

N.  GONIS 
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5214.  Lease(?)  of  a  Room 

82/ 43(d)a  9  x  3-3  cm  Sixth  century 

A  fragment  from  the  middle  part  of  what  seems  to  be  a  lease  of  a  room  in  the 

afi <f>o8ov  npaiTcopiov,  a  quarter  of  Oxyrhynchus  not  attested  previously  (see  1-2 

n.).  The  location  of  the  property  is  further  specified  as  being  ‘in  the  street  of  the 

cellar  of  the  mime-actresses’,  which  is  also  new. 

The  writing  is  along  the  fibres.  There  is  a  kollesis  1.3  cm  from  the  right-hand 

edge.  The  document  was  rolled  up  from  right  to  left  and  pressed  flat. 

Trjc  voXecpc  err’  ap,<f>o8[ov 
ripaiTcopioy  ip  rrj  pvp/p  Trjc 

aTTOcracecoc  tcov  p.ip,p,a8top 

oXokXtjpov  avayatop  tottop 

»  ...[  '  '  ].[  ]. 

Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres: 

]  _  C  0,770  Trjc  ’0£[vpVyXlTU)P 

3  1.  fUfj,6.8o)v 

.  .  city,  in  the  quarter  of  the  Praetorium  in  the  street  of  the  cellar  of  the  mime-actresses, 
a  whole  room  on  the  upper  floor 

Back:  ‘. . .  from  the  (city)  of  the  Oxyrhynchites  . . .’ 

1  r-fjc  woXeqjc  would  have  been  preceded  by  im  ravrrjc  or  rrjcSe. 

1-2  in’  &p<f>68[ov]  JlpaiTMpioy.  This  quarter  of  Oxyrhynchus  has  not  been  attested  previously, 
but  recurs  in  5  iB.5g/C(d),  a  loan  of  520,  to  be  published  in  a  forthcoming  volume. 

The  praetorium  at  Oxyrhynchus  at  the  time  will  have  been  the  residence  and  headquarters  of  the 

praeses  of  Arcadia;  the  other  Oxyrhynchite  references  from  this  period  are  XLIII  3150  14-15  (vi?), 

and  XVI 1921  3  (621).  See  generally  A.  Lukaszewicz,  Les  Edifices  publics  dans  les  villes  de  VEgypte  rorrudne 

(1986)  177-8;  F.  Mitthof,  GPR  XXIII  ig  introd.  (p.  112). 

eir’  ap.<f>o8\ov\  .  .  .  £v  ri}  pvpjj.  Such  references  are  fairly  common  in  documents  from  Her- 
mopolis,  but  in  that  city  the  number  of  amphoda  was  limited.  From  Oxyrhynchus,  the  closest  parallel 

comes  from  PSI VI  708.8-9  (436)  eV  ip.\[<f>o8ov  TIap.p£ vovc  irap]a8lcov  £v  pvprj  WvXXov  Ka.Xovp.evov 

(1.  -7?);  cf.  also  E  Laur.  IV  164.8-9  (iv/y)  £v  rrj  pvp-rj]  AamaSoc  oX6k[\t)pov.  For  other  pv/xai  in  Oxy¬ 
rhynchus,  see  Diz-  geogr.  Suppl.  iii  102-3. 

3  p,ip,p,a8a>v,  1.  p.ipA8wv.  For  the  gemination  of  mu,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  157-8.  The  word 

is  known  from  inscriptions  and  literary  sources,  but  has  not  occurred  in  any  other  papyrus.  It  is  first 

attested  in  the  late  second  or  early  third  century;  see  J.  H.  Starks,  ‘Pantomime  Actresses  in  Latin 

Inscriptions’,  in  E.  Hall,  R.  Wyles  (edd.),  New  Directions  in  Ancient  Pantomime  (2008)  110-45,  at  IT5-  On 
mime  actors  see  5215  5  n.;  on  mime  actresses  in  particular,  see  E.  Fertl,  Von  Mtisen,  Mimimen  und 

5214.  LEASE(?)  OF  A  ROOM  181 

leichten  Madchen:  Die  Schauspielerin  in  der  romischen  Aniike  (2005) ;  also  R.  Webb,  Demons  and  Dancers:  Perfor¬ 
mance  in  Late  Antiquity  (2008) 

4  avayaiov  =  dvwyaiov,  cf.  e.g.  PSI  VI  709.16-17  (566)  tottojv  .  .  .  avayaiorv.  On  the  term  see  G. 
Husson,  OIKIA:Le  Vocabulaire  de  la  maison  privee  en  Egypte  d’apres  les  papyrus  grecs  (1983)  40. 

N.  GONIS 

5215-5218.  Circus  Programmes 

Each  of  the  following  four  papyri  contains  a  list  of  items  that  were,  or  were 

part  of,  a  programme  of  entertainment,  which  probably  took  place  in  the  hippo¬ 
drome  or  circus  in  Oxyrhynchus.  Three  such  programmes  have  been  published 

to  date:  XXXIV  2707,  P.  Bingen  128,  and  P.  Harrauer  56,  the  provenance  of  the 

latter  two  being  unknown.  P.  Bingen  128  has  been  dated  to  the  late  fifth  or  sixth 

century;  2707  and  P.  Harrauer  56  to  the  sixth.  The  papyri  edited  here  are  not  ob¬ 

jectively  dated:  to  judge  by  the  similarity  of  content  and  hands  they  are  probably 

also  from  the  late  fifth  or  sixth  century.1 

5215,  like  the  three  previously  published  papyri,  commences  with  an  invo¬ 
cation  to  good  fortune  and  a  display  (or  possibly  an  acclamation)  of  victory.  It  is 

followed  by  a  procession,  as  in  P.  Harrauer  56,  which  lists  no  races.  In  2707  and 

P.  Bingen  128  the  victory  display  is  followed  by  a  chariot  race,  and  then  by  a  pro¬ 

cession.  The  ‘proper’  place  for  the  procession  of  horses  was  before  the  first  race: 

Const.  Porph.  Decer.  II  153.16  V.  (P  Bingen  128.4  n.).  There  may  have  been  another 

procession  at  5215  6.  None  of  these  opening  events  is  listed  in  the  surviving  parts 

of  5216,  5217,  or  5218. 

2707  and  P.  Bingen  128  include  a  number  of  races,  with  entertainments  of 

the  type  which  we  call  ‘circus  acts’  between  them,  possibly  intended  to  distract  the 
crowd  while  the  track  was  cleared  for  the  next  race;  5216  similarly  lists  at  least  one 

and  possibly  two  races,  with  intervening  entertainments.  5215,  5217,  5218,  and 

P.  Harrauer  56,  insofar  as  they  can  be  read,  list  only  entertainments  and  no  races. 

Such  programmes  may  show  that  these  types  of  entertainment  took  place  without 

1  G.  Tedeschi,  Intrattenimenti  e  spettacoli  nell’Egitto  ellenistico-romano  (2011),  has  updated  texts  of 

the  three  published  papyri  on  pp.  137-9  (his  documents  nos.  76-8).  In  relation  to  this  sort  of  enter¬ 
tainment  see  generally  A.  Cameron,  Porphyrias  the  Charioteer  (1973)  227-32,  255-7;  Cameron,  Circus 

Factions:  Blues  and  Greens  at  Rome  and  Byzantium  (1976)  193-229,  316-17;  J.  Gascou,  ‘Les  institutions  de 

l’hippodrome  en  Egypte  byzantine’,  BIFAO  76  (1976)  185-212  =  Fiscalite  et  societi  en  Egypte  byzantine 
(2008)  51-71;  C.  Roueche,  Pe  formers  and  Partisans  at  Aphrodisias  (1993)  1-79;  R.  S.  Bagnall,  Egypt  in 

Late  Antiquity  (1993)  92-105;  W  Liebeschuetz,  Decline  and  Fall  of  the  Roman  City  (2001)  202-18;  J.  Nelis- 

Clement,  ‘Les  metiers  du  cirque,  de  Rome  a  Byzance:  entre  texte  et  image’,  CCG 13  (2002)  265-309, 

esp.  296-7;  D.  S.  Potter,  ‘Entertainers  in  the  Roman  Empire’,  in  Potter  and  D.  J.  Mattingly  (edd.),  Life, 

Death  

and  
Entertainment  

in  the  
Roman  

Empire  

(2 3 

2010)  
280-349. 
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racing  even  in  a  town  with  a  hippodrome,  possibly  because  they  were  cheaper  to 

produce;  alternatively  the  day’s  events  may  have  been  separated  into  different 
types  of  activities,  as  in  Constantinople  in  the  twelfth  century  (Niketas  Choniates, 

Hist.  X  3.18.301-8  (van  Dieten  p.  290),  describing  events  in  1184,  when  the  racing 
and  athletics  were  concluded  before  the  rope-dancing  and  hunt:  I  am  grateful  to 

Dr  Sofie  Remijsen  for  this  reference),  with  in  the  case  of  E  Harrauer  56  the  circus 

acts  preceding  the  racing.  See  R  Harrauer  p.  203. 

The  programmes  contain  words  not  otherwise  attested  in  papyri:  a§Xarov 

(meaning  unknown)  in  5216  and  yvpcnracigi  and  rjdoXoyot  in  5217.  In  addition, 

/3 oAt)  (5218  fr.  2.1)  and  the  undeciphered  words  at  5218  fr.  1.4,  fr.  2.2,  and  fr.  4.1-2 

are  new  to  this  type  of  document.  The  evidence  for  the  usage  of  these  and  other 

terms  used  in  the  circus  programmes,  such  as  /3o(u)*aAtoi  (2707  5,  7,  5215  9,  5217 

2,  5218  fr.  1.3)  and  KaXonaiKTai  (2707  5,  7,  E  Bingen  128.5,  P*  Harrauer  56.4), 

comes  from  a  variety  of  sources  over  a  considerable  time-span,  suggesting  that 

these  acts  did  not  change  significantly  over  long  periods  of  time. 

There  is  no  consistency  across  the  seven  programmes  in  the  use  of  nominative 

or  accusative,  or  singular  or  plural.  There  has  been  some  discussion  as  to  whether 

in  relation  to  a  mime  the  use  of  the  singular  means  a  single  performer;  in  2707 

11,  the  plural  is  used,  and  at  P.  Bingen  128.6  n.  the  editor  suggests  that  the  singular 

term  might  mean  the  spectacle  rather  than  the  artist.  Mimes  are  usually  referred  to 

in  the  plural,  but  there  are  papyri  in  which  payments  are  made  to  single  artists,  like 

III  519  3  (11)  and  VII 1050  25  (ii/m).  See  P.  Harrauer  p.  203  for  other  references. 

None  of  these  programmes  contains  both  singular  and  plural  of  exactly  the  same 

type  of  performer,  but  5217  has  a  singular  mime  and  plural  rjOoXoyoc,  a  type  of 

mime  artist  (see  5217  4  n.),  and  5215  also  has  a  mixture  of  singular  and  plural.  In 

the  case  of  mimes,  the  plural  in  2707  11  may  indicate  a  competition. 

The  generous  layout  of  the  seven  papyri  suggests  that  they  may  have  been  cre¬ 

ated  to  be  handed  round  or  pinned  up.  5215  is  subscribed,  as  is  2707,  to  which  it 

is  closest  in  style,  and  which,  as  the  editor  suggested  in  the  introduction,  may  have 

been  a  copy  of  a  public  notice  that  had  to  be  seen  and  approved  by  a  second  per¬ 

son,  possibly  passed  from  one  municipal  official  to  another.  We  cannot  tell  if  any  of 

the  others  had  a  subscription;  all  may  have.  Such  programmes  may  have  been  dis¬ 

tributed  before  the  performance,  perhaps  as  invitations,  in  which  case  the  signature 

on  2707  (and  5215)  may  have  been  greetings  from  the  sender  (E  Harrauer  p.  204). 

Alternatively  they  may  have  been  used  by  the  master  of  ceremonies  or  impresario 

in  charge  of  ensuring  that  the  various  acts  came  on  at  their  appointed  times.  Each 

programme  is  written  in  a  different  hand. 

The  papyri  do  not  show  the  venue  for  the  events.  Oxyrhynchus  had  both 

a  hippodrome  (probably  just  outside  the  city  to  the  north)  and  a  theatre  (in  the 

south-west  quarter).1  Shows  without  chariot-racing  may  have  used  the  theatre;  in 

1  See  J.  Padro,  Oxyrhynchos  I:  Fouilles  archeologigues  a  el-Bahnasa  (ig 82-2005 )  (2006)  99-100;  id.,  in 

Aphrodisias,  for  example,  where  there  was  no  hippodrome,  there  is  evidence  in  the 

theatre  for  a  range  of  entertainers,  including  mimes  and  a  tightrope  walker.1 
5215-17  have  received  preliminary  notice  in  Egyptian  Archaeology  41  (2012)  5-7, 

at  7,  with  photographs. M.  MOUNTFORD 

5215.  Circus  Programme 

A.  6B.5 /57(a)  12.5  x  29.7  cm  Sixth  century 

The  papyrus  is  badly  damaged,  with  a  number  of  large  holes.  The  edge  of 

a  kollesis,  in  place  before  the  document  was  written,  is  visible  approximately  3  cm  in 

from  the  right-hand  edge;  the  right-hand  sheet  is  stuck  to  the  top  of  the  left-hand 
sheet,  and  the  fibres  of  the  two  sheets  do  not  run  parallel,  suggesting  that  this  was 

not  a  manufacturer’s  join.  The  upper  and  right-hand  margins  are  intact,  as  is  the 

left-hand  margin  except  for  a  hole  level  with  lines  5-7,  and  a  separate  fragment 

completes  the  bottom  margin.  Wide  margins  were  left  at  both  sides  and  wide  gaps 

between  the  lines;  it  looks  like  a  document  for  public  rather  than  private  use.  The 

script  is  large  and  stylized,  but  not  like  the  chancery  hands  responsible  for  2707 

and  P.  Harrauer  56;  P.  Bingen  128  is  somewhat  comparable.  A  and  y  are  higher 

and  smaller  than  the  other  letters  (see  particularly  line  1),  n  is  curved  (7),  and  1  can 
have  a  small  loop  on  top  (7). 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres.  The  back  contains  an  account,  probably 

a  list  of  vegetables,  written  later,  with  the  writing  running  across  the  fibres. ayadfj  rvyj] n[«i) 

5  ju>[o]c 

]...[ 

yv\fiviKo[- 

[XLfXOC fiovKaXioi 

■°  .[ 

{«1-  2)  8i]fvnS[x<Ei 

‘For  good  fortune. 

A.  K.  Bowman  et  al.  (edd.),  Oxyrhynchus:  A  City  and  Its  Texts  (2007)  136-7 ;  id.,  in  M.  Erroux-Morfin  and 

J.  Padro  Parcerisa  (edd.),  Oxyrhynchos,  un  site  de fouilles  en  devenir  (2008)  16-17. 

1  Roueche,  Performers  i.i.iii  (IAph2007  8.104),  8  b  ii  (IAph20o7  8.12)  on  pp.  36-7  and  PI.  11. 
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‘Victory.  Procession.  Gymnast(?).  Mime.  (Procession?).  Gymnast(?).  Mime.  Vocalists(?) _ ’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘Farewell.’ 

1  a[ya]9rj  riiyy.  So  2707  1.  E  Bingen  128.1,  and  E  Harrauer  56.1.  The  circus  programmes  are 

the  only  papyri  from  the  Byzantine  era  in  which  this  invocation  appears  (E  Harrauer  56.1  n.);  the  lat¬ 

est  dated  example  of  its  use  in  published  papyri  in  another  context  is  from  359,  BGU 1 316  =  M.  Chr. 

271.2,  an  agreement  for  the  sale  of  a  slave.  See  LXIII 4359  2  n.  on  the  use  of  this  phrase  in  contracts 

on  papyrus.  In  2707  1  and  E  Harrauer  56.1,  the  words  are  preceded  by  a  christogram.  The  use  of 

ayaQfj  tvxw  at  the  start  of  a  programme  may  have  been  customary  in  pre-Christian  times,  when  Tyche 

was  believed  to  be  a  goddess  representing  the  fortune  of  the  city,  possibly  because  the  activities  were 

dangerous  or  involved  betting,  possibly  because  the  games  were  put  on  by  the  city  authorities.  The 

continuation  of  the  usage  in  the  Christian  period  suggests  that  the  term,  like  the  symbol  of  victory  (see 

2  n.),  had  lost  its  pagan  religious  significance.  A  seventh-century  wooden  tablet  found  in  Edfu  and  now 

in  the  Louvre  contains  an  image  of  Anthousa,  the  Tyche  of  Constantinople,  painted  over  extracts  of 

various  parts  of  the  New  Testament  (A.  Desreumaux,  M.-H.  Rutschowscaya,  CRAI 1992, 83-92),  and 

it  is  possible  that  the  term  in  this  context  was  not  just  a  heading  but  actually  signified  the  production 

of  or  a  procession  involving  a  statue  or  image.  (I  am  grateful  to  Professor  Parsons  for  this  reference  and 

suggestion.)  The  expression  ayadfj  riiyr)  is  used  by  a  number  of  Byzantine  writers  but  not  as  a  heading. 

2  vi[k7).  This  is  more  likely  to  be  vitcq  (as  in  P.  Harrauer  56.2)  than  vixai  (as  in  2707  2  and 

P.  Bingen  128.2:  see  P.  Harrauer  56.2  n.):  if  there  had  been  an  iota  as  the  fifth  letter,  traces  of  it  would 

probably  be  visible.  The  plural  may  have  indicated  a  victory  figure  for  each  reigning  emperor  (SHA 

Sea.  22.3)  carried  in  or  before  the  pompa  circensis:  see  2707  2  n.  Ovid  ( Amores  3.245)  has  a  figure  of 

Victory  leading  the  procession  at  the  races,  followed  by  statues  or  representations  of  other  gods.  The 

ancient  ceremony  seems  to  have  continued  as  the  traditional  start  to  entertainment  in  the  circus,  but 

with  the  Victory  figure  having  lost  the  meaning  of  the  ‘goddess  of  the  circus’  (see  RE  VIII  A.2  2528- 
9),  and  become  a  symbol  of  the  success  of  the  emperor  and  a  part  of  imperial  propaganda.  Images 

of  the  emperor  may  also  have  been  carried  (C.  Th.  XV  4.1  (425)).  See  Rouech6,  ‘The  Image  of  Vic¬ 

tory:  New  Evidence  from  Ephesus’,  in  Melanges  Gilbert  Dagron  ( TMByz  14;  2002)  527-46,  esp.  543.  The 
Hippodrome  in  Constantinople  was  the  principal  venue  for  imperial  victory  celebrations  in  the  fifth 

and  sixth  centuries.  If,  when  the  emperor  was  present,  there  was  always  ‘some  non-specific  reiteration 

of  victory  ideology’  (M.  McCormick,  Eternal  Victory :  Triumphal  Rulership  in  Late  Antiquity,  Byzantium  and 
the  Early  Medieval  West  (1986)  95),  it  would  not  be  surprising  if  this  was  mirrored  in  some  way  at  events 

which  took  place  in  front  of  his  representatives  in  the  provinces.  See  Roueche,  Performers  145-7,  on 

imperial  statues  at  celebrations,  and  McCormick,  Eternal  Victory  59-68  and  92-9,  on  imperial  victory 

celebrations.  vUr)  could  also  be  an  exhortation,  as  in  Roueche,  Performers  nos.  4  and  5  (IAph2007  8.6 
and  8.7),  but  that  is  less  likely  in  this  context. 

Less  likely  also  is  vik§,  which  appears  frequently  in  the  theatre  and  in  other  graffiti  from  Alex¬ 

andria  and  Aphrodisias  (Z.  Borkowski,  Alexandrie  II:  Inscriptions  des  factions  a  Alexandrie  (1981);  Roueche, 

Performers passini).  This  is  usually  taken  to  be  indicative,  an  acclamation  of  victory  (see  E  Bingen  128.2 

n.  and  Cameron,  Porphyrius  248-50),  but  it  could  also  be  subjunctive,  expressing  a  wish  for  victory. 
Acclamations  for  the  emperor  were  customary  at  games  and  the  theatre  when  he  was  in  attendance, 

and  may  have  taken  place  regularly  at  the  start  of  all  entertainments.  On  acclamations  see  generally 

Roueche,  ‘Acclamations  in  the  Later  Roman  Empire :  New  Evidence  from  Aphrodisias’,  JRS 74  (1984) 181-99. 

Professor  Parsons  notes  the  use  of  to  vIko.  as  a  batde-cry  of  the  circus  factions  (Proc.  de  bellis 
r. 24.10);  the  532  riots  in  Constantinople  were  named  after  it, 

3  wW  Cf.  on  6,  and  see  the  introduction  to  5215-5218  for  the  appearance  of  this  word  in 
other  circus  papyri. 

5215.  CIRCUS  PROGRAMME 

>85 

4  The  traces  are  compatible  with  this  reading,  as  at  7,  where  see  n. 

5  /j,ifj.[o]c.  Restored  following  8.  A  mime  can  mean  a  play  or  sketch  to  be  performed  (cf. 
5187-9  introd.),  but  it  was  also  a  general  word  for  a  comic  actor,  often  one  who  imitated  or  parodied 

his  subjects.  Mime(s)  are  the  common  element  in  all  the  circus  programmes  known.  Mimes  took 

part  in  competitions  at  earlier  festivals,  and  that  later  appearances  may  also  have  been  competitive 

is  suggested  by  the  references  to  St aa<evr)  a^aya,  ‘unbeatable  equipment’,  and  exhortations  to  vic¬ 

tory  at  Aphrodisias,  and  by  evidence  that  mimes,  like  the  teams  of  chariot-racers,  could  ‘belong’  to 
one  of  the  Colours:  see  Roueche,  Performers  nos.  r.i.iii,  1.3.U,  1.4a,  1.5a  (IAph2007  8.16,  8.17,  8.18, 

8.104).  At  XXVII  2480  43  (565/6?),  wine  is  distributed  by  the  Apion  household  to  mimes  of  rcbv  ft 

ipyacT7jp(lti}v):  this  may  be  a  reference  to  the  two  Colours  (see  inter  alia  2480  10  showing  wine  being 

supplied  to  the  horses  of  the  Blue  Faction),  although  Gascou  rejects  this  view  (1976,  195  n.  2  =  2008, 

58  n.  34),  without  giving  a  reason.  The  same  line  records  a  distribution  to  KaXo-naiKrat,  who  may  have 
belonged  to  the  same  group. 

Mimes  are  referred  to  in  a  number  of  papyri  from  the  first  century  bc  onwards:  BGU  XTV 

2428.29  (1  bc,  in  a  festival  context);  perhaps  LXXTV  5013  3  (n;  context  unclear),  where  see  n.;  Ill 

519  32  (n),  VII  1050  25  (n/m),  and  P.  Harr.  I  97.9  (iv)  showing  that  they  took  part  in  games;  E  Ryl. 
IV  641.17  (first  half  of  iv)  entertaining  a  visiting  strategus;  P.  Wash.  Univ.  II  95.1  (rv/v);  SPP  XX  85 

(iv),  again  in  the  context  of  a  festival;  2480  43  (565/6?;  see  above);  5214  2-3  (vi)  rqc  airocracecoc 

T6iv  puptpAScov.  A  biologos ,  a  special  type  of  mime,  appears  in  VII 1025  7-8  (late  n)  in  the  context  of 
village  entertainment.  Apart  from  2480,  5214,  and  CPR  VII  45.24, 27  (vi;  meaning  unclear),  the  only 

references  in  later  papyri  are  in  the  circus  programmes.  See  Robert,  "ApxoxoXoyoc  ,  REG  49  (1936) 

242  =  OMSi  678;  F.  Perpillou-Thomas,  ‘Artistes  et  athletes  dans  les  papyrus  grecs  d’Egypte’,  ffE  108 

(1995)  225-51,  at  230,  and  references;  Cameron,  Porphyrius  230-32;  id.,  Circus  Factions  2246!.;  for  mimes 
generally,  Reich,  DerMimus  (1903). 

6  The  first  trace  may  represent  w  (the  right-hand  side  with  a  suggestion  of  the  right- 
hand  end  of  the  bridge  touching  it  on  the  left);  following  it,  only  specks  are  preserved.  Dr  Chang 

suggests  7To]fX77Yj [,  as  at  3.  6-8  would  then  match  3-5  exactly. 

7-9  This  sequence  also  at  5218  fr.  1.1-3. 
7  yv]pvu<o[-.  The  adjective  yv/xvu<6c  is  found  in  three  third-century  papyri  from  Oxyrhynchus 

containing  applications  for  competitors’  privileges,  Pap.  Agon.  1.15,  20,  22,  25,  3.18,  and  9.7,  where, 

like  pLovctKoc,  ImriKocy  and  c kt}vik6c,  it  qualifies  aytov;  cf.  also  5207  ii  11.  Here  the  word  may  be  yvpvt- 

ko[v  or  yvfjLvtKo[cy  signifying  an  athletic  contest;  although  there  is  no  room  for  a  word  such  as  &9\ov 

or  ayow,  this  may  not  have  been  necessary  in  the  context.  Alternatively,  this  may  be  the  first  papyro- 
logical  attestation  of  yvptvtKoc  used  to  mean  an  acrobatic  or  gymnastic  performer  in  a  spectacle,  as  in 

SEG  XXX  1235,  an  inscription  from  Lyons  (first  half  of  in)  commemorating  Gorgonius,  a  foundling 

raised  as  such  a  performer  who  died  at  the  age  of  ten.  G.  Sacco,  ‘Osservazioni  su  rpofafc,  r/xtyt/xoi, 

OpenroL,  Miscellanea  greca  e  romana.  7  (1980)  271-86,  cites  five  Latin  inscriptions  in  the  same  vein  (CIL 

VI  10158,  10159,  10160,  14400,  X  2132)  and  SHA  Vopiscus  Car.  19.2-3,  showing  gymnici  appearing 
in  spectacles  in  Rome  along  with,  inter  alia,  pantomimes,  musicians,  and  what  we  would  call  circus 

entertainers;  these  suggest  that  the  term  may  have  been  applied  principally  to  young  performers. 
8  ptiptoc.  See  5  n. 

9  fioveaXioi.  This  word,  spelt  poKaXioi,  appears  in  2707  5  and  7  as  an  adjective  qualifying 

Ko.\oiratKT<ai  (men  on  stilts:  P.  Harrauer  56.4  n.),  and  was  translated  as  ‘singing’,  from  Latin  vocalis; 
see  2707  5  n.,  and  cf  Lex.  lat.  Lehn.  11  s.v.  Here  and  in  5217  2  and  no  doubt  also  in  5218  fr.  1.3  it  is 
a  noun.  I  have  not  found  the  word  used  elsewhere  in  papyri.  We  have  evidence  of  use  in  three  other 

contexts :  (1)  Latin  vocales  at  royal  banquets  (SHA  Alex.  Sev.  34.2  (Severus  dismisses  vocales  exsoletos  along 

with  other  types  of  entertainers)  and  Sid.  Apoll.  Ep.  1.2.9  vocalium  concentus  meditatum  acroama  simul 

intonal);  (2)  the  presumed  original  singers  of  the  psalms  (fioKaXtot  rjrot  d>8ol  in  Ghron.  Pasch.  159.17 
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and  Cosraas  Indicopleustes,  Top.  5.1 17. 14;  rove  he  tphovc  rove  Xeyop.evovc  fioKaXiovc  in  Chron.  Pasch. 

159.4  an<d  Cosm.  Indie.  Top.  5.116.15);  (3)  in  Const.  Porph.  Decer.  eight  references  to  povnaXioi  are  to 

a  regular  group  in  the  imperial  suite  (742.10  R.  \movpy6iv  re  koi  fiovKoXltav)  whose  role  was  to  utter 

appropriate  phrases  in  Latin,  such  as  ‘ conservet  deus  imperium  oestrum',  at  fixed  points  during  the  imperial 
banquet  (they  are  called  rote  piofiaiZovci  fiovKaXiotc  at  744.7  R-).  In  four  places  (1 15.29,  II  171.1,  6, 19 

V)  their  performance  is  represented  by  Xeyetv,  in  three  (743.22, 744.7, 751.3  R.)  by  iupannjctc  {acclama- 

tio).  See  N.  Oikonomides,  Les  Listes  de preseance  byzantines  des  IX‘et  X‘  siecles  (1972)  167  n.  146. 
10  ,  [:  a  steeply  descending  stroke  with  further  ink  lower  down  and  to  the  left;  x[,  as  at  5218 

fr.  1.4  (cf.  on  7-9  above),  may  be  a  possible  reading.  There  are  further  possible  traces  to  the  right,  but 
these  may  belong  to  the  next  letter  or  the  next  but  one. 

11  St]eyri5[xei.  The  reconstruction  follows  2707  14.  The  surviving  letters  appear  to  be  written 

in  a  different  hand.  See  the  introduction  to  5215-18  for  possible  implications  of  the  use  of  this  word, 
which  would  normally  appear  at  the  end  of  a  letter. 

M.  MOUNTFORD 

5216.  Circus  Programme 

84/ go(g)  13  x  14  cm  Fifth/sixth  century 

Only  four  lines  of  this  papyrus,  and  slight  traces  of  a  fifth,  have  survived.  It  is 

not  possible  to  tell  how  much  is  missing.  The  right  margin  is  intact  and,  as  in  5215, 

the  letters  are  large  and  the  writer  leaves  a  wide  margin  to  left  and  right,  as  if  for 

a  public  notice,  v  and  n  are  curved;  N  ends  with  a  flourish  at  the  end  of  each  line. 

A  is  open  but  not  noticeably  smaller  than  the  other  letters,  except  on  its  second  ap¬ 

pearance  in  4.  The  back  is  blank. 

fxi fiov S.6X0V 

fXlfXOV 

afiXarov 
5  a^Ao]^ 

] 

‘.  .  .  Mime.  Race.  Mime. .  .  .  Race. .  . .’ 

1  See  5215  5  n. 

2  3.9Xov.  This  word  appears  in  three  other  papyri:  E  Bingen  128.3,  7,  9  (see  P  Harrauer 

56.8  n.  on  the  meaning  of  adXov  in  this  connection  and  for  the  supplement  50A]oi»  at  P.  Bingen 

128.3),  where  it  has  the  same  meaning  as  here,  SB  X  10493.7  (228),  where  it  clearly  means  ‘prize’,  and 

P.  Lond.  VI  1927.37  (mid  iv),  where  the  meaning  is  not  entirely  clear  but  it  was  translated  as  ‘contest’. 
Its  meaning  seems  to  have  changed  over  time,  developing  from  the  prize  to  the  contest  which  was 

fought  for  it  and  then,  specifically  or  in  specific  contexts,  a  chariot  contest  or  race  (see  P.  Harrauer 

5216 .  CIRCUS  PROGRAMME  187 

56.8  n.  citing  Const.  Porph.  De  cer.  758.13  R.).  Philo  {De  div.  verb.  sign.  s.v.)  distinguishes  aQXov  meaning 

‘contest’  from  eiradXov  meaning  ‘prize’. 

3  fiifiov.  See  5215  5  n. 4  af$Xa.Tov.  The  meaning  of  this  is  unclear.  I  have  not  found  anything  in  Greek  or  Latin  that 

looks  similar,  other  than  ablatus  from  aufero.  If  that  is  the  correct  derivation,  there  are  I  think  three  pos¬ 

sible  (I  hesitate  to  use  the  word  in  this  context;  none  is  satisfactory)  meanings:  ‘carried  away’  (possibly 

a  stock  mime  or  pageant  about  a  stolen  object,  but  I  have  found  no  similar  surviving  title),  ‘interval’ 

(or  ‘cancelled’?),  and  ‘prize-giving’  (see  Lewis  and  Short  s.v.  aufero,  a  ‘to  take  or  bear  off  or  away,  to 

carry  off,  b  ‘to  cease  from,  desist  from’,  and  c  ‘to  carry  off  (as  the  fruit  or  result  of  one’s  labor  .  .  .)’ 
respectively).  While  one  might  have  expected  another  race  in  this  position  in  the  list,  it  is  clear  that 
the  word  is  not  aOXov.  The  second  letter  may  possibly  be  k  but  that  does  not  help  the  interpretation, 

as  I  can  find  no  examples  of  auXarov  either.  Nor  is  a vXarov  attested. 

5  &6Xo]v.  Restored  following  2.  The  word  could  equally  well  be  ̂ tpojv. 

M.  MOUNTFORD 

5217.  Circus  Programme 

1 05/ 67(a)  19-5  x  10-2  cm  Sixth  century 

Only  four  lines  of  this  papyrus  have  survived,  and  we  cannot  tell  how  much  is 

missing.  The  left-hand  margin  is  complete,  with  a  wide  band  of  papyrus  (c.y  cm)  left 

blank  on  both  sides.  The  edge  of  a  kollesis  is  visible  5  cm  in  from  the  left-hand  edge 

of  the  sheet.  The  writing  is  the  same  size  as  in  5216.  The  back  is  blank. 

pLLfXOC 

fioKaXun yuponacLOL fjdoXoyoi 

‘.  .  .  Mime.  Vocalists.  .  . .  Character  actors.’ 

1-2  The  same  sequence  at  5215  8-9,  5218  fr.  1.2-3, in  both  cases  preceded  by  yvp.vu<o[. 
1  pt]u,oc.  See  5215  5  n. 

2  fioKaXioi.  See  5215  9  n. 

3  yvpoTracipi.  I  have  not  found  this  word  anywhere  else,  yvpoc  means  a  ring  or  circle  (LSJ), 

and  yupofiada,  ‘going  in  a  circle’,  with  -n  for  /3  as  commonly,  would  be  a  comprehensible  and  well- 
paralleled  though  unattested  formation;  -am  however,  if  correctly  read,  is  hard  to  account  for.  Latin 

gyrus  is  often  found  in  connection  with  horses:  cf.  OLD  s.v.  1  A  circular  course  on  which  horses  were 

trained  or  raced’,  2a  ‘A  circle  described  by  a  creature  or  object  in  motion’,  2b  ‘a  circling  or  wheeling 

movement’.  The  adjective  yvpoc  can  mean  ‘contorted’  when  used  of  wresding  (LSJ  Rev.  Suppl.,  citing 

Philostr.  Gym.  11,  35),  and  so  one  might  alternatively  wish  to  find  here  a  reference  to  contortionists. 

4  rjdoXoyoi.  Another  word  not  found  elsewhere  in  published  papyri.  Defined  in  Hesychius, 

Photius,  and  the  Suda  only  as  Oearpicifc,  this  is  a  specific  type  of  mime  who  depicts  stock  figures  (such 

as  ‘the  boastful  man’  or  ‘the  peasant’)  in  word  and  gestures,  equated  to  a  biologos  by  Reich  (DerMimus 
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i  83,  in  the  context  of  mimes  who  imitated  Christian  figures,  and  ii  642),  and  Robert  (REG  4g  (1936) 

242  =  OMS  i  678).  Other  references  are  at  Athen.  1. 20A,  a  reference  to  Noemon  the  mimic,  Diod.  Sic. 

20.63.2,  where  a  person  is  described  as  making  people  laugh  as  if  he  was  an  TjdoXoyoc  or  a  0aupa- 

Torroioc  (a  mimic  or  a  conjuror  or  stunt  man),  and  Plu.  Qu.  Conn.  673B  Kal  fj.Lf.oic  *al  i)0oAoyotc,  in 
relation  to  entertainments  at  drinking  parties. 

M.  MOUNTFORD 

5218.  Circus  Programme 

66  6B.3/G(i-2)a  fr.  1  it.2  x  8,4  cm  Sixth  century 

One  large  and  seven  smaller  fragments.  The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres,  and 
the  back  is  blank. 

The  document  is  a  list  of  circus  events  and  displays  (or  victors?),  part  athletic, 

part  non-athletic  entertainments,  and  several  of  uncertain  nature.  The  lines  are 

written  flush  left  with  a  justified  left-hand  margin  and  there  is  no  evidence  of  Maas’ 

law.  The  text  is  written  in  a  large,  well-spaced  fluent  round  hand  with  vertical  ex¬ 

tension,  in  fr.  2.1  at  least  so  widely  spaced  as  to  suggest  special  display  or  heading. 

Each  letter  is  about  1.7— 1.9  cm  tall.  H,  w,  and  y  have  their  cursive  shapes,  but  o  is 

stylized,  unusually  narrow,  and  elongated;  B  has  a  carefully  contrived  loop  at  its 

foot.  The  hand  is  not  identical  with  that  of  any  of  the  other  surviving  programmes. 

The  layout  and  scale  and  style  of  writing  suggests  nothing  so  much  as  a  posted 

sign:  letters  uncommonly  take  the  form  of  mere  lists.  Perhaps  it  passed  between 

two  municipal  officers  or  circus  organizers  for  approval  prior  to  posting,  or  perhaps 

it  served  as  an  announcement  of  the  events  or  an  invitation  to  them  (in  suitably 

large  formal  script)  to  important  persons.  In  terms  of  structure,  the  piece  most 

closely  resembles  5215,  which  has  in  lines  7-9  the  same  sequence  as  5218  fr.  1.1-3. 

The  appearance  of  fj.tfj.oc  in  two  places  in  the  surviving  fragments  (fr.  1.2,  fr.  3)  is 

no  obstacle  to  their  being  assigned  to  a  single  document,  cf.  5215  5,  8,  5216  1, 

3,  P.  Bingen  128.6,  10;  2707,  the  only  programme  in  which  mimes  appear  in  the 

plural,  fj.ifj.oi  (11),  is  also  the  only  programme  in  which  they  are  known  to  have 

made  only  a  single  appearance.  5218  signals  no  chariot  races,  either  because  these 

were  understood  as  alternating  with  the  entertainment  events,  or  because  the  pro¬ 
gramme  announced  is  all  show. 

5218  is  of  particular  interest  as  containing  alongside  familiar  items  (and  a  fa¬ 

miliar  sequence)  several  words  found  in  no  other  programme  published  to  date  (fr. 

1.4;  fr.  2.1,  2;  fr.  4.1,  2),  but  of  these,  only  /3oAr(  (fr.  2.1)  has  so  far  been  deciphered. 

5218.  CIRCUS  PROGRAMME 

Fr.  1  Fr.  2  Fr.  3  Fr.  4 

yvfj.viKo[  3o\y]  fj.ifj.[o-  94...  [ 

fJ.ifJ.oc  [  .] _ [..]... ?V  [  ■  ■  . 

ftovKa\to[-  ...  .  . 

8*.  []'..[ 
Fr.  5  Fr.  6  Fr.  7  Fr.  8 

Top 

]..[  ]..[  ]...[  ]..[ 
Foot  .  .  Foot 

(Fr.  1)  ‘Gymnast(s).  Mime.  Vocalist(s)  (?) . . .’  (Fr.  2)  ‘Throw  (?) . . .’  (Fr.  3)  ‘Mime.’ 

Fr.  1 

1-3  The  same  sequence  at  5215  7-9. 
1  yv[iviKo[.  See  on  5215  7.  Whether  there  was  one  or  more  is  impossible  to  know:  singular, 

if  the  lone  fj.ifi.oc  in  2  is  any  indication  (cf.  5215  7  yv]fj.viKo[ — where  we  could  of  course  have  the 

singular  or  plural — with  8  fiifioc  sing.),  and  we  are  thinking  of  a  solo,  perhaps  virtuoso  gymnast  (was 
it  a  parade  of  the  victors  in  each  category?);  plural,  if  these  were  the  competitors  in  a  group  event. 

2  fj.ijj.oc  [.  Cf  fr.  3,  and  see  on  5215  5.  The  elongated  top  of  c  shows  that  we  have  the  end  of 
the  word  and  line. 

3  f}ovKaAio[-.  See  on  5215  9  (where  we  have  the  same  spelling  ftovKaX-);  2707  5, 7,  and  5217  2 

(with  the  spelling  fioKaA-).  Plural  in  2707,  5215  9,  and  5217  2,  and  nowhere  singular,  which  perhaps 

argues  for  the  restoration  of  the  plural  here. 

4  81,  [] . .  [.  After  81,  the  lower  left  part  of  A  or  c;  then  possibly  c.  Not  8te[u]Tv[xet:  there  is  no 

room  for  [u],  and  the  final  trace  descends  too  steeply  to  be  the  upper  left-hand  corner  of  y. 
Fr.  2 

1  /JoAt).  End  of  line  (and  event),  but  meaning  uncertain.  Perhaps  the  reference  is  to  a  display 

of  javelin-  or  discus-throwing,  cf.  Gal.  In  Hipp.  Epid.  VI  comment.  (CMG  V  10.2.2,  p.  128.1)  Sickcov  kch 

aKovriojv  j3oAac;  alternatively,  perhaps  the  word  is  used  of  an  archery  contest  (cf.  Babr.  1.2).  Cf.  also 

SiacojSoAoc  (of  statues,  and  of  soldiers,  Lyd.  Mag.  p.  72.21  Bandy)  and  related  words. 

Fr.  3 

jj.ifi[oc  is  likely;  cf.  fr.  1.2.  2707  is  the  only  circus  programme  with  plural  fj.ifj.oi:  cf.  5215-5218 

Fr- 4 

1  Not  ayadfj  Tvyj). 

Frr.  6-8 
The  apparent  upper  and  lower  margins  indicated  in  the  transcription  may  be  merely  a  product 

of  abrasion. 

D.  OBBINK 
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Games,  competitors,  and  performers  in  Roman  Egypt 

i.  The  emergence  of  Greek  games  in  Egypt 

Athletic,  equestrian,  and  artistic  competitions  {agones)  flourished  from  the  sev¬ 

enth  and  sixth  centuries  on  in  Greece,  southern  Italy,  the  west  coast  of  Asia  Minor, 

and  Cyrenaica.  Among  the  dozens  of  archaic  and  classical  contests,  the  Olympic, 

Pythian,  Isthmian,  and  Nemean  games  emerged  as  the  top  four.  Although  people 

involved  in  these  contests  (athletes,  performing  artists,  ambassadors,  authors  of 

victory  odes)  travelled  widely,  there  was  little  co-ordination  of  this  developing 

agonistic  circuit;  formal  categorization  of  contests  and  supervision  by  higher 

authorities  only  started  in  the  Hellenistic  period,  and  this  evolution  was  not  com¬ 

pleted  until  the  Roman  imperial  period.  The  love  of  contests,  on  the  other  hand, 

was  something  that  connected  the  Greeks  from  early  on,  so  that  it  is  not  surprising 

that  competitions  in  performing  arts  and  sports  were  introduced  into  Egypt  when 
Greek  settlers  and  culture  arrived  there. 

Agones  started  in  Egypt  immediately  after  its  conquest  by  Alexander  the  Great, 

who  celebrated  his  coronation  as  pharaoh  in  Memphis  with  games  (Arrian  3.5.2), 

although  regular  games,  that  is,  an  agon  held  every  four  years  on  a  fixed  date,  were 

apparently  not  established  until  about  half  a  century  later.  Some  of  the  sports  that 

made  up  the  agones,  such  as  running,  wrestling,  boxing,  and  horse  racing,  had  a  long 

independent  history  in  Egypt,  but  there  is  no  evidence  for  Egyptian  influence  on 

the  Greek  contests.1  The  Ptolemies  wanted  to  present  themselves  as  champions  of 
Greek  culture  and  therefore  actively  promoted  Greek-style  sports  and  perform¬ 

ing  arts.2  The  royal  family  competed  vicariously  at  the  major  contests  in  Greece 
in  the  horse  and  chariot  races,  events  in  which  wealth  could  ensure  success,  and 

encouraged  the  participation  of  Hellenes  from  Egypt  in  athletic  events  through 

subsidies  and  tax  privileges.  They  also  founded  or  supported  new  games  in  Egypt. 

After  Ptolemy  n  had  instituted  the  Ptolemaia  in  Alexandria,  probably  in  279  bc,  the 

Theadelphia  and  the  Basileia  soon  followed.  These  games  were  recognized  as  top 

games  by  several  allies  of  the  Ptolemies,  but  in  practice,  like  other  games  on  the  pe¬ 

riphery  of  the  Greek  world,  they  rarely  attracted  international  competitors.  Games 

for  performing  artists  only  were  instituted  as  well.  An  artistic  contest  was  held  as 

part  of  the  Alexandrian  Dionysia  and  another  was  organised  by  the  Alexandrian 

deme  Eleusis.  The  city  of  Ptolemais  Hermiou  in  Upper  Egypt  was  permitted  by 

1  On  sport  in  pharaonic  Egypt,  see  e.g.  W.  Decker,  Pharao  und  Sport  (Mainz  2006). 

2  This  is  further  elaborated  in  S.  Remijsen,  ‘Challenged  by  Egyptians:  Greek  Sports  in  the 

Third  Century  bc’,  International  Journal  of  the  History  of  Sport  26  (2009)  246-71. 
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Ptolemy  m  to  establish  a  contest  for  performing  artists  as  well.  Literary  texts,  such 

as  the  Hippika  of  Posidippus  and  Callimachus’  victory  ode  for  Berenike,  celebrate 
victories  of  the  royal  family  and  courtiers,  while  others,  such  as  the  description  of 

a  procession  by  KaUixeinos  of  Rhodes  (Athenaeus  196A-203B),  illustrate  the  splen¬ 

dour  of  the  Alexandrian  festivals.1 
Greek  sports  spread  through  the  chora  as  well,  as  gymnasia  were  founded  by 

immigrants,  in  particular  military  settlers,  in  the  capital  cities  of  the  nomes  and, 

unlike  elsewhere  in  the  Greek  world,  even  in  some  large  villages.  In  the  course  of 

the  second  century  bc  gymnasiarchs  and  ephebes  start  to  appear  in  the  papyri, 

indicating  that  the  local  gymnasia  gradually  conformed  to  the  common  Greek 

pattern.  There  were  no  internationally  recognized  agones  like  those  of  Alexandria 

or  Ptolemais  Hermiou,  but  occasional  papyrological  references  attest  smaller-scale 

competitions  mounted  as  part  of  local  festivals.2 
The  new  festivals  created  a  demand  for  participants.  Most  athletes  who 

competed  in  the  Egyptian  games  were  locals  who  did  not  travel  to  the  top  games 

of  Greece,  and  their  occasional  participation  in  contests  did  not  warrant  profes¬ 

sionalization.  The  performing  artists,  on  the  other  hand,  had  more  opportunities 

to  perform  outside  the  context  of  agones  and  could  make  a  career  as  performers.  To 

ensure  good  participation  at  each  major  festival,  they  were  organized  in  a  profes¬ 

sional  association  under  the  aegis  of  the  king.3 
In  the  course  of  the  Hellenistic  period  the  agonistic  circuit  had  grown  and 

new  ties  were  created  across  the  eastern  half  of  the  Mediterranean,  so  that  by  the 

end  of  the  first  century  bc  top  competitors  led  a  cosmopolitan  life:  they  travelled 

throughout  the  Greek  world  and  were  organized  in  international  professional  or- 

1  Ptolemaic  equestrian  victories  are  mainly  documented  in  Posidippus’  Hippika  and  the  Pana- 
thenaic  victor  list  SEG  XLI 115.  The  Hippika,  nos.  71-88  in  C.  Austin  and  G.  Bastianini  (edd.),  Posidippi 

Pellaei  quae  supersunt  omnia  (Milan  2002),  form  one  secdon  of  the  epigram  collection  found  in  a  mummy 

cartonnage  (P  Mil.  Vogl.  VIII 309).  Ptolemaic  support  for  competitors  is  documented  in  Polybius  27.9 

and  P.  Hal.  1.260-65.  The  date  of  the  first  Ptolemaia  is  disputed  due  to  some  inconsistencies  in  the 

evidence  (SEG  XXVIII  60.55-64;  Syll.3  390;  CID IV  40;  PSI IV  364).  Delphi  and  the  Nesiotic  league 
declared  the  Ptolemaia  to  be  equal  to  the  Olympics  (Syll.3  390;  CID  IV  40).  For  the  other  contests  see 

SEG  XXXVI 1218,  IvO  188  {Theadelphia),  SEG  XXVII 1114;  IG II2  3779.19-20  {Basileia),  Theocritus’ 
Encomium  to  Ptolemy  Philadelphus  [Id.  17)  112-14  {Dionysia),  XXXII  2645  fr.  3  (Eleusis)  and  OGIS  I  49 

(Ptolemais). 
2  E.g.  the  horse  race  in  P.  Genova  III  197,  and  the  torch  race  in  BGU  IV  1256.  See  B.  Legras, 

Motes:  Recherches  sur  les  jeunes  grecs  dans  I’Egypte  ptolbnaique  et  romaine  (Geneva  1999);  W.  Habermann, 

‘Gymnasien  im  ptolemaischen  Agypten:  Eine  Skizze’,  in  D.  Kah  and  P.  Scholz  (edd.),  Das  hellenistische 
Gymnasion  (Berlin  2007)  335-48. 

3  This  association  is  only  attested  in  two  texts  from  Ptolemais,  OGIS  1 50  and  51  (I.  Prose  3  and 

6),  from  the  reign  of  Ptolemy  n.  A  Cypriote  branch  of  this  association  is  well  attested  in  the  second 

century  bc.  See  B.  Le  Guen,  Les  Associations  de  technites  dionysiaques  a  I’epoque  hellmistique  (Nancy  and 

Paris  2001)  i  293-315,  ii  34-6;  S.  Aneziri,  Die  Vereine  der  dionysischen  Techniten  im  Kontext  der  hellenistischen 

GeseUschaft  (Historia  Einzelschriften  163,  Wiesbaden  2003)  109-20. 
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ganizations.  The  establishment  of  the  Roman  Empire  led  to  greater  state  regula¬ 

tion  of  games  and  competitors.  This  was  linked  to  an  upsurge  of  new  agones  across 

the  Greek  world,  famously  described  by  Louis  Robert  as  an  ‘agonistic  explosion’.1 
In  the  early  imperial  period,  the  regional  associations  for  performing  artists  had 

merged,  and  an  international  association  for  athletes  had  developed  (cf.  5202  26-7 

n.).2  The  expanded  agonistic  circuit  was  supervised  by  these  international  associa¬ 
tions  and  by  the  Roman  authorities,  who  developed  general  rules  on  the  schedule 

of  the  games — with  particular  input  from  Hadrian — and  on  the  privileges  awarded 

to  victors,  and  further  refined  the  categorization  system.3  From  around  ad  100  on 

there  were  three  main  categories  of  contests,  which  determined  what  kind  of  privi¬ 

leges  victors  afterwards  enjoyed  in  their  home  cities,  and  hence  which  contests  had 

most  appeal  for  the  top  competitors  and  the  crowds.  The  most  prestigious  contests 

were  the  sacred  and  eiselastic  games.  A  victor  in  such  a  contest  would  be  allowed 

a  ceremonial  procession  to  enter  the  city  on  his  return  and  was  rewarded,  again  by 

his  hometown,  with  a  monthly  pension  or  opsonion4  These  victors  also  enjoyed  all 

the  privileges  of  hieronikai  (‘sacred  victors’),  who  were  the  victors  in  the  wider  cat¬ 

egory  of  sacred  games.  The  term  ‘sacred’  games  is  of  debated  origin,  but  does  not 
imply  that  these  games  had  a  greater  religious  significance.  Victors  in  sacred  games 

were  exempt  from  certain  taxes  including  liturgies  (see  below).  Least  prestigious 

was  the  category  of  thematic  games.  This  term  is  derived  from  thema ,  which  can 

mean  either  ‘prize’  or  ‘cash  fund’  (i.e.  the  sum  donated  to  fund  a  contest).  Victors 
of  thematic  games  could  win  valuable  prizes,  but  were  not  granted  privileges.  The 

terms  ‘eiselastic’  and  ‘thematic’  are  not  attested  before  the  reign  of  Trajan,  and 
seem  to  have  been  innovations  of  that  period,  but  the  category  of  sacred  games 

goes  back  to  the  so-called  ‘stephanitic’  (‘crown’)  games  of  the  Hellenistic  period. 

Another  important  categorizing  term  was  the  periodos,  or  ‘circuit’,  which  referred 

to  the  traditional  ‘big  four’:  the  Olympics,  the  Pythian  games,  the  Isthmian  games 
and  the  Nemean  games. 

Existing  and  new  games  at  Alexandria  in  the  early  imperial  period  included 

an  annual  competition  for  ephebes,  a  biennial  contest  linked  to  the  imperial  cult, 

and  at  least  one  quadrennial  contest,  won  by  several  international  champions 

1  L.  Robert,  ‘Discours  d’ouverture’,  Actes  du  VHP  Congres  international  d’epigraphie  grecque  et  latine, 
3~Q  Octobre  1382  (Athens  1984)  138=  Opera  minora  selecta  vi  712. 

2  In  general:  O.  van  Nijf,  ‘Global  Players:  Athletes  and  Performers  in  the  Hellenistic  and 

Roman  World’,  Hephaistos  24  (2006)  225-35.  On  the  athletic  association  see  e.g.  H.  W  Pleket,  ‘Some 

Aspects  of  the  History  of  the  Athletic  Guilds’,  %PE  10  (1973)  197-227.  An  overview  of  the  history  of 
the  imperial  artistic  association  is  yet  to  be  written. 

Letters  of  Hadrian  to  the  artistic  association  on  the  schedule  and  many  practical  aspects 

of  the  games  attest  to  this  supervision  from  above.  Gf.  G.  Petzl  and  E.  Schwertheim,  Hadrian  und  die 
dionysischen  Kunstler  (Bonn  2006). 

4  A  key  text  is  Pliny,  Ep.  io.ii8— ng  (ad  iii),  in  which  the  governor  asked  Trajan  for  advice 
when  athletes  started  to  claim  allowances  for  victories  won  before  a  contest  was  eiselastic. 
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in  the  mid-first  century  ad,  which  according  to  Strabo  (1 7.1. 10)  took  place  at  the 

nearby  military  base  of  Nicopolis.1  In  the  second  century  Alexandria,  like  several 
other  cities  in  the  empire,  was  allowed  to  set  up  Hadrianeia,  which  in  the  160s  were 

renamed  the  Hadrianeios  Philadelpheios  agon.  Alexandrian  Olympia  were  also  founded, 

most  likely  in  176. 2  Hadrian’s  new polis  of  Antinoopolis  received  an  annual  agon  on 
its  foundation,  the  Megala  Antinoeia.  Sacred  games  were  not  normally  annual,  but  in 

this  case  a  full  programme  for  adults  had  been  added  to  the  Antinoeia  proper,  which 

were  annual  ephebic  games,  thus  making  them  Megala .3 
The  gymnasia  of  the  chora  seem  to  have  been  formalised  under  stricter  state 

control  in  the  early  Roman  period.  Village  gymnasia  disappeared;  conversely 

every  metropolis  (nome  capital)  had  a  gymnasium  with  the  appropriate  officials  and 

every  nome  had  a  defined  hereditary  ‘gymnasial  group’  subject  to  official  checks  of 

membership.4  Because  the  metropoleis  were  still  not  poleis  (citizen  communities),  the 
chora  continued  to  lack  internationally  recognised  agones ,  although  there  were  shows 

with  athletes  at  local  festivals.  Technically  men  from  the  chora  could  not  compete 

in  agones  elsewhere  because  they  were  not  citizens  of  a  polis.  Only  ‘Alexandrians’ 
appear  in  official  victory  lists  and  inscriptions;  indeed,  Alexandria  is  recorded 

as  the  origin  of  a  third  of  the  victors  of  the  Olympic  stadion  race  in  the  first  two 

centuries  ad,  that  is  in  17  out  of  50  Olympiads.  Although  Alexandria  was  one  of 

the  largest  cities  of  the  ancient  world,  this  number  seems  too  high  for  the  inhabit¬ 

ants  of  a  single  city,  and  no  other  city  even  comes  near.5  It  appears  that  athletes 
from  the  nomes  did  compete,  but  as  Alexandrians,  which  would  explain  how  some 

residents  of  the  chora  had  become  sacred  victors.6  This  is  supported  by  Pausanias’ 

note  (5.21. 15)  that  the  two  Egyptian  athletes  who  cheated  at  the  Olympic  games  of 

ad  125  came  from  the  Arsinoite  nome  (perhaps  implying  that  these  cheaters  were 

not  real  Greeks).  A  later  mosaic  from  Akmoneia  (Asia  Minor),  on  the  other  hand, 

1  P.  Lond.  VI  1912  (ephebic  contest)  and  LAG  84  (Seleukeios  agon ,  Sebasteios  agon).  The  Sebasteios 
agon  may  perhaps  be  identified  with  the  contests  in  XVII  2105  and  SB  VIII 10068.  IAG  65,  67,  and 

68  all  speak  of  the  Pentaterikos  of  Alexandria,  which  is  not  a  proper  name,  but  the  typical  term  in  these 

inscriptions  for  quadrennial  contests  anywhere. 

2  IAG  84  (. Hadrianeios  Philadelpheios  agon).  For  the  Olympia  see  J.-Y.  Strasser,  ‘Les  Olympia 
d’Alexandrie  et  le  pancratiaste  M.  Aur.  Askl6piades’,  BCH 128-9  (2004—5)  421-68. 

3  PSI  III  199;  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25  =  Pap.  Agon.  4.  For  the  ephebic  competitions  see  I.  Portes  6,  9, 

and  10.  One  hieroglyphic  inscription  refers  to  these  games;  see  W.  Decker,  ‘Bemerkungen  zum  Agon 
fur  Antinoos  in  Antinoupolis  (Antinoeia)’,  Kolner  Beitrage  zur  Sportwissenschaft  2  (1973)  38-56. 

4  A.  K.  Bowman  and  D.  W.  Rathbone,  ‘Cities  and  Administration  in  Roman  Egypt’,  JRS  82 

(1992)  107-27;  G.  Ruffini,  ‘Genealogy  and  the  Gymnasium’,  BASP  43  (2006)  71-99;  see  now  also  Y 
Broux,  ‘Creating  a  New  Local  Elite:  The  Establishment  of  the  Metropolitan  Orders  of  Roman 
Egypt’,  APE 59  (2013)  143-53. 

5  Miletos  and  Xanthos  both  had  two  victories,  and  Sidon  and  Aigion  had  three,  Aigion’s 

being  due  to  the  only  triple  victor  in  these  200  years.  For  the  complete  list  see  P.  Christesen  and  Z. 

Martirosova-Torlone,  ‘The  Olympic  Victory  List  of  Eusebius:  Background,  Text,  and  Translation’, Traditio  61  (2006)  31—93. 

6  E.g.  BGU 1 1 19  and  328,  P  Berl.  Leihg.  II 35  (Arsinoite). 
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identifies  them  as  Alexandrians.1  Stronger  evidence  is  an  inscription  for  the  famous 

later  second-century  pankratiast  Marcus  Aurelius  Asklepiades,  from  a  well-known 

Hermopolitan  family  of  athletes,  but  giving  Alexandria  as  his  pains  (LGUR I  240). 

Apion,  whose  extraordinary  honours  are  now  revealed  by  5202,  and  illustrate  the 

international  fame  and  contacts  of  a  successful  artistic  competitor  in  the  mid  first 

century  ad,  definitely  had  Alexandrian  citizenship  although  he  reputedly  came 

from  the  chora  (Josephus,  Ap.  2.29).  How  and  at  what  stage  in  their  careers  these 

competitors  from  the  nomes  acquired  their  Alexandrian  citizenship,  and  whether 

it  was  more  than  honorary,  are  questions  which  as  yet  lack  answers. 

The  situation  of  the  agones  in  Egypt  began  to  change  after  ad  200  when  Septi- 

mius  Severus  granted  city  councils  to  the  metropoleis.  Now  these  towns  could  express 

their  local  pride  by  organizing  games  as  other  cities  had  long  been  doing  across 

the  East,  and  a  local  agonistic  circuit  gradually  developed.  The  badly  documented 

Kapitolia  of  Hermopolis  seem  to  have  been  instituted  shordy  after  the  Septimian 

grant.  As  a  neighbour  of  Antinoopolis  and  the  hometown  of  the  aforementioned 

Marcus  Aurelius  Asklepiades,  then  acting  president  of  the  international  athletic  as¬ 

sociation,  Hermopolis  had  all  the  necessary  knowledge  and  connections.2  Around 
the  same  time  both  Oxyrhynchus  and  Leontopolis  are  known  to  have  introduced 

an  annual  ephebic  contest  modelled  on  the  Antinoeia3  The  great  wave  of  new 
games,  however,  started  in  the  reign  of  Gallienus:  the  Antinoeia  were  upgraded  to 

eiselastic  status,  probably  shordy  before  264,  the  Paneia  of  Panopolis  were  first  held 

in  264,  the  Kapitolia  of  Antinoopolis  in  268  and  the  Kapitolia  of  Oxyrhynchus  in 

273.  Lykopolis  probably  also  had  games  by  this  time,  but  their  name  is  not  known, 

and  other  cities  which  rarely  feature  in  the  papyri  may  have  had  their  own  agones  as 

well.4  The  vast  majority  of  documentary  papyri  concerning  agones  and  competitors 
in  Egypt  thus  come  from  the  later  third  to  early  fourth  century  ad.  We  encounter 

competitors,  former  victors,  and  agonistic  officials  though  their  personal  and  pub¬ 

lic  paperwork,  and  even  magical  texts  to  ensure  victory.5  In  the  same  period,  local 
branches  of  the  athletic  and  artistic  associations  became  active  throughout  Egypt. 

5208  documents  the  first  known  female  priestess  of  the  artistic  association.  The 

fragmentary  5207  documents  the  activides  of  the  athletic  association. 

The  following  Table  lists  the  games  that  are  certainly  attested  in  Egypt  of  the 

first  to  third  centuries  ad  and  their  key  details. 

1  A.  Bohne,  Bilder  vom  Sport:  Untersuchungen  zur  Ikonograpkie  romiscker  Athleten-Darstellungen  {Nike¬ 
phoros  Beihefte  19,  Hildesheim  2011)  K80. 

2  The  Kapitolia  are  attested  only  in  I.  Side  130. 

3  IV  705,  SEG  XL  1568. 

4  Pap.  Agon.  1,  3, 4,  8,  g,  10.  The  existence  of  a  contest  in  Lycopolis  is  suggested  by  the  honor¬ 
ary  citizenship  of  Lycopolis  for  a  retired  competitor  in  Pap.  Agon,  3. 

5  E.g.  X  1284  (250),  former  agonothetes  as  party  to  a  sale;  I  59  (292),  petition  for  privilege  on  ac¬ 
count  of  victories;  XIV 1643  (298),  victor  and  official  of  association  appoints  a  representative  to  look 

for  a  slave;  XII 1478  (iii/iv,  magical  text);  LXIII 4354  (307),  victor  as  keeper  of  a  will. 
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2.  Agones  in  a  metropolis:  the  case  of  Oxyrhynchus 

Before  200  Oxyrhynchus  did  not  organize  its  own  agones,  although  athletics 

and  artistic  performances  were  already  an  established  feature  of  urban  culture, 

and  a  common  theme  in  literature.  Oxyrhynchite  papyri  from  the  first  centuries 

ad  include  classical  victory  odes  by  Pindar  and  commentaries  on  them  (cf.  5201), 

lists  of  Olympic  victors  for  chronographical  purposes  (II  222;  XVII  2082),  and 

handbooks  for  demonstration  matches  of  combat  sports  (5204  (?)).  Athletics  were 

central  to  gymnasium  life,  and  performers  were  hired  as  entertainment  during  fes¬ 

tivals — not  only  performing  artists  such  as  mimes  and  actors,  but  also  pankratiasts 
or  boxers  in  demonstration  matches.  Festival  accounts  such  as  III  519  show  that 

the  contestants  in  these  matches  were  not  awarded  prizes  but  paid  wages.1  While 

most  entertainers  probably  performed  only  locally,  some  also  travelled  over  longer 

distances  and  became  members  of  the  artistic  synod.2  The  construction  of  a  huge 

theatre  for  about  12,500  spectators  in  the  mid-second  century  shows  that  artistic 

performances  were  both  frequent  and  popular  in  the  city.  The  theatre  of  Oxyrhyn-  I 

chus  is  in  fact  the  largest  known  in  Roman  north  Africa,  and  one  of  the  largest  in 

the  entire  East,  and  symbolises  Oxyrhynchus’  civic  ambitions.3 

Shortly  after  tire  grant  of  a  boule  in  200,  the  rich  landowner  Aurelius  (Calpur- 

nius)  Horion  donated  a  sum  of  at  least  10,000  drachmas  to  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchus 

to  be  invested  in  loans  so  that  the  interest  could  be  used  for  the  organization  of  an 

annual  contest  for  ephebes  on  the  model  of  the  Antijioeia  (IV  705).  He  applied  to 

Septimius  Severus  for  approval  of  this  benefaction,  so  that  the  city  would  not  mis¬ 

use  his  donation  for  any  other  purposes.  Parallels  from  Asia  Minor  show  that  this 

was  the  normal  procedure  for  the  introduction  of  a  new  contest,  and  that  it  would 

be  followed  by  discussions  in  the  city  council  on  the  practicalities  of  implementa¬ 

tion.4  The  contest  was  first  held  in  210,  and  about  ten  years  later  it  received  sacred 

status.5  Victors  in  this  contest  could  then  bear  the  tide  tot  c  Upwutdiv 

1  Cf.  VI 1050,  SB  IV  7336.  j 
2  In  VI  908  a  gymnasiarch  belonged  to  the  artistic  synod  in  199.  | 

3  The  theatre  was  partially  excavated  by  Petrie  in  1922;  see  now  D.  M.  Bailey,  ‘The  Great 

Theatre’,  in  A.  K.  Bowman  et  al.  (edd.),  Oxyrhynchus:  A  City  and  its  Texts  (London  2007)  70-go.  The 
earliest  documentary  references  are  P  Coll.  Youtie  I  28,  dated  to  169-173  on  prosopographical 

grounds;  XVII  2127,  late  second  century,  mentioning  expenses  for  a  panegyris  in  the  theatre;  XLII 

3072,  c.  197-200.  One  of  the  capitals  preserved  in  the  British  Museum  belongs  stylistically  to  the 
Antonine  period. 

Best  known  from  the  long  inscription  on  the  Demostheneia  in  Oenoanda,  published  and  dis¬ 

cussed  by  M.  Worrle,  Stadt  und  Fest  in  kaiserzeitlichen  Kleinasien:  Studien  zu  einer  agonisdschen  Stiftung  aus 
Oenoanda  (Munich  1988). 

5  SB  X  10493,  relating  to  the  18th  contest  in  227,  calls  them  sacred,  but  IX  1202,  of  217  or 
shortly  later,  does  not  yet  use  this  term. 
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(‘of  the  sacred  victors  from  the  ephebate’).1  Sacred  status  was  normally  reserved 

for  major  quadrennial  contests,  and  as  far  as  we  know  the  annual  ephebic  games 

of  Oxyrhynchus  and  Leontopolis  are  the  only  ephebic  games  to  have  enjoyed  this 

status.  This  irregularity  can  be  explained  by  their  model,  in  that  both  games  were 

isantinoeioi,  that  is  modelled  on  and  ‘equal  to’  the  Anlimeia.  The  fragmentary  new 

petition  5206  may  refer  to  the  Oxyrhynchite  contest  or  to  its  model.  Although  the 

Antinoeia  were  annual,  which  was  atypical  for  sacred  contests,  they  did  include  com¬ 

petitions  for  boys  and  for  adults,  and  had  had  an  imperial  founder,  which  explains 

their  sacred  status.  Perhaps  too  the  relatively  low  number  of  games  in  Egypt  in  the 

early  third  century  encouraged  the  Roman  government  to  recognize  the  ephebic 

games  as  sacred. 
A  particular  problem  is  the  age  of  boys  who  competed  in  the  ephebic  games. 

Ephebes  did  not  represent  an  agonistic  age-category;  ephebic  games  were  those 

open  only  to  boys  following  the  ephebeia,  a  mainly  physical  education  programme 

for  young  males  registered  in  the  gymnasial  group.  Much  is  unknown  about  the 

ephebic  programme  in  Egypt,  including  whether  it  took  one  or  two  years.  Educa¬ 

tion  may  not  have  been  continuous,  but  divided  into  different  blocks.2  The  ephebic 

games  became  one  of  the  most  important  events  of  the  programme.  Tradition¬ 

ally  the  participants  in  athletic  contests  were  divided  into  paides  (‘boys’)  and  andres 

(‘men’),  sometimes  with  an  intermediate  category  such  as  ageneioi  (‘beardless  men’). 
These  categories  represented  stages  of  physical  development  and  not  just  age,  but 

paides  were  typically  in  their  teens,  or  in  their  lower  teens  if  there  was  an  interme¬ 

diate  group  of  ageneioi.3  The  age  at  which  boys  were  ephebes  was  not  the  same 
throughout  the  Greek  world,  and  ranged  from  14  to  their  early  20s,  although  most 

were  between  16  and  18.4  In  Egypt  boys  were  registered  in  the  gymnasial  group  at 

or  just  before  14,  the  age  of  civic  majority,  after  an  examination  ( epibisis )  of  their 

eligibility.  Unlike  the  epibisis  papyri,  documents  recording  enrolment  ( eiskrisis )  of 

ephebes  do  not  give  their  ages.  In  IX  1202  a  father  complains  that  his  son  was  reg¬ 

istered  in  the  gymnasial  group  in  217  when  he  was  14,  but  mistakenly  has  not  been 

included  in  a  recently  compiled  list  of  boys  who  would  soon  become  ephebes  and 

could  participate  in  the  next  ephebic  games.  Because  the  text  itself  is  not  dated  we 

cannot  be  sure  how  old  the  son  was  by  then,  presumably  15  or  16.  Ephebic  com¬ 

petitors  at  Leontopolis  were  divided  into  paides  and  ageneioi,  which  suggests  a  certain 

1  E.g.  XTV 1697, 1703, 1705,  XLIII 3134,  PSI V  457,  E  Wise.  I  7,  SB  X  10216. 

2  Legras,  Ntotes  189,  on  the  basis  of  P.  Select.  19.  Cf.  I  42. 

3  At  the  Olympics,  where  there  was  no  category  between  boys  and  men,  the  ages  of  the  ‘boys’ 

ranged  between  about  12  and  18 ;  cf.  N.  B.  Crowther,  ‘The  Age-Category  of  Boys  at  Olympia’,  Phoenix 

42  (1988)  304-8  =  Athledka  (Hiideshehn  2004)  87-92. 
*  A.  S.  Chankowski,  L’Rphebie  hellenistiquc:  Etude  d’une  institution  oblique  dans  les  cites  grecques  des  Iks 

de  la  Mer  Egee  et  de  I’Asie  Mineure  (Paris  2010)  239-41 . 

i 
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range  in  their  age  and  physical  development.1  An  ephebic  inscription  from  Anti- 
noopolis  does  not  make  this  distinction,  but  here  younger  boys  could  compete  as 

paides  in  the  Megala  Antaweia ,2  The  surprising  contract  5209  for  one  competitor  to 

lose  in  a  boys’  wrestling  competition  probably  relates  to  these  games. 
Although  local  hieronikai  from  the  ephebate  are  the  best  attested  agonistic 

victors  from  Oxyrhynchus,  Oxyrhynchite  victors  at  games  elsewhere  also  appear 

increasingly  in  the  third-century  papyri.  This  is  partly  to  be  explained  by  their 

greater  visibility  now  that  Oxyrhynchite  competitors  no  longer  had  to  compete  as 

Alexandrians,  but  the  surge  of  games  in  Egypt  also  created  a  larger  group  of  com¬ 

petitors  who  invested  in  their  careers,  and  won  contests  in  other  cities,  sometimes 

even  becoming  pleistonikai ,3  Five  certificates  of  membership  of  the  artistic  synod  of 

the  Oxyrhynchite  attest  to  the  vitality  of  agonistic  life  in  the  third  century.4  The 
only  Oxyrhynchite  victor  at  the  original  Olympic  games,  as  far  as  we  know,  was 

Aurelius  Sarapammon  (XIV  1643,  PSI V  456). 

From  ad  273/4  on>  Oxyrhynchus  celebrated  a  sacred  and  eiselastic  quadren¬ 

nial  contest  with  athletic,  artistic,  and  equestrian  events,  the  Kapitolia?  It  was  held 

in  Tybi  (January).6  This  bigger  contest  required  more  planning  and  money,  and 
some  papyri  reveal  the  administrative  challenge.  Officials  of  the  now  necessary 

local  branch  of  the  athletic  synod  were  asked  by  the  pry tanis  of  the  city  to  ensure  the 

presence  of  champions  at  the  contest  (Pap.  Agon.  8  =  P.  Oslo  III  85).  The  council 

appointed  a  president  (XII 1416)  and  when  necessary  an  assistant  (LX  4079),  and 

checked  the  accounts  (LXIII 4357). 

It  is  not  clear  where  the  agones  of  Oxyrhynchus  were  held.  It  is  unlikely  that 

the  city  had  a  stadium  because  Egypt  did  not  have  an  architectural  tradition  of  sta¬ 

dia.  Until  the  second  century  ad  Alexandria  was  the  only  city  in  Egypt  with  regular 

athletic  games.  The  Lageion  in  the  city  centre — described  during  the  Napoleonic 

expedition,  but  now  completely  built  over — doubled  as  stadium  and  circus,  though 

nearby  Nicopolis'may  have  had  a  more  traditional  stadium.7  Entertainment  build- 

1  SEG  XL  1568, 

2  I.  Fortes  9  lists  the  ephebic  victors  before  the  other  ephebes.  R  Lond.  Ill  1164  (t)  mentions  the 
competition  for  men. 

3  Pap.  Agon.  9,  10,  PSI  XII 1251,  P.  Hamb.  I  21,  E  Fuad  I  Univ.  40,  LXXV  5062. 
4  Pap.  Agon.  1,  3,  4,  5,  5208. 

5  The  presence  of  the  artistic  association  in  Pap,  Agon.  1  =  BGU  IV  1074  suggests  a  competi¬ 
tion  for  performing  artists.  XLIII 3135  is  a  contract  between  a  free  charioteer  from  Hermopolis  and 
a  horse  owner  from  Oxyrhynchus  about  participation  in  the  Kapitolia. 

6  Pap.  Agon,  i,  composed  during  the  first  Kapitolia,  is  dated  Tybi,  year  5  of  Aurelian  (January 
274).  As  there  is  no  doubt  about  the  identification  of  the  contest  in  this  document,  it  is  stronger  evi¬ 

dence  than  XLV  3248,  an  administrative  diary  referring  to  KamTco[  on  the  26th  of  Thoth,  which  led 

Strasser,  ‘Les  Olympia  d’Alexandrie’,  436,  to  place  the  Kapitolia  in  September. 

7  For  the  Lageion  see  J.  S.  McKenzie,  S.  Gibson,  and  A.  T.  Reyes,  ‘Reconstructing  the  Serapeum 

in  Alexandria  from  the  Archaeological  Evidence’,  JRS  94  (2004)  101-4;  M.  Sabottka,  Das  Serapeum  in 
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mgs  were  multifunctional,  even  if  they  were  originally  designed  for  a  specific  type 

of  event.  Theatres  could  be  used  for  combat  sports,  while  gymnasia  or  circuses 

were  suitable  for  sports  that  required  a  larger  fiat  area.  Circuses  were  preferred  to 

stadia  for  athletic  games  in  north  Africa  and  Syria  which,  like  Egypt,  did  not  join 

the  international  agonistic  circuit  until  the  late  second  or  third  century.1  A  circus 

was  not  only  more  modern,  grand,  and  prestigious,  but  also  provided  the  infra¬ 

structure  for  horse  and  chariot  races.  At  Antinoopolis  a  Roman-style  circus  was 

constructed  for  its  Greek-style  agon.2  No  monumental  circus  is  attested  at  Oxyrhyn¬ 

chus,  but  the  large  theatre,  the  gymnasium,  and  the  hippodrome  must  have  sufficed 

for  its  ephebic  games  and  perhaps  even  its  Kapitolia.  A  long  mound  some  400  by 

100  metres  to  the  north-east  of  the  city  is  the  probable  location  of  the  late  antique 

hippodrome,  which  may  go  back  to  the  Roman  period.3 

3.  Prizes  and  privileges 

Competitors  in  the  agones  are  usually  identified  by  honorary  titles  recording 

prestigious  victories;  these  were  far  more  important  for  their  self-representation 

than  their  professional  specialty,  which  often  remains  unknown.  The  honours 

that  successful  competitors  received  are  also  central  to  several  texts  in  this  volume 

(5202,  5209,  5210).  According  to  the  traditional  scholarly  view,  the  only  prize  for 

victors  at  the  top  games  was  a  symbolic  crown,  although  they  might  receive  more 

tangible  rewards  from  their  hometown.  The  organizers  of  minor  games,  on  the 

other  hand,  awarded  valuable  prizes.  Lately  this  view  has  been  challenged  on  the 

grounds  that  the  dichotomy  between  ‘crown  games5  and  ‘prize  games’  was  inspired 

Alexandria  (Cairo  2008)  38-9.  A  stadium  at  Nikopolis  is  mentioned  by  Strabo  17.1.10,  but  has  not  been located. 

1  Between  the  second  and  early  fourth  centuries,  that  is  before  Roman-style  circus  games  are 

attested,  circuses  were  built  in  Tyre,  Caesarea,  Beirut,  Laodicea,  Bostra  and  Gerasa,  Anazarbos  and 

Aigai.  Cf.J.  Humphrey,  Roman  Circuses:  Arenas  for  Chariot  Racing  {London  1986)  461-504,  527,  535-9, 

and  513-16  for  the  circus  of  Antinoopolis. 
2  The  erection  of  this  Roman  building  for  a  Greek  event  is,  ironically,  attested  only  in  an  Egyp¬ 

tian  inscription;  cf.  Decker,  ‘Bemerkungen  zum  Agon  fur  Antinoos’,  40. 
3  J.  Padro,  ‘Recent  Archaeological  Work’,  in  Bowman  et  al.  (edd.),  Oxyrhynchus:  A  City  and  its 

Texts,  129-88,  esp.  136.  The  documentary  references  from  the  earlier  Roman  period  are  problematic: 

a  ‘hippodrome  street’  (a^oSov  Itttt  08  popov)  is  well  attested  in  the  first  century  ad,  long  before  eques¬ 

trian  events  were  staged,  and  may  be  identical  to  the  ‘street  of  the  camp  of  the  cavalrymen’  (a^oSov 

'nrniaiv  TrapefjL^oXrjc)  and  perhaps  also  the  *  campus  of  the  cavalrymen’  (ko-iattoc  Imriaiv),  which  are 
possibly  to  be  located  in  the  north-west  part  of  town.  These  military  training  grounds  were  built  over 

by  64,  since  P  Mich.  Ill  179. 12-13  attests  a  house  on  the  ‘former’  campus.  Thus  it  is  possible  that  none 
of  these  texts  refers  to  the  same  site  as  the  late  antique  hippodrome.  See  J.  Kruger,  Oxyrhynchos  in  der 

Kaiserzeit:  Studien  zur  Topographic  und  Literaturrezeption  (Frankfurt  a.  M.  1990)  83-6,  nos.  10  and  24,  with 
his  maps.  For  references  from  the  later  period,  see  LXXVII 5120  3  n.,  and  above  5205  10  n. 
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by  the  19th-century  ideal  of  amateurism,  and  misrepresents  the  ancient  categoriza¬ 

tion  of  games,  which  developed  only  gradually  and  changed  over  the  centuries.1 

For  the  Hellenistic  category  of  ‘stephanitic  games’,  literally  ‘crown  games’,  the 

debate  continues  as  to  whether  monetary  prizes  could  also  be  offered.2  In  the 

Roman  period,  when  the  more  prestigious  contests  were  termed  ‘sacred  games’, 

crowns  and  money  could  certainly  be  combined.3  As  the  athletic  games  in  the  chora 
were  a  phenomenon  of  the  later  imperial  period,  knowing  the  category  to  which 

they  belonged  does  not  help  determine  what  prizes  were  on  offer.  The  categories 

do  indicate,  however,  what  privileges  an  athlete  enjoyed  in  his  hometown,  as  some 

were  limited  to  victors  in  sacred  or  in  sacred  and  eiselastic  games. 

The  papyri  do  not  contain  much  information  concerning  prizes  awarded  by 

the  organizers  of  the  contest.  A  particularly  interesting  new  text  in  this  volume, 

5202,  a  copy  on  papyrus  of  an  inscription  for  the  poet  Apion,  mentions  the  statues, 

portraits,  and  golden  crowns  various  cities  offered  him.  These  seem,  however,  to  be 

special  honours  rather  than  standard  prizes.  A  letter  referring  to  two  minor  con¬ 

tests  in  Alexandria  during  an  imperial  visit  (SB  III  6222),  probably  by  Diocletian, 

mentions  a  linen  tunic  and  money  as  the  prize  for  an  ad  hoc  contest  held  on  the 

training  grounds  of  the  military  camp,  and  a  silver  object  ( brabeion ,  perhaps  a  form 

of  crown),  a  tunic,  and  money  for  a  contest  in  the  Lageion.  As  these  events  were 

linked  to  an  imperial  visit,  the  prizes  may  not  have  been  typical  of  those  offered  at 

the  regular  contests  in  Egypt.  Honorary  citizenship,  on  the  other  hand,  does  seem 

to  have  been  a  common  reward.  Like  the  champions  known  from  honorary  in¬ 

scriptions  across  the  Mediterranean,  the  successful  competitors  in  the  papyri  have 

multiple  citizenships  from  the  cities  where  they  had  won,  and  in  some  cases  had 

been  granted  the  additional  honour  of  membership  of  the  city  council.4  In  their 

home  cities  too  victors  could  be  made  councillors,  in  one  case  even  though  the 

council  already  had  the  full  number  of  members  (E  Lips.  1 18). 

1  Although  H.  W.  Pleket,  ‘Zur  Soziologie  des  antiken  Sports’,  MNIR  36  (1974)  57-87,  had  al¬ 
ready  offered  a  more  nuanced  view  of  the  situation,  the  major  challenge  was  made  by  D.  C.  Young, 

The  Olympic  Myth  of  Greek  Amateur  Athletics  (Chicago  1984).  S.  Remijsen,  ‘The  So-Called  “Crown- 

Games”:  Terminology  and  Historical  Context  of  the  Ancient  Categories  for  Agones’,  %PE  177  (2011) 
97_I09>  sketches  the  development  of  the  system  of  categorization. 

2  E.g.  W  J.  Slater,  ‘Stephanitic  Orthodoxy’,  TVE  182  (2012)  168-78;  P  Frohlich  in  the  Bulletin 
ipigraphique  of  2012  ( REG  125)  546-547. 

3  In  SEG  LVI  1359.22-25  Hadrian  decrees  that  for  each  contest  the  prize  money  must  be 
counted  under  the  supervision  of  a  Roman  magistrate,  and  placed  in  a  sealed  bag  next  to  the  crown. 

Depictions  of  contests  sometimes  show  prize  tables  bearing  money  bags  and  crowns  (e.g.  the  Gafsa 
mosaic). 

*  The  famous  Marcus  Aurelius  Asklepiades  was  citizen  and  councillor  of  Alexandria,  Her- 
mopolis,  Puteoli,  Naples,  Elis,  Athens,  and  many  more  cities  (IGUR  I  240.8-10).  In  XXVII  2476 

there  appear,  among  others,  Aurelius  Herakleios,  citizen  of  Antinoopolis,  Panopolis,  Hermopolis, 

Lycopolis,  and  Oxyrhynchus,  and  Marcus  Aurelius  Horion,  citizen  of  Hermopolis,  Antioch,  and 

‘many  other  cities’. 
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The  custom  of  rewarding  citizens  who  had  won  honour  for  their  home  city 

at  a  prestigious  contest  with  special  honours,  gifts  of  food  or  money,  or  fiscal  privi¬ 

leges  was  already  well  established  in  the  classical  period.1  Later  the  professional 
associations  of  competitors  lobbied  the  authorities  to  confirm  more  privileges. 

Documents  of  the  imperial  association  of  performing  artists  list  the  privileges  and 

honours  recognized  in  the  reign  of  Hadrian,  which  included:  proedria  (the  right  to 

sit  in  the  first  row  at  public  events),  asytia  (inviolability),  synthysia  (the  right  to  join  in 

the  offerings  at  games),  and  freedom  from  duties  such  as  military  service,  billeting, 

public  liturgies,  the  payment  of  certain  taxes,  and  the  obligation  to  act  as  a  judge 

or  to  provide  guarantors.2  Many  of  these  privileges  went  back  to  the  Hellenistic 

period,  and  were  confirmed  by  successive  Roman  rulers.3  The  champion  poet 

Apion  was  honoured  by  his  patris  Alexandria  with  a  procession  in  a  white  four- 
horse  chariot,  sitesis,  and  a  gift  in  gold  (5202).  The  triumphal  entry  into  the  city  was 

reserved  only  for  the  greatest  champions.  Sitesis,  the  traditional  right  to  free  dining 

in  the  prytaneion  (council  building)  of  the  home  city,  seems  no  longer  common  later 

in  the  Roman  era.  The  one  known  case  (P.  Lond.  Ill  1164  (*'))  concerns  Turbo  of 
Antinoopolis,  a  sacred  victor  who  sold  the  double  right  to  free  meals  (or  modest 

cash  pension  to  buy  meals)  which  he  enjoyed  because  of  two  consecutive  victories 

at  the  Megala  Antinoeia.  This  local  sale  of  a  local  privilege  may  not  represent  com¬ 

mon  practice;  the  international  privileges  were  regulated  by  the  synods  and  the 

government  and  could  not  normally  be  passed  on  even  to  the  children  of  the  ben¬ 

eficiaries.4  A  reward  enjoyed  only  by  victors  in  the  prestigious  eiselastic  games  was 

the  so-called  opsonion ,  a  generous  monthly  cash  pension.  This  had  probably  been 

introduced  under  Trajan,  when  the  category  of  eiselastic  games  first  appears,  and 

may  be  a  more  modern  version  of  sitesis.  The  best  evidence  for  opsonia  comes  from 

Hermopolis  where  a  number  of  requests  for  payment  of  pensions  in  267  to  268  has 

been  preserved.  In  268  the  monthly  rate  of  180  drachmas  was  increased  to  200. 

Typically  opsonia  were  requested  in  a  batch  for  the  previous  months,  and  sometimes 

even  the  previous  years.5  In  times  of  crisis  emperors  might  be  petitioned  to  instruct 

the  city  to  pay  overdue  pensions.6 

1  Diogenes  Laertius  1.55  suggests  that  Solon  had  fixed  monetary  rewards  for  Athenian  victors 
at  the  Olympic  and  Isthmian  games.  In  the  fourth  century  bc  Demosthenes,  Adversus  Leptinem  141,  and 

Isocrates,  Antidosis  301,  mention  rewards  for  victors  (Swpetat,  Tipav). 

2  BGU  IV  1074  =  Pap.  Agon.  1.4;  XXVII  2476  =  Pap.  Agon.  3.5-6;  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25  =  Pap. 

Agon.  4.1-2. 

3  Cf.  Le  Guen,  Les  Associations,  ii  70-71. 

4  W.  Chr.  158,  a  rescript  of  Gallienus  of  267,  exceptionally  granted  the  orphan  Aelius  Asklepia¬ 

des  exemption  from  all  services,  offices,  and  liturgies  on  account  of  his  deceased  father  and  grandfa¬ 

ther,  both  successful  athletes. 
5  SPP  V  54-56,  69,  70,  72  col.  i,  73  cols,  i,  ii,  and  iii,  74,  75,  76,  77,  78,  79,  81,  and  SB  XVIII 

6  Hadrian  ordered  a  proconsul  to  examine  whether  Corinth  had  enough  money  left  to  pay 
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Even  though  we  have  a  considerable  amount  of  information  about  the  privi¬ 

leges  for  victors,  some  key  questions  remain.  A  first  issue  is  where  these  privileges 

were  valid.  Most,  evidently,  were  enjoyed  in  their  hometowns.  Others,  such  as  the 

exemptions  from  customs  dues  on  personal  possessions  and  from  the  obligation  to 

act  as  judge  in  a  provincial  court,  were  empire-wide.  A  major  question  that  requires 

better  evidence  is  whether  victors  could  claim  privileges  and  opsonia  in  every  city 

where  they  had  been  granted  honorary  citizenship. 

A  second  important  issue  is  which  competitors  enjoyed  which  privileges.  The 

opsonia  were  limited  to  victors  of  the  highest  category  of  contests,  namely  the  sa¬ 

cred  and  eiselastic  games.  Many  other  privileges  seem  to  have  been  restricted  to  hie- 

ronikai ,  victors  of  sacred  but  not  necessarily  eiselastic  games.  In  XLIII 3116  =  Pap. 

Agon,  io,  M.  Aurelius  Sarapion,  who  had  recently  won  the  chariot  race  at  the  Ka- 

pitolia  in  Antinoopolis,  informs  a  magistrate  of  his  home  city  that  this  victory  gave 

him  complete  exemption  from  taxes  and  liturgies.  The  Kapitolia  had  sacred — -and 

eiselastic,  but  that  is  not  relevant  in  this  case — status.  Some  Roman-period  texts 

add  areXeic  (‘tax-exempt’)  to  the  title  UpoviKai.1  Dig.  27.1.6.13,  a  second-century  law 
releasing  athletes  from  appointment  as  guardian,  likewise  applied  only  to  victors  of 

sacred  contests.  A  marked  difference  seems  to  have  existed  between  competitors  in 

the  athletic  and  equestrian  competitions  on  the  one  hand  and  the  performing  art¬ 

ists  on  the  other.  There  is  not  a  single  case  of  an  athlete  or  horse  owner  exempted 

from  taxes  or  civic  duties  without  having  won  a  sacred  contest,  not  even  among 

the  members  of  the  athletic  association.  Members  of  the  association  of  Dionysiac 

artists,  however,  all  seem  to  have  enjoyed  these  privileges,  whether  or  not  they  had 

won  important  victories.  This  difference  can  probably  be  explained  by  the  differ¬ 

ent  origins  of  the  associations.  The  regional  Hellenistic  predecessors  of  the  artistic 

association  had  already  acquired  certain  privileges  for  all  their  members,  or  at  least 

their  officials,  which  were  later  confirmed  by  the  Roman  authorities.  This  probably 

encouraged  the  performing  artists  to  apply  for  membership  of  the  synod  despite 

its  high  cost.  Athletes,  however,  had  no  professional  organization  until  the  first 

century  bc,  and  only  the  hieronikai  had  traditionally  enjoyed  privileges,  a  situation 

which  was  confirmed  by  the  Roman  authorities.2  Another  difference,  which  may 

be  related,  is  that  members  of  the  artists’  synod  all  immediately  acquired  an  office 

two-thirds  of  the  pensions,  or  only  half  of  them  (SEG  LVI  1359.32-33).  Valerian  and  Gallienus  or¬ 
dered  a  similar  examination  when  informed  that  the  pensions  of  the  hieronikai  of  Antinoopolis  had  not 

been  paid  during  a  fifteen-month  economic  crisis  (XLIII  3611). 

1  E.g.  I.  Ephesos  3005.8-10  (85-96)  twv  UpoveiKwv  [k]cu  areXwv  Kal  dveic^o[p]oji';  M.  Chr.  197.6 
(203)  Twv  UpoviKiov  Kal  areXuiv,  cf.  P.  Tebt.  II 286  (131),  P.  Hamb.  1 14  (208/9). 

2  In  Le  Guen,  Les  Associations  i  no.  56,  Sulla  confirms  the  privileges  of  the  members  of  two 
regional  synods  of  Dionysiac  artists  (including  freedom  from  military  service  and  liturgies).  In  SB 

1 4224,  on  the  other  hand,  Mark  Antony  confirms  the  privileges  of  a  synod  represented  by  an  athletic 

trainer  and  consisting  only  of  hieronikai.  Gf.  J.  Ebert,  ‘Zum  Brief  des  Marcus  Antonius  an  das  koivov 
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in  the  synod — in  one  case  secretary,  but  usually  high  priest,  or  high  priestess  as  in 

the  new  text  5208— perhaps  to  legitimize  their  privileges,  while  athletes  paid  for 

membership  only,  and  priesthoods  were  purchased  separately  later. 

The  third  major  issue  is  how  the  administration  behind  this  complex  circuit 

of  contests  functioned,  as  a  member  of  the  artistic  association  or  a  victor  in  sacred 

(and  eiselastic)  games  could  only  secure  his  privileges  if  the  city  had  proof  of  his 
status.  Therefore  the  artistic  association  issued  notifications  of  new  members,  such 

as  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  25  =  Pap.  Agon.  4  or  5208,  which  may  have  been  filed  in  the  city 

archive.1  Athletes  could  only  claim  privileges  after  a  victory,  not  on  the  basis  of 

membership  of  the  athletic  association.  This  explains  why  P.  Lond.  Ill  1178  =  Pap. 

Agon.  6,  the  membership  certificate  of  the  unsuccessful  boxer  Hermeinos,  was 

preserved  in  the  victor’s  family  archive.  Notifications  of  victory  were  issued  by  the 

city  hosting  the  games  (e.g.  XLVII  3367  =  Pap.  Agon.  9;  SPP  XX  69  =  Pap.  Agon. 

7).  They  state  which  competition  had  been  won  and  when,  but  refer  only  in  vague 

terms  to  the  privileges  due  to  the  victor  which  were  presumed  to  be  known.  On 

receipt  of  a  notification,  the  city  council  asked  its  clerk  to  note  the  special  rights 

with  the  beneficiary’s  name  in  the  public  registers  (e.g.  BGU IV  1073  =  Pap.  Agon. 

2,  in  response  to  BGU  IV 1074  =  Pap.  Agon.  1).  For  rarer  privileges,  the  victor  might 

send  a  separate  petition.2  Wrongful  appointment  to  liturgies  could  be  resolved:  in 

I  59  (292)  the  boule  of  Oxyrhynchus  notifies  the  strategos  that  a  man  who  had  
been 

appointed  to  sit  in  the  court  of  the  praefectus  was  to  be  replaced  by  another,  because 

the  former  had  petitioned  for  exemption  on  the  grounds  of  being  a  himnikes. 

Because  of  the  empire-wide  boom  in  sacred  games  in  the  third  century,  by  the 

end  of  the  century  a  considerable  group  of  potential  liturgists  could  not  be  called 

upon  by  die  local  authorities.  It  is  in  this  context  of  increased  financial  pressure  on 

the  cities  that  we  should  read  the  petition  by  Gaius  Julius  Theon  for  confirmation 

of  his  privileges  (5210).  The  professional  associations  of  performing  artists  and 

athletes  were  not  happy  with  the  spread  of  their  once  exclusive  privileges,  which 

were  now  within  reach  of  local  competitors  who  did  not  join  the  associations.  On 

their  petition,  around  293-304  Diocletian  and  his  colleagues  restricted  exemption 

from  liturgies  to  triple  hieronikai  who  had  a  lifelong  career  as  professional  and  incor¬ 

ruptible  competitors  and  had  won  at  least  one  victory  in  Greece  or  at  Rome.  The 

Aoias,  APF33  (1987)  37-42  =  Agmimata  (Stuttgart  1997)  293-301,  Membership  of  the  synod  
of  per¬ 

forming  artists  cost  250  denarii  in  the  later  third  century  (Pap.  Agon.  I,  3,  4;  see  5208  10  n.). 
1  Cf.  Pap.  Agon.  1,  3,  and  5. 

2  In  PSI XTV  1422,  for  example,  a  retired  competitor,  presumably  a  herald,  applied  for  the  po¬ 

sition  of  herald  of  the  Heptanomia,  explaining  that  the  emperors  had  officially  reserved  this  function 

for  former  competitors.  See  further  on  this  text  5210  introd. 

*  C?  10,54.  r ;  an  older  version  is  preserved  in  P.  Lips.  I  44.  The  edited  Justinianic  version  only 
mentions  athletes,  but  the  older  version  shows  that  the  rale  was  issued  at  the  request  of  both  synods, 

and  applied  to  all  hiewmkai. 
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petition  of  Gaius  Julius  Theon  (?)  (5210)  in  298/9  reflects  this  new  attention  to  the 

length  of  a  career  and  might  suggest  that  this  law  dates  to  before  298/9,  but  he 

does  not  specify  the  number  and  locations  of  his  victories. 

4.  From  Greek  agones  to  the  Roman  circus 

The  heyday  of  Greek  athletics  in  Roman  Egypt  was  the  late  third  and  early 

fourth  century.  Although  Alexandria  may  have  had  contests  until  the  end  of  the 

fourth  century  agones  are  no  longer  attested  in  the  chora  after  the  330s.  Victors 

who  had  lifetime  privileges  go  on  using  their  titles  until  the  middle  of  the  century, 

though  not  the  victors  in  ephebic  contests  who  could  no  longer  claim  privileges 

after  Diocletian's  law.1 

The  end  of  Greek  athletics  is  a  complex  phenomenon  connected  to  broad 

cultural  changes,  but  money  was  certainly  a  factor.  The  sudden  expansion  of  the 

local  agonistic  circuit  had  put  financial  pressure  on  the  cities  and  their  elites.  The 

expenses  of  games  were  normally  paid  out  of  the  income  from  an  agonistic  fund, 

such  as  Aurelius  Horion’s  benefaction  at  Oxyrhynchus,  combined  with  sponsorship 
by  the  local  elite  and  sometimes  money  from  the  city  treasury.  A  memorandum  of 

317  on  expenses  for  the  forthcoming  Kapitolia  (LXIII  4357)  seems  to  suggest  that 

the  planned  budget  was  527  talents  and  500  denarii,  that  is  427  talents  and  500  de¬ 

narii  in  income  from  an  unspecified  fund,  and  100  talents  contributed  by  the  coun¬ 

cillors.  Only  60  of  those  100  talents  were  collected,  hotyever,  and  they  had  also  had 

to  spend  an  extra  115  talents  from  the  city  treasury.  Because  the  local  elite  could  or 

would  not  bear  the  financial  burden,  it  started  to  weigh  more  heavily  on  the  cities. 

When  Constantine  and  his  sons  confiscated  some  of  the  possessions  of  cities,  the 

loss,  even  if  relatively  slight,  to  civic  income  may  have  intensified  problems  for  the 

agones .2  The  success  of  the  Egyptian  agonistic  circuit  was  fragile  anyway,  because 
the  chora  represented  a  serious  detour  for  any  competitor  from  outside  the  region, 

and  the  disappearance  of  just  one  or  two  contests  made  the  detour  less  worthwhile. 

Unlike  Greek  agones,  circus  games  grew  in  popularity  in  the  course  of  the 

'  Late  attestations  are  P.  Hamb.  I  21  (315),  a  hieronikes  pleistonikes  paradoxos;  CPR  VI  41  (c.320), 
a  xystarch — official  of  the  athletic  association— at  Hermopolis;  I  42  (323),  ephebic  contest  of  Oxy¬ 
rhynchus;  LX  4079  (328),  Kapitolia  of  Oxyrhynchus;  P.  Herm.  Landl.  1  (G)  182,  217;  2  (F)  404,  427 

(mid  4th  century),  hieronikai.  F.  A.  J.  Hoogendijk,  Athletes  and  Liturgists  in  a  Petition  to  Flavius  Olym- 

pius,  praeses  Augustamnicae\  Pap.  Congr.  XXVI (2012)  349-56,  publishes  a  petition  from  343  mentioning 
athletic  victories,  but  not  where  and  when  they  had  occurred.  In  364  and  388  Libanius  writes  to 

influential  men  in  Alexandria  asking  them  to  persuade  local  athletes  to  come  to  Antioch,  and  refers 

to — clearly  continuing — contests  in  Egypt,  presumably  in  Alexandria  (Ep.  843, 1183). 

The  view  of  A.  H.  M.  Jones,  The  Later  Roman  Empire,  284-602:  A  Social,  Economic  and  Administra¬ 

tive. Survey  (Oxford  1964)  732-7,  that  these  confiscations  were  heavy  has  been  challenged  by  S.  Schmidt- 

Hofner,  ‘Die  stadtische  Finanzautonomie  im  spatromischen  Reich’,  in  H.-U.  Wiemer  (ed.),  Staatlichkeit 
und politisches  Handeln  in  der  romischen  Kaiserzeit  (Berlin  2006)  209-48. 
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fourth  century.  These  had  little  to  do  with  the  previous  Greek-style  horse  races 

that  had  always  been  part  of  athletic  and  artistic  agones ,  and  in  which  the  number 

of  participants  depended  on  how  many  horse-owners  wanted  to  compete.  Late 

antique  horse  races  followed  the  Roman  example:  they  were  the  main  spectacle  of 

games,  and  the  authorities  controlled  participation  by  hiring  the  horses.  In  Alex¬ 

andria  horse  races  independent  of  Greek  agones  had  a  long  tradition.1  By  315  the 
Roman  circus  factions  of  the  Blues  and  the  Greens  were  certainly  involved  in  their 

organization,  as  is  attested  by  some  receipts  for  compulsory  purchases  of  barley 

authorized  by  the  Prefect  for  a  hippotrophos  from  Alexandria  (i.e.,  a  liturgist  paying 

for  the  races),  who  .was  at  the  same  time  factionarius  of  the  Blues.2  From  the  chora, 

there  is  only  one  uncertain  reference  to  the  Colours  in  the  fourth  century.3  The 
so-called  racing  archive,  which  contains  orders  for  payments  to  the  staff  involved 

in  the  games  (O.  Ashm.  Shelt.  83-190;  SB  XX  15078-80;  %PE  141  (2002)  162-4), 
makes  no  reference  to  the  Colours.  These  ostraca  are  from  the  fourth  century,  but 

cannot  be  dated  more  precisely.4  The  curse  on  the  horses  of  the  Blues  (5205)  sug¬ 

gests  that  within  the  following  century  it  became  customary  to  match  horses  and 

charioteers  of  the  Green  stable  against  horses  and  charioteers  of  the  Blue  stable, 

each  faction  having  its  own  supporters.  This  is  consistent  with  the  situation  in  pro¬ 

vincial  cities  elsewhere  in  the  East.3  Because  of  the  relatively  low  number  of  papyri 

surviving  from  the  fifth  century,  it  is  unclear  exactly  how  horse  racing  developed 

(though  cf.  LXXVII  5120),  but  by  the  mid  sixth  century  the  factions  of  the  Greens 
and  the  Blues  dominated  the  entertainment  landscape  throughout  Egypt.  The 

horses  of  the  Blues  and  Greens  and  circus  personnel  turn  up  in  several  accounts 

and  administrative  documents  from  the  sixth  and  seventh  centuries,  especially  at 

Oxyrhynchus.6  A  column  survives  on  the  site  of  Oxyrhynchus  with  one  inscription 

honouring  the  emperor  Phocas  (602-10)  and  another  marking  the  area  as  ‘(the) 

1  Dio  Chrysostom,  Or.  31.31,  40-6,  74-90;  Philostratus,  Vita  Apollonii  5.26. 2  P.  Cair.  Isid.  57  and  58. 

3  CPR  VI  63,  an  order  for  the  payment  of  wine  to  a  ceUarmaster  (?)  of  the  Blues  from  the 

Hermopolite  archive  of  the  estate  manager  Apollonios,  c.320;  see  J.  Gascou,  CE  58  (1983)  226-7  (= 

BL  VIII  106).  However,  this  does  not  prove  that  the  Blues  already  organized  the  entertainment  in 

Hermopolis.  The  archive  is  private,  and  the  cellarmaster  may  just  have  been  a  visitor  from  Alex¬ 
andria.  The  suggestion  in  R.  S.  BagnaU,  Egypt  in  Late  Antiquity  (Princeton  1993)  105,  that  the  entire 

entertainment  sector  of  Hermopolis  was  combined  ‘into  some  sort  of  unified  enterprise’  is  based  on 

very  slim  evidence. 
4  Shelton  assigned  the  archive  to  the  fourth  century  on  palaeographical  grounds.  His  sugges¬ 

tion  that  it  should  be  dated  before  c.351  rests  on  slender  grounds;  cf.  Bagnall,  ibid. 

5  A.  Cameron,  Circus  Factions:  Blues  and  Greens  at  Rome  and  Byzantium  (Oxford  1976)  214—29. 

6  I  140  (550),  contract  with  a  supervisor  of  the  racing  stable  of  the  comes;  145  (552),  receipt 

concerning  goods  for  the  circus  horses  of  the  Greens;  152  (618),  payment  of  wages  to  the  ‘starters’  of 
the  Blues;  XXVII  2480  and  PSI VIII  953  (565/6),  payments  of  wine  by  the  Apion  estate  to  various 

people,  including  expenses  for  the  horses  of  the  Blues. 
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place  belonging  to  the  Blues’  { tottoc  Situfrepcov  tolc  Beveroic).1  Inscriptions  by  the 

Colours  in  the  theatre  of  Alexandria  belong  to  the  same  period.2  Areas  in  Her- 

mopolis  and  Heracleopolis  were  named  after  the  Circus  Colours.3 
The  financial  consequences  of  this  reorganization  remain  unclear.  The  model 

of  Alan  Cameron,  which  links  the  practical  organization  by  two  coloured  stables 

to  state-run  financing,  underestimates  the  continuing  involvement  of  the  city.  In 

Oxyrhynchus,  the  organization  of  the  horse  races  was  certainly  a  liturgy  in  370 

(XVII 2110),  and  perhaps  as  late  as  465  (LXXVII 5120,  with  introd.).  The  archive  '■'> 
of  the  Apions  shows  that  in  sixth-century  Oxyrhynchus  the  expenses  for  circus 

games,  like  many  other  municipal  expenses,  were  the  fiscal  responsibility  of  the 

large  estates.4 
Circus  events  were  not  just  about  horse  races.  When  the  factions  spread  to  the 

provincial  cities  of  the  East,  they  also  started  to  incorporate  performing  artists.5 

Thus  late  antique  circus  programmes,  of  which  this  volume  contains  four  new  ex¬ 

amples,  do  not  all  mention  races.  In  XXXIV  2707,  P.  Bingen  128,  and  5216  horse 

races  (jjAccoc  rji >ioxo>v  or  &6Aov)  alternate  with  other  entertainments  such  as  mimes, 

acrobats,  animal  shows,  and  athletes.  In  contrast  P.  Harrauer  56,  5215,  5217,  and 

5218  list  only  performances,  and  although  none  of  them  is  complete,  the  surviving 

entries  show  no  alternation  with  races.  Instead,  a  range  of  different  performances 

was  presented.  The  athletes  and  mimes  performing  in  the  circus  were  not  the  direct 

successors  of  the  champions  of  the  agonistic  circuit,  but  moved  in  very  different 

social  networks.  From  the  fourth  century  on  athletes  appear  as  simple  labourers, 

and  are  identified  by  their  profession.6  In  the  Diocletianic  petition  and  loan  in  this 

volume  (5210,  5211),  the  competitors  were  still  identified  as  hieronikai — the  former 

moreover  as  pleistonikes  paradoxos — but  the  fifth-century  order  to  supply  meat  (5213) 

refers  merely  to  ‘athletes’.  Mimes  figure  in  a  similar  text  (5212).  Roman-style  en¬ 
tertainment  was  a  quite  different  world. 

S.  REMIJSEN 

1  SB  III  60x7  and  6018;  cf.  Padro,  ‘Recent  Archaeological  Work’,  134-5,  pi.  III. 
2  SEG  XXXI 1492, 1493, 1494,  1498. 

s  See  CPR  XXIII  33.3-4  n. 

4  J.  Gascou,  ‘Les  institutions  de  Phippodrome  en  Egypte  byzantine’,  BIFAO  76  (1976)  185-212  = 
Fiscaliti  et  societi  en  Egypte  byzantine  (Paris  2008)  51—71,  on  A.  Cameron,  Porphyrins  the  Charioteer  (Oxford 

1973).  Cf.  A.  Puk,  Das  Spielewesen  in  der  Spatantike  (Diss.  Heidelberg  2012)  118-27. 

5  The  incorporation  of  the  theatre  from  the  fifth  century  on  is  described  by  Cameron,  Circus 
Factions  214-29.  C.  Roueche,  Performers  and  Partisans  at  Apkrodisias  in  the  Roman  and  Late  Roman  Periods 

(London  1993)  57-60,  suggests  that  this  derived  from  a  merger  of  the  circus  factions  and  synods; 
however,  the  synods  had  been  exclusive  and  expensive  associations  that  had  declined  together  with 

the  agonistic  circuit  in  the  course  of  the  fourth  century. 

6  In  CPR  VIII 44,  a  list  of  people  who  had  bought  grass,  Sois  the  boxer  figures  beside  a  don¬ 
key  driver  and  a  carpenter.  In  XLVIII 3426,  the  athlete  Isidoros  was  paid  less  than  the  value  of  four 

cucumbers  for  an  odd  job.  I 
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sources,  round  brackets  that  it  is  expanded  from  an  abbreviation  or  a  symbol.  Greek  words 

not  recorded  in  LSJ  or  its  Revised  Supplement  or  the  Diccionario  Griego-Espanol  and  previ¬ 
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dftSa  5189  4-  6  (?),->•  27  (?) 

dyafloc  5189  ->  20  5194  16 ayytXfia  [5191  4  (?)] 
iytiv  5186  4  (?)  [5194  4  (?)] 

iydpeiv  [5191  8  (?)] 'Ayi Aaoc  [51921  15  (?)] 

6.yiv*u>c  [5192‘  15  (?), 13 1  (?)] 

iyvic  5187s  5  51881  ii  6 
iyopi  5189  4  24,  [-►  7]  5192s 

14-15  (?) 

iyopA&i v  5189  4  17 ayopa.v6fj.oc  [5185  7  (?)] 

iypa  5183'  11  (?) 
5yma  [5191  5  (?)] 

iyojyr,  5192'  18  (?) aywv  5193  [2-3  (?)],  12,  23 

Ayamcnjc  [5193  28-9  (?)] aUvaroc  5192*  5  (?) 
<U0A-  [5191  16  (?)] 

acdXov  5190*  7 

aeipeiv  5191  13 aOavaroc  5194  22 
i0XWa  51927  2  (?) ♦di'Ai  5189  ->■  25 

aloXomoXoc  [51921  I3  (?)] alcioc  5191  10  (?) 

atria  5189  4  12  (?) 

aeaipoc  5189  (18),  19 

OKOVC iv  5192'  11 
dKodctoc  [5192’  i7  (?)] 

axp Me  [5193  11-12  (?)] dAAd  [5194i7,34] 

aAAoc  5189  26  5193  23  5194 12,  [12-13  (?)] 

iXXwc  [5194  13-14  (?)] 

a/xaprta  5188’i7 

■Wc  [5186  9  (?)] 

apxlpw  [5186  1  (?)] 
iv  5186  6  (?)  5194  [5],  8, 14, 15 

I.  NEW  LITERARY  TEXTS 

iv  (i&v)  5184  ii  9  (?) 

avaXoyoc  [5193  20-2l] 
avai  [51872 1  (?)] ava£ioc  5186  6  (?),  8 

avairo&i^eiv  5189  ->  16-17 ivSpwoc  (5189  4  23  (?)) 

iviKparoc  5190s  1  (?) ivr,p  5189  4  23  (?) 
avdpw-rreioc  [5194  24] 

ivdpwnoc  5186  2 
avri  [5184  ii  9  (?)] 

iviw  51872  5 
a vcodev  5189  4  7 

a£ioc  5186  6  (?) 

ioify  [5191  7  (?)] ioi86c  [5191  7  (?)] 

ioXXl&iv  51901  9 

iiravrav  [5184  ii  4  (?)]  51924  6  (?) cbrac  5183 1  9  (?)  [5184  ii  4  (?)] 

51924  6  (?)  [5194  17-18] AirWcv  [5190s  3  (?)] 

i*6  5183’  9  (?)  5187'  7  (?)  5189 

4  7  (?)  5193  21 

[5184  ii  4  (?)] 

a7roSiSdvai  [5192s  6  (?)]  5194  10 
iiroKTciveiv  5189  ->  30 AbrdAAaiv  5184  ii  7 

anonop-TT-  [51 87'  7—8  (?)] 

airoppac  51921  3  (?) 
'Atttoc  5189  -►  17  {ter)  (?) 

aTTTOc  5189  ->  17  {ter)  (?) 
ipa  5190*  3  (?) 

ApycttjjovTrjc  [51903  2  (?)] aperri  5192s  4  (?) 

aprpoc  [51902  3  (?)] 
APVc  5192s  3  (?) 

aplcr/poc  [51904  3  (?)] 

apicrov  [51904  3  (?)] 

apv«?c0ai  5187*  19 

Ipxvvn  511111  ii  (■=  (?)).  (17  ffl) 
4pxa,v  5188'  ii  (12  (?)),  (17  (?)) 

ifN  [5185  6  (?)] 

aS  5189  ->  22 

ai  av  5189  -*■  25 avgaveiv  5193  19 

avrap  5190'  5 
airic  5184  ii  9  (?)  5189  4  13  (?), 

21,  ->  15,  22, 27,  29, 30  5192'  19 (?)  5193  5  {?),  26  [5194  25  (?)] 
apicrkvai  51922  8  (?) 

padpov  5191  7  (?) 

fiaicXov  5189  4  28 fiaXXetv  [5188*  i  6  (?)] 

papvc  5184  ii  5,  8 

fiaciXeveiv  [5194  22-3] 

fiacT-  5189  ->•  n 
ploc  5187s  4 

pXeirew  51881  ii  [2  (?)],  9,  n,  13 
poiXecOai  [5193  18  (?)] 

ppa-  51881 i 11 

ppWoc  5191  i3(?) 
Pporoc  5188'  [i  r4  (?)],  ii  5 

Pwfioc  5194  27 

yala  [5191  12] 

yair,-  5192s  4 

‘yip.oc  5187s  8-9 

yip  [5188’ ii  4  (?)]  5189  -*■  18 
5192'  2,  “  2  5193  21  5194  8, 

i5»  20 

ye  [5184  ii  4  (?)]  5186  4  (?) 
yeveiv  5189  4  25,  —*  9 
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Tpoc  5209  17  5210  15  5211  [i 

4],  ii4 
ivKTTjc  see  Index  XII 

M/mj  5214  2 
5a wwu  5208  12 

UfiacToc  5211  i  9,  ii  9;  ree  aiso 
Index  IV  s.w.-Severus  Alexan¬ 

der;  Gallienus;  Diocletian  and 

Maximian  Augusti,  Constan- 
tius  and  Maximian  Caesars; 

Oeol  Cepacroi;  oi  CejSocroi;  o 
Ce^acroc;  Index  V 

T^pnovv  (5212  3) 
<5c  5210  4  (bis),  11 
T€<f>avln)c  5208  [3],  5 

ritftavoc  5209  14 

i  5207  i  10,  ii  10  5210  18,  [18 

(?)],i9,[20],2i  521118,9, 
11. 14. 16. 19  (bis),  ii  8, 9, 11, 14, 16. 19 

vfjtnac  [5207  i  5,  ii  4-5] 
vfulrqtf>oc  5210  IO 
vvayiov icn}c  see  Index  XII 

vvdfcr)  5209  21 
vvoSoc  [5208  2j  7  (?)] 
uvriXeta  5210  6,  9 

cwt idevai  5209  7,  [iQ 

raivia  5184  introd.  8 
raXavrov  see  Index  XIII  (b) 

re  5211  i  16,  ii  16 

rcAetv  [5206  9  (?)]  [5208  13] 

reXecfi  a  see  Index  XTV 
reccapec  5210  16 

Texylrqc  see  Index  XII 
rtc  5209  16,  19  5210  5, 10,  20 
toLvw  5210  5,  n 

t6koc  5211  i  14,  ii  14 

ro7rapx‘a  ses  Index  IX T0770C  5214  4 

rpeic  5209  19  5211  i  10, 25,  ii 

9.25 rptc  5209  10 

rptexiXtot  5209  12 

rvy/aveiv  5210  5, 11,  20 

tvxv  5215  1 ;  see  also  Index  X 

vlic  5209  [7],  17, 18 

vpetc  [5206  9-10  (?)]  [5208  1 1] 5209  8, 11,  23 

viriye w  52105 

i-rripxetv  5210  10  5211  i  17,  ii 
16-17 

twaroc  see  Index  V 

vnip  5207 in, fin  5209  18 5210  12  5211  i  19,  (28),  ii  (18), 

(28) 

onepdecic  5209  19-20  5211  i  13, 

ii  13 

{mi  5209  8  5210  6  (bis)  5211  i  ic 

(fnXavdpanrla  5210  5 

<f>optpoc  [5183  introd.] 

Xaipetv  [5207  i  io,  ii  9]  [5208  5] 

5209  7  5211  i  8,  ii  7  (5212  1) 

Xi.pt c  5210  20 
Xeip  5211  i  9,  ii  8 
X€ipoypatf>ov  5211  i  17,  ii  17 
XjnjuaTltfitv  5207  i  9,  pi  9] 

[5209  (a).  (5)] 

Xprjc tc  5211  i  8,  24,  ii  8,  24 

Xpov oc  5210  8, 15  5211  i  14,  ii  14 

<Lc  5207  i  9,  [ii  9]  5209  [2],  5 

5210  6, 9, 16  5211  i  27,  ii  26 
aicaurtoc  5210  6 

XVI.  CORRECTIONS  TO  PUBLISHED  TEXTS 

P.  Oxy.  X  1297  15  5189  4- 16  n. 

P.  Oxy.  XXVII 2476  =  Pap.  Agon.  3.16  5208  10  n. 
P.  Oxy  LVI  3855  10  5189  4- 16  n. 

P  Oxy  Hels.  25  =  Pap.  Agon.  4.25,  28  5208  1 1  n. 
PSI XIV  1422  (date)  5210  introd. 

SB  XX  14705.14  5205  3  n. 










